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in full  Association of Southeast Asian Nations 

international organization established by the governments of Indonesia, Malaysia, the 
Philippines, Singapore, and Thailand in 1967 to accelerate economic growth, social 
progress, and cultural development and to promote peace and security in Southeast 
Asia. Brunei joined in 1984, followed by Vietnam in 1995, Laos and Myanmar in 1997, 
and Cambodia in 1999. The ASEAN region has a population of approximately 500 
million and covers a total area of 1.7 million square miles (4.5 million square km). 
ASEAN replaced the Association of South East Asia (ASA), which had been formed by 
the Philippines, Thailand, and the Federation of Malaya (now part of Malaysia) in 
1961. Under the banner of cooperative peace and shared prosperity, ASEAN's chief 
projects centre on economic cooperation, the promotion of trade among ASEAN 
countries and between ASEAN members and the rest of the world, and programs for 
joint research and technical cooperation among member governments.

Held together somewhat tenuously in its early years, ASEAN achieved a new cohesion 
in the mid-1970s following the changed balance of power in Southeast Asia after the 
end of the Vietnam War. The region's dynamic economic growth during the 1970s 
strengthened the organization, enabling ASEAN to adopt a unified response to 
Vietnam's invasion of Cambodia in 1979. ASEAN's first summit meeting, held in Bali, 
Indonesia, in 1976, resulted in an agreement on several industrial projects and the 
signing of a Treaty of Amity and Cooperation and a Declaration of Concord. The end 
of the Cold War between the United States and the Soviet Union at the end of the 
1980s allowed ASEAN countries to exercise greater political independence in the 
region, and in the 1990s ASEAN emerged as a leading voice on regional trade and 
security issues. For example, ASEAN adopted a declaration to resolve disputes in the 
South China Sea, promoted dialogue on regional security by establishing the ASEAN 
Regional Forum, extended membership to North Korea, and worked to resolve the 
conflict in East Timor. In 1992 members reduced intraregional tariffs and eased 
restrictions on foreign investment by creating the ASEAN Free Trade Area. To signal 
ASEAN's commitment to international diplomacy, human rights, and democratic 
values, its member countries signed the ASEAN Charter in 2007. If ratified, the 
charter would, among other things, confer legal personality on ASEAN, create 
standards of compliance with ASEAN decisions, and establish a human-rights 
organization within ASEAN.

ASEAN summit meetings, which are held every year, bring together the heads of state 
of member countries; there are also annual conferences for foreign ministers. 
Between such conferences ASEAN business is conducted by a standing committee 
consisting of the foreign minister of the host country of the ministerial conferences 
and ambassadors from the other countries. A permanent secretariat in Jakarta, 
Indonesia, is headed by a secretary-general, whose position rotates every three years.
The organization encompasses a number of committees, including technical 
committees on finance, agriculture, industry, trade, and transportation. The 
committees are supplemented by more than 70 working groups headed by experts and
various private-sector organizations. ASEAN publishes an annual report, as well as the 
semimonthly ASEAN Newsletter.
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Introduction

independent Islamic sultanate on the northern coast of the island 
of Borneo in Southeast Asia. It is bounded to the north by the 
South China Sea and on all other sides by the East Malaysian state 
of Sarawak, which also divides the state into two disconnected 
segments of unequal size. The western segment is the larger of 
the two and contains the capital city of Bandar Seri Begawan. 
Brunei achieved independence in 1984, after having been a British
protectorate since 1888. It is a member of the Commonwealth
and ASEAN (Association of Southeast Asian Nations).

 

Land

Relief, drainage, and soils

Brunei consists of a narrow coastal plain in the north, which 
gives way to rugged hills in the south. The country's highest 
point is Pagon Peak (6,070 feet [1,850 metres]), in the 
southeast. Brunei is drained by the Belait, Tutong, and Brunei 
rivers in the western segment and by the Pandaruan and 
Temburong rivers in the east; all flow generally northward to 
the South China Sea. The Belait is the largest river in the 

country. The soils of Brunei are deeply weathered, highly leached, and generally 
infertile. Richer alluvial soils are found along the rivers and in some parts of the 
coastal floodplain, and these offer the best agricultural potential. White quartz 
sands are prevalent in some areas.
 

Climate

The climate of Brunei is governed by the equatorial monsoon winds. The northeast 
monsoon typically blows from December to March, and the southwest monsoon 
blows from May to September. April, October, and November are transitional 
months. Temperatures in Brunei are warm throughout the year, typically dropping 
into the mid-70s F (about 23 °C) and rising to about 90 °F (32 °C) on a daily basis.
Precipitation averages about 115 inches (2,900 mm) annually in the coastal areas 
but can exceed 150 inches (3,800 mm) farther inland. Rainfall is generally heavier 
from October to January and lighter from March to August.
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Plant and animal life

About three-fifths of the country is covered with virgin tropical rainforest, and 
another one-fifth is under secondary forest. The undisturbed rainforest consists 
mainly of hardwoods of the Dipterocarpaceae family (notably of the genus Shorea), 
most of which are of commercial value. Large expanses of freshwater and peat
swamps are found in the poorly drained lowlands of the Belait and Tutong rivers, 
while mangrove swamps are common along the lower riverine reaches and sheltered
coastal areas. The complex vegetation of the rainforest provides niches for a rich 
variety of animals, including proboscis monkeys, leaf monkeys, pigtail macaques, 
gibbons, sun bears, sambar deer, pangolins, bats, and many other mammals. Among 
Brunei's most notable birds are its argus pheasants and hornbills. Numerous species 
of reptiles, including the large reticulated python, inhabit the country's swamps and 
woodlands.

 

People

Ethnic groups

About three-fifths of the population of Brunei is classified officially as Malay. This 
category, however, includes not only ethnic Malays but also a number of the 
indigenous peoples, namely the Dusun, Belait, Kedayan, Murut, and Bisaya (Bisayah). 
Chinese make up about one-fourth of the population. The remainder of Brunei's
residents consists of other (non-“Malay”) indigenous peoples, such as the Iban (or 
Sea Dayak); various peoples of South Asian descent; and temporary workers, 
primarily from Asia and Europe. The official language is Malay, with English as a 
major second language. Brunei's population is predominantly Sunni Muslim, although 
the Chinese usually follow Buddhism, Daoism, Confucianism, or Christianity. Some of 
the indigenous peoples are Christian, while others follow their own local religions.

 

Settlement patterns

The forested uplands of Brunei's interior are sparsely populated by indigenous 
peoples, who practice shifting agriculture. In the country's western segment, the 
Iban and the Belait generally inhabit the westernmost region near the border with 
Sarawak, while the Kedayan are concentrated in the central and eastern areas, and 
the Kadazan live primarily in the rural parts of the east-central region. The Murut 
and Bisaya have settled mainly in the eastern segment of Brunei. The Malays are 
distributed in the riverine and coastal villages and towns throughout the country, 
and the Chinese are concentrated in the urban areas.

About two-thirds of Brunei's population is found in and around Bandar Seri Begawan, 
the capital and largest urban centre. The city is located on the Brunei River about 9 
miles (14 km) from its mouth on Brunei Bay. Adjacent to the modern section of the 
city is an older part called Kampong Ayer, where Brunei Malays live in houses built 
on stilts along inlets of the river. The area surrounding the cities of Kuala Belait and 
Seria, both in the oil-rich zone of the southwestern coast, is the country's next most 
densely settled region.
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Economy

Brunei's economy is almost totally dependent on the exploitation of its vast reserves 
of petroleum and natural gas. Although oil and gas revenues have allowed the state to
give its citizens one of the highest per capita incomes in Asia, they also have made 
the country dependent on a single commodity that is subject to market fluctuations. 
In addition, Brunei must rely on imports for nearly all its manufactured goods and 
most of its food. In an effort to ensure the country's economic stability, the 
government has since the late 20th century striven to diversify the economy by 
developing other sectors, such as agriculture, fisheries, tourism, and financial 
services.

 

Agriculture, fishing, and forestry

Agriculture, fishing, and forestry, once the mainstays of Brunei's economy, declined 
in importance after the discovery of petroleum resources in the 1920s. By the end of
the 20th century, these three activities accounted for just a tiny fraction of the 
gross domestic product (GDP) and employed a comparably small segment of the 
workforce. Recognizing a need to diversify the economy away from petroleum 
production as well as to reduce the country's dependence on food imports, the 
government subsequently embarked on a program to develop the agricultural 
industry. By the early 21st century Brunei had become self-sufficient in the 
production of poultry and eggs and was approaching self-sufficiency in vegetables. 
Although locally grown rice still fell far short of domestic need, production had 
increased markedly.

Brunei is among the largest consumers of fish per capita in the world. Fish imports 
reached a high in the mid-1990s. In an effort to curb imports, the government 
implemented programs to stimulate local fisheries. Within a decade Brunei was 
producing more fish domestically than it imported. Overfishing has been a growing 
concern, however, despite the government's emphasis on sustainable development. 
Aquaculture has been encouraged in carefully selected areas.

With an aim of preserving the country's abundant forest cover, Brunei enacted 
legislation in the late 20th century to restrict logging. Plantation programs have 
been implemented to provide enough sawed wood for the local market only. Timber 
is not exported.

 

Resources and power

The petroleum industry (including the manufacture of liquefied natural gas [LNG]) 
generates more than half of Brunei's GDP, although it employs a very small portion 
of the labour force. Nearly all of the country's petroleum and natural gas is 
produced from offshore fields located off its own western segment, and all but a 
small percentage of the production is exported, mostly to Asian countries. A local 
refinery supplies domestic needs; the country's energy is generated almost entirely 
from fossil fuels.

Oil was first produced in 1929, while the natural gas industry was developed after 
the discovery in the 1960s of large deposits. Output of oil reached a peak in the late
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1970s and subsequently was reduced in order to conserve reserves. Intensive 
exploitation of the country's huge deposits of natural gas in the 1970s included the 
construction of a liquefaction plant, and LNG has since become a major source of 
Brunei's export earnings. In addition to its hydrocarbon reserves, the country has 
rich deposits of white quartz sand that remained virtually undeveloped in the early 
21st century.

 

Finance and trade

In lieu of a central bank, the Financial Institution Division and the Brunei Currency 
Board, both part of the Ministry of Finance, are responsible for most central banking
services. The Brunei Currency Board issues the Brunei dollar. Several Islamic 
commercial banks, a number of foreign banks, and a few offshore banks all operate 
in the country. Much of the state's financial activity is concerned with managing its 
substantial foreign investments, and the return on these has become an important 
source of income.

Revenues from petroleum and natural gas, which constitute nearly all of the 
country's export earnings, have generally resulted in trade surpluses since the early 
1970s. The country's principal trading partners are in Asia and include Japan, 
Malaysia, Indonesia, Singapore, and South Korea, among others. Brunei also trades 
with the United States, Australia, and members of the European Union to varying 
degrees. Brunei has been a member of ASEAN since 1984 and became home to the 
secretariat of the East ASEAN Business Council in the mid-1990s.

 

Transportation and telecommunications

Historically, Brunei has depended primarily on its rivers and the sea for 
transportation. Rivers have remained the main means of transport into the interior, 
but a good network of roads has been built in the coastal areas and continues to 
expand into the interior. Per capita car ownership in Brunei is one of the highest in 
the world. Brunei has two major ports: a large, deepwater harbour at Muara, on 
Brunei Bay, and a smaller port at Kuala Belait, at the mouth of the Belait River. The 
country's sole international airport, located at Bandar Seri Begawan, is home to 
Royal Brunei Airlines. Public transport (buses and taxis) is concentrated in urban 
areas.

Telecommunications are regulated by the Authority of Info-Communications 
Technology Industry. The government operates several radio and television 
channels, most broadcasting in Malay. Additional channels are available through 
private companies offering satellite and cable services.

 

Government and society

Constitutional framework

In 1959 Brunei became a self-governing state and adopted a constitution, although 
the British retained jurisdiction over foreign policy, defense, and internal security. 
Limited attempts at elected representative government under this constitution were
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abandoned by 1970. After Brunei attained full independence in 1984, an Islamic
sultanate was established, and the constitution—while retained—underwent
significant amendment.

Ultimate authority rests with the sultan, who is both head of state and head of 
government. As prime minister, he presides over a Council of Ministers (cabinet) and
is advised by several other councils (Religious, Privy, Succession, and Legislative); 
the members of these bodies are appointed by the sultan. In 2004 the sultan 
approved a number of amendments to the constitution. Although a provision for a 
partially elected Legislative Council was among the amendments, elections have not
been held.

 

Local government

Brunei is divided into four daerah (districts) for local administration: Temburong in 
the country's eastern segment and Belait, Brunei and Muara, and Tutong in the 
western segment. Each is headed by a district officer. The district officers are 
assisted by district councils, which are largely appointed. The daerah are subdivided
further into units called mukim, each of which embraces a number of kampung
(villages).

 

Justice

Judicial power is vested in the Supreme Court, composed of the Court of Appeal and
the High Court, beneath which are the magistrates' courts. Although the High Court 
is a court of first instance for more serious offenses, it also handles appeals from 
the magistrates' courts. Appeals from the High Court are heard by the Court of 
Appeal. The final court of appeal for civil cases is the Judicial Committee of the 
Privy Council of London. There also are courts of Islamic law (Syariah, or Sharīʿah) 
that can appeal to the country's Religious Council.

 

Security

The small, well-equipped Royal Brunei Armed Forces consists mainly of an army 
group, with smaller navy and air force units. These forces are supplemented by the 
Ghurka Reserve Unit and the Royal Brunei Police. Only Malays are eligible to 
participate in the military, and service is voluntary. A separate battalion of British 
Army Gurkhas has been present in the country since 1971. Prior to the country's 
independence, this unit was responsible for domestic security, but in the 21st 
century its chief task is to guard the petroleum and natural gas fields.

 

Health and welfare

Brunei is essentially a welfare state, with well-developed social facilities. Citizens 
receive basic medical and dental services at no charge. Primary care is provided by 
a network of government health centres and clinics scattered throughout the 
country. Remote rural areas are visited regularly by the government's flying doctor 
service. There is a state hospital in each of the four districts, including a large 
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facility in Bandar Seri Begawan. Private clinics and a few private hospitals also 
operate in the urban areas.

Incidence of serious infectious diseases (e.g., tuberculosis, HIV/AIDS, and cholera) is
low in Brunei. Aggressive malaria-control programs have rendered Brunei virtually 
malaria-free since the late 1980s. The country's death rate is well below the world 
average, and life expectancy is in the mid-to-upper 70s.

 

Education

With education that is both free and compulsory from age 5 to 16, the vast majority 
of Brunei's population is literate. Malay, English, and Chinese are the three official 
languages of instruction. Malay is used in government schools, although English is 
the medium for certain subjects, beginning at the upper primary level. In addition 
to the government schools are private Chinese schools and schools operated by 
religious institutions; all, however, generally follow the same government-developed
curriculum. Following secondary school, students may further their studies at any of
a number of technical or engineering colleges or vocational schools. Those with 
strong examination results may enroll for classes at the University of Brunei 
Darussalam (1985) or at the Islamic University of Sultan Sharif Ali (2007).

 
Pushpa Thambipillai
Mohamad Yusop Damit

Cultural life

The arts

Visual and performing arts

The visual and performing arts have for centuries been a salient expression of 
Bruneian culture. Brunei is particularly renowned for its metalwork. Especially
during the peak of the Brunei sultanate's power (16th and 17th centuries), brass
and silver artisans were highly valued for their craftsmanship. They produced
gongs, cannons, and other articles that were often embossed with designs of
serpents and other animals. Bruneian metalwork has long been an important item
of trade, both within and beyond the boundaries of the sultanate. Indeed, many
of the gongs that constitute ritual paraphernalia and heirloom property among
the remote interior peoples—not only of Brunei but also of Malaysian and
Indonesian Borneo—are of Bruneian origin.

Gongs are important locally as musical instruments. The royal nobat ensemble 
combines a set of vertically suspended gongs with double-reed instruments 
(called serunai) and single- and double-headed drums to mark important palace 
events, such as coronations, marriages, deaths, and the reception of honoured 
guests. The nobat also sometimes announces the times for Muslim prayer. A 
nonroyal ensemble called gulintangan combines a set of seven or eight small, 
horizontally suspended gongs with several larger, vertically suspended gongs and 
one or two double-headed drums to provide music for festivals in Malay and 
various other indigenous communities. An ensemble of small frame drums called 
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hadrah often is played at weddings or to receive members of the royal family in 
an official capacity. A popular Malay social dance is performed to the 
accompaniment of large frame drums, called gendang, which often are played by
women.

 

Architecture

The prevalence of Islamic arts in Brunei is particularly evident in the country's 
magnificent architecture. The high golden dome of the Sultan Omar Ali 
Saifuddien Mosque (1958) dominates the skyline of Bandar Seri Begawan. It 
features classic attributes of Muslim architecture in its ornate domes, arches, 
and minarets. The mosque was built and furnished with fine materials from
around the world—including marble from Italy, granite from China, chandeliers
and stained-glass windows from England, and carpets from Saudi Arabia. In the
mid-1990s another spectacular structure, the Jame' Asr Hassanal Bolkiah Mosque,
was built in Kampong Kiarong (near Bandar Seri Begawan) to signify the eminence
of Islam in Brunei; it is the largest mosque in the country. Istana Nurul Iman, set
in landscaped gardens along the Brunei River, is an enormous residential palace
incorporating both Islamic and distinctly Malay architectural styles. It is the
home of the sultan and also houses his prime ministerial offices. The building is
particularly striking when viewed at night from Persiaran Damuan, a nearby park
featuring sculptures by noted Southeast Asian artists.

A different sort of architectural masterpiece is Kampong Ayer (“Water Village”),
in Bandar Seri Begawan. Kampong Ayer is a collection of long-established
villages, the structures of which hover on stilts above the Brunei River. Houses,
medical clinics, and schools—most made of wood but some now made of
cement—blend contemporary amenities with time-tested building styles. The
dwellings and other facilities are interconnected by an extensive network of
elevated walkways.

 

Sports and recreation

Brunei has fine facilities for a wide range of sports, including badminton, squash, 
tennis, field hockey, football (soccer), and aquatics, and the country's strongest 
athletes are internationally competitive. Golf enthusiasts enjoy several 
championship courses, and polo has been popular for decades, particularly with 
members of the royal family; polo fields and the royal stables are located at 
Jerudong Park, near Bandar Seri Begawan. Ocean sports, such as yachting and 
windsurfing, also have a strong following.

In addition to such globally recognized activities, Bruneians practice a number of
uniquely Southeast Asian sports—such as sepak takraw, a game similar to volleyball 
except the ball is made of rattan and is volleyed with the feet rather than the 
hands, and pencak silat, a type of martial art. These sports are internationally 
competitive within the Asian region, and Brunei has produced award-winning 
athletes in both events. In 1999 Brunei hosted the 20th Southeast Asian Games in 
Bandar Seri Begawan at the Hassanal Bolkiah National Stadium, the country's main 
sports venue. In 2000 the country sent its first representative to the Summer 
Olympic Games, held in Sydney, Australia.
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Main kikik, or kite flying, remains a popular pastime in Brunei. Some kikik (kite) 
owners aim to fly their kites to extraordinary altitudes, to lead them through 
spectacular maneuvers, or to keep them airborne for as long as possible. Others, 
however, engage in kikik battles; with the strings of their kites coated with ground 
glass, competitors strive to sever in midair the strings of their opponents' kikik.

Another local pastime is main gasing, or top spinning. Players typically throw their 
gasing (top) forcefully into an arena in an attempt either to keep their top spinning 
as long as possible or to knock their opponents' tops down or out of the playing area.
With gasing that can weigh some 15 pounds (7 kg), the game requires great 
strength, timing, and aim.

 
Pushpa Thambipillai
Mohamad Yusop Damit

History

Although its early history is obscure, Brunei was known to be trading with and paying 
tribute to China in the 6th century CE. It then came under Hindu influence for a time 
through allegiance to the Majapahit empire, based in Java. When the ships of the 
expedition of Ferdinand Magellan anchored off Brunei in 1521, the fifth sultan, the 
great Bolkiah, controlled practically the whole of Borneo, the Sulu Archipelago, and 
neighbouring islands. Toward the end of the 16th century, however, the territory was 
torn by internal strife. Brunei's power subsequently declined through the 19th 
century, notably with the cession of Sarawak in northwestern Borneo to the English 
adventurer James (later Sir James) Brooke in 1841, the expansion of Sarawak by 
additional grants to Brooke, the cession to Great Britain of the island of Labuan in 
Brunei Bay, and the final loss of what is now Sabah, East Malaysia, in northeastern 
Borneo.

Brunei became a British protectorate in 1888, and in 1906 administration was vested
in a British resident, whose advice the sultan was bound to accept. Despite the
presence of a foreign administration, Brunei's significance began to revive with the
start of petroleum production in 1929. In 1941–45, during World War II, Brunei was 
occupied by the Japanese. The British returned after the war, and negotiations began 
for the eventual independence of Brunei.

The first step in this process occurred in 1959, when self-government was achieved 
and the British resident was replaced by a high commissioner. Britain remained 
responsible for defense and foreign policy. Brunei adopted a written constitution, and
in 1962 a partly elected Legislative Council with limited authority was installed. The 
conversion to a representative government was interrupted later that year by a 
revolt, which was suppressed with the help of British forces; the sultan then called a 
state of emergency and suspended most provisions of the constitution. New elections 
were held in 1965, but appointed members still retained their majority in the council.

In 1967 Sultan Omar Ali Saifuddien abdicated in favour of his eldest son, Hassanal
Bolkiah Muʿizzaddin Waddaulah, although the former sultan continued to exercise 
influence until his death. Brunei's political life was stable throughout the 1970s in 
large part because of its flourishing economy and its position as one of the world's 
wealthiest (on a per capita basis) oil producers. In 1979 the United Kingdom and 
Brunei signed a treaty whereby Brunei would become fully independent in 1984. 
Malaysia and Indonesia both gave assurances that they would recognize Brunei's 
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status, thereby allaying the sultan's concern that the state might be incorporated by 
one of its larger neighbours.

Ooi Jin Bee
Pushpa Thambipillai
Mohamad Yusop Damit

Brunei duly gained independence on Jan. 1, 1984, and an Islamic sultanate was 
proclaimed. The Legislative Council, which had become an entirely appointed body by
decree of the sultan in 1970, was suspended, and a ministerial form of government 
was introduced. The sultan became prime minister, in addition to holding several 
other ministerial posts, and he appointed members of his family to most of the other 
positions, including his father as defense minister. When his father died in September 
1986, the sultan assumed the important defense post and enlarged his cabinet.

In 1990 the sultan encouraged Bruneians to adopt Melayu Islam Beraja (“Malay Islamic
Monarchy”), the country's official ideology. The movement, which celebrated
traditional Bruneian values and called for more rigid adherence to traditional Islamic
principles, was viewed with anxiety by non-Muslims, particularly members of the
Chinese community. Nevertheless, for much of the late 20th century the sultanate
experienced both political and economic stability (though it did suffer during the
Asian financial crisis of the late 1990s), and its citizens continued to enjoy a very high
standard of living. However, the economy's heavy reliance on petroleum and natural
gas, both nonrenewable sources of energy, led the government to pursue economic
diversification more aggressively.

In the mid-1980s two political parties, the Brunei National Democratic Party and the 
Brunei National United Party, were legalized, but membership restrictions were 
imposed (e.g., government employees, who made up a significant proportion of 
Brunei's citizens, were excluded) and their activities impeded by the government. 
After only a few years, both parties were banned. The Brunei National United Party 
was allowed to operate again beginning in 1995, and in the early 21st century it was 
joined by two new parties, the People's Awareness Party and the National 
Development Party. In 2004 the sultan reconvened the Legislative Council, which had 
not met in 20 years, to discuss constitutional amendments. Although provision for an 
elected component of the Legislative Council was among the approved amendments, 
the sultan reformed the council in 2005 with an entirely appointed membership. 
Meanwhile, two of the three political parties were deregistered, leaving the National 
Development Party as the sole legal party by 2007.

Pushpa Thambipillai
Mohamad Yusop Damit

At independence in 1984, Brunei's relations with neighbouring Malaysia were strained 
over boundary and territorial disputes in Sarawak. Ties between the two countries 
gradually improved, as most of the border issues were resolved, but Brunei still 
claimed the Limbang region of Sarawak between the two portions of Brunei. In 2009 
an agreement was reached by which Brunei would drop its claim on Limbang and 
Malaysia would forgo its claim to oil-rich areas in the South China Sea that the two 
countries had contested. However, the two countries would jointly exploit any 
reserves found there.

 
Ed.
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Introduction

country on the Indochinese mainland of Southeast Asia. Largely a 
land of plains and great rivers, Cambodia lies amid important 
overland and river trade routes linking China to India and 
Southeast Asia. The influences of many Asian cultures, alongside 
those of France and the United States, can be seen in the capital,
Phnom Penh, one of a handful of urban centres in the largely 
rural country.

For 2,000 years Cambodia's civilization absorbed influences from 
India and China and, in turn, transferred them to other Southeast 
Asian civilizations. From the Hindu-Buddhist kingdoms of Funan
and Chenla (1st–8th century) through the classical age of the
Angkor period (9th–15th century), it held sway over territories
that are now part of Thailand, Vietnam, and Laos. The Khmer 
(Cambodian) empire reached its apex in the 12th century, a time 
marked by the construction of the massive temple complexes 
known as Angkor Wat and Bayon and the imperial capital of 
Angkor Thom. Following 400 years of decline, Cambodia became a

French colony and during the 20th century experienced the turmoil of war, 
occupation by the Japanese, postwar independence, and political instability. Between
1975 and 1979 the country was devastated by the reign of the Khmer Rouge, a rural 
communist guerrilla movement. During the Khmer Rouge's period of power, at least 
1.5 million Cambodians were killed or died, a monumental tragedy from which the 
country still suffers.

Cambodia began the process of recovery under the Vietnam-backed regime of the
People's Republic of Kampuchea (1979–89), and in the 1990s it regained political
autonomy, reestablished a constitutional government, and subsequently instituted
free elections. The Cambodian economy has steadily improved, and the country seems
to be living by the words of the Cambodian proverb, "Fear not the future, weep not
for the past."

 

Land

Cambodia, about one-third the size of France and somewhat larger than the U.S. state
of Missouri, is bordered to the west and northwest by Thailand, to the northeast by 
Laos, to the east and southeast by Vietnam, and to the southwest by the Gulf of 
Thailand. The country's maximum extent is about 280 miles (450 km) from north to 
south and 360 miles (580 km) from east to west.

 

Relief

Cambodia's landscape is characterized by a low-lying central 
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alluvial plain that is surrounded by uplands and low mountains 
and includes the Tonle Sap (Great Lake) and the upper reaches 
of the Mekong River delta. Extending outward from this central 
region are transitional plains, thinly forested and rising to 
elevations of about 650 feet (200 metres) above sea level. To 

the north the Cambodian plain abuts a sandstone escarpment, which forms a 
southward-facing cliff stretching more than 200 miles (320 km) from west to east 
and rising abruptly above the plain to heights of 600 to 1,800 feet (180 to 550 
metres). This escarpment marks the southern limit of the Dangrek (Khmer: Dângrêk)
Mountains. Flowing south through the country's eastern regions is the Mekong River. 
East of the Mekong the transitional plains gradually merge with the eastern 
highlands, a region of forested mountains and high plateaus that extend into Laos 
and Vietnam. In southwestern Cambodia two distinct upland blocks, the Krâvanh
(Cardamom) Mountains and the Dâmrei (Elephant) Mountains, form another highland
region that covers much of the land area between the Tonle Sap and the Gulf of 
Thailand. In this remote and largely uninhabited area, Mount Aôral, Cambodia's
highest peak, rises to an elevation of 5,949 feet (1,813 metres). The southern 
coastal region adjoining the Gulf of Thailand is a narrow lowland strip, heavily 
wooded and sparsely populated, which is isolated from the central plain by the 
southwestern highlands.
 

Drainage

The two dominant hydrological features of Cambodia are the Mekong River and the 
Tonle Sap. Rising in the Plateau of Tibet and emptying into the South China Sea, the 
Mekong enters Cambodia from Laos at the Khone Falls and flows generally 
southward to the border with Vietnam, a distance within Cambodia of approximately
315 miles (510 km). The Mekong is connected to the Tonle Sap by the Sab River. 
During the rainy season (mid-May to early October), the Mekong's enormous volume 
of water backs up into the Sab and flows up into the Tonle Sap 65 miles (105 km) to 
the northwest, expanding the lake's surface area from a dry-season minimum of 
1,200 square miles (3,100 square km) to a rainy-season maximum of more than 
3,000 square miles (7,800 square km). As the water level of the Mekong falls during 
the dry season, the process is reversed: water drains from the Tonle Sap back down 
into the Mekong, switching the direction of its flow. As a result of this annual 
phenomenon, the Tonle Sap is one of the world's richest sources of freshwater fish.

 

Soils

Most of Cambodia's soils are sandy and poor in nutrients. The so-called red-soil areas
in the eastern part of the country, however, are suitable for commercial crops such 
as rubber and cotton. The annual flooding of the Mekong during the rainy season 
deposits a rich alluvial sediment that accounts for the fertility of the central plain 
and provides natural irrigation for rice cultivation.

 

Climate

Cambodia's climate is governed by the monsoon winds, which define two major
seasons. From mid-May to early October, the strong prevailing winds of the
southwest monsoon bring heavy rains and high humidity. From early November to
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mid-March, the lighter and drier winds of the northeast monsoon bring variable
cloudiness, infrequent precipitation, and lower humidity. The weather between
these seasons is transitional. Maximum temperatures are high throughout the year,
ranging from about 82 to 83 °F (28 °C) in January, the coolest month, to about 95
°F (35 °C) in April. Annual precipitation varies considerably throughout the country,
from more than 200 inches (5,000 mm) on the seaward slopes of the southwestern
highlands to about 50–55 inches (1,270–1,400 mm) in the central lowland region.
Three-fourths of the annual rainfall occurs during the months of the southwest
monsoon.

 

Plant and animal life

Although much of Cambodia is heavily forested, the central lowland region is 
covered with rice paddies, fields of dry crops such as corn (maize) and tobacco, 
tracts of tall grass and reeds, and thinly wooded areas. Savanna grassland 
predominates in the transitional plains, with the grasses reaching a height of 5 feet 
(1.5 metres). In the eastern highlands the high plateaus are covered with grasses 
and deciduous forests. Broad-leaved evergreen forests grow in the mountainous 
areas to the north, with trees 100 feet (30 metres) high emerging from thick 
undergrowths of vines, rattans, palms, bamboos, and assorted woody and 
herbaceous ground plants. In the southwestern highlands, open forests of pines are 
found at the higher elevations, while the rain-drenched seaward slopes are 
blanketed with virgin rainforests growing to heights of 150 feet (45 metres) or more.
Vegetation along the coastal strip ranges from evergreen forests to nearly 
impenetrable mangroves.

The northeastern forests of Cambodia—like the neighbouring areas of Laos and
Vietnam—once sheltered large populations of wild animals such as elephants, wild
oxen, rhinoceroses, and several species of deer, but the loss of forest cover,
combined with warfare and unregulated hunting in the region, sharply reduced
those numbers. Small populations of most of these species may still be found, along
with some tigers, leopards, bears, and many small mammals. Among the more
common birds are herons, cranes, grouse, pheasant, peafowl, pelicans, cormorants,
egrets, and wild ducks. Four varieties of snakes are especially dangerous: the Indian
cobra, the king cobra, the banded krait, and Russell's viper.

 

People

Ethnic groups

The Khmer (Cambodians) account for the vast majority of the population, producing 
a homogeneity unique in Southeast Asia that has encouraged a strong sense of 
national identity. Ethnic minorities include Chinese, Vietnamese, Muslim 
Cham-Malays, Laotians, and various indigenous peoples of the rural highlands.

The Khmer, who belong to the Mon-Khmer ethnolinguistic group, are concentrated 
in the lowland regions surrounding the Mekong River and the Tonle Sap, on the 
transitional plain, and along the coast. The product of centuries of intricate cultural
and ethnic blending, the Khmer moved southward before 200 BC into the fertile 
Mekong delta from the Khorat Plateau of what is now Thailand. They were exposed 
to successive waves of Indian influence and, in the 8th century AD, to Indo-Malayan 
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influence, perhaps including immigration from Java. Immigrations of Tai peoples 
occurred from the 10th to the 15th century, of Vietnamese beginning in the 17th 
century, and of Chinese in the 18th and 19th centuries.

Among the ethnic minorities in Cambodia before 1975, the Chinese were the most 
important, for they controlled the country's economic life. They were shunted aside 
in the communist-led revolution of the 1970s and made to become ordinary 
peasants. Those who did not seek refuge abroad after 1975 and others who 
subsequently returned regained some of their former influence as urban centres 
were revived.

The Vietnamese minority occupied a somewhat lower status than the Chinese, and 
most of them fled or were repatriated to Vietnam after 1970. In the 1980s, 
however, a large number of Vietnamese migrants, many of them former residents of
Cambodia, settled in the country. Centuries of mutual dislike and distrust have 
clouded Vietnamese-Khmer relations, and intermarriage has been infrequent.

The next most important minority after the Vietnamese is the Cham-Malay group.
Known in Cambodia as Khmer Islam or Western Cham, the Cham-Malay group also
maintained a high degree of ethnic homogeneity and was discriminated against
under the regime of Democratic Kampuchea. Receiving only slightly better
treatment than the Khmer Islam during that period were the smaller communities of
indigenous peoples. These communities, known collectively as Khmer Loeu (“Upland
Khmer”), include the Katu, Mnong, Stieng, Jarai, and Rhadé, among others, and
inhabit the sparsely populated northeastern provinces bordering Vietnam and Laos.

 

Languages

The Khmer language is one of the major tongues of the Mon-Khmer subfamily of the 
Austroasiatic language family and is spoken by nearly all people in Cambodia, 
including the Cham-Malay. Smaller numbers speak Vietnamese and dialects of 
Chinese. The Katu, Mnong, and Stieng speak Mon-Khmer languages, while the Jarai
and Rhadé speak languages of the Austronesian language family.

 

Religion

Most ethnic Khmer are Theravada (Hinayana) Buddhists (i.e., belonging to the older 
and more traditional of the two great schools of Buddhism, the other school being 
Mahayana). Until 1975 Buddhism was officially recognized as the state religion of
Cambodia. Under the Khmer Rouge, all religious practices were forbidden. The
pro-Vietnamese communist regime that ruled Cambodia in the 1980s encouraged
Buddhism in a limited way, and Theravada Buddhism was restored as Cambodia's
state religion in 1993. Almost 20 years of neglect have been difficult to reverse,
however, and the religion has not regained the popularity and prestige that it had
before 1975. Nonetheless, the social and psychological characteristics often ascribed
to the Khmer—individualism, conservatism, patience, gentleness, and lack of
concern for material wealth—represent Buddhist ideals toward which Cambodians,
especially in rural areas, continue to aspire. Buddhist precepts, however, do not
permeate Cambodian education and ideology as strongly as they did before 1975.

Minority populations are not Theravada Buddhists. Khmer Loeu groups generally 
follow local religions, while ethnic Vietnamese and Chinese are eclectic, following 
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A traditional rural 
settlement on the 
bank of the Tonle 
Sap, Cambodia.

 

Mahayana Buddhism and Daoism. Many Vietnamese are members of the Roman 
Catholic Church or of such syncretic Vietnamese religious movements as Cao Dai. 
The Cham minority is Muslim, generally of the Sunni branch. More recently, 
thousands have converted to Evangelical Protestantism, particularly urban Khmer.

 

Settlement patterns

Cambodia has always been overwhelmingly a land of villages. Only a small fraction 
of the total population has ever lived in a town of more than 10,000 inhabitants. 
Since the 1920s most of these urban dwellers have been concentrated in Phnom 
Penh, which is situated at the confluence of the Mekong, Basăk (Bassac), and Sab
rivers. Some four-fifths of the population still live in rural areas, the remainder
being classified as urban.

 

Rural settlement

Until the mid-1970s, the vast majority of Cambodia's people 
inhabited the central lowland region, where the rural village 
was second only to the family as the basic social unit. The 
typical Khmer family consisted of a married couple and their 
unmarried children. Both sons and daughters usually left the 
parental home after marriage to establish their own 
households. Most Cambodian villages in those days were 
made up of ethnically homogeneous people and had a 
population of fewer than 300 persons. The village (phum) 

was part of a commune or community (khum) with which it shared one or more 
Buddhist temples (wat), an elementary school, and several small shops. 
Cambodian villages usually developed in a linear pattern along waterways and 
roads, but houses were also often found on largely self-contained paddy farms. 
Houses in Cambodia were generally built on wooden pilings and had thatched 
roofs, walls of palm matting, and floors of woven bamboo strips resting on 
bamboo joists. Houses for the more-prosperous, while still on pilings, were built 
of wood and had tile or metal roofs.

There were a few large landowners in Cambodia until, under the rulers of 
Democratic Kampuchea, they were forced off their land and into collectives in 
1975 and made to live as ordinary peasants; hardly any of these people 
reemerged after decollectivization in the 1980s. Before collectivization, villagers
typically owned and worked enough land to provide for their families and 
generate small surpluses that could be converted into cash to buy additional 
goods or to pay taxes. Landholdings tended to be small in the crowded 
south-central regions of the country. During the 1960s the government of Prince 
Norodom Sihanouk was successful in colonizing frontier regions, especially in the 
northwest, with army veterans or poor farmers from more-crowded parts of the 
country. These programs, however, did not significantly alter Cambodian 
settlement patterns.

Throughout rural Cambodia, lifestyle was attuned to the agricultural cycle, which
was based in large part on family-oriented subsistence farming. Family members 
were awake before dawn, and most of the day's work was accomplished before 
noon, although minor tasks were performed in the cool of the early evening. 
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Electricity has always been rare in village areas, and country people were 
generally asleep soon after sunset. During the rice-growing season, all family 
members worked together in the fields, as the work of planting, transplanting, 
and harvesting had to be done quickly. Farmers had no access to agricultural 
machinery, and the work of several people was needed to grow enough rice to 
feed a family for a year. Because paddy farming required intensive labour, 
obligations would build up among families within a village during the agricultural 
season. Festivals and marriages, celebrated by a whole village, were usually held
after the rice had been harvested and money had been obtained from selling the 
surplus grain.

 

Urban settlement

The urban areas of Cambodia emerged in their present form in the early 20th 
century, during the French colonial period, as commercial and administrative 
centres serving their surrounding rural regions. Most of them were located at the 
intersections of land or river routes and were relatively accessible to the areas 
they served. Phnom Penh (phnom means “hill”; Penh is a woman's name) is
Cambodia's single metropolis, and its population fluctuations since the 1960s
reflect the country's recent history. Before the outbreak of war in 1970, it held
about 500,000 people, but its population by 1975, then swollen with refugees,
numbered some 2,000,000. Phnom Penh was virtually abandoned during the
Democratic Kampuchea period, but people began returning to the city in 1979.
Its population has grown rapidly since then, exceeding its 1970 level by the late
1980s and surpassing 1,000,000 by the start of the 21st century. Other cities,
such as Bătdâmbâng and Kâmpóng Cham, are considerably smaller than Phnom 
Penh.

 

Demographic trends

Cambodia's first national census as an independent country, taken in 1962, reported 
a population of about 5,700,000. Subsequent population figures are exceedingly 
difficult to determine because of the enormous number of people who died or were 
displaced in the years after 1970. After some stability returned in the 1990s, a 
second national census, conducted in 1998, indicated that the population was 
double its 1962 level. Since that time, the country's population has continued to 
expand at a rate above the world average. In common with many developing 
countries, children under age 15 constitute the largest group, but the age 
distribution is becoming more balanced as the country continues to recover from its 
losses under the Khmer Rouge regime.

The war and social revolution of the 1970s, and the country's subsequent political 
and economic disruption, also seriously affected the geographic distribution of 
Cambodia's population. Between 1975 and 1978, hundreds of thousands of urban 
people were forcibly moved into rural areas to cultivate rice and to dig and maintain
extensive irrigation works. Following the upheaval, towns and cities began again to 
grow, and most have regained or surpassed their pre-1970 population levels. 
However, the unrest of the 1970s led more than 300,000 Cambodians to emigrate. 
Of these, more than half (some 179,000) went to the United States, more than 
50,000 to France, and 45,000 to Australia. Several thousand Cham were resettled in 
Malaysia in the 1980s. An additional 300,000 people who had sought shelter in 
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refugee camps along the Thai-Cambodian border in the 1980s were repatriated to
Cambodia in 1993–94 under the provisions of a 1991 peace agreement between the
Cambodian government and what had been its political opponents.

 

Economy

Even before 1975, Cambodia's economy was one of the least-developed in Southeast
Asia. It depended heavily on two major products—rice and rubber—and consequently
was vulnerable to annual fluctuations caused by vagaries in the weather and world
market prices. Agriculture dominated the economy, with most rural families engaged
in rice cultivation. Although the tradition of landownership was strong, family
landholdings were relatively small, and the rural population was largely
self-sufficient. Two and a half acres (one hectare) of rice paddy provided for the
needs of a family of five people, and supplementary requirements were traditionally
satisfied by fishing, cultivating fruit and vegetables, and raising livestock. Famine was
rare in Cambodia, but the self-sufficiency of the rural family produced a conservatism
that resisted government efforts before 1975 to modernize the country's agricultural
methods.

The pro-Vietnamese government that came to power in 1979 dismantled the 
collectivized agriculture that had been savagely imposed on a national scale by
Democratic Kampuchea in 1975–79, but partial collectivization remained an ideal of
the new regime, as it did in neighbouring Vietnam, in an attempt to improve
efficiency. Voluntary cooperative groupings called krom samaki subsequently replaced
collective farms in many areas, but the vast majority of Cambodian farming continued
to be carried out by family units growing crops for subsistence and small surpluses for 
cash or barter. A law enacted in 1989 permitted Cambodians to buy and sell real 
estate for the first time. An immediate effect of the law was a speculative boom in 
urban areas and an increase in investment, particularly in Phnom Penh. In rural areas 
laws were also implemented that restored traditional rights of land tenure and 
inheritance.

In 1992–93, during a brief United Nations protectorate, the economies of Phnom Penh
and Bătdâmbâng were fueled by foreign speculation in land and short-term,
foreign-financed construction. Tourism became (and has remained) a major source of
national revenue, but the rural economy has continued to be hampered by poor
communications, bad weather, widespread poverty and disease, and often outdated
and inefficient farming techniques. Although per capita income has been rising, it has
remained among the world's lowest.

The country's external debt also increased sharply during the 1990s, and foreign aid 
continues to be a major source of revenue. Most of the international donors, the 
leader of which is Japan, have used aid to pressure the Cambodian government to 
carry out reforms aimed at promoting economic development and democratization. 
Donors have targeted funding at particular areas such as refugee repatriation and 
resettlement, education and training, health and sanitation, agriculture, and 
community development. Creditors have rescheduled and in some cases canceled 
repayment of loans, but they have also cut aid disbursements when they have 
disagreed with government policies or actions.

 

Agriculture, forestry, and fishing
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Agriculture remains the most important sector of the Cambodian economy in terms 
of its share of the gross domestic product (GDP), and it employs the vast majority of
the workforce. Rice is Cambodia's major crop, its principal food, and, in times of
peace, its most important export commodity. Rice is grown on most of the country's
total cultivated land area. The principal rice regions surround the Mekong and the
Tonle Sap, with particularly intensive cultivation in Bătdâmbâng, Kâmpóng Cham,
Takêv, and Prey Vêng provinces.

Cambodia traditionally has produced only one rice crop per year because it has 
lacked the extensive irrigation system needed for double-cropping. Under traditional
patterns of agriculture, planting normally begins in July or August, and the harvest 
period extends from November to January. Where there is little irrigation, the 
amount of rainfall determines the size and quality of the crop.

The government of Democratic Kampuchea made great efforts to build irrigation 
systems throughout the country. The results occasionally were notable, and in a few
parts of the country farmers were able to grow two or, more rarely, three crops of 
rice per year. In some cases the irrigation works were poorly conceived and hastily 
built, and they soon collapsed. Most of those that survived were abandoned after 
1979. Another significant problem is that millions of land mines remain in 
Cambodian fields from the years of warfare; this has severely restricted the amount 
of land available for cultivation.

In addition to rice, other food products include cassava, corn (maize), sugarcane, 
soybeans, and coconuts. The principal fruit crops, all of which are consumed locally,
include bananas, oranges, and mangoes, and are supplemented by a variety of other
tropical fruits, including breadfruits, mangosteens, and papayas.

Cattle, particularly water buffalo, are used principally as draft animals in the rice
paddies and fields. Hog production has also played a large role in agriculture. Efforts
to replenish the number of livestock—depleted by years of war—have been
hampered by uncertain social conditions and the prevalence of animal diseases.

About three-fourths of Cambodia was forested in 1970, but by the early 21st century
that portion had decreased to roughly half, with Cambodia carrying one of the 
highest deforestation rates in the world. The provinces bordering Thailand and 
Vietnam continue to be logged by large companies to whom the government has 
granted concessions, as well as by smaller entrepreneurs, many of whom do not 
obtain official permits. Illegal logging is a persistent and serious problem despite 
efforts to curb it.

Fisheries are important in the domestic economy. Fish in its various forms—fresh,
dried, smoked, and salted—constitutes the most important source of protein in the
Cambodian diet, and subsistence fishing is part of every farmer's activity. The
annual freshwater catch includes perch, carp, lungfish, and smelt. For larger-scale
fishing, the government sells two-year leases to harvest segments of the Tonle Sap
and inland rivers. Revenues from these sales have been significant at times, but the
program has been fraught with corruption. Overfishing and environmental
degradation around Tonle Sap have decreased the fish supply and driven up prices,
and the sustainability of freshwater fisheries has become a matter of public
concern.

 

Resources and power
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Cambodia has few known mineral resources. Some limestone and phosphate deposits
are found in Kâmpôt province, and precious stones are mined in Bătdâmbâng
province. Cambodia's small quantities of iron and coal have not justified commercial
exploitation. Most electric power is generated at thermal plants fired by imported
oil. Hydroelectric generation from facilities along the Mekong and its tributaries is
being rapidly expanded and provides the remainder of the country's electricity.
Prospecting by foreign firms for petroleum and natural gas at offshore areas
adjacent to sites being exploited by Vietnam has yielded sizeable deposits.

 

Manufacturing

Until the mid-1990s, industrial development in Cambodia remained at a low level, 
contributing a relatively small portion of the gross domestic product (GDP). Efforts 
had been made to build a modest industrial base suitable for domestic needs, and 
timber processing and rice milling, which were important before 1975, were revived 
in the 1980s. Toward the end of the 20th century, however, plants were established 
to produce soft drinks, paper, cigarettes, building materials, cement, and cotton 
textiles. Although Cambodia's industrial sector initially found it difficult to compete 
with mass-produced goods from the more economically developed countries of the 
region, those countries have invested heavily in Cambodian garment factories, and 
manufacturing has contributed an increasingly significant proportion of annual GDP.

 

Finance

Cambodia's commercial banking system was established in 1989–90. It is headed by
the National Bank of Cambodia, which functions as the central bank and issues the
national currency, the riel. The Foreign Trade Bank, originally established to 
manage commercial relations with other communist countries, facilitates the 
financing of the country's commercial activities. Most other banks are either 
foreign-owned or joint ventures with a foreign partner; the first of these ventures 
was established in 1992 between the central bank and the Siam Commercial Bank. 
Foreign bank branches are concentrated in Phnom Penh. The remaining banks are 
small, private entities, many of which are suspected of engaging in money 
laundering in connection with regional drug trafficking.

The banking system actually plays only a minor role in public or private finance. 
Most of the population has little contact with banks, preferring instead to put their 
limited savings into gold or U.S. dollars. Rather than use the credit services offered 
by banks, small-scale business owners and farmers borrow from relatives, business 
associations, shopkeepers, or other nonfinancial entities and are often charged 
exorbitant interest rates.

The government has encouraged foreign investment, particularly through legislation 
providing tax incentives for foreigners, which has increased capital flow into the 
country. Hotel construction has intensified, as has foreign investment in the 
garment industry. Investor confidence, however, has continued to be restrained 
because of concerns about political instability.

 

Trade
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Cambodia's trading pattern has changed dramatically since the mid-1980s, when
what was then the Soviet Union virtually dominated Cambodia's trade. The country's
main import sources now are Thailand, Hong Kong, China, and Singapore; most
exports go to the United States, Germany, the United Kingdom, and Canada. Goods
are freely smuggled between Cambodia and Thailand, and large volumes of
Cambodian imports are undocumented and untaxed. Consequently, trade figures are
difficult to interpret. This understood, major retained imports include
investment-related products, petroleum products, and durable consumer goods.
Until the late 1990s, re-export of imported goods such as cigarettes, motor vehicles,
electronics, and gold accounted for the bulk of Cambodia's external trade. Since
then, garments have eclipsed all other commodities to constitute the bulk of
Cambodia's exports. Sawn timber, logs, and rubber, once central to Cambodia's
economy, continue to be exported—legitimately—in small quantities.

The success of free trading zones established at the ports of Kâmpôt and Krŏng Kaôh
Kŏng in the late 1980s for trade with Thailand and Singapore led to the expansion
and legalization of cross-border trade with Thailand. In 1999 Cambodia became a
member of the Association of Southeast Asian Nations (ASEAN), and in 2004 the 
country joined the World Trade Organization (WTO). Both initiatives required 
implementing reciprocal tariff reductions and other trade legislation, some of which
have posed a perennial challenge to the national budget. The country has long had 
chronic balance-of-trade deficits.

 

Services

The most important service activity in Cambodia is associated with tourism, which is 
one of the major sources of overseas investment and the fastest-growing segment of
the economy. Tourism has become an important source of revenue and foreign 
exchange and has helped mitigate the effects of large trade deficits. Much of this 
investment goes into constructing hotels, developing resorts, and enhancing 
facilities serving tourists visiting Angkor Wat and Phnom Penh. The number of 
tourists has been increasing and diversifying. While the first visitors were primarily 
from socialist countries, Japan, and other parts of Asia, many tourists now arrive 
from France, the United Kingdom, the United States, and other areas predominantly
in Europe and North America.

 

Labour and taxation

Most Cambodians in the workforce are still engaged in agriculture, forestry, and 
fishing. Foreign investment is essential to job creation in Cambodia. Concerns 
among foreign investors about political instability and corruption have resulted in 
limited foreign capital inflows and only slow improvements in job opportunities. An 
additional obstacle to foreign investment and job creation has been the country's 
lack of a trained and experienced labour force possessing the desired productive 
skills. Despite these problems, the new garment factories around Phnom Penh have 
become an important source of manufacturing employment, especially for women. 
The proportion of women in the labour force—more than half of the total—is one of
the largest in the world, an imbalance created in part by the massive destruction of
men during the period of Khmer Rouge rule. By law, women are guaranteed equal
rights, but traditional views of the proper role of women have prevented women
from entering senior management positions in business.
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A 1992 law permitted the formation of labour unions. The three main labour 
federations are the Cambodian Federation of Independent Trade Unions, the 
Cambodian Union Federation, and the Free Trade Union of Workers of the Kingdom 
of Cambodia. The unions have been ineffective largely because the government has 
determined public-sector wages, and private-sector employers have set wages based
on market conditions, unrestrained by union activities. Wages are usually so low 
that most workers hold more than one job.

The most-important sources of tax revenue in Cambodia have been consumption 
taxes and customs duties. In 1993 all tax collection and government spending was 
centralized and placed under the control of the Ministry of Finance, replacing the 
previous system that allowed individual ministries to assess taxes and spend the 
resulting revenues. Tax collection subsequently became more effective, and tax 
revenues increased. During that period new tax policies, instituted to encourage 
domestic and international investment, provided for lower corporate taxes, tax 
exemptions of up to eight years for companies in industrial sectors assigned priority 
status by the government, no taxes on reinvested profits, and tax exemptions on 
imported capital equipment intended for export-oriented production.

 

Transportation and telecommunications

Cambodia's inland waterways and road systems constitute the main transportation 
routes, although they are invariably affected during the rainy season, when floods 
cause heavy accumulations of silt and washouts. Railroads rank third in significance.
Domestic shipping and civil air facilities are limited, and maritime commerce is 
carried out almost exclusively by foreign vessels.

The road system eventually surpassed the country's inland waterways as the 
principal means for moving cargo and passengers. The network was originally 
designed and constructed by the French during the protectorate period to link the 
agricultural hinterland with the port of Saigon (now Ho Chi Minh City, Viet.). 
Consequently, the system did not serve Cambodia as a whole. Extensive land tracts 
in the northern, northeastern, and southwestern parts of the country were without 
roads. Of the total road network, only a small portion has been paved; other roads 
have been surfaced with crushed stone, gravel, or laterite or have been simply 
graded without being paved.

Roads and bridges deteriorated sharply during the Democratic Kampuchea period 
and the civil war that followed. Funds and equipment for repairs were not available,
and after 1979 most roads were mined or cut by guerrillas hostile to the government
in Phnom Penh. Especially in the 1990s, repairing Cambodia's road network was a 
high priority for the United Nations and was a focus of foreign-aid efforts by other 
countries, especially Japan. The country's longest bridge, traversing the Sab River at
Phnom Penh, was destroyed in 1975, rebuilt with Japanese assistance, and reopened
in 1997. Cambodia's first bridge over the Mekong River was completed in 2001. 
Located about 45 miles (75 km) northeast of Phnom Penh, it has greatly facilitated 
travel between the eastern and western parts of the country.

Cambodia has some 1,200 miles (1,900 km) of inland waterways, of which the great 
bulk are part of the Mekong and Tonle Sap systems. Phnom Penh, located on the 
Mekong River about 200 miles (320 km) from its mouth, can be reached by vessels 
with drafts of less than 13 feet (4 metres). North of Phnom Penh, the Mekong is 
navigable to Krâchéh for rivercraft, but rapids and winding channels in the section 
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The Royal Palace, 
Phnom Penh, 
Camb.

 

between Krâchéh and the border with Laos generally preclude commercial
navigation.

Kâmpóng Saôm (Sihanoukville), on the Gulf of Thailand, is Cambodia's only maritime
port. Completed in 1960, it can provide unrestricted anchorage for oceangoing 
ships. The port is of strategic importance to Cambodia, and the area has undergone 
considerable industrial development. A paved four-lane highway links Kâmpóng
Saôm with Phnom Penh.

The railroad system is owned and operated by the Cambodian government. One line,
completed prior to World War II, connects Phnom Penh with the Thai frontier and
facilitates the movement of milled rice from the western provinces of Bătdâmbâng,
Poŭthĭsăt, and Kâmpóng Chhnăng. Another line, completed in 1969, connects Phnom
Penh with Kâmpóng Saôm.

Cambodia has two international airports, the newest of which opened in Siĕmréab
(Siem Reap) in 2002. In 2003 a new terminal was added to the older airport in 
Pochentong (near Phnom Penh). These facilities constitute the hubs of domestic, 
regional, and international service.

Telecommunications have been developing slowly in Cambodia. In regional 
comparisons, the country lags far behind its neighbours in the number of telephone 
main lines as a proportion of population and is near the bottom in the proportion of 
cellular phone users per capita. There are telephone exchange centres in all major 
towns, and the number of telephone main lines is increasing (though cellular phones
now vastly outnumber telephone main lines). Internet usage is also increasing, but 
the number of people with access is still small.

 

Government and society

Constitutional framework

In 1981 the Vietnam-backed communist government in Phnom 
Penh established a government based on a new constitution. 
This government was opposed by three factions that in 1982 
formed a coalition government-in-exile. Though this coalition 
was unable to rule in Cambodia, it gained international 
recognition, held onto Cambodia's seat at the United Nations 
(UN), and was able to negotiate with the Phnom Penh 
government.

In 1991 the government and opposition groups signed peace 
accords that provided for the creation of a new national government. The UN 
established a transitional authority to oversee the implementation of the accords, 
including elections in 1993 that formed a coalition government led by Prince 
Norodom Sihanouk. A new constitution was adopted in September that restored the 
pre-1970 Kingdom of Cambodia, though now as a constitutional monarchy and a 
multiparty liberal democracy. Sihanouk immediately ascended the throne under the 
new constitution.

Under the constitution, the king, who is the head of state, is chosen from among 
royal descendants by the Throne Council. In 2004 King Sihanouk decided to 
abdicate, and Prince Norodom Sihamoni was selected to succeed him.
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Cambodia's legislature has been bicameral since 1999, with the directly elected
National Assembly as its lower chamber and the indirectly elected (by commune
councilors) Senate as its upper chamber. Members of parliament serve five-year
terms. Executive power resides with the cabinet, headed by a prime minister—who
is chosen by the king, based on the recommendation of the chairman of the National
Assembly, from the representatives of the party with the largest number of seats in
the assembly. The remaining government ministers are selected from all parties
represented in the assembly.

 

Local government

Local government, at the highest level, consists of provinces and municipalities. 
Each province (khet) is headed by a governor and is divided into districts (srok), 
communes (khum), and villages (phum). Each municipality (krong) is led by a mayor 
and is subdivided into sectors (khan) and wards (sangkat). At each level of local 
government, a People's Assembly, composed of representatives elected by popular 
vote, chooses a People's Committee that has formal responsibility within the locality
for public administration and security. Within each province, effective control over 
the armed forces and security units, the civil bureaucracy, and tax collection is in 
the hands of the governor and provincial officials.

 

Justice

The country has a constitutionally independent judiciary composed of lower courts, 
an appeals court, and a Supreme Court. However, the judiciary has been closely 
allied with Cambodia's ruling party and often has been suspected of corruption. A 
nine-member Constitutional Council determines the constitutionality of legislation. 
It also resolves electoral disputes. The Supreme Council of Magistrates appoints and 
disciplines judges. There is also a separate military justice system.

 

Political process

The three most important political parties in Cambodia are the Cambodian People's 
Party (CPP), the FUNCINPEC Party, and the Sam Rainsy Party. The CPP is a 
noncommunist party descended from the pro-Vietnam and communist Kampuchean 
People's Revolutionary Party. The FUNCINPEC Party is composed of the royalist 
supporters of the former king Norodom Sihanouk and his son Prince Ranariddh 
(although the latter was removed from the party in 2006). These two parties hold 
the largest number of seats in both legislative houses and form the governing 
coalition. The Sam Rainsy Party, founded in 1995 as the Khmer National Party and 
given its current name in 1998, is the third largest party and constitutes the official 
opposition.

The 1993 constitution provides for universal suffrage for citizens 18 years and older,
and all citizens 25 years and older have the right to hold elective office. Few women
hold governmental positions in either the National Assembly or the civil service.

 

Security
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The king is the commander in chief of the armed forces, called the Royal Cambodian
Armed Forces (RCAF), which include the army, navy, and air force. The RCAF was 
created in 1993 through the merger of the Cambodian government's military forces 
and the two noncommunist resistance armies; the Khmer Rouge and royalist forces 
were absorbed into the RCAF in 1999. The army is much larger than the other two 
branches and is staffed mainly through conscription.

At the beginning of the 21st century, Cambodia was at peace, but its proportionally 
large armed forces imposed an enormous burden on national resources. The 
government has tried to reduce the size of its army by seeking funds from foreign 
countries to compensate demobilized soldiers, but donors have been reluctant to 
make such expenditures at the expense of the projects to rebuild Cambodia's 
infrastructure that have been the main focus of foreign aid.

 

Health and welfare

Cambodia has long had an acute shortage of medical personnel, which has been a
major obstacle to implementing an effective public health program. Phnom Penh
has the country's best health care facilities and trained medical personnel, whereas
most rural areas are served only by local infirmaries. Even before the civil war of
1970–75, Cambodia had few doctors, hospitals, or medical facilities. The civil war
strained and eroded this fragile structure. The rulers of Democratic Kampuchea
moved medical personnel to collective farms and, as part of its policy of
self-reliance, encouraged non-Western medical practices based on the use of local
herbs.

Providing adequate health care has remained a serious problem since 1979. Scarce 
funds, unsettled conditions in the country, poor sanitation, and a shortage of 
medicine have contributed to high incidences of diseases such as tuberculosis, 
malaria, and pneumonia. Adding to this, tens of thousands of Cambodians have been
maimed by land mines, but only a fraction of them have received proper medical 
attention. However, this issue has received widespread worldwide attention, and 
considerable international effort has been made to clear land mines and to provide 
prosthetic limbs for land-mine victims.

Another issue seriously affecting Cambodia is HIV/AIDS. By the late 1990s, HIV 
infection and AIDS cases had peaked at epidemic levels in urban areas. The 
government subsequently implemented programs among commercial sex workers to 
promote mandatory condom use and to treat sexually transmitted diseases. In 
addition, international organizations set up programs to treat those infected and to 
care for children orphaned by the epidemic. These initiatives had significantly 
reduced the proportion of the population infected with the virus by the early 21st 
century.

 

Housing

Prior to 1975, housing in Cambodia was comparable in quality to that of other
Southeast Asian countries. The evacuation of Phnom Penh and other cities in
1975–76, however, left urban residential structures abandoned and produced
tremendous housing pressures in the rural areas, where many people lived in
temporary shelters. Overcrowding increased dramatically in Phnom Penh as people 
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Ruined temples at 
the Angkor Thom 
complex, Angkor, 
Cambodia.

 

started returning to urban areas. Some people have lived in squatter huts built on 
the rooftops of buildings in the downtown area. The municipal government, with the
cooperation of community groups and with the support of the national government 
and international agencies, has been trying to construct more residential units.

In rural areas more than half of residential structures are built using bamboo, 
thatch, grass, reeds, and similar materials. In urban areas the majority of residential
buildings are constructed of wood, concrete, brick, stone, metal sheets, and tiles. 
About one-third of all urban residences have access to safe drinking water, 
electricity as their main source of lighting, and indoor toilet facilities; the 
proportion of houses with these facilities in the rural areas is far smaller.

 

Education

Cambodia's educational system, as it had developed in the first 70 years of the 20th 
century, was another casualty of warfare and ideology. Only primary schools were 
open during the Democratic Kampuchea period; older students attended irregularly 
scheduled political and technical courses, often held in the communes. After 1979 
the government in Phnom Penh gave high priority to primary education, and it 
reopened secondary schools and institutions of higher education. Although a large 
number of young Khmer attend some form of educational institution, schools and 
colleges are severely hampered by shortages of funds, books, equipment, and 
adequately trained and compensated staff. Less than half the students enrolled in 
primary school proceed beyond the fifth grade. The overwhelming majority of 
students at the country's main institutions of higher education are male. Some 
four-fifths of males and three-fifths of females are literate, although some studies 
have indicated that functional illiteracy is increasing.

 

Cultural life

Before 1970, Cambodian culture and artistic expression were 
informed by the greatness of the past. The Khmer empire owed 
much to Indian influence, but its achievements also represented 
original contributions to Asian civilization. The magnificent 
architecture and sculpture of the Angkor period (802–1432), as
seen in the temple complexes at Angkor Wat and Angkor Thom,
marked a high point of Khmer creativity. Following the capture of
Angkor by the Tai (15th century) and the crumbling of the
empire, the region underwent four centuries of foreign invasions,
civil war, and widespread depopulation. It was not until the
establishment of the French protectorate in 1863 that internal
security was restored, the country's borders stabilized, and efforts
undertaken to revive traditional Khmer art forms. After Cambodia
gained independence from France in 1953, the government placed

particular emphasis on accelerating that revival. This coincided with the rapid
expansion of primary and secondary school facilities and the emergence of education
as the most important factor of social mobility.

The leadership of Democratic Kampuchea, inspired in large part by the People's 
Republic of China, subordinated culture to its own interpretations of Marxist-Leninist 
doctrines. The government in Phnom Penh after 1979, however, made serious efforts 
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to restore such traditional forms of artistic expression as Cambodian classical music, 
ballet, and popular theatre. Foreign aid from India and Poland was used to clean and 
maintain some of the temples at Angkor, which had suffered from years of vandalism 
and neglect. Those aspects of high culture have had to compete for people's attention
with popular music and videotapes imported from Hong Kong, Thailand, and 
elsewhere.

 

Daily life and social customs

The sharp contrasts that have long existed between urban and rural Cambodians
have broken down to some extent. This process began in the 1970s with the
displacement of more than two million Cambodians from their urban homes, and it
continued with the reoccupation of urban areas after 1979 by many who originally
had lived in rural regions. After 1990 these changes were accelerated by the near
ubiquity of television sets in rural areas—albeit in villages, rather than in individual
homes—and by the penetration of globalization into the countryside. The pace of
life, however, continues to be much faster in Cambodia's larger cities than
elsewhere in the country. Although Cambodia is impoverished, urban people tend to
be better off than farmers. Salaried employment in government, industry, and
Cambodia's rapidly expanding service sector allows many city dwellers to own cars
and motorcycles, eat fast food, and enjoy a vibrant nightlife. Outside of Phnom
Penh, however, rural Cambodians largely rely on bicycles, oxcarts, and sporadic
public transportation, and organized evening entertainment is infrequent.

Food shortages, a part of daily life in the past, have become less common with 
political stability and international aid. The Cambodian rural diet, however, tends 
to be rather monotonous, based almost solely on rice and fish. Variation comes with 
the garnishes used: hot peppers, mint, lemongrass, ginger, prahoc (a spiced fish 
paste), and red curry paste. A popular dish is ka tieu, a soup usually made with pork
and rice noodles. Cambodian cuisine makes use of mangoes, papayas, bananas, 
durians, and other locally grown fruits.

Cambodians both rural and urban celebrate distinctive festivals and holidays such as 
January 7 (victory over Pol Pot), Bonn Chaul Chhnam (Khmer New Year; mid-April), 
Paris Peace Agreement Day (October 23), and Bonn Om Touk (Water and Moon 
Festival; early November), which marks the annual flow reversal of the Tonle Sap.

 

The arts

Music and dance forms

Music occupied a dominant place in traditional Cambodian culture. It was sung
and played everywhere—by children at play, by adults at work, by young men and
women while courting—and invariably was part of the many celebrations and
festivals that took place throughout the year at Buddhist temples in the
countryside. Traditional music ensembles, distinguished in part by their
instrumentation, included various combinations of wooden flutes and reed
instruments, bowed and plucked lutes, struck zithers, xylophones and
metallophones, kong vong gong circles, and drums of different sizes. The players 
followed the lead of one instrument, often the xylophone, and improvised their 
own parts building from a pool of conventional melodic and rhythmic formulae.
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Dancing and drama were also important forms of artistic expression. The Royal 
Ballet in Phnom Penh specialized in the classical, highly stylized apsara dances, 
as well as dance-dramas recounting the Reamker (Ramayana) epic and other 
tales. These forms were adapted over the centuries by both the Khmer and the 
Thai from the ancient dances of Angkor. In the countryside other dramatic genres
and folk dances were performed at festivals and weddings by wandering troupes. 
The national classical ballet, reconstituted in the early 1980s by a handful of 
surviving dancers, has become highly professional and has toured successfully 
abroad. King Norodom Sihanouk's daughter, Princess Bopha Devi, a former star 
performer in the royal troupe, vigorously supported the revival of classical dance
during her tenure as minister of culture at the beginning of the 21st century. The
Royal University of Fine Arts has been integral to the resurrection of Cambodian 
classical music and dance following their virtual extermination in the 1970s. 
Cambodian communities abroad have also established schools and cultural 
institutions to help perpetuate these traditions.

Although broadly valued as symbols of national and ethnic identity, Cambodian
classical performing arts have little practical appeal for the younger population.
Cambodian, Thai, and other Asian popular songs have a much wider audience, as
do locally made video compact discs (VCDs)—the typical medium through which
movies are now produced and distributed in Cambodia. Among urban Cambodian
males, karaoke bars are a major source of entertainment.

 

Visual arts

In the past, the traditional visual arts of Cambodia revealed the conservatism of 
the Khmer. Ancient themes were preferred, and rarely was there an effort to 
improve or adapt. The principal crafts were weaving, silver- and goldsmithing, 
jewelry making, and wood and stone sculpture. In the 1970s and '80s, visual arts 
were often made to serve the purposes of government propaganda, and little 
original art has developed in Cambodia since then.

While most artists paint traditional scenes and sculpt in repetitive, classical 
forms, largely for tourists and Cambodia's emerging middle class, others are more
progressive, projecting Cambodia's heritage and tumultuous past in both abstract
and soberingly realistic styles. The Ministry of Culture and Fine Arts has striven to 
employ senior artists, train new ones, and promote Cambodian art through 
sponsorship of domestic and international exhibitions. International aid 
organizations such as UNESCO and the Ford and Rockefeller foundations have also
worked to revitalize traditional and contemporary arts programs, both in 
Cambodia and abroad.

 

Literature

Cambodia has a long literary tradition, based largely on Indian and Thai literary 
forms. Few people could read the indigenous literature, however, because 
historically only a small portion of the population was literate. Even so, most 
Khmer are familiar with the stories of such traditional epic figures as Neang 
Kakey and Dum Deav, as well as the Jataka tales relating episodes in the life of 
the Buddha, all of which are widely broadcast on radio and distributed in 
comic-book form. Folktales called reuang preng are also widely known.
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During the 1960s and early '70s, Cambodia's traditionally conservative literature 
came under Western influence, as did its audience of young, urbanized 
Cambodian elite. Novels, poetry, visual arts, and films came to reflect 
international taste and enjoyed a flowering; in the early 1970s, for example, 
some 50 new novels appeared each year, and new films were frequently 
released. All such forms of expression, however, were banned by the officials of 
Democratic Kampuchea. Writers and artists were murdered or driven into exile, 
and the communist regime systematically destroyed existing works of art and 
literature, resulting in the loss of most of the country's books, manuscripts, and 
paintings. After 1979 the Vietnam-backed government continued to limit freedom
of expression by controlling the distribution of paper and by using literature for 
propaganda. Few books are published in Cambodia today, aside from 
Khmer-English dictionaries, textbooks for schools, horoscopes, and how-to books.
There is no market for novels or serious nonfiction; in addition, government 
patronage of writers, which flourished in the 1980s, has ceased. As a result, most
Cambodian writers now live and publish in the United States, Canada, and 
Europe.

 

Cultural institutions

With national independence in 1953, the Cambodian government sought to revive 
the nation's rich artistic traditions. The Royal University of Fine Arts, located in
Phnom Penh, was founded by King Sihanouk in 1965 to preserve and nurture
traditional arts. With the coming to power of the Khmer Rouge in 1975, the school,
along with all other educational institutions, was closed. Although most artists were
killed during the period of Khmer Rouge rule, a small number survived by hiding
their identities. When the school was reopened in 1980, it became a magnet for
those surviving artists and has continued to be an epicentre of Cambodian creative
activity. With two primary units—one embracing archaeology, architecture and
urbanism, and plastic arts, the other encompassing choreographic arts and music—it
is energetically training new artists in traditional art forms and sponsoring
performances in Cambodia and throughout the world.

Cambodia has two major museums. The National Museum of Arts is devoted to 
Cambodian ethnography, bronze ware, sculpture, and ceramics. The Museum of
Genocide, housed in a former school that became a prison and execution centre in
1976, memorializes the atrocities of the Khmer Rouge regime. The Hindu-Buddhist
ruins of the Khmer state of Angkor (9th–15th century) were designated a UNESCO
World Heritage site in 1992. The Temple of Preah Vihear, dedicated to the worship 
of Shiva, was designated a UNESCO World Heritage site in 2008.

 

Sports and recreation

Football (soccer) has long been popular in Cambodia, but during the Khmer Rouge 
years the finest players died or left the country. The national team was 
subsequently rebuilt and has trained under German supervision. Similarly, Khmer 
kickboxing, a martial art performed to the accompaniment of a unique genre of 
traditional music, reemerged after the 1970s and has attracted a large and devoted 
following. Also widely played are badminton and tennis, and cycling is popular. More
recently, golf has been catching on among the elite, and motocross has gained a 
following, with regular competitions in Phnom Penh and in the provinces. There are 
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few sports facilities outside of Phnom Penh, which has two major venues: Olympic 
Stadium and the National Sports Centre. Cambodia attended its first Olympic Games
in 1956 and participated in two more before warfare and civil strife interrupted its 
attendance. The country returned to regular participation with the 1996 Summer 
Games.

 

Media and broadcasting

Several daily newspapers (in print or online) in Phnom Penh, including one in 
English, reflect a range of political views. Television and radio, however, are 
generally controlled by the dominant Cambodian People's Party; a number of 
Cambodian journalists hostile to the regime were killed in the 1990s, and others 
have been imprisoned. More than a dozen major radio stations cater to an array of 
audiences with different religious, linguistic, and, to some degree, political 
orientations. Many of these broadcast internationally through the Internet. There 
are also many small, private stations serving local communities. Several television 
stations offer a range of programming in Khmer and other languages.

 
Leonard C. Overton
David P. Chandler

History

The historical importance of Cambodia in mainland Southeast Asia is out of proportion
to its present reduced territory and limited political power. Between the 11th and 
13th centuries, the Khmer (Cambodian) state included much of the Indochinese 
mainland, incorporating large parts of present-day southern Vietnam, Laos, and 
eastern Thailand. The cultural influence of Cambodia on other countries, particularly 
Laos and Thailand, has been enormous. For a discussion of Cambodian history in its 
regional context, see Southeast Asia, history of.

 

Early history

It is not known for certain how long people have lived in what is now Cambodia, 
where they came from, or what languages they spoke before writing was introduced 
(based on a Sanskrit-style alphabet) about the 3rd century AD. Carbon-14 dating 
indicates that people who made and used pottery inhabited Cambodia as early as 
4000 BC. These and subsequent findings suggest that these early people, like 
Cambodians today, were of slight to medium build, constructed their houses on 
wooden piles, consumed a considerable quantity of fish, and raised pigs and water 
buffalo.

Whether the early inhabitants of Cambodia came originally or primarily from the 
north, west, or south is still debated, as are theories about waves of different 
peoples moving through the region in prehistoric times. Archaeological finds since 
1950 suggest that prehistoric mainland Southeast Asia, including Cambodia, had a 
comparatively sophisticated culture. These finds include artificial circular 
earthworks thought to be from the 1st millennium BC. Some scholars have even 
traced the first cultivation of rice and the first casting of bronze to the region.
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Funan and Chenla

Indian influences were the most important in Cambodia's early history during the 
first centuries AD, when Chinese and Indian pilgrims and traders stopped along the
coasts of present-day Cambodia and Vietnam and exchanged silks and metals for
spices, aromatic wood, ivory, and gold. Written sources dating from that period are
almost entirely in Chinese and describe a kingdom or group of kingdoms flourishing
in southern Cambodia, known to Chinese writers as “Funan.” Over a period of 300
years, between the 3rd and 6th centuries AD, its rulers offered gifts from time to
time to Chinese emperors. Chinese writers testified to the extent of Indian influence
in the kingdom and accounted for it by citing a local story, dating from the 6th
century, of an Indian Brahman named Kaundinya who came to the area and
“changed its institutions to follow Indian models.” One consequence of this early
contact with Indian civilization was the introduction of large-scale irrigation, which 
allowed people to produce three or more crops of rice per year in some districts and
brought previously unproductive areas under cultivation. Another was the worship of
the Hindu god Shiva, who was conceptualized as a tutelary ancestor or spirit of the 
soil and was often represented by a stone lingam, or phallus. A third was the 
relatively peaceful coexistence in Cambodia of Hinduism and Buddhism, which 
endured for more than a thousand years.

The capital city of Funan was probably located at the site of the village of Angkor
Borei in Takêv province, where systematic archaeological digs have been conducted
since the mid-1990s. The most important legacy of Funan, though it may have been
exaggerated by Chinese writers, was a centralized state apparatus. At the pinnacle
of this structure was a theoretically absolute ruler who relied on an agricultural
workforce and off-season labour to generate agricultural surpluses to sustain his
lifestyle, support a priestly caste, and build fortresses, palaces, and temples. In a
general way, these social arrangements resemble those found in medieval Europe,
but it would be imprecise to use a term like “feudalism” to characterize Funan and
its successor states. Instead, it is probably more fruitful to seek links between
ancient and present-day Cambodia than between ancient Cambodia and countries
far to the west about which the Khmer would have known nothing.

The appearance of Sanskrit inscriptions in the 6th century—the earliest known
Khmer inscription dates from the early 7th century—has made it possible to use
indigenous sources to supplement Chinese ones, but they all fail to clarify the
confusing political developments that occurred in the Cambodian region between
the decline of Funan in the 6th century and the founding of a centralized state in
northwestern Cambodia about three centuries later. It has been common practice
for modern writers to use “Chenla,” the contemporary Chinese term for the region,
when referring to Cambodia during that time. Chinese sources suggest that there
were at least two kingdoms in Cambodia, known as “Water Chenla” and “Land
Chenla,” that vied for recognition from China in that period. Whereas the
geographic centre for both Funan and Water Chenla lay in the Mekong delta south
and east of Phnom Penh and extended into present-day Vietnam, the heartland of
Land Chenla appears to have been farther north along the Mekong, with an
important cult site called Wat Phu located in present-day southern Laos. It seems
likely that Water Chenla looked outward and welcomed foreign trade, while Land
Chenla was more inward-looking and based its economy on intensive agriculture.
Surviving inscriptions in Sanskrit and Khmer testify to a multitude of small kingdoms
on Cambodian soil between the 7th and 9th centuries. Remarkable sculptures and
architectural remains also have survived from that period, displaying a mixture of
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Indian influence and local inspiration. The appearance of local styles reflected, in
part, declining Indian commercial interest in the region beginning in the 7th
century.

 

The Khmer state (Angkor)

Foundation of the kingdom

In 790 a young Cambodian prince, claiming to be descended 
from the rulers of Funan, was consecrated in eastern 
Cambodia under the title Jayavarman II. Part of the
ceremony involved breaking ties with “Java,” which probably
was a reference not to the island of Java but to the kingdom
of Śrīvijaya on the island of Sumatra. Over the next 10 years,
Jayavarman extended his power northward into the Mekong 
River valley until, in 802, he was reconsecrated as a 
chakravartin (the ancient Indian conception of world ruler)
in northwestern Cambodia. The capital seems to have been
located in the Kulén Hills, north of the present-day provincial
capital of Siĕmréab, where he died in 835. Despite the high

status accorded him by subsequent Angkorean kings, Jayavarman II seems to have
left no inscriptions of his own, and the monuments that can be dated to his reign
were small and hastily built.

Jayavarman's real accomplishment was less tangible and lasted longer, for he 
appears to have established what came to be called Kambuja-desa, a confident, 
self-aware kingdom that superseded and came to control a range of smaller 
states. He was Cambodia's first nationally oriented king. It is not known whether 
smaller states were forced into submission or joined of their own volition. 
Despite the grandeur of the Angkorean temples that were built over the next four
centuries, Jayavarman II's successors were often powerless or constrained by 
opposing forces. Revolts and usurpations were frequent, as were foreign 
invasions. Rulers were the object of rival claims by family members, priests, 
generals, and bureaucrats. Some kings, especially usurpers, had more freedom of
action than others. Those who ruled in periods of peace were also in a better 
position to undertake building programs and public works. Like their counterparts
in medieval Europe, Cambodian kings were far removed from ordinary people. 
The king was perceived primarily in religious terms, and he assured the fertility 
of the soil and the well-being of the kingdom through the rituals he performed. 
In exchange for his protection, the people were subject to intermittent military 
service and corvée duty and were also called on to provide labour without
payment for Buddhist and Hindu religious foundations and for local elites.

Toward the end of the 9th century, soon after Jayavarman II's death, the 
Cambodian capital shifted to the northern shores of the Tonle Sap, near 
present-day Phumĭ Rôluŏs. A king named Indravarman I (ruled 877–c. 890) 
constructed a large reservoir and several temples there, including a pyramidical 
structure called the Bakong—the first Cambodian temple to be built primarily of
stone rather than brick. This so-called “temple mountain” became the model for
the many larger royal temples at Angkor that served as monuments to the
greatness of their patrons and, subsequently, as their tombs.
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Angkorean civilization

Indravarman's son and successor, Yaśovarman I (ruled c. 890–c. 910), moved the 
capital again, this time closer to Siĕmréab, to a location that subsequently 
became Angkor—a name derived from the Sanskrit word nagara, meaning
“city”—which has become one of the world's most-celebrated archaeological
sites, as well as the popular name for Cambodia's medieval civilization. The city
that Yaśovarman founded, Yaśodharapura, retained that name and remained
Cambodia's capital until it was abandoned in the 16th century. His temple
mountain, now called Bakheng (literally “Mighty Ancestor”), was built on a
natural hill that overlooked a teeming city, the more distant rice-growing plain,
and the Tonle Sap. The mountain occupied the centre of the city, just as Mount
Meru, the mythical home in India of the Hindu gods, was said to stand at the
centre of the universe. Yaśovarman built a large reservoir nearby. The city wall
of Yaśodharapura measured 2.5 miles (4 km) on each side. For such an ambitious
building program, the king needed to command a large labour pool. Other
evidence suggests that his reign was characterized by tolerance toward a variety 
of Buddhist and Hindu sects that occasionally blended into local cults honouring 
ancestral spirits and spirits of the soil. Indeed, for all the apparent absolutism of 
its kings, a consistent feature of Angkorean civilization unmatched in medieval 
Europe was religious toleration.

After several decades of warfare, dislocations, and disorder—Yaśodharapura itself
was abandoned for nearly 30 years—Rajendravarman II (ruled 944–968) restored
the capital and set in motion a period of peace and prosperity that lasted nearly
a century. During the reign of his successor, Jayavarman V (968–c. 1000), the 
rose-coloured sandstone shrine of Banteai Srei—arguably the loveliest temple at
Angkor—was built on the outskirts of the capital under the patronage of a
wealthy priestly family, one of whose members had been Jayavarman's teacher.
In Yaśodharapura itself, Jayavarman V began work on the imposing temple
mountain now called Ta Keo, which was completed under his successor, 
Suryavarman I (ruled c. 1004–c. 1050). Suryavarman I, an innovative and
demanding monarch, was a usurper with links to princely families in what is now
northeastern Thailand. His rise to power involved the subjugation of many areas
that had become semi-independent under his predecessors, and his reign
resembled that of Jayavarman II two centuries earlier. Suryavarman extended
the Khmer empire westward into present-day Thailand, where he constructed the
large mountaintop temple known as Preah Vihear. During his reign the number of
cities ruled from Yaśodharapura grew from roughly 20 to nearly 50, and foreign
trade increased, along with tighter central bureaucratic control. His successor
consolidated these gains, put down a dangerous rebellion, and was responsible
for the temple mountain known today as the Baphuon.

The closing years of the 11th century were ones of turmoil and fragmentation. At
different times, two and even three “absolute monarchs” contended
simultaneously for the title of chakravartin. At the end of the century, however,
a new dynasty—which was to last for more than a century—began to rule at
Angkor. Its most powerful monarch took the name of Suryavarman II (ruled
1113–c. 1150), although he probably was not descended from the earlier king of 
that name. Like his namesake predecessor, Suryavarman II was a formidable 
military campaigner. He avenged earlier attacks on Angkor by armies launched 
from the kingdom of Champa, in what is now south-central Vietnam, and led 
expeditions into northern and southern Thailand. A campaign against Vietnam, 
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which had recently declared its independence from China, was less successful.

Suryavarman's major accomplishment, from a modern perspective, was the 
Angkor Wat temple complex, still the largest religious structure in the world and 
one of the most beautiful. The temple, which eventually became his tomb and 
probably was an astronomical observatory as well, was dedicated to the Hindu 
god Vishnu. Its bas-reliefs, running for nearly a half mile inside its third 
enclosure, depict events in the well-known Indian epics Mahabharata and 
Ramayana—confirming that these texts were widely known at Angkor—as well as
Suryavarman himself holding court. The elegance of these carvings, the hundreds
of graceful statues of angelic dancers (apsaras) that adorn the temple, and its 
reflection in the moats that surround it continue to give Angkor Wat an 
awe-inspiring air; in the 12th century, when its towers were gilded and its moats 
properly maintained, it must have been even more breathtaking.

 

Jayavarman VII

Suryavarman II's successor, Yaśovarman II (ruled 1160–66),
also reached into earlier history for his royal name, tracing
his lineage to the Rôluŏs period of the late 9th century.
During his reign, several temples begun under Suryavarman
were completed. Yaśovarman was overthrown by one of his
officials after returning from a military campaign in
Thailand. In the aftermath of the coup, a Cambodian prince,
later to rule under the name of Jayavarman VII (1181–c.
1220), hurried home from Champa—it is uncertain from his
inscriptions why he was there—to vie for the Cambodian
throne. He arrived too late, and for the next 10 years he
bided his time as the usurper lost control and Angkor was

invaded and occupied by the Chams. In 1177, heading an army of his own, the 
prince attacked Angkor and defeated the Cham forces. The battles are vividly 
depicted in the bas-reliefs of his temple mountain, the Bayon. To forestall 
further Cham attacks, Jayavarman annexed the Cham capital, and Angkor 
controlled Champa until Jayavarman's death.

When his campaign against the Chams was over, the future monarch worked to
bring Cambodia under his control. An inscription referred to the kingdom he
encountered as being “shaded by many parasols,” a metaphor for a multiplicity
of rulers. In 1191, presumably when the process was complete, Jayavarman
finally settled in Angkor. He soon embarked on a program of building and public
works that was more extensive and grandiose than any in Angkorean history.
According to his inscriptions, hundreds of thousands of people were involved in
these projects.

Numerous temples, statues, stone bridges, and inscriptions in the Angkor region 
and elsewhere in Cambodia testify to the vigour of Jayavarman VII's long reign. 
He rebuilt and refortified the city. He was a fervent Buddhist of the Mahayana
school; several larger-than-life-size statues of the monarch depict him in 
meditation. Like most other Cambodian kings, however, he also tolerated and 
patronized Hinduism and local ancestor cults. His extraordinary temple, the 
Bayon, with its multiple towers, each bearing faces of divinities turned in the
cardinal directions, is perhaps the most intriguing of the monuments at Angkor.
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Like Yaśovarman I's Bakheng, the Bayon stood at the centre of the royal
city—which had shifted since Yaśovarman's time—and symbolized Mount Meru.
Many Hindu gods and the Buddha are depicted in the statuary of the temple,
while the bas-reliefs depict scenes of ordinary life, providing a picture of
12th-century Cambodians at work, rest, and play that fails to emerge from the
religiously oriented inscriptions or from carvings at other temples. The clothing,
tools, houses, and oxcarts in the bas-reliefs closely resemble those found in the
Cambodian countryside today.

 

The decline of Angkor

After Jayavarman's death (about 1220), few stone monuments were erected at
Angkor, and very few inscriptions were incised. Little by little, the Khmer empire
began to contract. Jayavarman's campaigns neutralized Champa as a threat to
Angkor, but, by the early 13th century, vigorous new kingdoms in what is now
northern Thailand—centring on the city of Sukhothai—became powerful enough to
throw off Angkorean domination, as did some Tai principalities in the south. In 
the mid-13th century, Tai armies even raided Angkor. For the next 200 years, 
however, Angkor remained a glittering, crowded, and wealthy city. It impressed 
a Chinese visitor, Zhou Daguan, who arrived there with a diplomatic mission in 
1296. Zhou's account is the longest and most-detailed extant description of the 
Khmer capital, supplementing the bas-reliefs of the Bayon. He left a picture of a 
bustling city in which the king still went forth in great pomp and ceremony.

Zhou also saw monks of the Theravada school of Buddhism at Angkor. This more 
orthodox and austere school flourished in kingdoms to the west of Cambodia and 
contrasted sharply with the lavish and elitist rituals associated with Hinduism and
Mahayana Buddhism. When Zhou visited Angkor, Theravada Buddhism was still 
one religion among many. Soon afterward, however, it began to benefit from 
royal patronage, and the conversion of the majority of the population probably 
followed the conversion of members of the elite. Those disadvantaged by the 
change included the high-ranking Hindu and Mahayana priestly families who had 
built and maintained the temples at Angkor.

Some historians believe that the mass conversion to Theravada Buddhism—by
undermining the Hindu and Mahayana Buddhist institutions underpinning the
state and by encouraging through its doctrines a more individualistic attitude
among believers—contributed to the decline and gradual abandonment of Angkor,
which certainly accompanied the conversion in the 14th and 15th centuries. This
view, however, has been challenged by those who, doubting that Theravada
Buddhism by itself could have had such a disintegrating influence, note that
Thailand, even though it followed Theravada Buddhism, remained united and
vigorous enough to conduct repeated military attacks on Angkor and carry away
hundreds and perhaps thousands of Cambodians into captivity in Thailand.
According to this opposing view, these Tai military campaigns offer a more
credible explanation for the collapse of Angkor than does an interpretation
identifying Theravada Buddhism as the primary cause. Yet a third explanation
that has been proposed as for why Angkor declined is based on archaeological
work on the site done in the late 20th and early 21st centuries that found
evidence that serious environmental degradation may have undermined the
region's vital irrigation system.
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Recorded Tai attacks on Angkor occurred in 1369, 1389, and 1431, and there 
undoubtedly were other attacks as well. In 1351 a Tai kingdom whose court 
modeled itself culturally on Angkor was founded at Ayutthaya (Ayudhya, or 
Siam), not far from present-day Bangkok. The Tai capital remained at Ayutthaya 
for the next 400 years. It is likely that a transfusion of elite culture from Angkor 
to the more prosperous, more secure Tai court began sometime in the mid-14th 
century. Many of the Khmer who remained at Angkor were probably drawn 
southward to the vicinity of Phnom Penh (which is thought to have been founded 
in the mid-15th century) by the region's commercial possibilities. In any case, the
smaller, outward-looking Khmer kingdom that had replaced Angkor in the south 
by the 16th century earned its wealth primarily from trade rather than from 
intensive rice cultivation and the mobilization of labour for public works.

 

Tai and Vietnamese hegemony

The little that is known of Khmer history in the years following the abandonment of 
Angkor is a confusing mixture of uncertain dates, mythical figures, and complex 
dynastic rivalries. Cambodian chronicles for this period, composed several centuries 
afterward, are impossible to verify against inscriptions or other primary sources. 
Between the mid-14th century and the end of the 16th, while Angkor was still 
inhabited, the Tai court of Ayutthaya was most likely absorbing some of its culture 
and prestige, and the political centre of Cambodia was shifting to the south. 
Relations between the Tai and the Khmer remained uneasy.

In the late 16th century a period of Tai weakness following wars with Myanmar
(Burma) coincided with a time of Cambodian prosperity, and a Khmer monarch, 
Chan I (ruled 1516–66), reoccupied the Angkor area briefly, restoring some of the
temples, adding some bas-reliefs to those at Angkor Wat, and leaving several new
inscriptions. When the Tai recovered their strength in the 1590s, however, they
invaded Cambodia in force and sacked the Khmer capital at Lovek, north of Phnom 
Penh, ushering in a period of Cambodian weakness vis-à-vis its neighbours that has
endured to the present day.

Cambodian political history from the beginning of the 17th century until the 
establishment of the French protectorate in 1863 is indeed a sorry record of weak 
kings being undermined by members of their families and forced to seek the 
protection of their stronger neighbours, Siam (Thailand) and Vietnam. Between 1603
and 1848, 22 monarchs occupied the Cambodian throne. By seeking Tai or 
Vietnamese protection against their rivals in the royal family and against the foreign
power temporarily out of favour, they lost territory and sovereignty.

That Cambodia survived at all can be attributed to the fact that in the 18th century 
the Tai and the Vietnamese had other preoccupations. In the 1750s and '60s, Tai 
energies were taken up by wars with Myanmar, whose armies sacked and destroyed 
Ayutthaya in 1767. Soon afterward the Nguyen rulers of southern Vietnam were 
engaged in a prolonged campaign to regain power from the usurping Tay Son rebels. 
Fighting spilled over from Vietnam into Cambodia, and the Cambodian royal family 
fled to Thailand. By the end of the century a powerful Tai dynasty had established 
the kingdom of Siam and had installed itself in its new capital in Bangkok, and at the
beginning of the 19th century the Nguyen founded a dynasty that governed all of 
Vietnam.

A confrontation between the two powers in Cambodia was inevitable. In 1794, in
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exchange for placing a refugee Cambodian prince, Eng, on the Cambodian throne,
the Siamese appropriated two Cambodian provinces, Bătdâmbâng (Battambang) and
Siĕmréab (Siem Reap)—the latter including the ruins of Angkor. These provinces
remained in Siamese hands until 1907. When Eng died after a short reign, he was
replaced by his young son, who ruled as Chan II under the protection of Thailand.

Chan II's reign confirmed Cambodia's dual vassalage to Thailand and Vietnam. With 
three rebellious younger brothers and demanding patrons at the Siamese court, he 
sought assistance from Vietnam; the Siamese supported his brothers, who took 
refuge in Bangkok. The uneasy calm that ensued, with Chan acknowledging Siamese 
and Vietnamese suzerainty, ended with Chan's death in 1835. Vietnamese pressure 
was strong enough to ensure that a powerless princess named Mei was then 
enthroned, permitting the Vietnamese to control most of the country. Not until 
1841, when Chan's brother Duong (Duang; ruled 1848–60) returned from exile in
Bangkok supported by Siamese troops, were the Cambodians able to exercise a small
degree of independence. Fighting between the Siamese and Vietnamese continued
in Cambodia for several years. Duong was crowned only after Vietnamese troops
agreed to leave the country. Cambodia again became a Siamese protectorate. Duong
tried hard to revitalize the kingdom's institutions, but his resources were
desperately limited, and his reign was marred by several rebellions. When he died,
he was succeeded by his son, Norodom, but conditions were too unstable in the 
kingdom for Norodom to be crowned.

 

French rule

The protectorate

French control over Cambodia was an offshoot of French involvement in the 
neighbouring provinces of Vietnam. France's decision to advance into Cambodia 
came only when it feared that British and Siamese expansion might threaten its 
access to the largely unmapped Mekong River, which, it assumed (incorrectly), 
would provide access to central China. In 1863 French naval officers from 
Vietnam persuaded Norodom to sign a treaty that gave France control of 
Cambodia's foreign affairs. The effect of the treaty was to weaken Siamese 
protection. A French admiral participated in Norodom's coronation, with Siamese 
acquiescence, in 1864.

For the next 15 years or so, the French were not especially demanding, and 
Norodom benefited from French military help in putting down a series of 
rebellions. By the late 1870s, however, French officials in Cambodia were 
pressing for greater control over internal affairs. Shocked by what they regarded 
as the ineptitude and barbarity of Norodom's court and anxious to turn a profit in
Cambodia, they sought to introduce fiscal and judicial reforms. In doing this, the 
French knew that Norodom's half brother, Sisowath, who had ambitions for the 
throne, would cooperate with them. Norodom, however, resisted the reforms, 
which he correctly perceived as infringements on his power. Exasperated by his 
intransigence, the French in 1884 forced him at gunpoint to sign a document that
virtually transformed Cambodia into a colony. Soon thereafter, provincial 
officials, feeling threatened, raised guerrilla armies to confront the French.

The rebellion, which lasted until mid-1886, was the only anti-French movement 
in the kingdom until after World War II. The French succeeded in suppressing it 
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after agreeing to some concessions to the king, but Norodom's apparent victory 
was hollow. What the French had been unable to achieve by the convention of 
1884, they proceeded to gain through piecemeal action. As Norodom's health 
declined and as senior Cambodian officials came to see their interests 
increasingly linked with French power, the way was opened for greater French 
control. In 1897 the French representative in Phnom Penh assumed executive 
authority, reducing the king's power to a minimum. Norodom died, embittered 
and overtaken by events, in 1904.

The first 40 years of the French protectorate—whatever French motives may have
been—had guaranteed the survival of the Cambodian state and had saved the
kingdom from being divided between its two powerful neighbours. Norodom's
successor, Sisowath (ruled 1904–27), was more cooperative with the French and
presided benignly over the partial modernization of the kingdom. The
northwestern provinces of Bătdâmbâng and Siĕmréab were returned to Cambodia
by the Siamese in 1907. By the time Sisowath died, 20 years later, hundreds of
miles of paved roads had been built, and thousands of acres of rubber plantations
had been established by the French. Resistance to French rule, in sharp contrast
to what was happening in neighbouring Vietnam, was almost nonexistent.

Sisowath's eldest son, Monivong, who reigned until 1941, was even more of a 
figurehead than his father had been. During the 1930s a railway opened between 
Phnom Penh and the Siamese (Thai) border, while the first Cambodian-language 
newspaper, Nagara Vatta (“Angkor Wat”), affiliated with the Buddhist Institute
in Phnom Penh, conveyed a mildly nationalistic message to its readers.

 

World War II and its aftermath

When Monivong died in 1941, Japanese forces had already occupied the 
component states of French Indochina, while leaving the French in administrative
control. In these difficult circumstances, the French governor-general, Jean 
Decoux, placed Monivong's grandson, Prince Norodom Sihanouk, on the 
Cambodian throne. Decoux was guided by the expectation that Sihanouk, then 
only 18 years old, could be easily controlled. In the long run, the French 
underestimated Sihanouk's political skills, but for the remainder of World War II 
he was a pliable instrument in their hands.

The effect of the Japanese occupation was less profound in Cambodia than it was
elsewhere in Southeast Asia, but the overthrow of the French administration by 
the Japanese in March 1945, when the war was nearing its end, provided 
Cambodians with some opportunities for greater political autonomy. Pressed by 
the Japanese to do so, Sihanouk declared his country's independence, and for 
several months the government was led by Son Ngoc Thanh, a former editor of 
Nagara Vatta, who had been forced into exile in Japan in 1942.

In October 1945, after the war was over, the French returned to Indochina,
arrested Son Ngoc Thanh, and reestablished their control. Cambodia soon
became an “autonomous state within the French Union,” with its own
constitution and a handful of political parties, but real power remained in French
hands. There were, however, several significant political developments between
1945 and the achievement of complete independence in 1953, the most
important of which was the confrontation between Sihanouk and his advisers on
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the one hand and the leaders of the pro-independence Democratic Party, which 
dominated the National Assembly, on the other. Cambodia was poorly prepared 
for parliamentary democracy, and the French were unwilling to give the National
Assembly genuine power. The Democrats, for their part, suffered from internal 
dissension. The death in 1947 of their leader, Prince Yuthevong, was a severe 
blow, exacerbated by the assassination of Yuthevong's heir apparent, Ieu Koeuss, 
in early 1950. Outside Parliament, Son Ngoc Thanh, released from exile in France
in 1951, formed a dissident movement, the Khmer Serei (“Free Khmer”), that
opposed both Sihanouk and the French.

In June 1952 Sihanouk assumed control of the government. Many Cambodian 
students in France, among them Saloth Sar (who would become the future 
communist dictator Pol Pot), objected to Sihanouk's move, but inside Cambodia
the king remained extremely popular. His self-styled “Royal Crusade,” consisting
of a tour of several countries to elicit their support, wrested political
independence from the French, who by the end of 1953 were anxious to
compromise. Sihanouk's success discredited the communist-dominated guerrilla
movement in Cambodia—associated with the Viet Minh of Vietnam—and Son Ngoc
Thanh's anticommunist Khmer Serei.

 

Independence

Sihanouk's government was recognized as the sole legitimate authority within 
Cambodia at the Geneva Conference convened in 1954 to reach a political 
settlement to the First Indochina War. This decision prevented the Viet Minh from 
gaining any regional power in Cambodia, as they did in Laos.

While Democrats and communists alike recognized Sihanouk's role in gaining 
Cambodia's independence, they opposed his increasing authoritarianism. Sihanouk 
abdicated the throne in March 1955 in favour of his father, Norodom Suramarit, and 
formed a mass political movement, the Sangkum Reastr Niyum (“People's Socialist
Community”), whose members were forbidden to belong to other political parties.
The effect of the move was to draw thousands of people away from the Democrats,
who had expected to win the national elections scheduled for later in the year.
When the elections took place, amid widely reported abuses by Sihanouk's police,
the Sangkum won every seat in the National Assembly. Sihanouk became the central
figure in Cambodian politics from then until his overthrow in 1970, as prime minister
and—after his father's death in 1960, when no new monarch was named—as head of
state. Overt political life was strictly controlled by the prince, his colleagues, and
the police; Cambodian communists, a marginal group of fewer than a thousand
members, operated clandestinely and enjoyed little success. In 1963 Saloth Sar, a
schoolteacher who was also secretary of the communist party, fled Phnom Penh and
took refuge in the forests along the Vietnamese border; from there he built the
organization that later would be known as the Khmer Rouge.

Sihanouk was widely revered in Cambodia until the late 1960s, when opposition to 
his rule intensified. He saw Thailand and what was then South Vietnam as the 
greatest threats to Cambodia's survival. Those two countries were allied with the 
United States, which the prince disliked. At the same time, Sihanouk feared the 
eventual success of the Vietnamese communists in their war against South Vietnam 
and the United States, and he dreaded the prospect of a unified Vietnam under 
communist control. To gain some freedom to maneuver, he proclaimed a policy of 
neutrality in international affairs. Sihanouk broke off relations with the United 
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States in 1965, convinced of American involvement in two South Vietnamese-backed 
plots against the Cambodian state in 1959 and encouraged in his anti-Americanism 
by the French president, Charles de Gaulle, whom he idolized. Soon afterward he 
concluded secret agreements with the Vietnamese communists, who were allowed 
to station troops on Cambodian territory in outlying districts as long as they did not 
interfere with Cambodian civilians. The secret agreement protected Sihanouk's army
from attacks by the Vietnamese but compromised his neutralist policies. After 1965,
when the war in Vietnam intensified, he also edged toward an alliance with China.

Cambodia's internal politics after 1965 developed in a complex fashion. Elections in
1966, the first since 1951 not to be stage-managed by the prince, brought in a
majority of National Assembly members who owed little or nothing to Sihanouk
himself. Although the prince was still a revered figure among the rural populace, he
became increasingly unpopular with the educated elite. Conservatives resented his
break with the United States and his seemingly procommunist foreign policy, while
Cambodian radicals opposed his internal policies, which were economically
conservative and intolerant of dissent. A rebellion in Bătdâmbâng province in 1967,
manipulated by local communists, convinced the prince that the greatest threat to
his regime came from the radical sector, and without hesitation he began using
severe measures—including imprisonment without trial, assassinations, and the
burning of villages—to impose his will.

By 1969 Sihanouk's grip on Cambodian politics had loosened, and conflict between 
his army and communist guerrillas, especially in the northeast, had increased. Some 
anticommunist ministers led by Prince Sirik Matak and Gen. Lon Nol plotted to 
depose Sihanouk, whose credibility with radicals had evaporated following his 
renewal of diplomatic relations with the United States. Sihanouk's elaborate policy 
of juggling major powers against each other had failed. Matak and Lon Nol worked 
closely with anticommunists in South Vietnam, including Son Ngoc Thanh, whose 
Khmer Serei movement had gained recruits among the Khmer-speaking minority in 
Vietnam.

 

Civil war

In March 1970, while Prince Sihanouk was visiting the Soviet Union, the National 
Assembly voted to remove him from office as head of state. Lon Nol subsequently
took control of the government. Confused and hurt, Sihanouk traveled to Beijing 
and accepted Chinese advice to resist the coup by taking charge of a united front
government-in-exile. This government was to be allied with China and North 
Vietnam and was to use the Cambodian communist forces led by Saloth Sar, 
which only a few days before had been fighting against Sihanouk's army.

In Phnom Penh, Lon Nol's new government was initially popular, particularly for 
his quixotic pledge to rid Cambodia of Vietnamese communist troops. In fact, the
resulting confrontation dragged Cambodia fully into the Vietnam conflict. In May
1970 an American and South Vietnamese task force invaded eastern Cambodia,
but communist forces had already retreated to the west. Two offensives
launched by Lon Nol—named for the semimythical Cambodian kingdom of
Chenla—were smashed by the Vietnamese, and thereafter his troops assumed a
defensive stance. North Vietnamese support for the Cambodian communists
diminished in 1973, following a cease-fire agreement reached in Paris with the
Americans. The Cambodian communists, however, refused to adhere to the
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agreements, and in 1973 they were subjected to a massive American aerial
bombardment, although the United States and Cambodia were not at war and no
American troops were endangered by Cambodia. The bombing slowed communist
attacks on Phnom Penh and wreaked havoc in the heavily populated countryside
around the capital. The civil war lasted two more years, but already by the end
of 1973 the Lon Nol government controlled only Phnom Penh, the northwest, and
a handful of provincial towns.

In the meantime, Sihanouk declined in importance. By the end of 1973 the 
Cambodian communists dominated every element of the resistance, although 
they still claimed Sihanouk as a figurehead. Lon Nol's isolated regime in Phnom 
Penh continued to receive large infusions of American aid, increasing 
opportunities for corruption.

In April 1975 the Lon Nol government collapsed. Communist forces quickly 
entered Phnom Penh and immediately ordered its inhabitants to abandon the city
and take up life in rural areas. Phnom Penh and other cities and towns 
throughout the country were emptied in less than a week. Thousands of city 
dwellers died on the forced marches, and in subsequent years conditions 
worsened.

 

Democratic Kampuchea

Over the next six months, following the directives of a still-concealed Communist
Party of Kampuchea, Cambodia experienced the most rapid and radical social 
transformation in its history. Money, markets, and private property were 
abolished. Schools, hospitals, shops, offices, and monasteries were closed. 
Nothing was published, no one could travel without permission, and everyone 
was ordered to wear peasant work clothes. As in Mao Zedong's China, the poorest
peasants were favoured at everyone else's expense. A handful of party leaders
controlled everything in the country, but they remained in hiding and explained
few of their decisions. Instead, they urged everyone to “build and defend” the
country. In April 1976 Sihanouk resigned as head of state, soon after a new
constitution had renamed the country Democratic Kampuchea. A soft-spoken and
unknown figure named Pol Pot became prime minister, and more than a year
passed before observers outside the country were able to identify him as Saloth
Sar.

In 1976–77 the new regime, following the lead of Maoist China, sought to
collectivize Cambodia totally, mobilizing its population into an unpaid labour 
force and seeking to double the average prerevolutionary yields of rice 
immediately and on a national scale. The human costs of this ill-conceived 
experiment were enormous, and the Khmer Rouge were widely condemned by 
the international community once the magnitude of their crimes became known, 
most notably through the release in 1984 of The Killing Fields, a film adaptation
of the Khmer Rouge story. Conservative estimates are that between April 1975
and early 1979, when the regime was overthrown, at least 1.5 million
Cambodians—about 20 percent of the total population—died from overwork,
starvation, disease, or execution. Parallels have been drawn between these
events and Josef Stalin's collectivization of Ukrainian agriculture in the Soviet 
Union in the 1930s, the Nazi Holocaust of World War II, Mao's Great Leap Forward
in China in the late 1950s, and the massacres in Rwanda in the mid-1990s. The
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Soviet and Chinese experiments appear to have been models for the Khmer
Rouge, although the proportion of the population killed in Cambodia under the
Khmer Rouge was greater than it had been in China or the Soviet Union. The
number of deaths stemmed from the literalism with which plans were carried out
(Pol Pot's supporters were told to “smash” the enemy), the cruelty of the
inexperienced communist cadres, and—as far as executions were concerned—the
suspicions of the leadership that the failure of their experiment could be traced
to “traitors” in the pay of foreign powers. The Communist Party's interrogation
centre in Phnom Penh, a prison code-named “S-21,” was the site of more than
15,000 such executions. Those tortured and put to death included men and
women who had served the party faithfully for years—victims of the extreme
paranoia of Pol Pot and his colleagues.

 

Vietnamese intervention

The Khmer Rouge initially had been trained by the Vietnamese, but from the 
early 1970s they had been resentful and suspicious of Vietnam and Vietnamese 
intentions. Scattered skirmishes between the two sides in 1975 had escalated 
into open warfare by the end of 1977. The Cambodians were no match for the 
Vietnamese forces, despite continuing infusions of Chinese aid. In December 1978
a large Vietnamese army moved into Cambodia, brushing aside the Democratic
Kampuchean forces. Within two weeks the government had fled Phnom Penh for
Thailand, and the Vietnamese had installed a puppet regime—called the People's
Republic of Kampuchea—consisting largely of Cambodian communists who had
deserted Pol Pot in 1977–78.

Over the next decade, under the relatively benign tutelage of the Vietnamese, 
Cambodia struggled back to its feet. Private property was restored, schools 
reopened and some Buddhist practices were reintroduced, cities were 
repopulated, and, with freedom of movement, internal trade flourished. At the 
same time, at least 500,000 Cambodians, including some 100,000 associated with
the communists, fled to Thailand in the aftermath of Democratic Kampuchea's 
fall and because of the hardship, uncertainty, and disorder that accompanied the
installation of the new regime. Of these, perhaps 200,000 people, including most
of the surviving members of Cambodia's educated elite, sought refuge in other 
countries, while the rest came under the control of three resistance groups 
camped along the Thai-Cambodian border: Norodom Sihanouk and his followers, 
the Khmer Rouge, and the noncommunist Khmer People's National Liberation 
Front (renamed the Buddhist Liberal Democratic Party in 1992) under the 
leadership of Son Sann (a former prime minister). These groups were supported 
financially by foreign powers, including the United States, who were anxious to 
oppose Vietnam. Thousands of Cambodians continued to enter Thailand in the 
1980s, and by the end of the decade those in refugee camps were thought to 
exceed 300,000.

In 1982 an uneasy alliance was reached among the three groups opposing the 
Vietnamese-backed regime in Phnom Penh, and a government-in-exile was 
established with Sihanouk as president and Son Sann as prime minister. This 
government, despite UN recognition, received little support from Cambodians 
inside the country and was largely ineffectual. The member groups of the 
coalition continued independently to resist the Phnom Penh regime, the larger 
and better-equipped forces of the Khmer Rouge being the most effective.
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Cambodia since 1990

The political stalemate that developed among the four groups vying for power 
was broken in the late 1980s, when international political pressure, an economic 
boycott of Cambodia led by the United States, and a reduction in aid from the 
Soviet Union contributed to Vietnam's decision to withdraw its forces from 
Cambodia, which was completed in 1989. Freed from Vietnamese tutelage, the 
Phnom Penh government took two initiatives that sharply increased its 
popularity. It legalized property ownership, which created a real estate boom in 
Phnom Penh. More significantly, it openly encouraged the practice of Buddhism, 
and hundreds of Buddhist monasteries were restored, often with funds provided 
by Cambodians living overseas. One result of the resurgence of Buddhism was 
that thousands of young Cambodian males became Buddhist monks, even if only 
for a brief time, as in most cases. The withdrawal of the Vietnamese also allowed
the resistance factions to seek through negotiation the political objectives that 
they had been unable to obtain by military action against the Phnom Penh 
government; they were encouraged in this endeavour by their foreign patrons.

These negotiations, which had been conducted for some time and which had 
intensified after 1989, led in 1991 to two significant results. The first was the 
creation of a largely ceremonial coalition government under a Supreme National 
Council (SNC) chaired by Sihanouk and composed of representatives of the 
government and the three factions. Although the SNC was recognized by the 
United Nations, effective control in most of Cambodia remained in the hands of 
the Phnom Penh regime. The second and more important result was the 
conclusion of a peace agreement among the factions that also provided for a 
popularly elected government. The UN Security Council, with the backing of the 
factions, endorsed this treaty and agreed to establish in the country a 
peacekeeping operation consisting of both soldiers and civil servants under the 
control of a United Nations Transitional Authority in Cambodia which would 
monitor progress toward conducting elections, temporarily run several 
government ministries, and safeguard human rights.

The operation, inaugurated in January 1992, was difficult to implement, notably
because the Khmer Rouge refused to disarm and cooperate, the UN machinery for
such an innovative mission was cumbersome, and the ruling party in Phnom Penh
was unwilling to cede day-to-day political power to the UN. Nonetheless, more
than 300,000 refugees were repatriated from Thailand under UN auspices in
1992–93, and in July 1993 national elections were held under UN supervision.
These were arguably the first free and fair elections in Cambodian history. More
than 90 percent of the registered voters went to the polls, and by a clear
majority they chose candidates from a royalist political faction sponsored by
Prince Sihanouk, who had returned home in 1992 after 12 years of residence in
China and North Korea. The incumbent Cambodian People's Party (CPP) and the
former prime minister, Hun Sen, refused to accept the results of the election. In 
a deal brokered by Prince Sihanouk and approved by the UN, the victorious 
royalists, led by Sihanouk's son, Prince Norodom Ranariddh, agreed to form a 
coalition with the CPP, with Ranariddh as first prime minister and Hun Sen as 
second prime minister. Under the new constitution, Cambodia became a kingdom
again, and Sihanouk became its monarch for the second time.

Because the CPP controlled the army, judiciary, and police, it soon dominated 
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the coalition, and Prince Ranariddh, despite his position, was unable to influence
events. The Khmer Rouge movement collapsed in the mid-1990s, as it lost foreign
backing, its leaders quarreled among themselves, and thousands of supporters 
defected to the government and were offered positions in the Cambodian army. 
In 1997 Hun Sen staged a coup against his coalition partners and tightened his 
control over the country. The brutality of the coup alarmed foreign donors and 
delayed Cambodia's entry into ASEAN (Association of Southeast Asian Nations).

By 1998 Pol Pot was dead, the Khmer Rouge movement had fallen apart, and for 
the first time in 30 years Cambodia was at peace. In July, after internationally 
monitored elections that were relatively free and fair, Hun Sen returned as prime
minister to form a second coalition government; Ranariddh became chairman of 
the National Assembly. Cambodia continued to face enormous problems: a 
runaway birth rate, an AIDS epidemic, a stagnant economy, widespread 
deforestation, a climate of violence exacerbated by the ruling party's 
unwillingness to abide by the rule of law, impatience among donors at the 
government's slowness in introducing reforms, and human rights abuses often 
traceable to members of the ruling party.

Over the next few years, the country began to stabilize. Cambodia was officially 
admitted to ASEAN in 1999, which meant that it was constructively linked, 
perhaps for the first time in its history, to the rest of Southeast Asia. By the early 
21st century, Cambodia had joined the WTO (2004), begun to bring a serious AIDS
epidemic under control, reined in the country's birth rate to approach the world 
average, reduced its dependence on logging, begun to realize the economic 
benefits of strong garment-manufacturing and tourist sectors, and regained the 
confidence of foreign investors and aid organizations. Sihanouk resigned as king 
in 2004, and his youngest son, Norodom Sihamoni, became king in his place.

David P. Chandler

In 2009, after years of delay, the first trial of the Khmer Rouge Tribunal
(officially the Extraordinary Chambers in the Courts of Cambodia) got under way 
in Phnom Penh. The defendant, Kaing Guek Eav (better known as Duch), who had
been in custody for some 10 years, had been in charge of the notorious S-21 
prison during the Khmer Rouge regime. He was convicted in 2010 and sentenced 
to an additional 19 years of imprisonment.

 
Ed.

Additional Reading

Three general introductions to Cambodia are RUSSELL R. ROSS (ed.), Cambodia: A Country
Study, 3rd ed. (1990); DAVID P. CHANDLER, The Land and People of Cambodia (1991); and 
IAN MABBETT and DAVID P. CHANDLER, The Khmers (1995). HELEN JARVIS (compiler), Cambodia
(1997), an annotated bibliography, is an excellent guide to sources on Cambodia. 
JUSTIN CORFIELD and LAURA SUMMERS, Historical Dictionary of Cambodia (2003), is also a 
valuable reference work.

DAVID P. CHANDLER, A History of Cambodia, 3rd ed. (2000), traces the country's history 
from its beginnings up to the 21st century and is supplemented by his The Tragedy of 
Cambodian History (1991), an account of events since World War II. Two 
indispensable works for scholars of early Cambodian history are MICHAEL VICKERY, Society, 
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Introduction

country located off the coast of mainland Southeast Asia in the 
Indian and Pacific oceans. It is an archipelago that lies across the 
Equator and spans a distance equivalent to one-eighth of Earth's 
circumference. Its islands can be grouped into the Greater Sunda 
Islands of Sumatra (Sumatera), Java (Jawa), the southern extent 
of Borneo (Kalimantan), and Celebes (Sulawesi); the Lesser Sunda 
Islands (Nusa Tenggara) of Bali and a chain of islands that runs 
eastward through Timor; the Moluccas (Maluku) between Celebes 
and the island of New Guinea; and the western extent of New 
Guinea (generally known as Papua). The capital, Jakarta, is 
located near the northwestern coast of Java. In the early 21st 
century Indonesia was the most populous country in Southeast 
Asia and the fourth most populous in the world.

Indonesia was formerly known as the Dutch East Indies (or 
Netherlands East Indies). Although Indonesia did not become the 
country's official name until the time of independence, the name 
was used as early as 1884 by a German geographer; it is thought 
to derive from the Greek indos, meaning “India,” and nesos,
meaning “island.” After a period of occupation by the Japanese
(1942–45) during World War II, Indonesia declared its 
independence from The Netherlands in 1945. Its struggle for 
independence, however, continued until 1949, when the Dutch 

officially recognized Indonesian sovereignty. It was not until the United Nations (UN) 
acknowledged the western segment of New Guinea as part of Indonesia in 1969 that 
the country took on its present form. The former Portuguese territory of East Timor
(Timor-Leste) was incorporated into Indonesia in 1976. Following a UN-organized 
referendum in 1999, however, East Timor declared its independence and became fully
sovereign in 2002.

The Indonesian archipelago represents one of the most unusual areas in the world: it 
encompasses a major juncture of the Earth's tectonic plates, spans two faunal realms,
and has for millennia served as a nexus of the peoples and cultures of Oceania and 
mainland Asia. These factors have created a highly diverse environment and society 
that sometimes seem united only by susceptibility to seismic and volcanic activity, 
close proximity to the sea, and a moist, tropical climate. Nevertheless, a centralized 
government and a common language have provided Indonesia with some sense of 
unity. Furthermore, in keeping with its role as an economic and cultural crossroads, 
the country is active in numerous international trade and security organizations, such 
as ASEAN, OPEC, and the UN.

 

Land

Indonesia is the largest country in Southeast Asia, with a maximum dimension from 
east to west of about 3,200 miles (5,100 km) and an extent from north to south of 
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1,100 miles (1,800 km). It shares a border with Malaysia in the northern part of 
Borneo and with Papua New Guinea in the centre of New Guinea. Indonesia is 
composed of some 17,500 islands, of which more than 7,000 are uninhabited. Almost 
three-fourths of Indonesia's area is embraced by Sumatra, Kalimantan, and western 
New Guinea; Celebes, Java, and the Moluccas account for most of the country's 
remaining area.

 

Relief

The major Indonesian islands are characterized by densely 
forested volcanic mountains in the interior that slope downward
to coastal plains covered by thick alluvial swamps that, in turn, 
dissolve into shallow seas and coral reefs. Beneath this surface 
the unique and complex physical structure of Indonesia 
encompasses the junction of three major sections of the Earth's 

crust and involves a complicated series of shelves, volcanic mountain chains, and 
deep-sea trenches. The island of Borneo and the island arc that includes Sumatra, 
Java, Bali, and the Lesser Sunda chain sit on the Sunda Shelf, a southward extension
of the continental mass of Asia. The shelf is bounded on the south and west by 
deep-sea trenches, such as the Java Trench (about 24,440 feet [7,450 metres] deep 
at its lowest point), which form the true continental boundary. New Guinea and its 
adjacent islands, possibly including the island of Halmahera, sit on the Sahul Shelf, 
which is a northwestern extension of the Australian continental mass; the shelf is 
bounded to the northeast by a series of oceanic troughs and to the northwest by 
troughs, a chain of coral reefs, and a series of submarine ridges. The third major 
unit of the Earth's crust in Indonesia is an extension of the belt of mountains that 
forms Japan and the Philippines; the mountains run southward between Borneo and 
New Guinea and include a series of volcanoes and deep-sea trenches on and around 
Celebes and the Moluccas.

The relation between these three landmasses is not clearly understood. The present 
land-sea formations are somewhat misleading because the seas that lie on the Sunda
and Sahul shelves are shallow and of geologically recent origin; they rest on the 
continental mass rather than on a true ocean floor. The Sunda Shelf in the vicinity 
of the Java Sea has relatively low relief, contains several coral reefs, and is not 
volcanic. The mountain system that stretches along the South China and Celebes 
seas of this shelf and that marks the outer edge of the continental mass of Asia, 
however, is an area of strong relief and is one of the most active volcanic zones in 
the world.

 
The outer (southern) side of the chain of islands from Sumatra 
through Java and the Lesser Sundas forms the leading edge of 
the Southeast Asian landmass. It is characterized by active 
volcanoes, bounded to the south and west by a series of 
deep-sea trenches. On the inner (northern) side of the islands 
the volcanic mountains grade into swamps, lowlands, and the 
shallow Java Sea. This sheltered sea was formed at the close of 
the Pleistocene Epoch (about 12,000 years ago), and there is 
evidence of former land bridges, which facilitated the migration
of plants and animals from the Asian continent.
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Islands of the Sunda Shelf

Borneo is the third largest island in the world and the main island on the Sunda 
Shelf. Mount Kinabalu, the highest peak in the Southeast Asian archipelago, is not 
actually in Indonesia. It rises to 13,455 feet (4,101 metres) in the northeastern 
corner of the island, in the Malaysian state of Sabah. Otherwise, the island's 
relief seldom exceeds an elevation of 5,600 feet (1,700 metres), and most of the 
island lies below 1,000 feet (300 metres). Structural trends are not as 
well-defined as on adjacent islands, although a broad mountain system (which 
includes Mount Kinabalu) runs roughly from northeast to southwest. Kalimantan, 
which constitutes about three-fourths of the island, consists mostly of undulating
lowlands, with alluvial swamps near the coast and forest-covered mountains in 
the deep interior.

The Riau archipelago lies to the east of Sumatra, near the southern outlet of the 
Strait of Malacca. These islands have a granite core and can be considered a 
physical extension of the Malay Peninsula. With the exception of some highlands 
in the western and southern regions, the islands of the Riau group generally 
consist of low-lying swampy terrain.

Sumatra spans the Equator, stretching from northwest to southeast for more than
1,000 miles (1,600 km), with a maximum width (including offshore islands) of 
some 325 miles (525 km). It is flanked on its outer (western) edge by a string of 
nonvolcanic islands, including Simeulue, Nias, and the Mentawai group, none of 
which is densely populated. The Sumatran mainland divides into four main 
physical regions: the narrow coastal plain along the west; the Barisan Mountains, 
which extend the length of the island close to its western edge and include a 
number of active volcanoes; an inner nonvolcanic zone of low hills grading down 
toward the stable platform of the Asian mainland; and the broad alluvial 
lowland, lying no more than 100 feet (30 metres) above sea level, that 
constitutes the eastern half of the island. Much of the eastern lowland is a 
swampy forest that is difficult to penetrate.

Java is some 660 miles (1,060 km) long and has a maximum width of about 125 
miles (200 km). Its physical divisions are not as distinct as those of Sumatra, 
because the continental shelf drops sharply to the Indian Ocean in the southern 
part of the island. Java can be divided into five latitudinal physiographic regions.
The first region, a series of limestone platforms, extends along the southern 
coast; in some areas the platforms form an eroded karst region (i.e., marked by 
sinks interspersed with abrupt ridges, irregular rocks, caverns, and underground 
streams) that makes travel and habitation difficult. A mountain belt just to the 
north, in the western segment of the island, forms the second region; it is 
partially composed of sediments derived from eroded volcanoes and includes a 
number of heavily cultivated alluvial basins, especially around the cities of 
Bandung and Garut. The belt of volcanoes that runs through the centre of the 
island constitutes the third region; it contains some 50 active cones and nearly 
20 volcanoes that have erupted since the turn of the 20th century. A northern 
alluvial belt, the fourth region, spreads across the Sunda Shelf toward the sea 
and is extended by delta formations, particularly during volcanic activity. There 
are deep inland extensions of this alluvial region, which in central Java cut 
through to the southern coast. Finally, there is a second limestone platform area 
along the northern coast of Madura (an island off the northeastern coast of Java) 
and the adjacent section of eastern Java.
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The many islands of the Lesser Sundas to the east of Java are much smaller, less 
densely populated, and less developed than Java. The physiography of Bali and 
Lombok is similar to that of eastern Java. The Lesser Sunda Islands continue 
through Sumbawa and Flores, narrowing progressively until they appear on a map
as a spine of volcanic islands that loops northeast into the Banda Islands. The 
same volcanic system reappears in northern Celebes. Sumba and Timor form an 
outer (southern) fringe of nonvolcanic islands that resembles the chain off the 
western edge of the Sunda Shelf near Sumatra.

 

Islands of the Sahul Shelf

The islands of the Sahul Shelf appear to have a physiographic structure similar to 
those of the Sunda Shelf. They include the northern Moluccas and New Guinea. 
The western portion of New Guinea consists of the Indonesian provinces of Papua
and West Papua (Papua Barat), which together account for more than one-fifth 
of the total area of Indonesia but are home to only a tiny percentage of the 
country's population. The two provinces cover a remote region with a spectacular
and varied landscape. Mangrove swamps seal much of the southern and western 
coastline, while the Maoke Mountains—including Jaya Peak, which at 16,024 feet
(4,884 metres) is the highest point in Indonesia—form a natural barrier across the
central area. There is a narrow coastal plain in the north. Much of the region is
heavily forested.

 

Celebes and the Moluccas

Celebes shows some evidence of being squeezed between the conflicting forces 
of the more stable surrounding masses of the Sunda and Sahul shelves. Its 
complex shape somewhat resembles a capital K, with an extremely long 
peninsula running northeast from its north-south backbone. There are, therefore,
three large gulfs: Tomini (or Gorontalo) to the north, Tolo to the east, and Bone 
to the south. The coastline is long in relation to the size of the island. The land 
consists of ranges of mountains cut by deep rift valleys, many of which contain 
lakes. The island is fringed by coral reefs and is bordered by oceanic troughs in 
the south. Its northeastern arm, the Minahasa Peninsula, is volcanic and 
structurally different from the rest of the island, which is composed of a complex
of igneous and metamorphic rocks.

The Moluccas consist of a group of roughly 1,000 islands with a combined area 
that is about two-thirds the size of Java. Halmahera Island is the largest of the 
group, followed by Ceram and Buru. The Moluccas lie in the same geologically 
unstable zone as Celebes, although the northern islands are associated more with
the Sahul Shelf. Halmahera Island, in the north, is volcanic, as are the islands of 
the Banda Sea, which are frequently rocked by earthquakes. Most of the northern
and central Moluccas have dense vegetation and rugged mountainous interiors
where elevations often exceed 3,000 feet (900 metres). Once commonly known
as the “Spice Islands,” the Moluccas—especially Ternate, Tidore, Ambon, and
Banda Besar—were a source of cloves, nutmeg, and mace, particularly during the
16th and 17th centuries.
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Volcanoes

There are over 100 active volcanoes in Indonesia and hundreds more that are 
considered extinct. They run in a crescent-shaped line along the outer margin of 
the country, through Sumatra and Java as far as Flores, then north through the 
Banda Sea to a junction with the volcanoes of northern Celebes. Volcanic 
eruptions are by no means uncommon. Mount Merapi, which rises to 9,551 feet 
(2,911 metres) near Yogyakarta (Jogjakarta) in central Java, erupts
frequently—often causing extensive destruction to roads, fields, and villages but
always greatly benefiting the soil. Mount Kelud (5,679 feet [1,731 metres]), near 
Kediri in eastern Java, can be particularly devastating, because the water in its 
large crater lake is thrown out during eruption, causing great mudflows that rush 
down into the plains and sweep away all that is before them.

 
Perhaps the best-known volcano is Krakatoa (Krakatau), 
situated in the Sunda Strait between Sumatra and Java, 
which erupted disastrously in 1883. All life on the 
surrounding island group was destroyed. The eruptions 
caused tidal waves throughout Southeast Asia, killing tens of 
thousands of people, and ash clouds that circled the Earth 
decreased solar radiation and produced spectacular sunsets 
for more than a year. Another major incident occurred in 
1963, when Mount Agung on Bali erupted violently after 
having been dormant for more than 140 years. In 2006 the 
drilling of an exploratory petroleum well triggered the 
eruption of an unusual mud volcano in a heavily populated 

region of eastern Java. Hot mud flowed voluminously from the well for the next 
several years, ultimately engulfing dozens of villages, obstructing roads and 
railways, and displacing tens of thousands of residents. In 2010 Mount Sinabung, 
in northern Sumatra, erupted after more than 400 years of dormancy, forcing 
tens of thousands to evacuate their homes.
 

Drainage

Because of its insularity, Indonesia has no large rivers comparable to those on the 
Asian mainland. Indonesian rivers generally are relatively short and flow from 
interior mountains to the sea. The Kapuas (710 miles [1,140 km] long), Barito (560 
miles [900 km]), and Mahakam (480 miles [770 km]) rivers of Kalimantan are among 
the longest, but shifting sandbars across their mouths reduce their importance for 
large-vessel transportation. Western New Guinea, most of which receives heavy 
rainfall, is drained by a number of large rivers, including the Baliem, the 
Mamberamo, and the Digul.

There are a number of notable lakes on Sumatra, the most famous of which is Lake 
Toba, which lies in the north at an elevation of about 3,000 feet (900 metres) above
sea level and covers some 440 square miles (1,140 square km). Celebes also has 
several large, deep lakes, including Lakes Towuti and Matama in the southern part 
of the island and Lake Poso in the centre.

The seas surrounding Indonesia must also be viewed as important hydrologic 
features that serve both as channels of communication and as barriers protecting 
distinctive cultural and environmental features of the islands. The shallow seas 
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between many of the islands are a significant source of offshore petroleum, natural 
gas, minerals, and food.

 

Soils

Indonesia illustrates the relation between climate and source rock in the formation 
of soils. The rocks on Java are primarily andesitic volcanics (dark gray rocks 
consisting essentially of the minerals oligoclase or feldspar), while rhyolites (the 
acidic lava form of granite) are dominant on Sumatra, granites in the Riau 
archipelago, granites and sediments in Kalimantan, and sediments in western New 
Guinea. The resulting soils in humid regions are mainly lateritic (containing iron 
oxides and aluminum hydroxide) and of varying fertility depending on the source 
rock; they include heavy black or gray-black margalite soils and limestone soils. 
Black soils occur in regions with a distinct dry season.

Among the most fertile soils are the ando soils, which developed on the andesitic 
volcanic sediments of the northeastern coast of Sumatra. Highly fertile soils, also 
derived from or enriched by basic andesitic volcanic material, occur on Java and 
Celebes as well. Valuable volcanic ash is transported by wind and deposited as a 
layer of homogeneous, fresh inorganic material over wide areas; it is also carried as 
suspended material in streams and irrigation channels. Minerals that are leached 
from the soil are replaced by alluvial deposition from rivers, as in some parts of 
Kalimantan, or by deposition in impounded water or rice terraces.

In general, the perpetual high temperatures and heavy precipitation throughout 
much of Indonesia have caused rapid erosion and deep chemical weathering and 
leaching, which usually produce impoverished soil. In areas covered with tropical 
rainforests, such as Kalimantan, the soils are protected by the forest cycle; as plants
die, they decompose rapidly, releasing nutrients that are reabsorbed by new 
vegetation growth. Although such soils support a luxuriant growth, they cannot 
support a large agricultural population, because clearing the forest breaks the cycle 
and can lead to accelerated soil deterioration.

 

Climate

The climate of Indonesia is determined partly by its island structure and its position 
astride the Equator, which assure high, even temperatures. In addition, its location 
between the two landmasses of Asia and Australia exposes it to seasonal patterns of 
precipitation brought by monsoon winds.

Regional temperature variation is a function of elevation rather than latitude. 
Temperatures are highest along the coast, where mean annual readings range from 
the mid-70s to the upper 80s °F (low 20s to low 30s °C). Regions above 2,000 feet
(600 metres) are significantly cooler, but only the Maoke Mountains of Papua are 
high enough to receive snow. The diurnal difference of temperature in Jakarta is at 
least five times as great as the difference between the high and low temperatures 
of January and July; on an exceptionally hot day in Jakarta the temperature may 
reach nearly 100 °F (38 °C), while on an especially cool one it may drop to about 65
°F (18 °C).

Precipitation is more varied in extremes and distribution. Most of Indonesia receives 
heavy rainfall throughout the year, the greatest amounts occurring from December 
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to March. From central Java eastward toward Australia, however, the dry season 
(June to October) is progressively more pronounced; the islands of Timor and Sumba
receive little rain during these months. The highest amount of precipitation occurs 
in the mountainous regions of Sumatra, Kalimantan, Celebes, and western New 
Guinea, where annual rainfall totals more than 120 inches (3,000 mm). The rest of 
Kalimantan, Sumatra, western New Guinea, western and central Java, and much of 
Celebes and the Moluccas average at least 80 inches (2,000 mm) of rainfall per year.
Eastern Java, Bali, southern and central Celebes, and Timor generally receive 
between 60 and 80 inches (1,500 and 2,000 mm), while the Lesser Sunda Islands that
are closest to Australia get only 40 to 60 inches (1,000 to 1,500 mm).

The absolute daily maximum of precipitation can be extremely high, with a number 
of stations recording between 20 and 28 inches (500 and 700 mm). Local variations, 
caused in large part by geographic features, are great. For example, Jakarta, which 
is near sea level, has a mean annual rainfall of 70 inches (1,750 mm), while just 30 
miles (50 km) to the south, at an elevation of about 790 feet (240 metres), Bogor
records nearly 170 inches (4,300 mm).

Seasonal variations are caused by monsoonal Asian air drifts and the convergence of
tropical air masses from both north and south of the Equator along an intertropical
front of low pressure. The monsoon pattern in any given part of the archipelago
depends on location either north or south of the Equator, proximity to Australia or
mainland Asia, and the position of the intertropical front. During December,
January, and February, the west monsoon from the Asian mainland brings heavy rain
to southern Sumatra, Java, and the Lesser Sunda Islands. In June, July, and August,
these areas are affected by the east monsoon, which brings dry air from Australia.
Only the Lesser Sunda Islands and eastern Java have a well-developed dry season,
which increases in length toward Australia. By the time the east monsoon has
crossed the Equator—becoming the southwest monsoon of the Northern
Hemisphere—its winds have become humid and a source of rain. Sumatra and
Kalimantan, which are located close to the Equator and far from Australia, have no
dry season, although precipitation tends to be slightly lower during July and August.
Strong cyclones and typhoons, which normally occur in higher latitudes, are absent
in Indonesia, but afternoon thunderstorms are common.

 

Plant and animal life

Indonesia's vegetation is similar to that of the Philippines, Malaysia, and Papua New 
Guinea. There are some 40,000 species of flowering plants, including 5,000 species 
of orchids, as well as the monster flower (Rafflesia arnoldii [see Rafflesiceae]), 
which is the world's largest flower. There are more than 3,000 tree species, 
including durian, which bears large, armoured, odorous yet edible fruit; 
sandalwood; Shorea macrophylla, which yields illipe nuts, a fruit that contains a fat 
substance similar to cocoa butter; and valuable timber varieties such as teak and 
ironwood. Woody rattan (supplejack) vines are abundant in Indonesia's forests. 
Thousands of plant species are exploited for economic purposes, either directly or 
indirectly.

The most important vegetation type is the mixed lowland and hill tropical 
rainforest, which occurs below 5,000 feet (1,500 metres). It is characterized by a 
large number of species, including high-canopied and buttressed trees and woody, 
thick-stemmed lianas (climbing plants). Epiphytes (plants that derive nourishment 
from the air and usually live on another plant) such as orchids and ferns, 
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saprophytes (plants that live on dead or decaying matter), and parasites are well 
developed. Above 5,000 feet (1,500 metres) this forest gives way to temperate 
upland forest dominated by oak, laurel, tea, and magnolia species. Another typical 
feature of Indonesian vegetation is the mangrove forest, characterized by the 
formation of stilt- or prop-rooted trees, which grow only in salty or brackish water 
along muddy shores. Mangrove swamps are extensively developed along the shallow 
seas on eastern Sumatra, southern Kalimantan, and the southeastern segment of 
western New Guinea.

Indonesia is located in the transitional zone between two of the world's major faunal 
regions: the Oriental of Asia in the west and the Australian of Australia and New 
Guinea in the east. The boundary of these realms, called Wallace's Line, runs 
between Borneo and Celebes in the north and Bali and Lombok in the south. To the 
west, the Asian animal community includes such mammals as rhinoceroses, 
orangutans, tapirs, tigers, and elephants. Animals related to Australian fauna 
include birds such as cockatoos, bowerbirds, and birds of paradise, as well as 
marsupials such as bandicoots (small insectivorous, herbivorous marsupial mammals)
and cuscuses (brightly coloured, woolly-haired arboreal marsupials).

Many of the islands contain endemic species. Among these are such birds as the 
Javanese peacock and the Sumatran drongo. A certain mountain goat, the Sumatran 
serow (Capricornis sumatraensis), lives on the rugged slopes of the Barisan 
Mountains of Sumatra. A unique species of proboscis monkey is endemic to 
Kalimantan, and the babirusa (a large wild pig) and the tamarau (a small wild ox
with nearly straight horns) can be found only in Celebes. A giant lizard—the
prehistoric Komodo dragon, which attains a length of 12 feet (3.7 metres)—lives on
two small islands, Rinca and Komodo, between Sumbawa and Flores.

Some of these endemic species have become exceedingly rare. Most of the 
remaining single-horned Javan rhinoceroses, for example, are now restricted to the 
Ujung Kulon National Park on the western tip of Java. This nearly extinct species is 
one of the world's most highly protected forms of wildlife. Another such endangered 
species is the orangutan, which is native to Borneo and Sumatra. Several orangutan 
rehabilitation centres and programs have been established in an effort to prevent 
the capture and slaughter of the animals and to train those that have been held 
captive to return to the wild.

Indonesia has an enormous and varied insect life that includes many unusual 
species. Examples include giant walkingsticks that can attain 8 inches (20 cm) in 
length, leaf insects (walking leaves), huge atlas beetles, elegant luna moths, and 
beautiful birdwing and swallowtail butterflies.

Thousands of species of fish are found in Indonesia's inland waters, and hundreds of 
these are endemic to the region. Many freshwater and marine fish are used for food,
while many others, such as small gouramis, barbs, and anemone fish (clown fish), 
are bred as ornamental aquarium fish. The unusual flying gurnard, with its oversized 
pectoral fins, is common off the coasts of Sulawesi.

 

People

Indonesia is situated at the meeting point of two of the world's population groups, 
Asians in the west and Melanesians in the east. The great majority of Indonesians are 
related to the peoples of eastern Asia, although over the centuries there also has 
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been considerable mixing with Arabs, Indians, and Europeans. In the eastern islands, 
however, most of the people are of Melanesian origin.

The Indonesian national motto, “Bhinneka tunggal ika” (“Unity in diversity”), makes
reference to the extraordinary diversity of the Indonesian population that has
emerged from the ongoing confluence of peoples, languages, and cultures. The
country includes more than 300 different ethnic groups and more than twice as many
distinct languages, and most of the major world religions, as well as a wide range of
indigenous ones, are practiced there. Notwithstanding this diversity, most of the
people are of Malay ancestry, speak Austronesian (Malayo-Polynesian) languages, and 
profess Islam.

 

Ethnic groups

The barriers of the mountains and the sea have protected the character and
traditions of many groups. Away from the major cities and areas of dense
population, there are significant variations from one valley to the next and almost
from one village to the next. In many cases the highland groups of the larger
islands—Borneo, Sumatra, and Celebes—were relatively untouched by international
influences until the arrival of Christian missionaries during the 19th century; these
upland peoples continue to reflect great cultural diversity. Each island or group of
islands east of Java also has maintained its own distinct character, in many cases
strongly influenced by different religions. In particular, Bali—with its long tradition
of Hindu and Buddhist influences rooted in local religious practices—is quite
different in character and customs from any other part of Indonesia.

 

Western islands

The diverse ethnic populations of western Indonesia generally may be grouped 
into three broad categories. These are the inland wet-rice (irrigated rice) 
societies, the coastal trading, farming, and fishing peoples, and the inland 
societies of shifting cultivators.

The first group, the historically Hinduized (but now primarily Muslim) wet-rice 
growers of inland Java, Madura, and Bali, make up nearly three-fifths of the 
national population. With an ancient culture informed by strong social and 
agricultural traditions, it includes the Javanese, Sundanese, Madurese, and 
Balinese peoples.

The Javanese constitute Indonesia's largest ethnic group, accounting for roughly
one-third of the total population. Most Javanese live in the densely settled,
irrigated agricultural regions of central and eastern Java—the most populous
parts of the country. The cities of Yogyakarta and Surakarta (Solo), in the centre 
of the island, are strongholds of Javanese culture and maintain traditional rulers,
although these leaders have no real political power. Java's western region, 
including the city of Bandung, is the homeland of the Sundanese, who are related
to but quite distinct from the Javanese in language and tradition. The Sundanese 
are the second largest ethnic group in Indonesia.

 
The island of Madura, northeast of Java, is the homeland of 
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the Madurese, Indonesia's third largest ethnic group. In 
addition to cultivating wet-rice paddies, many Madurese 
raise cattle. The Balinese, who live just to the east of Java 
on Bali, are known for their intricate irrigation systems and 
terraced rice fields. Of the historically Hinduized 
communities in Indonesia, the Balinese are the only 
nonimmigrant practitioners of Hinduism.

The second group, the more strongly Islamized coastal peoples, is ethnically 
heterogeneous and includes the Malays from Sumatra and, from southern 
Celebes, the Makassarese and Bugis. The Sumatran Malays inhabit Aceh, a 
strongly Muslim region at the extreme northern tip of Sumatra that has long been
noted for its resistance to European influence; a rich plantation area to the south
of Aceh, along Sumatra's northern coast; and Bangka and Belitung (Billiton), two 
primarily agricultural islands off the southeastern coast of Sumatra. The 
Makassarese and Bugis live primarily in the coastal regions of southern Celebes. 
Like most Indonesian peoples, they are rice farmers; however, they are also 
maritime peoples with a strong tradition of boat making. The Makassarese and 
Bugis have a pronounced presence in coastal towns throughout Indonesia, 
although their influence has been strongest outside Java.

The third group, the inland shifting cultivators, plant swiddens—fields that are
cleared, cultivated for a few seasons, and then abandoned for several years to
allow the soil to regenerate—in areas where the climate will not support wet-rice
farming. These communities tend to be small and relatively isolated, and they
represent a wide array of cultures. The most prominent of the swiddeners are
the Toraja of southern Celebes, the Batak of the highlands of northern Sumatra, 
and the various communities of the interior of Kalimantan, such as the Kenyah, 
Kayan, Ngaju, and Embaloh, who officially (and collectively) are called Dayak.

There are two major ethnic groups in the western islands of Indonesia that do 
not fit into this broad scheme of cultural categorization. The Minangkabau, a 
community of devout Muslim wet-rice farmers in west-central Sumatra, hold a 
unique position in Indonesia as a matrilineal society, whereby inheritance and 
descent are reckoned through the female line. The Menadonese (Minahasan) of 
northern Celebes are also atypical in that they are a historically Hinduized, 
predominantly Christian coastal community.

 

Eastern islands

Eastern Indonesia is characterized by the traditional Melanesian cultural division
between coastal, or “beach,” peoples and interior, or “bush,” peoples. The
Moluccas reflect this pattern, although their proximity to the western islands
makes them a more complex ethnographic and linguistic area. The islands are
populated by a number of distinct ethnic groups. Typical of the coastal peoples
are the Ambonese, who live along the coasts of Ambon and neighbouring islands,
including western Ceram. Some of the people living in the mountainous interior
regions have been relocated to coastal areas, but—unlike the coastal
peoples—they do not usually engage in fishing activities.

The distinction between coastal and interior peoples is especially salient in 
western New Guinea, where maritime trading communities live along the coast, 
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while agrarian, noncommercial societies with strongly developed and highly 
localized customs inhabit the interior. Those in the foothills and on the coast 
have affinities with other Melanesian cultures to the east and south of New 
Guinea. In addition, Indonesians from the western islands have mixed with 
indigenous peoples in the coastal trading settlements. The people of the interior,
such as the Asmat and the Dani, on the other hand, remained isolated for a 
longer period of time. Some groups continue to live in remote areas, where 
interaction with peoples and cultures beyond their proximate surroundings is 
limited. Most Papuans of the interior regions live in small communities and 
maintain a complex of dialects, customs, and social structures that is distinct 
from that of the coastal peoples.

 

Chinese and other Indonesian peoples

The Chinese account for a small but significant portion of the total population 
and are regarded as an anchor of the country's economy. Most of the Chinese 
have lived in Indonesia for generations. The majority of them are of mixed 
(peranakan) heritage, do not speak Chinese, have Indonesian surnames, and 
through intermarrying with Indonesians have developed distinct dialects and 
customs. A smaller community considered to be of totally (totok) Chinese 
descent is clearly Chinese-oriented in terms of language, religion, and custom. Of
the total Chinese population, most live in the towns and cities of Java and 
Sumatra, where they engage in trade. The Chinese also form a significant 
fraction of the population in western Kalimantan, where many are farmers, 
fishermen, and urban workers. In the Riau archipelago, many continue a tradition
of mining that has spanned generations.

Most of the former Dutch and Eurasian (locally known as Indo) residents left 
Indonesia after independence. Today, Indians and Europeans are relatively 
unimportant in numbers, although their influence in business and other areas of 
Indonesian society is apparent in the major cities.

Until the early 21st century the Indonesian population was administratively
divided into “indigenous” (pribumi) and “nonindigenous” (non-pribumi) peoples. 
The concept of such a separation had its origin in the Dutch colonial 
administration's categorization of the population on the basis of ancestry. 
Especially under the Suharto presidency, the term non-pribumi served primarily
to mark those Indonesians who were of Chinese (or part Chinese) descent,
regardless of the length of time they and their families had resided on Indonesian
soil. The “nonindigenous” label ultimately blocked certain Indonesians from the
highest government, military, and academic positions; it also posed obstacles to
their obtaining passports and identity cards. In July 2006, however, landmark
legislation eliminated the pribumi–non-pribumi distinction. Anyone who was born
an Indonesian citizen and had never held citizenship in another country was
simply—and officially—Indonesian.

 

Languages

Most of the several hundred languages spoken in Indonesia have an Austronesian 
base. The major exceptions are found in western New Guinea and some of the 
Moluccas, where different Papuan languages are used. The Austronesian language
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family is broken into several major groups within which languages are closely
related though distinctly different. On Java there are three major
languages—Javanese, Sundanese, and Madurese—while on Sumatra there are dozens,
many of which are divided into distinct dialects. Within the Toraja group, a
relatively small population in the interior of Celebes, several languages are spoken.
In eastern Indonesia each island has its own language, which is often not understood
on the neighbouring islands. Similarly, languages often differ from one village to the
next in the interior of Kalimantan.

Indonesian (Bahasa Indonesia) is the national language. It evolved from a literary 
style of Malay language that was used in the royal houses of the Riau-Jambi area of 
eastern Sumatra, but it also has much in common with other Malay dialects that 
have long served as regional lingua francas. The differences between standard Malay
and standard Indonesian reside largely in their idioms and in certain items of 
vocabulary. In 1972 Indonesia and Malaysia agreed on a uniform revised spelling of 
the language so that communications could be improved and literature more freely 
exchanged between the two countries.

Because it has no distinctive expressions based on social hierarchy and is not 
associated with one of the dominant ethnic groups, the Indonesian language has 
been accepted without serious question and has served as a strong force of national 
unification. Since the early 20th century it has been the main language of print in 
different parts of the country; it also served as the medium of political 
communication among members of the nationalist movement leading up to the 
revolution and declaration of independence in 1945. Writers of ethnic Chinese and 
Sumatran origins produced novels, plays, and poetry in the language, from which a 
modern Indonesian literature was born. Today the Indonesian language is the mother
tongue for some city dwellers and a second language for most Indonesians. It is the 
medium of instruction in universities, and it is used in scientific, philosophical, and 
legal writings and debates. Radio stations, television channels, and films employ it 
(they rarely use local languages), and most popular songs with a national audience 
are written in the Indonesian language as well. (There are, however, locally popular 
groups that write and perform songs in regional languages and dialects.)

 

Religions

Some three-fourths of the Indonesian population professes 
Islam. There are, however, pockets of Christians, who make up 
about one-eighth of the population, scattered throughout the 
country, particularly in Flores, Timor, northern Celebes, the 
interior of Kalimantan, and the Moluccas. Most are Protestant or
independent Christian, and the remainder are mainly Roman 
Catholic. Many Chinese in the cities are also Christian, but some
follow Buddhism or Confucianism, sometimes blended with 
Christianity. Hindus account for less than 5 percent of all 
Indonesians, although Hinduism is the dominant religion on Bali 

and has many adherents in Lombok. Local religions are practiced in some remote 
areas.

The major religions of Indonesia were all introduced on the coast and, except in 
such open areas as Java and southern Sumatra (which were free of natural 
impediments), penetrated slowly inland. Regions such as central Kalimantan and 
western New Guinea, the mountains of northern Sumatra, and the interiors of other 
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mountainous islands long remained virtually untouched by outside religions. 
However, much 20th-century Christian missionary activity has focused on these 
inland-dwelling peoples.

The earliest recorded Indonesian history shows extensive religious influences from 
India; the early Indonesian states that centred on Java or Sumatra evolved through 
many forms of Hinduism and Theravada and Mahayana Buddhism. During the 9th 
century CE, both Hinduism and Buddhism were practiced as court religions; Shiva
and Buddha were looked upon as manifestations of the same spiritual being. The 
blending of the two religions continued until the 14th century, when Islam, brought 
by Muslim traders primarily from South Asia, emerged as the dominant religion along
the coasts of Java and Sumatra. By the 15th century, Islam had gained a firm footing
in coastal areas of other islands of the archipelago as well.

Throughout all the religious changes on the court level, the common people adopted
part of each new religion as an additional layer on top of their traditional local 
beliefs. Consequently, Islam is expressed differently in Indonesia than it is in the 
Middle East. The religion is most strictly practiced in Aceh, western Sumatra, 
western Java, southeastern Kalimantan, and some of the Lesser Sunda Islands. On 
Java, Muslims who follow orthodox practices are referred to as the santri. By 
contrast, the abangan adhere to a more syncretic tradition, strongly influenced by 
ancestral beliefs and practices. With the growth of a more religion-conscious middle
class, especially since the late 20th century, the abangan way of believing has been 
in retreat, while more-orthodox Muslim practices have been on the rise. However, 
the many local rituals connected with birth, death, and marriage are carefully 
observed by people at all levels, and ceremonies (selamatan) are held on all special 
occasions.

 

Settlement patterns

Rural settlement

Indonesia is largely a rural country, with more than half of the population living 
in agricultural areas. Because volcanoes play a major role in soil development 
and enrichment, there is a strong relationship between agricultural development,
density of population, and location of volcanoes. The greatest concentration of 
active volcanoes is on Java, and the greatest population densities occur in areas 
such as those to the south and east of Mount Merapi, where the soil is enriched 
by volcanic ash and debris. The same pattern occurs on Bali and in northern 
Sumatra, where the rich soils are directly related to flows from volcanic 
eruptions. The islands of Java, Madura, and Bali have a highly systematized rural 
structure that is based largely on wet-rice cultivation. Other areas of high rural 
population are found in parts of Sumatra and Celebes. Most of the rest of the 
country is sparsely settled by small communities that engage in subsistence 
agriculture.

 
On Java the most common settlement is the rural village, 
with its rice paddies that spread across the flatland and in 
many places rise up the hillsides in terraces. Scattered 
throughout the countryside are clusters of coconut, palm, 
and fruit trees, which indicate the location of villages. In the 
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heavily populated areas of central and eastern Java, there 
are thousands of such settlements, some of which have 
sizable populations.

The people of each village form a group that is homogeneous both in economic 
conditions and in social interest and outlook. In many cases, particularly in 
irrigated areas, there is much mutual exchange of labour. Overpopulation in the 
densely populated areas has led to a decrease in size of the average farm and to 
an increase in the numbers of landless rural inhabitants, who work mainly as 
farm labourers, sharecroppers, or temporary workers in the cities.

Each Javanese village has a stream or a well as its source of water, a mosque and
an elementary school, and a network of swept-earth paths. There is little formal 
commercial activity; goods are obtained from peddlers and small shops (warung) 
or from the market towns, which often are also local government centres. Houses
are well separated and are normally of frame and bamboo with roofs of red tile 
or coconut fibres; houses constructed of locally made bricks are increasingly 
common, especially among the wealthier families. Goats, chickens, banana and 
papaya trees, and a host of small children are characteristic of village life.

Rural structure varies considerably from region to region. Some Dayak
settlements in Kalimantan, for instance, have maintained traditional multiunit
longhouses, often alongside the newer single-family homes—the construction of
which has been strongly encouraged by the government. Balinese villages are
clusters of walled family complexes with Hindu shrines, public buildings, and
larger temples. The Batak villages around Lake Toba in northern Sumatra, the
Minangkabau villages in western Sumatra, and the Toraja villages in southern
Celebes all have their characteristic structures and building styles as well.

 
Like settlement structure, rural social patterns vary 
considerably across the Indonesian archipelago. On Java 
there are few organized groupings above the level of the 
household, while villages on neighbouring Bali have an array 
of groups related to working, dancing, and other functions, 
many of which are associated with Hindu festivals. Many 
Dayak communities use a system of reciprocal labour to work
the rice fields during particularly labour-intensive phases of 
the agricultural cycle (e.g., clearing, planting, and 
harvesting).

The rural mode of life is controlled by the growing season and by the productivity
of the land. Farming practices range from the shifting agriculture of many inland 
groups through small-scale farming (of sago, cassava, rice, and other crops) to 
the mechanized agriculture of large plantations. In some cases these activities 
are combined with some form of cottage industry. Most rural Indonesians are 
small-scale farmers who operate at or near the subsistence level and sell some 
produce but usually do not accumulate substantial capital. In general, the 
villages are small, independent, and largely self-sufficient.

 

Urban settlement

The overall level of urbanization in Indonesia is low in relation to other countries
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that are at a comparable stage of economic growth. This can be explained in part
by the phenomenon of nonpermanent, or “circular,” migration on Java and
elsewhere: individuals from rural families live and work in the cities, but they
return to their homes at least once every six months. Nevertheless, although
there is some regional variation in urban growth rates, cities of every population
size are, for the most part, growing rapidly.

With the exception of most of the largest urban areas (e.g., Jakarta, Surabaya, 
and Medan), few of Indonesia's cities have the heterogeneity of a true urban 
centre. Instead, they are the economic, governmental, cultural, and social 
centres for highly populated and distinct regions. The growth of the cities has 
not been accompanied by a parallel growth of industry, and the outlook of much 
of the urban population is still rural. Large parts of the population, even in 
Jakarta, live in settlements that amount to urban kampongs (villages), 
maintaining rural customs. Urban dwellers generally have a higher standard of 
living than their rural counterparts, but the availability of adequate housing, 
potable water, and public transportation services has remained a critical 
concern.

Four of Indonesia's five largest cities—Jakarta, Surabaya, Bandung, and 
Bekasi—are on Java; the other, Medan, is located on Sumatra. These five cities
may be considered metropolitan areas rather than large provincial towns, since
they contain the major government, financial, and business offices. Other large
cities, such as Semarang, Padang, Palembang, and Makassar (Ujungpandang), are 
centres of provincial government and of local trade and, with the exception of 
Semarang, have relatively limited international ties.

 
The cities have individual characters. Jakarta, as the
country's capital, largest city, and centre of finance, has
well-maintained and historic buildings, broad avenues and
large fountains, and an increasing number of high-rise hotels
and office buildings. Surabaya, Indonesia's second largest
city—roughly one-fourth the size of Jakarta's urban centre—is
a major port and industrial hub. Bandung, a former resort
area and military centre, has much light industry, mostly
related to garment production. Bekasi is a rapidly growing
city in the greater Jakarta urban agglomeration. Semarang is 

the administrative capital and commercial core of central Java. Yogyakarta, 
which was the capital of the revolutionary government between 1946 and 1949, 
is the seat of the ruling family of the sultan of Yogyakarta. It also is the site of a 
major university, Gadjah Mada, and of schools of art, traditional dance, and 
music, and it is the centre of the batik cloth industry. In Sumatra, Medan and its 
port of Belawan constitute the commercial nexus for the rich northern 
agricultural districts, and Palembang, Sumatra's second largest city, is a major 
port for the petroleum industry and for a variety of other industries in the south.

The ethnic composition of Indonesia's largest cities is highly diverse and reflects
the heavy flow of migration from rural areas. Jakarta shows the greatest
diversity; while many people may have been born or raised there, they often
continue to refer to themselves in terms of their regional heritage—such as
Batak, Javanese, or Minangkabau—and it is not uncommon for them to use their
local languages at home. These ethnic ties often are strengthened by trips to
home villages during times of harvest or during the Muslim month of Ramadan (a
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period of fasting and atonement).

Indonesia's urban areas also display great social and economic diversity, which 
underlies a social hierarchy. The upper class consists of government officials, 
military officers, and business leaders with a Western orientation; the growing 
middle class includes civil servants, teachers, and other professionals, as well as 
skilled workers who typically must struggle to maintain their economic position; 
and the lower class comprises a larger number of minimally educated and 
unskilled labourers, traders, and other members of the informal economy who 
strongly identify with their villages and frequently move back and forth to 
engage in economic pursuits in both areas. This three-tiered hierarchy also 
conforms closely to an economic structure that is based on various government 
opportunities and on formal and informal business activities.

A transient foreign element of diplomats and company representatives plays a
minor role in city structure. There are people born of immigrant families—mainly
of Chinese, Indian, or Arab origin—who are more fully integrated, but each group
maintains its own social network and patterns of life. Nonetheless, Indonesia is
gradually becoming a cosmopolitan society. This is most conspicuous in Jakarta
and those parts of Bali that have been fully absorbed into an international
socioeconomic matrix. Association with international culture generally implies a
degree of wealth and consequently is largely confined to the families of officials,
professionals, and prominent businessmen.

 
James F. McDivitt
Thomas R. Leinbach
Goenawan Susatyo Mohamad

Demographic trends

The distribution and density of the population in Indonesia vary considerably from 
region to region; the bulk of the population lives on the western islands of Java, 
Bali, and Madura. Overall, the population nearly doubled between the mid-20th and 
the early 21st century, with a moderately high rate of growth. There have been, 
however, significant regional contrasts in this rate. In Java, for example, population
growth has been significantly less than in the outer islands. A sharp decline in 
fertility rates also has been evident throughout Indonesia, attributable largely to an 
increase in the age when people marry and the widespread availability of birth 
control products. Lower fertility has been especially conspicuous in central Java. 
Mortality rates have declined substantially since the mid-20th century, largely 
because of improved health care, better dietary and nutrition practices, and 
improvements in housing and water quality. The rates of infant and child mortality 
also have dropped.

At the beginning of the 21st century, Indonesia's age structure was becoming more 
evenly distributed. More than one-third of Indonesia's population was under age 15 
in 1990, but the proportion has been decreasing steadily since that time. 
Conversely, the older component of the population has been increasing, but the 
average life expectancy and the proportion of those age 65 or older have remained 
lower than in wealthier countries in Southeast Asia.

Two major migration patterns have become prominent in Indonesia. The first
involves the growing flow of rural people into urban areas, particularly Jakarta,
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Batak market on 
the shore of Lake 
Toba, Sumatra, 
Indonesia.

 

which has resulted in an overall increase in the proportion of the population living in
cities. Temporary, or “circular,” migration between rural and urban areas in
connection with employment also has become common. The second pattern is that
of people leaving Java for the outer islands. The central government facilitated
much of this movement (called transmigration), especially in the last quarter of the
20th century, by sponsoring a program of resettling landless Javanese in sparsely
populated areas, such as Kalimantan. The program was terminated in 2000 because
of political and administrative constraints.

 

Economy

Indonesia has played a modest role in the world economy since 
the mid-20th century, and its importance has been considerably 
less than its size, resources, and geographic position would seem 
to warrant. The country is a major exporter of crude petroleum 
and natural gas. In addition, Indonesia is one of the world's main 
suppliers of rubber, coffee, cocoa, and palm oil; it also produces 
a wide range of other commodities, such as sugar, tea, tobacco, 
copra, and spices (e.g., cloves). Nearly all commodity production 
comes from large estates. Widespread exploration for deposits of 

oil and other minerals has resulted in a number of large-scale projects that have 
contributed substantially to general development funds.

Although Indonesia has remained a major importer of manufactured goods, high
technology, and technical skills since the early 1970s, the country's economic base has
shifted from the primary sector to secondary and tertiary industries—manufacturing,
trade, and services. Manufacturing surpassed agriculture in terms of contribution to
gross domestic product (GDP) in the early 1990s and has continued to be the largest
single component of the country's economy. A significant portion of the national
budget has continued to be allocated to agriculture, however; consequently, the
country has remained self-sufficient in rice production since the mid-1980s.

During the early years of Indonesia's independence, economic mismanagement and
the subordination of development to political ideals under the “Guided Economy”
policy of the country's first president, Sukarno (1949–66), led to financial chaos and to
a serious deterioration in the capital stock. With a major change of economic
direction after Suharto assumed power in the mid-1960s, some measure of stability 
was regained, and the conditions for an orderly policy of rehabilitation and economic 
development were established.

From 1969 to 1998 a series of five-year plans emphasized the government's role in 
developing the economic infrastructure of the country, notably in agriculture, 
irrigation, transportation, and communications. Thus, the government, together with 
foreign aid, has been a major force in propelling development in areas where private 
enterprise has not been immediately forthcoming; the state-owned oil company 
Pertamina was a product of these government initiatives. In the late 20th century, 
the emphasis in the public sector tended increasingly toward independent, 
self-financing state enterprises.

Substantial expansion of the private sector has been evident since the mid-1990s. 
Prior to that time, growth generally had been confined to a rather small group of 
conglomerates, most benefiting from the government's favour. Small business was 
slower to develop. The deregulation of the capital market in the early 1980s triggered
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spectacular growth in the stock exchange, but despite the increase in domestic 
investment, direct participation in the stock market remained limited to a very small 
group of investors.

Foreign direct investment spiked in the 1990s but rapidly receded in the aftermath of 
the Asian economic crisis sparked by the collapse of the Thai baht in 1997. The 
government subsequently inaugurated a four-year national development plan that 
helped return the economy to its precrisis strength. By 2003 the country was stable 
enough to allow the expiration of an economic reform program that had been 
sponsored by the International Monetary Fund (IMF). A new development strategy 
involving liberalization in some areas and limitation of foreign ownership in others has
aimed to establish Indonesia as a fully self-sufficient (swasembada) country in the 
21st century.

 

Agriculture, forestry, and fishing

The consistent monsoon climate and almost even distribution of 
rainfall in Indonesia make it possible for the same types of crops
to be grown throughout the country. Less than one-fifth of the 
total land surface, however, is devoted to crop cultivation. Most
agricultural land is dedicated to rice or to various cash crops. 
Intensive cultivation is restricted to Java, Bali, Lombok, and 
certain areas of Sumatra and Celebes. In Java much of the land 
of the northern coastal and central plains is planted with rice. 
In the drier section of eastern Java, crops such as corn (maize), 

cassava, sweet potatoes, peanuts (groundnuts), and soybeans dominate the small 
farms, although such cash crops as tobacco and coffee also are grown on 
plantations.

Development in Sumatra and in the outer islands is less intensive and consists 
primarily of estate-raised cash crops. Sumatra accounts for a major portion of the 
total area under estate production, and most plantations are located in the island's 
northeastern coastal region. Around Medan there are extensive plantations 
producing tobacco, rubber, palm oil, kapok, tea, cloves, and coffee, none of which 
is native to the region. Rice, corn, and cassava are grown in the Padang area in the 
west and around the oil fields near Palembang in the southeast.

Since the late 20th century there has been a shift from rice toward less-demanding
subsistence crops, such as cassava. Rice has remained the cornerstone of small-scale
agriculture, however, and increased production of it has been an important aim of
every economic development plan. The government intervenes in the marketing of
rice to maintain production at an economically viable level. Various “mass
guidance” (bimbingan massal) schemes to broaden the availability of credit and to 
promote the use of fertilizers and high-yielding varieties have increased rice output.
Although the country is self-sufficient in rice production, there has been a persistent
tendency since the late 1990s to import additional rice.

Private enterprises have joined the government in developing Indonesia's palm oil 
and sugar industries, as well as its fisheries. Large-scale agribusiness is becoming a 
more important component of the country's economy, with increasing government 
investment. Export of cultivated shrimp from sizable farms in western Java and 
southern Sumatra has been a boon to middle-sized businesses. Milkfish also are bred 
through aquaculture. Scad, tuna, and mackerel are the primary products of 
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open-sea fishing.

Indonesia has some of the world's largest tracts of exploitable tropical forest, 
especially in Kalimantan and Papua. There are several small areas of deciduous 
forest and plantations (mostly teak), but most of the trees are evergreen tropical 
hardwoods. The production of plywood and veneers has become important for both 
domestic consumption and export. Major timber operations are located primarily in 
Kalimantan, but logging also occurs on the other large islands; legitimate companies
as well as illegal loggers target certain species, such as meranti (a subspecies of the
genus Shorea), which yields an easily workable, relatively lightweight reddish wood. 
Teak is extracted mainly from Java.

Since the 1960s the timber industry has grown rapidly, but it has caused
considerable damage through deforestation. Also a threat to the environment are
frequent large-scale forest fires, most of which stem from “slash-and-burn”
(swidden) subsistence agriculture or government clearing for plantations; these fires
not only destroy vast areas of vegetation but also generate haze that frequently
reaches as far as Singapore and peninsular Malaysia. Deforestation and air quality
issues prompted environmentalists to urge the Indonesian government to curtail
clear-cutting of trees, to control burning, and to implement reforestation programs.

 

Resources and power

Indonesia has a large, and in many cases unprospected, variety of mineral deposits. 
Mining, including the extraction of oil and natural gas, accounts for roughly 
one-tenth of the country's GDP, and through exports and taxation it contributes 
substantially to foreign-exchange earnings and development. The mining industry 
employs only a tiny fraction of the workforce, however.

Fossil fuels, including petroleum, natural gas, and coal, constitute a major source of
revenue. They are produced primarily in Sumatra and Kalimantan and from offshore 
sites in the Java and South China seas. Although refinery production since 1968 has 
been in the hands of the government-owned petroleum company Pertamina, foreign 
oil companies operate under a production-sharing formula. Under this arrangement, 
the ownership of oil resources remains with the government of Indonesia, and the 
foreign companies act as contractors, supplying the necessary capital. Since the last
decades of the 20th century, Indonesia has greatly expanded its production of coal, 
to become one of the world's leading exporters. The sale of liquefied natural gas is 
also increasingly important.

In addition to its hydrocarbon reserves, Indonesia's mineral resources contribute
significantly to the economy. The country is one of the world's largest producers of
tin, deposits of which are found on the islands of Bangka, Singkep, and Belitung and
off the southwestern shore of Kalimantan. Bauxite is mined mostly on the Riau
Islands and in western Kalimantan and is processed at an aluminum smelter—the
first in Southeast Asia—at Kualatanjung in northern Sumatra. Celebes, Halmahera
and other islands of the Moluccas, and Papua are sources of nickel. Manganese is
present in central Java and on Sumatra, Kalimantan, Celebes, and Timor. Major
copper deposits are mined in the Jayawijaya Mountains of Papua; smaller deposits 
have been found in Sumatra, Java, Kalimantan, and Celebes. Most of Indonesia's 
gold comes from Papua.

The bulk of Indonesia's electrical power is generated from fossil fuels. Until the late 
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20th century, the majority of the country's power was provided by oil or gas. As the 
government stepped up its production of coal, however, it also strove to increase 
the domestic use of that resource. By the early 21st century, less than half the 
country's power stations were fueled by oil or gas. Many plants were coal-driven, 
some were hydroelectric, and a small portion of plants were powered by geothermal
sources.

 

Manufacturing

In the early 1970s import substitution (replacement of foreign-produced goods and 
services with those produced domestically) and support for the agricultural sector 
were the two major aims of industrial policy. Import substitution was geared to 
commodities such as food, textiles, fertilizers, and cement, and this required 
consistent government protection and controls. This policy proved to be both 
inefficient and expensive, however, and following the sharp decline in oil revenues 
in the 1980s, reforms were introduced to increase the competitive position of 
Indonesian manufactures in international markets. The government launched a 
series of deregulations and encouraged domestic and international private 
investment. Although many companies remained in government hands, the state 
also participated in joint ventures with the private sector.

As a result, the manufacturing sector has become the single largest contributor to 
the economy, constituting well over one-fourth of GDP and employing just over 
one-tenth of the labour force. A significant proportion of production is handled by 
medium- and small-scale privately owned enterprises, which supply consumer goods.
Small-scale workshops manufacture such consumer goods and general products as 
furniture, household equipment, textiles, and printed matter. Since the mid-1980s 
there has been a major shift toward developing large-scale and high-technology 
industries, such as telecommunications and electronics; automobile manufacturing 
has expanded especially rapidly in the 21st century. The centre of private industry is
in western Java, although considerable development has taken place in Jakarta.

One of the country's principal industries based on imported raw materials is textile 
manufacturing. Spinning mills are largely state owned or in the hands of foreign 
companies, while weaving and finishing factories, which are centred in Bandung, are
generally small-scale and privately owned by local entrepreneurs. Batik
production—an Indonesian method of hand-dyeing textiles—is concentrated in
central Java. Although production of batik remains a major cottage industry, there
are a number of larger-scale operations.

 

Finance

Bank Indonesia, the central bank, is responsible for issuing the rupiah, the national 
currency. Other major government-owned institutions include the state savings 
bank, banks specializing in rural and industrial development, and a large commercial
bank with overseas branches. Each bank is diversified and operates independently. 
Private domestic banks and foreign banks also operate in Indonesia. Nonbanking 
financial institutions are restricted. Indonesia has stock exchanges in Jakarta and 
Surabaya.

Generally, the aims of the government's credit and fiscal policies have been to 
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provide the conditions for private incentive within the context of financial 
orthodoxy. Before the 1980s, Indonesia's capital market had been limited to the 
state-dominated banking system. Subsidized credit and interest rates were used in 
accordance with general government priorities, and a credit ceiling was imposed to 
ensure monetary stability. The credit ceiling, however, resulted in excess reserves 
held by state banks and ultimately triggered a restructuring and deregulation of the 
banking system.

In 1983 a reform package decontrolled the interest rate and abolished the credit 
ceiling system. Further reforms in 1988 liberalized licensing for new banks and 
lowered reserve requirements. The result was a dramatic expansion in the number 
of private banks, their branches, and the banks' share of total deposits. The Jakarta 
Stock Exchange also experienced explosive growth.

The surge, however, was accompanied by a rise in interest rates (both for deposits 
and for lending), which effectively stifled domestic investment. In an effort to curb 
inflation, Bank Indonesia tightened the money supply, a move that further 
destabilized the country's financial sector. When the Asian monetary crisis struck in 
1997, Indonesia's banking industry was among the first casualties.

In 1998 the government established the Indonesian Bank Restructuring Agency (IBRA)
to extricate the financial sector from its monumental debt. IBRA accomplished this
task largely through the closure and consolidation of financially precarious banks.
The remaining banks then prioritized households and small businesses in their
lending, which stimulated growth in the domestic private sphere. By 2004 the
banking sector had stabilized, the country had returned to a general pattern of
economic growth, and IBRA was dissolved—on schedule.

 

Trade

A complex and reasonably well-developed commercial sector has existed in 
Indonesia for many decades, if not centuries, based on the marketing and exporting 
of agricultural produce and on supplying consumer goods and services to the 
domestic market. Historically, trade has been dominated by Indonesian Chinese, 
although other segments of the population, especially people from western Sumatra 
and southern Celebes, also have made notable contributions.

No longer simply an exporter of agricultural produce, Indonesia has become an 
established international supplier of petroleum and petroleum products; rubber 
products; garments, shoes, and textiles; wood and wood products (including paper); 
machinery of various sorts (including automobiles); and other commodities, such as 
electronic products. Primary imports include petroleum and natural gas, machinery, 
chemicals, metals, and transport equipment. Indonesia's most important trading 
partners include Japan, the United States, Singapore, China, South Korea, Thailand, 
Malaysia, and Australia.

 

Services

Services constitute a major segment of the Indonesian economy, generating more
than one-third of GDP. Tourism in particular has emerged as a major source of
income, although the industry's growth suffered setbacks with the Asian economic
crisis in 1997–98 and with multiple terrorist attacks and the outbreak of avian
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influenza (bird flu) in the early 21st century.

 

Labour

Indonesia's industrialization has not produced strong organized labour. This is
attributable in part to a surplus of labour in the job market; most lower-class
Indonesians work in traditional, informal, and marginal jobs. Political repression
under the Suharto presidency (1967–98) also discouraged politically motivated
associations of workers. Rather, the government sought to incorporate functional
groups such as those of farmers and fishermen into a quasi-governmental political
party.

 
Thomas R. Leinbach
Goenawan Susatyo Mohamad

Transportation and telecommunications

Because Indonesia is an island country, sea transport plays a key role in the 
movement of raw materials and agricultural products from their sources to markets.
Although the physical nature of the country has favoured the development of strong 
sea links for freight and strong air links for passengers, many parts of Indonesia have
not been adequately served by the transport network, a factor that has critically 
hampered economic development. The rapid expansion of telecommunications 
networks, however, has helped mitigate the insularity of some regions.

 

Roads and railways

Road transport is the dominant mode of transportation on Indonesia's islands, 
especially the smaller ones, such as Java, Bali, and Madura. Some three-fifths of 
the country's roads are paved, and most of these are on Sumatra, Java, and Bali, 
where the network of highways meets traffic needs in most areas. Much of the 
remaining paved mileage is on Madura, Lombok, and Celebes. Western and 
central Kalimantan have some good roads, but in Papua road transport has not 
developed evenly, owing to the size of the territory and to the government's 
budgetary constraints.

Road traffic has been on the rise as roads have improved and as ownership of 
automobiles and motorcycles has increased. Trucks and intercity buses, operated
by private enterprises, are central to the transportation system; using ferries to 
cross between islands, some cover distances as far as that between Medan in 
northern Sumatra and Surabaya in eastern Java. For traveling shorter distances, 
especially in the urban and semiurban areas, smaller buses and minivans are 
popular. In the larger cities, taxis are readily available, but most people opt to 
drive their own car, take a motorcycle, or, as a less expensive alternative, ride 
one of several types of minivan redesigned to accommodate additional 
passengers. The least expensive urban transportation services are provided by 
individual entrepreneurs who drive a single passenger on the back of a small 
motorcycle. In most towns, the becak (pedicab, or pedaled trishaw) remains a 
prominent feature of the streets, although this mode of transport is technically 
prohibited in Jakarta.
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The railway, run by a public enterprise, operates mainly on Java and Madura, 
with less-extensive service on Sumatra. The demand for train services has 
remained strong, although geographic features limit the expansion of the 
railroads. Comfortable, reliable rail transport between major towns in Java has 
become a popular alternative to intercity buses and airlines.

 

Water and air transport

Most of the major population centres are close to the sea, where they can be 
served and linked by coastal and interisland shipping services. The adjacent seas 
are relatively calm because Indonesia is outside the belt of typhoons and high 
winds, and, even where docking facilities are not available, it is usually possible 
for ships to anchor and discharge and load from lighters and other craft.

There are numerous ports, some of which have facilities and water depths that 
allow large vessels to load and unload at quayside. The major dry-cargo ports are
Tanjung Priok, the outport of Jakarta; Tanjungperak, the outport of Surabaya; 
and Belawan, the outport of Medan. Palembang, in southern Sumatra, is the 
major petroleum port. Other major ports include Semarang and Cirebon on Java, 
Telukbayur (the outport of Padang) on Sumatra, Manado on Celebes, Ambon in 
the Moluccas, Jayapura in Papua, and Banjarmasin on the south coast of 
Kalimantan.

Although Indonesia has scores of airports, few of them offer international 
service. Most international flights operate out of Jakarta and Yogyakarta in Java, 
Medan in Sumatra, Denpasar in Bali, and Balikpapan in Kalimantan. Major cities 
in Sumatra and Celebes also have limited service to Singapore and Malaysia. 
Scheduled services are provided by several companies, the most important of 
which are Garuda Indonesia (the national airline) and the privately owned Lion 
Air, both of which offer domestic and international flights. Merpati, also state 
owned, offers domestic service only.

 

Telecommunications

Since the late 1970s, immediate links between distant places in Indonesia have 
been established through telecommunications technology. The use of satellites, 
purchased by Indonesian public and private telecommunications companies, 
revolutionized the system. A unique solution to the general lack of 
telecommunications facilities was the establishment of neighbourhood wartel
(“telephone shops”), where customers can make domestic or international calls
and send or receive faxes for a time-based fee. However, with the rapidly
expanding use of cell phones—which has far outstripped that of standard
telephones—the wartel are playing a less critical role in the Indonesian 
telecommunications system. An increase in Internet usage has been attributable 
largely to the introduction of warnet (“Internet shops”) in major cities. Like
wartel, these shops typically charge by the length of time used.

 

Government and society
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The Republic of Indonesia was declared in 1945, with a 
proclaimed jurisdiction over the present area from Sabang in 
Sumatra to Merauke in Papua, or the entire area of the former 
Dutch (or Netherlands) East Indies. Although the Netherlands 
retained possession of a large part of this region (including 
Papua), a provisional capital was established in Yogyakarta, the 
stronghold of the revolution.

With the close of the struggle for independence in 1949, the
Republic of the United States of Indonesia was established. The
federal system did not last, however, and in 1950 the federated

governments unanimously decided to return to a “unitary”—or more centralized—form
of government, as well as to the name Republic of Indonesia. After some difficulties,
the constitution of 1945 was reinstated by presidential decree. This constitution has
remained the basis of Indonesia's government, although some significant amendments
were made during a period of reformasi (reformation) around the turn of the 21st 
century.

 

Constitutional framework

The 1945 constitution invests most of the power in the executive branch of the
government, particularly in the president, who is assisted by a vice president and a
cabinet. The constitution also provides for a body of presidential advisers, called
the Supreme Advisory Council (Dewan Pertimbangan Agung)—the advice of which is
not legally binding, however—as well as a presidentially appointed Supreme Audit
Board (Badan Pemeriksa Keuangan), which controls state finance. Until 2002 the
president and vice president were elected every five years by the People's 
Consultative Assembly (Majelis Permusyawaratan Rakyat; MPR), but in that year a 
new law decreed that beginning in 2004 both leaders were to be directly elected. In 
addition, legislation passed in 1999 limited the president to two five-year terms.

Cabinet ministers are appointed by the president. Ministries manage broad areas, 
such as economic affairs, foreign affairs, defense, education, agriculture, 
information, and religious affairs. The number of ministers and the nature of their 
areas of assignment depend on the president. In addition to appointing the cabinet, 
the president is the supreme commander of the army, the navy, and the air force. 
The president also has the authority to introduce bills, issue regulations, implement 
acts, and make agreements with foreign countries.

The MPR constitutes the legislative branch of Indonesia's government; it is primarily 
responsible for interpreting the constitution and the broad lines of state policy. 
Formerly unicameral, the MPR has been a bicameral body since the elections of 
2004, with the Council of the People's Representatives (Dewan Perwakilan Rakyat; 
DPR) as the lower house and the Council of Regional Representatives (Dewan 
Perwakilan Daerah; DPD) as the upper house. About four-fifths of the MPR's seats 
belong to the lower house. Members of the DPD are elected directly from a 
nationwide pool of nonpartisan candidates, and members of the DPR are directly 
elected through a province-based proportional system that allows voters to cast 
ballots for individuals as well as particular parties. All legislators serve five-year 
terms.
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Local government

Indonesia is divided into some 30 propinsi, or provinsi (provinces), plus the two 
daerah istimewa (special districts) of Yogyakarta in central Java and Aceh in 
northern Sumatra and the daerah khusus ibukota (special capital district) of 
metropolitan Jakarta, known as Jakarta Raya. On the smaller islands, most 
administrative regions were created to coincide with traditional regions, the 
boundaries of which were defined largely by natural geographic features; on the 
larger islands, by contrast, administrative boundaries were constructed to simplify 
complex traditional and cultural divisions. The province of Central Java (Jawa 
Tengah), for instance, spans not only the core of the island of Java but also the core
of Javanese culture. Within the province's borders lie the semiautonomous special 
district of Yogyakarta and the city of Surakarta (Solo), both of which are historical 
court centres that maintain traditional rulers (albeit without real political power). 
Similarly, the provinces of West Java (Jawa Barat) and Banten, on the western part 
of the island, coincide with the geographic, cultural, and linguistic terrain of the 
Sundanese people.

The number of first-order political subdivisions has changed since the end of the 
20th century. East Timor (declared a province in 1976) gained its independence in 
1999. In addition, largely as a result of the push to decentralize in the early 21st 
century, several new provinces were created out of the existing structure. The 
province of Banten (2000) was formed from the western tip of West Java. West 
Papua (Papua Barat; 2006) was created from the western end of Papua. New 
provinces in Celebes included Gorontalo (2000; government installed in 2001) on the
northern peninsula and West Sulawesi (Sulawesi Barat; 2004) in the island's 
west-central coastal region. The Riau Islands (Kepulauan Riau; 2002; government 
installed in 2004) and Bangka Belitung (2000; government installed in 2001) were 
created from islands off Sumatra's eastern shore.

Each of the more than 300 second-order subdivisions, kabupaten (regencies), is 
headed by a bupati (governor) and has a local legislature. More than 5,000 
third-order divisions, kecamatan (districts), and several dozen kota (cities) have 
obtained autonomous status. Since 1999 district and city leaders have been chosen 
through direct local elections. Members of the Local Councils of Representatives 
(Dewan Perwakilan Rakyat Daerah), which deal more directly with the national 
legislature, also are selected through general election.

Villages (kampung) and groups of villages (desa), which exist in both rural and urban 
areas, provide the link between the people and the central government on the 
district level. Kampung and desa heads are usually elected in rural areas and 
appointed in urban ones; they are all local government employees. Normally, a 
village has two levels of neighbourhood organization, a rukun warga (RW; 
community association) and rukun tetangga (RT; neighbourhood associations). These
bodies elect their chairpersons.

 

Justice

In Indonesia's judicial system the Supreme Court (Mahkamah Agung) in Jakarta is the
final court of appeal; high courts, which are located in principal cities, deal with 
appeals from district courts. Supreme Court judges are chosen by the president, who
selects from nominees presented by the Judicial Commission, a special body whose 
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members are appointed by the upper house. The chief justice and his or her 
deputies are chosen from among the Supreme Court justices by the justices 
themselves. According to the original 1945 constitution, the Supreme Court does not
have the power of judicial review. In 2003, however, the Constitutional Court 
(Mahkamah Konstitusi) was established to review and to rule on cases involving 
charges against the president. Judges are members of the civil service and are 
managed by the Supreme Court, but they also are supervised by the Judicial 
Commission. The National Ombudsman Commission, established in 2000, deals with 
offenses committed by the state.

Under the colonial administration, the law was a mixture of Dutch law and local
customary law—adat. Since independence, criminal law has been codified for all of 
Indonesia. Civil law, however, has continued to be based largely on adat, which 
varies from one region and ethnic group to another. There are four judicial spheres 
(for general, religious, military, and administrative matters), each with its own 
courts. The religious, military, and administrative courts deal with special cases or 
particular groups of people, while the general courts handle both civil and criminal 
cases. Muslims may choose to use Islamic law in some civil cases; since the 
mid-1970s religious law has applied to all civil matters dealing with marriage.

 

Political process

Indonesia's political process is shaped by the country's turbulent political history. 
The first election after independence was held in 1955. Almost 170 political parties 
and factions contested, and 4 major parties obtained the majority of the votes. The 
election was carried out with little disturbance, but the resulting government was 
beset by unforeseen political problems. Sukarno—Indonesia's first national figure and
first president—dissolved the elected assembly, introduced a concept known as
Guided Democracy, and reinstated the 1945 constitution in 1959. The period of
Guided Democracy was marked by the creation of a plethora of ministries, by the
rise of the Indonesian Communist Party (Partai Komunis Indonesia; PKI) to a position
of political dominance, and by the emergence of the army as a major anticommunist
political force. The structure collapsed with an attempted coup d'état in 1965,
which led to the downfall of Sukarno. Under Suharto, Sukarno's successor, Indonesia
entered a new political era, officially called the New Order.

After a period of stabilization and restructuring, in which the army played a major 
role, the second election of the DPR was held in 1971. Contesting this election were 
nine political parties and the Joint Secretariat of Functional Groups (Sekretariat 
Bersama Golongan Karya; Sekber Golkar, or Golkar), a government-sponsored
organization of nonaffiliated groups—including nonparty associations of farmers,
fishermen, civil servants, cooperatives, religious groups, students, the armed forces,
and veterans—that was allowed to participate in the electoral process on the same
level as political parties. Backed by the power of the military, the bureaucracy, and
a large budget, Golkar came out of the poll as a single majority. (Golkar went on to
win every subsequent election until 1999, when for the first time in Indonesian
history an independently monitored election took place.)

In the early years of the Suharto presidency the political process was directed 
primarily by the government; as the New Order matured, however, power came to 
rest almost exclusively in the person of the president. After the 1971 election, the 
existing political parties were consolidated to form two officially recognized parties,
the United Development Party (Partai Persatuan Pembangunan; PPP) and the 
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Indonesian Democratic Party (Partai Demokrasi Indonesia; PDI). Technically, these
parties were to base their political platforms on the national ideology of Pancasila
(Five Principles)—belief in one god, nationalism, democracy, humanitarianism, and
social justice—also upheld by Golkar. Unlike Golkar, however, the political parties
were prohibited from establishing chapters at the grassroots level.

The end of the New Order and of the Suharto presidency in 1998 triggered a major
transformation in Indonesia's political process. New election laws allowed for
independent monitoring of elections; restrictions on the creation of political parties
were lifted at all levels; members of the bureaucracy were permitted to choose a
party other than Golkar; and the military was forbidden from siding with any one
political group. The 1999 election was both euphoric and peaceful, with the PDI
(now adding “Perjuangan” [“Struggle”] to its name to become the Indonesian 
Democratic Party of Struggle; PDIP), Golkar, and the National Awakening Party 
(Partai Kebangkitan Bangsa; PKB) emerging as the top parties, with no single 
majority. These three parties have remained strong, although since the end of the 
20th century several others have gained popularity alongside them. Among these are
the Democratic Party (Partai Demokrat; PD), which became the presidential party in
2004, the National Mandate Party (Partai Amanat Nasional; PAN), and the Justice 
and Prosperity Party (Partai Keadilan Sejahtera; PKS).

The election law states that all citizens who have reached the minimum age of 17 or
who have married may vote in general elections. All those who have reached age 21 
may stand for elections. Elections are direct and voting is by secret ballot.

 

Security

The Indonesian armed forces were founded shortly after the country's declaration of
independence in August 1945. The original forces were made up of soldiers who had 
been trained by the Dutch and Japanese armies as well as the armed militia groups 
that had fought a guerrilla war to wrest Indonesia permanently from Dutch control. 
Under the Sukarno and Suharto presidencies, the Armed Forces of the Republic of 
Indonesia (Angkatan Bersenjata Republik Indonesia; ABRI) comprised the army, the 
navy, the air force, and the police.

Following the Suharto presidency, the armed forces returned to one of their 
pre-Sukarno names, the National Army of Indonesia (Tentara Nasional Indonesia; 
TNI), and the police were split into a separate unit. The army, constituting more 
than three-fourths of the forces, has remained the largest segment of the TNI. Men 
must be at least 18 years old to join the armed forces; selective compulsory service 
requires a commitment of two years.

The political role of the armed forces increased significantly in the second half of 
the 20th century, with the ABRI, and later the TNI, justifying their political 
involvement by citing the so-called dwi-fungsi (dual function) doctrine. This 
doctrine declared it both the right and the duty of the military to take part in most 
political decision-making processes in Indonesia.

As the political power of the military grew, however, the allocation of state funds 
for defense development declined. The government's rationale in cutting its military
spending was to promote peaceful relations with neighbouring countries; it meant to
establish territorial control through political intervention, with the aid of a powerful 
intelligence network, rather than through the use of force.
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Its small budget ultimately forced the TNI to find other sources of income. 
Widespread corruption ensued as the military abused its associations with 
foundations and government firms. Finally, the TNI was removed from the political 
process with the reformation of the MPR in 2004: all seats in the legislature that 
were once reserved for the military were eliminated.

 

Health and welfare

Indonesia has a national health care network that offers treatment either free of 
charge or for a nominal cost through several types of medical facilities. District 
medical centres, the most comprehensive of which combine general medical clinics 
with maternal and child-health centres, provide services in family planning, school 
health, nutrition, communicable-disease control, health statistics, environmental 
health, health education, dental health, and public-health nursing. The district 
centres also supervise the community and village health centres (puskesmas), which 
are the primary health providers in rural areas. A third type of public medical 
facility is the posyandu, an integrated health-service post that is designed to serve 
those whose health is most at risk. These posts are more widely available than the 
village health centres and offer a variety of services to women and children in 
particular, ranging from immunizations and nutrition counseling to family planning.

In general, the cost of specialized health care, as provided by private hospitals and 
doctors, is beyond the reach of Indonesians in both the low- and middle-income 
groups. A government-sponsored health insurance system for specialized care was 
introduced in the late 20th century, but has been slow to cover people working in 
small private companies or in the informal sector. Many companies provide medical 
assistance to employees, but there is no legal requirement to do so.

Most of the major communicable diseases in Indonesia are well under control. 
Malaria and tuberculosis are no longer persistent health problems, but outbreaks of 
dengue and cholera still occur. Heart problems and strokes have become more 
common, owing at least in part to changes in diet that have accompanied economic 
growth since the 1970s. Cancer also has become more widespread. Drug addiction 
has increased notably, particularly among young people in the urban centres, and 
there has been a sharp rise in HIV infection and cases of AIDS, especially since the 
end of the 20th century.

One of the most serious public health problems is the shortage of medical and 
paramedical personnel, mainly nurses and midwives. Although all new graduates of 
the government's medical schools are required to work for one year in rural areas, 
few doctors choose to stay in such regions after fulfilling their service obligation. 
Outside the major urban centres, many people use traditional healers, called dukun. 
An indigenous midwife (paraji or dukun beranak), often with limited training, assists 
many of the births in Indonesia; extensive training programs have been implemented
to bring the paraji toward the standards of qualified midwives. Such programs
contributed to a significant drop in the infant mortality rate—from well above to
well below the world average—from the mid-20th to the early 21st century.

Another important public health issue, family planning (keluarga berancana;
commonly called “KB”), conceptually runs counter to traditional views, and there
was much resistance to such programs when they were introduced. A massive
attempt has been made to provide information on family planning to women of
childbearing age, typically through clinics that are run by the Department of Health.
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This program has achieved considerable success, particularly in Java and Bali, and
has come to be considered a model in Asia.

 

Housing

In rural areas the floors of dwellings consist of pounded earth, concrete, or raised 
wood, while wooden framing supports walls of woven bamboo matting; the roofs are
of dried palm fibre, tiles, or wood. In urban areas floors are of cement or tile, the 
framing of the dwellings is of teak or meranti wood, the walls are of brick and 
plaster, and the roofs are of tile or shingle.

Although most of the population is nonurban, the major housing problems are in the 
cities. In their desire to escape the restraints of the traditional rural life and seek 
the opportunities of the cities, most rural-to-urban migrants tolerate living 
conditions that are less attractive than those of the country.

The larger cities, such as Jakarta, Surabaya, and Bandung, are the ones with the 
greatest housing problems. While there has been tremendous suburban housing 
development, pitched primarily to new members of the middle class, the urban 
areas themselves lack satisfactory housing, as well as a dependable supply of water 
and adequate school and health facilities. Pockets of substandard temporary housing
in densely populated lower-income urban areas have become permanent 
settlements, blending with established neighbourhoods. Such lower-income 
settlements, called kampung in the manner of their rural counterparts, typically 
consist of a cluster of small brick houses that procure their own water and often tap
electricity illegally from the power supply of the national electric company. 
Subsidized housing is provided by some employers, including government ministries, 
for a limited number of employees.

 

Education

Before the country's independence, educational opportunities
for Indonesians were limited even on the primary and secondary
levels. The Dutch colonial government did not provide
university-level education to most Indonesians. Only a select
few received their degrees in the Netherlands. Although a
postsecondary technical school—now the Bandung Institute of
Technology—was established in 1920, student enrollment was
extremely limited. Since independence, however, the
government has placed great emphasis on primary, secondary,
and higher education for all people. By the early 21st century
the great majority of Indonesians were literate.

Responsibility for education is centred in the Department of National Education, but
other government bodies, especially the Department of Religious Affairs, also 
administer extensive educational programs. The national educational system 
involves six years of primary education, beginning at age seven, followed by six 
years of secondary education, which are divided into two three-year blocks. Since 
the early 1990s the first nine years have been compulsory. Although the economic 
crisis of the late 1990s prevented many children from furthering their formal 
studies, Indonesians are generally inclined to allocate a high percentage of their 
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family budget for education, since schooling has become a reliable path to improved
socioeconomic standing.

Higher education includes dozens of public institutions and thousands of private
postsecondary schools, with the private institutions expanding most rapidly since the
1970s. Enrollment is about evenly distributed between men and women. Major
universities include the Bogor Agricultural University, the Bandung Institute of
Technology, the University of Indonesia in Jakarta, Gadjah Mada University in
Yogyakarta, Hasanuddin University in Makassar (Ujungpandang), and Airlangga
University in Surabaya. While a number of universities offer postgraduate education,
many students go abroad—especially to North America, Europe, and Australia—to
pursue doctoral degrees.

 

Cultural life

Cultural milieu

Indonesia exhibits a rich diversity of cultural practices and products. The remote 
interior regions of Sumatra, Kalimantan, and western New Guinea feature ritualized 
speech and local epic narrative traditions, while in Java and Bali the visual and 
performing arts are heavily influenced by the Hindu epics Mahabharata and 
Ramayana. In the cities, the mellifluous calls to prayer radiating from mosques, 
many of which display a markedly Muslim architectural style, coexist with the 
flashing lights and vibrant sounds of urban popular culture. These are just a few 
examples of Indonesia's truly complex heritage.

 
The aura of long-gone Hindu-Buddhist empires lingers in many 
parts of Indonesia, particularly in Java, Sumatra, and Bali. From
the 8th through the 10th century CE, extensive temple 
complexes (candi) were built in central Java. Most of these were
buried or in ruins, but the government has actively engaged in 
their restoration. The remains of the first of the great central 
Javanese monuments, the Shaivite temple of the Diyeng (Dieng) 
Plateau, date to the early 8th century. The Shailendra dynasty,
which ruled Java and Sumatra (8th–9th centuries), built the

great Mahayana Buddhist monuments, including that of Borobudur. Late in the 9th 
century the kings of Mataram built the Hindu monuments around Prambanan. 
Commonly called Prambanan Temple, the complex consists of six main temples; the 
three large ones along the west, dedicated to Shiva, Vishnu, and Brahma, contain 
fine statues. Of the three smaller temples along the east, the middle one contains a 
statue of Nandi, the bull of Shiva. The main temples are heavily ornamented with 
stone carvings of the gods and other heavenly beings, and there is a series of relief 
panels depicting the Ramayana.

Borobudur, designated a UNESCO World Heritage site in 1991, is one of the finest 
Buddhist monuments in the world. It stands on a hill about 20 miles (32 km) 
northwest of Yogyakarta and rises to a height of approximately 115 feet (35 metres) 
from its square base, which measures 403 feet (123 metres) on each side. The 
monument consists of a lower structure of six square terraces (including its base) 
and an upper structure of three circular terraces, combining the ancient symbols of 
the circle for the heavens and the square for the earth. In the centre of each side of
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the square terraces is a staircase leading to the next level. The inner wall on each 
level has niches containing statues of Buddha. Bas-reliefs covering the inner walls 
and the balustrades depict stories from Buddhist teachings; many of the images 
symbolize phases of human life, moving from the sensual stage at the lower level to 
the spiritual stage at the top. The circular terraces are not decorated but contain 72
bell-shaped stupas, each housing a statue of Buddha. In the centre of the upper 
terrace is the main stupa, which stands 23 feet (7 metres) high. It contains no 
statues, other visual images, or relics of any kind.

Between the 10th and 16th centuries, the centre of power in the archipelago shifted
to eastern Java, and Buddhism merged with Hinduism, which later gave way to 
Islam. Literature in old Javanese (kawi) flourished during this period, and a number 
of large temple complexes were constructed, none of which, however, approached 
the grandeur of Borobudur or Prambanan. The most imposing complex is Panataran 
Temple near Blitar, which was constructed at the peak of the Majapahit empire in 
the 14th century. With the ascendancy of Islam through the 15th and 16th centuries,
the temples fell into ruins, and Hindu culture shifted to Bali, where it remains 
today.

 

The arts

Literature

Indonesia possesses a wealth of verbal art. Much of this material, such as the 
didong poetry of Aceh or the tekena' epic tales of the Kenyah of East Kalimantan,
is transmitted through oral-traditional performance, as opposed to printed text. 
A largely nonwritten tradition of reciting expressive, often witty quatrains called 
pantun is common in most Malay areas throughout the archipelago. Some pantun
performances are narrative; the kentrung traditions of central and eastern Java, 
for instance, use pantun structure to recount religious or local historical tales to 
the accompaniment of a drum. In central Java macapat, a metric and melodic 
form, is used to present tales from ancient Hindu-Javanese literature as well as 
stories, images, and ideas from local sources; the songs may be performed solo 
or with instrumental accompaniment. Indeed, much of Indonesia's traditional 
literature forms the foundation of complex mixed-genre performances, such as 
the randai of the Minangkabau of western Sumatra, which blends instrumental 
music, dance, drama, and martial arts in ceremonial settings.

Contemporary Indonesian literature was initiated in the early 1930s by a small 
group of young writers, who created the journal Poedjangga Baroe (“The New
Writer”). Published in the Indonesian language, as opposed to Dutch, this literary
periodical was devoted to disseminating new ideas and expressions that ran
counter to the type of writing sanctioned by the colonial government. Under the
intellectual leadership of S. Takdir Alisjahbana, a poet, novelist, and
philosopher, the contributors to Poedjangga Baroe were committed to the
nationalist cause—to the establishment of a new, modern Indonesia, free from
the constraints of local patterns of cultural expression.

The true modernist temper, however, emerged in the works of Indonesian poets 
of the early 1940s, with Chairil Anwar as the leading figure. Although he died 
young, Chairil transformed the Indonesian literary scene through the intense 
imagery of his poetry and through his rebellious stance toward religion and social
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convention.

The growth of Indonesian literature suffered some setbacks in the second half of 
the 20th century under the Sukarno and Suharto regimes, both of which imposed 
restrictions on literary activity. Some writers, such as the internationally 
recognized novelist and journalist Mochtar Lubis, were jailed for their 
nonconformity to governmental ideals and policies. A cinematic work based on a 
novel by Alisjahbana was prohibited; Alisjahbana later left the country to live in 
Malaysia. Especially during the first half of the Suharto administration, politically 
liberal writers were imprisoned; the renowned novelist Pramoedya Ananta Toer
was detained for more than a decade.

Despite some tumultuous moments in its history, Indonesian literature has 
remained vibrant. Literary groups in the larger cities often publish local poetic 
works. Jakarta produces two of the most prestigious journals of letters and ideas:
Horison (“Horizon”), published since 1966, and Kalam (“The Word”), published
since 1994.

 

Theatre and dance

Most of Indonesia's oldest theatre forms are linked directly to local literary 
traditions (oral and written). The prominent puppet theatres—wayang golek
(wooden rod-puppet play) of the Sundanese and wayang kulit (leather 
shadow-puppet play) of the Javanese and Balinese—draw much of their
repertoire from indigenized versions of the Ramayana and Mahabharata. These 
tales also provide source material for the wayang wong (human theatre) of Java 
and Bali, which uses actors. Some wayang golek performances, however, also 
present Muslim stories, called menak.

In puppet performances the narrator (dalang) is also the puppeteer and the 
principal artist of the show. To animate the characters, the dalang uses an array 
of vocal qualities and speech styles, from the most refined and lyrical to the 
most coarse and colloquial. An evening of wayang golek or wayang kulit is 
inevitably a mixture of poetic elegance and base humour. Javanese and 
Sundanese performances normally last all night, starting about 8:00 PM and 
ending near dawn. Balinese performances are usually shorter.

Playwrights trained in the Western tradition have worked to broaden Indonesians'
experience with theatre. In the 1960s the company of Willibrordus Rendra was 
instrumental in inaugurating a stream of innovative, modernist, and controversial
theatre performances that were based to a large extent on Western models. 
Much of Rendra's work involved the adaptation for Indonesian audiences of works 
by Western playwrights such as Sophocles, William Shakespeare, Federico García
Lorca, Bertolt Brecht, and Samuel Beckett.

Some theatrical traditions incorporate dance to such an extent that they are
typically termed “dance-dramas.” Of these traditions, the wayang wong and 
wayang topeng (masked theatre) of Java and Bali, as well as the Balinese plays 
recounting the tale of the witch Calonarang, are among the most widely known. 
Since independence, Indonesian choreographers trained at the country's 
performing arts academies have been well versed in Western classical ballet and 
modern dance, in addition to local styles. Consequently, some have adapted 
local dance-dramatic works for contemporary audiences. The sendratari, for 
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example, is essentially an updated form of traditional dance-drama that 
combines elements of local theatrical genres (including puppet theatre) with 
movements, staging, and costumes derived from contemporary styles; in Java, 
the form is associated with the Prambanan Temple.

 
Apart from its crucial role in dance-dramas, Indonesian 
dance serves many diverse functions, from the ritual to the 
purely recreational. Performances may be subtle and stylized
like the female court genres of pakarena in southern Celebes
and srimpi in central Java, graceful yet masculine like the 
seudati of Aceh and the kancet laki of the Kenyah of eastern 
Kalimantan, or demonstrative, dynamic, and interactive like 
the Balinese jangger, which is performed by a mixed group of
men and women. The vigorous silat (martial arts) traditions, 
for which the Minangkabau of western Sumatra and the 
Sundanese of western Java are renowned, also embody an 
element of dance, in that they are performed to a particular 
type of music and use conventional movements and 
choreographies.

 

Music

Puppet theatre, dance-drama, and some nondance theatrical
performances are typically accompanied in Java and Bali by a
gamelan, a metallic percussion ensemble consisting mainly of
gongs, metallophones, xylophones, and drums. Some 
ensembles also include one or more flutes, zithers, bowed 
lutes, and vocalists. When present, one or two kendang
(drums) lead the ensemble, giving cues and tempi to the 
musicians, while also articulating the movements of the 
puppets or dancers. Female singers, in Java called pesinden, 
sit among the musicians and create the mood for different 

parts of the narrative. Male singers typically form a chorus called gerong. In 
all-night performances, the pesinden usually banter with the puppeteer during 
the comic interlude around midnight; the audience also may request particular 
musical pieces at that time.

Although performances of the metallic gamelan ensembles of Java and Bali are 
the most nationally and internationally prominent of Indonesia's musical 
traditions, a great variety of other traditions are found throughout the 
archipelago. While some of these traditions are, like the gamelan, gong-based,
others are centred on stringed instruments, wooden or bamboo wind instruments,
or drums, xylophones, or other nonmetallic percussion instruments. For instance,
a matrix of related plucked lute traditions—most known by a term similar to
sampé' or kacapi—stretches from Sumatra through Kalimantan to Celebes. The
Toba Batak people of Sumatra are known for their tuned drum ensembles,
gondang. In eastern Kalimantan, xylophone-based dance music is a favorite 
among Kenyah communities.

Many well-established musical traditions of Indonesia incorporate instrumental 
and vocal elements from international sources. The gamelan ensemble 
accompanying a wayang kulit performance may use horns to signal the battle 
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scene. The Batak in northern Sumatra and the Ambonese in the Moluccas, both 
widely recognized for their vocal virtuosity, use the guitar to accompany most of 
their singing. Kroncong music, which flourished during the colonial era and 
retained its popularity following independence, was a product of the confluence 
of western European (particularly Portuguese) and Indonesian cultures; while the
guitar and other Western string instruments constituted the core of kroncong, 
the manner in which these instruments were played was reminiscent of gamelan
music.

Contemporary Indonesian popular music, consumed mostly (but not entirely) by 
the young, has made kroncong a thing of the past. Dangdut, a synthesis of Indian 
film music, a type of Sumatran Malay music called orkes Melayu (Malay 
orchestra), kroncong, and Euro-American popular music, was pioneered in the 
1970s primarily by the former rock-and-roll musician Rhoma Irama. The style has 
continued to develop and has retained a broad following not only in Indonesia 
but also in Malaysia. As a type of recreational dance music, dangdut animates 
city pubs and various rural festivities across the country.

 

Visual arts

Encompassing sculpture and carving, painting, textile design, beadwork, 
basketry, and other forms, the visual arts of Indonesia are as abundant as they 
are diverse. Some of these forms have been shaped by ancient cultures of Asia, 
including those of late Zhou dynasty China (12th–3rd centuries BC) and of Dong 
Son Indochina (3rd century BC). Others have drawn influences from more-recent 
cultural contacts. Such interaction, combined with local artistic and aesthetic 
sensibilities, has produced a spectrum of styles that are unique to the various 
peoples and regions of the country.

 
Carving and painting are among the best known of Indonesia's
visual art traditions. Bali long has been of special interest 
culturally because it has maintained Hindu traditions for 
centuries within a predominantly Muslim environment. 
Carvings are visible at nearly every turn; images depicting 
natural and supernatural entities from Hindu and indigenous 
traditions adorn temple entrances, animate masked-dance 
and puppet performances, overlook the grounds of offices 
and homes, and populate the shelves and walls of galleries in
the towns and cities. In Java the leather puppets for wayang 
kulit performances are fastidiously carved and painted so as 

to cast a lightly tinted, lacelike shadow when held against an illuminated screen.
In the Dayak villages of Kalimantan some of the important structures are 
elaborately and colourfully decorated with dense patterns of intertwined curls. 
Since the late 20th century, the carved wooden shields, statues, paddles, and 
drums of the Asmat people in the interior of western New Guinea have gained 
international recognition.
 

Indonesia also has an especially rich and varied tradition of 
textile design. Batik making, practiced almost exclusively on 
Java, involves a complex wax-resistance process in which all 
parts of a cloth that are not to be dyed are coated on both 
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A common 
Javanese batik 
pattern.

sides with wax before the cloth is dipped into the dye. Using 
a penlike wax holder called a canting, it is possible to create 
intricate designs. It is a time-consuming process, and batik 
fabrics that are patterned entirely by hand take several 
weeks to complete. To speed up the process and lower the 
cost, a copper stamp (cap) may be used in lieu of the canting
to apply the wax. Large-scale production of such stamped 
batik has become an economically viable business.

On woven fabric, which is made everywhere from Sumatra through the eastern 
islands, the most characteristic element is the key-shaped figure combined with 
other geometric figures. The rhombus (an equilateral parallelogram usually 
having oblique angles) frequently occurs together with straight lines, equilateral 
triangles, squares, or circles, which permit an enormous number of variations, 
including stylized representations of human beings and animals. Each island or 
region has its characteristic patterns, which serve to identify the area in which 
the cloth is made.

The art of weaving is highly developed. It includes the famous ikat method, in 
which the thread is dyed selectively before weaving by binding fibres around 
groups of threads so that they will not take up colour when the thread is dipped 
in the dyebath. This process may be applied to the warp (foundation threads 
running lengthwise), which is most common and is found in Sumatra, Kalimantan,
and Sumba. Weft (threads running widthwise) ikat is found mainly in south 
Sumatra, and the complex process of double ikat is still carried on in Tenganan in
Bali, where such cloth has great ceremonial significance.

 

Cultural institutions

Although the arts of Indonesia are not—and likely cannot be—documented and
preserved exhaustively, a number of museums house notable collections. The
Indonesian National Museum in Jakarta not only possesses collections of prehistoric 
and contemporary arts and artifacts from Indonesia, including textiles, stamps, 
sculptures, bronzework, and maps, but also contains a major collection of ancient 
Chinese ceramics. The Wayang Museum, also in Jakarta, contains important 
collections that chronicle the history and development of the country's traditions of 
puppet theatre. Other museums documenting regional culture have been established
in major cities (often the provincial capitals) throughout the country.

The Beautiful Indonesia in Miniature Park (Taman Mini Indonesia Indah; “Taman
Mini”), in Jakarta, is a “living museum” that highlights the current diversity of
Indonesia's peoples and lifestyles. The park contains furnished and decorated
replicas of houses of various ethnic groups in Indonesia; each of these structures is
staffed with appropriately costumed “inhabitants.” Completed in 1975, Taman Mini
was one of the first such institutions in the region; in subsequent decades similar
museums were established in other parts of Indonesia, as well as in other countries
of Asia.

An important arts venue in Jakarta, established by the municipal government in 
1968, is Ismail Marzuki Park (Taman Ismail Marzuki; TIM), named after a prominent 
Jakarta-born composer. The centre has generated a fresh approach to both tradition
and modernism. While offering regular performances of local and regional arts, TIM 
also produces modernist theatrical works that typically fuse Indonesian and 
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international idioms. In 1987 the Indonesian government completed the renovation 
of colonial Schouwburg Weltevreden (1821) theatre to become the Jakarta Arts 
Building (Gedung Kesenian Jakarta); this institution also hosts major musical and 
theatrical productions from across the globe. Both institutions sponsor an array of 
international festivals featuring music, dance, film, spoken word, and other arts.

 

Sports and recreation

Football (soccer) is among the most popular team sports in Indonesia. Open fields 
with two goals are common sights across the country, and even in big cities children 
and other football enthusiasts find space to play. Indonesia has won medals at 
several Southeast Asian Games.

Many of the traditional sports of the archipelago are forms of martial arts. Pencak 
silat, which is especially popular on Java and West Sumatra, features weapons, such
as knives and sticks. In the Tana Toraja region of South Sulawesi, sisemba is a 
handless form of combat, in which battlers attempt to kick their opponent into 
submission. Most spectator sports centre around gambling, and cockfighting is 
common on Bali and Kalimantan. Madura is known for its bull racing.

Indonesia formed an Olympic committee in 1946 and debuted at the 1952 Games in 
Helsinki. At the 1988 Olympics in Seoul, the country won its first medal, a silver in 
archery. Badminton, the national passion of Indonesia, was introduced as an 
Olympic sport at the 1992 Games in Barcelona, and the country dominated the 
events, capturing five medals, including two golds. The gold medals were won by 
Alan Budi Kusuma and Susi Susanti.

 

Media and publishing

Dozens of daily newspapers circulate in Indonesia, primarily in Java and Sumatra. 
Most are published in Indonesian, but there are also a few in the English language. 
Among the dailies with the widest readership are Pos Kota (“The City Post”), out of
Jakarta, Suara Merdeka (“Voice of Freedom”), out of Semarang, and Sinar Indonesia 
Baru (“Ray of a New Indonesia”), out of Medan. Since the relaxation of government
regulations at the end of the 20th century, most major Indonesian newspapers have
been accessible through the Internet. The government publishing house, Balai
Pustaka, is in Jakarta; numerous private publishers also operate in Jakarta, as well
as in other large cities, mainly on Java.

Broadcasting is regulated by the Directorate-General of Radio, Television, and Film 
in Jakarta. Radio Republik Indonesia (RRI) and Televisi Republik Indonesia (TVRI), 
the country's largest radio and television networks, were government-owned until 
2000, when they were passed into public hands. Private television stations have 
been permitted to operate since the late 20th century, and their number has grown 
rapidly.

 
James F. McDivitt
Thomas R. Leinbach
Goenawan Susatyo Mohamad
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Sites associated 
with early 
Indonesian history.

 

History

The archipelago: its prehistory and early historical records

Remains of Homo erectus (originally called Pithecanthropus, or 
Java man) indicate that the ancestors of humans already 
inhabited the island of Java roughly 1.7 million years ago, when 
much of the western archipelago was still linked by land 
bridges. Some 6,000 years ago a rapid postglacial rise in sea 
level submerged these bridges. What remained was the largest 
island complex in the world: the Indonesian archipelago.

Not surprisingly, the sea has greatly influenced Indonesian 
history, and the boat has long been a pervasive metaphor in the 

arts and the literary and oral traditions of the islands. Monsoon winds, blowing north
and south of the Equator, have facilitated communication within the archipelago 
and with the rest of maritime Asia. In early times timber and spices of Java and the 
eastern islands were known afar, as were the resins from the exceptionally wet 
equatorial jungle in the western islands of Sumatra and Borneo. By the first 
centuries CE, goods were already being shipped overseas, and navigable rivers had 
brought the Indonesian hinterland into contact with distant markets.

Although records of foreign trade begin only in the early centuries CE, it is possible 
that people from the Indonesian archipelago were sailing to other parts of Asia much
earlier. The Roman historian Pliny the Elder's Natural History suggests that, in the 
1st century CE, Indonesian outriggers were engaged in trade with the east coast of 
Africa. Indonesian settlements may have existed at that time in Madagascar, an 
island with distinct Indonesian cultural traits. The geographer Ptolemy, in the 
following century, incorporated information from Indian merchants in his Guide to 
Geography concerning “Iabadiou,” presumably referring to Java, and “Malaiou,”
which, with its variants, may be a rendition of “Malayu,” a term once broadly
applied to various interior regions and kingdoms of Sumatra. (In contemporary usage
and spelling, the term Melayu refers to Malay peoples.)

Regular voyages between Indonesia and China did not begin before the 5th century 
CE. Chinese literature in the 5th and 6th centuries mentions western Indonesian tree
produce, including camphor from northern Sumatra. It also refers to two Indonesian
resins as “Persian resins from the south ocean,” which suggests that the Indonesian
products had been added to the existing seaborne trade in resins from western Asia.
It is likely that Indonesian shippers of the time were exploiting southern China's
economic difficulties, incurred as a result of the region's having been cut off from
the ancient trade route of Central Asia. Small estuary kingdoms were beginning to 
prosper as international entrepôts. Although the locations of these kingdoms are
unknown, the commercial prominence of Palembang in the 7th century suggests that
the Malays of southeastern Sumatra had been active in the “Persian” trade with
southern China.

Easy overseas communication did not, however, result in the formation of 
territorially large kingdoms. The many estuaries of Sumatra and Borneo, facing the 
inland seas, possessed an abundance of nutritious seafood that made possible a 
settled mode of life, and for the people of these estuaries, contact with their 
neighbours was more important than any connections they could make with overseas
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lands. Local groups, endowed with more or less comparable resources, were most 
concerned with protecting their separate identities. Such provincial interests 
similarly prevailed on the island of Java, where the lava-enriched soil, watered by 
gently flowing rivers, encouraged wet-rice production and a patchwork pattern of 
settled areas in the river valleys separated by mountains and jungle.

Long before records began, many of the coastal and riverine groups of the 
Indonesian archipelago were evolving an elementary form of hierarchy, 
accompanied by artistic symbols of rank. No single group, however, was large or 
powerful enough to overrun and occupy neighbouring territories; rather, the various 
peoples' energies were absorbed by ever more intensive exploitation of their own 
natural resources. While those living on or close to the sea knew that geographic 
isolation was out of the question, they regarded their maritime environment as a 
means of enhancing their well-being through imports or new skills. Their outward 
orientation, then, ultimately encouraged the pursuit of local interests rather than 
inculcating any sense of belonging to a larger community. Indeed, the structure of 
Indonesian written and oral sources suggests that the origins of kingdoms on the 
coasts of the Java Sea were associated with the success of local heroes in turning 
the arrival of foreign trading treasure to their advantage.

Many Indonesian place-names have remained unchanged since the beginning of 
documented history. In such places, which were often in close proximity to each 
other, each leader saw himself at the centre of the world that mattered to him, 
which was not, until later, the archipelago or even a single island but his own strip 
of coast or river valley. Some centres achieved local hegemony, but never to the 
extent of extinguishing permanently the pretensions of rival centres. Thus, the early
history of Indonesia comprises many regional histories that only gradually intersect 
with each other.

The historical fragmentation of the archipelago, which was sustained by its rich 
climate and accentuated (rather than diminished) by easy access to the outside 
world, is evident in Indonesia's linguistic diversity. The speakers of Austronesian 
languages almost certainly drifted into the region in small groups from the Asian 
mainland or the Pacific Islands over long periods of time. When they reached the 
coasts and rivers of the archipelago, they did not suddenly assume a common 
identity. On the contrary, they remained scattered groups, sometimes coexisting 
with descendants of earlier populations of the Pleistocene Epoch (roughly 1,800,000 
to 10,000 years ago), who in their turn had also learned to make economic use of 
their environment over an immense span of cultural time. The hundreds of 
languages within the western branch of the Austronesian family (which includes 
most languages of Indonesia) are an index of the manner in which the peoples of the
Indonesian archipelago submitted to the social, economic, and natural realities of 
their environment.

Stone or metal inscriptions, together with surviving copies of early religious texts, 
are the most important sources of documentary information. However, because 
these documents are always concerned with specific places, construction of a 
comprehensive narrative history of any extensive area is virtually impossible. The 
reality behind many interregional relationships, then, necessarily remains a riddle. 
Nevertheless, the ideas of noblemen, as articulated in architecture and literature, 
reflect varying degrees of exposure to influences from beyond the archipelago. 
Moreover, they reveal points of intersection in the beliefs and practices of 
communities throughout the region; all groups maintained basic assumptions 
concerning the dependence of humans on the goodwill of supernatural entities.
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Indonesian “Hinduism”

The arrival of Hindu religious conceptions

The ultimate effects of these cross-cultural (and commercial) exchanges with
western and especially southern Asia are usually described collectively as
“Hinduization.” It is now held that Hinduism was taken to Indonesia not by 
traders, as was formerly thought, but by Brahmans from India who taught 
Shaivism and the message of personal immortality. Sanskrit inscriptions, 
attributed to the 5th and 6th centuries, have been found in eastern Kalimantan
(Indonesian Borneo), a considerable distance from the international trade route, 
and also in western Java. They reveal that Indian literati, or their Indonesian 
disciples, were honoured in some royal courts. The rulers, called raka, were 
prominent heads of groups of villages in areas where irrigation and other needs 
had stimulated intervillage relationships and the development of supravillage 
authority; the inscriptions, and also Chinese sources, indicate that some of these 
rulers were involved in warfare, perhaps in an effort to extend their influence. 
The Shaivite Brahmans supervised the worship of the phallic symbol of Shiva, the 
linga (lingam), in order to tap the god's favours on behalf of their royal patrons. 
These Brahmans were representatives of an increasingly influential devotional 
movement (bhakti) in Indian Hinduism of the time, and they probably taught
their patrons how to achieve a personal relationship with the god through
“austerity, strength, and self-restraint,” in the words of one inscription from
Kalimantan. The rulers, therefore, were encouraged to attribute their worldly
successes to Shiva's grace; the grace was obtained through devotional exercises
offered to Shiva and was likely regarded as the guarantee of a superior status in
the life after death. These Shaivite cults were marks of a privileged spiritual life
and a source of prestige and royal authority.

 

Indonesian religious conceptions

Indonesians, who had been accustomed to constructing terraced
temples—symbolizing holy mountains—for honouring and burying the dead, would
not have been perplexed by the Brahmans' doctrine that Shiva also dwelt on a
holy mountain. Megaliths that had already been placed on mountain terraces for
ritual purposes would easily have been identified with Shiva's natural stone linga, 
the most prestigious of all lingas. Indonesians, who were already concerned with 
funerary rites and welfare of the dead and who considered the elaborate rituals 
of metalworking as a metaphor for spiritual transmutation and liberation of the 
soul, would have paid particular attention to Hindu devotional techniques for 
achieving immortality in Shiva's abode. The meditative ascetic of Hinduism may 
have been preceded in Indonesia by the entranced shaman (priest-healer). In 
addition, the notion that water was a purifying agent because it had been 
cleansed by Shiva's creative energy on his mountaintop would have been 
intelligible to mountain-venerating Indonesians, especially if they already 
endowed the water flowing from their own gods' mountain peaks with divinely 
fertilizing qualities.

The entrance of the Brahmans into the Indonesian religious framework was likely 
paved by earlier Buddhist missionaries to the archipelago, who shared the Hindu 
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concern for religious salvation. The perspectives of those who first listened to 
the Brahmans, however, were certainly informed by indigenous religious 
concepts. Revered especially as teachers (gurus), the Brahmans gained the 
confidence of Indonesians by demonstrating ways to achieve religious goals that 
were already important in the indigenous system of beliefs.

Nevertheless, Indonesian circumstances and motivation underlay the adoption of 
Indian forms. The use of Hindu terminology in the inscriptions represents no 
more than Indonesian attempts to find suitable metaphoric expressions from the 
sacred Sanskrit literature for describing their own realities. Sanskrit literature, 
imported from India on manuscripts or as oral tradition, would have been drawn 
from especially when courtly literati were seeking to describe those rulers who 
had achieved an intense personal relationship with Shiva. The Indonesians, like 
other early Southeast Asian peoples, had no difficulty in identifying themselves 
with the universal values of Hindu civilization as represented by the sacred 
literature. While Indian literary and legal works provided useful guidelines for 
Indonesian creative writing, they did not bring about a thoroughgoing 
Hinduization of the archipelago any more than Indian Brahmans were responsible 
for the formation of the early kingdoms of the archipelago.

India, then, should be regarded as an arsenal of religious skills, the use of which 
was subordinated to the ends of the Indonesians. Expanding communication 
meant that increasing numbers of Indonesians became interested in Indian 
thought. The first reasonably well-documented period of maritime Malay history 
provides further evidence of the Indonesian adaptation of Indian religious 
conceptions.

 

The Malay kingdom of Srivijaya-Palembang

The kingdom of Srivijaya is first mentioned in the writings of the
Chinese Buddhist pilgrim I-ching, who visited it in 671 after a 
voyage of less than 20 days from Canton. He was on the first 
stage of his journey to the great teaching centre of Nalanda in 
northeastern India. The ruler of Srivijaya assisted I-ching on his 
journey.

Archaeological surveys undertaken since the late 20th century 
immediately to the west of Palembang city have revealed such a
quantity of materials as to make it practically certain that this 

was Srivijaya's heartland in the 7th and subsequent three centuries. Surface remains
of more than a thousand shards of Chinese ceramics, many of which are datable 
from the 8th to the 10th century, have been recovered from several sites. Shards 
from the 11th to the 14th century found elsewhere in the area may represent shifts 
of political and commercial activity in the Palembang region. Shards found on 
nearby Seguntang Hill (Bukit Seguntang), on the other hand, span all these 
centuries. A piece of Romano-Indian rouletted ware, attributable to the early 
centuries CE, has been discovered in Palembang near the river; the same ware has 
been found in Java near Jakarta. Moreover, the sheer bulk of Buddhist, Hindu, and 
other statuary that has been recovered from the Musi River region has suggested 
that the basin contained the site of a polity near the sea that enjoyed considerable 
international contacts. Finally, stupa remains have been unearthed at the foot of 
Seguntang Hill. These discoveries reinforce the textual evidence that Palembang 
was indeed the centre of the Srivijaya empire.
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Buddhism in Palembang

Srivijaya-Palembang's importance both as a trade nexus and as a Southeast Asian 
centre for the practice of Buddhism has been established by Arab and Chinese 
historical sources spanning a long period of time. Its own records, in the form of 
inscriptions in Old Malay (Malay language written in an Indian-based script), are 
limited almost entirely to the second half of the 7th century. The inscriptions 
reveal that the ruler was served by a hierarchy of officials and that he possessed 
wealth. The period when the inscriptions were written was an agitated one. 
Battles are mentioned, and the ruler had to reckon with disaffection and intrigue
at his capital. Indeed, the main theme of the inscriptions is a curse on those who 
broke a loyalty oath administered by drinking holy water. The penalty for 
disloyalty was death, but those who obeyed the ruler were promised eternal 
bliss.

I-ching recommended Palembang, with more than a thousand monks, as an 
excellent centre at which to begin studying Buddhist texts. The 7th-century 
inscriptions, however, are concerned with less-scholarly features of Buddhism. 
Showing influences of Vajrayana, or Tantric Buddhism, they deal largely with 
yantras, symbols to aid magical power that were distributed by the ruler as 
favours to faithful servants. (Some of the ruler's adversaries also dispensed 
yantras, however.) The Talang Tuwo inscription of 684, which records the king's 
prayer that a park he has endowed may give merit to all living beings, is 
especially indicative of the presence of Buddhism within the context of royal 
power. The language and style of this inscription, incorporating Indian Tantric 
conceptions, make it clear that the ruler was presenting himself as a 
bodhisattva—one who was to become a buddha himself—teaching the several
stages toward supreme enlightenment. This is the first instance in the
archipelago's history of a ruler's assumption of the role of religious leader.

The inscriptions show that the teachings of the Tantric school of Mahayana
Buddhism, with its magical procedures for achieving supernatural ends, had 
reached Palembang before the end of the 7th century. Tantric Buddhism came 
into prominence in India only in the 7th century, and the synchronism of its 
appearance in Palembang reflects not only the regularity of shipping contacts 
between Sumatra and India but, more important, the Malays' quick perception of
Tantrism as a source of personal spiritual power. The word for “curse” in the
inscriptions is Malay, and it is reasonable to suppose that the Malays grafted
Tantric techniques onto indigenous magical procedures. The prestige that was
accorded the sacred Seguntang Hill, a site visited by those in search of spiritual
power, probably also reflects the vitality of Malay religion; it is unlikely that the
site would have become such a spiritual centre merely as a result of traffic in
Tantric conceptions during the 7th century. The agitation and adversity revealed
in the inscriptions, then, are less likely to have been the growing pains of a rising
kingdom than the efforts of an already important kingdom to achieve, or perhaps
recover, hegemony in southern Sumatra.

 

The maritime influence

In the centuries before they undertook long voyages overseas, the Chinese relied
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on foreign shipping for their imports, and foreign merchants from afar required a
safe base in Indonesia before sailing on to China. This seaborne trade, regarded
in China as “tributary” trade with the “emperors' barbarian vassals,” had
developed during the 5th and 6th centuries but languished in the second half of
the 6th century as a result of the civil war in China that preceded the rise of the
Sui and T'ang dynasties. Chinese records for the first half of the 7th century 
mention several small harbour kingdoms in the region, especially in northeastern 
Sumatra, that were pretending to be Chinese vassals. As illustrated by the 
militancy of the ruler in the Old Malay inscriptions, however, the rulers of 
Palembang, hoping for a revival of trade under the new T'ang dynasty, were 
eager to monopolize the China trade and eliminate their rivals. They indeed 
succeeded in their aim; before I-ching left Southeast Asia in 695, Srivijaya had 
gained control of the Strait of Malacca.

The subsequent power of the higher-ranking rulers—the maharajas—of Srivijaya
depended on their alliance with those who possessed warships. The fact that
Arab accounts make no mention of piracy in the islands at the southern end of
the Strait of Malacca suggests that the seafaring inhabitants of these islands
identified with the interests of the maharajas; the islanders therefore refrained
from molesting merchant ships, and they cooperated in controlling Srivijaya's
potential competitors in northern Sumatra. The maharajas offered their loyal
subjects wealth, posts of honour, and—according to the
inscriptions—supernatural rewards. But the grouping of maritime Malays in this
geographically fragmented region survived only as long as the Palembang
entrepôt was prosperous and its ruler offered enough largesse to hold the
elements together. His bounty, however, depended on the survival of the
Chinese tributary trading system, which needed a great entrepôt in western
Indonesia. Early Malay history is then, to an important extent, the history of a
Sino-Malay alliance. The maharajas benefited from the China trade, while the
emperors could permit themselves the conceit that the maharajas were reliable
imperial agents.

The Palembang rulers' exact span of territorial influence is unknown. The Bangka 
Strait and the offshore islands at the southern entrance of the Strait of Malacca 
would have been essential to their maritime power. According to 7th-century 
inscriptions, the rulers also had influence in southern Sumatra on the Sunda 
Strait. Elsewhere in the hinterland, including the Batanghari River basin, which 
came to be known as Malayu (along with other regions of Sumatra's interior), 
their authority would have been exercised by alliances with local chiefs or by 
force, with decreasing effect the farther these areas were from Palembang.

Malay unity under the leadership of the maharajas was inevitably undermined 
when, as early as the 10th century, Chinese private ships began to sail to centres
of production in the archipelago, with the result that the Chinese market no 
longer depended on a single Indonesian entrepôt. Toward the end of the 11th
century, Srivijaya-Palembang ceased to be the chief estuary kingdom in Sumatra.
Hegemony had passed, for unknown reasons, to the neighbouring estuary town of
Jambi, on the Batanghari River, which was probably controlled by the 
Minangkabau people of the island's west-central interior. With the decline of the 
tributary trade with China, a number of harbours in the region became centres of
international trade. Malayu-Jambi never had the opportunity to build up naval 
resources as Srivijaya-Palembang had done, and in the 13th century a Javanese
prince took advantage of the power vacuum.
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Central Java from c. 700 to c. 1000

Eastern Javanese inscriptions throw little light on happenings 
before the 10th century, but the evidence from south-central 
Java, especially from the Kedu Plain in the 8th and 9th 
centuries, is more abundant. This period in central Java is 
associated with the Shailendra dynasty and its rivals. An Old 
Malay inscription from north-central Java, attributed to the 7th 
century, establishes that the Shailendras were of Indonesian 
origin and not, as was once suspected, from mainland Southeast 
Asia. In the middle of the 9th century, the ruler of 
Srivijaya-Palembang was a Shailendra who boasted of his 

Javanese ancestors; the name Shailendra also appears on the undated face of an 
inscription on the isthmus of the Malay Peninsula; the other face of the
inscription—dated 775—is in honour of the ruler of Srivijaya.

In spite of ambiguous references to Shailendra connections overseas, there is no 
solid evidence that the territories of the central Javanese rulers at this time 
extended far beyond central Java, including its north coast. Yet the agricultural 
wealth of this small kingdom sustained vast religious undertakings; the monuments 
of the Kedu Plain are the most famous in Indonesia. The Borobudur temple complex,
in honour of Mahayana Buddhism, contains 2,000,000 cubic feet (56,600 cubic 
metres) of stone and includes 27,000 square feet (2,500 square metres) of stone 
bas-relief. Its construction extended from the late 8th century to the fourth or fifth 
decade of the 9th. Shiva's great temple at Prambanan, though not associated with 
the Shailendra family, is less than 50 miles (80 km) away, and an inscription dating 
to 856 marks what may be its foundation stone. The two monuments, which have 
much in common, help to explain the religious impulses in earlier Javanese history.

Borobudur is a terraced temple surmounted by stupas, or stone towers; the terraces
resemble Indonesian burial foundations, indicating that Borobudur was regarded as
the symbol of the final resting place of its founder, a Shailendra, who was united
after his death with the Buddha. The Prambanan temple complex is also associated
with a dead king. The inscription of 856 mentions a royal funeral ceremony and
shows that the dead king had joined Shiva, just as the founder of the Borobudur
monument had joined the Buddha. Divine attributes, however, had been ascribed to
kings during their lifetimes. A Mahayana inscription of this period shows that a ruler
was said to have the purifying powers of a bodhisattva, the status assumed by the
ruler of Srivijaya in the 7th century; a 9th-century Shaivite inscription from the
Kedu Plain describes a ruler as being “a portion of Shiva.”

The divine qualities of these kings, whether of Mahayana or of Shaivite persuasion, 
had important implications in Javanese history and probably in the history of all 
parts of the archipelago that professed the forms of Indian religion. The ruler was 
now and henceforth seen as one who had achieved union with the supreme god in 
his lifetime. Kingship was divine only because the king's soul was the host of the 
supreme god and because all the king's actions were bound to be the god's actions. 
He was not a god-king; he was the god. No godlike action was more important than 
extending the means of personal salvation to others, always in the form of union 
with the god.

The bas-relief of the Borobudur monument, illustrating Mahayana texts and 
especially the Gandavyuha—the tale of the tireless pilgrim in search of
enlightenment—is a gigantic exposition of the Mahayana path to salvation taken by
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the king; it may be thought of as a type of yantra to promote meditation and 
ultimate union with the Buddha. But Borobudur can also be identified as a circle, or 
mandala, of supreme mystical power associated with the Vairocana Buddha (one of 
the self-born Dhyani-Buddhas), according to the teachings of Vajrayana Buddhism.
The mandala was intended to protect the Shailendra realm for all time. The
pedagogical symbolism of the Prambanan temple complex is revealed in its
iconography, dominated by the image of the four-armed Shiva, the Great
Teacher—the customary Indonesian representation of the supreme deity. Prambanan
affirms the Shaivite path to salvation; the path is indicated in the inscription of 856,
which implies that the king had practiced asceticism, the form of worship most 
acceptable to Shiva. Thus, in Java, Shaivism as well as Mahayana Buddhism had 
become hospitable to Tantric influences. An almost contemporary inscription from 
the Ratu Baka plateau, which is not far from the Prambanan complex, provides 
further evidence of Tantrism; it alludes to special rites for awakening Shiva's divine 
energy through the medium of a ritual consort.

These royal tombs taught the means of salvation. The royal role on earth was
similar. The kings, not the religious elite, bore the responsibility of ensuring that all
could worship the gods, whether under Indian or Indonesian names. Every god in the
land was either a manifestation of Shiva or a subordinate member of Shiva's
pantheon, and worship therefore implied homage to the king, who was part of the
god. The growing together, as a result of Tantric influences, of Shaivism and
Mahayana Buddhism meant that over the centuries the divine character of the king
was continually elaborated. His responsibility was the compassionate one of
maintaining his kingdom as a holy land. The bodhisattva-king was moved by pity, as
were all bodhisattvas, while the Shiva-like king, as an inscription of the 9th century
indicates, was also honoured for his compassion. Compassion was expressed by
providing an environment wherein religion could flourish. Keeping the peace,
protecting the numerous holy sites, encouraging religious learning, and, above all,
performing purification rituals to render the land acceptable to the gods were
different aspects of a single mission: the teaching of the religious significance of life
on earth. The lonely status of the ruler did not separate him from the religious
aspirations of his subjects; Prambanan provides a recognition of the community of
interest between ruler and ruled. The 856 inscription states that a tank of purifying
water, filled by a diverted river, was made available as a pilgrimage centre for
spiritual blessings. Hermitages had been built at the Prambanan complex, and the
inscription states that they were “to be beautiful in order to be imitated.”

The great monuments of the 9th century suggest something of the cultural ambience
within which events took place. One new development in central Java was that 
capable raka (local rulers) were gradually able, when opportunities arose, to 
fragment the lands of some raka and absorb the lands of others. At the same time,
they established lines of communication between themselves and the villages in
order to guarantee revenue and preserve a balance between their own demands and
the interests of the independent and prosperous agricultural communities. When a
ruler manifested divine qualities, he would attract those who were confident that
they would earn religious merit when they supported him. Local princes from all
over the Kedu Plain constructed small shrines around the main Prambanan temple in
a manner reminiscent of a congregation gathered around a religious leader. The
inscription of 856 states that they built “cheerfully.”
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Eastern Java and the archipelago from c. 1000 to c. 1300

Documentation in the form of inscriptions and monuments 
ceased in central Java after the beginning of the 10th century. 
For a period of more than 500 years, little is known of events in 
central Java, and simultaneous developments in western Java 
and in the eastern hook of the island have also remained a 
mystery. Evidence of the events of these years comes almost 
exclusively from the Brantas River valley and the adjacent 
valleys of eastern Java. This abrupt shift in the locus of 
documentation has never been satisfactorily explained.

 

Government and politics

Eastern Java did not form a natural political unit. No single town was so 
exceptionally endowed in local resources as to emerge as a permanent capital; 
instead, the residencies of defeated kings were simply abandoned. There remains
no trace of the location of some of these royal compounds. The problems of 
government in these conditions are illustrated by the events of the 11th century.

In 1016 the city of the eastern Javanese overlord was destroyed, likely by a
rebellious vassal, in what an inscription of 1041 (called the “Calcutta”
inscription) described as “the destruction of the world.” The kingdom
consequently fell apart, but it was restored by the dead king's son-in-law
Erlangga (Airlangga), a half-Balinese prince. Erlangga lived with hermits, 
probably practicing asceticism, from 1017 to 1019, the year in which he was 
hailed as ruler of the small principality of Pasuruan, near the Brantas delta. He 
could not take the military offensive until 1028, however, and his final success 
was not before 1035; he dispatched his last opponent by provoking an uprising in 
the manner taught by Kautilya, the master of Indian statecraft who
recommended the use of subversion against an enemy. Erlangga's victories
gradually vindicated his claims to divine power, and in the “Calcutta” inscription
he expressed the hope that all in the land would now be able to lead religious
lives.

Erlangga then undid the results of his achievement. Foreseeing that two of his 
sons might quarrel, he divided his kingdom so that one son should rule over the 
southern part, known as Panjalu, Kadiri, or Daha, and the other over the 
northern part, Janggala. Erlangga's sons refused to honour their father's 
intentions. Fighting broke out, and the Kadiri rulers were unable to establish 
their uneasy domination over the kingdom until the early 12th century. The 
consequences of Erlangga's decision to split the kingdom are mourned in the 
Nagarakertagama, a poem written in 1365 that survives in a manuscript found in 
Lombok at the end of the 19th century.

The chain of command between the capital and the villages—and the number of
officials involved—had grown since the central Java period. The ideal of a greater
Javanese unity, protected by a divine king, was probably cherished most by the
villagers, since they especially would benefit from peace and safe internal
communications. Inscriptions sometimes acknowledge the king's gratitude for
villagers' assistance in times of need. The villages were prosperous centres of
local government. As a result of increasing contacts with the royal court, village
society had now become more stratified, with elaborate signs of status. But local
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lords could make difficulties for the villages by tampering with the flow of the
river or exacting heavy tolls from traders. In comparison with these local
vexations, the royal right to the villagers' services and part of their produce was
probably not resented. No document was more respected than the inscription
that recorded a village's privileges.

The king's chief secular responsibility was to safeguard his subjects' lands, 
including the estates of the temples and monasteries that were so conspicuous a 
feature of the Javanese landscape. When the king wanted to build a temple on 
wet-rice land, he was expected to buy the land, not confiscate it. At court he 
was assisted by a small council of high-ranking officials, whose services were 
rewarded with appanages from royal lands. Of the council members, the king's 
heir seems to have been the most important. Council officials conveyed royal 
decisions to subordinates, typically by visiting village elders while making a 
circuit of the country.

Royal rule was probably not harsh. The protests that have been preserved were 
probably prompted by unusually weak government. A reasonable relationship 
between ruler and villagers may be seen in a Balinese inscription of 1025 that 
records a king's sale of his hunting land to a village after the villagers had 
complained of their lack of land. Village elders sat with the officers of royal law 
in order to guarantee fair trials and verdicts reflecting the consensus of local 
opinion. Customary law was incorporated into the royal statutes. Aggrieved 
individuals could appeal to the king for redress; groups of villages sought his 
assistance for large-scale irrigation works. The villages paid taxes to the ruler, 
who thus enjoyed an economic advantage over other regional lords. Everything 
depended on the ruler's energy and a general agreement that his government 
served the interests of all.

The Kadiri princes of the 12th century ruled over a land that was never free from
rebellion. In 1222 the king Kertajaya was defeated by an adventurer, Ken Angrok.
A new capital was established, with Ken Angrok as king, at Kutaraja—later
renamed Singhasari—near the harbours of east Java.

 

The empire of Kertanagara

Changed economic circumstances in the archipelago had an important impact on 
Java beginning in the 13th century. Long before the 12th century, Chinese 
shipping had become capable of distant voyages, and Chinese merchants sailed 
directly to the numerous producing centres in the archipelago. The eastern 
Javanese ports became more prosperous than ever before. A smaller entrepôt
trade developed on the coasts of Sumatra and Borneo and in the offshore islands 
at the southern entrance to the Strait of Malacca. Heaps of Chinese ceramics 
from the 12th to the 14th century attest to the existence of an important trading
centre at Kota Cina, near present-day Medan on the northeast coast of Sumatra. 
As a result of these shifts in the trade pattern, the Minangkabau princes in the 
hinterland of central Sumatra, heirs to the pretensions of the great overlords of 
Srivijaya-Palembang, were unable to develop their port of Jambi as a rich and 
powerful mercantile centre. A power vacuum thus opened in the seas of western 
Indonesia, and the Javanese kings aspired to fill it.

Java had probably long been regarded as the centre of a brilliant civilization, and
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Old Javanese (Kawi) became the language of the inscriptions of the island of Bali
in the 11th century. The grafting of Tantric ritual onto a megalithic shrine at 
Bongkisam in Sarawak (part of Malaysian Borneo), sometime after the 9th 
century, is indicative of Javanese cultural diffusion to the maritime fringes of 
Indonesia. Javanese cultural influence in other islands almost certainly preceded 
political domination.

Disunity in the Malay world and the cultural fame of Java are not sufficient to 
explain why the Javanese king Kertanagara (reigned 1268–92) chose to impose his
authority on Malayu in southern Sumatra in 1275. It has been suggested that the
king's concern was to protect the archipelago from the threat of the Mongol ruler
Kublai Khan by organizing a religious alliance. But Kertanagara probably imposed 
his political authority as well, though his demands would have been limited to 
expressions of homage and tribute.

The king's activities overseas were almost certainly intended to enhance his 
prestige in Java itself, where he was never free from enemies. His political 
priorities are reflected in a Sanskrit inscription of 1289, attached to an image of 
the king in the guise of the wrathful Aksobhya Buddha (a self-born 
Dhyani-Buddha), claiming that he had restored unity to Java; his overseas 
exploits are not mentioned.

The precise doctrinal contents of Kertanagara's Tantric cult are unknown. In his 
lifetime and after his death, his supporters revered him as a Shiva-Buddha. They 
believed that he had tapped within himself demonic forces that enabled him to 
destroy the demons that sought to divide Java. The 14th-century poet 
Prapancha, author of the Nagarakertagama and a worshipper of Kertanagara, on
one occasion referred to the king as the “Vairocana Buddha” and associated him
with a ritual consort who was, however, the consort of Aksobhya Buddha.
Prapancha also admired the king's scholarly zeal and especially his assiduous
performance of religious exercises for the good of mankind.

The role of the royal ascetic had long been a familiar feature of Javanese 
kingship. The king who had been buried in the 9th-century mausoleum of 
Prambanan was identified with Shiva, the teacher of asceticism. Early in the 13th 
century King Angrok, according to a later chronicle, regarded himself as the 
Bhatara Guru, the divine teacher who was equated with Shiva. Shaivite and 
Mahayana priests had been under royal supervision from at least as early as the 
10th century. Consequently, the Tantric concept of a Shiva-Buddha, taught by 
Kertanagara, was not regarded as extraordinary. Javanese religious speculation 
had come to interpret Shaivism and the Mahayana as identical programs for 
personal salvation, with complementary gods. Union with divinity, to be achieved
here and now, was the goal of all ascetics, including the king, who was regarded 
as the paragon of ascetic skill.

Kertanagara's religious status, as well as his political problems and policies, were
in 13th-century Java by no means eccentric or contradictory features. Indeed, 
such religious and political authority enabled Kertanagara to take advantage of 
circumstances stemming from Chinese trade in the archipelago to extend his 
divine power beyond Java itself. By the 14th century the homage of overseas 
rulers to the Javanese king was taken for granted.
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Terra-cotta head 
identified as Gajah 
Mada; in the 
Trawulan Site 
Museum, Indonesia

 

The Majapahit era

In 1289 the Javanese king Kertanagara maltreated Kublai Khan's 
envoy, who had been sent to demand the king's submission. The 
Mongol emperor organized a punitive expedition in 1292, but 
Kertanagara was killed by a Kadiri rebel, Jayakatwang, before 
the invaders landed. Jayakatwang in his turn was quickly 
overthrown by Kertanagara's son-in-law, later known as 
Kertarajasa, who used the Mongols to his own advantage and 
then forced them to withdraw in confusion. The capital city of 
the kingdom was moved to Majapahit. For some years the new 
ruler and his son, who regarded themselves as successors of 
Kertanagara, had to suppress rebellions in Java; not until 1319 
was Majapahit's authority firmly established in Java with the 
assistance of the renowned soldier Gajah Mada. Gajah Mada was
the chief officer of state during the reign of Kertanagara's 
daughter Tribhuvana (c. 1328–50), and in these years Javanese
influence was restored in Bali, Sumatra, and Borneo.
Kertanagara's great-grandson, Hayam Wuruk, became king in 
1350 under the name Rajasanagara.

Hayam Wuruk's reign (1350–89) is remembered in the
archipelago as the most glorious period in Javanese history.
Prapancha's poem the Nagarakertagama provides a rare glimpse 

of the kingdom from a 14th-century point of view. The poem, originally called the 
Desa warnana (“The Description of the Country”), describes itself as a “literary
temple” and endeavours to show how royal divinity permeates the world, cleansing
it of impurities and enabling all to fulfill their obligations to the gods and therefore
to the holy land—the now undivided kingdom of Java. The poem resembles an act of
worship rather than a chronicle. The poet does not conceal his intention of
venerating the king, and, in the tradition of Javanese poetry, he may have begun it
under the stimulus of pious meditation intended to bring him into contact with the
divinity that was embodied in the king.

The core territories of Hayam Wuruk's polity were probably considerably more
extensive than those of his predecessors. Important territorial rulers, bound to the
royal family by marriage, were brought under surveillance through their
incorporation into the court administration. Although a network of royal religious
foundations was centred in the capital, it remains unclear whether a more
centralized and enduring structure of government was introduced or whether the
unity of the realm and the ruler's authority still depended on the ruler's personal
prestige. Prapancha, at least, did not ascribe to Hayam Wuruk an unrealistic degree
of authority, even though his poem is an undisguised representation of the
attributes of royal divinity and the effects of divine rule in Java. In their travels
around the kingdom, subordinate officials asserted their royal authority in such
matters as taxes and the control of religious foundations. A sign of the king's
prestige was his decision to undertake a land survey to ensure that his subjects'
privileges were being maintained. In the absence of an elaborate system of
administration, the authority of the government was strengthened by the ubiquity of
its representatives, and no one set a more strenuous example than the king himself.
According to Prapancha, “the prince was not for long in the royal residence,” and
much of the poem is an account of royal progresses. In this way Hayam Wuruk was
able to assert his influence in restless areas, enforce homage from territorial lords,
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reassure village elders by his visits, verify land rights, collect tribute, visit holy men
in the countryside for his own spiritual enlightenment, and worship at Mahayana,
Shaivite, and ancient Javanese holy sites. His indefatigable traveling, at least in the
earlier years of his reign, meant that many of his subjects had the opportunity to
come into the presence of one whom they regarded as the receptacle of divinity.

One of the most interesting sections of the Nagarakertagama concerns the annual 
New Year ceremony, when the purifying powers of the king were reinforced by the 
administration of holy water. The ceremony, attended by scholarly Indian visitors, 
enabled the poet to assert that the only famous countries were Java and India
because both contained many religious experts. At no time in the year was the king's
religious role more emphatically recognized than at the New Year, when the
notables of the kingdom, the envoys of vassals, and village leaders went to
Majapahit to pay homage and to be reminded of their duties. The ceremony ended
with speeches to the visitors on the need to keep the peace and maintain the rice
fields. The king explained that only when the capital was supported by the
countryside was it safe from attack by “foreign islands.”

Since the poem venerates the king, it is not surprising that more than 80 places in 
the archipelago are described as vassal territories and that the mainland kingdoms, 
with the exception of Vietnam, are said to be protected by the king. Prapancha, 
believing that the king's glory extended in all directions, delineated in detail what 
he perceived to be the limits of relevant space. No fewer than 25 places in Sumatra 
are noted, and the Moluccas, whose spices and other products were a source of 
royal wealth, are well represented. On the other hand, northern Celebes (Sulawesi) 
and the Philippines are not mentioned.

During Hayam Wuruk's lifetime Javanese overseas prestige was undoubtedly 
considerable, though the king demanded no more than homage and tribute from his 
more important vassals, such as the ruler of Malayu in Sumatra. In 1377, when a new
Malayu ruler dared to seek investiture from the founder of the Ming dynasty in 
China, Hayam Wuruk's envoys in Nanking convinced the emperor that Malayu was not
an independent country. Javanese influence in the archipelago, however, depended 
on the ruler's authority in Java itself. When Hayam Wuruk died in 1389, the 
Palembang ruler in southeastern Sumatra saw an opportunity to repudiate his vassal 
status. He had noted the Ming dynasty's restoration of the long-abandoned tributary 
trading system and its prohibition of Chinese voyages to Southeast Asia and supposed
that foreign traders would again need the sort of entrepôt facilities in western
Indonesia that Srivijaya-Palembang had provided centuries earlier. He may even 
have announced himself as a bodhisattva and heir of the maharajas of Srivijaya. The
Javanese expelled him from Palembang, and he fled to Singapore and then to 
Malacca on the Malay Peninsula.

 

Islamic influence in Indonesia

Muslim kingdoms of northern Sumatra

Foreign Muslims had traded in Indonesia and China for many 
centuries; a Muslim tombstone in eastern Java bears a date 
corresponding to 1082. However, substantial evidence of 
Islam in Indonesia exists only from the end of the 13th 
century, in northern Sumatra. Two small Muslim trading 
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kingdoms existed by that time at Samudra-Pasai and Perlak. 
A royal tomb at Samudra-Pasai, dating to 1297, is inscribed 
entirely in Arabic. By the 15th century the beachheads of 
Islam in Indonesia had multiplied with the emergence of 

several harbour kingdoms, ruled by local Muslim princes, on the north coast of 
Java and elsewhere along the main trading route as far east as Ternate and 
Tidore in the Moluccas.

The establishment of the first Muslim centres in Indonesia was probably a result 
of commercial circumstances. By the 13th century, in the absence of a strong 
and stable entrepôt in western Indonesia, foreign traders were drawn to harbours
on the northern Sumatran shores of the Bay of Bengal, distant from the 
dangerous pirate lairs that had emerged at the southern end of the Strait of 
Malacca as Srivijaya lost its influence. Northern Sumatra had a hinterland rich in 
gold and forest produce, and pepper was being cultivated at the beginning of the
15th century. It was accessible to all archipelago merchants who wanted to meet
ships from the Indian Ocean. By the end of the 14th century, Samudra-Pasai had 
become a wealthy commercial centre, but it gave way in the early 15th century 
to the better-protected harbour of Malacca on the southwest coast of the Malay 
Peninsula. Javanese middlemen, converging on Malacca, ensured the harbour's 
importance.

Samudra-Pasai's economic and political fame depended almost entirely on
foreigners. Muslim traders and teachers were likely associated with the kingdom's
administration from the beginning, and religious institutions were introduced to
make the foreign Muslims feel at home. The first Muslim beachheads in
Indonesia, especially Pasai, were to a considerable extent genuine Muslim
creations that commanded the loyalty of the local population and encouraged
scholarly activities. There were similar new harbour kingdoms on the northern
coast of Java, several of which—including Cirebon, Demak, Japara, and
Gresik—were mentioned by 16th-century Portuguese writer Tomé Pires in his
Suma Oriental. These Javanese kingdoms existed to serve the commerce with the
extensive Muslim world and especially with Malacca, an importer of Javanese 
rice. Similarly, the rulers of Malacca, though of prestigious Palembang origin, had 
accepted Islam precisely in order to attract Muslim and Javanese traders to their 
port. This profitable network of communication with the Muslim world of Asia, 
combined with Islam's assertion of the equality of all believers, helped propel 
such areas from the fringe of Shaivite-Mahayana culture toward positions of 
influence within the Indonesian archipelago.

However, events of the 15th and 16th centuries were not merely a consequence 
of the influence of new ideas; the political ambitions of many regional princes 
also catalyzed rapid, agitated, and erratic change. Aceh, which succeeded
Samudra-Pasai in the 16th century as the leading harbour kingdom in northern
Sumatra, became a self-consciously Muslim state, although “Hindu” notions of
divine kingship might have persisted locally as late as the 17th century. Aceh had
contacts with Muslim India and its own heterodox school of Muslim mysticism; its
sultans also sought an alliance with the Ottoman Empire against the Portuguese, 
who had conquered Malacca in 1511. The Malay princes of Malacca had installed 
Muslim vassals on the east coast of Sumatra in the 15th century, but when 
Malacca was captured by the Portuguese, the princes transferred their capital 
southward on the Malay Peninsula to Johor (Johore) and gradually became 
involved in a conflict not only with the Portuguese but also with the Acehnese for
control of the Strait of Malacca. Aceh, for its part, was unable to impose its faith
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on the Batak highlanders in the interior. The most notable gain for Islam in 
Sumatra was in the Minangkabau country, where Shaivite-Mahayana Tantric cults 
had flourished in the 14th century; by the beginning of the 17th century, Islam 
had advanced far into Minangkabau territory by way of the Acehnese coast.

 

Muslims in Java

The Sumatran centres of Islam had commercial ties with other parts of the 
region, but they were not closely involved in events outside their immediate 
neighbourhoods. On Java, on the other hand, the negligible distance between the
Muslim powers of the coastal fringe and the established kingdoms of the interior 
allowed tension to develop. The Muslims did not overthrow the kingdom of 
Majapahit; rather, the kingdom, weakened by feuds within its royal family and 
exclusion from overseas commerce, merely withered away and disappeared in 
the early 16th century. The passing of Majapahit hegemony, however, left a 
power void in Java that triggered outright conflict not only between Muslim and 
non-Muslim communities but also between Islamic power hierarchies and those of
the traditional aristocracy.

The 15th, 16th, and 17th centuries constituted an extremely agitated period in 
Javanese history. The militant character of coastal Islam was evident in the 
enforced imposition of the new faith on western Java and also on Palembang in 
southern Sumatra. With the spread of Islam came an expansion of its power 
structure. The impact of this expansion, especially from a political perspective, 
was evident in the fury with which Mataram, the great Muslim kingdom of 
17th-century Java, lashed out against the princes and Muslim notables of the 
northern coast.

The conflict apparently began with the determination of the coastal rulers of the
Islamic sultanate of Demak in the first half of the 16th century to rule over a
great Javanese kingdom. Especially as their harbours grew richer and their
dynasties older and more confident, the coastal princes came to see themselves
not only as Muslim leaders but as Javanese royalty. Their pretensions are
reflected in Tomé Pires' statement that they cultivated the “knightly” habits of
the ancient aristocracy. But when Demak sought to expand inland, bringing with
it Islam, its armies were halted in the mid-16th century by the kingdom of
Pajang. Some years later the central Javanese kingdom of Mataram came to the
fore. The climax of the conflict occurred in the first half of the 17th century,
when Agung, ruler of Mataram, took the offensive and destroyed the coastal 
states and with them the basis of Javanese overseas trade.

The Islam that came to Indonesia from India, perhaps from southern India, 
brought the heterodox mystic sects of Sufism, the character of which was
probably not foreign to the Javanese ascetics. Both a Sufi “saint” (wali) and a 
Javanese guru likely understood and respected each other's yearning for personal
union with God. The Javanese tradition, by which small groups of disciples were 
initiated by a teacher into higher wisdom, was paralleled in the Sufi teaching 
methods. For Muslim theologian and Javanese scholar alike, the concern was 
always less with the nature of the divine than with skills for communicating with 
God. Arabic texts, moreover, tended eventually to be recited as meditative aids, 
just as the Tantric mantras had been.
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The earliest Javanese disciples of Islam were, however, not the thoughtful 
representatives of earlier religious systems in Java but humble men of the coast 
who had been left outside the traditional teachings of the courts and the 
anchorites. These men doubtless saw in Islam a simple message of hope, offering 
them not only a congenial personal faith but also opportunities for secular 
advancement in a trading society where rank was not as important as fervour. 
Early Muslim literature has a theme of the wandering adventurer who comes from
obscure origins, makes good, and seeks the consolations of Islam. For Muslim 
disciples such as these, the times offered boundless means for achieving success,
either in trade or in the service of ambitious princes. These princes, parvenu 
aristocrats and also the product of Islam, needed guardians of their conscience, 
courtly advisers, and, above all, military commanders. For the new elite, the 
progress of coastal Islam brought both spiritual and material gain.

All of this was greatly disturbing to those in the interior who had been nurtured 
in older traditions and saw no reason for abandoning their Shaivite-Mahayana 
values. For the aristocrats of the interior, the memories of Majapahit's 
hierarchical system of government under a godlike king represented standards of 
civilized behaviour that had to be asserted at all cost against the forces of 
confusion released by the coastal population. Contacts between wandering Sufi 
dervishes and peasants, at a time of acute distress caused by warfare, and the 
pretensions of Muslim court officials, some of whom claimed a privileged 
religious status without precedent in Javanese history, seemed to threaten the 
foundations of society. The ruler of the interior kingdom of Pajang is depicted in 
the Javanese chronicles as an ascetic and as the son and grandson of ascetics. He
was, in this respect, a true Javanese king. When, several generations later, the 
ruler of Mataram destroyed the coastal states, he was ultimately seeking to 
destroy the forces that disunited Java. This was in the tradition of earlier 
Javanese kings. His conquests were as much a part of his mission as Kertanagara's
had been in the 13th century.

Under Mataram's hegemony in the 17th century, Islam in Java was permitted to
survive only on Javanese royal terms. Its innovating effects were postponed until
the end of the 19th century. As one of several religious activities, Islam therefore
became tolerable in Javanese eyes. Muslim officials in the court of Mataram
became well-rewarded and obedient servants of the ruler. In time, scholars
returned to the study of the earlier genres of Javanese literature, including texts
that taught the nature of government according to the values of the
“Hindu-Javanese” world. In the countryside, Islam remained influential in times
of social distress, as it preached to aggrieved peasants of the coming of the
messiah. As a literary influence Islam survived in the form of mystical texts and 
poems, romantic tales, and, later, borrowings by inland court historians of 
material from the Serat Kanda (“Universal Histories”) of the coastal culture. The
borrowings are a testament not only to the impact of Islam in Java but also to
the nature of its incorporation into traditional power hierarchies.

 
Oliver W. Wolters

Expansion of European influence

Although the presence of Portuguese traders in the archipelago was relatively
unimportant in 16th-century Java, the fall of Malacca on the Malay Peninsula to the
Portuguese in 1511 was a turning point in Indonesian history. By the end of the
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century, the level of Muslim Indonesian trade with the Middle East, and thence with
Europe, was the greatest it had ever been. As commerce expanded, the Portuguese
strove to secure control of trade with the Moluccas—the Spice Islands.

At the end of the 16th century, however, an increase in Dutch and British interests 
in the region gave rise to a series of voyages, including those of James Lancaster
(1591 and 1601), Cornelis de Houtman and Frederik de Houtman (1595 and 1598), 
and Jacob van Neck (1598). In 1602 the Dutch East India Company (formal name 
United East India Company [Vereenigde Oost-Indische Compagnie; VOC]) received its
charter, two years after the formation of the English East India Company. The VOC
then inaugurated an effort to exclude European competitors from the
archipelago—called the East Indies by Europeans. It also sought to control the trade 
carried on by indigenous Asian traders and to establish its own commercial 
monopoly.

Monopoly itself was not an innovation in the archipelago; Aceh, for example, had 
controlled trade on the northwest and east coasts of Sumatra. The company's 
monopoly, however, was more extensive and came to form the basis of the Dutch 
territorial empire. For these reasons many have tended to see either 1511 or the 
turn of the 17th century as the beginning of a period of European domination that 
lasted until the 20th century.

Since the 1930s, however, some historians have criticized the view that Europeans 
were the major factor in shaping the history of the East Indies from the 17th century
onward. By contrast, they have stressed an essential continuity of Indonesian history
and have argued that the VOC at first made little change in traditional political or 
commercial patterns. Traditional Asian commerce, according to one view, was a 
noncapitalistic peddling trade, financed by patrician classes in Asian countries and 
conducted by innumerable small traders who collected spices and pepper in the 
Indies for disposal in the port cities of Asia. In this view the VOC was seen, in effect, 
as merely another merchant prince, gradually inserting itself into the existing trade 
patterns of the Spice Islands and accommodating itself to them. As Batavia (now 
Jakarta) became the headquarters from which it established factories (trading 
posts) in the Spice Islands and elsewhere, the company gradually became a 
territorial power, but it was, at first, only one power among others and not yet ruler
of the region. Only during the 19th century did new economic forces, the product of
industrial capitalism, burst upon the islands and submerge them under a new wave 
of European imperialism.

 

Growth and impact of the Dutch East India Company

Regardless of whether Europeans constituted the primary historical force in 
17th-century Indonesia, their presence undoubtedly initiated changes that in the 
long run were to be of enormous importance. The VOC itself represented a new 
type of power in the region: it formed a single organization, traded across a vast 
area, possessed superior military force, and, in time, employed a bureaucracy of 
servants to look after its concerns in the East Indies. In sum, it could impose its 
will upon other rulers and force them to accept its trading conditions. Under the 
governor-generalship of Jan Pieterszoon Coen and his successors, particularly 
Anthony van Diemen (1636–45) and Joan Maetsuyker (1653–78), the company laid
the foundations of the Dutch commercial empire and became the paramount
power of the archipelago.
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During the 17th century the VOC went far toward establishing commercial control
in the Indonesian islands. It captured Malacca from the Portuguese (1641),
confined the British—after a period of fierce rivalry—to a factory at Bencoolen
(now Bengkulu), in southwestern Sumatra, and established a network of factories
in the eastern islands. Though it may have wished to limit its activities to trade, 
the company was soon drawn into local politics in Java and elsewhere, and, in 
becoming the arbiter in dynastic disputes and in conflicts between rival rulers, it 
inevitably emerged as the main political entity in the archipelago.

In the 1620s Sultan Agung, ruler of the central Javanese kingdom of Mataram and
representative of the old and highly sophisticated Javanese civilization, sought to
extend his power over Bantam (near present-day Banten) in western Java. This 
brought him into conflict with the Dutch, and he laid siege to the Dutch fortress 
at Batavia. Although Agung's forces were eventually compelled to withdraw, the 
result of the confrontation was inconclusive and left both the Dutch and the 
Javanese warily respectful of each other's strength. Dutch intervention in 
Javanese affairs increased in the later 17th and early 18th centuries, however, 
owing to internal dissensions within Mataram and a series of wars of succession 
between pretenders to the throne. In return for its services in 1674 to 
Amangkurat I, Sultan Agung's successor, and then to Amangkurat II shortly 
afterward, the VOC received the cession of the Preanger regions of western Java.

This was the first of a series of major territorial advances. In 1704 Dutch forces 
assisted in replacing Amangkurat III with his uncle, Pakubuwono I, in return for 
which further territory was ceded. In this way almost all of Java gradually came 
under Dutch control, and by 1755 only a remnant of the kingdom of Mataram 
remained. This was divided into two principalities, Yogyakarta (Jogjakarta) and 
Surakarta (Solo), which survived until the end of Dutch rule. In an attempt to 
control the pepper trade in Sumatra, the VOC established footholds in western 
Sumatra and in Jambi and Palembang over the course of the 17th century, and it 
interfered in local conflicts in support of rulers who favoured it. The main Dutch 
expansion in Sumatra did not take place until the 19th century, however.

In acquiring territorial responsibilities, the company did not at first establish a 
close administrative system of its own in the areas that were under its direct 
control. In effect, the VOC replaced the sovereign of the royal court and, in so 
doing, inherited the existing structure of authority. An indigenous aristocracy 
administered the collection of tribute on behalf of the company, and only 
gradually was this system converted into a formalized bureaucracy. The VOC, like
the royal court before it, drew revenue in the form of produce from the 
peasantry within its domain.

To implement its commercial monopoly, the VOC established company factories 
for the collection of produce, pressured individual rulers to do business solely 
with the company, controlled the sources of supply of particular products (clove 
production, for example, was limited to Ambon, nutmeg and mace to the Banda 
Islands), and, in the 18th century, pushed through a system of forced deliveries 
and contingencies. Contingencies constituted a form of tax payable in kind in
areas under the direct control of the company; forced deliveries consisted of
produce that local cultivators were compelled to grow and sell to the company at
a set price. There was little difference between the devices. In theory, forced
deliveries were thought of as a form of trade in which goods were exchanged,
but they were, in fact, as the British scholar J.S. Furnivall described it, “tribute
disguised as trade,” while contingencies were “tribute undisguised.” In effect,
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the whole system of company trade was designed to extract produce from the
East Indies for disposal in a European market—but without stimulating any
fundamental technological change in the area's economy. The profits belonged to
the company, not to the producers. The indigenous traders of the region were
pushed aside by the VOC as it gained control of more and more of the export
trade of the archipelago. The growth of Batavia resulted, for example, in the
decline of the north coast ports of Java, through which much of the spice trade
had been channeled since before the 15th century. In this way the traditional
pattern of trade was checked and distorted.

During the 18th century the VOC ran into financial difficulties from a variety of 
causes: the breach of the company's monopoly by smuggling, the growing 
administrative costs as the company came to shoulder greater responsibilities of 
government, and the corruption of the company's servants. Further complicating 
matters, the Netherlands (at the time, the Dutch Republic) succumbed to France
during the French revolutionary wars and was restructured and renamed the 
Batavian Republic in 1795. In 1799 the (Dutch) government of the republic 
terminated the affairs of the Dutch East India Company.

 

The French and the British in Java, 1806–15

The fall of the Netherlands to France and the dissolution of the company led in 
due course to significant changes in the administration of the East Indies. Under 
Napoleon I the Batavian Republic became the Commonwealth of Batavia and then
the Kingdom of Holland, with one of Napoleon's marshals, Herman Willem 
Daendels, serving as governor-general. Daendels strengthened Javanese 
defenses, raised new forces, built new roads within Java, and improved the 
internal administration of the island. He attempted to formalize the position of 
the Javanese regents, subordinating them to Dutch prefects and emphasizing 
their character as civil servants of a central government rather than as 
semi-independent local rulers.

 
In 1811 Java fell to a British East India Company force under 
Baron Minto, governor-general of India, who, after the 
surrender, appointed Thomas Stamford Raffles lieutenant 
governor. Raffles approached his task with the conviction 
that British administrative principles, modeled in part on 
those developed in Bengal, could liberate the Javanese from 
the tyranny of Dutch methods; he believed that liberal 
economic principles and the cessation of compulsory 
cultivation could simultaneously expand Javanese 
agricultural production, improve revenue, and make the 
island a market for British goods. Along with his liberalism, 
Raffles brought to his task a respect for Javanese society. 
Before his appointment he had been a student of Malay 
literature and culture, and during his period in Batavia 

(Jakarta) he encouraged the study of the society he found about him. Raffles 
rediscovered the ruins of the great Buddhist temple Borobudur in central Java 
and published his History of Java in 1817, a year after his return to England.

Raffles carried further the administrative centralization begun by Daendels and
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planned to group the regencies of Java into 16 residencies. By declaring all lands
the property of the government and by requiring cultivators to pay a land rent
for its use, he proposed to end the compulsory production system. This, he
believed, would free the peasants from servility to their “feudal” rulers and from
the burden of forced deliveries to the Dutch and allow them to expand their
production under the stimulus of ordinary economic motives. Raffles
oversimplified the complexities of traditional land tenure, however. He misread
the position of the regents, whom he at first mistakenly believed to be a class of
feudal landholders rather than an official aristocracy. (The regents, in fact, had
no proprietary rights in the land of their subjects.) But despite a series of
adjustments in his original plan, Raffles was unable to devise an effective means
of applying his theories before the return of Java to Dutch hands as part of the
general settlement following the defeat of Napoleon.

 

Dutch rule from 1815 to c. 1920

Before the 19th century, Indonesian societies had experienced considerable pressure
from Europeans, but they had not been consumed by Western influences. The 
political order of Mataram had been eroded, and the first steps had been taken 
toward administrative centralization in Java. In the outer islands, local rulers had 
been forced to submit in some measure to the will of the Dutch headquartered in 
Batavia (Jakarta). The trading patterns of the archipelago had been changed and 
constricted. Nevertheless, these were superficial developments when seen against 
the continuing coherence and stability of Indonesian societies. They were 
superficial, also, compared with the Western impact still to come.

When the Dutch returned to Indonesia in 1815 after the Napoleonic Wars, their main
concern was to make the colony self-supporting. During the interregnum, both
exports and revenue had declined sharply, despite Raffles's hopes for his land-rent
system. The costs of government in Java were rising as a result of the growing
complexity of administration. In restoring their authority, the Dutch retained the
main outlines of the British system of residencies, regencies, and lower
administrative divisions, though they did not, at first, follow exactly the attempts of
Daendels and Raffles to turn the regents into salaried officials, specifically
responsible to the residents. Rather, they saw the local regent as the “younger
brother” of the Dutch resident. This difference in theory was perhaps of slight
practical effect, since the tendency in lower levels of territorial administration
continued in the direction of an increasingly centralized control. Several factors
contributed to the trend: one was the need to deal with a series of disturbances,
primarily in Java and western Sumatra but also on a smaller scale in Celebes, 
Borneo, and the Moluccas; a second was the new economic policy, adopted in 1830, 
which increased the economic responsibilities of local officials.

The Java War of 1825–30 precipitated from a number of causes. In part, it was the
product of the disappointed ambitions of its leader, Prince Diponegoro, who had
been passed over for the succession to the throne of Yogyakarta. It was also
attributable, however, to growing resentment among the aristocratic landholders of
Yogyakarta, whose contracts for the lease of their lands to Europeans had been
canceled by the governor-general. There was support too from Islamic leaders, as
well as other hidden factors—such as the expectation of the coming of a messianic
Just Ruler, who would restore the harmony of the kingdom—that undoubtedly added
to the climate of discontent. From this agitated atmosphere erupted a revolt that,
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through the skillful use of guerrilla tactics, continued to challenge Dutch authority
for five years, until the Dutch seized Diponegoro during truce negotiations and
exiled him to Celebes.

About the same time, the Dutch in western Sumatra were drawn into the so-called 
Padri War (named for Pedir, a town in Aceh through which Muslim pilgrims usually 
returned home from Mecca). Basically, the war was a religious struggle in 
Minangkabau country between revivalist Islamic leaders (called Padris) and the local
adat (“customary law”) leaders, who were supported by the Dutch. Under Tuanku
Imam Bonjol, the Padri forces resisted Dutch pressure from the early 1820s until 
1837. For the Dutch the effect of this involvement was inevitably a strengthening of 
administrative commitment in western Sumatra.

 

The Culture System

The formation in 1824 of the Netherlands Trading Society (Nederlandsche
Handel-Maatschappij; NHM)—a company embracing all merchants engaged in the
East Indies trade and supported by the government of The Netherlands with the
king as its chief shareholder—did not produce the hoped-for commercial
expansion. In 1830, however, a newly appointed governor-general, Johannes van 
den Bosch, devised a new method by which the government could tap the 
resources of the archipelago. This was the so-called Culture System, or 
Cultivation System (Cultuurstelsel).

The Culture System provided that a village set aside a fifth of its cultivable land 
for the production of export crops. These crops were to be delivered to the 
government as land rent. Land rent, then, was the measure of the amount to be 
produced by each village. If a village, through the growing of export crops on a 
fifth of its land, returned an amount in excess of the land rent for which it had 
been assessed, it would be free of land rent and would be reimbursed to the 
extent of the excess; on the other hand, if a village produced less than the 
assessed amount of land rent, it would have to make up the difference.

From the government's point of view, the Culture System was an overwhelming 
success. Exports soared, rising from 13 million guldens (the Dutch currency) in 
1830 to 74 million a decade later. The products were disposed of through the 
Netherlands Trading Society, and between 1840 and 1880 their sale brought to 
the Dutch treasury an annual average of 18 million guldens, approximately a 
third of the Dutch budget.

The effects of the system for the Javanese were, however, of more dubious 
value. Though its founder believed that, by stimulating agricultural production, 
the Culture System would ultimately benefit the people of Java as well as the 
home government, it later came to be considered both by Dutch critics and by 
outside observers a particularly harsh and burdensome policy. Van den Bosch's 
expectations were not entirely false, however. The policy did extend village 
production in certain areas, and the population of Java increased from 6 million 
to 9.5 million during the full operation of the system. The range of exports from 
Java was broadened, and indigo and sugar were the first items to be made the 
subject of compulsory cultivation; coffee, tea, tobacco, and pepper were 
subsequently added. Nevertheless, the system placed a heavy burden on the 
cultivators and tended to amplify social and economic inequities within rural 
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society. Dominant peasants, members of a rural elite, were able to manipulate 
the system to their advantage. And while the Culture System brought the islands 
of the archipelago into contact with a wider overseas market, the East Indies 
government stood between producer and market, and the annual surplus added 
to Dutch, not Javanese, prosperity. The system did nothing to stimulate 
technological change or economic development for the Javanese people. An 
increasing commercial role was played not by the indigenous population but by 
Chinese immigrants, who fit into colonial rule as a separate caste, engaged in tax
collection, moneylending, and small trading.

There were other consequences. The Culture System accentuated the differences
between Java and the outer islands, and in Java it led to a considerable
tightening of the administrative system. The regent became the kingpin of the
system, responsible to the resident for the delivery of crops from his regency.
Secure in the knowledge that they were backed by Dutch power, regents in some
cases imposed additional burdens upon their subjects—a development that
received trenchant criticism in the novel Max Havelaar (1860), written under the 
pseudonym Multatuli by the Dutch writer Eduard Douwes Dekker, a former 
official of the East Indies government. But the long-term effect of the new 
functions imposed on regents was to reduce their independence and to hasten 
the process, started by Daendels, by which a loosely structured administrative 
aristocracy was gradually converted into a salaried civil service. Regents were no
longer able to draw their revenues from their subjects, and the lines of authority
were clearly demarcated. Regents, aided by a junior Dutch official (the 
controleur), became clearly responsible to the Dutch residents above. By 1860 
the administrative divisions of Java had been firmly established, and the service 
that staffed them had acquired the character it was essentially to preserve for 
the remainder of the colonial period.

In the 1860s the Culture System came under attack not only from humanitarian 
quarters but also from private business interests in The Netherlands. The latter 
appealed to liberal economic principles in support of their right to share in the 
riches of the East Indies; their pressure was effective. Although the Culture 
System was not abolished and continued for a number of years to make its 
contribution to the Dutch treasury, the decision was taken to encourage also the 
entry of private investment. The Liberal Policy, as it was called, was effectively 
inaugurated in 1870 by the adoption of an agrarian law that provided that 
European investors could acquire land under long-term leasehold, either from 
Indonesian landholders or, in the case of unoccupied land, from the government. 
Certain safeguards were provided for the Indonesian landholders: the provision 
that Europeans lease rather than purchase land was intended to prevent the 
alienation of Indonesian land, and the government was charged also with 
preventing Europeans from leasing land that was needed for the subsistence of 
village populations.

Within this framework Dutch capital began to flow to the East Indies on a scale 
that was to transform the character of the Indonesian economy and society. 
During the next 60 years there was a 10-fold increase in the value of exports 
(from 107 million guldens to 1.16 billion). There was a change also in kinds of 
products exported. Such exports as coffee, sugar, tea, and tobacco continued to 
expand, but such industrial raw materials as rubber, copra, tin, and oil soon 
came to dominate the export economy. These remarkable developments were in 
large measure the product of a totally different system of production. Under the 
company, during the interregnum, and, later, under the Dutch crown working 
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through the Culture System, export crops were grown by Indonesian cultivators 
on their own land. Under the Liberal Policy, however, the new crops were the 
subject of estate production. Much economic expansion took place in Sumatra 
rather than Java, and Sumatra's east-coast residency became the seat of a vast 
new plantation economy. The estates were company-owned, and the economic 
developments of the late 19th century were indeed the product of corporate, 
rather than individual, enterprise.

 

Dutch territorial expansion

Rapid economic development was accompanied by territorial expansion. 
Although the Dutch had established their control effectively over Java by the 
mid-18th century and had gradually expanded their original holdings in Sumatra
over the course of the 19th, their control over the rest of the archipelago was 
patchy and incomplete. It was exercised, in the main, through agreements with 
local rulers rather than through direct control over territory. In the closing years 
of the 19th century and the early years of the 20th, rapid moves were made to 
round out the Dutch empire and extend it effectively over the whole of the East 
Indies.

In northern Sumatra, warfare with the people of Aceh that lasted with varying 
degrees of intensity from 1873 to 1908 brought the northern tip of Sumatra under
Dutch control. In Celebes and the Moluccas, where the Dutch had long exercised
a general authority, a new instrument—the Short Declaration (in contrast to the
earlier Long Contract)—bound local rulers to accept the control of Batavia. Dutch
authority was extended in this way over Bone and Luwu in the Celebes, over
central Borneo, over Bali and the Lesser Sunda Islands, and over Ternate, Ceram, 
and Buru in the Moluccas. Footholds were established also over parts of western 
New Guinea. Communications were developed—roads and railways in Java and
Sumatra and expanded shipping services to link Java to the outer islands—to
serve the needs of the new plantation economy. Between 1870 and 1910 the
Dutch had thus effectively completed the process of converting the East Indies
into a unified colonial dependency and, indeed, of laying the foundations of the
future Indonesian republic.

The “new imperialism” of the late 19th century may be seen as part of a
worldwide movement whereby the industrial countries of western Europe
partitioned among themselves the hitherto undeveloped areas of the globe. In
Africa, in the South Pacific, and in Burma (Myanmar), Indochina, and Malaya, as
well as in Indonesia, a new “forward movement” was taking place that stood in
dramatic contrast to the earlier patterns of commercial empire. If the European
presence created a veritable watershed in Indonesian history, it is to be
discerned about 1870 (as opposed to 1511, which marked the establishment of a
European base in the archipelago).

The social impact of these developments upon Indonesian society was 
tremendous. The economic and political expansion brought a new Dutch 
population to the East Indies: civil servants to staff the growing services of 
government, managers to run the new estates, and clerks to staff the 
import-export houses and other businesses. These new Dutch communities came 
to form European enclaves within the major cities, and their presence 
underscored the social divisions in what was increasingly a caste society divided 
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along racial lines. The Dutch, however, were not merely a community of 
expatriates who were eager to retire as soon as possible to The Netherlands. 
Many of them regarded the East Indies as their home. Their sense of belonging 
was very different, for example, from that of the British in India, and it was to 
give an added bitterness to the later struggle to retain the colony after World 
War II.

From the Indonesian point of view, the growing cities became the home of a new 
urban way of life and stimulated social change. A new elite emerged under the 
influence of the expanding Western impact. So did a new class of unskilled and 
semiskilled workers who found employment as domestic servants or as labourers 
in the light industries that began to develop. Rural society, though more 
sheltered, was also altered by the currents of change. Although agrarian law and 
the later labour legislation had provisions to protect existing customary rights 
over land and to guarantee fairness of contracts for labourers, the mere fact of 
contract employment on the estates affected the village society from which 
workers were drawn and played its part in hastening the growth of a disoriented 
population, divorced increasingly from the shelter of traditional village society 
but not absorbed into the new urban culture.

 

The Ethical Policy

Dutch liberals confidently assumed that, just as freedom of enterprise would 
maximize welfare at home, so the application of European capital to the task of 
developing colonial resources would gradually improve the lot of colonial 
peoples. By the end of the 19th century, 30 years of the Liberal Policy in 
Indonesia did not appear to have achieved that miracle. Growing criticism of the 
Dutch record in the East Indies was given particularly influential expression by 
Conrad Theodor van Deventer, a Liberal Democratic member of the parliament of
The Netherlands, who argued that the Dutch had been draining wealth from the
East Indies and had incurred thereby a “Debt of Honour” that should be repaid.
His suggestion was that The Netherlands turn from its strictly laissez-faire policy 
in the East Indies to pursue instead a positive welfare program supported by 
funds from the metropolitan treasury. In 1901 a change of government in The 
Netherlands provided the opportunity for a new departure in policy along the 
lines suggested by van Deventer. According to the Ethical Policy, as it was called, 
financial assistance from The Netherlands was to be devoted to the extension of 
health and education services and to the provision of agricultural extension 
services designed to stimulate the growth of the village economy.

The Ethical Policy was seen by its most fervent supporters as a noble experiment
designed to transform Indonesian society, to enable a new elite to share in the
riches of Western civilization, and to bring the colony into the modern world. Its
ultimate goals were, of course, not clearly defined. Van Deventer looked to the
emergence of a Westernized elite who would be “indebted to the Netherlands for
its prosperity and higher Culture” and who would gratefully recognize the fact.
Others hoped for the growth, by “cultural synthesis,” of a new East Indian
society based on a blending of elements of Indonesian and Western cultures and
able to enjoy a large measure of autonomy within the framework of the Dutch
empire.

Despite these rather grandiose visions, the achievements of the Ethical Policy 
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were much more modest. It neither checked declining living standards nor 
promoted an agrarian revolution. It did provide agricultural assistance and 
advice, but this was directed to the improvement of techniques of irrigation and 
cultivation within the existing wet-rice technology of Java. Its effect, therefore, 
was to confirm the gulf between the European economy of the estates, mines, oil
wells, and large-scale commerce and the traditional, largely subsistence, 
Indonesian economy of wet-rice or shifting cultivation. In education a little was 
done to provide a greater degree of opportunity at primary, secondary, and even 
tertiary levels, but at the end of the 1930s only a handful of high school 
graduates were produced locally, and the literacy rate was calculated at just 
over 6 percent.

The goals of the Ethical Policy were set too high, and the devices adopted to 
implement them were too modest. Given the inertia of traditional societies, it 
was not to be expected that a new order would be created as easily as the 
proponents of the policy had hoped. Nevertheless, during the years of its 
operation, the East Indies were exposed to tremendous forces of social change. 
These forces, however, resulted not from the conscious plans of the Ethical 
Policy but from the undirected impact of Western economic development. Java's 
population, which had risen from about 6 million to almost 30 million over the 
course of the 19th century, increased to more than 40 million by 1920. The 
population increase, together with urbanization, the penetration of a money 
economy to the village level, and the labour demands of Western enterprise 
combined to disrupt traditional patterns. Where the Ethical Policy was most 
effective, despite the limitations of its educational achievement, was in 
producing a small educated elite that could give expression to the frustration of 
the masses in a society torn loose from its traditional moorings. Western currents
of thought had their impact also within Islamic circles, where modernist ideas 
sought to reconcile the demands of Islam and the needs of the 20th century. It is 
against this background that a self-conscious nationalist movement began to 
develop.

 

Toward independence

The rise of nationalism

Indonesian nationalism in the 20th century must be distinguished from earlier 
movements of protest; the Padri War, the Java War, and the many smaller
examples of sporadic agrarian unrest had been “prenationalistic” movements,
the products of local grievances. By contrast, the nationalism of the early 20th
century was the product of the new imperialism and was part of wider currents
of unrest affecting many parts of Africa and Asia that remained the subjects of
Western colonialism. In Indonesia nationalism was concerned not merely with
resistance to Dutch rule but with new perceptions of nationhood—embracing the
ethnic diversity of the archipelago and looking to the restructuring of traditional
patterns of authority in order to enable the creation of Indonesia as a modern
state. It derived in part from specific discontents, the economic discriminations
of colonial rule, the psychological hurt arising from the slights of social
discrimination, and a new awareness of the all-pervading nature of Dutch
authority. Important too was the emergence of the new elite, educated but
lacking adequate employment opportunities to match that education,
Westernized but retaining still its ties with traditional society.
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The formation in 1908 of Budi Utomo (“Noble Endeavour”) is often taken as the
beginning of organized nationalism. Founded by Wahidin Sudirohusodo, a retired
Javanese doctor, Budi Utomo was an elitist organization, the aims of
which—though cultural rather than political—included a concern to secure a
mutual accommodation between traditional culture and contemporary society.
Numerically more important was Sarekat Islam (“Islamic Association”), founded
in 1912. Under its charismatic chairman, Omar Said Tjokroaminoto, the 
organization expanded rapidly, claiming a membership of 2,500,000 by 1919. 
Later research suggests that the real figure was likely to have been no more than
400,000, but even with this greatly reduced estimate, Sarekat Islam was clearly 
much larger than any other movement of the time. In 1912 the Indies Party
(Indische Partij)—primarily a Eurasian party—was founded by E.F.E. Douwes
Dekker; banned a year later, it was succeeded by another Eurasian party, calling
itself Insulinde, a poetic name for the East Indies. In 1914 the Dutchman
Hendricus Sneevliet founded the Indies Social Democratic Association, which 
became a communist party in 1920 and adopted the name Indonesian Communist 
Party (Partai Komunis Indonesia; PKI) in 1924.

By the end of World War I, there had thus emerged a variety of organizations,
broadly nationalist in aim, but differing in their tactics and immediate goals and
in the sharpness of their perceptions of independent nationhood. In the absence
of firm party discipline, it was common for individuals to belong simultaneously
to more than one organization, and, in particular, the presence of Indies Social
Democratic Association members in Sarekat Islam enabled them to work as a
“bloc within” the larger movement. The idea that the time was not yet ripe for
communist parties to assume independent leadership of colonial nationalism
later led the Soviet-founded Communist International (also known Comintern or
the Third International) to formulate the strategy of cooperation with
anti-imperialist “bourgeois” parties.

At the end of World War I, the Dutch, in an effort to give substance to their 
promise to associate the Indonesian community more closely with government, 
created the People's Council (Volksraad). Composed of a mixture of appointed
and elected representatives of the three racial divisions defined by the
government—Dutch, Indonesian, and “foreign Asiatic”—the People's Council
provided opportunities for debate and criticism but no real control over the
government of the East Indies. Some nationalist leaders were prepared to accept
seats in the assembly, but others refused, insisting that concessions could be
obtained only through uncompromising struggle.

In 1921 the tension within Sarekat Islam between its more conservative leaders
and the communists came to a head in a discipline resolution that insisted that
members of Sarekat Islam belong to no other party; this, in effect, expelled the
communist “bloc within,” and there followed a fierce rivalry between the two
for control of the grassroots membership of the organization. The PKI, once it
had committed itself to independent action, began to move toward a policy of
unilateral opposition to the colonial regime. Without the support of the
Comintern, and even without complete unanimity within its own ranks, it
launched a revolt in Java at the end of 1926 and in western Sumatra at the
beginning of 1927. These movements, which had elements of traditional protest
as well as of genuine communist insurrection, were easily crushed by the East
Indies government, and communist activity was effectively ended for the
remainder of the colonial period.
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The defeat of the communist revolt and the earlier decline of Sarekat Islam left
the way open for a new nationalist organization, and in 1926 a “general study
club” was founded in Bandung, with a newly graduated engineer, Sukarno, as its 
secretary. The club began to reshape the idea of nationalism in a manner 
calculated to appeal to Indonesia's new urban elite. After the failure of the 
ideologically based movements of Islam and communism, nationalist thinking was
directed simply to the idea of a struggle for independence, without any 
precommitment to a particular political or social order afterward. Such a goal, it 
was believed, could appeal to all, including Muslims and communists, who could 
at least support a common struggle for independence, even if they differed 
fundamentally about what was to follow. Nationalism, in this sense, became the 
idea that the young Sukarno used as the basis of his attempt to unify the several 
streams of anticolonial feeling. The ideas of the Bandung Study Club were 
reinforced by currents of thought emanating from Indonesian students in The 
Netherlands. Their organization, restructured in 1924 under the self-consciously 
Indonesian (as opposed to Dutch) name Perhimpunan Indonesia (Indonesian 
Union), became a centre of radical nationalist thought, and in the mid-1920s 
students returning from The Netherlands joined forces with like-minded groups 
at home.

The new nationalism required a new organization for its expression, and in July 
1927 the Indonesian Nationalist Association, later the Indonesian Nationalist 
Party (Partai Nasional Indonesia; PNI), was formed under the chairmanship of 
Sukarno. The PNI was based on the idea of noncooperation with the government 
of the East Indies and was thus distinguished from those groups, such as Sarekat 
Islam, that were prepared to accept People's Council membership. Sukarno, 
however, while seeking to create a basis of mass support for the PNI, also 
attempted with some success to work together with more-moderate leaders and 
succeeded in forming in the party a broadly based, if rather precarious, 
association of nationalist organizations.

The nationalist sentiment resonated beyond political parties, however. On Oct. 
28, 1928, a number of representatives of youth organizations issued the historic 
Youth Pledge (Sumpah Pemuda), whereby they vowed to recognize only one 
Indonesian motherland, one Indonesian people, and one Indonesian language. It 
was a landmark event in the country's history and also is considered the founding 
moment of the Indonesian language.

At the end of 1929, Sukarno was arrested with some of his colleagues and was 
tried, convicted, and sentenced to four years in prison. He was released at the 
end of 1931, but by then the united movement he helped to create had begun to 
disintegrate. The PNI dissolved itself and reformed as Partindo. A number of 
other groups came together to form a new organization, the Indonesian National 
Education Club, known as the New PNI. While Partindo saw itself as a mass party 
on the lines of the old PNI, the New PNI, under the leadership of Mohammad 
Hatta and Sutan Sjahrir, aimed at training cadres who could maintain continuing 
leadership of the movement should its leaders be arrested.

In 1933 Sukarno was arrested again and exiled to Flores; he later was transferred 
to Bengkulu in southern Sumatra. Repressive action followed against other party 
leaders, including Hatta and Sjahrir, who were also exiled. In the later 1930s 
nationalist leaders were forced to cooperate with the Dutch, and such moderate 
parties as Parindra accepted People's Council membership. In 1937 a more radical
party, Gerindo, was formed, but it considered support of The Netherlands against
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the threat of National Socialism (Nazism) more important than the question of 
independence.

World War II changed the situation. The fall of the East Indies to Japan early in 
1942 broke the continuity of Dutch rule and provided a completely new 
environment for nationalist activity.

 

Japanese occupation

Japanese military authorities in Java, having interned Dutch administrative 
personnel, found it necessary to use Indonesians in many administrative 
positions, which thus gave them opportunities that had been denied them under 
the Dutch. In order to secure popular acceptance of their rule, the Japanese 
sought also to enlist the support of both nationalist and Islamic leaders. Under 
this policy Sukarno and Hatta both accepted positions in the military 
administration.

Though initially welcomed as liberators, the Japanese gradually established 
themselves as overlords. Their policies fluctuated according to the exigencies of 
the war, but in general their primary object was to make the East Indies serve 
Japanese war needs. Nationalist leaders, however, felt able to trade support for 
political concessions. Sukarno was able to convince the administration that 
Indonesian support could be mobilized only through an organization that would 
represent genuine Indonesian aspirations. In March 1943 such an organization, 
Putera (Pusat Tenaga Rakjat; “Centre of the People's Power”), was inaugurated
under his chairmanship. While the new organization enabled Sukarno to establish
himself more clearly as the leader of the emergent country, and while it enabled
him to develop more-effective lines of communication with the people, it also
placed upon him the responsibility of sustaining Indonesian support for Japan
through, among other devices, the romusha (forced-labour) program. Later in the
year Indonesian opinion was given a further forum in a Central Advisory Council 
and a series of local councils. At a different level, Indonesian youths were able to
acquire a sense of group integrity through membership in the several youth 
organizations established by the Japanese. Of great importance also was the 
creation in October 1943 of a volunteer defense force composed of and officered 
by Indonesians trained by the Japanese. The Sukarela Tentara Pembela Tanah Air
(Peta; “Volunteer Army of Defenders of the Homeland”) would become the core
military force of the Indonesian revolution.

In March 1944 the Japanese, feeling that Putera served Indonesian rather than
Japanese interests, replaced it with a “people's loyalty organization” called
Djawa Hokokai, which was kept under much closer control. Six months later the
Japanese premier announced the Japanese intention to prepare the East Indies
for self-government. In August 1945, on the eve of the Japanese surrender,
Sukarno and Hatta were summoned to Saigon (now Ho Chi Minh City) in Vietnam, 
where Terauchi Hisaichi, commander of the Japanese expeditionary forces in 
Southeast Asia, promised an immediate transfer of independence.

On their return to Batavia (now Jakarta), Sukarno and Hatta were under pressure
to declare independence unilaterally. This pressure reached its climax in the 
kidnapping of the two men, for a day, by some of Jakarta's youth leaders. On the 
morning of Aug. 17, 1945, after the news of the Japanese surrender had been 
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confirmed, Sukarno and Hatta proclaimed Indonesia an independent republic.

 

The revolution

The proclamation touched off a series of uprisings across Java that convinced the
British troops entrusted with receiving the surrender of Japanese forces that the 
self-proclaimed republic was to be taken seriously. At the level of central 
government, the constitution adopted by the leaders of the new Republic of 
Indonesia was presidential in form, but the widely representative Central 
Indonesian National Committee became, in effect, an ad hoc parliament. 
Sukarno, as president, agreed to follow parliamentary conventions by making his 
cabinets dependent upon their ability to command the committee's confidence.

The spontaneous character of the Indonesian revolution was demonstrated by a 
number of incidents, notably the struggle for Bandung in late 1945 and early 
1946 and the Battle of Surabaya in November 1945; in Surabaya Indonesian 
fighters resisted superior British forces for three weeks. Fighting also broke out 
in Sumatra and Celebes. Although the Dutch had expected to reassert their 
control over their colony without question, and although they were able to play 
upon the fears of the outer islands (generally, islands other than Java and 
Madura) of a Java-based republic, they eventually were compelled to negotiate 
with republican representatives led by Sjahrir, who by then was prime minister. 
The Linggadjati Agreement (drafted Nov. 15, 1946, and signed March 25, 1947), 
by which the Dutch agreed to transfer sovereignty in due course to a federal 
Indonesia, appeared to offer a solution to the conflict. (The Dutch claimed that a
federation was necessary because of the diversity of the East Indies and the 
difference between heavily populated Java and the more sparsely populated 
outer islands.) Differing interpretations, however, made the agreement a dead 
letter from the beginning. In July 1947 the Dutch, in an attempt to settle matters
by force, initiated what they termed a police action against the republic. Its 
effect was to evoke United Nations (UN) intervention in the form of a commission
known as the Good Offices Committee, and it ended in the precarious Renville 
Agreement of January 1948. In December 1948 a second police action was 
launched.

Meanwhile, the government of the republic faced some domestic opposition. In 
1946 a left-wing plot was organized by followers of Ibrahim Datuk Tan Malaka, 
who opposed the policy of negotiation with the Dutch. This so-called July 3rd 
Affair was easily crushed. In September 1948 a more serious challenge, in the 
form of a communist revolt (the Madiun Affair), was also defeated.

The second police action aroused American concern. It also closed Indonesian 
ranks firmly behind the republic. In these circumstances The Netherlands, at a 
roundtable conference at The Hague, finally agreed in August 1949 to transfer 
sovereignty over its colony (with the exception of western New Guinea) to the 
independent United States of Indonesia in December 1949; a decision about the 
ultimate fate of western New Guinea was to be the subject of future negotiation.

 

Independent Indonesia to 1965

The years of constitutional democracy
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The initial federal constitution of 1949 was replaced in 1950 by a unitary but still
provisional constitution. It was parliamentary in character and assigned an 
essentially figurehead role to the president. From the revolutionary period, 
Indonesia had inherited a multiparty system. The main parties after 
independence were the major Muslim party, Masyumi (Masjumi); the Muslim 
theologians' party, Nahdatul Ulama (NU), which seceded from Masyumi in 1952; 
the Nationalist Party (PNI); the Communist Party (PKI); the “national communist”
party, Murba; the lesser Muslim parties, Perti and Partai Sarekat Islam Indonesia
(PSII); and the Socialist Party (PSI). Until the first elections were held, in 1955,
the parliament was filled by appointment under an informal agreement between
parties as to their probable electoral strengths. The elections of 1955, a
remarkable and technically successful experiment in the exercise of political
choice by a largely nonliterate population, confirmed the position of Masyumi,
NU, the PNI, and the PKI as the country's four leading political parties.

With the exception of the PKI, the parties did not represent clearly opposing 
interests or programs, although some broad patterns of occupational, regional, 
and cultural support could be seen. The PNI was particularly strong in the ranks 
of the civil service, while Masyumi tended to find its support in market towns and
among the trading classes; NU was stronger in rural areas. The PSI, an influential 
party until it was virtually eliminated in the elections, had strong support in the 
higher ranks of the army and bureaucracy. In terms of the regional distribution of
party strengths, the PNI, NU, and the PKI were essentially Java-based parties, 
while Masyumi drew most of its strength from outside Java, particularly from 
western Sumatra and southwestern Celebes. Masyumi's support within Java was 
to be found mainly in the province of West Java (Jawa Barat), the home of the 
Sundanese, as opposed to the ethnic Javanese population. (When resistance 
reached the point of open revolt in 1958, the regional character of Indonesian 
political rivalry was especially important.) Party affiliations also to some extent 
corresponded to a broad cultural opposition between the hierarchical rice-based 
society of Java and the more strongly Muslim areas where commerce rather than 
agriculture was (and still is) dominant. Major social streams (aliran) in Indonesian 
society that spanned various interests, classes, and regions were similarly 
reflected in political parties and their suborganizations; the division within Java 
between the santri (devout Muslim) and abangan (syncretic Muslim) orientations 
was integral to the rivalry between NU and Masyumi on the one hand and the PNI 
and the PKI on the other.

In the early and mid-1950s, there was a rapid succession of governments under a
series of prime ministers: Hatta (December 1949–August 1950), Mohammad Natsir
(September 1950–March 1951), Sukiman Wirjosandjojo (April 1951–February
1952), Wilopo (April 1952–June 1953), Ali Sastroamidjojo (July 1953–July 1955),
Burhanuddin Harahap (August 1955–March 1956), and Ali once again (March
1956–March 1957). This instability created a growing disillusionment with the
fruits of independence and a sense of contrast between the heroism of the
revolution and the self-seeking party rivalry that followed it. In particular,
conflict between the export-producing outer islands and the heavily populated
island of Java was becoming more marked. In December 1956 these factors of
discontent led to movements of regional dissidence, supported by local military
commanders, in western Sumatra, the Minahasa Peninsula of northern Celebes, 
and elsewhere.
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Introduction of Guided Democracy

Against a background of geographically scattered yet salient dissent, Sukarno,
resentful of his circumscribed position as figurehead president, began to
interfere more frequently in the constitutional processes. In 1956 Vice President
Hatta, who had been considered Sukarno's partner in leadership, announced his
resignation, and in February 1957 Sukarno announced his own concept for
Indonesia's government. Criticizing Western liberal democracy as unsuited to
Indonesian circumstances, he called for a political system of “democracy with
guidance” based on indigenous procedures. The Indonesian way of deciding
important questions, he argued, was by way of prolonged deliberation
(musyawarah) designed to achieve a consensus (mufakat); this was the procedure
at the village level, and it should be the model for the country. He proposed a
government based on the four main parties plus a national council representing
not merely political parties but functional groups—urban workers, rural farmers,
intelligentsia, national entrepreneurs, religious organizations, armed services,
youth organizations, women's organizations, etc.—through which, under
presidential guidance, a national consensus could express itself.

The next two years were a period of almost continuous crisis. The resignation of
the second Ali government was followed by a proclamation of a “state of war and
siege” and the formation of a nonpartisan government under Djuanda
Kartawidjaja. At the end of 1957, in a series of direct actions across the country,
Dutch property was seized as part of a campaign for the recovery of western New
Guinea, which the Dutch had retained even after formally granting Indonesia
independence; the Indonesian government in due course took over the operation
of the confiscated Dutch enterprises. The army itself was drawn into the
management of estates, and military entrepreneurs came, in time, to play a
continuing economic role.

Early in the following year, leaders from western Sumatra launched a direct 
challenge to Jakarta in the form of an alternative government of the republic, 
the Revolutionary Government of the Republic of Indonesia. The rebellion, 
supported by some senior Masyumi leaders, was backed also by the military 
commander of the province of North Sulawesi (Sulawesi Utara; North Celebes).
The central government acted swiftly and successfully to suppress the rebellion,
however. With the regions defeated, the parties discredited, and the army's
prestige enhanced by its recent success against the rebels, Sukarno once more
took up the idea of Guided Democracy. Backed by the army chief of staff, Gen.
A.H. Nasution, he proposed a return to the 1945 constitution—a presidential type
of government within which he believed it would be possible to implement the
principles of deliberation and consensus. When the Constituent Assembly
(elected in 1955 to draft a permanent constitution) failed to agree to this
proposal, Sukarno introduced it by presidential decree on July 5, 1959.

 

Sukarno's policies

Under the 1945 constitution, Sukarno possessed executive responsibility as well 
as ceremonial functions as head of state. He quickly created a new government 
with Djuanda Kartawidjaja, now prime minister, at its head. Pending elections 
under a new electoral law, he appointed (in accordance with the functional 
representation principle) members of the legislative bodies required by the 
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constitution: the People's Consultative Assembly (Majelis Permusyawaratan 
Rakyat; MPR) and the Supreme Advisory Council (Dewan Pertimbangan Agung; 
DPA). In 1960, when the MPR rejected the government's budget, he replaced it 
with a provisional nominated parliament.

Sukarno's central purpose was the preservation of the country's unity and the
restoration of a sense of national identity, goals he pursued through an
increasingly flamboyant style. Sukarno's concern with symbols of
greatness—expressed in grandiose buildings, national monuments, evocative
slogans, and prestigious acts such as the hosting of the Fourth Asian Games
(1962)—was not accompanied by an attempt to come to grips with the country's
economic problems. The damage done to the economy by the seizure of Dutch
enterprises in 1957 and by the extravagances of his later search for grandeur was
justified in his eyes as integral to the task of making Indonesians proud of
themselves and of their independence. Nevertheless, he was evidently oblivious
to the economic consequences of his policies, showing no recognition of foreign
indebtedness, declining exports, or accelerating inflation in the early 1960s.

During the years of Guided Democracy, Sukarno's power depended in great 
measure on the preservation of a balance between the army and the PKI. The 
period was one of growth in the communists' prestige, and Sukarno consistently 
protected the PKI from moves made against it by the army. He opposed military 
attempts to prohibit the PKI's congresses and to suppress its newspapers. He 
banned movements opposing the party and advanced PKI leaders to positions of 
national leadership. To many observers he appeared to be preparing the way for 
the communists to come to power. To others he appeared merely to be 
redressing a balance that was in constant danger of being tilted against the PKI.

In foreign policy Indonesia adopted a neutralist stance. At the Bandung 
Conference (Asian-African Conference) in 1955, the country staked a claim to 
leadership of the developing world. By the early 1960s, however, Indonesia had a
new interpretation of the global order; in ideological terms Sukarno had sketched
the world, as he saw it, as a conflict between Nefos and Oldefos (New Emerging 
Forces and Old Established Forces). In this analysis was embodied his ongoing 
hostility to the West.

In 1962 Indonesia's campaign to recover western New Guinea achieved final
success. An agreement was reached with The Netherlands for the transfer of the
territory to Indonesia after a period of UN administration—but with the provision
that the inhabitants of the territory make an Act of Free Choice before the end
of 1969 regarding their inclusion in the republic. This choice was eventually
made by representative councils, which confirmed the continuance of western
New Guinea (Papua)—renamed Irian Barat (West Irian)—as part of Indonesia.

The resolution of this issue was followed by the development of Indonesia's 
opposition to the formation of Malaysia and its commitment, after an erratic
series of changes of mood, to a policy of “confrontation” toward the new
Malaysian federation in September 1963. The confrontation policy was followed
by Indonesia's sudden withdrawal from the UN in January 1965 in reaction to the
seating of Malaysia on the UN Security Council.

 
John David Legge
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Suharto
 

Indonesia from the coup to the end of the New Order

The coup

In the early hours of Oct. 1, 1965, a group of army 
conspirators calling itself the September 30th Movement
kidnapped and murdered six army generals. A seventh, 
Nasution, escaped. The following morning the movement 
announced that it had seized power to forestall a coup 
against the president by a council of generals. In the 
meantime, General Suharto, commander of the army's 
strategic reserve, began to gather the reins of power into his 

own hands. By evening he had seized the initiative from the conspirators.

The PKI maintained that the coup attempt was an internal affair of the army. 
The army leadership, on the contrary, insisted that it was part of a PKI plot to 
seize power and subsequently embarked on a mission to purge the country of the 
perceived communist threat. In the following month the military slaughtered 
communists and alleged communists across Java and in Bali, with estimates of 
the number of people killed ranging from 80,000 to more than 1,000,000. In the 
following years communists, alleged communists, and their families were 
frequently denied basic rights (e.g., right to a fair trial, right to equal 
opportunity in employment, and freedom from discrimination). Between 1969 
and 1980, approximately 10,000 persons, primarily known or purported 
communists, were detained without trial on Buru Island in the Moluccas.

With the destruction of the PKI, one of the elements of balance that had 
supported the Sukarno regime was eliminated, and the president himself came 
under increasing pressure. In March 1966, against a background of student 
action, the army forced Sukarno to delegate extensive powers to Suharto, now 
chief of staff of the army. With his new authority, Suharto banned the PKI and 
moved gradually to consolidate his position as the effective head of government. 
In March 1967 the MPR installed Suharto as acting president, and in March 1968 
he was appointed to the presidency in his own right. Sukarno was kept under 
house arrest until his death on June 21, 1970.

 

Suharto's New Order

Suharto immediately began to reverse many of Sukarno's policies. The 
confrontation with Malaysia was quickly ended, and Indonesia rejoined the UN. In
addition, Indonesia was a major participant in the creation of the Association of 
Southeast Asian Nations (ASEAN) in 1967. Domestically, the support of the army 
enabled Suharto to achieve a political stability that had been lacking under 
Sukarno. But the major policies initiated by the new regime, which Suharto 
designated as the New Order, had to do with economic rehabilitation. Successful 
negotiations secured a rescheduling of Indonesia's foreign debts and attracted aid
through a group of donor countries. The complex regulations governing economic
activity were simplified. In 1967 a new foreign investment law provided a 
framework for new private capital investment.
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Economic development

The results of Suharto's reformulated economic policies were soon apparent. 
The rate of inflation decreased, and the national currency, the rupiah, 
stabilized; manufacturing expanded rapidly; and petroleum production 
increased, owing partly to exploration by a number of foreign companies 
operating through Pertamina, the monolithic state oil corporation. 
(Pertamina's position as the centrepiece of Indonesia's economic expansion 
ended in 1975, however, when the government rescued the company from its 
indebtedness.) Military entrepreneurs played a significant part in these 
developments. In the mid-1980s the decline in oil prices led to a shift in 
economic emphasis toward private-sector investment and the production and 
export of manufactured goods to reduce reliance on oil and other traditional 
export commodities.

These new policies had their critics, both inside and outside the country. To 
some it seemed that the republic was becoming economically dependent on 
Western capital and, in particular, on large transnational corporations, that 
direct foreign investment had created an Indonesian merchant class that 
boosted its affluence and influence through dealings with foreign companies, 
and that new wealth had exaggerated existing inequalities rather than 
removing them. Others, however, argued that long-term improvement 
depended on the economic growth that would flow from policies designed to 
encourage large-scale investment rather than small-scale labour-intensive 
developments.

In any case, the economic achievements of New Order policies were 
spectacular. They transformed the developmental patterns of the archipelago 
during the 1970s and '80s, especially outside Java. Historically the political 
centre and economic hub of the East Indies, Java seemed to retain that 
position within the modern republic, commanding about three-fourths of all 
new investment projects (excluding oil exploration) from the late 1960s to the
early '80s. The expansion of manufacturing during that period was also 
concentrated in Java. This apparent dominance, however, was undermined by
the density of the island's population. In terms of its per capita share of 
foreign investment, Java was outstripped by some of the outer provinces. 
North Sumatra (Sumatera Utara), the home of the great plantation expansion 
of the late 19th century, added mining and oil and natural gas exploration to 
its estate agriculture. Mining and oil had an even greater impact on the 
development of Aceh, Riau, and East Kalimantan (Kalimantan Timur), as well 
as Indonesian New Guinea, called Irian Jaya during this period. Again in per 
capita terms, East Kalimantan, with timber in addition to oil, natural gas, and
coal, attracted high levels of both foreign and domestic investment, and it 
became one of the most rapidly developing provinces of the republic. By 
contrast, the provinces of the Lesser Sunda Islands—West Nusa Tenggara (Nusa
Tenggara Barat), East Nusa Tenggara (Nusa Tenggara Timur), and East Timor
(Timor Timur; now an independent country)—were economically the least
developed in both absolute and per capita terms. Successive five-year plans
implemented by the Indonesian government emphasized the importance of
redressing regional disparities and spreading economic growth more evenly.

Free enterprise grew rapidly during the 1990s, the last decade of the New
Order, but the principal business owners were the sons and daughters of the
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president. Suharto claimed that his children, as citizens of the Republic of
Indonesia, had the right to run their businesses; the problem was that they
received immense privileges in their business dealings. Members of the
Suharto family ultimately controlled the full range of strategic economic
sectors—not only the petroleum industry but also toll roads, banking,
television broadcasting, and billboard advertising. Moreover, their economic
activities extended into all realms—international, national, and provincial.
The bureaucracy typically had no choice but to accept the business proposals
of the Suharto family, usually without going through the proper bidding
procedures. Discontent grew among the public.

 

Political developments

Politically, the New Order continued to be a stable regime, partly because of 
economic development across the archipelago but mainly because of its 
military underpinnings. It would be incorrect, however, to describe the New 
Order as a military regime, and Suharto, in the early years of his presidency, 
was concerned with observing constitutional forms. His initial government had
strong civilian components in the persons of Sultan Hamengkubuwono IX of 
Yogyakarta and the statesman Adam Malik (both of whom later served as vice 
president). But military strength, allied closely with bureaucracy, was 
apparent nonetheless, and the government developed clear authoritarian 
characteristics.

Suharto acted to control and discipline, and ultimately to rationalize, the 
political parties. In 1973 the four Muslim parties were amalgamated to form 
the United Development Party (Partai Persatuan Pembangunan; PPP), and the 
five non-Muslim parties were amalgamated to form the Indonesian Democratic
Party (Partai Demokrasi Indonesia; PDI). More formidable than either was a 
government-sponsored organization, the Joint Secretariat of Functional 
Groups (Sekretariat Bersama Golongan Karya; Sekber Golkar, or Golkar). In 
theory, Golkar was a nonpartisan organization representing, like Sukarno's 
functional groups, the elements of which the nation was composed; in 
practice, it was a government party, and its sweeping electoral successes 
owed much to pressure exerted on voters by government agencies. In 1971 it 
secured more than three-fifths of the seats in the lower house of the 
legislature, the Council of the People's Representatives (Dewan Perwakilan 
Rakyat; DPR), and its dominance was confirmed in subsequent elections in 
1977, 1982, and 1987. Important also as a measure of political control was the
government's imposition of the Pancasila, or the Five Principles (belief in one 
God, nationalism, humanitarianism, democracy, and social justice), originally 
formulated by Sukarno, as the national ideology.

Between 1971 and 1998, parliamentary elections were followed by the 
unopposed reelection of Suharto for successive presidential terms. These 
results were not achieved without effort. Suharto's economic policies and, in 
particular, the attempt to spread development more evenly across the 
archipelago contributed to reducing the strong regional feelings of the 1950s, 
although there remained perceptions that the regime was dominated by Java.
Irian Jaya presented a special challenge to the New Order. Even after the
1969 Act of Free Choice had evidently confirmed the desire of western New
Guinea to remain a part of Indonesia, the Suharto government still had to
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contend with frequent outbreaks of violence instigated by the Free Papua
Movement (Organisasi Papua Merdeka; OPM). Encouragement of immigration
to Irian Jaya from Java and elsewhere and the extension of educational
opportunities to residents of the region were intended to integrate the
province more fully into the country. These initiatives, however, were locally
interpreted as examples of cultural imperialism. The exploitation of the
resources of the province—oil, natural gas, copper, and timber—was also a
source of resentment.

Unlike Irian Jaya, which had always been claimed by Indonesia as a part of the
republic, the Portuguese colony on the island of Timor (settled by the
Portuguese beginning in the 16th century) had not been the subject of any
such claim until political changes in Portugal threw the future of the colony
into doubt. In 1975–76 Indonesia forcibly intervened and established Timor
Timur (East Timor) as an Indonesian province in a fashion that drew domestic 
as well as foreign criticism. This invasion of the former Portuguese colony 
effectively engaged the government in an ongoing (and particularly harsh) 
struggle to quell the resistance of the Fretilin (Frente Revolucionária de
Timor-Leste Independente), the movement for an independent East Timor. 
Subsequently, tens of thousands of pro-independence East Timorese died 
resisting Indonesian control.

In addition to these areas of specific resistance, there was some Islamic 
opposition to the regime. Muslim thought tended increasingly to blur the old 
stereotyped distinction between modernist and traditionalist, or 
fundamentalist, thinking. Although these shifts dealt essentially with 
theological issues, their effect was felt as a movement of Islamic renewal 
both within and outside the Muslim PPP. Focused initially on dislike of the 
essentially secular ideology of Pancasila, the PPP came to represent a more 
general ambivalence toward the government. Especially within some circles of
Muslim intellectuals and students, there were criticisms of the corruption that
was seen not only as built into the structure of the economy but also as 
extending to the highest levels of the regime. There were examples of open 
discontent, as when students chose the visit of Japanese Prime Minister 
Tanaka Kakuei in 1974 to initiate demonstrations against Suharto and against 
the role of foreign capital in Indonesia; the demonstrations developed into 
open rioting in Jakarta. In 1978, before the reelection of Suharto for a third 
term, the government closed sections of the press and arrested student 
leaders.

In the late 1990s interethnic conflicts, which up to that point had been 
suppressed successfully, began to resurface. These conflicts, too, manifested 
to some degree along political lines. Large-scale deadly uprisings broke out in 
Sanggau Ledo, in West Kalimantan, and the unrest spread to other parts of 
the province just prior to the May 1997 general election. The violence erupted
between the local Dayak groups, who generally supported the non-Muslim PDI,
and the Madurese, who mostly belonged to the Muslim PPP. This agitation in 
West Kalimantan soon triggered uprisings in other regions, most notably in 
West Java. Such ethnopolitical antagonisms were ultimately a boon for the 
ruling party, Golkar.

 

Changes in Indonesian society
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The economic successes of the Suharto regime were accompanied by some
shifts in the balance of Indonesian society. Social change accelerated under
the New Order in a way that tended to confirm, rather than modify, the
structure of power in Suharto's Indonesia. Traditional aristocracies declined in
influence. In their place, however, arose a new bureaucracy, an Indonesian
business class, and Chinese business interests, some of which operated in
association with civilian or military Indonesian entrepreneurs. The army,
moreover, grew more prominent in politics, administration, and commercial
activity. These developments indicated that a new—albeit extremely
diverse—middle class was emerging, defined variously by economic function,
access to political power, and a lifestyle of conspicuous consumption.
Whether it encompassed one class or several, and whether it simultaneously
embraced wealthy capitalists and small rural traders, senior bureaucrats and
low-level clerks, and military officers and civil professionals, the boundary of
the middle class was in constant motion.

The picture was further complicated by the special position of the Chinese in 
rural and urban trade. Increased Chinese immigration during the 20th century 
confirmed the distinction between peranakan and totok communities (i.e., 
between ethnic Chinese who had been in Indonesia for generations and had 
adopted Indonesian customs and language and those who had arrived more 
recently, retained their language, and maintained a predominantly Chinese 
cultural identity). Unevenly spread across the archipelago and an ethnic 
minority playing a major economic role, the Chinese tended to attract 
Indonesian hostility, which was expressed in part by intermittent outbreaks of
anti-Chinese sentiment. Such adversity notwithstanding, the Chinese 
continued under the New Order to expand their participation both in retail 
trade and in large-scale commerce and finance.

 

International relations

Indonesia's relative domestic stability under Suharto was accompanied by 
moderation in external policies. The country's standing as a leader of the 
industrializing world was enhanced in 1985 when it hosted a second 
Asian-African Conference to commemorate the one held in 1955. Together 
with Papua New Guinea, Indonesia sought to contain incidents on the border 
between the two countries. In 1989 it reached agreement with Australia on 
the exploitation of seabed resources. More generally, Indonesia participated 
increasingly in the affairs of the Asian and Pacific region. Through ASEAN it 
took a firm stand against Vietnam's 1978 invasion and occupation of 
Cambodia, and in 1989–90 it played a major role in exploring the possibility of
resolving the Indochina crisis through negotiation.

In addition to its involvement in ASEAN, Indonesia figured prominently in the 
Asia-Pacific Economic Cooperation (APEC), an organization committed to
promoting free trade throughout the region. In 1992 Jakarta hosted the 10th
conference of the Non-Aligned Movement, an assembly of politically neutral
countries dedicated to the needs of the developing world; Suharto also served
a term as the organization's chair (1992–95). In 1994 Indonesia hosted the
APEC summit that produced the Bogor Declaration, a timetable for the
liberalization of trade and investment in the region within the first two
decades of the 21st century. These activities, along with international
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accolades for various successes in agriculture, family planning, and other
areas, helped generate a popular view that Suharto's accomplishments at the
international level had paralleled, if not surpassed, those of his predecessor,
Sukarno.

 
John David Legge
Asvi Warman Adam

Economic crisis, public unrest, and the fall of Suharto

In July 1997 Thailand was struck by a monetary crisis that rapidly spread to other
countries in East and Southeast Asia. Indonesia's economy was particularly 
vulnerable because the rupiah was closely tied to the U.S. dollar and most of the 
loans in the private sector were short-term. The Indonesian public, moreover, 
harboured a growing distrust of the country's banking system. The Asian 
economic crisis effectively crippled the Indonesian economy. To secure 
much-needed loans, Suharto signed an agreement with the International 
Monetary Fund (IMF). Before funds would be disbursed, however, Indonesia was
required to fulfill certain obligations—something Suharto evidently had no real
intention of doing. Instead, he sought other ways to extricate the country from
its financial crisis.

Especially after the death of his wife, Siti Hartinah Suharto, in 1996, much of the
Indonesian public began to wonder when Suharto would step down. The 
president's health began to deteriorate, and as it did, the economy also 
weakened. Indeed, the rupiah's exchange rate and the composite index at the 
stock exchange were both determined to a large degree by Suharto's physical 
condition. Yet despite this atmosphere of uncertainty, Suharto was once again 
elected to the presidency in March 1998.

As the economic situation continued to deteriorate, Suharto left the country on 
May 9, 1998, to attend a conference in Cairo. In his absence Jakarta was racked 
by violence, in which some 1,000 people lost their lives. The tragedy had been 
sparked by the shooting of four students of Trisakti University in Jakarta, 
allegedly by members of the armed forces. After the burial of the victims, angry 
masses filled the streets, looting and burning certain sectors of the capital city. 
The riots started almost simultaneously in different parts of the city, which 
suggested that the uprisings were engineered. No provocateurs were identified, 
however.

On May 20, 1998, a mass gathering was to take place at the National Monument 
(Monas; Monumen Nasional) in the centre of Jakarta. Before dawn on the day of 
the event, however, Amien Rais, the promoter of the rally, suddenly canceled it. 
Students who had prepared to join the rally then went to the legislative 
compound instead and managed to occupy the buildings. Also on that day 14 
ministers declined to take office in the new cabinet to be inaugurated by 
Suharto. The country was in a state of political turmoil.

On May 21, 1998, Suharto announced his resignation from the presidency, and 
Vice Pres. Bacharuddin Jusuf Habibie was sworn in as the new president. Habibie
inherited a country whose political and economic currents had grown
considerably stronger—but ever more turbulent—under some three decades of the
New Order.
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Indonesia after Suharto

Between the elections of 1998 and 2004, Indonesia had four presidents, none of
whom served a full five-year term. Suharto remained in office for just two months
following his reelection in 1998. Habibie, his successor, served for only one year.
Abdurrahman Wahid (1999–2001), who followed Habibie, was replaced after two
years in office by Megawati Sukarnoputri (2001–04). Dubbed an age of reformation
(reformasi), these unsettled years immediately following the end of the New Order 
were characterized by increased freedom of the press, public demands for the 
development of a strong democracy and effective law enforcement, and calls by 
some regions for a greater degree of independence. Meanwhile, various areas in 
eastern Indonesia were destabilized by ethnic and religious conflicts.

When Suharto resigned, the obligation of delivering the presidential accountability 
report, a speech that he had made about every five years while in office, fell to 
Habibie, who presented the address in 1999. The report was rejected by the 
parliament, however, owing largely to the controversy surrounding East Timor, 
which had seceded from the republic during Habibie's presidency. Following this 
rejection, Habibie declared that he would not stand for reelection to the 
presidency.

The next president, Wahid, was an intellectual, newspaper columnist, and leader of
Nahdatul Ulama, an organization of Muslim religious scholars. Popularly known as
Gus Dur (“Gus” being a reference to both his nobility and his devotion to Islam),
Wahid was the first candidate to win the presidency through a vote by the People's
Consultative Assembly (Majelis Permusyawaratan Rakyat; MPR), as opposed to the
earlier consensus-seeking process (musyawarah). With liberal views on religion and 
politics, he was able to garner votes from both Muslims and non-Muslims in the MPR 
to defeat Megawati, the presidential candidate of the single party with the most 
seats in the parliament and daughter of the late president Sukarno. Once in office, 
however, Wahid was unable to promote cooperation between parliamentary 
factions, the military, and other political forces beyond his own party. He also was 
implicated in a number of scandals. In 2001, just 19 months after he won the 
presidency, Wahid was impeached by the parliament and dismissed from office.

Asvi Warman Adam

Wahid was succeeded in office by his vice president, Megawati, who maintained 
some of his presidential priorities. Among these were the preservation of the 
integrity of Indonesian territory and the recovery of the economy. On the domestic 
level, Megawati strove to resolve conflict in restless regions such as East Timor, 
Aceh, and Irian Jaya. East Timor achieved full sovereignty in 2002. Aceh and Irian 
Jaya were given special autonomy and an increased budget; Irian Jaya became 
Papua in 2002 and was divided to become two provinces, Papua and West Papua, in 
2003. In an effort to solicit foreign investment and explore additional export 
opportunities, Megawati traveled extensively during her first year in office, visiting 
the nine members of ASEAN, the United States, Japan, China, North Korea, South 
Korea, India, and other countries. Despite Megawati's accomplishments, confidence 
in her government was eroded by continuing economic problems, violence 
associated with separatists, and political corruption. In July 2004 she survived the 
initial round of voting in the country's first-ever direct presidential election, but she 
was easily defeated by her opponent, Susilo Bambang Yudhoyono (her former 
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The aftermath of 
the December 2004 
tsunami in Aceh, 
Indon.

 

security minister), in a runoff vote.

 
Yudhoyono's administration soon faced a major crisis: in late 
December 2004 a severe earthquake off the northwest coast of 
Sumatra triggered a large tsunami that inundated the island's 
western coastal areas, notably in Aceh province, causing 
widespread death and destruction. In spite of this disaster, 
Yudhoyono succeeded in significantly improving the country's 
economic and political stability. Presidential elections were 
held again in July 2009, and Yudhoyono won a second term in 
office. Just a few months later Yudhoyono again was confronted
with disaster: another major earthquake occurred off the coast 

of Sumatra, killing more than a thousand people and injuring thousands more in 
Padang, the capital of West Sumatra. More natural calamities followed in 2010. On 
October 25 another tsunami struck the Mentawai Islands off the west coast of 
Sumatra, killing some 500 people. Almost simultaneously, Mt. Merapi in central Java
began erupting, and it continued to do so for several weeks, causing the deaths of at
least 350 and forcing some 130,000 to evacuate the area.
 
Ed.

Additional Reading

Geography

General overviews of physical and human geography are provided by CHARLES A. FISHER, 
South-East Asia: A Social, Economic, and Political Geography, 2nd ed. (1966, 
reissued 1971), a classic work with a dated though very useful perspective on 
Indonesia that details economic, social, political, and physical variations; G.J. MISSEN, 
Viewpoint on Indonesia: A Geographical Study (1972), an older but well-written 
historical economic geography that traces agriculture, both traditional and 
commercial, from the Dutch period until independence and discusses the problems 
of the economy and urbanization; DONALD W. FRYER and JAMES C. JACKSON, Indonesia
(1977), a broad survey of the physical environment and an analysis of the country's 
complex history, with an exploration of the dichotomy between indigenous 
agriculture and the contemporary economy, especially as it involves oil; HASSAN SHADILY

(ed.), Ensiklopedi Indonesia, 7 vol. (1980–84); WILLIAM H. FREDERICK and ROBERT L. WORDEN

(eds.), Indonesia: A Country Study, 5th ed. (1993); and the relevant section in The 
Far East and Australasia (annual).

R.W. VAN BEMMELEN, The Geology of Indonesia, 2 vol. in 3, 2nd ed. (1970), is an 
exhaustive survey of the country's geology and natural resources, with detailed 
information on individual islands. Also useful are WARREN HAMILTON, Tectonics of the 
Indonesian Region (1979); and E.C.J. MOHR, F.A. VON BAREN, and J. VAN SCHUYLENBORGH, 
Tropical Soils: A Comprehensive Study of Their Genesis, 3rd rev. and enlarged ed. 
(1973), with most examples drawn from Indonesia. Detailed regional studies include 
ANTHONY J. WHITTEN, MUSLIMIN MUSTAFA, and GREGORY S. HENDERSON, The Ecology of Sulawesi
(1987, reissued 2002); and ANTHONY J. WHITTEN et al., The Ecology of Sumatra (1987, 
reissued 2000).

W.F. WERTHEIM, Indonesian Society in Transition: A Study of Social Change, 2nd rev. 
ed. (1959, reissued 1979); and RUTH T. MCVEY (ed.), Indonesia (1963), provide 
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introductions to Indonesian society. N. ISKANDAR, Some Monographic Studies on the 
Population of Indonesia (1970), contains a review of the 1961 census and 
projections; also important is WIDJOJO NITISASTRO, Population Trends in Indonesia (1970,
reissued 2006), which covers the period 1775–1961. UNIVERSITAS INDONESIA, The 
Population of Indonesia (1974), is the World Population Year monograph 
commissioned by the UN Committee for International Coordination of National 
Research in Demography; and WERNER RUTZ, Cities and Towns in Indonesia: Their 
Development, Current Positions, and Functions with Regard to Administration and 
Regional Economy (1987; originally published in German, 1985), is a study of late 
20th-century urbanization based on the 1980 census. CHRISTINE DRAKE, National 
Integration in Indonesia: Patterns and Policies (1989), examines integration and 
cohesiveness in a country with a varied social fabric; and VICTOR T. KING (ed.), Essays 
on Borneo Societies (1978), discusses the Dayak peoples.

HAL HILL, Foreign Investment and Industrialization in Indonesia (1988), is a good 
analysis of historical and current economic development. HAL HILL (ed.), Unity and 
Diversity: Regional Economic Development in Indonesia Since 1970 (1989), and 
Indonesia's New Order: The Dynamics of Socio-Economic Change (1994), focus on 
problems and progress in regional development. COLIN MACANDREWS (ed.), Central 
Government and Local Development in Indonesia (1986) discusses the evolution of 
development policies under the New Order government, with attention given to 
increasing trends toward decentralized decision making, governmental processes, 
and the implementation of development policies at the national and local levels. 
GRAEME J. HUGO et al., The Demographic Dimension in Indonesian Development (1987), 
analyzes in detail population growth and trends, fertility and mortality, mobility and
urbanization, and the growth of the labour force in the late 20th century. WOLF

DONNER, Land Use and Environment in Indonesia (1987), describes the country's
geographic and demographic contour and analyzes the social and environmental
“catastrophe” confronting Java; it also analyzes the environmental side effects of
nonagricultural land use development. THOMAS R. LEINBACH and CHIA LIN SIEN, South-East 
Asian Transport: Issues in Development (1989), offers a developmental approach to 
the evolution of transport in the region; the Indonesian chapter traces investment 
and planning and discusses air, road, rail, and sea sectors.

Useful works on Indonesian government and politics include BENEDICT ANDERSON and 
AUDREY KAHIN (eds.), Interpreting Indonesian Politics (1982); DAVID BOURCHIER and JOHN

LEGGE (eds.), Democracy in Indonesia: 1950s and 1990s (1994); and ANDREW J. MACINTYRE, 
Business and Politics in Indonesia (1990). MICHAEL R.J. VATIKIOTIS, Indonesian Politics 
Under Suharto: The Rise and Fall of the New Order, 3rd. ed. (1998), traces 
Indonesia's political and economic dynamics through the second half of the 20th 
century.

Cultural material is presented in MIGUEL COVARRUBIAS, Island of Bali (1937, reissued 
1986); CLIFFORD GEERTZ, The Religion of Java (1960, reissued 1976), a landmark study of
Javanese spirituality in terms of social class and the varying prominence of Muslim, 
Hindu, and local religious practices; RUTH T. MCVEY (ed.), Indonesia (1963), a scholarly 
reference work; NIELS A. DOUWES DEKKER, Tanah Air Kita: A Book on the Country and 
People of Indonesia, 5th rev. ed. (1965?), a popular pictorial review of the islands 
but one that contains an accurate cultural description of Indonesia in the mid-20th 
century; FRITS A. WAGNER, Indonesia: The Art of an Island Group, rev. ed., trans. from 
Dutch (1967); CLAIRE HOLT, Art in Indonesia: Continuities and Change (1967); and 
JACQUES DUMARÇAY, Borobudur, trans. from French, 2nd ed. (1991). VIRGINIA MATHESON HOOKER

(ed.), Culture and Society in New Order Indonesia (1993); and DAVID HILL, The Press in 
New Order Indonesia (1994), address Indonesian culture and media specifically 
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during the Suharto era.

Goenawan Susatyo Mohamad

History

General treatments of Indonesian history in the context of the broader history of 
Southeast Asia include D.G.E. HALL, A History of South-East Asia, 4th ed. (1981); PAUL

WHEATLEY, Nāgara and Commandery: Origins of the Southeast Asian Urban Traditions
(1983); KENNETH R. HALL, Maritime Trade and State Development in Early Southeast 
Asia (1985); and DAVID STEINBERG (ed.), In Search of Southeast Asia: A Modern History, 
rev. ed. (1987). Histories of the country alone may be found in BERNARD H.M. VLEKKE, 
Nusantara: A History of Indonesia, rev. ed. (1959); BENJAMIN HIGGINS and JEAN HIGGINS, 
Indonesia: The Crisis of the Millstones (1963); AILSA ZAINU'DDIN, A Short History of 
Indonesia, 2nd ed. (1980); M.C. RICKLEFS, A History of Modern Indonesia Since c. 1200, 
3rd ed. (2001); and LOUIS FISCHER, The Story of Indonesia (1959, reissued 1973). J.D.

LEGGE, Indonesia, 3rd ed. (1980), examines some historiographical problems.

F.D.K. BOSCH, Selected Studies in Indonesian Archaeology (1961), contains selected 
translations of some of Bosch's distinguished contributions to the study of Indonesian
culture. G. COEDÈS, The Indianized States of Southeast Asia (1968, reissued 1975; 
originally published in French, 1944), includes sections dealing with Indonesia that 
provide basic information on early Indonesian history and discuss its implications in 
a judicious manner. N.J. KROM, Hindoe-javaansche Geschiedenis, 2nd ed. (1931), is 
not only the first but also a very detailed critical account of information on early 
Indonesian history; though parts of the analysis are now dated, it remains the basic 
work on the subject. THEODOOR G. PIGEAUD (ed.), Java in the 14th Century: A Study in 
Cultural History, 3rd ed. rev., 5 vol. (1960–63), a translation of the 14th-century
Nagarakertagama, accompanied by an extensive commentary, is indispensable 
reading for the study of Java, especially in the 13th and 14th centuries. SOEDJATMOKO

(ed.), An Introduction to Indonesian Historiography (1965, reissued 2007), is an 
important survey and discussion of the skills and contributions of a variety of 
scholarly disciplines in the field of Indonesian history. PIERRE-YVES MANGUIN (compiler), 
Bibliography for Sriwijayan Studies (1989), is a valuable resource for the study of 
the early history of the Indonesian archipelago.

Trade patterns of the early period of European contact are discussed in J.C. VAN LEUR, 
Indonesian Trade and Society: Essays in Asian Social and Economic History, 2nd ed., 
trans. from Dutch (1960); M.A.P. MEILINK-ROELOFSZ, Asian Trade and European Influence 
in the Indonesian Archipelago Between 1500 and About 1630 (1962); and ANTHONY REID, 
Southeast Asia in the Age of Commerce, 1450–1680 (1988–93). M.C. RICKLEFS, 
Jogjakarta Under Sultan Mangkubumi, 1749–1792: A History of the Division of Java
(1974), examines 18th-century Javanese politics against the background of the 
Dutch presence. CHRISTINE DOBBIN, Islamic Revivalism in a Changing Peasant Economy:
Central Sumatra, 1784–1847 (1983); and HEATHER SUTHERLAND, The Making of a 
Bureaucratic Elite: The Colonial Transformation of the Javanese Priyayi (1979), 
examine social change in the 19th century in Sumatra and in Java, respectively. JEAN

GELMAN TAYLOR, The Social World of Batavia: European and Eurasian in Dutch Asia
(1983), explores European adaptation to the local scene in the 18th and 19th 
centuries. CLIVE DAY, The Policy and Administration of the Dutch in Java (1904, 
reprinted as The Dutch in Java, 1972), remains an interesting treatment of the 
Cultivation System and Liberal Policy. The best survey in English of Dutch economic 
policies in the 19th and 20th centuries is still J.S. FURNIVALL, Netherlands India (1939, 
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reissued 1983). Other valuable resources on the topic are G.C. ALLEN and AUDREY G.

DONNITHORNE, Western Enterprise in Indonesia and Malaya: A Study in Economic 
Development (1954, reissued 2003); and G. GONGGRIJP et al., Indonesian Economics: 
The Concept of Dualism in Theory and Policy, 2nd ed. (1966), which is a collection 
of Dutch economic writings. ROBERT VAN NIEL, The Emergence of the Modern Indonesian
Elite (1960, reissued 1984), examines the theory and operation of the Ethical Policy.
DELIAR NOER, The Modernist Muslim Movement in Indonesia, 1900–1942 (1973), surveys 
Islamic thought in the late colonial period.

The Japanese occupation is examined in HARRY J. BENDA, The Crescent and the Rising
Sun: Indonesian Islam Under the Japanese Occupation, 1942–1945 (1958, reissued 
1983); and BENEDICT R. O'G. ANDERSON, Some Aspects of Indonesian Politics Under the
Japanese Occupation: 1944–1945 (1961). Anderson's Java in a Time of Revolution:
Occupation and Resistance, 1944–1946 (1972, reissued 2006), gives a close study of 
the opening period of revolution.

GEORGE MCTURNAN KAHIN, Nationalism and Revolution in Indonesia (1952, reissued 2003), 
remains the standard study of the rise of nationalism and the struggle for 
independence. ANTHONY REID, The Indonesian National Revolution, 1945–1950 (1974, 
reprinted 1986), is a more recent survey of the revolution. RUTH T. MCVEY, The Rise of 
Indonesian Communism (1965, reissued 2006), is an authoritative history of the
Indonesian Communist Party to the revolts of 1926–27. BERNHARD DAHM, Sukarno and the
Struggle for Indonesian Independence (1969; originally published in German, 1966), 
explores the development of Sukarno's thinking up to 1945. TAUFIK ABDULLAH (ed.), The 
Heartbeat of Indonesian Revolution (1997), analyzes the Indonesian national 
revolution from a comparative perspective.

The standard account of the early years of independence is HERBERT FEITH, The Decline 
of Constitutional Democracy in Indonesia (1962, reissued 2007). DANIEL S. LEV, The 
Transition to Guided Democracy (1966), carries the story from 1957 to 1959; and REX

MORTIMER, Indonesian Communism Under Sukarno (1974, reissued 2006), continues it 
from 1959 to 1965. J.D. LEGGE, Sukarno: A Political Biography, new ed. (2004), also 
covers the period. J.A.C. MACKIE, Konfrontasi: The Indonesia-Malaysia Dispute,
1963–1966 (1974), examines closely a significant episode of Indonesian foreign 
policy.

The essays in CLAIRE HOLT (ed.), Culture and Politics in Indonesia (1972), provide 
illuminating treatment of aspects of Indonesian history and culture into the early 
years of the New Order. The role of the army is examined in SALIM SAID, The Genesis of
Power: General Sudirman and the Indonesian Military in Politics: 1945–1949 (1991); 
and HAROLD CROUCH, The Army and Politics in Indonesia, 2nd ed. (1993). DAVID JENKINS, 
Suharto and His Generals: Indonesian Military Politics, 1975–1983 (1984), is a study 
of Suharto in a military context. The New Order is also the focus of KARL D. JACKSON

and LUCIAN W. PYE (eds.), Political Power and Communications in Indonesia (1978); 
RICHARD ROBISON, Indonesia: The Rise of Capital (1986), which gives a radical 
interpretation of New Order economic policy; and DAVID REEVE, Golkar of Indonesia: An
Alternative to the Party System (1985), which examines the background of the 
political ideas of the era. CHARLES A. COPPEL, Indonesian Chinese in Crisis (1983), is a 
study of the contemporary Chinese community. ARIEF BUDIMAN (ed.), State and Civil 
Society in Indonesia (1990), assesses the role of organizations outside the 
government in Indonesia's development; and WILLIAM LIDDLE, Leadership and Culture in 
Indonesian Politics (1996), offers an account of the cultural aspects of the country's 
politics. The end of the New Order is examined in GEOFF FORRESTER and R.J. MAY (eds.), 
The Fall of Soeharto (1998); EDWARD ASPINALL, HERB FEITH, and GERRY VAN KLINKEN (eds.), The 
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The instrumental 
version of the 
national anthem of 
Laos.

 

 

Introduction

landlocked country of northeast-central mainland Southeast Asia. 
It consists of an irregularly round portion in the north that 
narrows into a peninsula-like region stretching to the southeast. 
Overall, the country extends about 650 miles (1,050 km) from 
northwest to southeast. The capital is Vientiane (Lao: Viangchan),
located on the Mekong River in the northern portion of the 
country.

The geologically diverse landscape of Laos, with its forested
mountains, upland plateaus and lowland plains, supports an
equally diverse population that is united largely through
agriculture, particularly the cultivation of rice.
Interactions—sometimes hostile, sometimes hospitable—with the
neighbouring Khmer (Cambodian), Siamese (Thai), and Myanmar 
(Burmese) kingdoms between the 5th and the mid-19th century 
indirectly imbued Laos with elements of Indian culture, including 
Buddhism, the religion now practiced by most of the population. 
Both Buddhist and Hindu lores have shaped the visual, 
performing, and literary arts of the country. Many of the 

indigenous and minority peoples of the remote highland slopes and mountainous 
regions, however, have maintained their own idiosyncratic ritual and artistic 
traditions.

Colonization by the French from the late 19th to the mid-20th century infused Laos 
with a European cultural element, which intensified throughout the country's 
embroilment in World War II and the Indochina wars, as well as a civil war of its own 
in the second half of the 20th century. Guided by Marxist-Leninist ideology, Laos 
emerged from the turmoil in 1975 as a communist country. Economic reforms of the 
late 20th and early 21st centuries, including the development of tourism, have 
strengthened Laos's economy, gradually shrinking the country's debt and diminishing 
its dependence on international aid.

 

Land

Laos is bounded to the north by China, to the northeast and east by Vietnam, to the 
south by Cambodia, to the west by Thailand, and to the northwest by Myanmar
(Burma).

 

Relief

Dominating the landscape of Laos are its inhospitable 
forest-covered mountains, which in the north rise to a maximum
elevation of 9,245 feet (2,818 metres) above sea level at Mount 
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Bia and everywhere constitute an impediment to travel. The 
principal range lies along a northwest-southeast axis and forms 
part of the Annamese Cordillera (Chaîne Annamitique), but

secondary ranges abound. On the Xiangkhoang Plateau in north-central Laos, the 
Plain of Jars (Thông Haihin; the name derived from large prehistoric stone jars
discovered there) consists of extensive rolling grasslands rather than a true plain 
and provides a hub of communications. The karst landscapes of the central 
provinces of Bolikhamxay and Khammouan contain caverns and severely eroded 
limestone pinnacles. In the south the Bolovens Plateau, at an elevation of about 
3,600 feet (1,100 metres), is covered by open woodland and has generally fertile 
soil. The only extensive lowlands lie along the eastern bank of the Mekong River.
 

Drainage

The general slope of the land in Laos is downhill from east to west, and all the
major rivers—the Tha, Beng, Ou, Ngum, Kading, Bangfai, Banghiang, and Kong—are
tributaries of the Mekong (Mènam Khong). The Mekong flows generally southeast and
south along and through western Laos and forms its boundary with Myanmar and 
most of the border with Thailand. The course of the river itself is severely 
constricted by gorges in northern Laos, but, by the time it reaches Vientiane, its 
valley broadens and exposes wide areas to flooding when the river breaches its 
banks, as it did most notably in August 1966. A few rivers in eastern Laos flow 
eastward through gaps in the Annamese Cordillera to reach the Gulf of Tonkin; the 
most important of these is the Ma River, which rises in the northeast, just inside the 
Vietnam border.

 

Soils

Soils in the floodplains are formed from alluvium deposited by rivers and are either 
sandy or sandy clay with light colours or sandy with gray or yellow colours; 
chemically, these are neutral to slightly acidic. Upland soils derived from 
crystalline, granitic, schistose, or sandstone parent rocks generally are more acidic 
and much less fertile. Southern Laos contains areas of laterite (leached and 
iron-bearing) soils, as well as basaltic soils on the Bolovens Plateau.

 

Climate

Laos has the typical tropical monsoon (wet-dry) climate of the region, though the 
mountains provide some variations in temperature. During the rainy season (May to 
October), the winds of the southwest monsoon deposit an average rainfall of 50 to 
90 inches (1,300 to 2,300 mm), with totals reaching some 160 inches (4,100 mm) on 
the Bolovens Plateau. The dry season (November to April) is dominated by the 
northeast monsoon. Minimum temperatures average between 60 and 70 °F (16 and
21 °C) in the cool months of December through February, increasing to highs of
more than 90 °F (32 °C) in March and April, just before the start of the rains. In the
wet season the average temperature is 80 °F (27 °C).

 

Plant and animal life
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Laos has tropical rainforests of broad-leaved evergreens in the north and monsoon 
forests of mixed evergreens and deciduous trees in the south. In the monsoon forest 
areas the ground is covered with tall, coarse grass called tranh; the trees are mostly 
secondary growth, with an abundance of bamboo, scrub, and wild banana. Laos is 
also home to hundreds of species of orchids and palms.

The forests and fields support a wealth of wildlife, including nearly 200 species of 
mammals, about the same number of reptiles and amphibians, and some 700 
varieties of birds. Common mammals include gaurs (wild oxen), deer, bears, and 
monkeys. Elephants, rhinoceroses, and tigers, as well as several types of wild oxen, 
monkeys, and gibbons, are among the country's endangered mammals. Geckoes, 
snakes, skinks, and frogs are abundant; several types of turtles are threatened. The 
canopy and floor of the forest are inhabited by countless warblers, babblers, 
woodpeckers, and thrushes, as well as an array of larger raptors. Numerous water 
birds live in the lowlands. Several dozen species of Laos's birds are threatened, 
including most hornbills, ibises, and storks.

 

People

Ethnic groups and languages

Laos is an ethnically and linguistically diverse country. The official language of Laos 
is Lao, although various foreign languages have often been used by the elite. French
was once the language of the Lao upper classes and of the cities, but by the 1970s 
English had begun to displace it. Under the leadership of the Lao People's 
Revolutionary Party, Vietnamese became the third language of the elite.

Before the Indochina wars, sources commonly identified more than 60 different 
population groups; after the wars, which displaced (or killed) a large segment of the
population, that number had been significantly reduced, with some communities 
amounting to only a few hundred persons. By the late 20th century the various 
peoples of Laos were officially grouped primarily by language and location into one 
of three categories: Lao Loum (“Lowland Lao”), Lao Theung (“Lao of the Mountain
Slopes”), and Lao Soung (“Lao of the Mountain Tops”). These groupings have
simplified administration, and even individuals in the remotest villages now typically
identify themselves to visitors with this nomenclature. The scheme does not,
however, reflect the intricacy of the country's cultural and linguistic composition.
For example, the language spoken by the Lao of Vientiane, a Lao Loum group, bears
closer resemblance to that spoken by the Thai across the river than to languages
spoken by some other Lao Loum peoples such as the Tai Dam (Black Tai; so named 
for their black clothing) in the northeast. Beyond the government's three Lao 
groupings are communities of Chinese and Vietnamese, both of which are 
concentrated primarily in the large towns.

The Lao Loum generally live on the banks of the Mekong and its tributaries and in 
the cities. All speak Tai languages of the Tai-Kadai family. The Lao Loum constitute 
roughly two-thirds of the population, with the ethnic Lao by far the largest 
component. Other prominent Lao Loum communities include the Phuan of the 
northeast, the Lue of the northwest, and the Phu Tai of the south. Also subsumed 
under the Lao Loum rubric are those peoples who were once classified as Lao Tai, 
including the Tai Dam and Tai Deng (Red Tai; so named after their red clothing), 
among others.
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Prior to the establishment of the Lao People's Democratic Republic (LPDR) in 1975, 
the Lao Loum peoples had a distinct pattern of culture and dress. They also had a 
well-defined social structure, differentiating between royalty and commoners. 
Members of the elite included only a few outsiders of nonnoble descent. Most of the 
elite lived in the cities, drawing their incomes from rural land rents or from urban 
occupations. After 1975 a new elite emerged, representing the victorious leftist 
forces. Many of that group, however, were of aristocratic origin.

Lao Tai peoples of the Lao Loum group also once had a clear political hierarchy and 
a stratified social structure. Black Tai tribal organization, for instance, had three 
levels: the village, which was the smallest unit; the commune, which comprised 
several villages; and the muong, which embraced multiple communities and villages.
Each muong was led by a chao muong, a hereditary ruler and member of the 
nobility. While communes were also ruled by nobles, villages were headed by 
commoners selected from the heads of households. The muong were ethnically 
diverse social and administrative units. Among the Black Tai, for instance, the 
nobility consisted of two descent groups, the Lo and the Cam, who provided the 
rulers of the muong. Religious leaders came from two other descent groups, the 
Luong and the Ka. The Red Tai had a similar social and political structure, with an 
additional council of five to aid the chao muong. The nobility owned the land and 
had the right to request service from the commoners.

The Lao Theung peoples are scattered throughout Laos and speak Austroasiatic
(Mon-Khmer) languages. They are probably the original inhabitants of the country, 
having migrated northward in prehistoric times. Unlike the Lao Loum, the Lao 
Theung had no political or social structure beyond the village. They were led by a 
village headman, who was their link to the central government, but his role in the 
village was not clear. Major ethnic groups within the Lao Theung category include 
the Khmu (Kammu) and Lamet in the north, the Katang and Makong in the center, 
and the Jru' (Loven) and Brao (Lave) in the far south. The Lao Theung constitute 
about one-fourth of the population.

The Lao Soung group includes peoples who have migrated into northern Laos since 
the early 19th century and speak Hmong-Mien (Miao-Yao) or Tibeto-Burman
languages. Among the most prominent of those communities are the Hmong, Mien
(also called Man or Yao), Akha (a subgroup of Hani peoples), and Lahu. The Lao 
Soung account for roughly one-tenth of the population.

Among the Lao Soung, the Hmong maintained a tradition of large-scale social 
organization with a king and subchiefs, although these figures were of little 
significance at the village level. The village consisted of several extended families 
belonging to one or more clans. If all the heads of households were members of a 
single clan, the head of the clan was the headman of the village. Where several 
clans resided together in a large village, there were several headmen, one being the
nominal head and the link to the government. The headman had real authority in 
the village and was aided by a council. The Hmong activated their organization 
beyond the village for military purposes.

 

Religion

The predominant religion of Laos is Theravada Buddhism. Buddhism was the state 
religion of the prerepublic kingdom of Laos, and the organization of the community 
of monks and novices, the clergy (sangha), paralleled the political hierarchy.
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Buddhists—largely lowland Lao—account for about half the country's people. Some
two-fifths of the population, primarily the Lao Theung and Lao Soung groups, follow
non-Buddhist local religions. Buddhism and local religion are not necessarily
mutually exclusive, however; there is both a syncretic practice of and a general
tolerance for local religious traditions within the broader Buddhist community.

Similarly, some of the upland peoples, especially those who have migrated from 
southern China, mix Confucian ideas with Buddhism and local religions. The 
Vietnamese, who live both in the cities and in the northeastern rural areas, practice
a mixture of Mahayana Buddhism and Confucianism.

Other smaller religious communities include Christians, Muslims, and followers of
the Bahāʾī faith. Although the country's constitution provides for freedom of religion
in theory, the government restricts this right in practice, particularly with respect
to the minority religions. Since some heavy-handed attempts in the aftermath of
1975 to take over the sangha, which was perceived as a rival grassroots
organization, and the subsequent flight of many monks abroad, the government has
treaded carefully. The regime has patronized a revival of Buddhist culture and merit
making and has also tolerated the practice of many unique religious traditions that
it earlier had publicly discouraged as “superstitious.”

 

Settlement patterns

Laos is predominantly rural and agricultural. The numerous isolated valley 
communities preserve a variety of traditions, languages, and dialects. Lowland 
villages usually are located close to rivers and roads that give the people access to 
itinerant traders as well as to each other. Most of the settlements are laid out 
around a main street or open area, with farmlands adjacent to the residential areas.
Every lowland village, if it can, has a Buddhist temple and supports at least one 
monk. The temple compound typically includes a public building that serves as a 
school and a meeting hall. Village leadership is usually divided, the headman 
overseeing secular matters, the monk having authority in religious ones.

The upland and midland peoples—the Lao Soung and Lao Theung, respectively—are
largely organized along clan lines and live in smaller groupings. Most cultivate
swiddens (i.e., fields that are cleared and cultivated for a few years before being
abandoned and allowed to revert to forest), hunt game, and collect various edible
and nonedible forest products. Among some peoples, particularly the Hmong,
shifting cultivation has prevented the establishment of permanent villages. Midland
peoples living closer to the lowland areas have tended more readily to acquire the
languages and cultures of their neighbours and to engage in trade with them; those
living at higher elevations remain less obviously acculturated.

Urban life in Laos is limited mainly to the capital, Vientiane, the former royal 
capital, Louangphrabang, and four or five other large towns. With the exception of 
Louangphrabang, all are located in the floodplain area near the Mekong River. Their 
populations are predominantly Lao, with smaller groups of Chinese, Vietnamese, and
Indians.

 

Demographic trends
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The country has remained overwhelmingly rural, with the bulk of the population
living in villages ranging from just a few to several hundred households. Laos has the
lowest population density of any country of Southeast Asia, and its population is also
one of the most youthful. A high birth rate is offset by a high rate of infant
mortality, as well as by a life expectancy that is significantly below the world
average. About half the people are concentrated in the lowlands, and only about
one-fourth are urban dwellers. There has been a considerable out-migration of
people from Laos since the mid-1970s, including not only survivors of the Hmong
“secret army” from the Vietnam War (1954–75) but also many of the country's
educated and professional elite. Large communities of Lao and Hmong now live in
the United States, Australia, and France.

 

Economy

The economy of Laos is primarily agricultural and since the late 20th century has
remained heavily dependent on foreign aid and investment. The disruption during the
civil war period (late 1950s to 1975) and the economic policies of the early years of
the Lao People's Democratic Republic—notably the attempt to collectivize
agriculture—resulted in economic stagnation in the country. By 1980, however, the
government had begun to pursue more pragmatic development policies, and in 1986 it
introduced market-oriented reforms. Since then private and state enterprises have
operated side by side, and foreign investment has been encouraged. A number of
nongovernmental organizations, including some from the United States, have been
assisting the government, mainly in the fields of rural development and public health.

 

Agriculture, forestry, and fishing

Agriculture is the mainstay of the economy of Laos. In the early 21st century the
sector generated nearly half the country's gross domestic product (GDP) and
employed some three-fourths of the population. The expansion of land under
cultivation has been impeded, however, largely by the vast quantities of unexploded
bombs—dropped mostly by the U.S. military during the Vietnam War—that litter
potential farmlands. Consequently, only a small portion of the country's total arable
land area is cultivated. The great majority of Laos's farmers are engaged in rice
agriculture. Lowland farmers generally plant irrigated paddy fields, while upland
dwellers cultivate rain-fed swiddens. Frequent floods and droughts cause significant
year-to-year fluctuation in agricultural yields. Although such weather calamities
affect the lowlands more severely, those regions have been more productive than
the uplands, owing largely to accessibility of new technologies, pesticides,
fertilizers, more solid infrastructure, and market networks. Many farmers in the
uplands practice subsistence agriculture; however, a shift toward market-based
production has been gaining momentum, propelled primarily by government
modernization initiatives. In years with “normal” harvests, Laos is self-sufficient in
rice production.

Principal crops other than rice include sweet potatoes, sugarcane, corn (maize), 
assorted vegetables and fruits in smaller quantities, and tobacco. Coffee is 
cultivated mainly on the Bolovens Plateau and is the only crop produced for export 
in substantial volume. Opium production began decreasing dramatically in the late 
20th century as a result of aggressive eradication programs implemented by the 
government. Although opium poppies are still grown in some hill areas, poppy 
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cultivation for export is illegal.

Roughly two-fifths of Laos is forested, and the country's forest resources have 
provided for several important wood-processing industries. Timber extraction, 
however, has been banned periodically by the government for environmental 
reasons. Rapid deforestation has been attributed primarily to logging operations and
to the cutting of wood for fuel—activities that have been further blamed for the
erosion of hillsides, the silting of rivers, and, ultimately, the increased severity of
droughts and floods. The government has also viewed swidden farming in the
uplands as a major contributor to deforestation and has adopted measures to
encourage conversion to sedentary agricultural practices.

Fishing is particularly important for lowland dwellers, and aquaculture has been
increasing in the early 21st century. Principal pond-raised fish include tilapia and
various types of carp. Raising of livestock—especially pigs, cattle, water buffalo, and
chickens—has also been growing in significance.

 

Resources and power

Laos has considerable mineral reserves. Tin has been mined commercially since 
colonial times and has remained a major resource; gypsum has become important 
since the last decades of the 20th century. Gold mining expanded significantly in the
early 21st century, with substantial foreign investment. Foreign companies have also
worked the country's granite and limestone deposits. Other minerals mined in 
notable quantities include copper and precious stones. Laos is also rich in iron and 
lead, but these and many other mineral deposits have yet to be exploited 
systematically. The remote locations of deposits, the lack of a trained labour force, 
and the vast quantities of unexploded ordnance contaminating the countryside are 
among the factors that have discouraged foreign investment and hindered 
exploration.

Although much coal is mined in Laos, the country draws almost all its energy from 
hydroelectric sources. Dams on the Ngum River north of Vientiane supply the bulk of
domestic energy needs. Electricity is also one of Laos's most valuable exports. A 
number of other dams, such as those on the Theun River in central Laos, produce 
electricity primarily for export to neighbouring countries, especially Thailand. 
Additional hydroelectric projects have been under way, although concern about 
their environmental impact has slowed the planning process.

 

Manufacturing

Although manufacturing has been growing faster than any other sector since the
economic reforms of the late 20th century, it still has provided less than one-fourth
of Laos's GDP. Aside from energy production and mining, the country's main
manufacturing activities are food processing (rice milling and beverage
production—mostly beer and soft drinks), sawmilling, the production of building
materials (e.g., nails and brick), and the manufacture of a variety of light consumer
goods (primarily plastic products, tobacco and cigarettes, and detergents). Garment
production, largely for export, has been expanding rapidly. Handicrafts are also an
important component of Laos's manufacturing sector.
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Finance

Until the late 1980s the government controlled all banking activities. Since then it 
has fostered the development of a private banking sector. Foreign investment and 
joint ventures with foreign companies have been officially encouraged. The central 
bank, Banque de la RDP Lao, issues the national currency, the kip; regulates and 
supervises commercial and regional banks; maintains foreign exchange reserves; 
licenses financial services; and manages the monetary and credit system. A number 
of commercial banks promote private investment.

During the Asian economic crisis of the late 20th century, the value of the kip 
declined by more than half in 1998 alone. This, among other factors, led much of 
the population to remain cautious about depositing money in savings accounts. 
People have since tended to store their savings in gold, foreign currencies, and, in 
rural areas, farm animals. Regional disparity in per capita income has been 
widening.

 

Trade

Laos has been a member of the Association of Southeast Asian Nations (ASEAN) trade 
organization since 1997 and has enjoyed normal trading relations (formerly known as
most-favoured-nation) status with the United States since 2004. Laos's chief exports 
are garments, electric power, timber and other forest products, coffee, and various 
metals and minerals. Major imports include foodstuffs, construction and electrical 
equipment, materials for the garment industry, machinery, and mineral fuels. The 
country's main trading partners are Thailand, Vietnam, China, and Singapore. To a 
lesser extent, Laos engages in trade with Germany, France, and the United 
Kingdom. Imports have consistently exceeded exports in value, leaving a significant 
trade deficit; the gap typically has been filled by foreign aid.

 

Services

The service sector in Laos, including trade, accounts for roughly one-fourth of GDP. 
Since the late 1990s the government has been actively promoting tourism, which has 
been emerging rapidly as an important contributor to the country's economy, 
despite being hampered by insufficient accommodations, unreliable transportation, 
unsafe infrastructure, and intermittent bombings. The great majority of tourists to 
Laos come from Thailand and Vietnam. Smaller but nonetheless significant numbers 
come from the United States, China, France, the United Kingdom, and Japan.

 

Labour and taxation

Nearly three-fourths of the population of Laos between the ages of 18 and 64 work 
for a living. However, a considerable portion of this labour force is engaged in 
subsistence farming and is therefore not formally employed. The working population
consists about equally of men and women.

Laos derives the bulk of its revenue from taxes. Excise and turnover taxes (taxes 
applied to various stages of production) increased significantly in the early 21st 
century to become the country's primary sources of tax revenue. Timber royalties, 
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on the other hand, declined sharply.

 

Transportation

A major obstacle to the economic and social development of Laos has been its lack 
of a good transportation system. Rivers and roads are the major avenues of 
communication, supplemented by air transport. Laos itself has no railway system, 
but Thailand's railways funnel goods and passengers to Laos. The Mekong River is the
major north-south commercial artery. However, its navigability for international 
traffic is impeded by the Khone Falls, a series of interlocking falls and cataracts 
spanning the far southern border of Laos with Cambodia, and by smaller falls 
between Vientiane and the border with China. Most of the remaining stretches of 
the Mekong are navigable for at least part of the year. Large barges ply the deeper 
sections of the rivers between towns, but most of the water traffic is carried in 
smaller craft.

During French rule a rudimentary network of roads was created. The main artery 
joined Saigon (now Ho Chi Minh City, Viet.) with Louangphrabang, and several lesser 
roads led eastward through mountain passes into Vietnam. During the Vietnam War, 
road building and improvement were undertaken by the United States, China, and 
what was then North Vietnam; the best-known of these works was the Ho Chi Minh 
Trail, a complex of roads, fords, and ferries in the Annamese Cordillera. Only a 
small portion of those and other roads have since been paved, and passage even on 
the main roads is often difficult during the rainy season. Bridges across the Mekong 
at Vientiane and near Savannakhét have greatly improved transportation between
Laos and Thailand. However, many of the country's villages remain inaccessible to 
motor vehicles.

Wattay International Airport in Vientiane is the principal airport and the home of 
Lao Airlines, the country's commercial carrier. Smaller international airports are 
located in Louangphrabang and in Champassak province. Several regional facilities 
offer domestic flights.

 

Government and society

Constitutional framework

Since its establishment in December 1975, the Lao People's Democratic Republic 
(LPDR) has been effectively controlled by the communist Lao People's Revolutionary 
Party (LPRP). This party, in alliance with the Vietnamese communists, carried out
the revolution that ended in its seizure of power and the abolition of the monarchy.
Top government positions—beginning with the president, who is head of state, and
the prime minister, who is the head of government—are selected from high-ranking
party members who constitute a Central Committee with the Politburo at the head.

The constitution of 1991, which declares the party to be the “leading nucleus” of
the political system, provides for a National Assembly, the members of which are
elected to five-year terms. The National Assembly elects the president and vice
president and approves presidential appointments of the prime minister and
members of the cabinet (Council of Ministers). The president and ministers serve
five-year terms.
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Local government

The country is divided into some 16 provinces, as well as the Vientiane municipality 
and the Xaisomboun special zone; the provinces are subdivided further into districts 
and villages. Governors of provinces and the mayor of Vientiane are appointed by 
the president, and lower-level local administrators, including deputy provincial 
governors, deputy mayors, and district chiefs, are named by the prime minister. 
Villages are led by village heads. At each level of local government, there are party 
committees and administrative committees, often headed by the same individuals. 
Local administrations have considerable autonomy in economic matters.

 

Justice

The judicial system is headed by the People's Supreme Court, the president of which
is elected by the National Assembly on recommendation of its own Standing 
Committee. Below the People's Supreme Court are provincial, municipal, district, 
and military courts. Judges for these courts are also appointed by the Standing 
Committee of the National Assembly.

 

Political process

Laos is a communist country, and the only legal political party is the LPRP. Although
the party controls all branches of government, independent candidates have on 
occasion been elected to the National Assembly. A handful of groups stand in armed 
opposition to the communist government, some of them associated with particular 
ethnic communities (e.g., the Hmong); others operate from outside the country. The
number of women elected to the National Assembly has been increasing since the 
1990s, and, by the early 21st century, women had become a significant minority in 
the legislature. Laos has universal adult suffrage for all citizens who are at least 18 
years old.

 

Security

Laos maintains a small, minimally funded military force consisting almost entirely of
the Lao People's Army, with a smaller air unit. Military service is compulsory for men
from age 15, with conscription lasting a minimum of 18 months. Internal security 
measures have been strictly enforced, as the regime fears political opposition linked
to a large exile population and sporadic armed resistance within the country. 
Paramilitary self-defense forces vastly outnumber the army.

 

Health and welfare

Medical care in general is inadequate and unevenly distributed in Laos, with most of 
the health care facilities located in urban areas. Communicable diseases (e.g., 
influenza), cardiovascular diseases, injuries, accidents, violence, cancers, and 
respiratory diseases are the major health problems and causes of death. The 
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departure of most of the country's physicians after 1975 created a serious problem 
for the new government. In response, the government began to build village 
infirmaries and dispensaries in most of the provinces and to train medical workers. 
These village medical workers, often using only traditional medicinal herbs, have 
continued to provide much of the country's primary health care.

 

Education

In the past the teaching of much cultural lore and reading and writing took place in 
Buddhist temples and was available only to men. The French introduced 
European-style education in the early 20th century, and over the next several 
decades the number of elementary school students reached hundreds of thousands. 
The LPDR government assumed responsibility for education in 1975 and inaugurated 
a program to bring primary education to all areas of Laos within a decade. The new 
regime also launched a major adult literacy campaign in the mid-1980s. Although 
literacy has increased considerably since that time, it has been difficult to maintain 
in rural areas where there is limited reading material.

During the early years of the LPDR, the government's primary concern in education 
was a political one, with the dissemination of knowledge of the party's policies being
the main aim of the new Laotian curriculum. Reassessment of the curriculum began 
in the 1980s following the collapse of communist regimes in eastern Europe and the 
return to Laos of young people who had been sent to those countries for higher 
education. Textbooks were revised to downplay ideological rhetoric and to increase 
the relevance of their content to the socioeconomic realities of contemporary Laos. 
A new curriculum came into operation throughout Laos in 1996.

Since the late 20th century, the educational system of Laos has continued to 
struggle with underfunding, inadequate teacher training, and insufficient facilities. 
Nevertheless, the literacy rate has risen substantially, and the number of primary 
and secondary schools, teachers, and students has increased dramatically. The 
National University of Laos in Vientiane was established in 1995 through the 
consolidation of several tertiary institutions and a centre for agriculture; this 
supplanted the royal government's former university, which had been disbanded by 
the communist regime.

 

Cultural life

Cultural milieu

Among the lowland Lao, traditions of Buddhism and the boun (festival)—historically
associated with village life but now also practiced in urban areas—guide everyday
life. The merit-making ritual of giving alms to monks during their morning rounds,
once discouraged by the government, has remained a prominent practice.

Among the upland peoples, traditional rituals also persist, although some groups, 
such as the Hmong, do not feel the same attachment to the village as a spatial or 
social unit that the lowland Lao do. To the Hmong the primary foci of social 
identification are the household, the group of close relatives, and the clan, 
irrespective of any temporary or even permanent settlement. The Hmong cosmos is 
inhabited by a wide array of spirits, including medicine spirits, nature spirits, and 
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shamanic spirits. Both social and spiritual life, then, vary markedly between the 
lowland and highland regions of Laos.

 

Daily life and social customs

Most families in Laos are involved in farming. Members of households work the land 
together, with a division of labour by gender. In wet rice cultivation, men plow and 
prepare the seedbed, control water flow to the fields, and thresh the crop. Women 
transplant the seedlings, weed the fields, and carry the sheaves of rice to the 
threshing place. In upland rice cultivation, men cut and clear the swiddens, while 
women do the sowing and weeding. Wet rice cultivation begins with the onset of the
rains in April or May and ends with the harvest in October and November. In upland 
areas, fields are burned and cleared at the end of the dry season in February and 
March, and harvesting takes place in November. Cultivation of secondary crops is 
interspersed with rice cultivation; gardening on river banks, for example, follows 
the drop in water level at the end of the dry season.

In addition to strictly agricultural activities, the daily lives of rural people involve a 
number of other tasks, such as fetching water from wells, hunting for game, and 
gathering various forest products. Common forest products include small game, 
birds and eggs, fruit, honey, spices, medicines, resins, latexes, dyes, and wood for 
fuel and for making charcoal, as well as structural materials such as rattan, 
bamboo, wooden poles, and various fibres. The important tasks of gathering and 
processing of forest products are associated with women.

The ethnic Lao ritual of the baci, in which strings are tied around a person's wrist to 
preserve good luck, has indeed been elevated in Laos to the place of a national 
custom. The baci is associated with transitions, namely, giving birth, getting 
married, entering the monkhood, going away, returning, beginning a new year, and 
welcoming or bidding farewell to foreign guests. The practice has retained an 
important place in state ceremonies of all kinds. A prominent ritual among the 
upland Hmong is the sacrifice of a chicken or pig to the household spirit at the new 
year.

The Laotian government observes a number of holidays that are generally secular in 
nature. Among these are New Year's Day (January 1), Pathet Laos Day (January 6),
Lao New Year (April 13–15), Liberation Day (August 23), Freedom from the French
Day (October 12), and National Day (December 2). The three-day Lao New Year
celebration in Louangphrabang takes place with much pomp and colour. A central 
feature of this festivity is the parading of the holy relic and palladium of the former 
kingdom from the Royal Palace Museum to the Wat May temple. For holidays 
celebrated by particular ethnic groups, leave is usually granted to those concerned, 
most of whom work in the capital and urban areas. The traditional holidays of the 
lowland rural regions revolve around the Buddhist temples and the agricultural 
cycle; these calendars operate beyond the reach of the state.

 

The arts

The visual, dramatic, musical, and literary arts of Laos draw primarily from religious
and local traditional sources. However, in contemporary times many
towns—especially those along the Mekong River—have been exposed to other
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cultures and traditions, largely through Thai mass media. In the south, Khmer
influences on the peoples of Laos are strong; in the north, Myanmar and Thai 
influences are readily apparent. As elsewhere in Southeast Asia, religious symbols, 
stories, and themes have been modified and localized. The snake, for example, 
representations of which adorn religious and royal buildings, symbolizes the 
benevolent spirit of the water and the protector of the king.

Theravada Buddhism and Hinduism have been major influences on the cultural and 
intellectual life of Laos. The story of the Buddha and Hindu myths are the subjects 
of the carvings and sculptures found in all religious places. Dance dramas similarly 
have drawn many of their themes from ancient Indian epics, such as the Ramayana, 
that have religious significance. Such dramatic performances have historically 
marked religious celebrations and important holidays.

The Laotians have a variety of regional and rural art forms, including weaving, 
basketmaking, wood and ivory carving, silverwork, and goldwork. There are a 
number of musical instruments that are characteristic of the rural Lao as well as the
midland and upland minority communities. The most widely known of such 
instruments is the khene, a wood-and-bamboo mouth organ that is used by various
rural peoples. Other instruments include assorted flutes, plucked and bowed lutes,
drums, and cymbals. The country also has a wealth of regional vocal music
traditions—most of which are designated by some form of the term khap or lam. 
Performance of such vocal music often takes the form of a spirited battle of 
knowledge, wit, and artistry between the sexes. Most music is not written down but 
is transmitted through oral tradition.

Prior to 1975 Laos had a viable tradition of classical court music that was similar in 
sound and structure to styles associated with the royal courts of neighbouring 
Thailand and Cambodia. Instruments of the Lao classical ensemble were generally 
distinct from those of rural and regional traditions. Among the most prominent 
melodic instruments of the classical ensemble were tuned circular sets of gongs 
(khong vong), xylophones (lanat), and a quadruple-reed wind instrument (pi kaeo). 
Following the establishment of the LPDR, classical music and its practitioners were 
considered to be antithetical to ideals of the new communist regime. The royal 
musicians and dancers from Louangphrabang emigrated as refugees and moved to 
the United States, where they were resettled as a group in Nashville, Tenn.; those 
from the Natasin School (also called National School of Dramatic Arts) near 
Vientiane similarly were sent to Des Moines, Iowa; those who remained in Laos 
retreated to the Laotian countryside. Only since the late 20th century has the 
classical music tradition begun to resurface as a positive emblem of Lao identity. 
Regular performances have been reinstated by local musicians at the Royal Palace 
Museum in Louangphrabang.

Laotian literature is predominantly religious and is linked to the Buddhist tradition. 
There is also a literary stream that, while secular, is based on themes of the Hindu 
epic poems; an example of this is the Laotian epic the Sin Xay, written between the 
mid-16th and the late 17th century. The most popular poems and songs are often 
satiric.

 

Cultural institutions

The government of Laos has maintained and renovated a number of historic 
structures, particularly in Vientiane. The That Luang (Grand Stupa), originally built 
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in the 16th century by King Setthatirath, is the site of a great fair held every 
November. During that time, people stream toward the site by the thousands to pay 
homage. An image of the stupa has been incorporated into the country's national 
crest. A former hotel, built by the French colonial government in the early 20th 
century, is home to the Lao National Museum. The 16th-century Ho Phakeo temple 
also houses a museum and serves as a repository for carvings, engravings, and other 
cultural artifacts of Laos. A popular destination for tourists as well as religious 
devotees is the 19th-century Sisaket temple, renowned for its wall with thousands of
niches, each containing an image of the Buddha. The triumphal Patuxai Arch 
(completed 1969) in Vientiane commemorates Laotians lost in the battle for 
independence from the French.

Beyond Vientiane, the Royal Palace in Louangphrabang, built by King Sisavang Vong 
in the first decade of the 20th century, has been converted into an important 
cultural museum. The city of Louangphrabang itself has been designated a UNESCO 
World Heritage site (1995) for its unique blend of Laotian and colonial architecture. 
The ancient temple complex and Hindu planned landscape in Champassak province 
were jointly added to the World Heritage list in 2001. An unusual historical site in 
north-central Laos is the Plain of Jars, so named for the enormous stone jars 
(perhaps funerary urns), some of them estimated to be nearly 2,000 years old, that 
dot the terrain.

 

Sports and recreation

Sports have long been part of ritual and recreational life in Laos. The That Luang
festival, for instance, has always included a traditional game of field hockey, played
with bamboo sticks and a ball made of roots. However, in an effort to be globally
competitive, traditional contests like this one, as well as the boat races on the
Mekong River, have been “modernized.” Football (soccer) has become a popular
spectator sport. Laos has competed in the Summer Olympic Games since 1980, and 
the country was one of the founding participants in the Southeast Asian Games in 
1959.

 

Media and broadcasting

The government controls all aspects of the media, including the press, broadcasting,
and the Internet. The largest-circulating daily newspaper is Pasaxon (“The People”),
published in Vientiane; it is the official organ of the ruling party. Also published in
Vientiane is the party's quarterly journal Aloun Mai (“New Dawn”). The official news
agency is Khaosan Pathet Lao (KPL). Lao National Radio broadcasts in a number of
languages, principally Lao, English, Hmong, and French; a few small stations
broadcast locally. Not subject to government control are the broadcasts of the
British Broadcasting Corporation, the Voice of America, and Radio Free Asia, which 
include news of events in Laos. Resistance forces have been broadcasting 
antigovernment programs illegally in Lao and Hmong since the late 20th century. 
The government fully owns and operates Lao National Television, and a second 
station, Laos Television 3, is owned jointly by the government of Laos and a Thai 
corporation.

 
Josef Silverstein
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Arthur J. Dommen

History

This section focuses specifically on the history and development of the area and 
country now known as Laos. For a discussion of the history of Laos in its broader, 
regional context, see Southeast Asia, history of.

 
The Lao people, the predominant ethnic group in present-day Laos, are a branch of 
the Tai peoples who by the 8th century AD had established a powerful kingdom, 
Nanchao, in southwestern China. From Nanchao the Tai gradually penetrated 
southward into the Southeast Asian mainland; their migration was accelerated in the 
13th century by the Mongol invasions of southern China by Kublai Khan. The Lao,
together with other Tai peoples, gradually supplanted various indigenous groups
collectively known as Kha (“Slaves”). Since the 5th century these Kha communities
had lived in what is now Laos under the suzerainty of the Khmer empire of Cambodia. 
During the 12th and 13th centuries, the Tai established the principality of Muong Swa 
(now Louangphrabang), which was ruled by various Tai leaders and the history of 
which survives in Laotian legend and myth.

 

Lan Xang

Recorded Laotian history begins with Fa Ngum, the ruler who founded the first 
Laotian state, Lan Xang (“Kingdom of the Million Elephants”), with the help of the
Khmer sovereign at Angkor. Fa Ngum was a great warrior, and between 1353 and 
1371 he conquered territories that included all of present-day Laos and much of 
what is today northern and eastern Thailand. He extended the Khmer civilization, 
which was heavily Indianized, to the upper Mekong River and introduced Theravada
Buddhism, which had been preached by Khmer missionaries from Angkor.

In 1373 Fa Ngum was succeeded by his son Oun Hueun (reign name Sam Sen Thai),
who did much to organize the pattern of administration and defense for the
kingdom. After his death in 1416, a long period of calm—broken only by a
Vietnamese invasion in 1479—allowed his successors to complete the work of
organizing Lan Xang. This period of peace and tranquility ended with Photisarath
(ruled 1520–48), who involved Lan Xang in a struggle against Myanmar (Burma) and 
the Siamese (Thai) kingdom of Ayutthaya (Ayudhya) that lasted two centuries. 
Photisarath waged three wars against Ayutthaya and succeeded in placing his son 
Setthathirath on the throne of the Tai state of Chiang Mai (Chiengmai), marking Lan
Xang's maximum territorial expansion. On Photisarath's death Setthathirath returned
to rule as Setthathirath I (ruled 1548–71). His reign was marked by the loss of Chiang
Mai to the kingdom of Myanmar, by the transfer of the capital from Luang Prabang
(Louangphrabang) to Vien Chan (now Vientiane), and by the repulsion of two 
invasions that took place about 1565 and 1570.

When Setthathirath died (1571), Myanmar seized Vien Chan (1574) and ravaged the 
country, which lapsed into anarchy until Souligna Vongsa ascended the throne in 
1637 and restored order. He fixed the frontiers with Vietnam and Siam (Thailand) by 
means of treaties and led two victorious expeditions against the principality of 
Chieng Khouang in the south. A defender of Buddhism and a patron of the arts, 
Soulingna Vongsa embellished Vien Chan and made it a vibrant intellectual centre. 
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His reign is considered by many Laotians to have been a golden age.

When Souligna Vongsa died in 1694, one of his nephews seized the throne with the 
help of a Vietnamese army, thus placing Lan Xang under Vietnamese rule and 
initiating a period of chaos. Members of the royal family who controlled the 
northern provinces refused to accept Vietnamese vassalage. They declared 
themselves independent (1707) and established the separate kingdoms of Luang 
Prabang and Vien Chan. The south seceded in turn and set itself up as the kingdom 
of Champassak (1713). Split into three rival kingdoms, Lan Xang ceased to exist.

 

Under foreign rule

During the 18th century the three Laotian states, which were continually at 
loggerheads, tried to maintain their independence from the Myanmar and Siamese 
kingdoms, both of which were contending for control of the western segment of 
continental Southeast Asia. Disunity weakened the Laotian kingdoms and inevitably 
caused them to fall prey to the Siamese.

Vien Chan, which had sided with Myanmar, was invaded (1778), annexed, and made 
a state subject to the Siamese (1782). Luang Prabang, which had supported Siam, 
was invaded by Myanmar (1752), which imposed its rule on it until being supplanted 
by the Siamese in 1778. In the south, Champassak, which had supported a Myanmar 
revolt against the Siamese, also was invaded (1778) and was transformed into a 
dependency of Siam. Each of these Lao kingdoms was placed under the control of a 
Siamese commissioner. The kings of Champassak, Vien Chan, and Luang Prabang 
were allowed to rule in their respective kingdoms but had to pay tribute to Bangkok.
Their appointments to the throne were made in Bangkok.

The last king of Vien Chan, Chao Anou (also called Anouvong; ruled 1805–28),
attempted to shake off this yoke. First, he strengthened the bonds of allegiance
between Vien Chan and Vietnam (1806), whose influence in the region had grown to
rival that of Siam. Next, he persuaded Bangkok to give his son the governorship of 
Champassak, thus extending his frontiers as far as the old southern boundaries of 
Lan Xang. Thinking that the British, who had just defeated Myanmar, were going to 
attack Siam, he led three armies against Bangkok (1827). The Siamese, however, 
regrouped their forces, marched on Vien Chan, and defeated Anou, who fled to 
Vietnam. Vien Chan was pillaged and destroyed. In 1828 Anou attempted another 
attack but was again defeated. Vien Chan was made a Siamese province.

For the Siamese the annexation of Vien Chan was the first step toward the creation 
of a great empire. They next extended their domain to the eastern bank of the 
Mekong to protect themselves from an eventual Vietnamese expansion westward, 
garrisoned Champassak (1846) and Luang Prabang (1885), and stationed troops as far
as the Annamese Cordillera. Siamese expansion toward the northeast—where the
mountain states were placed under the cosuzerainty of Vietnam and Luang
Prabang—provoked the protests of the French, who had established a protectorate
over Vietnam. France entered into negotiations with Bangkok (1886) to define the 
Siamese-Vietnamese frontier and won the right to install a vice-consul in Luang 
Prabang. The office was entrusted to Auguste Pavie, who, partly because of his 
popularity with the Laotians, succeeded in winning Luang Prabang over to France. 
After a number of Franco-Siamese incidents in the Mekong River valley, French ships
made a show of strength off Bangkok in 1893. Later that year, on the advice of the 
British, Siam withdrew from the eastern bank of the Mekong and gave official 
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recognition to the French protectorate in the evacuated territory. French 
annexation was completed by treaties with Siam (called Thailand from 1939) in 1904
and 1907.

The French organized this territory as a protectorate (what came to be known as 
Indochine, or French Indochina), with its administrative centre at Vientiane, and 
allowed it autonomy in local matters. The kingdom of Luang Prabang survived, but 
the other provinces were placed under the direct authority of a French official. 
France paid little attention to Laos until the Japanese invaded mainland Southeast 
Asia during World War II; in 1941, under Japanese pressure, the Vichy government of
German-occupied France restored to Thailand the territories France had acquired in 
1904. In March 1945 the Japanese took outright administrative control of the 
remainder of French Indochina, and the following month the independence of Laos 
was proclaimed.

Two movements sprang up at that time. The first was anti-Japanese and was 
represented by the court of Luang Prabang and Prince Boun Oum of Champassak; the
second was anti-French (the Free Laos movement, or Lao Issara), was located in 
Vientiane, and was led by Prince Phetsarath Ratanavongsa. These two movements 
remained in conflict until French troops returned, which in early 1946 compelled the
supporters of the Lao Issara to flee to Thailand. France, in a temporary agreement, 
recognized the internal autonomy of Laos under the king of Luang Prabang, Sisavang
Vong. Finally, after a constitution was promulgated and general elections were held,
a Franco-Laotian convention was signed in July 1949 by which Laos was granted 
limited self-government within the French Union. All important power, however, 
remained in French hands.

Although many of the Lao Issara leaders were prepared to work with the French 
under this new arrangement, their decision was opposed by a more radical group led
by Kaysone Phomvihan and Prince Souphanouvong. Under Souphanouvong's 
leadership a new political movement, the Pathet Lao (“Land of the Lao”), was
proclaimed (1950); it joined forces with the Viet Minh of Vietnam in opposing the 
French. The Pathet Lao remained unreconciled when the French took further steps 
toward granting independence to Laos in October 1953 while still retaining control 
of all military matters in the kingdom. Between 1950 and early 1954 the Pathet Lao 
gained strength in northeastern Laos, and it had a firm grip on two of the country's 
provinces when the peace conference in Geneva brought the First Indochina War to 
an end.

 
Pierre-Bernard Lafont
Milton Edgeworth Osborne

Laos after the Geneva Conference, 1954–75

The Geneva Accords of 1954 marked the end of French rule in Southeast Asia. The
participating countries (including France, Great Britain, the United States, China,
and the Soviet Union) at the Geneva Conference agreed that all of Laos should come
under the rule of the royal government and should not undergo partition (as did
Vietnam). The agreements, however, did provide for two “regroupment zones” in
provinces adjacent to what was then North Vietnam to allow the Pathet Lao forces
to assemble. This resulted in the de facto control of those areas by the Laotian
communists, while the rest of the country was ruled by the royal government.
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The uneasy peace in Laos was short-lived, as hostilities broke out between leftist 
and rightist factions in 1959. Another conference in Geneva in May 1961 culminated 
in an agreement in July 1962 that called for the country to become neutral and for a
tripartite government to be formed. The new government consisted of factions from
the left (the Pathet Lao, who were linked to North Vietnam), the right (linked to 
Thailand and the United States), and neutrals (led by Prince Souvanna Phouma). 
Once again, however, the cease-fire was brief. The coalition had split apart by 
1964, and the larger war centred in Vietnam subsequently engulfed Laos. In that 
expanded war Laos, like Cambodia, was viewed by the major protagonists as a 
sideshow.

An agreement negotiated in January 1973 by the United States and North Vietnam at
Paris called for a cease-fire in each of the countries of mainland Southeast Asia, but 
only in Laos was there peace. In February, just a month following the agreement, 
the Laotian factions signed the Vientiane Agreement, which provided again for a 
cease-fire and for yet another coalition government composed of factions from the 
left and right, presided over by Souvanna Phouma. As political control in Vietnam 
tipped toward the communists following the American departure from that country, 
the Pathet Lao gained political ascendancy in Laos. When the Vietnamese 
communists marched into Saigon (now Ho Chi Minh City, Viet.), and Phnom Penh, 
Camb., the right-wing forces in Laos lost heart, and most of their leaders fled, 
permitting a bloodless takeover by the Laotian communists in mid-1975. Though out 
of office, Souvanna Phouma remained an adviser to the new regime until his death 
in 1984. The Laotian communists proclaimed an end to the 600-year-old monarchy 
and established the Lao People's Democratic Republic (LPDR) in December 1975.

 

The Lao People's Democratic Republic

The politics of the newly established republic were guided by the Lao People's 
Revolutionary Party (LPRP; called the Lao People's Party until 1972), the communist 
party of Laos. Its Politburo was dominated by a small cohesive band of 
revolutionaries who had founded the party in 1955 and had engaged in persistent 
revolutionary activity until their takeover in 1975. These leaders had a long and 
intimate relationship with their Vietnamese communist allies. Prior to founding the
party, they had been members of the Indochina Communist Party. Most spoke
Vietnamese, and some had family ties with Vietnam. The party's general secretary,
Kaysone Phomvihan, had a Vietnamese father; second-ranked Nouhak Phoumsavan
and third-ranked Prince Souphanouvong had Vietnamese wives. Their worldview had
been shaped by their shared revolutionary struggle with Vietnam. Moreover, the
Vietnamese had numerous channels—party, military, and economic—through which
they directly conveyed their influence. Thus, the new state was intimately linked to
Vietnam and closely followed that country's policy line until the late 1980s.

In the early years of the LPDR, the leadership declared its twin economic goals to be
“socialist transformation with socialist construction.” Following the Vietnamese
communist model, the party leaders attempted to create agricultural collectives in
the countryside and to nationalize the limited industry and commerce in the towns.
Former members of the Royal Lao Army and of the deposed government—perhaps as
many as 30,000—were incarcerated in “reeducation” camps. These and other
repressive political measures and the grim economic conditions in Laos compelled
some 10 percent of the country's population to flee across the Mekong River to
Thailand after 1975.
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As LPRP leaders consolidated their revolutionary victory by the end of the 1970s, 
they implemented limited policies of economic and social liberalization. In 1986 
they inaugurated a major reform called the New Economic Mechanism (NEM), which 
followed the introduction of perestroika (“restructuring”), a similar economic
reform program in the Soviet Union. The NEM introduced market incentives and
began decentralizing government economic enterprise. With the collapse of
communist regimes in eastern Europe and of the Soviet Union itself in the late 1980s
and early '90s and the implementation of economic reforms under the doi moi
(“renovation”) initiative in Vietnam, Laos moved more rapidly to open its economy.
Private investment and joint ventures were encouraged, and, to the relief of Lao
peasants, attempts at collectivizing agriculture were abandoned in favour of
family-operated farms. The ruling party retained unchallenged control, curbing any
attempts at organized opposition. Nevertheless, there was some enlargement of
political freedom and participation. A new constitution was promulgated in 1991.
Citizens were permitted to move about their country more freely and even to cross
the Mekong to Thailand with fewer impediments.

Kaysone was elevated to heroic status following his death in 1992. Nouhak 
succeeded Kaysone as paramount leader, serving as president until forced by illness 
to resign in 1998; Gen. Khamtai Siphandon, a veteran revolutionary and (from 1991) 
prime minister, then moved from the premiership to the presidency. Although 
Khamtai oversaw further economic liberalization, he resisted political reforms. The 
LPRP continued to control the National Assembly, allowing few independents to 
contest elections. At the same time, the exiled Laotian royal family began to 
assume a higher profile, calling for a referendum to reestablish the monarchy; 
though the government generally stifled any dissent and threat to its rule, it took a 
measured response, particularly because of a growing reverence among ordinary 
Laotians for the Thai king.

By the mid-1990s Laos was experiencing significant economic growth, with per
capita GNP rising gradually—if from a very low base. The country had replaced aid
from the Soviet Union with more substantial assistance from Japan, western Europe,
Australia, and other bilateral donors, as well as from international organizations
(including the World Bank and the International Monetary Fund). In addition, 
neighbouring Thailand became by far the largest source of foreign investment. In 
1994 a bridge opened between Thailand and Laos across the Mekong River at 
Vientiane, paving the way for greater trade between the two countries and 
symbolizing a political realignment for Laos away from its colonial and Cold War ally
Vietnam; a second bridge across the Mekong between the two countries, farther 
downstream, officially opened in 2006. To diversify the economy, which depended 
heavily on the export of electricity (in addition to financial aid), the government 
began to open up Laos to visitors by developing tourism. Despite adopting such 
economic reforms, however, Laos continued to wrestle with underdeveloped fiscal 
and planning organizations, a weak central bank, and fragile financial institutions.

In 1997 the country realized its longtime goal of becoming a full member of ASEAN
(Association of Southeast Asian Nations). However, its economy was subsequently 
damaged by the Asian economic crisis of the late 1990s. The kip (the Lao currency), 
closely linked to the Thai baht, plummeted in value by more than 75 percent, and 
inflation soared. Business investment, primarily from Thailand and Malaysia, 
declined, and Lao exports to its neighbours diminished. Although the Thai and 
Malaysian economies recovered in the early 21st century, Laos's economic growth 
remained slow-paced.
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The LPRP continued in the early 21st century to rely on leaders who participated in 
the revolution prior to 1975, even as the ranks of those senior officials were 
increasingly depleted by old age and illness. By 2000 most members of the 
Politburo, largely former military officers, were already over age 70. Throughout 
shifts in membership and leadership, however, the party has maintained a 
remarkable level of cohesion in the Politburo, with steady promotion in rank closely 
associated with longevity.

Laos's foreign policy has undergone significant alteration since the collapse of the 
Soviet Union and of communist regimes in eastern Europe, but important 
continuities have remained. The government has retained its official commitment to
Marxism and Leninism and has expressed fraternity with its two communist
neighbours, Vietnam and China, both of which have continued to exert substantial
political and economic influence on Laos. At the same time, Laos has expanded its
economic reliance on the industrialized West and on Japan, and it has continued its
formal association with the Francophone community of countries. However, the
number of Laotians who speak French has been diminishing rapidly as the older
generation—whose elite were educated in French—passes from the scene and English
becomes the country's second language. Many in the old guard of the LPRP and
National Assembly have continued to support closer relations with Vietnam, while
younger members have steered more toward China, and proponents of greater
economic and political reform have looked toward Thailand and the West.

 
Joseph J. Zasloff

Additional Reading

Geography

ANDREA MATLES SAVADA (ed.), Laos: A Country Study, 3rd ed. (1995), is a general survey. 
GRANT EVANS, Lao Peasants Under Socialism (1990), treats ethnography and economics.
MARTIN STUART-FOX, Laos: Politics, Economics, and Society (1986), is a standard work, 
with good chapters on the early economic system and domestic policies. MYA THAN and
JOSEPH L.H. TAN (eds.), Laos' Dilemmas and Options: The Challenge of Economic 
Transition in the 1990s (1997), also deals with economic issues. JOSEPH J. ZASLOFF and 
LEONARD UNGER (eds.), Laos: Beyond the Revolution (1991), examines political, 
economic, social, and foreign policies. JACQUELINE BUTLER-DIAZ, New Laos, New 
Challenges (1998), contains articles on politics and culture, as well as bibliographic 
essays. GRANT EVANS, The Politics of Ritual and Remembrance: Laos Since 1975 (1998), 
and GRANT EVANS (ed.), Laos: Culture and Society (1999), offer excellent treatments of
culture in a historical context. CAROL IRESON, Field, Forest, and Family: Women's Work 
and Power in Rural Laos (1996), is an analysis based on field research. HELEN CORDELL

(compiler), Laos (1991), remains the essential guide to literature on Laos.

Arthur J. Dommen

History

ARTHUR J. DOMMEN, Laos: Keystone of Indochina (1985), is a brief general history, and 
his Conflict in Laos, rev. ed. (1971), a political history, focuses primarily on the 
period from the early 1950s to 1970. Also useful is MARTIN STUART-FOX, Historical 
Dictionary of Laos, 2nd ed. (2001). HUGH TOYE, Laos: Buffer State or Battleground
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(1968, reprinted with corrections 1971), depicts Laos's historical position between 
Vietnam and Thailand. PAUL F. LANGER and JOSEPH J. ZASLOFF, North Vietnam and the 
Pathet Lao: Partners in the Struggle for Laos (1970), addresses the role of 
communist North Vietnam in the origin and development of the Lao communist 
movement. JOSEPH J. ZASLOFF, The Pathet Lao (1973), examines the political dynamics
of the group—its leadership, commanding party, front, political and administrative
organizations, and military forces. MARTIN STUART-FOX (ed.), Contemporary Laos: 
Studies in the Politics and Society of the Lao People's Democratic Republic (1982), is 
a collection of essays on various topics; and JOSEPH J. ZASLOFF (ed.), Laos: Beyond the 
Revolution (1991), discusses the early years of the LPDR. MACALISTER BROWN and JOSEPH J.

ZASLOFF, Apprentice Revolutionaries: The Communist Movement in Laos, 1930–1985
(1986), provides a political analysis of the rise of communism.
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Introduction

country of Southeast Asia, lying just north of the Equator, that is 
composed of two noncontiguous regions: Peninsular Malaysia
(Semenanjung Malaysia), also called West Malaysia (Malaysia 
Barat), which is on the Malay Peninsula, and East Malaysia
(Malaysia Timur), which is on the island of Borneo. The Malaysian 
capital, Kuala Lumpur, lies in the western part of the peninsula, 
about 25 miles (40 km) from the coast; the administrative centre,
Putrajaya, is located about 16 miles (25 km) south of the capital.

Malaysia, a member of the Commonwealth, represents the 
political marriage of territories that were formerly under British 
rule. When it was established on Sept. 16, 1963, Malaysia 
comprised the territories of Malaya (now Peninsular Malaysia), the
island of Singapore, and the colonies of Sarawak and Sabah in 
northern Borneo. In August 1965 Singapore seceded from the 
federation and became an independent republic.

 

Land

Peninsular Malaysia occupies most of the southern segment of the
Malay Peninsula. To the north it is bordered by Thailand, with 
which it shares a land boundary of some 300 miles (480 km). To 
the south, at the tip of the peninsula, is the island republic of 
Singapore, with which Malaysia is connected by a causeway and 
also by a separate bridge. To the southwest, across the Strait of 
Malacca, is the island of Sumatra in Indonesia. East Malaysia

consists of the country's two largest states, Sarawak and Sabah, and is separated from
Peninsular Malaysia by some 400 miles (640 km) of the South China Sea. These two 
states occupy roughly the northern fourth of the large island of Borneo and share a 
land boundary with the Indonesian portion (Kalimantan) of the island to the south. 
Surrounded by Sarawak is a small coastal enclave containing the sultanate of Brunei. 
Of the country's total area, which includes about 265 square miles (690 square km) of 
inland water, Peninsular Malaysia constitutes about 40 percent and East Malaysia 
about 60 percent.
 

Relief

The long, narrow, and rugged Malay Peninsula extends to the south and southwest 
from Myanmar and Thailand. The Malaysian portion of it is about 500 miles (800 km)
long and—at its broadest east-west axis—about 200 miles (320 km) wide. About half
of Peninsular Malaysia is covered by granite and other igneous rocks, one-third is
covered by stratified rocks older than the granite, and the remainder is covered by
alluvium. At least half the land area lies more than 500 feet (150 metres) above sea
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level.

Peninsular Malaysia is dominated by its mountainous core, which consists of a 
number of roughly parallel mountain ranges aligned north-south. The most 
prominent of these is the Main Range, which is about 300 miles (480 km) long and 
has peaks exceeding 7,000 feet (2,100 metres). Karst landscapes—limestone hills
with characteristically steep whitish gray sides, stunted vegetation, caves created
by the dissolving action of water, and subterranean passages—are distinctive
landmarks in central and northern Peninsular Malaysia. Bordering the mountainous
core are the coastal lowlands, 10 to 50 miles (15 to 80 km) wide along the west
coast of the peninsula but narrower and discontinuous along the east coast.

East Malaysia is an elongated strip of land approximately 700 miles (1,125 km) long 
with a maximum width of about 170 miles (275 km). The coastline of 1,400 miles 
(2,250 km) is paralleled inland by a 900-mile (l,450-km) boundary with Kalimantan. 
For most of its length, the relief consists of three topographic features. The first is 
the flat coastal plain. In Sarawak, where the coastline is regular, the plain averages 
20 to 40 miles (30 to 60 km) in width, while in Sabah, where the coastline is rugged 
and deeply indented, it is only 10 to 20 miles (15 to 30 km) wide. Inland from the 
coastal plain is the second topographic feature, the hill-and-valley region. 
Elevations there generally are less than 1,000 feet (300 metres), but isolated groups 
of hills reach heights of 2,500 feet (750 metres) or more. The terrain in this region is 
usually irregular, with steep-sided hills and narrow valleys. The third topographic 
feature is the mountainous backbone that forms the divide between East Malaysia 
and Kalimantan. This region, which is higher and nearer to the coast in Sabah than 
in Sarawak, is composed of an eroded and ill-defined complex of plateaus, ravines, 
gorges, and mountain ranges. Most of the summits of the ranges are between 4,000 
and 7,000 feet (1,200 and 2,100 metres). Mount Kinabalu towers above this 
mountain complex; at 13,455 feet (4,101 metres), it is the highest peak in Malaysia 
and in the Southeast Asian archipelago as a whole.

 

Drainage

Peninsular Malaysia is drained by an intricate system of rivers and streams. The
longest river—the Pahang—is only 270 miles (434 km) long. Streams flow year-round
because of the constant rains, but the volume of water transported fluctuates with
the localized and torrential nature of the rainfall. Prolonged rains often cause
floods, especially in areas where the natural regimes of the rivers have been
disrupted by uncontrolled mining or agricultural activities.

As in Peninsular Malaysia, the drainage pattern of East Malaysia is set by the interior
highlands, which also form the watershed between Malaysia and Indonesia. The 
rivers, also perennial because of the year-round rainfall, form a dense network 
covering the entire region. The longest river in Sarawak, the Rajang, is about 350 
miles (563 km) long and is navigable by shallow-draft boats for about 150 miles (240 
km) from its mouth; its counterpart in Sabah, the Kinabatangan, is of comparable 
length but is navigable only for about 120 miles (190 km) from its mouth. The rivers 
provide a means of communication between the coast and the interior, and 
historically, most settlement has taken place along the rivers.

 

Soils
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The soils of both portions of Malaysia have been exposed for a long period of time to
intense tropical weathering, with the result that most of their plant nutrients have 
been leached out. Soils typically are strongly acidic and coarse-textured and have 
low amounts of organic matter. Any organic matter is rapidly oxidized when exposed
to weathering, and the soils consequently become even poorer. Soil erosion is 
always a danger on sloping ground, where such preventive measures as building 
contour embankments or planting protective cover crops are required.

Only a small proportion of the soils of Peninsular Malaysia is fertile, necessitating 
regular application of fertilizer to sustain crop yields. Generally, soil conditions in 
Sarawak and Sabah do not differ greatly from those on the peninsula. Of these three
regions, only Sabah has appreciable areas of fertile soils. These are found in the 
southeastern coastal areas, where the parent substance from which the soil is 
formed is composed of chemically basic volcanic materials.

 

Climate

Both peninsular and insular Malaysia lie in the same tropical latitudes and are 
affected by similar airstreams. They have high temperatures and humidities, heavy 
rainfall, and a climatic year patterned around the northeast and southwest 
monsoons. The four seasons of the climatic year are the northeast monsoon (from 
November or December until March), the first intermonsoonal period (March to April 
or May), the southwest monsoon (May or June to September or early October), and 
the second intermonsoonal period (October to November). The onset and retreat of 
the two monsoons are not sharply defined.

Although Malaysia has an equatorial climate, the narrowness and topographic
configuration of each portion—central mountainous cores with flat, flanking coastal
plains—facilitate the inland penetration of maritime climatic influences. The
monsoons further modify the climate. The northeast monsoon brings heavy rain and
rough seas to the exposed coasts of southwestern Sarawak and northern and
northeastern Sabah, and it sometimes causes flooding in the eastern part of the
peninsula. The southwest monsoon affects mainly the southwestern coastal belt of
Sabah, where flooding is common. Neither peninsular nor insular Malaysia is in the
tropical cyclone (typhoon) belt, but their coasts occasionally are subject to the 
heavy rainstorms associated with squalls.

Temperatures are uniformly high throughout the year. On the peninsula, they 
average about 80 °F (27 °C) in most lowland areas. In coastal areas in East Malaysia,
minimum temperatures range from the low to mid-70s F (about 23 °C), and
maximum temperatures hover around 90 °F (32 °C); temperatures are lower in the
interior highland regions. The mean annual rainfall on the peninsula is 
approximately 100 inches (2,540 mm); the driest location, Kuala Kelawang (in the 
district of Jelebu), near Kuala Lumpur, receives about 65 inches (1,650 mm) of rain 
per year, while the wettest, Maxwell's Hill, northwest of Ipoh, receives some 200 
inches (5,000 mm) annually. Mean annual precipitation in Sabah varies from about 
80 to 140 inches (2,030 to 3,560 mm), while most parts of Sarawak receive 120 
inches (3,050 mm) or more per year.

 

Plant and animal life
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Green sea turtle 
(Chelonia mydas).

 

The characteristic vegetation of Malaysia is dense evergreen rainforest. Rainforest 
still covers more than two-fifths of the peninsula and some two-thirds of Sarawak 
and Sabah; another fraction of the country is under swamp forest. Soil type, 
location, and elevation produce distinctive vegetation zones: tidal swamp forest on 
the coast, freshwater- and peat-swamp forest on the ill-drained parts of the coastal 
plains, lowland rainforest on the well-drained parts of the coastal plains and 
foothills up to an elevation of about 2,000 feet (600 metres), and submontane and 
montane forest (also called cloud forest) in higher areas. The highly leached and 
sandy soils of parts of central Sarawak and the coast support an open heathlike 
forest commonly called kerangas forest.

The flora of the Malaysian rainforest is among the richest in the world. There are 
several thousand species of vascular plants, including more than 2,000 species of 
trees, as well as the parasitic monster flower (Rafflesia arnoldii of the Rafflesiaceae
family), which bears the world's largest known flower, measuring nearly 3 feet (1 
metre) in diameter. Numerous varieties of the carnivorous pitcher plants 
(Nepenthes) also grow in Malaysia's forests. One acre (0.4 hectare) of forest may 
have as many as 100 different species of trees, as well as shrubs, herbs, lianas
(creepers), and epiphytes (nonparasitic plants that grow on other plants and derive
nourishment from the atmosphere). The forest canopy is so dense that little sunlight
can penetrate it. As a result, the undergrowth usually is poorly developed
and—contrary to popular belief—is not impenetrable. Much of the original rainforest
has been destroyed by clearances made for agricultural or commercial purposes, by
severe wind and lightning storms, and by indigenous peoples clearing it for shifting
cultivation. When such cleared land is subsequently abandoned, coarse grassland,
scrub, and secondary forest often develop.

 
The forests and scrublands are inhabited by a large variety of 
animal life. Mammals on the peninsula include elephants, tigers,
Malayan gaurs (or seladang, massive wild oxen), Sumatran 
rhinoceroses, tapirs (hoofed and snouted quadrupeds), wild pigs,
and many species of deer, including pelandok, or chevrotains
(small, deerlike ruminants, commonly called mouse deer). 
Crocodiles, monitor lizards, and cobras also are indigenous to 
the country, while green sea turtles and giant leatherback 

turtles nest on the beaches of the east coast.

Animal life in East Malaysia is even more varied than it is on the peninsula. In 
addition to the peninsular species, East Malaysia is also the home of 
fast-disappearing orangutans and rhinoceroses, sun bears (also called honey bears), 
and unique proboscis monkeys—a reddish tree-dwelling species. There also are vast
numbers of cave swifts, whose nests are regularly collected and sold as the main
ingredient of Chinese bird's nest soup.

 

People

The people of Malaysia are unevenly distributed between Peninsular and East 
Malaysia, with the vast majority living in Peninsular Malaysia. The population shows 
great ethnic, linguistic, cultural, and religious diversity. Within this diversity, a 
significant distinction is made for administrative purposes between indigenous 
peoples (including Malays), collectively called bumiputra, and immigrant populations 
(primarily Chinese and South Asians), called non-bumiputra.
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Ethnic groups and languages

The Malay Peninsula and the northern coast of Borneo, both situated at the nexus of 
one of the major maritime trade routes of the world, have long been the meeting 
place of peoples from other parts of Asia. As a result, the population of Malaysia, 
like that of Southeast Asia as a whole, shows great ethnographic complexity. Helping
to unite this diversity of peoples is the national language, a standardized form of 
Malay, officially called Bahasa Malaysia (formerly Bahasa Melayu). It is spoken to 
some degree by most communities, and it is the main medium of instruction in 
public primary and secondary schools.

 

Peninsular Malaysia

In general, peninsular Malaysians can be divided into four groups. In the order of 
their appearance in the region, these include the various Orang Asli (“Original
People”) aboriginal peoples, the Malays, the Chinese, and the South Asians. In 
addition, there are small numbers of Europeans, Americans, Eurasians, Arabs, 
and Thai. The Orang Asli constitute the smallest group and can be classified 
ethnically into the Jakun, who speak a dialect of Malay, and the Semang and 
Senoi, who speak languages of the Mon-Khmer language family.

The Malays originated in different parts of the peninsula and archipelagic 
Southeast Asia. They constitute about half of the country's total population, they 
are politically the most powerful group, and, on the peninsula, they are 
numerically dominant. They generally share with each other a common culture, 
but with some regional variation, and they speak dialects of a common 
Austronesian language—Malay. The most obvious cultural differences occur
between the Malays living near the southern tip of the peninsula and those
inhabiting the eastern and western coastal areas. Unlike the other ethnic groups
of Malaysia, Malays are officially defined in part by their adherence to a specific
religion, Islam.

The Chinese, who make up about one-fourth of Malaysia's population, originally 
migrated from southeastern China. They are linguistically more diverse than the 
Malays, speaking several different Chinese languages; in Peninsular Malaysia, 
Hokkien and Hainanese (Southern Min languages), Cantonese, and Hakka are the 
most prominent. Because these languages are not mutually intelligible, it is not 
uncommon for two Chinese to converse in a lingua franca such as Mandarin
Chinese, English, or Malay. The community that is colloquially called Baba 
Chinese includes those Malaysians of mixed Chinese and Malay ancestry who 
speak a Malay patois but otherwise remain Chinese in customs, manners, and 
habit.

The peoples from South Asia—Indians, Pakistanis, and Sri Lankans—constitute a
small but significant portion of the Malaysian population. Linguistically, they can
be subdivided into speakers of Dravidian languages (Tamil, Telugu, Malayalam, 
and others) and speakers of Indo-European languages (Punjabi, Bengali, Pashto, 
and Sinhalese). The Tamil speakers are the largest group.
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Sarawak

The population of East Malaysia is ethnographically even more complex than that
of Peninsular Malaysia. The government, tending to oversimplify the situation in 
Sarawak and Sabah, officially recognizes only some of the dozens of 
ethnolinguistic groups in those two states.

The main ethnic groups in Sarawak are the Iban (Sea Dayak), an indigenous group
accounting for more than one-fourth of the state's population, followed by the
Chinese, Malays, Bidayuh (Land Dayak), and Melanau. An array of other peoples,
many of whom are designated collectively as Orang Ulu (“Upriver People”),
constitute an important minority. The various indigenous peoples of Sarawak
speak distinct Austronesian languages.

The Iban, formidable warriors of the 19th and early 20th centuries, trace their 
origins to the Kapuas River region in what is now northern West Kalimantan, 
Indonesia. The traditional Iban territory in Sarawak spans the hilly southwestern 
interior of the state. Iban who still live in rural regions usually cultivate rice 
through shifting agriculture, whereby fields are cleared, planted for a short 
period, and then abandoned for several years to allow the soil to regenerate. The
Iban language is related to, but distinct from, Malay.

The Chinese of Sarawak generally live in the region between the coast and the 
uplands. In the rural areas, they usually grow cash crops in smallholdings. They 
speak mostly Hakka and Fuzhou (a Northern Min language) rather than 
Cantonese, Hokkien, and Hainanese, which are predominant among peninsular 
Chinese.

Few Malays of Sarawak are of peninsular origin; rather, most are the descendants
of various indigenous peoples who since the mid-15th century have converted to 
Islam. Despite their diverse ancestries, the Malays of Sarawak and those of 
Peninsular Malaysia share many cultural characteristics, cultivated largely 
through the practice of a common religion. Sarawak Malays, however, speak 
dialects of the Malay language that are distinct from those spoken by their 
peninsular counterparts.

Like the Iban, the Bidayuh originally came from regions that now lie in 
northwestern Indonesian Borneo; in Sarawak the Bidayuh homeland is in the far 
western portion of the state. Most rural Bidayuh practice shifting rice cultivation.
Although they have for centuries lived in close proximity to the Iban, the Bidayuh
speak a separate language, with a number of different but related dialects that 
to some extent are mutually intelligible.

Sarawak's south-central coastal wetlands between the city of Bintulu and the 
Rajang River are the traditional territory of the Melanau. The Melanau are 
especially known for their production of starch from the sago palms that 
surround their villages. Culturally and linguistically linked to certain inland 
peoples to the southeast, the Melanau purportedly moved to the coast from the 
interior centuries ago. The dialects of the northeastern portion of the Melanau 
region differ so starkly from those of the southwest that some local Melanau 
speakers hear the dialects as separate languages.

Smaller indigenous groups, such as the Orang Ulu—an ethnic category embracing
the Kenyah, Kayan, Kelabit, Bisaya (Bisayah), Penan, and others—also contribute
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much to Sarawak's ethnic and cultural character. The Kenyah, Kayan, and Kelabit
generally trace their origins to the southern mountains on the border with East 
Kalimantan, Indonesia. Other Orang Ulu groups stem from lower-lying inland 
areas, primarily in Sarawak's northeastern region. Many distinct languages, some 
with multiple dialects, are spoken by Sarawak's indigenous peoples, often within 
just a few miles of each other.

 

Sabah

Sabah also has a kaleidoscopic mixture of peoples. The largest groups, who in 
roughly equal numbers account for about half of the population, are the Kadazan
(also called Dusun or Kadazan Dusun), the Bajau, and the Malays. Indigenous 
peoples, such as the Murut, Kedayan, Orang Sungei, and Bisaya, together 
constitute a significant portion of the state's inhabitants as well. Chinese, 
Europeans, Eurasians, Indonesians, Filipinos, and South Asians make up the 
remainder.

Until the late 20th century, the Kadazan were generally called Dusun, an ethnic 
term that, like the term Orang Ulu in Sarawak, applied to a number of related 
peoples. Since that time, however, Kadazan has become the more common term 
in colloquial usage. For administrative purposes, the government has used both 
names together, sometimes merging them into the term Kadazandusun 
(especially when referring to language). The various Kadazan peoples speak 
related dialects that most other Kadazan can understand.

Sabah's Chinese population is predominantly Hakka-speaking, but there are also 
many speakers of Cantonese, Hokkien, Chaozhou (Chaoshan), and Hainanese. The
Bajau are a diverse community split into two main groups: sedentary 
agriculturists of the north coast and seafaring people of the east coast. Their 
languages, which are related to those of the southern Philippines, are not all 
mutually intelligible. The Murut of Sabah inhabit an area from the western 
lowland south through the hills into East Kalimantan, Indonesia. The 
lowland-dwelling Murut generally call themselves Timugon, while their upland 
counterparts are known as Tagal. Both communities engage in shifting 
agriculture. Murut languages are, for the most part, mutually intelligible.

 

Religion

Islam, Malaysia's official religion, is followed by about three-fifths of the population. 
With adherence to Islam as one of the most important factors distinguishing a Malay 
from a non-Malay, Malays are overwhelmingly Muslim, both in Peninsular and East 
Malaysia. The Chinese do not have a dominant religion; many, while subscribing to 
the moral precepts of Confucianism, follow Buddhism or Daoism; a small minority 
adheres to various denominations of Christianity. Most of the Indians and Sri Lankans 
practice Hinduism, while the Pakistanis are predominantly Muslim. Some Indians are 
Christian. The Sikhs, originally from the Indian state of Punjab, largely adhere to 
their own religion, Sikhism.

Among the non-Malay indigenous peoples, many of the peninsula's Orang Asli have 
adopted Islam, but some communities maintain local religions. In Sarawak, the Iban,
the Bidayuh, and most others tend to follow Anglicanism, various other Protestant 
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Christian denominations, or Roman Catholicism. The Melanau, however, are 
primarily Muslim, with a Christian minority. Local religions have been maintained by 
only small segments of Sarawak's population. Local religions also are practiced by a 
minority of the non-Malay indigenous populations of Sabah. The Kadazan and Murut 
are primarily Christian, although there is also a significant Muslim community. Most 
Bajau follow Islam.

 

Settlement patterns

Rural settlement

About one-third of Malaysia's population is rural. The basic administrative unit in 
both East and Peninsular Malaysia is the kampung (village, or community of 
houses).

In Peninsular Malaysia rural houses usually are built of wood and raised on stilts. 
Some still feature a thatched roof, called an atap, woven from the leaves of the 
nipa palm (Nypa fruticans; a species also used for basketry). In the 21st century,
however, roofs of corrugated metal are much more common. Each house is
typically surrounded by a grove of coconut palms and scattered banana, papaya,
and other fruit trees. The four main types of rural Malay settlement—fishing
villages, paddy or wet-rice (irrigated) villages, cash-crop villages, and mixed-crop
villages—all conform to this basic structural pattern on the peninsula.

Most other villages in Peninsular Malaysia are associated with peoples who have
settled in the country since the early 19th century. The first of these immigrant
settlements were mining camps, established primarily by Chinese around tin
fields in the west. Some of the camps have since grown into large towns, but
others—especially in the Kinta River valley—have remained small. In the
mid-1800s the British introduced the plantation system of agriculture, and the
subsequent cultivation of rubber (Hevea brasiliensis) and oil palm trees (Elaeis 
guineensis) changed the face of rural Peninsular Malaysia. Added to the 
landscape was the plantation (estate) settlement, typically a group of buildings 
consisting of the processing factory and storehouse, the labourers' quarters, and 
the manager's house. Many of the workers on these plantations were from 
southern India, brought to Malaysia by the British colonial government, especially
during the rubber boom of the early 20th century; plantation housing has 
continued to be occupied largely by Indian Malaysians.

New Villages represent a type of settlement that is unique to Peninsular 
Malaysia. They were originally established by the government as roadside 
relocation settlements for rural Chinese during the Malayan Emergency
(1948–60), a period of intense conflict between the British administration and a
(largely Chinese) communist guerrilla insurgency that arose after World War II. 
With the end of the emergency in 1960, some of the New Villages were 
abandoned, but most of them became permanent settlements.

A more recent and significant government program has involved the resettlement
of poor Malays into forest areas, which are cleared and planted in rubber trees 
and oil palms. Since the mid-20th century, hundreds of thousands of families 
have been resettled.
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Kuala Lumpur, 
Malaysia, at dusk.

 

Much of the population of East Malaysia still lives in rural areas, where a great 
variety of settlement types is encountered. This variety is a direct reflection of 
the considerable ethnic diversity of the population and of the mixture of 
indigenous and immigrant groups that have settled in the rural areas. The 
non-Malay indigenous ethnic groups are thinly scattered in the foothill country, 
the mountains, and, to some extent, in the coastal lowlands as well. They are 
primarily shifting cultivators and live in locations on or near riverbanks. The 
traditional dwelling of most of these peoples is the longhouse. Each longhouse is 
raised on piles and is composed of a number of rooms, known (in both Iban and 
Malay) as bilik; each bilik houses a family. A longhouse can grow by accretions of
related families, and an Iban longhouse, for example, may in time reach a length
of dozens of bilik. Many groups, especially the Melanau of Sarawak and the 
Kadazan of Sabah, have abandoned the longhouse settlement form in favour of 
single-family dwellings. Some, however, particularly in Sarawak, have chosen to 
maintain old longhouses or to build new ones, often using an upgraded design.

The Malays and the Melanau of East Malaysia share many characteristics with 
their rural counterparts on the peninsula. They tend to be riverine and coastal 
peoples, with an economy based on agriculture and fishing. Many live in villages 
in the midst of coconut palms, mangroves, or other swamp trees. Their houses 
generally are built on stilts. The rural Chinese, by contrast, typically live in 
homesteads strung along both sides of the roads. Their houses are commonly 
built at ground level and thus are easily distinguishable from the stilt-raised 
dwellings of the indigenous peoples.

 

Urban settlement

The cities and large towns of Peninsular Malaysia were built 
up during the colonial and postcolonial periods and are 
distributed mainly in the tin and rubber belt along the west 
side of the peninsula. The towns are associated with mining, 
manufacturing and industry, trade, and administrative 
functions, although each town usually functions in several of 
these areas. Some towns are located at coastal or riverine 
sites, reflecting the early importance of water transport, 
while more recently developed towns have been built in 

inland areas that rely on road, rail, and air transport.

Urbanization in Peninsular Malaysia has been especially rapid since the 1970s. 
Planned satellite towns, such as Petaling Jaya and Shah Alam (made the state 
capital of Selangor in 1978), outside Kuala Lumpur, have emerged as cities, while
new settlements have sprouted alongside them. Most of the towns of Peninsular 
Malaysia, however, are unplanned, having grown up around small nuclei. Urban 
land use generally is mixed, and buildings are put to multiple uses. Many streets 
that were built for a more leisurely era are now too narrow and often congested.
In the larger cities, such as Kuala Lumpur, Ipoh, and George Town (on the island 
of Penang), distinct central business districts have arisen. These areas are 
densely populated and characterized by heavy street traffic, high land values, 
and a concentration of shopping, banking, insurance, entertainment, and other 
facilities.

Urbanization in Sarawak and Sabah also has proceeded at a quick pace, indeed 
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surpassing that of some of the states of Peninsular Malaysia by the early 21st 
century. The largest towns are Kuching, Miri, and Sibu in Sarawak and Kota 
Kinabalu, Sandakan, and Tawau in Sabah. The large towns invariably are located 
on coastal or riverine sites. The layout and appearance of these towns are 
markedly similar: a wharf area, rows of Chinese shop-houses in the central 
business districts, more-substantial buildings in the governmental administrative 
area, and one or more villages of timber and thatch (or corrugated metal) built 
on the riverbanks.

 

Demographic trends

Before World War II, there was a free flow of people to and from both Peninsular 
and East Malaysia, and the rate of population growth was greatly influenced by a net
surplus from immigration. However, a series of laws passed since 1945, particularly 
after the political separation of Singapore in 1963, restricted the entry of 
immigrants from all countries. Thus, legal immigration has long ceased to be a 
major cause of population growth.

The major area of population concentration in Peninsular Malaysia is an axis of
economic development on the west side of the peninsula. Smaller concentrations
are found in the Kelantan and Terengganu river deltas in the northeast. Most of the
remainder of the peninsula—the interior uplands and most of the east—is sparsely
populated. The bulk of the population of the peninsula's urban centres is Chinese
and Malay, with Indians and Pakistanis forming a small but salient minority.

The population density of East Malaysia is considerably less than that of the rest of 
the country. As on the peninsula, settlements are concentrated along the coasts and
rivers. In Sarawak the density of people in the southwest makes this region the most
important in East Malaysia. In Sabah the population is similarly clustered on the 
coast, but riverine settlements are less important there than they are in Sarawak. 
Malays are less prominent in Sabah's cities than on the peninsula; Chinese, various 
non-Malay indigenous peoples, and, in some areas, Indonesians account for the vast 
majority of the urban population.

 

Economy

Malaysia's economy has been transformed since 1970 from one based primarily on the 
export of raw materials (rubber and tin) to one that is among the strongest, most 
diversified, and fastest-growing in Southeast Asia. Primary production remains 
important: the country is a major producer of rubber and palm oil, exports 
considerable quantities of petroleum and natural gas, and is one of the world's largest
sources of commercial hardwoods. Increasingly, however, Malaysia has emphasized 
export-oriented manufacturing to fuel its economic growth. Using the comparative 
advantages of a relatively inexpensive but educated labour force, well-developed 
infrastructure, political stability, and an undervalued currency, Malaysia has attracted
considerable foreign investment, especially from Japan and Taiwan.

Since the early 1970s the government has championed a social and economic 
restructuring strategy, first known as the New Economic Policy (NEP) and later as the 
New Development Policy (NDP), that has sought to strike a balance between the goals
of economic growth and the redistribution of wealth. The Malaysian economy has long
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been dominated by the country's Chinese and South Asian minorities. The goal of the 
NEP and the NDP has been to endow the Malays and other indigenous groups with 
greater economic opportunities and to develop their management and entrepreneurial
skills. Official economic policy also has encouraged the private sector to assume a 
greater role in the restructuring process. A major component of this policy has been 
the privatization of many public-sector activities, including the national railway, 
airline, automobile manufacturer, telecommunications, and electricity companies.

 

Agriculture, forestry, and fishing

Agriculture, forestry, and fishing once formed the basis of the Malaysian economy, 
but between 1970 and the early 21st century their contribution to the country's 
gross domestic product (GDP) declined from roughly one-third to less than 
one-tenth. Similarly, the proportion of the labour force engaged in agriculture 
decreased from about one-half to less than one-eighth over the same time span, and
the trend has continued.

The main food crop, rice, is grown on small farms. Despite the widespread advances 
brought about by the introduction of improved plant varieties and chemical 
fertilizers and pesticides (the so-called Green Revolution of the 1960s and '70s), rice
production declined steadily during the second half of the 20th century. The main 
causes of this decline were unfavourable weather conditions and the loss of farm 
labour to urban manufacturing jobs. Increasingly deficient in rice production, the 
country has been forced to make up the shortfall with imports, chiefly from 
Thailand. Consequently, the government has taken measures to raise its 
self-sufficiency in rice, largely by implementing programs to consolidate 
smallholdings and to increase labour productivity through group farming schemes; by
2000 production had begun to rise, despite the continued labour shortage.

 
Rubber and palm oil are the dominant cash crops. Although the 
contribution of rubber to GDP has declined significantly since 
the mid-20th century, rubber production remains important and 
closely tied to domestic manufacturing. Palm oil plantations 
have proliferated since the 1970s, to some degree at the 
expense of rubber plantations. By the early 21st century, 
Malaysia had become one of the world's top producers of palm 
oil. Other common cash crops include cocoa, pepper, coffee, 
tea, various fruits, and coconuts.

The extensive forests of both Peninsular Malaysia and East 
Malaysia are heavily exploited for their timber. The lowland 
evergreen tropical rain forest, rich in species of the 
economically valuable Dipterocarpaceae family, is the principal 
forest formation of commercial importance. Sarawak and Sabah

account for the greater part of all timber production. Concern has been raised, 
however, about the pace of deforestation caused by the combination of shifting
agriculture and intensive logging operations in East Malaysia. Attempts have been
made to curtail log exports from the region and to substitute wood-based industries,
such as the manufacture of plywood and furniture. Logging remains important in
Peninsular Malaysia, although much of the easily accessible timber has been cut.
The region also has a long history of careful forest management and conservation.
The government in 2005 launched a forest plantation scheme—part of a
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sustainability initiative pitched to the private sector—to plant lands primarily with
rubberwood but also with acacia, teak, and an easily workable hardwood called
sentang.

Historically, most of Malaysia's fish catch has been from the shallow seas off its
coasts, where the water's nutrient levels—and hence its productivity—generally have
been low. In the 1970s the country's fishing industry was improved and expanded, 
notably by the addition of trawlers and mechanized fishing boats. This allowed the 
more abundant offshore fish resources to be tapped, leading to a dramatic increase 
in catches. Malaysia has become a major fishing country, even though production 
peaked in about 1980 and much of the fishing industry has remained confined to the 
overexploited shallow onshore waters. As a result, the government has actively 
promoted deep-sea fishing and aquaculture production. Although the latter industry 
has been rather slow to develop, by the early 21st century more than one-tenth of 
Malaysia's fish yield came from aquaculture.

 

Resources and power

Malaysia is rich in mineral resources, and mining (including petroleum extraction) 
accounts for a significant portion of GDP, although it employs only a tiny fraction of 
the workforce. The major metallic ores are tin, bauxite (aluminum), copper, and 
iron. A host of minor ores found within the country include manganese, antimony, 
mercury, and gold. Tin is found largely in alluvial deposits along the western slopes 
of the Main Range in Peninsular Malaysia, with smaller deposits on the east coast of 
the peninsula; its production formed one of the pillars of the country's economic 
development in the mid-20th century. Malaysia's bauxite production is centred near 
Johor at the south end of the peninsula, while the country's copper comes from 
western Sabah.

Since the 1970s, tin output has declined dramatically because of the depletion of 
readily accessible alluvial deposits, rising mining costs, and fluctuating demand in 
the world tin market. Nevertheless, the country has remained among the world's top
suppliers of tin. Production of other minerals (except petroleum) similarly decreased 
during the last decades of the 20th century, although the mining of iron ore began 
to rebound in the mid-1990s.

Malaysia's most valuable mineral resources are its reserves of petroleum and natural 
gas. Crude oil, refined petroleum, and, more recently, liquefied natural gas
together account for a major portion of the country's commodity export earnings.
Almost all the major oil and gas fields are offshore—off the east coast of the
peninsula, the northeast coast of Sarawak, and the west coast of Sabah.

Malaysia is self-sufficient in energy production, and petroleum resources constitute 
the major energy source for power generation. The country's proven reserves of coal
and peat are not economical to mine and have remained largely unexploited. Wood 
and charcoal were once common domestic fuels, but in the urban areas they have 
been replaced by bottled gas. A small portion of Malaysia's power is generated by 
hydroelectric plants, mostly on the peninsula. The abundant rainfall and steep 
gradients of the rivers in the interior highlands of both Peninsular and East Malaysia 
hold great potential for further hydroelectric development; in Sarawak, construction
of a large hydroelectric dam on the Balui River began in the 1990s and continued 
into the 21st century. Malaysia also has begun to produce biofuel from palm oil.
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Manufacturing

Manufacturing has undergone rapid expansion since the 1970s, 
with the aim of producing goods for export, while shifting away 
from import substitution (a policy of replacing imported 
products with those made domestically). By the early 21st 
century the sector had become the backbone of Malaysia's 
economic growth, constituting the largest share (nearly 
one-third) of the country's GDP and employing more of the 
workforce than all the primary activities (e.g., agriculture and 
mining) combined.

Growth has been especially notable in the assembly of electronic equipment,
electrical machinery, and appliances, as well as in the production of chemicals and
textiles. There also has been substantial development of a variety of heavy
industries, including steelmaking and automobile production—the latter
implemented through a Malaysian-Japanese joint venture. Peninsular Malaysia,
especially the urban area of Kuala Lumpur and the rest of the developed zone along 
the western side of the peninsula, is responsible for the bulk of the country's 
manufacturing output.

One strategy designed to promote manufactured exports has been the establishment
of a number of free-trade zones, which have provided duty-free access to imported
raw materials and semifinished parts in addition to numerous investment and export
incentives. Industrial estates also have been established in less-developed parts of
the country to stimulate manufacturing and to balance industrial growth, but
manufacturing capacity has remained highly concentrated. The country's heavy
industries—more important politically than economically—generally have been
saddled with excess capacity and high production costs. Increasingly, development
strategy has shifted to the promotion of small and medium industries that
manufacture their own parts and acquire technology from more economically
developed countries, the aim being to move beyond the stage of assembly-only
manufacturing. Such initiatives have enabled Malaysian industries such as
automobile manufacturing to move from assembly-only production in the mid-1980s
to full-fledged production—with minimal reliance on imported components—in the
21st century.

 

Finance

Malaysia has an active and growing financial sector, which has 
been encouraged by government policies that promote foreign 
investment, market competition, and the privatization of 
publicly held enterprises. Banking and insurance are regulated 
by the state-run Bank Negara Malaysia, which issues the national
currency, the ringgit. The state permits a variety of banking 
activities, including semipublic banks that operate on Islamic 
financial principles. Since 1990 the island of Labuan, off the 

southwest coast of Sabah, has served as an international financial centre; a 
regulatory authority there issues offshore banking licenses. Kuala Lumpur has a 
commodity exchange and a stock exchange.
 

Trade
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Malaysia's export structure shifted dramatically during the last decades of the 20th 
century, from one dominated by rubber and tin to one in which manufactured goods 
accounted for well over half of all export earnings by the early 21st century. 
Electrical and electronic products constitute the largest proportion of exported 
manufactures. Commodities exports, however, especially palm oil and rubber, 
remain important. Imports are dominated by electronics parts, machinery, and other
manufactured goods. Malaysia's chief trading partners are Japan, Singapore (because
of its status as an entrepôt port in the region), the United States, and mainland
China. Other prominent partners include Thailand, Taiwan, Hong Kong, and South 
Korea. Malaysia belongs to the Association of Southeast Asian Nations (ASEAN), and 
trade with member countries has been increasing.

 

Labour and taxation

Malaysia's rapid economic expansion has created a great demand for additional
labour for the manufacturing, construction, and service sectors. Although the labour
shortage has tended to increase wages—attracting many workers from rural
regions—companies nevertheless have found it necessary to recruit foreign labour,
primarily from Indonesia, the Philippines, Bangladesh, and Thailand. The presence
of foreign workers in large numbers has become a source of social and political
tension within Malaysia. Moreover, the rural-to-urban migration prompted by
industrialization has led to severe labour shortages in the rural economy.

The primary role of the country's fiscal system is to raise revenue for governmental 
expenditure, and the greater part of its revenue is raised through taxation. Direct 
(income) taxes on companies (including petroleum companies) and individuals 
constitute the primary source of tax revenue. Indirect taxes (e.g., customs and 
excise duties), however, also contribute significantly to the national budget.

 

Transportation

Although Malaysia's transportation systems improved considerably in the second half 
of the 20th century, demand generally has continued to outstrip capacity. In 
addition, much more attention has been given to developing the infrastructure of 
Peninsular Malaysia than that of East Malaysia. The peninsula's road network 
includes high-speed express highways and numerous hard-surfaced secondary roads; 
it is especially well developed in the major industrial states of the western region. 
The road network in Sarawak and Sabah is less extensive, with fewer paved roads. 
Malaysia's small railway system is of much less significance than its roads and is 
confined primarily to the peninsula, where it runs from the southern tip (where it is 
connected to Singapore) northward to the border with Thailand. The country's first 
light-rail transport was inaugurated in Kuala Lumpur in 1996. Since then, several 
monorail and express lines have opened in the Kuala Lumpur metropolitan area, and
a private company has established regular and rapid commuter service on 
double-tracked, electrified lines between Kuala Lumpur, Port Kelang on the western
coast, and several other cities nearby.

River transport is of great importance in East Malaysia, especially in Sarawak. In 
addition, Malaysia's long and accessible coastlines have fostered maritime trade for 
more than a millennium. Several ports, notably Port Kelang (the principal port) and 
Penang on the Strait of Malacca, have become major container-handling facilities. 
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Numerous other ports have been developed, including Tanjung Pelepas and Pasir 
Gudang in the southern state of Johor, Kuantan on the eastern coast of the 
peninsula, Kuching in Sarawak, and Kota Kinabalu in Sabah.

Air transport has grown rapidly, with passenger traffic increasing especially on the 
peninsula. An internal air network connects almost all Malaysian states. Airports in 
Penang, Kota Kinabalu, and Kuching have limited international service. In 1998 a 
new international airport opened in Sepang, about 30 miles (50 km) south of Kuala 
Lumpur, replacing the old international airport in Subang, about 15 miles (25 km) 
west of the capital city. The airport in Subang has continued to offer some domestic
and specialized service.

 

Government and society

Constitutional framework

Malaysia is a federal constitutional monarchy with a ceremonial
head of state—a monarch—who bears the title Yang di-Pertuan 
Agong (“paramount ruler”) and who is elected from among nine
hereditary state rulers for a five-year term. The Malaysian
constitution, drafted in 1957 following the declaration of
independence (from the British) by the states of what is now
Peninsular Malaysia, provides for a bicameral federal

legislature, consisting of the Senate (Dewan Negara) as the upper house and the 
House of Representatives (Dewan Rakyat) as the lower. The paramount ruler 
appoints a prime minister from among the members of the House of 
Representatives. On the advice of the prime minister, the monarch then appoints 
the other ministers who make up the cabinet. The number of ministers is not fixed, 
but all must be members of the federal parliament. The federal government also 
includes an independent judiciary and a politically neutral civil service.

The powers of the federal parliament are relatively broad and include the authority 
to legislate in matters concerning government finances, defense, foreign policy, 
internal security, the administration of justice, and citizenship. The constitution 
also provides that some issues may be addressed by either the federal legislature or 
a state legislature. Of the roughly 200 members of the House of Representatives, 
about two-thirds are from Peninsular Malaysia, one is from the federal territory of 
Labuan, and the remaining seats are divided fairly evenly between Sarawak and 
Sabah. Members are elected to office from single-member constituencies to terms of
five years. The Senate consists of about six dozen members; of these, nearly 
two-thirds (including those from the federal territories of Kuala Lumpur and Labuan)
are appointed by the paramount ruler on the recommendation of the prime 
minister, and the others are elected by the state legislative assemblies. Election to 
either house is by a simple majority, but amendments to the constitution require a 
two-thirds majority. A bill passed by both houses and sanctioned by the Yang 
di-Pertuan Agong becomes a federal law.

 

Local government

Malaysia comprises 13 states and 3 federal territories. Each state has its own written
constitution, legislative assembly, and executive council, which is responsible to the
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legislative assembly and headed by a chief minister. The federal territories, which 
include the capital city region of Kuala Lumpur, the administrative capital of 
Putrajaya, and the island of Labuan off the coast of East Malaysia, carry the same 
status as states, but they do not have separate legislatures or heads of state.

Most of the peninsular states are led by hereditary rulers. Johor, Kedah, Kelantan, 
Pahang, Perak, Selangor, and Terengganu have sultans, while Perlis has a raja
(“king”), and Negeri Sembilan is ruled by the Yang di-Pertuan Besar (“chief ruler”).
The heads of state of Melaka, Penang Island (Pulau Pinang; also Penang), Sarawak,
and Sabah—known as Yang di-Pertuan Negeri (“state ruler”)—are appointed to
office. The ruler of a state acts on the advice of the state government. The
constitution provides for federal parliamentary elections and for elections to state
legislatures, to be held at least every five years.

All states in Malaysia are subdivided into districts. In Sarawak and Sabah, however, 
these districts are grouped into larger administrative units called divisions. The 
village, headed by a tua kampung (“village leader”), is the smallest unit of
government.

 

Justice

The constitution of Malaysia, which is the supreme law of the
country, provides that the judicial power of the federation shall
be vested in two High Courts—one in Peninsular Malaysia, called 
the High Court in Malaya, and the other in East Malaysia, called 
the High Court in Sarawak and Sabah—and also in subordinate
courts. Appeals from the High Courts are heard first by the
Court of Appeal; they may then be appealed to the highest court
in Malaysia, the Federal Court (formerly called the Supreme
Court), which is headed by a chief justice. A separate Special
Court handles cases involving charges against the paramount
ruler or the heads of states.

Each High Court consists of a chief judge and a number of other
justices. The High Court has criminal and civil jurisdiction and
may pass any sentence allowed by law. Below each High Court

are three subordinate courts: the Sessions Court, the Magistrates' Court, and the
Court for Children. These lower courts have criminal and civil jurisdiction—criminal
cases come before one or the other court depending on the seriousness of the
offense and civil cases depending on the sum involved. In addition, there are
religious courts in those Malay states that are established under Islamic law
(syariah, or Sharīʿah). These Islamic courts are governed by state—not
federal—legislation.

 

Political process

Malaysia has a multiparty political system; the country has held free elections and 
generally has changed prime ministers peacefully. All citizens who are at least 21 
years old are permitted to vote. Although their numbers in political positions have 
been increasing since the late 20th century, women have remained 
underrepresented in the political process. Most ministerial appointments are held by
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Malays, but a few posts are filled by indigenous and nonindigenous minorities.

Party affiliation generally is based on ethnicity, although this tendency has 
diminished somewhat since the mid-20th century. Malaysian political life and 
government has been dominated since the early 1970s by the National Front (Barisan 
Nasional), a broad coalition of ethnically oriented parties. Among the oldest and 
strongest of these parties are the United Malays National Organization (UMNO; long 
the driving force of the National Front), the Malaysian Chinese Association (MCA), 
the Malaysian Indian Congress (MIC), and several parties from Sarawak and Sabah, 
including Sarawak United Peoples' Party (SUPP) and the Sabah United Party (Parti 
Bersatu Sabah; PBS). The main opposition parties are the Democratic Action Party 
(DAP), which consists primarily of Chinese; the Pan-Malaysian Islamic Party (Parti 
Islam SeMalaysia; Pas); and, since the early 21st century, the People's Justice Party 
(Parti Keadilan Rakyat; PKR). There are also a number of smaller parties based 
mainly in Sarawak and Sabah.

 

Security

The Malaysian armed forces have increased in strength and capability since the 
formation of Malaysia in 1963. After the withdrawal of British military forces from 
Malaysia and Singapore at the end of 1971, a five-country agreement between 
Malaysia, Singapore, New Zealand, Australia, and the United Kingdom was concluded
to ensure defense against external aggression. Additional regional security is 
provided by ASEAN.

The armed forces consist of an army, a navy, and an air force. The army is the most 
experienced and the largest of the three units, constituting roughly three-fourths of 
all military personnel. The Royal Malaysian Navy concentrates mainly on defending 
the long indented coastlines and narrow waters of the country. The Royal Malaysian 
Air Force has combat aircraft as well as many transport aircraft and helicopters. 
Military service is voluntary, with a minimum age requirement of 18 years.

The states of Malaysia inherited from their common colonial past an internal 
security system based on the British model. The police force is well trained and 
combats not only crime but also armed insurrections. As a paramilitary unit, the 
police are separate from the armed forces.

 

Health and welfare

The general level of health improved considerably in the second half of the 20th 
century. This improvement not only contributed significantly to a decline in death 
and infant-mortality rates but also, by the 21st century, largely freed Malaysia from 
many of the diseases that plague tropical countries. Such diseases as malaria remain
a problem in some rural areas, however. Health conditions and health facilities vary 
among the states, but facilities are generally better equipped and staffed in 
Peninsular Malaysia than in Sabah and Sarawak. Health services generally are more 
extensive in the towns and cities than in the rural areas. Segments of the rural 
population often rely to some extent on traditional treatments rather than on 
doctors and medicines that are the product of formal research and academic 
training. Most health services are provided by the government. Welfare services, 
however, are provided by both government and private agencies and include relief 
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programs for senior citizens, for the economically disadvantaged, and for people 
with disabilities.

 

Housing

The multicultural character of the population of Malaysia is visibly reflected in the 
wide variety of houses, which range from the traditional longhouses and stilt houses 
of the rural peoples to examples of modern high-rise architecture in the cities. 
Housing shortages are rare in rural areas, but squatter settlements are common in 
the larger towns and cities. A governmental housing authority has had success in 
establishing low-cost housing in urban areas.

 

Education

The federal government allocates a significant portion of its budget to education, 
and it provides free public schooling at the primary and secondary levels. Although 
only six years of primary education (from age six) are compulsory, most children 
receive at least some secondary education. Secondary school consists of one 
three-year segment followed by a four-year segment; students may enroll in a 
technical or vocational school (in lieu of pursuing a strictly academic curriculum) for
their second segment of secondary study.

The number of students advancing to the postsecondary level rose rapidly in the late
20th and early 21st centuries. The country offers dozens of tertiary institutions, 
including universities, teacher-training colleges, and other public and private 
institutions with assorted specializations. Among the most prominent institutions of 
higher learning are the University of Malaya (1962) in Kuala Lumpur, the University 
of Science, Malaysia (1969) in Penang, the National University of Malaysia (1970) in 
Bangi, and the International Islamic University (1983) in Kuala Lumpur. Major state 
universities were established in Sarawak and Sabah in the mid-1990s.

 

Cultural life

Cultural milieu

Malaysia is a point of convergence of several major cultural traditions that stem 
from archipelagic Southeast Asia as well as from China, South Asia, the Middle East, 
and the West. Malay culture, the Orang Asli cultures of Peninsular Malaysia, and 
many of the cultures of East Malaysia are indigenous to the area. In the first one and
a half millennia CE, indigenous Malay culture in the Malay Peninsula and in other 
parts of Southeast Asia was strongly marked by pre-Islamic Indian and early Islamic 
influences. Indian contact with the Malay Peninsula, which extended from about the
2nd or 3rd century to the late 14th century, exerted a profound influence on 
religion (through Hinduism and Buddhism), art, and literature. Islam, introduced to 
Malacca (now Melaka) in the 15th century, soon became the dominant religion of the
Malays. Western cultural influences, especially since the 19th century, also have
affected many aspects of Malay life, particularly in the realms of technology, law,
social organization, and economics. Contemporary Malay culture is thus
multifaceted, consisting of many strands—indigenous, early Hindu, early and modern
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Islamic, and, especially in the cities, Western—interwoven to yield a pattern that is
distinct from other cultures yet recognizably Malay.

The early Chinese traders who settled in Malacca and on the island of Penang were 
partially assimilated (at least to the extent of adopting the Malay language). By 
contrast, the Chinese who emigrated in large numbers to the Malay Peninsula in the 
late 19th and early 20th centuries were both a more heterogeneous group and a 
largely transient population that tended to establish self-contained communities. 
Chinese cultural influence in this region, then, has been less pronounced.

Most of the Indians and Pakistanis originally came as labourers to work in the coffee 
and rubber plantations from the mid-19th to the early 20th centuries. Like the 
Chinese, they also were mainly transients (until World War II), living in closed 
communities and remaining relatively unassimilated.

The communities of Malaysia have been affected profoundly by British colonial rule
and Western cultural influences, especially in education and institutional forms. The
rural areas—particularly in eastern Peninsular Malaysia and in the interior of East
Malaysia—have been least affected, while the cities have been the focus of the
most-rapid cultural changes. However, extraordinary economic growth and
development since the mid-20th century increasingly has allowed a cosmopolitan
outlook, carried largely from the urban centres by an expanding middle class, to
penetrate smaller towns and even newer rural settlements.

 

Daily life and social customs

Malaysia has a rich cultural life, much of which revolves around the traditional
festivities of its diverse population. The major Muslim holidays are Hari Raya Puasa
(“Holiday of Fasting”), or Aidilfitri (ʿĪd al-Fiṭr), to celebrate the end of the fasting 
month of Ramadan, and Hari Raya Haji (“Holiday of the Pilgrimage”), or Aidiladha
(ʿĪd al-Aḍḥā), to celebrate the culmination of the season of pilgrimage to Mecca. 
Buddhists honour the life of the Buddha on Hari Wesak (“Wesak Day”), and Chinese
Malaysians celebrate Chinese New Year. Deepavali (Diwali), a Hindu festival of lights 
spanning several days, is observed by many Indian Malaysians, while Christmas is the
principal holiday of the Christian community. On most of these holidays, it is
customary to host an “open house,” where guests are treated to Malaysian
delicacies and hospitality. A holiday that spans all ethnic groups and religions is Hari
Kebangsaan (National Day), a celebration of Malaysia's independence on August 31.

The states have their own holidays. Sarawak, for instance, celebrates Gawai Dayak
(“Dayak Festival”). Rooted in the harvest rituals and festivities (gawai) of the Iban 
and Bidayuh peoples, this holiday broadly honours the state's non-Malay indigenous 
heritage.

Beyond the official holidays and other religious festivities, important life events 
such as birth, circumcision (for young Muslim men), and marriage are usually 
celebrated by a feast, known in Malay as kenduri. The wedding ceremony is 
generally the most important and elaborate of such events among both Malay and 
non-Malay peoples. In rural areas the kenduri is normally held at the house of the 
host family, while in urban areas the feast often takes place in a large hall or hotel.

Malaysian cuisines reflect the mixture of ethnic groups in the country's population. 
The three most prominent cuisines are Chinese, Indian, and Malay. Popular Chinese 
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foods include sweet-and-sour Cantonese dishes and a milder favourite, Hainanese 
chicken rice. Indian cuisine ranges from the hot vegetarian dishes of southern Indian
cooking to the more subtly spiced Muslim Indian food to the yogurt-marinated meats
of tandoori cookery from northern India. All these foods, while recognizably Chinese
or Indian, have developed a distinctly Malaysian character.

Traditional Malay cuisine consists of white rice served with various curries and fried 
dishes. Sate, small skewers of chicken or beef dipped in a spicy peanut sauce, nasi 
goreng (“fried rice”), and nasi lemak (“fatty rice”), which is coconut rice served
with fried anchovies, peanuts, and a curry dish, are among the most common Malay
foods. Noodles, cooked and served in various styles, are also local favourites.

Non-Muslim indigenous peoples of Peninsular and East Malaysia typically eat a staple
food such as rice, tapioca, or sago served with locally grown or gathered vegetables 
(e.g., ferns and tapioca leaves) and fish, wild boar, venison, or other game. The 
food is generally not spicy or only mildly so.

 

Cultural institutions

The history and cultural life of Malaysia are exhibited primarily in various museums 
in Kuala Lumpur and several state capitals throughout the country. Built in a Malay 
architectural style in 1963, the National Museum in Kuala Lumpur houses a diverse 
archaeological and ethnographic collection that documents Malaysia's social, 
cultural, artistic, and economic history. The Perak Museum in Taiping is the oldest 
museum in Peninsular Malaysia and contains collections of the natural history and 
material culture of the region. The Penang Museum and Art Gallery highlights 
Penang Island's immigrant and colonial history. In East Malaysia, the Sabah Museum 
in Kota Kinabalu and the Sarawak Museum in Kuching, both established in the late 
19th century, chronicle the unique prehistory and history of these states and their 
peoples.

In addition to the broadly ethnographic or historical museums, there also are 
numerous institutions dedicated to the documentation of particular Malaysian 
phenomena. The Islamic Arts Museum in Kuala Lumpur, for instance, traces the 
advent and growth of the art and culture of Islam in Malaysia from the 7th century 
to contemporary times. Other such topical museums include a numismatic museum, 
a museum of telecommunications, and an armed forces museum, all located in the 
capital city.

Malaysia is home to many art galleries and theatres for the performing arts as well.
The National Art Gallery has permanent exhibitions of modern paintings by
Malaysian artists and rotating exhibitions of art from around the world. Plays,
dances, and musical productions by Malaysian and international performers are
staged regularly at the grand national theatre, called the Istana Budaya (“Palace of
Cultures and Arts”), in Kuala Lumpur.

 

Sports and recreation

Sports in Malaysia are a mixture of traditional and Western games. From the 
mid-19th century, British expatriates introduced football (soccer), cricket, track and
field events, and rugby to the peninsula; they formed a number of clubs and 
organized competitions. The Malaysia Cup (formerly the H.M.S. Malaya Cup), first 
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contested in 1921, is the country's premier football competition.

Traditional sports also enjoy local popularity. Top-spinning (main gasing) 
competitions are seriously contested, with winning tops often spinning for well over 
an hour. In some areas, top spinning is not merely a random pastime but is 
associated with the agricultural cycle. Kite flying also is a favourite activity, as are 
bird-singing contests, which may feature hundreds of birds, all with unique songs. 
Sepak takraw (“kick ball”) is a uniquely Southeast Asian game (now played in other
regions) that is similar to volleyball but is played with a woven rattan ball and
without using the hands. The sport is internationally competitive, and Malaysia has
fronted winning teams.

Malaysia made its debut at the Summer Olympic Games in Melbourne in 1956. At the
1992 and 1996 Summer Games the country took medals in men's badminton. 
Malaysia was one of the founders of the biennial Southeast Asian Games and has 
hosted the event several times since its inception in 1957.

 

Media and publishing

The press is the principal source of information in urban areas of Malaysia. The 
newspapers are all privately owned (many by political parties) and vary greatly in 
circulation, quality of reporting, and news coverage. Dozens of daily papers 
circulate in all the major languages of the country, including Malay, English, 
Chinese, and Tamil. In Sabah several dailies also are issued in the Kadazan language.

Although many public and private radio stations cater to urban listeners, radio is the
primary information channel in remote rural areas. Both on the peninsula and in 
East Malaysia, the government-operated Radio Television Malaysia (RTM) broadcasts 
in Malay, English, and assorted Chinese languages, as well as in various indigenous 
languages, such as Iban in Sarawak. RTM also broadcasts internationally in Arabic, 
English, Chinese, and the national languages of several of Malaysia's Southeast Asian 
neighbours.

Television is a popular medium across geographical and linguistic boundaries. The 
government had a monopoly on television broadcasting until the mid-1990s, when it 
opened the industry to private operators. Since that time several commercial 
stations have been established, and the emergence of private cable and satellite 
companies has allowed television broadcasting to reach the most remote rural 
regions of the country.

 
Ooi Jin Bee
Thomas R. Leinbach
Zakaria Bin Ahmad

History

Extending well into the western zone of the Southeast Asian archipelago, the Malay 
Peninsula has long constituted a critical link between the mainland and the islands of 
Southeast Asia. Because Malaysia itself is divided between the two regions, the history
of the country can be understood only within a broad geographic context. The Strait 
of Malacca, narrowly separating the peninsula from the archipelago, has been a 
crossroads for peoples, cultures, and trade passing through or taking root in both 
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areas. Influences from China, India, the Middle East, and, later, Europe followed the 
maritime trade. Peninsular Malaysia and the two states of East Malaysia, Sarawak and 
Sabah, have shared many historical patterns, but each region also has developed in 
unique ways.

 

Prehistory and the rise of Indianized states

Malaysia's prehistory remains insufficiently studied, but bone and artifact discoveries
at the Niah Cave site in northern Sarawak confirm that the area was already 
inhabited by Homo sapiens about 40,000 years ago. The vast cave complex contains 
remains that not only indicate a nearly unbroken succession of human visits and 
occupations but also chronicle the evolution of stone tools until some 1,300 years 
ago. Peninsular Malaysia has been inhabited for at least 6,000 years, archaeologists 
having unearthed evidence of Stone Age and early Bronze Age civilizations; Neolithic
culture was apparently well established by 2500 to 1500 BCE. Early historical studies
postulated that successive waves of peoples—ancestors of the contemporary
Malays—migrated into the region from China and Tibet during the 1st millennium
BCE, pushing earlier inhabitants into the western Pacific or remote mountain 
enclaves. More recently it has been suggested that the southward migration 
consisted of small groups who imposed their culture and language and created new 
ethnic fusions.

Small Malay kingdoms appeared in the 2nd or 3rd century CE, a time when Indian
traders and priests began traveling the maritime routes, bringing with them Indian
concepts of religion, government, and the arts. Over many centuries the peoples of
the region, especially those within the royal courts, synthesized Indian and
indigenous ideas, making selective use of Indian models—including Hinduism and 
Mahayana Buddhism—in shaping their political and cultural patterns. The most
significant complex of Indianized temple ruins has been found around Kedah Peak in
northwestern Peninsular Malaysia.

Because the peninsula and northern Borneo both lacked broad, fertile plains, they 
were unable to support the high population densities that were the foundation of 
other, more powerful Southeast Asian civilizations, such as those that flourished on 
the island of Java and on the mainland in what is now Cambodia. However, scant
documentation, chiefly from Chinese written sources, suggests that perhaps 30 small
Indianized states rose and fell in Malaya—the Malay region of the peninsula—during
the 1st millennium CE. The most important of these states, Langkasuka, controlled 
much of the northern part of the region.

Malaya developed an international reputation, both as a source of gold and tin and 
as the home of renowned seafarers; as its reputation grew, however, Malaya 
increasingly was exposed (or subjected) to cultural influences from surrounding 
powers. Between the 7th and 13th centuries many of the region's small, often 
prosperous maritime trading states likely came under the loose control of Srivijaya, 
the great Indianized empire based in Sumatra. At various times, other Indianized
powers of Southeast Asia—including the Khmer (Cambodian) empire based at Angkor, 
the Tai kingdom of Ayutthaya, and the Majapahit empire centred in eastern
Java—also claimed suzerainty in the region. These early cultural forces in Malaya
left a living legacy, traces of which are still evident in the political ideas, social
structures, rituals, language, arts, and other traditions of Malay Muslims.

Although development was slower in more remote, less fertile northern Borneo, the 
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Malacca empire in 
1500.

 

area that is now Sarawak had entered the Iron Age by CE 600. Archaeological
excavations in the Sarawak River delta have revealed much evidence not only of
early ironworking but also of extensive trade with China and the Southeast Asian
mainland. The local peoples offered edible bird's nests, rhinoceros horns, hornbill
“ivory” (from the casque atop the bird's beak), camphor, spices, wood, and other
goods in exchange for Chinese ceramics, metal, and probably clothing. Meanwhile,
Neolithic boatbuilders along the east coast of present-day Sabah were involved in
extensive interregional trade; the maritime peoples of the area called the territory
the “land below the wind” because it lay south of the tropical cyclone (typhoon) 
belt.

 

The advent of Islam

From the 13th through the 17th century, Sunni Islam, carried chiefly by Arab and 
Indian merchants, spread widely through peninsular and insular Southeast Asia. The 
new religion offered equal-opportunity social advancement through spiritual 
devotion, which ultimately challenged (but did not entirely eliminate) the power of 
the traditional elites; Islam also embodied a complex theology that held much 
appeal for farmers and merchants in the coastal regions. The dissemination of Islam 
was intimately linked to the florescence of the great Indian Ocean trading routes 
that connected China through the Strait of Malacca to India, the Middle East, and 
eastern Africa.

 
The arrival of Islam coincided with the rise of the great port of 
Malacca (now Melaka), established along the strait on Malaya's
southwest coast by Sumatran exiles about 1400. The Indianized
king—who successfully sought a tributary relationship with
powerful China—converted to Islam, becoming a sultan and 
hence attracting Muslim merchants. Soon Malacca became 
Southeast Asia's principal trading entrepôt, while at the same
time it gained suzerainty over much of coastal Malaya and 
eastern Sumatra. Malacca also served as the regional centre for 
the propagation of Islam and as the eastern terminus of the 

Indian Ocean trading network. Indonesian spices, Malayan gold, and Chinese silks 
and tea all passed through Malacca on their way to South Asia, the Middle East, and,
ultimately, Europe. At its height in the late 15th century, Malacca hosted some 
15,000 merchants of many nationalities, including Chinese, Arabs, Persians, and 
Indians; attracted by a stable government and a policy of free trade, the ships in the
harbour purportedly outnumbered those in any other port in the known world. The 
Chinese admiral Zheng He called at the port several times in the first decades of the
15th century as part of the great naval expeditions of the Ming dynasty to the 
western Indian Ocean. Malacca's political and religious influence reached its height 
under Tun Perak, who served as chief minister (1456–98) after defeating the
expanding Siamese (Thai) in a fierce naval battle; during his tenure Islam became
well entrenched in such districts (and subsidiary sultanates) as Johor (Johore), 
Kedah, Perak, Pahang, and Terengganu.

The mostly Islamicized people of 15th-century Malacca began calling themselves
“Malays” (“Melayu”), likely a reference to their Sumatran origins. Thereafter the
term Malay was applied to those who practiced Islam and spoke a version of the
Malay language. Religious and linguistic behaviour, rather than descent, then,
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became the criteria for being Malay; this enabled previously Hindu-Buddhist peoples
and former adherents of local religions to identify themselves (and even merge)
with the Malays—regardless of their ancestry. Over time this loose cultural
designation became a coherent ethnic group populating what is commonly called the
“Malay world,” a region encompassing Malaya, northern and western Borneo,
eastern Sumatra, and the smaller islands in between. Islam, however, came to
overlay the earlier beliefs so that, before the rise of religious reform movements in
the 19th century, few Malays were orthodox Muslims. Hindu-influenced ritual
remained important for those of noble heritage, and local spirits were richly
incorporated into Islamic practices.

 

Early European intrusions and emerging sultanates

The fame of Malacca as the crossroads of Asian commerce had reached Europe by 
the beginning of the 16th century. The Portuguese, who for a century had been 
seeking a sea route to eastern Asia, finally arrived at Malacca in 1509, inaugurating 
a new era of European activity in Southeast Asia. Although much of Southeast Asia, 
including northern Borneo, experienced little Western impact before the 19th 
century, Malaya was one of the first regions to be disrupted. In 1511 a Portuguese 
fleet led by Afonso de Albuquerque captured Malacca.

Because few merchants of Malacca chose to endure the conquerors' high taxes and 
intolerance of Islam, the city ultimately languished under Portuguese control. The 
sultanate of Aceh (Acheh) in northern Sumatra subsequently leaped into the political
vacuum created by Malacca's decline, and during the 16th and early 17th centuries 
the Acehnese were deeply involved in peninsular affairs, warring against various 
sultanates and at times controlling some or most of them. Indeed, the understaffed 
Portuguese authority in Malacca was barely able to repulse repeated assaults by the 
sultanate of Aceh. Meanwhile, the Dutch, having established the Dutch East India 
Company in 1602, arose as the dominant European power in Southeast Asia. In 1641 
the Dutch seized Malacca, and although they tried to revive its trade, the city never 
recovered its earlier glory.

Throughout the rise and fall of Malacca, new sultanates were emerging elsewhere in
the Malay world. They usually were situated at the mouth of a major river and
sought to control trade to and from the interior, which often was populated by
seminomadic peoples such as the aboriginal Orang Asli (“Original People”) of Malaya
and the various indigenous peoples of Borneo. Younger sultanates—such as
Riau-Johor and Kedah, both on the peninsula, and Brunei, on Borneo's northern
coast—took over some of the trading functions of Malacca and flourished for several
centuries. Islam reached other areas of northern Borneo in the 15th and 16th
centuries; many coastal peoples converted, but most of the inhabitants of the
interior continued to practice local religions well into the 20th century. Malay
political control spread, with the Brunei sultans laying claim to much of what are
today Sarawak and Sabah—although their actual power seldom reached much beyond
the coastal zone. Attempts by Brunei to control the interior often failed, especially
after the aggressive Iban (Sea Dayak) people commenced their migrations into
present-day Sarawak from western Borneo (16th through 18th centuries). The
Siamese came to control some of the northern Malay sultanates, and the
southernmost part of present-day Thailand still has a predominantly Malay Muslim
population. The Malay sultanates included many, often feuding chiefdoms.
Consequently, wars within and between the sultanates erupted from time to time.
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From the Europeans' perspective, the sultanate system—with its hierarchical but
fluctuating spheres of influence over mobile populations—was politically unstable.

During the 17th century many Minangkabau people migrated from western Sumatra 
into southwestern Malaya, bringing with them a matrilineal sociocultural system by 
which property and authority descended through the female side. They elected their
chiefs from among eligible aristocratic candidates, a model that has been 
incorporated into contemporary Malaysia's selection of a king. Later the 
Minangkabau formed a confederation of nine small states (Negeri Sembilan). The 
political pluralism of Malaya in the 18th century also facilitated large-scale 
penetration of the peninsula by Buginese people from southwestern Celebes
(Sulawesi), a large island to the southeast of Borneo that is now part of Indonesia. 
With a well-earned reputation as maritime traders, Buginese immigrants established 
the sultanate of Selangor on the west coast of Malaya in the mid-1700s. To the 
southeast, they gained prominence in the sultanate of Johor, which, at the tip of 
the peninsula, was a prosperous trading entrepôt that attracted Asian and European
merchants. Despite continuous movement of peoples from the archipelago into the 
area, Malaya and northern Borneo remained sparsely populated into the early 19th 
century. Many present-day Malays are descendants of immigrants from elsewhere in 
archipelagic Southeast Asia who arrived after 1800. Indeed, immigrants from Java, 
Celebes, and Sumatra demonstrated a tendency to assimilate to the existing Malay 
community over time, a process that steadily accelerated with the rise of Malay 
nationalism and vernacular education in the 1930s. Some of the traditions brought 
by Minangkabau, Javanese, and other immigrants are still practiced in districts 
where they settled, contributing to the many regional variations of Malay culture 
and language.

 

Malaya and northern Borneo under British control

Malaya

Except for Malacca, Western influence was negligible in Malaya and northern 
Borneo until the late 18th century, when Britain became interested in the area. 
The British sought a source for goods to be sold in China, and in 1786 the British 
East India Company acquired the island of Penang (Pulau Pinang), off Malaya's 
northwest coast, from the sultan of Kedah. The island soon became a major
trading entrepôt with a chiefly Chinese population. British representative Sir 
Stamford Raffles occupied the island of Singapore off the southern tip of the 
peninsula in 1819 and acquired trading rights in 1824; a strategic location at the 
southern end of the Strait of Malacca and a fine harbour made Singapore the
centre for Britain's economic and political thrust in the peninsula. The British
attracted Chinese immigrants to the sparsely populated island, and soon the
mainly Chinese port became the region's dominant city and a major base for
Chinese economic activity in Southeast Asia. By then the predominant industrial
capitalist power in Europe, Britain next obtained Malacca from the Dutch in 1824
and thereafter governed the three major ports of the Strait of Malacca—Penang,
Malacca, and Singapore—which collectively were called the Straits Settlements. 
The British Colonial Office took direct control in 1867.

With the opening in 1869 of the Suez Canal, which provided a dramatically 
shorter maritime route between Europe and Southeast Asia, the full effect of 
European technological development swept over the region. The feuding Malay 
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states were little prepared for the political ramifications of increased European 
commercial activity, with the exception of Johor, which was led by the strong, 
shrewd, and progressive sultan Abu Bakar. The other state administrations
generally were weak and failed to cope with their mounting problems, including
the steady immigration of Chinese. By the early 19th century the Chinese—who
were being driven to emigrate by increasing poverty and instability in their
homeland—began settling in large numbers in the sultanates along the peninsula's
west coast, where they cooperated with local Malay rulers to mine tin. The
Chinese organized themselves into tightly knit communities and formed alliances
with competing Malay chiefs, and Chinese factions fought wars with each other
for control of minerals. Chinese settlers also established towns such as Kuala 
Lumpur and Ipoh, which later grew into major cities. The Chinese and Malays 
increasingly became entrenched in an inadequately integrated sociopolitical 
structure that continually generated friction between the two communities.

British investors were soon attracted to Malaya's potential mineral wealth, but
they were concerned about the political unrest. As a result, by the 1870s local
British officials began to intervene in the internal affairs of various Malayan
sultanates—establishing political influence (sometimes by force or the threat of
force) through a system of British residents (advisers). Initial intervention was
crude and incompetent; the first British resident to Perak was murdered by 
Malays outraged by his assertive actions. Gradually, the British refined their 
techniques and appointed more-able representatives; notable among these was 
Sir Frank Swettenham, who in 1896 became the first resident-general of a Malay 
federation of Perak, Selangor, Negeri Sembilan, and Pahang, with Kuala Lumpur 
as the capital. By 1909 the British had pressured Siam (now Thailand) into 
transferring sovereignty over the northern Malay states of Kedah, Terengganu, 
Kelantan, and Perlis; Johor was compelled to accept a British resident in 1914. 
These five sultanates remained outside the Malay federation, however. Britain 
had now achieved formal or informal colonial control over nine sultanates, but it 
pledged not to interfere in matters of religion, customs, or the symbolic political 
role of the sultans. The various states kept their separate identities but were 
increasingly integrated to form British Malaya.

 

Sarawak

Sarawak also entered a new historical era when the English adventurer James 
(later Sir James) Brooke helped the sultan of Brunei suppress a local revolt by
several Iban groups that (theoretically) were under the sultanate's control. In
gratitude, the sultan of Brunei appointed Brooke raja (governor) of the Sarawak
River basin in 1841. Brooke inaugurated not only a new form of imperial
endeavour but also a century of rule by successive generations of a remarkable
English family—a dynasty known as the Brooke Raj. As traditional Bornean rulers, 
generally benevolent autocrats, and cautious modernizers, the Brookes viewed 
themselves as protectors of Sarawak's people. James Brooke spent the years 
before his death in 1868 consolidating his control of surrounding districts and 
defending his government against various challenges. Sarawak acquired the 
status of an independent state under British protection during the reign of its 
second raja, Charles Brooke (nephew of James Brooke). Relations with Britain, 
however, were often strained, chiefly because of a consistent Brooke policy of 
incorporating territory at the expense of the declining Brunei sultanate, which 
also became a British protectorate in the late 19th century. The present 
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boundaries of Sarawak were achieved by 1906.

 

North Borneo

Northeastern Borneo, the territory that is now Sabah, was the last area to be 
brought under British control. In the early 1700s Brunei transferred its claims 
over much of the region to the sultan of Sulu, who ruled from the Sulu 
Archipelago (now part of the Philippines) to the east. Except in the far northeast, 
actual Sulu power remained limited. Occasional local resistance to Brunei or Sulu
influence, as well as extensive coastal raiding and confusion of suzerainty, 
invited Western interest beginning in the 18th century. Despite short-lived 
American activity in the 1860s, British power proved most decisive. By 1846 the 
British had already acquired the offshore island of Labuan from Brunei. They 
gained a toehold in northeastern Borneo proper in 1872, when British merchant 
William Cowie founded an east-coast settlement at Sandakan, on lease from 
Sulu. Having obtained rights to much of the territory by 1881, the British 
launched the British North Borneo Company, which, based in Sandakan, ruled the
British protectorate—as North Borneo—until 1941. The company operated the
state in the interest of its shareholders but was only moderately prosperous,
owing to high overhead and poor management; its 60 years of rule, however,
established the economic, administrative, and political framework of
contemporary Sabah.

 

The impact of British rule

The British presence in the region reflected several patterns: direct colonial rule in 
the Straits Settlements, relatively indirect control in some of the peninsula's 
east-coast sultanates, and family or corporate control in Borneo. Regardless of the 
political form, however, British rule brought profound changes, transforming the 
various states socially and economically.

The Brookes and the North Borneo Company faced prolonged resistance before they 
consolidated their control, while occasional local revolts punctuated British rule in 
Malaya as well. In Sarawak in 1857, for example, interior Chinese gold-mining 
communities nearly succeeded in toppling the intrusive James Brooke before being 
crushed, while Muslim chief Mat Salleh fought expanding British power in North 
Borneo from 1895 to 1900. The Brookes mounted bloody military campaigns to 
suppress headhunting (practiced at the time by many indigenous peoples of the 
interior) and to incorporate especially the Iban into their domain; similar operations 
were carried out in North Borneo. Those who resisted British annexation or policies 
were portrayed by the British authorities as treacherous, reactionary rebels; many 
of the same figures, however, were later hailed in Malaysia as nationalist heroes.

The British administration eventually achieved peace and security. In Malaya the 
Malay sultans retained their symbolic status at the apex of an aristocratic social 
system, although they lost some of their political authority and independence. 
British officials believed that the rural Malay farmers needed to be protected from 
economic and cultural change and that traditional class divisions should be 
maintained. Hence, most economic development was left to Chinese and Indian 
immigrants, as long as it served long-term colonial interests. The Malay elite 
enjoyed a place in the new colonial order as civil servants. Many Malayan and 
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Bornean villagers, however, were affected by colonial taxes and consequently were 
forced to shift from subsistence to cash-crop farming; their economic well-being 
became subject to fluctuations in world commodity prices. Much economic growth 
occurred; British policies promoted the planting of pepper, gambier (a plant 
producing a resin used for tanning and dyeing), tobacco, oil palm, and especially 
rubber, which along with tin became the region's major exports. Malaya and British 
North Borneo developed extractive, plantation-based economies oriented toward 
the resource and market needs of the industrializing West.

British authorities in Malaya devoted much effort to constructing a transportation 
infrastructure in which railways and road networks linked the tin fields to the coast;
port facilities also were improved to facilitate resource exports. These 
developments stimulated growth in the tin and rubber industries to meet world 
demand. The tin industry remained chiefly in immigrant Chinese hands through the 
19th century, but more highly capitalized, technologically sophisticated British firms
took over much of the tin production and export by World War II. The rubber tree 
was first introduced from Brazil in the 1870s, but rubber did not supersede the 
earlier coffee and gambier plantings until near the end of the century. By the early 
20th century thousands of acres of forest had been cleared for rubber growing, 
much of it on plantations but some on smallholdings. Malaya became the world's 
greatest exporter of natural rubber, with rubber and tin providing the bulk of 
colonial tax revenues.

The British also improved public health facilities, which reduced the incidence of 
various tropical diseases, and they facilitated the establishment of government 
Malay schools and Christian mission (mostly English-language) schools; the Chinese
generally had to develop their own schools. These separate school systems helped 
perpetuate the pluralistic society. Some Chinese, Malays, and Indians benefited 
from British economic policies; others enjoyed no improvement or experienced a 
drop in their standard of living. Government-sanctioned opium and alcohol use 
provided a major source of revenue in some areas.

Between 1800 and 1941 several million Chinese entered Malaya (especially the 
west-coast states), Sarawak, and British North Borneo to work as labourers, miners, 
planters, and merchants. The Chinese eventually became part of a prosperous, 
urban middle class that controlled retail trade. South Indian Tamils were imported
as the workforce on Malayan rubber estates. At the turn of the 19th century Malays
accounted for the vast majority of Malaya's residents, but the influx of immigrants
over the subsequent decades significantly eroded that majority. A
compartmentalized society developed on the peninsula, and colonial authorities
skillfully utilized “divide and rule” tactics to maintain their control. With most
Malays in villages, Chinese in towns, and Indians on plantations, the various ethnic
groups basically lived in their own neighbourhoods, followed different occupations,
practiced their own religions, spoke their own languages, operated their own
schools, and, later, formed their own political organizations. By the 1930s ethnically
oriented nationalist currents began to stir in Malaya, Singapore, and Sarawak. Malay
groups either pursued Islamic revitalization and reform or debated the future of the
Malays in a plural society, while Chinese organizations framed their activities around
political trends in China.

The Borneo states experienced many of the same changes. Sir Charles Brooke, 
second raja of Sarawak, passed the state on to his son, Charles Vyner de Windt 
Brooke, in 1917. Vyner Brooke reigned until 1946, furthering the pattern of personal
rule established by his father and by his great-uncle, Sir James Brooke. Economic 
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incentives attracted Chinese immigrants, and by 1939 the Chinese accounted for 
about one-fourth of the state's population. Similar to Malaya, Sarawak became 
ethnically, occupationally, and socially segmented, with most Malays in government 
or fishing, most Chinese in trade, labour, or cash-crop farming, and most Iban in the
police force or shifting cultivation. Gambier and pepper were planted, with Sarawak
emerging as the major world supplier of the latter crop. Later, rubber became 
dominant, and a petroleum industry developed. Most cash-crop agriculture remained
in smallholdings rather than in the plantations that were characteristic elsewhere. 
Christian missionary activity and church, Chinese, and Malay schools also generated 
sociocultural change. In the 1930s ethnic consciousness rose among both the Chinese
and the Malay communities as Vyner Brooke's personal rule began to erode.

The North Borneo Company operated differently from the Brookes in that it 
concentrated on developing an extractive economy for the benefit of its 
shareholders, based mostly on Western-owned tobacco and rubber estates and 
forest exploitation. Like the Brookes, however, the company created a single state 
out of many local societies and tolerated little open political activity. Christian 
missions facilitated change among non-Muslims. Significantly, immigrant Chinese 
and Indonesians also diversified the population through their employment as 
plantation workers.

 

Political transformation

The occupation of Malaya and Borneo by Japan (1942–45) during World War II
generated tremendous changes in those territories. Their economies were disrupted,
and communal tensions were exacerbated because Malays and Chinese reacted 
differently to Japanese control. The Japanese desperately needed access to the 
natural resources of Southeast Asia; they invaded Malaya in December 1941, having 
neutralized American military power in Hawaii through the Pearl Harbor attack and 
in the Philippines through attacks on Manila. Shortly thereafter, the Japanese 
controlled the peninsula, Singapore, and Borneo. Pro-communist, predominantly 
Chinese guerrillas waged resistance in Malaya, and a brief Chinese-led revolt also 
erupted in North Borneo. In many places increasing politicization and conflict within
and among ethnic groups developed as a result of economic hardship and selective 
repression; in northern Borneo the rule of the Brookes and of the North Borneo 
Company was permanently undermined, while in Malaya the Chinese and Malays also
realized that British domination was not everlasting. Nonetheless, most people 
welcomed the Japanese defeat in 1945.

After the end of the war, Sarawak and North Borneo, both of which had been British 
protectorates until the Japanese occupation, became British crown colonies. 
Sarawak, however, faced a turbulent political situation. Many Malays opposed the 
termination of Brooke rule and Sarawak's cession to Britain, and the resulting 
sociopolitical divisions persisted for years. With the establishment of the British 
North Borneo colony, the capital was moved from Sandakan to Jesselton (now Kota 
Kinabalu). Some local self-government was introduced in Malaya. The major catalyst
of political organization, however, was a British proposal to form a single Malayan 
Union, incorporating all the Malayan territories except Singapore, that would 
diminish state autonomy and accord equal political and citizenship rights to 
non-Malays. A tremendous upsurge of Malay political feeling against this plan, led by
Dato' Onn bin Jaafar, resulted in the creation in 1946 of the United Malays National 
Organization (UMNO) as a vehicle for Malay nationalism and political assertiveness. 
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Strikes, demonstrations, and boycotts doomed the proposed Malayan Union, and the 
British began to negotiate with UMNO about the Malayan future.

The negotiations resulted in the creation in 1948 of the Federation of Malaya, which 
unified the territories but provided special guarantees of Malay rights, including the 
position of the sultans. These developments alarmed the more radical and 
impoverished sectors of the Chinese community. In 1948 the Communist Party of 
Malaya—a mostly Chinese movement formed in 1930 that had provided the backbone
of the anti-Japanese resistance—went into the jungles and began a guerrilla
insurgency to defeat the colonial government, sparking a 12-year period of unrest 
known as the Malayan Emergency. The communists waged a violent and ultimately 
futile struggle supported by only a small segment of the Chinese community. The 
British took measures to suppress the insurgency by military means, which included 
a strategy that forcibly moved many rural Chinese into tightly controlled New 
Villages located near or along the roadsides. Although this policy isolated villagers 
from guerrillas, it also increased the government's unpopularity. The British finally 
achieved success when, under the leadership of British high commissioner Sir Gerald
Templer, they actively began to address political and economic grievances as well as
the insurgency, which further isolated the rebels.

Promising independence, British officials commenced negotiations with the various 
ethnic leaders, including those of UMNO and the Malayan Chinese Association (MCA),
formed in 1949 by wealthy Chinese businessmen. A coalition consisting of UMNO (led
by the aristocratic moderate Tunku Abdul Rahman), MCA, and the Malayan Indian
Congress contested the national legislative elections held in 1955 and won all but
one seat. This established a permanent political pattern of a ruling coalition—known
first as the Alliance Party and later as the National Front (Barisan Nasional;
BN)—that united ethnically based, mostly elite-led parties of moderate to
conservative political leanings, with UMNO as the major force.

On Aug. 31, 1957, the Federation of Malaya achieved independence under an 
Alliance government headed by Tunku Abdul Rahman as prime minister. Singapore, 
with its predominantly Chinese population, remained outside the federation as a 
British crown colony. The arrangement tended to favour the Malays politically, with 
UMNO leaders holding most federal and state offices and the kingship rotating 
among the various Malay sultans, but the Chinese were granted liberal citizenship 
rights and maintained strong economic power. Kuala Lumpur became the federal 
capital.

New currents also were emerging in Borneo. Colonial rule succeeded in rebuilding 
and expanding the economies of the two colonies, with rubber and timber providing 
the basis for postwar economic growth. Health and education facilities slowly 
reached beyond the towns. Political consciousness began to spread as elections were
held for local councils. During the 1950s the Kadazan community, stimulated
particularly by the development of radio broadcasting and newspapers, became
involved in North Borneo politics, while Chinese and Malay leaders formed Sarawak's
first political parties—some espousing multiethnic identities—in expectation of
independence. Political activity accelerated with the mooting in 1961 of the
proposal by Malayan and British officials for a federated state that would include
Malaya, Sarawak, North Borneo, Brunei, and Singapore. New parties formed in North
Borneo representing the Kadazan, Chinese, and various Muslim communities.
Elections were held in North Borneo and in Sarawak, with most of the parties in both
colonies accepting independence through merging with the new federation, called
Malaysia; the inclination to join Malaysia increased after the Philippines claimed
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North Borneo, based on former Sulu suzerainty.

British leaders proposed a Malaysian federation as a way of terminating their now
burdensome colonial rule over Singapore, Sarawak, and North Borneo, even though
those states were historically and ethnically distinct from Malaya and from each
other. It was in many ways to be a marriage of convenience. Malaya was closely
linked economically with bustling Singapore, and the Malays felt a kinship to the
various Muslim groups in Borneo. Tunku Abdul Rahman believed the federation could
defuse potential leftist Chinese activity while balancing the Chinese majority in
Singapore with the non-Chinese majorities of the Borneo states. Malaya already
contained a Chinese minority of nearly 40 percent, with Malays barely in the
majority there. Hence, on Sept. 16, 1963, the Federation of Malaysia was formed,
with North Borneo—renamed Sabah—and Sarawak constituting East Malaysia. Brunei,
which had been invited to join, chose to remain a British protectorate and later
became independent as a small, oil-rich Malay sultanate.

 
Craig A. Lockard

Malaysia from independence to c. 2000

The new, hurriedly formed country faced many political problems, including a 
period of Indonesian military opposition that ended in 1966, sporadic communist 
insurgency in Sarawak, periodic disenchantment in East Malaysia over federal 
policies and the domination of Peninsular Malaysia, and the secession of Singapore
from the federation (at Malaysia's urging) in 1965. The latter event resulted from 
increasing friction between the mostly Malay federal leaders and the mostly Chinese
state leaders, especially Singapore's independent-minded chief minister, Lee Kuan 
Yew, who disagreed on national goals. Under Lee's autocratic direction and 
unconventional economic policies, Singapore became a highly prosperous but tightly 
controlled country, and relations with Malaysia gradually improved. Both countries 
became founding members of the Association of Southeast Asian Nations (ASEAN) in 
1967.

The secession of Singapore allowed UMNO to exercise more influence over federal
policies, even if it did not end political uncertainties. Communal tensions on the
peninsula following a heated election generated riots and a countrywide state of
emergency in 1969–70. Many non-Malays resented the government's attempts to
build national unity and identity through such measures as increasing the use of the
Malay language in education and public life. The Chinese were particularly worried
by government policies aimed at distributing more wealth to Malays. For instance,
the New Economic Policy, launched in 1971 and renewed as the New Development 
Policy in 1991, was designed to increase significantly the wealth and economic 
potential of the bumiputra (Malays and other indigenous peoples)—especially the
Malays. It included affirmative-action policies for bumiputra citizens in education 
and in employment in the civil service. A growing Islamic movement also fueled 
tensions in the country and wrought divisions within the Malay community itself. 
Beginning in the late 1970s, this Islamic fundamentalist revival, or dakwah
movement, increasingly attracted the support of young Malays who felt alienated by
what they perceived as the growth of a Westernized, materialistic society. Finally, 
although rural development policies reduced poverty rates, large pockets of urban 
and especially rural poverty persisted, with many regional and ethnic inequities in 
the distribution of wealth. Radical critics of the government (including communists, 
socialists, Islamic militants, and progressive intellectuals) were politically 
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marginalized and sometimes detained.

For Sarawak and Sabah, politics within Malaysia proved to be a turbulent 
experience. The decision to join the federation was made in haste, and many people
continued to resent the loss of their autonomy, especially their loss of control over 
growing petroleum revenues. Political crises occurred periodically in Sarawak, 
although it was governed after 1970 by a Malay-dominated, profederal but 
multiethnic coalition that represented a triumph of peninsular alliance-style 
politics. By the mid-1980s, however, some Iban leaders had challenged the coalition 
for being too accommodating to wealthy Malay and Chinese interests. The 
government encouraged the assimilation of Sarawak society to that of the peninsula 
and dramatically increased the exploitation of timber resources, often at the 
expense of interior peoples. Sabah politics also were contentious, with ongoing 
tensions between Muslim and non-Muslim groups. Between 1967 and 1975 Chief 
Minister Tun Mustapha ruled the state rigidly, absorbing or repressing opponents, 
promoting Islam, and challenging federal policies. The multiethnic coalition that 
replaced Mustapha continued to preside over rapid economic growth spurred by the 
exploitation of Sabah's bountiful natural resources. Tensions resurfaced in the 
mid-1980s, however, when a Christian Kadazan-led party swept into power and 
followed policies opposed by federal leaders. Although peninsular sociopolitical 
patterns increasingly influenced Sabah and Sarawak, the states remained unique 
within the Malaysian system.

Despite these difficulties, the country as a whole maintained its quasi-democratic
parliamentary political system, including regular elections and moderate political
diversity but also some restrictions on civil liberties, such as a ban on public
discussion of issues deemed “sensitive.” Tunku Abdul Rahman was succeeded as
prime minister by Tun Haji Abdul Razak bin Hussein in 1970. Upon Abdul Razak's 
death in 1976, another UMNO leader, Datuk (later Tun) Hussein Onn, replaced him. 
In 1981 Tun Hussein Onn, owing to ill health, relinquished his positions as president 
of UMNO and as Malaysian prime minister, allowing Mahathir bin Mohamad to 
become the fourth prime minister and the first nonaristocrat to hold that office.

Mahathir's 22-year tenure as prime minister was marked by an authoritarian style 
and economic success. His assertive manner and controversial policies generated a 
major split within UMNO: in 1986 Deputy Prime Minister Musa Hitam resigned, citing 
irreconcilable differences, and the following year Mahathir only narrowly survived a 
challenge to his role as UMNO president (and thus as prime minister). A subsequent 
challenge to Mahathir's victory led the courts to declare UMNO illegal because it had
failed to register properly. Mahathir was able to outmaneuver his opponents, 
however, by dissolving UMNO and forming a new Malay party, UMNO Baru (New 
UMNO; Baru was subsequently dropped in 1997 and the original name restored). 
Mahathir's opponents countered by forming Semangat '46 (Spirit of '46), which 
claimed to embody the ideals of the original UMNO (established in 1946) and 
attempted to unite the disparate opposition groups against the ruling BN coalition 
headed by UMNO.

During the 1980s Anwar Ibrahim rose rapidly within the ruling party, and many 
believed he was being groomed to be Mahathir's successor. In 1993 Anwar was 
elected deputy president of UMNO and deputy prime minister, and within a few 
years he was considered a potential contestant for the offices of UMNO president 
and prime minister of Malaysia. In 1997 the country faced a severe economic 
downturn, and Mahathir and Anwar (who also served as the country's finance 
minister) differed over the economic prescriptions necessary to rescue the economy.
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In September 1998 Mahathir removed Anwar from office, and Anwar subsequently 
was expelled from UMNO and charged with (and, eventually, convicted of) 
corruption and sexual misconduct. Demonstrations, under the banner of reformasi
(“reform”), ensued in support of Anwar, whose backers claimed that the charges
were a bid to humiliate him and to eliminate him as a potential rival of Mahathir.

 

Malaysia in the 21st century

The dismissal of Deputy Prime Minister Anwar caused intense divisions within 
Malaysia, but Mahathir, benefiting from an economic recovery, was able to retain 
his grip on political power. In 2003 Mahathir stepped down as prime minister and 
was replaced by Abdullah Ahmad Badawi (his handpicked successor), who won a 
landslide victory the following year. With Mahathir out of office, Anwar's conviction 
was overturned in 2004, and he was released.

In March 2008 Anwar led a coalition of opposition parties—called the People's 
Alliance (Pakatan Rakyat; PR)—that gained more than one-third of the seats in
Malaysia's lower house of parliament, even though he still could not run for office.
Anwar officially returned to politics later that year, and in October he won a solid
victory in a parliamentary by-election, even though, shortly before the election, he
was again charged with sexual misconduct. Meanwhile, Abdullah faced growing
criticism, largely for his failure to curtail corruption, and in October 2008 he
announced his intention to resign the following March. Abdullah was succeeded in
office by his deputy prime minister, Najib Razak (son of Abdul Razak), in April 2009.

In January 2012 the 2008 charges against Anwar were dismissed after a two-year 
trial. The PR had high hopes of improving on its 2008 electoral showing in upcoming 
polls for the lower house. Although the opposition gained some seats in the voting 
held in early May 2013, the BN was able to hold on to its majority, and Najib Razak 
retained his office as prime minister.

With relative political stability over the last decades of the 20th century, 
government and business leaders managed to carry Malaysia into the 21st century 
with a prosperous, diversified economy. Commodity exports remained important, 
however, and certain parts of the country struggled with severe environmental 
problems, largely as a result of the exploitation of natural resources. Although 
development policies were criticized as lacking ethnic and regional balance, 
Malaysia nonetheless had achieved considerable success in creating national unity 
and sociopolitical stability out of deep regional and ethnic divisions.

 
Craig A. Lockard
Zakaria Bin Ahmad
Ed.
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Perspectives (1991); and GEORGE CHO, The Malaysian Economy: Spatial Perspectives
(1990). Aspects of Malaysia's political economy are addressed in E.K. FISK and H.
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MILNE and DIANE K. MAUZY, Malaysian Politics Under Mahathir (1999), focus particularly 
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History

The best comprehensive history of Malaysia is BARBARA WATSON ANDAYA and LEONARD Y.

ANDAYA, A History of Malaysia, 2nd ed. (2001). A good survey of the country's growth 
in the few decades following independence is JOHN GULLICK, Malaysia: Economic 
Expansion and National Unity (1981). Both of these works are stronger on Malaya 
than on the Borneo states. STEVEN RUNCIMAN, The White Rajahs: A History of Sarawak 
from 1841 to 1946 (1960, reissued 1992); and ROBERT PRINGLE, Rajahs and Rebels: The
Ibans of Sarawak Under Brooke Rule, 1841–1941 (1970), provide excellent coverage 
of the Brooke era. Among the detailed accounts of ancient Malaya, PAUL WHEATLEY, The 
Golden Khersonese: Studies in the Historical Geography of the Malay Peninsula 
Before AD 1500 (1961, reissued 1980), remains a classic work. LEONARD Y. ANDAYA, The
Kingdom of Johor, 1641–1728 (1975), is a fine analysis of that sultanate. LIM TECK GHEE, 
Peasants and Their Agricultural Economy in Colonial Malaya, 1874–1941 (1977), 
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colonial years. VICTOR PURCELL, The Chinese in Malaya (1948, reissued 1967), though 
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Politics and Government in Malaysia, rev. ed. (1980), offers a particularly thorough 
account of the late colonial and early independence periods.
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The instrumental 
version of the 
national anthem of 
Myanmar.

 

 

Introduction

also called  Burma 

country, located in the western portion of mainland Southeast 
Asia. In 1989 the country's official English name, which it had held
since 1885, was changed from the Union of Burma to the Union of 
Myanmar; in the Burmese language the country has been known as
Myanma (or, more precisely, Mranma Prañ) since the 13th
century. The English name of the capital, Rangoon, also was 
dropped in 1989 in favour of the common Burmese name, Yangon. 
In 2005 the government began to shift its administrative centre, 
first to the city of Pyinmana (some 200 miles [320 km] north of 
Yangon) and then to Nay Pyi Taw (Naypyidaw), a newly 
constructed city near Pyinmana; Nay Pyi Taw was proclaimed the 
capital of Myanmar in 2006.

 

Land

Stretching from latitude 10° N to about 28° 30′ N, Myanmar is the northernmost 
country of Southeast Asia; it is shaped like a kite with a long tail that runs south along 
the Malay Peninsula. The country is bordered by China to the north and northeast, 
Laos to the east, Thailand to the southeast, the Andaman Sea and Bay of Bengal to 
the south and southwest, Bangladesh to the west, and India to the northwest. Its total 
length from north to south is about 1,275 miles (2,050 km), and its width at the 
widest part, across the centre of the country at about the latitude of the city of 
Mandalay, is approximately 580 miles (930 km) from east to west.

 

Relief

Myanmar slopes from north to south, from an elevation of 
19,296 feet (5,881 metres) at Mount Hkakabo (the country's 
highest peak) in the extreme north to sea level at the Irrawaddy
(Ayeyarwady) and Sittang (Sittoung) river deltas. The mountain
ranges generally run from north to south. The country as a
whole can be divided into five physiographic regions—the
northern mountains, the western ranges, the eastern plateau,

the central basin and lowlands, and the coastal plains.

The northern mountains consist of a series of ranges that form a complex knot at 
Mount Hkakabo. In terms of plate tectonics, this knot marks the northeastern limit 
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Popa Hill, in the 
Pegu Mountains, 
Myanmar

 

of the encroaching Indian-Australian Plate, which has been colliding with the 
southern edge of the Eurasian Plate for roughly the past 50 million years and 
thrusting up the mountain ranges of Myanmar and beyond. This region contains the 
sources of several of Asia's great rivers, including the Irrawaddy, which rises and 
flows wholly within Myanmar, and the Salween (Thanlwin), which rises to the north 
in China. The upper courses of these rivers all flow through deep gorges within a 
short distance of each other, separated by steep, sheer peaks.

The western ranges traverse the entire western side of Myanmar, from the northern 
mountains to the southern tip of the Rakhine (Arakan) Peninsula, where they run 
under the sea and reappear as the Indian territory of the Andaman and Nicobar 
Islands. Their average elevation is about 6,000 feet (1,800 metres), although some 
peaks rise to 10,000 feet (3,000 metres) or higher. The mountains consist of old 
crystalline rocks surrounded by hard, tightly folded sedimentary rocks on either 
side. From north to south, the Patkai Range, Naga Hills, and Chin Hills form the 
border between India and Myanmar. To the south of these are the Rakhine 
Mountains (Arakan Mountains), which lie entirely within Myanmar and separate the 
coastal strip from the central basin.

The Shan Plateau to the east rises abruptly from the central basin, often in a single 
step of some 2,000 feet (600 metres). Occupying the eastern half of the country, it 
is deeply dissected, with an average elevation of about 3,000 feet (900 metres). The
plateau was formed during the Mesozoic Era (about 250 to 65 million years ago) and 
thus is a much older feature than the western mountains, but the plateau also shows
more-recent and intensive folding, with north-south longitudinal ranges rising 
steeply to elevations of 6,000 to 8,600 feet (1,800 to 2,600 metres) above the 
plateau surface. Northward, the plateau merges into the northern mountains, and 
southward it continues into the Dawna Range and the peninsular Tenasserim 
Mountains (Tanintharyi Mountains), each a series of parallel ranges with narrow 
valleys.

 
The central basin and lowlands, lying between the Rakhine 
Mountains and the Shan Plateau, are structurally connected with
the folding of the western ranges. The basin was deeply 
excavated by the predecessors of the Irrawaddy, Chindwin, and 
Sittang rivers; the valleys are now occupied by these rivers, 
which cover the ancient soft sandstones, shales, and clays with 
alluvial deposits. In the deltaic regions formed by the Irrawaddy 
and Sittang rivers, the landscape is absolutely flat, and the 
monotony is relieved only by a few blocks of erosion-resistant 

rocks that are never more than 60 feet (18 metres) high. The basin is divided into 
two unequal parts, the larger Irrawaddy valley and the smaller Sittang valley, by the
Bago Mountains. In the centre of the basin and structurally connected with the Bago 
Mountains and their northern extension is a line of extinct volcanoes with small 
crater lakes and eroded cones, the largest being Popa Hill, at 4,981 feet (1,518 
metres).

The coastal areas consist of the narrow Rakhine and Tenasserim plains, which are 
backed by the high ranges of the Rakhine and Tenasserim mountains and are fringed 
with numerous islands of varying sizes.

 

Drainage and soils
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Like the mountains, Myanmar's main rivers run from north to south. About 
three-fifths of Myanmar's surface is drained by the Irrawaddy and its tributaries. 
Flowing entirely through Myanmar, it is navigable for nearly 1,000 miles (1,600 km). 
At the apex of its delta, the Irrawaddy breaks up into a vast network of streams and 
empties into the Andaman Sea through multiple mouths. Its great tributary, the 
Chindwin, drains the western region. The Bassein River (Pathein River) drains the 
southern Rakhine Mountains, and the Yangon River (Rangoon River) drains the Bago 
Mountains; both enter the Irrawaddy at the delta. The Sittang flows into the Gulf of 
Martaban of the Andaman Sea, and, for a comparatively short river, it has a large 
valley and delta. The Shan Plateau is drained by the Salween River, which enters 
Myanmar from southern China and empties into the Gulf of Martaban southeast of 
the Sittang. It is deeply entrenched and crosses the plateau in a series of deep 
gorges. Many of its tributaries are more than 300 miles (480 km) long and join the 
Salween in cascades. The Rakhine coastal plains are drained by short, rapid streams,
which, after forming broad deltas, flow into the Bay of Bengal. The Tenasserim 
plains also are drained by short and rapid rivers, which enter the Gulf of Martaban.

Myanmar has two major lakes. Indawgyi Lake, in the northern hills, runs some 15 
miles (24 km) from north to south and 8 miles (13 km) from east to west; it is one of
the largest natural inland lakes of Southeast Asia. Somewhat smaller is Inle Lake, 
stretching about 14 miles (22 km) from north to south and 7 miles (11 km) from east 
to west, on the Shan Plateau. Inle Lake is fed by dozens of streams.

The highland regions of Myanmar are covered with highly leached, iron-rich, dark
red and reddish brown soils. When protected by forest cover, these soils absorb the
region's heavy rain, but they erode quickly once the forest has been cleared. The
lowland regions are covered with alluvial soils—mainly silt and clay. Low in nutrients
and organic matter, they are improved by fertilizers. In the dry belt of the central
region are found red-brown soils rich in calcium and magnesium. In the same region,
however, when the soil has a low clay content, it becomes saline under high
evaporation and is recognizable by its yellow or brown colour.

 

Climate

Although Myanmar is located in the monsoon region of Asia, its climate is greatly 
modified by its geographic position and its relief. The cold air masses of Central Asia
bring snow to the northern mountains for two months of the year, but this mountain
wall prevents the cold air from moving farther south, so that Myanmar lies primarily 
under the influence of the monsoon winds. The north-south alignment of ranges and 
valleys creates a pattern of alternate zones of heavy and scanty precipitation during
both the northeast and southwest monsoons. Most of the precipitation, however, 
comes from the southwest monsoon. The west coast is subject to occasional tropical 
cyclones.

Myanmar has three seasons: the cool, relatively dry northeast monsoon (late
October to mid-February), the hot, dry intermonsoonal season (mid-February to
mid-May), and the rainy southwest monsoon (mid-May to late October). The coastal
regions and the western and southeastern ranges receive more than 200 inches
(5,000 mm) of precipitation annually, while the delta regions receive about 100
inches (2,500 mm). The central region is not only away from the sea but also on the
drier, lee side—in the rain shadow—of the Rakhine Mountains. Precipitation
gradually decreases northward until in the region's dry zone it amounts to only 20 to
40 inches (500 to 1,000 mm) per year. The Shan Plateau, because of its elevation,
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usually receives between 75 and 80 inches (1,900 and 2,000 mm) annually.

Elevation and distance from the sea affect temperature as well. Although Myanmar 
generally is a tropical country, temperatures are not uniformly high throughout the 
year. The daily temperature range is greater than that in nearly all other parts of 
Southeast Asia, but no locality has a continental type of climate (i.e., one 
characterized by large seasonal differences in average temperature). Mandalay, in 
the centre of the dry zone, has some of the greatest daily temperature ranges, 
which span about 22 °F (12 °C) annually. In broader perspective, however, average
daily temperatures show little variation, ranging from 79 °F (26 °C) to 82 °F (28 °C)
between Sittwe (Akyab) in the Rakhine region, Yangon near the coast, and Mandalay
in the northern part of the central basin. At Lashio, on the Shan Plateau, the 
average daily temperature is somewhat cooler, around 71 °F (22 °C).

 

Plant and animal life

According to official estimates, about half of Myanmar remains covered with forests 
of various types (depending on elevation and the amount of precipitation), even 
after centuries of rice cultivation involving the clearing of forested areas; actual 
coverage may be less, however. Subtropical and temperate forests of oak and pine 
are found at elevations above 3,000 feet (900 metres). In the northern mountains, 
above 6,000 feet (1,800 metres), are forests of rhododendrons. Tropical evergreen 
rainforests of hardwood trees occur in areas receiving more than 80 inches (2,000 
mm) of rain annually. In regions where the rainfall is between 40 and 80 inches 
(1,000 and 2,000 mm) are found broad-leaved tropical-deciduous monsoon forests, 
the trees of which shed their leaves during the hot season. They produce valuable 
woods, notably teak. Where rainfall is less than 40 inches, the forests gradually 
open into scrubland. There are no true grasslands in Myanmar, but bamboo, bracken
(ferns), and coarse grass grow in areas where the forest has been cleared and then 
abandoned. In the Irrawaddy and Sittang deltas are found tidal forests of mangrove
trees that grow as high as 100 feet (30 metres) and supply firewood and bark for 
tanning.

The jungles of Myanmar are home to a profusion of birdlife, including pheasants, 
parrots, peafowl and other wild fowl, and grouse. The Asian two-horned rhinoceros 
(Dicerorhinus sumatrensis), the wild water buffalo, the gaur (a species of wild 
cattle), and various kinds of deer were once plentiful but are now reduced in 
number and protected. Elephants are numerous, and many are trained for work. 
Tigers, leopards, and wildcats are still common. Bears are found in hilly regions, and
gibbons and monkeys of various kinds inhabit the thicker parts of the forests. Snakes
include pythons, cobras, and vipers, and crocodiles are found in the deltas. Turtles 
live in coastal regions, and edible fish abound in every stream.

 

People

Ethnic groups

Myanmar is a country of great ethnic diversity. The Burmans, who form the largest 
group, account for more than half of the population. They are concentrated in the 
Irrawaddy River valley and in the coastal strips, with an original homeland in the 
central dry zone.
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The Karen are the only hill people who have settled in significant numbers in the 
plains. Constituting about one-tenth of the population, they are the second largest 
ethnic group in Myanmar. They are found in the deltas among the Burmans, in the 
Bago Mountains, and along both sides of the lower Salween River. The Kayah, who 
live on the southern edge of the Shan Plateau, were once known as the Red Karen, 
or Karenni, apparently for their red robes. Although ethnically and linguistically 
Karen, they tend to maintain their own identity and hereditary leadership.

The Shan of the Shan Plateau have little ethnolinguistic affinity with the Burmans, 
and, although historically led by hereditary rulers, their society was less elaborately 
structured than that of the plains peoples. The Shan represent a small but 
significant portion of the country's population.

The Irrawaddy and Sittang deltas were once peopled by the Mon, who likely entered 
the country more than two millennia ago from their kingdoms in the Chao Phraya 
River valley in Thailand. The Mon were conquered in the 11th century by the
Burmans, and by the end of the 18th century they had largely been incorporated
into Burman society—by intermarriage as well as by suppression. A sizable number
still remain in the Sittang valley and in the Tenasserim region; although they 
continue to call themselves Mon, most have assimilated virtually imperceptibly into 
Burman culture and no longer speak their original language.

Numerous small ethnic groups, most of which inhabit the upland regions, together 
account for roughly one-fifth of Myanmar's population. In the western hills and the 
Chindwin River valley are various groups called by the comprehensive name of Chin. 
The upper Irrawaddy valley and the northern hills are occupied by groups under the 
comprehensive name of Kachin. These peoples long have had an association with the
Burmans.

The ethnographic complexity of the highlands occasionally leads to misgroupings of 
some of the smaller communities with their more prominent neighbours. For 
example, the Wa and the Palaung of the Shan Plateau are often grouped with the
larger—but ethnically and linguistically distinct—Shan community. Similarly, the
Naga on the Myanmar side of the frontier with India sometimes are mistakenly 
placed with the Chin, and the Muhso (a Lahu people) in northeastern Myanmar are 
grouped with the Kachin.

During the period of British colonial rule, there were sizable communities of South 
Asians and Chinese, but many of these people left at the outbreak of World War II. A 
second, but forced, exodus took place in 1963, when commerce and industry were 
nationalized. In the early 21st century the Chinese constituted a small but notable 
portion of Myanmar's people.

 

Languages

Many indigenous languages—as distinct from mere dialects—are spoken in Myanmar.
The official language is Burmese, spoken by the people of the plains and, as a 
second language, by most people of the hills. During the colonial period, English 
became the official language, but Burmese continued as the primary language in all 
other settings. Both English and Burmese were compulsory subjects in schools and 
colleges. Burmese, Chinese, and Hindi were the languages of commerce. After 
independence English ceased to be the official language, and after the military coup
of 1962 it lost its importance in schools and colleges; an elementary knowledge of 
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Monks receiving 
alms from a 
laywoman in 
Yangon, Myan.

 

English, however, is still required, and its instruction is again being encouraged.

The local languages of Myanmar belong to three language families. Burmese and 
most of the other languages belong to the Tibeto-Burman subfamily of Sino-Tibetan 
languages. The Shan language belongs to the Tai family. Languages spoken by the 
Mon of southern Myanmar and by the Wa and Palaung of the Shan Plateau are 
members of the Mon-Khmer subfamily of Austroasiatic languages.

Speakers of Burmese and Mon historically have lived in the plains, while speakers of 
a unique dialect of Burmese (that perhaps retains some archaic features of 
pronunciation) have occupied the Rakhine and Tenasserim coastal plains. The hills 
were inhabited by those speaking Shan, Kachin, Chin, and numerous other 
languages. In the plains the ancient division between northern and southern 
Myanmar (Upper Burma and Lower Burma, respectively) was based not only on 
geographic differences but also on a linguistic one. The Mon (now a small minority) 
lived in southern Myanmar, while the majority Burman population lived in the 
northern dry zone.

Until colonial times only Burmese, Mon, Shan, and the languages of the ancient Pyu 
kingdom of northern Myanmar were written. Writing systems for the languages of 
the Karen, Kachin, and Chin peoples were developed later.

 

Religion

Although Myanmar has no official religion, some three-fourths of
the population follows Theravada Buddhism. The vast majority 
of Burmans and Shan are Buddhist. There is, however, a 
significant Protestant Christian minority, concentrated primarily
among the Karen, Kachin, and Chin communities. Many of the 
other hill peoples practice local religions, and even those who 
adhere to world religions typically incorporate local elements to
some degree. Muslims, mostly Burman, and Hindus are among 
the smallest religious minorities.

 

Settlement patterns

Myanmar is a land of villages. Except for a few large cities—notably Yangon, 
Mandalay, and Mawlamyine (Moulmein)—the towns essentially are large villages.
Although the hill peoples generally practice shifting agriculture (called taungya in 
Burmese), most have settled in upland villages at some distance from the fields. On 
the Shan Plateau and in the neighbouring river valleys, the fields adjoin the villages.
Older villages are circular in shape, but along the banks of the delta streams and 
along railways the villages are rectangular. Houses are built of timber and bamboo, 
the roofs being thatched or tiled. In the past, houses typically were built on piles, 
the original purpose being protection from wild animals or floods. The style persists 
in many villages, especially those on the hills, and farm animals are kept under the 
houses at night. In small towns the piles have been replaced by a supporting brick 
structure with concrete flooring, with the upper story still being made of timber. 
Houses entirely of brick were few in number before the mid-20th century, but later 
many sprang up in Yangon, Mandalay, and larger towns on the rubble of buildings 
destroyed during World War II. Life in villages is in some respects communal because
of custom, the influence of Buddhism, and the redistributive and reciprocal nature 
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of agrarian society.

 

Demographic trends

The majority of Myanmar's population is rural, with the density of settlement in 
each region related to agricultural production, particularly of rice. Thus, the most 
populous regions are the Irrawaddy delta and the dry zone, and the highest densities
are found in the upper delta, between Yangon and Hinthada (Henzada). Settlement 
in the Sittang delta, the sedimented hinterland of Sittwe, and the regions of both 
sides of the lower Chindwin River is moderately dense. The Rakhine region (except 
the Sittwe area), the west bank of the Irrawaddy at the base of the Rakhine 
Mountains, Tenasserim, and the less accessible parts of the western and northern 
mountains and the Shan Plateau are sparsely inhabited. Although city populations 
have been growing, the pace of urbanization has not been as rapid in Myanmar as it 
has been in most other countries of Southeast Asia.

The population of Myanmar remains fairly youthful, with roughly one-fourth of the 
people under age 15. However, the proportion of young people has been decreasing 
steadily since the late 20th century, as the birth rate has dropped from notably 
above to significantly below the world average. Life expectancy, on the contrary, 
has been on the rise, with most men and women living into their 60s.

 

Economy

Myanmar's economy, based on the kyat (the national currency), is one of the least 
developed of the region and is basically agricultural. Much of the population is 
engaged directly in agricultural pursuits. Of those who are employed in other sectors 
of the economy, many are indirectly involved in agriculture through such activities as 
transporting, processing, marketing, and exporting agricultural goods.

Nearly half of Myanmar's economic output—notably all large industrial enterprises, the
banking system, insurance, foreign trade, domestic wholesale trade, and nearly all
the retail trade—was nationalized in 1962–63. Agriculture and fishing were left in the
private sector. In 1975–76, however, the government reorganized nationalized
corporations on a more commercial basis and instituted a bonus system for workers.
The overall economic objectives of self-sufficiency and the exclusion of foreign
investment also were revised. Foreign investment was permitted to resume in 1973,
although only with the government. Following a military coup in 1988, both foreign
and indigenous private enterprise was encouraged.

Myanmar also has an extensive informal economy. Considerable quantities of 
consumer goods are smuggled into the country, and teak and gems are exported both 
legally and illegally. In addition, northern Myanmar is one of the largest producers of 
opium in the world.

 

Agriculture, forestry, and fishing

Agriculture, forestry, and fishing together constitute the largest contributor to 
Myanmar's economy. About half of all agricultural land in Myanmar is devoted to 
rice, and to increase production the government has promoted multiple cropping 
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(sequential cultivation of two or more crops on a single piece of land in a single 
year), a system that is easily supported by the country's climate. As a whole, the 
sector accounts for nearly one-half of the country's gross domestic product (GDP) 
and employs about two-thirds of the labour force.

Myanmar may be divided into three agricultural regions: the delta, where cultivation
of rice in flooded paddies predominates; the largely irrigated dry zone, an area 
primarily of rice production but where a wide variety of other crops also are raised; 
and the hill and plateau regions, where forestry and cultivation of rice and other 
crops through shifting agriculture are most important.

Although the dry zone was Myanmar's most important agricultural region in the past,
the rice production of the Irrawaddy River delta now provides much of the country's 
export earnings and the staple diet of the country's people. The delta's traditional 
agriculture consisted primarily of rice in normal years, with the substitution of 
millet in drier years when there was insufficient moisture for rice; both grains 
yielded good returns on the alluvial soils. After Burma was officially annexed to 
British India in 1886, however, colonial policy called for a more commercially 
oriented and extensive cultivation of rice. Since the indigenous labour force was 
thought to be insufficient to support the colonial export economy, the immigration 
of Indian and Chinese labourers was officially encouraged during the early decades 
of the 20th century. Despite the departure of much of the immigrant labour force 
and the relatively low growth in rice production after World War II, rice remained 
both the basic food and, until the 1990s (when it was overtaken by dry beans), the 
principal agricultural export of Myanmar.

Crops raised in the dry zone, in addition to rice, include sugarcane, fruits (such as 
plantains), legumes, peanuts (groundnuts), corn (maize), onions, sesame, rubber, 
and allspice. To cultivate much of this land successfully, however, irrigation is 
required. The earliest known irrigation works were constructed in the 1st century 
and greatly improved in the 11th century; though their maintenance lapsed 
somewhat after the fall of the monarchy in the late 19th century, many are still in 
active service. As in the delta, the arrival of the British in the dry zone led to 
increased commercial and public-works activities. British authorities repaired and 
extended parts of these ancient systems during the early 20th century. Most of 
Myanmar's irrigated land is in the dry zone, and almost all of it is planted in rice. 
The portions of the dry zone that are not irrigated are utilized for the production of 
crops that are less sensitive to the seasonality or irregularity of rainfall than rice. In 
addition to the crops mentioned above, cotton and millet are cultivated, although 
neither is of considerable significance. Cattle also are raised there.

The third agricultural zone, the hill and plateau country, occupies perhaps 
two-thirds of the area of Myanmar. This land has less economic significance than the
other two zones; it is the home of many of the country's non-Burman ethnic groups, 
most of whom are engaged in shifting cultivation. More-sedentary modes of 
agriculture also exist, however, and have been imposed with the advance of 
agricultural technology, increased population, and central planning. Outside the 
forest areas of these highlands, the principal crops raised are rice, yams, and millet,
and large numbers of pigs and poultry are kept. Bullocks and buffalo are used as 
draft animals, and goats, pigs, and poultry are raised for food in all parts of the 
country.

The second most important element in the diet, after rice, is fish—fresh or in the
form of ngapi, a sort of nutritional paste that is prepared in a variety of ways and 
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Irrawaddy River, 
Mandalay, 
Myanmar.

 

eaten as a condiment. Marine fisheries are not well developed, although the 
industry's reported commercial catch is much greater than that reported from inland
waters. Much private, noncommercial fishing is provided, however, in virtually every
type of permanent, seasonal, or artificial body of inland water of any size. 
Nonindigenous fish, including the European carp and the tilapia (originally brought 
from Thailand), have become the focus of a growing aquaculture industry.

 
Forestry has been particularly important as a source of foreign 
exchange. Myanmar is estimated to have the bulk of the world's 
exploitable teak supplies. Teak is found in the 
tropical-deciduous forests of the hills. Although the forests are 
owned and regulated by the state, concern has been raised 
about indiscriminate and illegal logging.

 

Resources and power

Myanmar is rich in minerals, including metal ores, petroleum, and natural gas, and 
also has significant deposits of precious and semiprecious stones. Although 
production generally has been increasing since the late 20th century, mining 
accounts for only a tiny fraction of the country's GDP and a comparable portion of 
the workforce.

Large-scale exploitation of Myanmar's mineral deposits began in the mid-1970s. 
Deposits of silver, lead, zinc, and gold are concentrated in the northern Shan 
Plateau, tin and tungsten in the Tenasserim region, and barite around the town of 
Maymyo in the central basin. Copper mining at the town of Monywa began in the 
early 1980s and has been growing, despite intermittent setbacks caused by 
shortages of fuel and supplies as well as by economic sanctions imposed by foreign 
governments.

Rubies and sapphires have been mined in the northern Shan Plateau since 
precolonial times. Jade is mined in the northern mountains. The country also 
produces smaller quantities of spinels, diamonds, and other gemstones.

When Myanmar was colonized by the British in the late 19th century, the extraction 
of petroleum from the country's central region already was an established local 
practice. The industry was expanded by the British and, since the mid-20th century, 
by the government of independent Myanmar. Although exploration for onshore 
petroleum resources since independence has not proved particularly fruitful, 
exploration for natural gas has been especially productive. Exploitation of onshore
gas fields began in the 1970s, and in the 1990s extensive gas fields were opened
offshore—especially in the Gulf of Martaban—and a pipeline was constructed to
serve Thailand. There are oil refineries at Chauk, Syriam, Mann, and other locations.

Myanmar also has major deposits of coal, and production rose sharply in the early 
21st century. Coal is mined primarily in the upper Irrawaddy and Chindwin valleys.

The demand for electricity chronically has outstripped capacity. Although much of 
the country's energy is drawn from fossil fuels, hydroelectricity accounts for a 
significant and rapidly expanding segment of Myanmar's total power supply. The 
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government has built several hydroelectric power plants, including those on the Balu
River (a tributary of the Salween), at Taikkyi near the city of Bago (Pegu), in the 
northern Rakhine region, and near Mandalay.

 

Manufacturing

There was little industrialization in Myanmar until the mid-20th century, when a 
limited program was initiated after the country achieved independence. Yangon, 
Myingyan (in the dry zone), and the Rakhine area were selected to become the new 
industrial centres. Although the manufacturing sector has expanded, it has not 
grown as rapidly in Myanmar as it has in other countries of the region.

A major enterprise in Myanmar is tobacco production, consisting of 
government-owned factories, which manufacture cigarettes, and cottage industries,
which produce cheroots (a type of small cigar). Other important industries include 
steel processing, the manufacture of nonelectrical machinery and transportation 
equipment, and cement production. Textile factories have been established in 
Yangon, Myingyan, and other cities, but growth of the industry has been hindered 
since the late 20th century by intermittent sanctions by foreign governments. 
Myanmar also produces lumber, paper, processed foods (mainly rice), and some 
pharmaceuticals. Cottage industries are encouraged by subsidies.

 

Trade

The government's decision in the early 1960s to limit foreign trade reversed the
export orientation of the British colonial period. However, the subsequent
relaxation of trade restrictions, notably the legalization of trade with China and
Thailand in the late 20th century, allowed trade again to become a significant
component of the national economy. Natural gas is Myanmar's primary export,
followed by pulses (mostly dried beans), teak, and minerals and gems. Its principal
imports include machinery and equipment, industrial raw materials, and consumer
goods. Owing largely to the sanctions imposed by the United States and members of
the European Union since the end of the 20th century, Myanmar's Asian
neighbours—including Thailand, Singapore, China, Hong Kong, India, and
Japan—have become its chief trading partners.

 

Taxation

Businesses remaining in the private sector after nationalization account for only a 
small fraction of the country's tax income. The balance is collected from the public 
sector. The principal sources of revenue are taxes (income, commercial, and 
customs) and receipts from state enterprises.

 

Transportation

The country's trade in rice is dependent on water transport. The Irrawaddy River is 
the backbone of Myanmar's transportation system. The Irrawaddy is navigable 
year-round up to Bhamo and to Myitkyina during the dry season, when there are no 
rapids. The Chindwin is navigable for some 500 miles (800 km) from its confluence 
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with the Irrawaddy below Mandalay. The many streams of the Irrawaddy delta are 
navigable, and there is a system of connecting canals. The Sittang, in spite of its 
silt, is usable by smaller boats, but the Salween, because of its rapids, is navigable 
for less than 100 miles (160 km) from the sea. Small steamers and country boats also
serve the coasts of the Rakhine and Tenasserim regions.

The first railway line, running from Yangon to Pyay (Prome) and built in 1877, 
followed the Irrawaddy valley. The line was not extended to Mandalay; instead, 
after 1886 a new railway from Yangon up the Sittang valley was constructed, 
meeting the Irrawaddy at Mandalay. From Mandalay it crossed the river and, 
avoiding the Irrawaddy valley, went up the Mu River valley to connect with the 
Irrawaddy again at Myitkyina. A short branchline now connects Naba to Katha on the
Irrawaddy below Bhamo.

The Yangon-Mandalay-Myitkyina railway is the main artery, and from it there are 
branchlines connecting the northern and central Shan Plateau with the Irrawaddy. 
Other branches run from Pyinmana across the Bago Mountains to Kyaukpadaung and 
from Bago to Mawlamyine to Ye. The Pyay-Yangon railway has a branchline crossing 
the apex of the delta to Hinthada and Pathein (Bassein).

The road system, until independence, was confined to the Irrawaddy and Sittang 
valleys, duplicating the railway route. A road goes from Pyay along the Irrawaddy to 
the oil fields, and many roads extend into the rural areas. These rural roads, 
however, are often impassable during the wet season. There were originally three 
international roads in use during World War II: the Burma Road from Lashio to 
Kunming in China; the Stilwell, or Ledo, Road between Myitkyina and Ledo in India; 
and the road between Kengtung, in the southeastern Shan Plateau, and northern 
Thailand. These roads subsequently became neglected but more recently were 
rebuilt and extended.

The state-run Myanmar Airways International runs frequent domestic flights between
Yangon and other cities; it also has international service from Yangon to several 
major Southeast Asian cities. There are also small privately owned airlines that offer
domestic and very limited international service. International airports are located in
Yangon and Mandalay.

Yangon, as the terminus of road, rail, and river-transport systems, is the country's 
major port, with up-to-date equipment and facilities. Pathein, Mawlamyine, and 
Sittwe are also important ports.

 

Government and society

Administrative framework

Myanmar's first constitution came into force on Jan. 4, 1974, the
26th anniversary of the country's independence, and was 
suspended following a military coup on Sept. 18, 1988. The 
country was subsequently ruled by a military junta, known first 
as the State Law and Order Restoration Council (SLORC) and, 
between 1997 and 2011, as the State Peace and Development 
Council (SPDC).

Under the 1974 constitution, supreme power rested with the unicameral People's 
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Assembly (Pyithu Hluttaw), a 485-member popularly elected body that exercised 
legislative, executive, and judicial authority. The Council of State, which consisted 
of 29 members (one representative elected from each of the country's 14 states and 
divisions, 14 members elected by the People's Assembly as a whole, and the prime 
minister as an ex officio member), elected its own secretary and its own chairman, 
who was ex officio president of the country. The secretary and the president were 
also, respectively, the secretary-general and the chairman of the Burma Socialist 
Programme Party (BSPP), which, under military leadership, was the only official 
political party from 1964 to 1988. Civil servants, members of the armed forces, 
workers, and peasants belonged to the BSPP, and senior military officials and civil 
servants were included in the party's hierarchy.

After the military took control of the government in 1988, it established the SLORC 
as the new ruling body, and all state organs, including the People's Assembly and the
Council of State, were abolished and their duties assumed by the SLORC. The law 
designating the BSPP as the only political party also was abolished, and new parties 
were encouraged to register for general elections to a new legislative assembly. 
More than 90 parties participated in the elections, which were held in May 1990; of 
these the most important were the dominant BSPP, which had changed its name to 
the National Unity Party (NUP), and the main opposition party, the National League 
for Democracy (NLD).

The NLD won some four-fifths of the seats in the new assembly. However, after the
NLD's victory the SLORC announced that the elections were not actually for a
legislative assembly but for a constituent assembly charged with drafting a new
constitution; furthermore, the SLORC did not permit the assembly to meet. Instead,
in 1993 the SLORC convened a National Convention of handpicked
participants—rather than the elected assembly of 1990—to formulate a new
constitution. This constituent assembly met intermittently in 1993–96 and then again
from 2004 until early in 2008, when it finally passed a completed draft constitution.
The constitution was put to a popular referendum in May and was approved, but the
document did not to go into effect until Jan. 31, 2011, following elections for a new
parliament that were held in November 2010.

Under the 2008 constitution, legislative authority is vested in a bicameral Assembly 
of the Union (Pyidaungsu Hluttaw) consisting of a 224-seat House of Nationalities 
(Amyotha Hluttaw) and a 440-seat House of Representatives (Pyithu 
Hluttaw).Three-fourths of the members of each chamber are directly elected, and 
the remaining one-fourth are appointed by the military; all members serve five-year
terms. Executive authority, per the constitution, rests with the president, who is 
elected to a five-year term by members of the House of Representatives and heads 
an 11-member National Defense and Security Council (cabinet). However, it is 
thought that the military retained some level of influence on the government behind
the scenes after Jan. 31, 2011.

 

Local government

Myanmar is divided administratively into seven states largely on the basis of
ethnicity—Chin, Kachin, Kayin (Karen), Kayah, Mon, Rakhine (Arakan), and Shan—and
seven more truly administrative divisions of Myanmar proper—Ayeyarwady
(Irrawaddy), Magway (Magwe), Mandalay, Bago (Pegu), Sagaing, Taninthary
(Tenasserim), and Yangon. These states and divisions are subdivided further into
townships, urban wards, and village tracts.
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Until 1988, at each level of local government there was a People's Council that 
followed the pattern of the People's Assembly. Every local government council also 
had an Executive Committee, and all but the village or ward councils had a 
Committee of Inspectors. Local and national elections were held simultaneously. In 
1988 the SLORC dissolved these bodies and assumed control of local administration, 
establishing in their place military-dominated Law and Order Restoration Councils.

 

Justice

The highest court under the 1974 constitution was the Council of People's Justices, 
members of which were drawn from the People's Assembly. Every local government 
council had a Judges' Committee, which sat as the local court, exercising criminal 
and civil jurisdiction. These courts were abolished along with other government 
bodies following the coup of 1988, and a nonindependent Supreme Court was 
established as the central judicial authority, with justices appointed by the SLORC. 
Since that time, the judiciary has remained bound to the executive branch of 
government. The 2008 constitution has provisions for the creation of a 
Constitutional Tribunal of the Union to adjudicate constitutional cases.

 

Security

Myanmar's armed forces, which consist of an army, a navy, and an air force, have
expanded rapidly—nearly quadrupling in size—since the mid-20th century. The army
is by far the largest and best-equipped of the three branches, and for a number of
years it has borne the chief responsibility for combating armed insurgency within
the country. Volunteers for the armed forces are recruited from throughout the
country, and military service is a prime means of improving socioeconomic status;
the military maintains an extensive education, health, and procurement system for
its members and their dependents. The police force, although armed and equipped
and often used as a branch of the army in emergencies, remains essentially civilian
in character and regional in organization.

 

Health and welfare

With the majority of the population living in rural areas with unreliable 
infrastructure and transportation, rural health care has remained both a challenge 
and a priority for the Myanmar government. A lack of adequate sanitation, although 
improving, and an underutilized health care system have contributed to relatively 
high rates of gastrointestinal diseases, tuberculosis, and malaria. The rate of HIV 
infection rose to epidemic proportions between the early 1990s and the beginning of
the 21st century. However, the pace of infection has been slowing, owing largely to 
an aggressive government-sponsored public awareness campaign and the promotion 
of the use of condoms. The BSPP government gave special attention to workers and 
peasants and to the hill peoples and, in spite of a shortage of imported building 
materials, succeeded somewhat in stabilizing the housing problem that had afflicted
the country.

 

Education
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Myanmar has a long tradition of educational achievement, and about nine-tenths of 
the population is literate. Five years of primary education, beginning at age five, 
are compulsory; in some remote rural areas, however, formal schooling may not be 
available. Secondary education consists of a four-year cycle followed by a two-year 
cycle. Tertiary institutions include a number of public universities and colleges as 
well as public and private technical institutes and vocational schools. The University
of Yangon (1920) and the University of Mandalay (1925; until 1958 a branch of the 
University of Yangon) are the oldest and best-known institutions of higher 
education.

Educational programs have suffered under the military regimes. Since the coups of
1962 and 1988, universities have been closed for extended periods—sometimes years
at a time—to prevent student disturbances. As a result, the higher education of most
students has been interrupted and prolonged over many years, and there is an
immense backlog of secondary-school graduates waiting to enroll at universities.
The official education system has been supplemented by a large number of privately
operated tutoring programs designed to make up for public-school deficiencies.

 

Cultural life

Buddhism has been a part of Myanmar's culture since the 1st century CE and has 
blended with non-Buddhist beliefs. The most conspicuous manifestation of Buddhist 
culture is the magnificent architecture and sculpture of Myanmar's many temples and 
monasteries, notably those at Yangon, Mandalay, and Pagan (Bagan), the site of the 
ancient kingdom of west-central Myanmar. Myanmar's culture also is an amalgam of 
royal and common traditions. Although the dramatic traditions of the Burman court 
might have appeared to be dying after the elimination of the monarchy in the late 
19th century, the tradition survived in a nonroyal context, among the masses. With 
the growth of nationalism and the regaining of independence, it gathered new 
strength. The most popular dramatic form is the pwe, which is performed outdoors. 
There are a variety of pwe genres, including both human and puppet theatre, and 
most draw subject matter from the Jataka tales—stories of the former lives of the
Buddha.

Music and dance are integral to most dramatic forms of the Burmans. The various pwe
are accompanied by music of the hsaing waing, a percussive instrumental ensemble 
with close relatives in neighbouring countries of mainland Southeast Asia. The leading
instruments in the hsaing waing include a circle of 21 tuned drums called pat waing, 
an oboelike hne, a circle of small, horizontally suspended tuned gongs known as kyi 
waing, and another set of small gongs called maung hsaing. These instruments are 
supported melodically by other gongs and drums, while a wooden block and a pair of 
cymbals set the tempo and reinforce the musical structure. Dance styles that are 
accompanied by hsaing waing are derived in part—and indirectly—from southern India.
Much of the Burman dance tradition was adapted from the styles of Thailand and
other “Indianized” (or formerly Indianized) states of Southeast Asia, especially during
the 18th century.

Softer instruments commonly heard in nontheatrical indoor settings, such as the saung 
gauk (harp) and pattala (bamboo xylophone), typically accompany singing from a 
compendium of Burmese songs called Mahagita (“Great Music”). Since colonial times,
musicians of Myanmar also have incorporated various instruments of Western origin
into their indigenous musical traditions, reworking the instruments' sound, repertoire,
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and playing technique to reflect local aesthetics. For example, a significant
repertoire of music has been developed for the piano, locally called sandaya, that is 
stylistically evocative of the circle of tuned drums, the harp, and the xylophone.

Wood carving, lacquerwork, goldwork, silverwork, and the sculpting of Buddhist 
images and mythological figures also survived during colonial rule; there has been a 
revival of these and other indigenous art traditions under government patronage. Both
the arts of bronze casting among the Burmans and of making bronze drums among the
Karen and Shan, however, disappeared. The cinema and rock-based popular music are
two international art forms that have been accepted into the cultural life of 
Myanmar.

Burmese literature is an intimate blend of religious and secular genres. It remained 
alive throughout the colonial period and, in both verse and prose, has continued to 
thrive. A later (though not entirely new) development was biography, which has 
become more popular than fiction. Government-sponsored awards are given annually 
for the best translation, the best novel, and the best biography.

Among Myanmar's most prominent cultural institutions are the state schools of dance, 
music, drama, and fine arts at Yangon and Mandalay, as well as the National Museum 
of Art and Archaeology at Yangon. There also is an archaeological museum at Pagan. 
A number of other museums focus on state and regional history.

Since 1962 the government has strictly controlled and censored all media. The New 
Light of Myanmar (published in English and Burmese), which is the most prominent of 
several daily newspapers, is the official voice of the government. Several underground
print newspapers circulate irregularly, and the opposition newspaper BurmaNet News
is available electronically, although it is difficult to obtain in Myanmar. The
government-operated Myanma TV and Radio Department has television programming
in Burmese and Arakanese and radio programming in Burmese, English, and a number
of local languages. Some foreign radio services—most notably Radio Free Asia, Voice
of America, the British Broadcasting Corporation (BBC), and the Democratic Voice of
Burma (an opposition station operated out of Norway by Burmese expatriates)—are an
important source of international as well as domestic news. Internet use is highly
restricted.

 
Maung Htin Aung
Michael Arthur Aung-Thwin
David I. Steinberg

History

Myanmar has been a nexus of cultural and material exchange for thousands of years. 
The country's coasts and river valleys have been inhabited since prehistoric times, and
during most of the 1st millennium CE the overland trade route between China and 
India passed through Myanmar's borders. Merchant ships from India, Sri Lanka, and 
even farther west converged on its ports, some of which also were the termini of the 
portage routes from the Gulf of Thailand across the narrow Isthmus of Kra on the 
Malay Peninsula. Thus, Myanmar has long served as the western gateway of mainland 
Southeast Asia.

The Indian merchants brought with them not only precious cargoes but also their 
religious, political, and legal ideas; within just a few decades after the first of these 
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merchants arrived, Indian cultural traditions had remolded indigenous society, 
thought, and arts and crafts. Yet important components of Myanmar's local ways were
retained, in synthesis with Indian culture. Surrounded on three sides by mountains 
and on the fourth by the sea, Myanmar always has been somewhat isolated; as a 
consequence, its cultures and peoples have remained distinct in spite of the many 
Indian influences and in spite of its close affinity with the cultures of the other 
countries of Southeast Asia.

Myanmar was one of the first areas in Southeast Asia to receive Buddhism, and by the 
11th century it had become the centre of the Theravada Buddhist practice. The 
religion was patronized by the country's leadership, and it became the ideological 
foundation of the Myanmar state that blossomed at Pagan on the dry central plains.

 

The origins of civilization in Myanmar

The first human settlers in Myanmar appeared in the central plain some 11,000 years
ago. Little is known of these people except that they were a Paleolithic culture, 
using stone and fossilized-wood tools that have been labeled Anyathian, from 
Anyatha (another term for Upper Burma). A discovery in 1969, by workers from the 
government's Department of Archaeology, of some cave paintings and stone tools in 
the eastern part of Shan state shows that that area too had Paleolithic as well as 
early Neolithic (about 10,000 years ago) settlements, both of which bore similarities
to the Hoabinhian culture, which was widespread in the rest of Southeast Asia from 
about 13,000 to about 4,000 BCE. Crude shards and ring stones found at the site 
appear to have been attached to stonecutting tools to make them more suitable for 
digging. The woodcutting tools in the find probably were used to clear patches of 
forest for cultivation, which would indicate that the shift from gathering to 
agriculture had already begun.

 

The Pyu state

Between the 1st century BCE and the 9th century CE, speakers of Tibeto-Burman 
languages known as the Pyu established city-kingdoms in Myanmar at Binnaka, 
Mongamo, Shri Kshetra, and Halingyi. At the time, a long-standing trade route 
between China and India passed through northern Myanmar and then across the 
Chindwin River valley to the west. In CE 97 and 121, Roman embassies to China 
chose this overland route through Myanmar for their journey. The Pyu, however, 
provided an alternative route down the Irrawaddy to their capital city, Shri 
Kshetra, at the northern edge of the delta. From there, the route extended by 
sea westward to India and eastward to insular Southeast Asia, where the China
trade connected with the portage routes on the peninsula and with maritime 
routes within the archipelago. Chinese historical records noted that the Pyu 
claimed sovereignty over 18 kingdoms, many of them in the southern portions of 
Myanmar.

The same Chinese records emphasized the humane nature of Pyu government and
the elegance and grace of Pyu life. Fetters, chains, and prisons were evidently 
unknown, and punishment for criminals was a few strokes with a whip. The men, 
dressed in blue, wore gold ornaments on their hats, and the women wore jewels 
in their hair. The Pyu lived in houses built of timber and roofed with tiles of lead 
and tin; they used golden knives and utensils and were surrounded by art objects 
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of gold, green glass, jade, and crystal. Parts of the city walls, the palace, and 
the monasteries were built of glazed brick. The Pyu also appear to have been 
Buddhists of the Sarvastivada school. Their architects may have developed the 
vaulted temple, which later found its greatest expression at Pagan during its 
golden age, from the 11th to the 14th century. Pyu sons and daughters were 
disciplined and educated in monasteries or convents as novices. In the 7th 
century the Pyu shifted their capital northward to Halingyi in the dry zone, 
leaving Shri Kshetra as a secondary centre to oversee trade.

 

The Mon

To the south of the Pyu lived the Mon, who were speakers of an Austroasiatic 
language. The Mon were closely related to the Khmer, who lived to the east of 
the Mon in what is now Cambodia. The capital of the Mon probably was the port 
of Thaton, which was located northwest of the mouth of the Salween River and 
not far from the portage routes of the Malay Peninsula; through this window to 
the sea the Mon saw India, in its full glory, under the Gupta dynasty (early 4th to 
late 6th century CE). Earlier, in the 3rd century BCE, the great Mauryan emperor 
Ashoka apparently had sent a mission of Buddhist monks to a place called 
Suvarnabhumi (the Golden Land), which is now thought to have been in the Mon 
region of the Isthmus of Kra. The ancient monastic settlement of Kelasa, situated
near Thaton in southern Myanmar and claimed by Burmese and Mon chronicles to 
have been founded by Ashoka's missionaries, was mentioned in early Sinhalese
records as being represented at a great religious ceremony held in Sri Lanka in 
the 2nd century BCE.

With the expansion of Indian commerce in Southeast Asia between the 1st and 
4th centuries CE, Thaton's prosperity and importance increased. Indian merchants
and seamen went to Thaton as traders rather than as conquerors or colonists. 
The number of Indians was never great, and their settlements were of a 
commercial, not military, nature. As a result, Indian culture was readily 
accepted by the Mon.

However, the Mon culture was not displaced by Indian ways; the Mon blended the
old with the new. They integrated many of their own beliefs into those of 
Theravada Buddhism, which arrived in Southeast Asia already replete with local 
South Asian beliefs. The power and prestige of the Mon kingship were enhanced 
by the notions of kingship found in India. The Mon developed a new art of 
sculpture by blending indigenous traditions with Gupta conventions of 
iconography. They built stupas (Buddhist ceremonial mounds) according to Indian
models, which were adapted to Mon aesthetic tastes. The Mon subsequently 
became one of the most culturally advanced peoples in Southeast Asia. They 
assumed the role of teachers to their neighbours, spreading Theravada Buddhism 
and their new culture over the entire region.

The Mon centre eventually shifted to Bago (Pegu), located on the Bago River, 
about 50 miles (80 km) northeast of present-day Yangon (Rangoon). From there 
the Mon were able to control the trade of southern Myanmar.

 

The kingdom of Pagan (849–c. 1300)
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The advent of the Burmans at Pagan

Another group of Tibeto-Burman speakers, the Burmans, also had become 
established in the northern dry zone. They were centred on the small settlement 
of Pagan on the Irrawaddy River. By the mid-9th century, Pagan had emerged as 
the capital of a powerful kingdom that would unify Myanmar and inaugurate the 
Burman domination of the country that has continued to the present day.

During the 8th and 9th centuries the kingdom of Nanzhao became the dominant 
power in southwestern China; it was populated by speakers of Lolo (or Yi), a 
Tibeto-Burman language. Nanzhao mounted a series of raids on the cities of 
mainland Southeast Asia in the early decades of the 9th century and even 
captured Hanoi in 861. The Mon and Khmer cities held firm, but the Pyu capital 
of Halingyi fell. The Burmans moved into this political vacuum, establishing 
Pagan as their capital city in 849.

By that time the Mon apparently had become supreme in southern Myanmar. 
They may have occupied the whole of the region and controlled the port of 
Pathein (Bassein) in the west and the city of Bago in the centre. They could have 
stepped into the void caused by the destruction of the Pyu kingdom, but their 
power was linked to the trade of southern Myanmar and not with the 
agrarian-based economy of northern Myanmar.

 

The unification of Myanmar

Nanzhao acted as a buffer against Chinese power to the north and allowed the 
infant Burman kingdom to grow. The Burmans learned much from the Pyu, but 
they were still cut off from the trade revenues of southern Myanmar. Theravada 
Buddhism had disappeared from India, and in its place were Mahayana Buddhism 
and a resurgent Hinduism.

In 1044 Anawrahta came to the throne at Pagan and began the unification
process in Myanmar that would recur in cyclic fashion until the British conquered
the country in 1886. Anawrahta first strengthened his defenses on the north—the
“front door” of Myanmar—and created alliances through marriage with the
neighbouring Shan to the east. He then harnessed the economic resources of 
northern Myanmar by repairing old irrigation works and building new ones. 
Finally, he declared himself the champion of Theravada Buddhism and used that 
ideology to justify his conquest of southern Myanmar, which was accomplished 
with the defeat of the Mon city of Thaton in 1057.

Thus, by the mid-11th century the core of present-day Myanmar had been united
into a single kingdom centred at Pagan, and Myanmar's longest-surviving dynasty
had been established. Anawrahta's work was continued by his great commander
Kyanzittha (ruled 1084–c. 1112) and by another great ruler, Alaungsithu (ruled c.
1112–c. 1167). Pagan's consolidation of the Irrawaddy valley southward to the 
ports of southern Myanmar divided most of mainland Southeast Asia into two 
great empires, Khmer and Burman. Anawrahta's dynasty of kings lasted until the 
13th century. By that time, their great temples had been built, and their 
message of Theravada Buddhism had been carried not only to the Shan but also 
to the Khmer.
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Ananda Temple 
(left) and 
Thatpyinnyu 
Temple (centre), 
Pagan, Myan.

 

Centuries of temple building and of donations of land and manpower to the 
tax-exempt sangha (monkhood), however, had diverted many of the state's most 
valuable resources. Yet the legitimacy of state and society depended on 
continued patronage of the sangha. As a result, Pagan had become weakened by 
the end of the 13th century, precisely when a threat arose from the Mongols of 
Central Asia. Pagan had lost its northern buffer in the early 1250s when Nanzhao
was destroyed and subjugated by the Mongols under Kublai Khan. The Mongols 
demanded submission by and tribute from Pagan, which refused to comply. It is 
not clear that the Mongol armies actually reached Pagan, but by 1300 Pagan no 
longer was the centre of power in Myanmar.

 

Pagan state and society

Pagan was a fabulous kingdom even to its contemporaries;
although he did not visit it, the 13th–14th-century Venetian
traveler Marco Polo was impressed by the tales of its 
splendour that were recounted to him. By the time of its 
conquest, Pagan had an estimated 3,000 to 4,000 temples 
and monasteries. Hundreds of these still stand today and 
testify to the prosperity of its people and the richness of its 
culture. The conquest of the Mon kingdom of Thaton was the 
foundation of both Pagan's economy and its culture, for it 
delivered into Burman hands all the ports of the country and 

the core of artisans who built Pagan's magnificent temples. These artisans were 
paid in wages of gold and silver, as well as in kind (food, horses, and elephants). 
Their clothing, shelter, health, comfort, and safety were the responsibility of 
their employers (as evidenced by details provided in contemporaneous 
inscriptions).

The Mon craftsmen, artisans, artists, architects, goldsmiths, and wood-carvers 
who were captured at Thaton and taken to Pagan taught their skills and arts to 
the Burmans. Mon monks and scholars taught the Burmans the sacred Pali 
language and the Buddhist scriptures, and the Burmans soon became scholars 
themselves, making Pagan the centre of Theravada learning. Some of their 
religious commentaries came to be accepted as part of the Pali canon by other 
Theravada countries. The women of Pagan also took part in these activities, 
particularly in the building and endowment of temples and monasteries.

While the people of Pagan made Buddhism their way of life, they retained many 
indigenous and other unorthodox beliefs. The result was a unique blend of 
principles that persisted for generations as the foundation of religion, 
government, and society in Myanmar.

 

Myanmar from the end of Pagan to 1885

The first Ava kingdom, 1364–1527

After the decline of Pagan as a major political force, small centres of power 
emerged by the first decade of the 14th century from polities that once had been
under Pagan suzerainty. The political situation remained fragmented, however, 
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until one of these centres, Ava, became the seat of authority in 1364. Ava was 
located in the northern Irrawaddy valley at the entrance to the rice-producing 
region of Kyaukse, near present-day Mandalay. The kings of Ava resurrected the 
traditions of Pagan, encouraging scholarship and learning and making the period 
a great age of Burmese literature. Without a northern buffer, however, they 
could not control the coasts for any length of time and were thus deprived of 
shipping revenues.

Also following Pagan's fall from political authority, the Mon reestablished 
themselves at Bago, and by the 15th century they were experiencing their own
golden age under leaders such as Dhammazedi (ruled 1472–92). Bago became a
major centre of Theravada scholarship and of commerce in Southeast Asia, 
attributes that protected it from conquest. Ava, however, was vulnerable; it was 
sacked in 1527 by the Shan, who had been moving southward down the Irrawaddy
and Chao Phraya valleys since the destruction of Nanzhao several decades 
earlier. Refugees from Ava fled south to Toungoo, a city on the Sittang River that
had been a seat of Pagan and Ava authority.

 

The Toungoo dynasty, 1531–1752

The Toungoo dynasty, although considered by some to have been founded by King
Minkyinyo (ruled 1485–1531), was inarguably solidified by his successor
Tabinshwehti (ruled 1531–50). By the time Tabinshwehti took power, the new
kingdom had become strong enough to wrest control of northern Myanmar from
the Shan and southern Myanmar from the Mon. In 1511 the great trading entrepôt
of Malacca (now Melaka) on the Malay Peninsula was conquered by the 
Portuguese, which led to a renewal of interest in trade in Myanmar's coastal 
waters. Tabinshwehti transferred his capital southward to Bago in order to tap 
this commercial potential, and he attempted to unite Burmans, Mon, and Shan 
into a single state. He died in 1550, however, and was succeeded by his 
brother-in-law, Bayinnaung (ruled 1551–81).

Meanwhile, the Shan in the Chao Phraya valley had consolidated their power 
under the Tai kingdom of Ayutthaya (Ayudhia, Ayudhya), at the time known 
regionally as Siam. Like the Burmans, the Shan recognized the potential value of 
controlling the renewed commercial activity in the area; Ayutthaya and Bago 
thus became rivals. In addition, the Ming-dynasty Chinese were active in
Southeast Asian waters during the 14th and 15th centuries, further stimulating
economic growth—and competition—in the region.

Bayinnaung twice marched on Ayutthaya and had conquered the entire Chao 
Phraya valley by 1569, using Portuguese mercenaries and Portuguese cannon to 
accomplish his goals. Bayinnaung's wars exhausted Myanmar's resources, 
however, and after his death the kingdom began to break up. Manipur—a Hindu
princely state to the northwest of Myanmar (now in India) that had been
subjugated in 1560—declared itself independent, and Ayutthaya also regained its
independence. Toungoo, joined by forces from the Rakhine (Arakan) region, 
proceeded to ravage Bago. When the Portuguese subsequently founded a small 
centre of power at Syriam, on the Bago River across from the site of present-day 
Yangon, the rulers of Toungoo decided to return to the predictability, security, 
and comfort of the agrarian dry zone of northern Myanmar.
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British territorial 
acquisitions in 
Burma.

 

By the end of the 16th century, Ava had been resurrected and the second Ava 
dynasty established, and by 1613 Bayinnaung's grandson Anaukpetlun had 
reunited Myanmar. Anaukpetlun's successor, Thalun, reestablished the principles
of the Myanmar state created half a millennium earlier at Pagan. Heavy religious
expenditures, however, weakened Ava politically, much as they had done in
Pagan. In the meantime, southern Myanmar had been rejuvenated by the new
commercial activity spurred by the British and the Dutch. Bago had grown
stronger while Ava was preoccupied with reviving the northern region. Finally,
encouraged by the French in India, Bago rose in rebellion. Assailed internally as
well as externally, Ava—and the Toungoo dynasty—fell in 1752.

 

The Alaungpaya dynasty, 1752–1885

It was soon apparent that with the sacking of Ava only the centre of power had 
been destroyed, not the system or the wherewithal for power; before the year 
had ended, a popular Burman leader, Alaungpaya (ruled 1752–60), had driven
Bago's forces out of northern Myanmar, regained the Shan states, and established
the Alaungpaya (also called Konbaung) dynasty. By 1759 he also had regained
Manipur and defeated Bago. The Siamese became alarmed and attempted to
rouse the Shan chiefs to rebel. In the south, Alaungpaya overtook Tenasserim, 
the site of the old portage kingdoms, and invaded Siamese territory. Although 
Alaungpaya's invasion failed and he himself died during the retreat in 1760, the 
people and rulers of Myanmar now felt that, unless the Siamese were conquered,
the coastal cities of southern Myanmar could not be retained. Alaungpaya's son 
Hsinbyushin (ruled 1763–76) sent his armies into Siam in 1766, and they captured
Ayutthaya in 1767. China, agitated by the growing power of Myanmar, invaded
the country four times during the period 1766–69, but without success.

 
Myanmar then conquered Rakhine and occupied the princely 
state of Assam to the northwest of Manipur, thus coming face
to face with British power in India. The result was the First 
Anglo-Burmese War (1824–26), in which the Siamese fought
on the British side. Myanmar eventually had to sue for peace
and relinquish Assam, Manipur, Rakhine, and Tenasserim.

The Second Anglo-Burmese War (1852) was provoked by the 
British, who wanted access to the teak forests in and around 
Bago and also wanted to secure the gap in their coastline 
stretching from Calcutta (Kolkata) to Singapore; it resulted in 
the British annexation of Bago province, which they renamed
Lower Burma. As the British became increasingly interested
in the legendary trade with China through its back door—as
well as in the teak, oil, and rubies of northern
Myanmar—they waited for a suitable pretext to attack. In

1885 Britain declared war on Myanmar for the third and final time. To meet the
criticism of this action that arose in Parliament, the British government gave the
excuses that the last independent king of Myanmar, Thibaw (ruled 1878–85), was
a tyrant and that he was conspiring to give France greater influence over the
country. Neither of these charges seems to have had much foundation.
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British territorial 
acquisitions in 
Burma.

 

The administration of dynastic Myanmar

During Myanmar's dynastic era, the king was the chief executive and the final 
court of appeal, but there were checks on his power. He could not make laws, 
only issue administrative edicts that might or might not be upheld after his 
death. Custom was a strong and recognized source for proper behaviour, along 
with codified bodies of civil and criminal law called, respectively, the 
Dammathat and the Rajathat.

The king, as the head of state and the patron of Buddhism, was expected to be 
both a conqueror and one who renounced the world. Buddhist monks were 
formally organized and headed by a patriarch who, although appointed by the 
king, sometimes proved to be the king's sternest critic. Although monks 
technically were supposed to remain outside the sphere of politics, they gave 
sanctuary to political exiles. Monasteries also served as schools for boys, and 
monks educated the people and molded public opinion regarding the state and 
the king. Because the state and the monkhood owned virtually all the productive 
land in Myanmar, there were no landed hereditary nobles who could weaken the 
power of the state. The king's officials were appointed, and their appointments 
could lapse with the king's death.

A council called the Hluttaw, or Hlutdaw (“Place of Release”), was the centre of
government. It had several integrated functions—including fiscal, executive, and
judicial responsibilities—and it was the final court of appeal; in theory and often
in practice the king presided over its deliberations. All proclamations and
appointments that were made by the king became valid only when orders giving
effect to them were issued by the Hluttaw.

Every province had a governor, to whom were delegated certain powers by the 
Hluttaw. There always was a right of appeal against decisions of the governor to 
the Hluttaw. Local government was in the hands of hereditary headmen, who 
were advised by village elders. The position of the headman was officially 
confirmed by the king.

 

The British in Burma, 1885–1948

The third of the Anglo-Burmese Wars lasted less than two weeks 
during November 1885, with the British taking Mandalay, which 
had become the capital of northern Myanmar in 1857, with 
remarkable alacrity. The hopelessly outmatched royal troops 
surrendered quickly, although armed resistance continued for 
several years. The people of Myanmar believed that the British 
aim was merely to replace King Thibaw with a prince who had 
been sheltered and groomed in India for the throne. This did not
come to pass, however, as the British finally decided not only to
annex all of northern Myanmar (which they called Upper Burma) 
as a colony but also to make the whole country a province of 
India (effective Jan. 1, 1886). Rangoon (now Yangon) became 
the capital of the province, after having been the capital of 
British Lower Burma.
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The initial impact of colonialism

The chain of events following the Third Anglo-Burmese War dealt a bitter blow to
Myanmar. The loss of independence was painful enough; worse still were the
British decisions to eliminate the monarchy—in the process sending Thibaw into
exile—and to detach the government from religious affairs, thus depriving the 
sangha (monkhood) of its traditional status and official patronage. Moreover, the 
British eliminated the office of the patriarch of the Buddhist clergy. The demise 
of the monarchy and the monkhood, the twin pillars of the society of Myanmar, 
was perhaps the most devastating aspect of the colonial period.

Many refused to accept the British victory and resorted to guerrilla warfare
against the British army of occupation. The guerrillas were led mainly by former 
officers of the disbanded royal army, former officials (including village 
headmen), and royal princes, and they considered themselves to be royal soldiers
still fighting the Third Anglo-Burmese War. To the British, however, the war had 
ended legally with the annexation of the kingdom; those opposing them, 
therefore, were considered rebels and bandits. For the next five years the British
military officers acted as both judge and jury in dealing with captured guerrillas.
Villagers who aided the rebels also were sternly punished. British troops carried 
out mass executions and committed other atrocities.

As the guerrillas fought on, the British adopted a “strategic hamlet” strategy,
whereby villages were burned and families who had supplied villages with their
headmen were uprooted from their homes and sent away to Lower Burma (which
had been under British control since the Second Anglo-Burmese War). Strangers
loyal to the colonial government were appointed as headmen for the new villages
established by the British. The guerrillas resorted to desperate measures against
the new village officials. By 1890, however, with more than 30,000 British and
Indian troops engaged in the campaign, the military part of the struggle was
over.

 

The religious dilemma

The colonial period was one of relative civil order, but it also was one of great 
social disintegration. Chief among the reasons for this was the British-imposed 
separation of the sangha and the state. The British did not wish to touch the
issue of religion—given their experience in India that had led to the Indian Mutiny
beginning in 1857—and thus they were unwilling to patronize Burmese Buddhism
as the monarchy had done.

Under the monarchy, the monkhood and the state had shared a symbiotic 
relationship. Royal patronage of Burmese Buddhism had included both financial 
and moral support, which had extended legitimacy and authority to the religious 
institution. The king had had the right to appoint the patriarch, who exercised 
supervision and discipline among the ranks of the clergy. In addition, the king 
had been given the right to attach two royal officials to the patriarch: a 
commissioner of ecclesiastical lands and an ecclesiastical censor. The duty of the
land commissioner had been to see that ecclesiastical lands were exempted from
payment of taxes, at the same time ensuring that false and illegal endowments 
did not escape taxation. The duty of the censor had been to maintain a register 
of monks, which had given the king indirect control over the clergy. The power 
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to defrock a wayward monk had rested largely with the patriarch, but the same 
result could be achieved if the king declared the monk to be impure, which was 
one of the king's prerogatives. This arrangement was designed to prevent the 
abuse of the exemptions granted to the clergy.

The British refusal to heed a plea by the clergy and religious elders to continue 
the traditional relationship between the monkhood and the state resulted in the 
decline of the sangha and its ability to instill discipline in the clergy. This in turn 
lowered the prestige of the clergy and contributed to the rise of secular 
education and of a new class of teachers, depriving the sangha of one of its 
primary roles. Added to this, the colonial government of India founded secular 
schools teaching in both English and Burmese and encouraged foreign Christian 
missions to found schools by offering them financial assistance. Many mission 
schools were founded; parents were compelled to send their children to these 
schools, as there were no realistic alternatives. The teachers were missionaries, 
and the lessons they gave were marked by repeated criticism of Buddhism and its
culture. In the government schools the first teachers, British and Indian, were 
mere civil servants, unable and unwilling to continue the older traditions.

 

The colonial economy

Under the monarchy, the economy of Myanmar had been one of redistribution, a 
concept embedded in local society, religion, and politics. Prices of the most 
important commodities were set by the state, and in general the mechanism of 
supply and demand was relatively unimportant. Agrarian self-sufficiency was 
vital, while trade was only of secondary importance. The British impact on this 
system proved disastrous, as Burma's economy became part of the vast 
export-oriented enterprise of western colonialism. With the British—rather than
the people of Burma—as the intended beneficiaries of the new economy, the
traditional Burmese economic system collapsed.

The British dream of a golden road to China through Burma could not be realized,
but the opening of the Suez Canal in 1869 created a much higher international 
demand for Burma's rice than had previously existed. The Irrawaddy delta was 
swiftly cleared of its mangrove forests and in a matter of decades became 
covered with rice fields. The area of productive rice fields in Lower Burma rose 
from approximately 60,000 acres (24,000 hectares) to nearly 10,000,000 acres 
(4,000,000 hectares) between the mid-19th century and the outbreak of World 
War II, while the price of rice increased rapidly and continuously until the Great 
Depression of the 1930s. This tremendous increase in production created a 
significant shift in population from the northern heartland to the delta, shifting 
as well the basis of wealth and power.

In order to prepare the land for cultivation, however, the farmers had to borrow 
capital from Indian moneylenders from Madras (Chennai) at exorbitant interest 
rates. The British banks would not grant mortgage loans on rice land, and the 
British government had no policy for establishing land-mortgage banks or for 
making agricultural loans. Prevailing prices were high in the international 
market, but the local price was kept down by a handful of British firms that 
controlled wholesale trade and by Indian and Chinese merchants who controlled 
retail trade. With land values and rice prices soaring, the Indian moneylenders 
foreclosed mortgages at the earliest opportunity, especially when the Great 
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Depression disrupted trade.

The dispossessed farmers could not find employment even on their lost lands 
because, with their higher standard of living, they could not compete with the 
thousands of Indian labourers who went to Burma. Burmese villagers, 
unemployed and lost in a disintegrating society, sometimes took to petty theft 
and robbery and were soon characterized by the British as lazy and undisciplined.
The level of dysfunction in Burmese society was revealed by the dramatic rise in 
homicides.

Thus, although the Burmese economy and transportation infrastructure 
developed rapidly from 1890 to 1900, the majority of Burmese people did not 
benefit from it. A railway had been built through the entire valley of the 
Irrawaddy, and hundreds of steamboats plied the length of the river, but the 
railway and the boats belonged to British companies. Roads had been built by the
government, but they were meant for the swift transport of troops. A British 
company worked the ruby mines until they became nearly exhausted. The 
extraction of petroleum and timber was monopolized by two British firms. The 
balance of trade was always in favour of Burma, but that meant little to Burmese
people or society.

 

The emergence of nationalism

Those Burmese who attended the new schools established by the colonial 
government or by missionaries managed to gain admission to the clerical grades 
of government service, but even in those lower grades they encountered 
competition from Indians. Because science courses were not available, the 
professions of engineering and medicine were closed to the Burmese. Those who 
advanced to the government liberal arts college at Rangoon (Yangon) entered the 
middle grades of the civil service, while a few went on to London to study law. 
When these young barristers returned to Burma, they were looked upon by the 
people as their new leaders. Their sojourn in the liberal atmosphere of London 
had convinced these new leaders that some measure of political independence 
could be regained by negotiation.

The new leaders first turned their attention to the national religion, culture, and
education. In 1906 they founded the Young Men's Buddhist Association (YMBA) 
and through it began establishing a number of schools supported by private 
donations and government grants-in-aid (the YMBA was not antigovernment). 
Three years later the British, attempting to pacify the Indian National Congress
(a broadly based and increasingly nationalist political party in India), introduced 
some constitutional reforms in India. Only a few minor changes were made in the
Burmese constitution, but these confirmed the young leaders' faith in British 
liberalism. In 1920, however, when it was learned that Burma would be excluded 
from new reforms introduced in India, the barristers led the people in a 
countrywide protest, which involved a boycott of British goods.

Also in 1920 Rangoon College was raised to the status of a full university by the 
University Act. However, because the accompanying changes in the school's
administration and curriculum were viewed as elitist and exclusionary of the
Burmese population, its students went on strike. Younger schoolchildren followed
suit, and the general public and the Buddhist clergy gave full support to the
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movement. The strikers camped in the courtyards of monasteries, reviving
memories of days when education was the concern of the monks. The University
Act eventually was amended and the strike settled, but many strikers initially
refused to go back to mission and government schools. The YMBA schools, now
calling themselves “national” schools, opened their doors to the strikers.

Constitutional reforms were finally granted in 1923, but the delay had split the 
leaders, some of whom, like the masses, were beginning to doubt whether 
political freedom could be attained by peaceful protest. At the University of 
Rangoon itself, students began to resent their British professors. A radical 
student group began organizing protests, which came to be known as the Thakin 
movement. The name for this movement was purposely ironic: the Burmese word
thakin (“master”) was the term that the Burmese were required to use when
addressing the British.

Maung Htin Aung
Michael Arthur Aung-Thwin
David I. Steinberg

Late in 1930 Burmese peasants, under the leadership of Saya San, rose in 
rebellion. Armed only with swords and sticks, they resisted British and Indian 
troops for two years. The young Thakins, though not involved in the rebellion, 
won the trust of the villagers and emerged as leaders in place of the 
British-educated Burmese elite. In 1936 university students again went on strike, 
and two of their leaders, Thakin Nu (later called U Nu) and Aung San, joined the 
Thakin movement. In 1937 the British government separated Burma from India 
and granted it its own constitution, independent of that of India; the masses 
interpreted this as proof that the British planned to exclude Burma from the next
phase of Indian reform.

 

World War II and after

When World War II erupted in Europe in 1939, the Burmese leaders wanted to 
bargain with the government before giving their support to the British. A warrant
was issued for the arrest of Aung San, but he escaped to China, where he 
attempted to solicit support from radical groups. Assistance came instead from 
the Japanese government. Aung San returned to Burma in secret, recruited 29
young men, and took them to Japan, where these “Thirty Comrades” (including
Ne Win, who later became head of state) received military training. The 
Japanese promised independence for Burma; hence, when Japanese troops 
reached Bangkok (Thailand) in December 1941, Aung San announced the 
formation of the Burma Independence Army (BIA). The Japanese advanced into 
Burma and by the end of 1942 had occupied the country. They subsequently 
disbanded the BIA and formed a smaller Burma Defense Army, with Aung San still 
as commander. Meanwhile, Thailand was given territory in the Shan states for its 
support of Japan's wartime efforts; those lands were returned to Burma in the 
postwar period, however.

Ba Maw, the first prime minister under the 1937 constitution and later the leader
of the opposition, was appointed head of state by the Japanese, with a cabinet 
including Aung San and Thakin Nu. In 1943, when the tide of battle started to 
turn against them, the Japanese declared Burma a fully sovereign state. The 
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Burmese government, however, was still a mere facade, with the Japanese army 
ruling. Meanwhile, Aung San had contacted Lord Louis Mountbatten, the Allied
commander in Southeast Asia, as early as October 1943 to offer his cooperation,
and in March 1945 Aung San and his army—renamed the Burma National Army
(BNA)—joined the British side.

During the war Aung San and the Thakins formed a coalition of political parties
called the Anti-Fascist Organization—renamed the Anti-Fascist People's Freedom 
League (AFPFL) after the war—which had wide popular support. After the defeat
of the Japanese in Burma in May 1945, the British military administration and
members of the prewar government who had returned from exile demanded that
Aung San be tried as a traitor. Mountbatten, however, recognized the extent of
Aung San's hold on the BNA and on the general populace, and he hastily sent the
more conciliatory Sir Hubert Rance to head the administration. Rance regained 
for the British the trust of Aung San and the general public. When the war ended,
the military administration was withdrawn, and Rance was replaced by the 
former civilian governor, who formed a cabinet consisting of older and more 
conservative politicians. The new administration arrested Aung San and charged 
him with treason. Surprised and angered, the Burmese people prepared for 
rebellion, but the British government in London wisely reinstated Rance, who had
proven himself a sensitive and successful administrator in Burma, as governor.

Rance formed a new cabinet, including Aung San, and discussions for a peaceful 
transfer of power began. These were concluded in London in January 1947, when
the British agreed to Burma's independence. By June the Burmese had decided to
leave the British Commonwealth of Nations.

The communist and conservative wings of the AFPFL were dissatisfied with the 
agreement. The communists broke away and went underground, and the 
conservatives went into opposition. In July Aung San and most members of his 
cabinet were assassinated by gunmen sent by U Saw, a former prime minister and
now a conservative. Rance asked Thakin Nu to form a new cabinet. A new 
constitution was written, and on Jan. 4, 1948, Burma became a sovereign, 
independent republic.

 

Since independence

The unsettled early years, 1948–62

With its economy shattered and its towns and villages destroyed during the war, 
Burma needed peace. A foreign policy of neutrality was decided upon, but, 
because of internal strife, no peace resulted. The communists were the first 
insurgents, followed by some of Aung San's veterans and then the Karen, the only
ethnic minority on the plains. The other minorities—Chin, Kachin, and Shan—who
had been ruled separately by the British but who had enthusiastically joined the
union, stood firm in support of the government.

At the United Nations, Burma endeavoured to show impartiality. It was one of 
the first countries to recognize Israel, as well as the People's Republic of China. 
Meanwhile, a division of Chinese Nationalist troops occupied parts of the Shan 
Plateau after their defeat by the Chinese communists in 1949. Because of the 
general support given to Nationalist China (Taiwan) by the United States, Burma 
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stopped accepting U.S. aid and rejected all other foreign aid.

By 1958 Burma was well on the road to internal peace and economic recovery, 
but the ruling AFPFL had become divided by personal quarrels between U Nu 
(formerly called Thakin Nu) and his closest associates. Amid rumours of a military
takeover, U Nu invited the army chief of staff, Ne Win—who had been a Thakin,
one of the Thirty Comrades, and Aung San's second in command—to assume the
premiership. This move sometimes has been called a “constitutional coup.” Ne
Win established internal security, stabilized the military situation, and prepared
the country for general elections, which took place in February 1960. U Nu was
returned to office with an absolute majority.

 

The socialist state, 1962–88

In March 1962, however, Ne Win led a military coup and arrested U Nu, the chief 
justice, and several cabinet ministers. He justified his actions as a means of 
keeping the union from disintegrating. Suspending the 1947 constitution, which 
had been in effect since independence, he ruled the country with a 
Revolutionary Council consisting of senior military officers. Ne Win's stated 
purpose was to make Burma a truly socialist state. A military-controlled 
one-party (Burma Socialist Programme Party [BSPP]) system was established. In 
April 1972 Ne Win and other members of the Revolutionary Council retired from 
the army, but they retained their positions of power in the BSPP.

Land had been nationalized under U Nu's administration, and much of the 
country's commerce and industry was nationalized under Ne Win. Ultimately, Ne 
Win implemented a type of command economy—a system whereby the means of
production are publicly owned and economic activity is controlled by the
government—that was in some ways reminiscent of the redistributive economy of
the monarchy. These measures did not improve the economy, however,
particularly as investment in agriculture generally was sacrificed in favour of
industrial growth, and as the military replaced civilians in key administrative
positions.

Ne Win had promised a new constitution, and in September 1971 representatives 
of the party's central committee, of the country's various ethnic groups, and of 
other interest groups were appointed to draft a document. A referendum to 
ratify the new constitution was held in December 1973, with more than 90 
percent of eligible voters signifying approval, and the constitution was 
promulgated in January 1974. Elections to the People's Assembly (Pyithu 
Hluttaw)—the supreme legislative, executive, and judicial authority—and to local
People's Councils were held early in 1974; the new government took office in
March with Ne Win as president.

After the establishment of the new political organization, Burma's economy grew 
steadily at a moderate pace. A notable policy change was a partial relaxation of 
the ban on foreign financial aid, and considerable funding was received from the 
Asian Development Bank and the International Bank for Reconstruction and 
Development (part of the World Bank), as well as from Japan. By the early 1980s,
however, growth increasingly was being hindered by mounting trade deficits
caused largely by falling commodity export prices, the increasing costs of
imports, and rising external debt payments. A series of economic reforms
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proposed in 1987–88 were intended to reverse the socialist policies enacted in
the early 1960s. Chief among these were the active encouragement of foreign
investment and a considerable liberalization of foreign trade.

Communist and ethnic insurgencies had expanded in the eastern and northern 
parts of the country throughout the BSPP period. In May 1980 Ne Win offered full 
amnesty to all political insurgents inside or outside Burma who reported to 
authorities within a 90-day period. Most notable among those accepting was U 
Nu, who, after having gone into exile in India in 1969, returned to enter a 
Buddhist monastery. Most insurgents, however, chose to continue opposing the 
government, and repeated attempts by government troops to suppress them met 
with only limited success. After four decades, insurgency had become a way of 
life.

 

Myanmar since 1988

Ne Win retired as president and chairman of the Council of State in November 
1981 but remained in power until July 1988, when he resigned as chairman of the
BSPP amid violent protests. Student and worker unrest had erupted periodically 
throughout the 1980s, but the intensity of the protests in the summer of 1988 
made it seem as if the country were on the verge of revolution. On September 18
the armed forces, led by Gen. Saw Maung, seized control of the government. The
military moved to suppress the demonstrations, and thousands of unarmed 
protesters were killed. Martial law was imposed over most of the country, and 
constitutional government was replaced by a new military body called the State 
Law and Order Restoration Council (SLORC). Saw Maung became chairman of the 
SLORC as well as prime minister.

The SLORC changed the name of the country to Myanmar, implemented the 
economic reforms drafted by the previous government, and called for election of
a new legislature and revision of the 1974 constitution. In May 1990 Myanmar 
held its first multiparty elections in 30 years. Of the dozens of parties that 
participated, the two most important were the government's National Unity Party
(NUP), successor to the BSPP, and an opposition coalition called the National 
League for Democracy (NLD). The result was a landslide victory for the opposition
NLD, which won some four-fifths of the seats.

The SLORC, however, would not permit the legislature—which it now declared to
be a constituent assembly tasked with drafting a new constitution—to convene.
Moreover, the military regime did not release the NLD's leaders, Tin U, a former 
general and colleague of Ne Win, and Aung San Suu Kyi, the daughter of the 
nationalist leader Aung San, both of whom had been under house arrest since 
July 1989; another leader, Sein Win, remained in exile in the West. International 
condemnation of the military regime was strong and widespread, both for its 
bloody repression of the demonstrations in 1988 and for its actions in connection 
with the 1990 elections. Worldwide attention continued to be focused on 
Myanmar after Aung San Suu Kyi was awarded the Nobel Peace Prize in 1991. 
(She remained under house arrest until 1995 and thereafter was detained 
periodically.) In April 1992 Saw Maung was reported to be in poor health and was 
replaced as chairman of the SLORC and as prime minister by Gen. Than Shwe.

Michael Arthur Aung-Thwin
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David I. Steinberg

Throughout the 1990s, the military solidified its political and economic hold of 
the country. In 1993 the SLORC appointed a new National Convention to 
formulate a constitution that would give the military control of the reorganized 
state, but by 1996 the convention had failed to complete its task. It did not 
convene again until 2004 and then met intermittently for nearly four more years 
before producing a draft constitution. Also in 1993 the military government 
sought to ensure its continued support by forming a new social organization, the 
Union Solidarity and Development Association (USDA), the aims of which 
paralleled those of the SLORC. By the early 21st century, more than one-fifth of 
the country's population belonged to the organization. To guarantee its control of
the economy in the event that it relinquished titular power, the military also 
formed two conglomerates, comprising various domestic businesses and joint 
ventures with foreign firms. The military itself more than doubled in troop 
strength between 1988 and 2000; moreover, the SLORC initiated a variety of 
cease-fires with most ethnic insurgent groups, thus giving the government 
greater control over peripheral areas while increasing border trade. In 1997 the 
military revamped the organizational structure of its ruling body and changed its 
name from the SLORC to the State Peace and Development Council (SPDC).

The political stalemate carried over into the 21st century, with the SPDC 
continuing to harass the NLD and the military maintaining stringent control. 
Calling on the SPDC to honour the results of the 1990 elections, the United States
invoked economic sanctions against Myanmar in 1997 and restricted contact 
between the two countries. The European Union (EU) subsequently restricted 
trade and interaction with the SPDC, and the United Nations continued to 
condemn human rights violations and forced-labour practices in Myanmar. Late in
2000 the SPDC initiated secret talks with Aung San Suu Kyi (during another period
of house arrest), and in 2001 it released approximately 200 political prisoners, 
evidently as a result of its negotiations with her. The potential for further 
democratic advancement emerged when Gen. Khin Nyunt was named prime 
minister in 2003. He promised to usher the country toward a new constitution 
and free elections, but his rule was cut short by allegations of corruption. In late 
2004 he too was placed under house arrest and was replaced by Gen. Soe Win.

After decades of self-imposed isolation and international neglect, Myanmar 
nevertheless assumed greater strategic and economic importance in the Asian 
region in the years leading up to the 21st century. The migration of more than 
one million Chinese into Myanmar, massive Chinese support for the SLORC (and, 
later, the SPDC) in the form of military equipment and assistance in 
infrastructure development, and the ability of the Chinese to open trade through
Myanmar to the Bay of Bengal concerned the Indian government. In an effort to 
lessen Chinese influence, India shifted its policy from opposing the SLORC to 
supporting it. In 1997 Myanmar was admitted into the Association of Southeast 
Asian Nations (ASEAN), a group that tacitly sought to strengthen economic and 
political conditions within Myanmar and also to curb Chinese influence.

Despite its increased global interaction since 2000, Myanmar remained hampered
by international sanctions—including intensified U.S. and EU sanctions in 2003
after the SPDC again detained Aung San Suu Kyi. It was clear that Myanmar's
prospects for further economic growth and acceptance by the international
community were contingent on democratic progress and an improved human
rights record. When in September 2007 the monastic community staged a
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large-scale demonstration calling for democratic reforms, the harsh response
from the military drew widespread international criticism.

David I. Steinberg

In the wake of this unrest, the National Convention finally approved a draft of a
new constitution in early 2008 that was to be put to a public referendum in May.
However, the referendum process was disrupted by natural disaster. On May 3–4
a powerful cyclone (Nargis) struck the Irrawaddy delta region of south-central 
Myanmar, obliterating villages and killing some 138,000 people (the total 
including tens of thousands listed as missing and presumed dead). The 
government's failure to provide relief quickly at the outset of the disaster and its 
unwillingness to accept foreign aid or to grant entrance to foreign relief workers 
further increased the death toll caused by disease and elicited harsh criticism 
from the international community.

The new constitution was ratified in late May 2008, although outside observers 
were highly skeptical of the referendum process itself (particularly the reported 
results from regions devastated by the cyclone). The document was to take 
effect after the election of a new bicameral legislature, which eventually was 
scheduled for November 2010. Provisions in the constitution ensured that the 
military would have a leading role in future governments in Myanmar, notably 
that one-fourth of the members of each legislative chamber would be appointed 
by the military leadership.

In preparation for the parliamentary elections, a series of election reform laws 
were enacted in March 2010. One of them officially annulled the results of the 
1990 election, while two others stipulated that persons married to foreign 
nationals or convicted of crimes were barred from participating in the election. 
The effect of these latter two laws was to disqualify Aung San Suu Kyi, who was 
married to a British citizen and in 2009 had been convicted of violating the terms
of her house arrest (an uninvited intruder had entered her compound in Yangon) 
and sentenced to an additional 18 months of house arrest. In addition, political 
parties were required to reregister or they would be disbanded. Since this would 
obligate the NLD to accept the annulment of the 1990 election as well as to 
expel Aung San Suu Kyi and other party leaders from its ranks, the party chose 
not to register and thus was forced to dissolve in May.

Some three dozen parties did register for the elections, including the
USDA—which renamed itself the Union Solidarity and Development Party
(USDP)—and one created by a faction of former NLD members. In addition,
several high-ranking generals in the government resigned their military
commissions to run as civilian candidates in the NUP. The elections were for both
the national legislature and local assemblies, and the USDP and NUP, the two
government parties, fielded at least one candidate between them (and typically
one each) for every race. The much smaller opposition parties were able to put
forward only a fraction of the number of candidates, meaning that in most races
the government nominees ran unopposed. The result of the polling, held in early
November, was an expected overwhelming victory for USDP and NUP candidates.
However, many opposition parties claimed voter fraud by the government. In
addition, with the notable exception of China, most international observers,
including the United Nations, considered the election unfair and merely a means
by which the ruling junta sought to legitimize its power. Aung San Suu Kyi was
released from house arrest six days after the election and continued her
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opposition to military rule.

A brief transition period ensued in early 2011. The new legislature convened on 
January 31, at which time the 2008 constitution nominally went into effect. On 
February 4 Thein Sein, a former general who served as prime minister since 2007,
was elected president of Myanmar by members of the legislature. Than Shwe
dissolved the SPDC (thus formally relinquishing his control of the state and 
government) on March 30, and Thein Sein assumed constitutional executive 
authority in the country. Than Shwe subsequently also stepped down from his 
military posts, but it was unclear if he continued to wield some degree of 
behind-the-scenes power in the government.

Thein Sein's new civilian government embarked on implementing a broad agenda 
of political and social reforms during the remainder of 2011. These included 
relaxing press restrictions, releasing thousands of political prisoners in a general 
amnesty, enacting laws allowing for peaceful demonstrations and for the 
formation of unions, and signing a cease-fire accord with Shan insurgents (a 
similar accord was reached with Karen rebels in January 2012). Most notably, 
government-imposed restrictions on Aung San Suu Kyi were further relaxed during
the year, including her ability to meet freely with associates and to travel around
the country. In December the NLD was allowed to register as an official party and
field candidates for parliamentary by-elections held on April 1, 2012. Aung San 
Suu Kyi vied for and won the open seat in her home constituency in Yangon. In 
all, NLD candidates won 43 of the 45 seats that were up for election.

Accompanying the domestic political and social changes in Myanmar were greater
efforts to end the years of international isolation. Several high-level foreign
officials visited the country in 2011—including U.S. Secretary of State Hillary 
Clinton, who met with both Aung San Suu Kyi and Thein Sein. Following the April 
2012 elections, the United States and European Union announced plans to begin 
lifting some of the economic sanctions and other restrictions that had been in 
place since the early 1990s. In addition, in early 2012 the kyat (Myanmar's 
currency) was allowed to float in value on world markets as one of the initial 
steps toward economic reform. This action was part of the government's efforts 
since 2011 to increase and diversify foreign investment in the country and to 
attract greater numbers of foreign tourists.

 
Ed.

Additional Reading

Geography

FREDERICA M. BUNGE (ed.), Burma: A Country Study, 3rd ed. (1983), is an overview of the 
country prior to the coup of 1988. Many of the English-language works on Myanmar's 
geography were produced by the British during the colonial period. Among these are
the still invaluable Burma Gazetteer, 30 vol. (1868–1935), with detailed surveys of
different administrative districts; The British Burma Gazetteer, 2 vol. (1879–80,
reprinted as Gazetteer of Burma, 1987); J. GEORGE SCOTT and J.P. HARDIMAN (compilers), 
Gazetteer of Upper Burma and the Shan States, 3 vol. in 5 (1900–01, reprinted 2 vol.
in 5, 1983); and H.L. CHHIBBER, The Physiography of Burma (1933, reprinted 1975). 
MICHAEL AUNG-THWIN, Irrigation in the Heartland of Burma (1990), examines the 
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productive capacity and geography of precolonial Myanmar. Agriculture is detailed 
in M.Y. NUTTONSON, The Physical Environment and Agriculture of Burma (1963), a brief 
technical study; CHENG SIOK-HWA, The Rice Industry of Burma, 1852–1940 (1968), one of
the few substantial studies in English covering the topic during that period; and U
KHIN WIN, A Century of Rice Improvement in Burma (1991), a more-recent study.

History

Studies of the pre-Pagan and Pagan periods include G.H. LUCE, Phases of Pre-Pagán
Burma, 2 vol. (1985), which explores the 9th century in detail; AUNG THAW, Historical 
Sites in Burma (1972), a study of the pre-Pagan period; G.H. LUCE et al., Old
Burma—Early Pagán, 3 vol. (1969–70), which remains a classic study of this kingdom;
and MICHAEL AUNG-THWIN, Pagan: The Origins of Modern Burma (1985), an assessment of 
the kingdom's institutional history. VICTOR B. LIEBERMAN, Burmese Administrative Cycles:
Anarchy and Conquest, c. 1580–1760 (1984), analyzes the Toungoo dynasty; and 
WILLIAM J. KOENIG, The Burmese Polity, 1752–1819 (1990), is an examination of the early
period of the last Myanmar dynasty. Analyses of colonial conflicts include OLIVER B.

POLLAK, Empires in Collision: Anglo-Burmese Relations in the Mid-Nineteenth Century
(1979), which treats British policy and its effects on later colonization; and DOROTHY

WOODMAN, The Making of Burma (1962), which reveals theretofore secret British 
decisions in the colonization of Burma. MICHAEL ADAS, The Burma Delta: Economic
Development and Social Change on an Asian Rice Frontier, 1852–1941 (1974), traces 
the agricultural development of this area and its significance in modern history. JOHN

F. CADY, A History of Modern Burma (1958, reissued 1965), is a landmark text on the 
early years of the present-day country. JOSEF SILVERSTEIN, Burmese Politics: The 
Dilemma of National Unity (1980), offers a Western perspective on Burmese politics 
prior to the coup of 1988. More-recent political studies include ROBERT H. TAYLOR, The 
State in Myanmar, new ed. (2008); DAVID I. STEINBERG, Burma: A Socialist Nation of 
Southeast Asia (1982); and MARTIN SMITH, Burma: Insurgency and the Politics of 
Ethnicity, rev. and updated ed. (1999).

David I. Steinberg
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Introduction

island country of Southeast Asia in the western Pacific Ocean. It is 
an archipelago consisting of some 7,100 islands and islets lying 
about 500 miles (800 km) off the coast of Vietnam. Manila is the 
capital, but nearby Quezon City is the country's largest city. Both 
are part of the National Capital Region (Metro Manila), located on
Luzon, the largest island. The second largest island of the 
Philippines is Mindanao, in the southeast.

The Philippines takes its name from Philip II, who was king of 
Spain during the Spanish colonization of the islands in the 16th 
century. Because it was under Spanish rule for 333 years and 
under U.S. tutelage for a further 48 years, the Philippines has 
many cultural affinities with the West. It is, for example, the 
second most populous country (following the United States) with 
English as an official language and the only predominantly Roman 
Catholic country in Southeast Asia. Despite the prominence of 
such Anglo-European cultural characteristics, the peoples of the 
Philippines are Asian in consciousness and aspiration.

The country was wracked by political turmoil in the last quarter of the 20th century. 
After enduring more than a decade of authoritarian rule under Pres. Ferdinand 
Marcos, the broadly popular People Power movement in 1986 led a bloodless uprising 
against the regime. The confrontation resulted not only in the ouster and exile of 
Marcos but also in the restoration of democratic government to the Philippines

Contemporary Filipinos continue to grapple with a society that is replete with 
paradoxes, perhaps the most obvious being the presence of extreme wealth alongside 
tremendous poverty. Rich in resources, the Philippines has the potential to build a 
strong industrial economy, but the country remains largely agricultural. Especially 
toward the end of the 20th century, rapid industrial expansion was spurred by a high 
degree of domestic and foreign investment. This growth, however, simultaneously 
contributed to severe degradation of the environment. The Philippines also emerged 
as a regional leader in education during the late 20th century, with a well-established
public school and university system; by the early 21st century the country had one of 
the highest literacy rates in Asia.

 

Land

The Philippine archipelago is bounded by the Philippine Sea to the east, the Celebes 
Sea to the south, the Sulu Sea to the southwest, and the South China Sea to the west 
and north. The islands spread out in the shape of a triangle, with those south of 
Palawan, the Sulu Archipelago, and the island of Mindanao outlining (from west to 
east, respectively) its southern base and the Batan Islands to the north of Luzon 
forming its apex. The archipelago stretches about 1,150 miles (1,850 km) from north 
to south, and its widest east-west extent, at its southern base, is some 700 miles 
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(1,130 km). The island of Taiwan lies north of the Batan group, the Malaysian portion 
of the island of Borneo is to the south of Palawan, and the eastern islands of 
Indonesia lie to the south and southeast of Mindanao. Only about two-fifths of the 
islands and islets have names, and only some 350 have areas of 1 square mile (2.6 
square km) or more. The large islands fall into three groups: (1) the Luzon group in 
the north and west, consisting of Luzon, Mindoro, and Palawan, (2) the Visayas group 
in the centre, consisting of Bohol, Cebu, Leyte, Masbate, Negros, Panay, and Samar, 
and (3) Mindanao in the south.

 

Relief

Outstanding physical features of the Philippines include the 
irregular configuration of the archipelago, the coastline of some
22,550 miles (36,290 km), the great extent of mountainous 
country, the narrow and interrupted coastal plains, the 
generally northward trend of the river systems, and the 
spectacular lakes. The islands are composed primarily of 
volcanic rock and coral, but all principal rock formations are 
present. The mountain ranges for the most part run in the same 
general direction as the islands themselves, approximately north
to south.

The Cordillera Central, the central mountain chain of Luzon, 
running north to the Luzon Strait from the northern boundary of 
the central plain, is the most prominent range. It consists of two
and in places three parallel ranges, each with an average 
elevation of about 5,900 feet (1,800 metres). The Sierra Madre, 
extending along the Pacific coast from northern to central 
Luzon, is the longest mountain range in the country. That range 
and the Cordillera Central merge in north-central Luzon to form 

the Caraballo Mountains. To the north of the latter, and between the two ranges, is 
the fertile Cagayan Valley. The narrow Ilocos, or Malayan, range, lying close along 
the west coast of northern Luzon, rises in places to elevations above 5,000 feet 
(1,500 metres) and is seldom below 3,500 feet (1,000 metres); it is largely volcanic. 
In the southwestern part of northern Luzon are the rugged Zambales Mountains, 
consisting of more or less isolated old volcanic stocks (rock formed under great heat 
and pressure deep beneath the Earth's surface).

Most of the central plain of Luzon, about 150 by 50 miles (240 by 80 km), is only 
about 100 feet (30 metres) above sea level. The greater part of southern Luzon is 
occupied by isolated volcanoes and irregular masses of hills and mountains. The 
highest peak is Mayon Volcano (8,077 feet [2,462 metres)]), near the city of Legaspi
(Legazpi) in Albay province on the island's Bicol Peninsula in the southeast.

The island of Palawan is about 25 miles (40 km) wide and more than 250 miles (400 
km) long; through it extends a range with an average elevation of 4,000 to 5,000 
feet (1,200 to 1,500 metres). Each of the Visayan Islands except Samar and Bohol is 
traversed longitudinally by a single range with occasional spurs. Several peaks on 
Panay and Negros reach a height of 6,000 feet (1,800 metres) or more. Mount 
Canlaon (Canlaon Volcano), on Negros, rises to 8,086 feet (2,465 metres).

There are several important ranges on Mindanao; the Diuata (Diwata) Mountains 
along the eastern coast are the most prominent. To the west lies another range that
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stretches from the centre of the island southward. Farther west the Butig Mountains
trend northwestward from the northeastern edge of the Moro Gulf. A range also runs
northwest-southeast along the southwestern coast. Near Mindanao's south-central 
coast is Mount Apo, which at 9,692 feet (2,954 metres) is the highest peak in the 
Philippines. A number of volcanic peaks surround Lake Sultan Alonto (Lake Lanao), 
and a low cordillera extends through the Zamboanga Peninsula in the far west.

 
Although volcanoes are a conspicuous feature of the landscape, 
there is relatively little volcanic activity. There are altogether 
about 50 volcanoes, of which more than 10 are known to be 
active. Mount Pinatubo on Luzon, once regarded as extinct, was 
in 1991 the site of one of the world's largest volcanic eruptions 
of the 20th century. All gradations of volcanoes can be seen, 
from the almost perfect cone of Mayon, which has been 
compared to Mount Fuji in Japan, to old, worn-down volcanic 
stocks, the present forms of which give little indication of their 
origin. The several distinct volcanic areas are in south-central 
and southern Luzon and on the islands of Negros, Mindanao, 

Jolo, and elsewhere. Tremors and earthquakes are common.
 

Drainage

The most important rivers of the Philippines are the Cagayan, Agno, Pampanga, 
Pasig, and Bicol on Luzon and the Mindanao (Río Grande de Mindanao) and Agusan
on Mindanao. The northern plain between the Sierra Madre and the Cordillera 
Central is drained by the Cagayan, while the central plain is drained in the north by 
the Agno and in the south by the Pampanga. The Pasig, which flows through the city 
of Manila, was once commercially important as a nexus for interisland trade but is 
no longer navigable except by small craft; heavy pollution has required significant 
cleanup efforts. Most of the Bicol Peninsula lies in the Bicol basin. On Mindanao the 
Agusan drains the fertile lands of the island's northeastern quadrant, while the 
Mindanao River drains the Cotabato Valley in the southwest. One of the Philippines' 
most unique waterways lies underground, emerging directly into the ocean at Puerto
Princesa Subterranean River National Park on the island of Palawan; the park was 
designated a UNESCO World Heritage site in 1999.

The largest lake in the archipelago, with an area of 356 square miles (922 square 
km), is Laguna de Bay, on the island of Luzon. Also on Luzon and just to the 
southwest of Laguna de Bay is Taal Lake, which occupies 94 square miles (244 
square km) inside a volcanic crater; a volcanic cone emerges from the lake's centre. 
Lake Sultan Alonto on Mindanao is the country's second largest lake, covering an 
area of 131 square miles (340 square km).

 

Soils

The alluvial plains and terraces of Luzon and Mindoro have dark black cracking 
clays, as well as younger soils that are especially suitable for rice cultivation. Much 
of the land of the hilly and mountainous regions consists of moist, fertile soils, often 
with a significant concentration of volcanic ash, that support fruit trees and 
pineapples. Oil palms, vegetables, and other crops are grown in the peatlike areas, 
as well as in the younger, sand-based soils of the coastal plains, marshes, and lake 
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regions. The dark, organic, mineral-rich soils of the undulating terrain of the Bicol 
Peninsula, much of the Visayas, and the northwest tip of Luzon are used to grow 
coffee, bananas, and other crops. Highly weathered, often red or yellow soils are 
prominent in the central and southern Philippines and are typically planted with 
cassava (manioc) and sugarcane; these soils also support forests for timber 
harvesting. The poor, precipitation-leached soils of Palawan and the eastern 
mountains of Luzon are largely covered with shrubs, bushes, and other secondary 
growth that typically emerges in areas that have been cleared of their original 
forest cover.

 

Climate

The climate of the Philippines is tropical and strongly monsoonal (i.e., wet-dry). In 
general, rain-bearing winds blow from the southwest from approximately May to 
October, and drier winds come from the northeast from November to February. 
Thus, temperatures remain relatively constant from north to south during the year, 
and seasons consist of periods of wet and dry. Throughout the country, however, 
there are considerable variations in the frequency and amount of precipitation. The 
western shores facing the South China Sea have the most marked dry and wet 
seasons. The dry season generally begins in December and ends in May, the first 
three months being cool and the second three hot; the rest of the year constitutes 
the wet season. The dry season shortens progressively to the east until it ceases to 
occur. During the wet season, rainfall is heavy in all parts of the archipelago except 
for an area extending southward through the centre of the Visayan group to central 
Mindanao and then southwestward through the Sulu Archipelago; rain is heaviest 
along the eastern shores facing the Pacific Ocean.

From June to December tropical cyclones (typhoons) often strike the Philippines. 
Most of these storms come from the southeast, their frequency generally increasing 
from south to north; in some years the number of cyclones reaches 25 or more. 
Typhoons are heaviest in Samar, Leyte, south-central Luzon, and the Batan Islands, 
and, when accompanied by floods or high winds, they may cause great loss of life 
and property. Mindanao is generally free from such storms.

November through February constitutes the most agreeable season; the air is cool
and invigorating at night, and the days are pleasant and sunny. During the hot part
of the dry season in most places—especially in the cities of Cebu, Davao, and
Manila—the temperature sometimes rises as high as 100 °F (38 °C). Overall
temperatures decline with elevation, however, and cities and towns located at
higher elevations—such as Baguio in northern Luzon, Majayjay and Lucban south of
Manila, and Malaybalay in central Mindanao—experience a pleasant climate
throughout the year; at times the temperature in those places dips close to 40 °F (4
°C).

 

Plant and animal life

Although many of the mountain regions and some of the lowlands remain heavily 
forested, the country's forests have been shrinking rapidly for decades. Between the
mid-20th century and the early 21st century, the country's forestland was reduced
by more than half—largely a result of logging, mining, and farming activities—and
now accounts for less than one-fourth of the country's total land area. Where forests
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remain in northern Luzon, the principal mountain tree is pine. In other areas, lauan
(Philippine mahogany) often predominates.

Most of the Philippines' vegetation is indigenous and largely resembles that of 
Malaysia; the plants and trees of the coastal areas, including the mangrove swamps, 
are practically identical with those of similar regions throughout the Malay 
Archipelago. Himalayan elements occur in the mountains of northern Luzon, while a 
few Australian types are found at various altitudes. The islands are home to 
thousands of species of flowering plants and ferns, including hundreds of species of 
orchids, some of which are extremely rare. Tall, coarse grasses such as cogon (genus
Imperata) have arisen in many places where the forests have been burned away.

 
The Philippines are inhabited by more than 200 species of 
mammals, including water buffalo (carabao), goats, horses, 
hogs, cats, dogs, monkeys, squirrels, lemurs, mice, pangolins 
(scaly anteaters), chevrotains (mouse deer), mongooses, civet 
cats, and red and brown deer, among others. The tamarau
(Anoa mindorensis), a species of small water buffalo, is found 
only on Mindoro. Of more than 50 species of bats, many are 
peculiar to the Philippines. Fossil remains show that elephants 
once lived on the islands.

Hundreds of species of birds live in the Philippines, either for all 
or part of the year. Prominent birdlife includes jungle fowl, 
pigeons, peacocks, pheasants, doves, parrots, hornbills, 

kingfishers, sunbirds, tailorbirds, weaverbirds, herons, and quails. Many species are 
endemic to the island of Palawan. The endangered Philippine eagle (Pithecophaga 
jefferyi) is limited mainly to isolated areas on Mindanao and in the Sierra Madre on 
Luzon.

The seas surrounding the islands and the inland lakes, rivers, estuaries, and ponds 
are inhabited by no fewer than 2,000 varieties of fish. The Tubbataha Reefs in the 
Sulu Sea were designated a UNESCO World Heritage site in 1993 in recognition of 
their abundance and diversity of marine life; in 2009 the boundaries of the World 
Heritage site were extended to triple its original size. The milkfish, a popular food 
fish and the national fish of the Philippines, is plentiful in brackish and marine 
waters. Sea horses are common in the reefs of the Visayan Islands.

A number of species of marine turtles, including the leatherback turtle, are 
protected, as are the Philippine crocodile and saltwater crocodile. The islands are 
home to a diverse array of reptiles and amphibians. Water monitor lizards (Varanus 
salvator) of various sorts have been prized for their skins. Skinks, geckos, and snakes 
are abundant, and more than 100 species are endemic to the Philippines. The 
country is also host to many types of frogs, including several flying varieties; most 
are endemic to the islands.

 

People

Ethnic groups

The ethnically diverse people of the Philippines collectively are called Filipinos. The 
ancestors of the vast majority of the population were of Malay descent and came 
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from the Southeast Asian mainland as well as from what is now Indonesia. 
Contemporary Filipino society consists of nearly 100 culturally and linguistically 
distinct ethnic groups. Of these, the largest are the Tagalog of Luzon and the 
Cebuano of the Visayan Islands, each of which constitutes about one-fifth of the 
country's total population. Other prominent groups include the Ilocano of northern 
Luzon and the Hiligaynon (Ilongo) of the Visayan islands of Panay and Negros, 
comprising roughly one-tenth of the population each. The Waray-Waray of the 
islands of Samar and Leyte in the Visayas and the Bicol (Bikol) of the Bicol Peninsula
together account for another one-tenth. Filipino mestizos and the Pampango
(Pampangan, or Kapampangan) of south-central Luzon each make up small 
proportions of the population.

Many smaller groups of indigenous and immigrant peoples account for the remainder
of the Philippines' population. The aboriginal inhabitants of the islands were the 
Negritos, a term referring collectively to numerous peoples of dark skin and small 
stature, including the Aeta, Ita, Agta, and others. Those communities now 
constitute only a tiny percentage of the total population. From the 10th century, 
contacts with China resulted in a group of mixed Filipino-Chinese descent, who also 
account for a minority of the population. Small numbers of resident Chinese 
nationals, emigrants from the Indian subcontinent, U.S. nationals, and Spanish add 
to the population's ethnic and cultural diversity.

 

Languages

Estimates of the total number of native languages and dialects spoken in the 
Philippines differ, but scholarly studies suggest that there are some 150. Most of the
country's languages are closely related, belonging to one of several subfamilies of 
Austronesian—more specifically, Western Malayo-Polynesian—languages. The major
languages of the country generally correspond to the largest ethnic groups. Tagalog
is the most widespread language of the Central Philippine subfamily, with the bulk 
of its native speakers concentrated in Manila, central and south-central Luzon, and 
the islands of Mindoro and Marinduque. The national language of the Philippines, 
Pilipino (also called Filipino), is based on Tagalog and shares a place with English 
(the lingua franca) as an official language and medium of instruction. Tagalog 
(including Pilipino) has the most extensive written literature of all Philippine 
languages. Cebuano, also a Central Philippine language, is used widely in Cebu, 
Bohol, eastern Negros, western Leyte, and parts of Mindanao. Ilocano is the most 
commonly spoken language of the Northern Luzon subfamily, and its speakers 
constitute the third largest language community of the Philippines.

Other prominent languages of the Central Philippine group include Hiligaynon and 
Waray-Waray, both spoken in the Visayas, as well as several varieties of Bicol, 
spoken in southern Luzon. The language of the Tausug is widespread in both 
Palawan and the Sulu Archipelago, where it is used in Tausug as well as many 
non-Tausug communities. Similarly, the languages of the Pampango and Pangasinan, 
both of the Northern Philippine subfamily, have many speakers in central Luzon. 
Notable languages of the Southern Philippine subfamily are those spoken by the 
Maguindanao and Maranao of western Mindanao.

 

Religion
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Some four-fifths of Filipinos profess Roman Catholicism. During the 20th century the
religion gained strength through growth in the number of Filipinos in the church 
hierarchy, construction of seminaries, and, especially after 1970, increased 
involvement of the church in the political and social life of the country. Jaime 
Cardinal Sin, archbishop of Manila, was one of the country's most politically 
outspoken spiritual leaders of the late 20th century.

Adherents of other denominations of Christianity constitute roughly one-tenth of the
population. The Philippine Independent Church (the Aglipayans), established in 1902
in protest against Spanish control of the Roman Catholic Church, has several million 
members. The indigenous Protestant sect called Iglesia ni Kristo, also founded in the 
early 20th century, has a smaller but nonetheless significant following.

Islam was brought to the southern Philippines in the 15th century from Brunei (on 
Borneo), to the west. The religion was already well established in the Sulu 
Archipelago and Mindanao by the time of European contact, and it had a growing 
following around Manila. Contemporary Muslim Filipino communities, collectively 
known as Moros, are largely limited to the southern islands and account for about 5 
percent of the population.

Small numbers of Filipinos practice Buddhism or local religions. Buddhism is 
associated primarily with communities of Chinese descent. Local religions are 
maintained by some of the rural indigenous peoples.

 

Settlement patterns

The plains lying amid the mountains—for example, the central plain of Luzon and
the central plain of Panay—have long had the greatest density of population in the
islands, except Cebu, where the people have lived mostly on the coastal plain
because of the island's high and rugged interior. In the nonindustrialized areas of
these regions, the cultivation of rice or corn (maize) and fishing provide basic
subsistence.

In the rural areas, houses are often small, consisting of just one or two rooms, and 
are elevated on piles. The open spaces below the structures are used to store tools 
and other household belongings, as well as live chickens and other smaller farm 
animals. Especially in the fishing communities of coastal regions, houses are 
typically raised above the ocean, river, or floodplain to accommodate boat traffic 
and the ebb and flow of the tides. There are often elevated networks of walkways 
that connect the houses within the community.

In addition to many smaller settlement units, there are a number of major cities. 
Some of these, including Manila, Cebu, Jaro, Vigan, and Naga (formerly Nueva
Caceras), were granted charters by the Spanish colonial government. More chartered
cities were founded under U.S. administration and since independence in 1946.
Metropolitan (Metro) Manila—an agglomeration consisting of Quezon City, Manila, 
Pasay, Caloocan, and several other cities and municipalities in southern Luzon—is by
far the largest urban area in the country. Other principal cities include Davao on 
Mindanao and Cebu in the Visayas.

In the urban areas, the wealthier residents typically live in two- or three-story 
single-family homes. However, a significant proportion of city dwellers live in 
poverty, often occupying any vacant piece of land and building their homes from 
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bamboo, wood, sheet metal, and other scavenged items. The people in such 
communities usually do not have regular access to running water and electricity or 
to sanitary services.

 

Demographic trends

The population density of the Philippines is high, but the distribution of the 
population is uneven. Parts of Metro Manila have a population density that is more 
than 100 times that of some outlying areas such as the mountainous area of 
northern Luzon. The country's birth rate remains significantly higher than the world 
average, as well as the average for the Southeast Asian region. Efforts since the 
mid-20th century to slow the overall growth rate have had limited success, in part 
because reductions in the birth rate have been offset to some degree by reductions 
in the death rate.

Especially since World War II, population has tended to move from rural areas to 
towns and cities. At the beginning of the 20th century more than four-fifths of the 
population was rural, but by the early 21st century that proportion had dropped to 
roughly two-fifths. There is a considerable amount of Filipino emigration, 
particularly of manual labourers and professionals. Many emigrants have gone to the
United States, Okinawa, Guam, and Canada; in addition, a large number of skilled 
and semiskilled workers have taken temporary overseas assignments, mainly in the 
Middle East and, increasingly, in East and Southeast Asia.

 

Economy

The Philippines is largely an agricultural country. Its economy is based on free 
enterprise; individuals and nongovernmental entities are free to participate in its 
development and management, sometimes with the aid of government credit.

 

Agriculture, forestry, and fishing

The agricultural sector is a major component of the Philippine economy, although it 
contributes only about one-seventh of gross domestic product (GDP). Crops can be 
grown throughout the year in the country's rich and fertile soils, and the sector 
employs nearly one-third of the total workforce. The principal farm products are 
sugarcane, rice, coconuts, bananas, corn (maize), and pineapples. Additional 
products include mangoes, citrus, papayas, and other tropical fruits; coffee and 
tobacco; and various fibres such as abaca (Manila hemp) and maguey, which are 
used mainly to make rope. A wide variety of vegetables are raised for domestic 
consumption.

Rice, the principal staple crop, is grown especially in central and north-central 
Luzon, south-central Mindanao, western Negros, and eastern and central Panay. 
About one-fourth of the total farmland is used for rice growing. Since the early 
1970s rice production in the Philippines has improved considerably, and in some 
years there has been enough of a surplus that rice can be exported. Factors 
contributing to this increase in output include the development and use of 
higher-yielding strains of rice, the construction of feeder roads and irrigation canals, 
and the use of chemical fertilizers and insecticides. Use of scientific farming 
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techniques in the Philippines has had its drawbacks, however. The newer strains of 
rice have required the application of expensive chemicals that generally must be 
imported, and improper application of those substances has caused serious soil 
degradation in some areas.

The Philippines is one of the world's largest producers of coconuts and coconut 
products, and these are important export commodities. The area devoted to 
coconut production rivals that used for rice and corn. Sugarcane is cultivated widely
in central and north-central Luzon, western Negros, and on Panay. Abaca is grown 
extensively in eastern Mindanao, southeastern Luzon, and on Leyte and Samar. Both 
sugarcane and abaca are important agricultural exports.

Fish provides a significant proportion of the protein in the Filipino diet, and fisheries
have been growing slowly but steadily since the early 1990s. Canned tuna is the 
principal fish exported. Commercial fishing is carried on primarily off Palawan, 
Negros, Mindanao, and Panay. Among the most important commercial fishes are 
milkfish (a herringlike fish), sardines, anchovies, tuna, scad, and mackerel. Fish are 
raised in ponds in some provinces of Luzon, the Visayas, and Mindanao. The Sulu 
Archipelago is known for its pearl farms.

At one time about half of the Philippines' total land area was covered with forests. 
Of this area, a large part abounded with trees of commercial value, especially 
lauan, narra (a species of Pterocarpus used in cabinetmaking), and other tropical 
hardwoods and pines. Heavy logging and inadequate reforestation measures, 
however, have reduced considerably the amount of forested land. A ban on the 
export of hardwoods has been in effect since the mid-1980s, but there is evidence 
that much hardwood timber continues to leave the country illegally. Trees from 
Philippine forests continue to provide wood for lumber, veneer, plywood, furniture, 
wallboard, pulp and paper, and light building materials, both for domestic and 
international consumption. Other notable forest products include rattan, 
gutta-percha, various resins, and bamboo.

 

Resources and power

Although the Philippines is rich in mineral resources, mining activities constitute 
only a small portion of GDP and employ an even smaller fraction of the population. 
Most of the country's metallic minerals, including gold, iron ore, lead, zinc, 
chromite, and copper, are drawn from major deposits on the islands of Luzon and 
Mindanao. Smaller deposits of silver, nickel, mercury, molybdenum, cadmium, and 
manganese occur in several other locations. The Visayas are the principal source of 
nonmetallic minerals, including limestone for cement, marble, asphalt, salt, sulfur, 
asbestos, guano, gypsum, phosphate, and silica. Petroleum and natural gas are 
extracted from fields off the northwest coast of Palawan. Copper has remained the 
country's primary mineral, although changing world market demands and investment
incentives have rendered its production somewhat volatile.

Until the late 20th century, hydroelectric power supplied only a small proportion of 
the country's electrical output, and thermal plants (most of which burned imported 
oil) supplied the major proportion. The completion of several dam projects on Luzon
and the expansion of another project on Mindanao have increased the percentage of
power generated by hydroelectric installations; irrigation and flood control have 
been additional benefits of some of the projects. Dependence on foreign oil has also
been reduced by the construction of geothermal and conventional coal-fired thermal
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plants and, to some degree, by the exploitation of Palawan's offshore petroleum 
reserves.

 

Manufacturing

Much growth in manufacturing took place in the Philippines in the 20th century, 
particularly in the 1950s and (after a slump in the '60s) the '70s. Since that time the 
sector has remained relatively stable, contributing roughly one-fourth of GDP, 
though it employs less than one-tenth of the workforce. The government has 
assisted the private sector by exempting certain new industries from taxation for a 
certain period. Only nominal taxes are imposed on selected industries, and loans on 
favourable terms are available to others.

Many factories are licensees of foreign companies or act as subcontractors for 
foreign firms, turning out finished products for export from imported semifinished 
goods. A large segment of the manufacturing sector, however, produces goods 
intended for domestic consumption. Major manufactures include electronics 
components, garments and textile products, processed foods and beverages, 
chemicals, and petroleum products.

 

Finance

The national currency, the piso, is issued by the Central Bank of the Philippines 
(Bangko Sentral ng Pilipinas). Banking operations are also conducted by several 
other government institutions, including the Land Bank of the Philippines and the 
Development Bank of the Philippines; the Philippine National Bank, formerly 
government-owned, was largely privatized in the late 20th century. All these banks 
were originally established by the government to encourage business, agriculture, 
and industry.

The National Economic and Development Authority (NEDA) and the Board of 
Investments were created in the late 20th century to help both public and private 
sectors in planning further economic development.Much of the initial capital 
investment of many private rural banks was provided by the government, and 
private development banks have likewise received government assistance. Many 
commercial and thrift banks have been established since the mid-1990s in response 
to increased liberalization, privatization, and the lifting of a ban on foreign banks. 
The Philippine Stock Exchange, though still relatively small, has been growing 
rapidly since weathering the Asian economic crisis at the end of the 20th century.

 

Trade

The Philippine government plans national economic development through the NEDA 
and other agencies. In so doing, it has sought to increase economic independence. In
1979 the government signed the General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade (GATT) 
rather than renewing a preferential trade agreement with the United States that 
had ultimately hindered Philippine economic development. The Philippines became 
a member of the World Trade Organization (WTO) in 1995. Although the United 
States and Japan have continued to be the Philippines' top trading partners, a 
number of new markets have been emerging, especially in China, Singapore, and 
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other countries of East and Southeast Asia. The Philippines' principal exports include
electronic equipment, garments and accessories, coconuts and coconut products, 
and minerals (copper, gold, and iron ore). The principal imports are machinery and 
transport equipment, fuels, chemicals and chemical products, and food.

 

Services

The service sector is the principal single component of the Philippine economy, 
contributing more than two-fifths of GDP and employing more than one-third of the 
country's labour force. Trade and hospitality services together constitute the largest
employer in the sector. Public administration and defense account for less than 
one-tenth of GDP and an even smaller portion of employment. However, the 
government engages in business in its own right, owning such enterprises as the 
National Development Company, the Philippine Ports Authority, the Philippine 
National Railways, and many other entities. With ongoing privatization, however, 
the number of corporations owned and controlled by the government has been 
decreasing.

Tourism has been growing steadily. Most international visitors come from South 
Korea, the United States, and Japan, but the number of Malaysians, Singaporeans, 
and residents of other Asian countries is increasing. Metro Manila and Cebu are 
among the most popular destinations, as are such resort areas as Boracay Island, 
just off the northern tip of Panay.

 

Labour and taxation

The trade union movement is well established in Manila and in most other towns and
cities. Farmers and tenants are also organized, as are teachers and government 
employees. Although they do not have a special union, women are well represented 
in the workforce; they are permitted to work in virtually any field, and they are 
legally protected against discrimination in employment. The right of all workers to 
organize unions has been recognized in the constitution promulgated in 1987. 
Management, for its part, has organized company unions. Relations between trade 
unions and the employers' union generally have been untroubled. The Bureau of 
Labor Relations settles disputes between labour and management through special 
labour arbiters; the National Labor Relations Commission hears appeals of the 
arbiters' decisions.

The government derives its revenue from three major sources: taxation, earnings 
and other credits, and extraordinary income, including the transfer from special 
funds (i.e., funds derived primarily from unexpended balances in the budget that 
are deposited as savings accounts). Revenue is collected principally through the 
Bureau of Internal Revenue and the Bureau of Customs. Income taxes constitute the 
single largest portion of government revenue, followed by taxes on domestic goods 
and services and on international trade. Legislation enacted by the central 
government since the early 1990s has transferred some powers of taxation to local 
governments.

 

Transportation and telecommunications
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Hundreds of thousands of miles of roads—a great majority of which are
unpaved—link the towns on the archipelago's many islands. Hard-surfaced roads and
highways are largely confined to the Metro Manila region, but paved expressways
extend to Laoag in the extreme north, to Sorsogon in the distant south, to Baguio on
the western coast, and to Luzon's more heavily populated southern and western
provinces. Thousands of miles of roads of various types have also been constructed
on Mindanao, Mindoro, and Palawan and in the Visayas. A major achievement in road
construction in the country is the Pan-Philippine Highway (also called the Maharlika 
Highway), a system of paved roads, bridges, and ferries that connects the islands of 
Luzon, Samar, Leyte, and Mindanao.

Railways once served both Luzon and Panay; since the late 20th century, however, 
rail transport has been limited to Luzon. A light-rail system of mass transit has 
operated in Metro Manila since 1984. Freight and passenger lines run between 
Caloocan (in northern Metro Manila) and Legaspi on the Bicol Peninsula.

The country's most important port is Manila. Manila North Harbor handles domestic 
trade, while Manila South Harbor handles shipping from abroad. Other major ports 
include Cebu and Iloilo City in the Visayas and Cagayan de Oro, Zamboanga, General
Santos, Cotabato (Polloc), and Davao City in Mindanao.

The international airport at Manila, like those at Hong Kong and Singapore, is a focal
point for air routes. One terminal is reserved for all flights of the country's flagship 
carrier, Philippine Airlines; other terminals are designated for either domestic or 
international traffic. The country has several other international airports, the most 
important being Clark International Airport and Subic Bay International Airport (at 
the former U.S. military bases on Luzon) and the international airport on Mactan 
Island near Cebu. Numerous other airports handle domestic flights and most have 
service to and from Manila.

The National Telecommunications Commission oversees all public and private 
telecommunications enterprises in the Philippines. The government-owned 
Philippine Long Distance Telephone Company commands the largest share of the 
telecommunications market; until the end of the 20th century it also had a 
monopoly on all international calling. Many private telecommunications companies 
have commenced operations since the mid-1990s, most offering mobile telephone 
service. While the number of wired standard phone lines has risen only slightly since
the turn of the 21st century, the number of cellular phone subscriptions has 
increased by tens of millions. Since its arrival in the Philippines in the mid-1990s, 
the Internet has spread relatively slowly, hindered largely by the high cost of 
access.

 

Government and society

Constitutional framework

The Philippines has been governed under three constitutions, the first of which was
promulgated in 1935, during the period of U.S. administration. It was closely
modeled on the U.S. Constitution and included provisions for a bicameral legislative
branch, an executive branch headed by a president, and an independent judiciary.
During the period of martial law (1972–81) under Pres. Ferdinand E. Marcos, the old 
constitution was abolished and replaced by a new document (adopted in January 
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1973) that changed the Philippine government from a U.S.-style presidential system 
to a parliamentary form; the president became head of state, and executive power 
was vested in a prime minister and cabinet. President Marcos, however, also served 
(until 1981) as prime minister and ruled by decree. Subsequent amendments and 
modifications of that constitution replaced the former bicameral legislature with a 
unicameral body and gave the president even more powers, including the ability to 
dissolve the legislature and (from 1981) to appoint a prime minister from among 
members of the legislature.

After the downfall of Marcos in 1986, a new constitution similar to the 1935 
document was drafted and was ratified in a popular referendum held in February 
1987. Its key provision was a return to a bicameral legislature, called the Congress 
of the Philippines, consisting of a House of Representatives (with more than 200 
members) and a much smaller Senate (some two dozen members). House members 
are elected from districts, although a number of them are appointed; they can serve
no more than three consecutive three-year terms. Senators, elected at large, can 
serve a maximum of two six-year terms. The first legislative election under the new 
constitution was held in May 1987. The president, the head of state, can be elected 
to only a single six-year term and the vice president to two consecutive six-year 
terms. The president appoints the cabinet, which consists of the heads of the 
various ministries responsible for running the day-to-day business of the 
government. Most presidential appointments are subject to the approval of a 
Commission of Appointments, which consists of equal numbers of senators and 
representatives.

 

Local government

Before the arrival of the Spanish in the 16th century, most people lived in small 
independent villages called barangays, each ruled by a local king called a datu. The 
Spanish later founded many small towns, which they called poblaciones, and from 
those centres roads or trails were built in four to six directions, like the spokes of a 
wheel. Along the roadsides arose numerous new villages, designated barrios under 
the Spanish, that were further subdivided into smaller neighbourhood units called 
sitios.

Elements of both Spanish and indigenous local settlement structures have persisted 
into the early 21st century. The country is divided administratively into several 
dozen provinces, which are grouped into a number of larger regions. The National 
Capital Region (Metro Manila) has special status. Each province is headed by an 
elected governor. The provinces collectively embrace more than 100 cities and some
1,500 municipalities. The poblaciones are now the central business and 
administrative districts of larger municipalities. Although contemporary rural and 
urban settlement revolves around the poblaciones, the population is typically 
concentrated in the surrounding barangays, reinstated during the Marcos regime as 
the basic units of government (replacing the barrios). The barangays, which number 
in the tens of thousands, consist of communities of fewer than 1,000 residents that 
fall within the boundaries of a larger municipality or city. Cities, municipalities, and 
barangays all have elected officials.

 

Justice
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The constitution of 1987, which reestablished the independence of the judiciary
after the Marcos regime, provides for a Supreme Court with a chief justice and 14
associate justices. Supreme Court justices are appointed by the president from a list
submitted by the Judicial and Bar Council and serve until they reach the age of 70.
Lower courts include the Court of Appeals; regional, metropolitan, and municipal
trial courts; and special courts, including the Court of Tax Appeals, Shariʿa (Sharīʿah)
district and circuit courts of Islamic law, and the Sandiganbayan, a court for trying
cases of corruption. Because justices and judges enjoy fixed tenure and moderate
compensation, the judiciary has generally been less criticized than other branches
of the government. However, the system remains challenged by lack of fiscal
autonomy and an extremely low budget that long has amounted to just a tiny
fraction of total government spending.

In order to reduce the load of the lower courts, local committees of citizens called 
Pacification Committees (Lupon Tagapamayapa) have been organized to effect 
extrajudicial settlement of minor cases between barangay residents. In each lupon
(committee) there is a Conciliation Body (Pangkat Tagapagkasundo), the main 
function of which is to bring opposing parties together and effect amicable 
settlement of differences. The committee cannot impose punishment, but otherwise
its decisions are binding.

 

Political process

Partisan political activity was vigorous until 1972, when martial law restrictions 
under Marcos all but eliminated partisan politics. Where the principal rivals had 
been the Nacionalista and Liberal parties, Marcos's New Society Movement (Kilusan 
Bagong Lipunan; KBL), an organization created from elements of the Nacionalista 
Party and other supporters, emerged as predominant. Organized political opposition 
was revived for legislative elections held in 1978; and, since the downfall of Marcos,
partisan politics has returned to its pre-1972 level, with a large number of political 
parties emerging.

Among the most prominent parties in the early 21st century were the Alliance of 
Free Filipinos (known as Kampi), the Democratic Filipino Struggle, the National 
Union of Christian Democrats (known as Lakas), the Nacionalista Party, and the 
Nationalist People's Coalition. Many smaller parties are splinters from the larger 
organizations or are associated with particular regional interests; political victories 
are often achieved through party coalition. Certain armed political organizations 
also operate within the country, the principal ones being the Moro National 
Liberation Front (MNLF), a Muslim separatist group that officially accepted 
Mindanao's status as an autonomous region in the late 20th century but, in so doing, 
spawned splinter groups that have remained committed to achieving a separate 
Islamic state; the Moro Islamic Liberation Front (MILF), which more aggressively 
seeks an independent Islamic state for Muslim Filipinos (Moros); the Abu Sayyaf 
Group (ASG), a local fundamentalist Muslim organization that has gained notoriety 
though its kidnap-for-ransom activities and alleged links with international 
terrorism; and the National Democratic Front (NDF), a communist-led insurgency 
movement.

The Philippines has universal suffrage for citizens who are at least 18 years old and 
have lived in the country for at least one year. Suffrage was granted to women in 
1937. Since that time women have become prominent leaders at all levels of 
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government, including the presidency.

 

Security

The Department of National Defense is divided into three services: the army, the 
navy, and the air force. The army is the largest division. Service in the military is 
voluntary and is open to both men and women. The commander in chief of the 
armed forces (the president of the Philippines) is a civilian.

The armed forces are responsible for external defense. However, they also work 
with the Philippine National Police (PNP) to contain the antigovernment military 
actions of the NDF, the MILF, the MNLF, and other domestic militant organizations. 
Both the military and the police participate in international peacekeeping efforts of 
the United Nations; Philippine forces have been deployed in such a capacity to 
Afghanistan, East Timor (Timor-Leste), The Sudan, and other sites of conflict. The 
armed forces additionally engage in nonmilitary activities, such as providing disaster
relief, constructing roads and bridges, and participating in literacy campaigns.

Under a series of agreements reached in 1947, shortly after Philippine 
independence, the United States continued to maintain several bases in the 
Philippines and to provide the Philippines with military equipment and training. 
Revision of the agreements in 1978 recognized Philippine sovereignty over the bases.
All installations subsequently raised the Philippine flag and were placed under 
Filipino command.

When the revised treaties expired in 1991, the U.S. military presence on the bases 
ended. However, the two countries have remained military allies, carrying out joint 
military exercises and engaging in mutual military assistance. Following the 
September 11 terrorist attacks against the United States in 2001, the Philippines 
joined the U.S.-led global coalition against terrorism. In so doing, the Philippines 
aimed to upgrade the effectiveness of its armed forces in combating terrorist 
activity, not only in the international arena but also within its own borders.

The PNP falls under the supervision of the Department of the Interior and Local 
Government and is organized into regional and provincial commands. There are also 
numerous private armies organized by landowners and local politicians. Unsuccessful
attempts have been made by various administrations to disband these civilian 
forces.

 

Health and welfare

Health and welfare are the responsibilities of the Department of Health (DOH) and 
the Department of Social Welfare and Development (DSWD). The DOH maintains 
general, specialized, and research hospitals in urban centres throughout the 
country. There are also government-operated regional health centres and rural 
units, as well as private hospitals. Incorporated into the DSWD are several 
government agencies that address the needs of children, youths, women, families, 
and people with disabilities. A number of nongovernmental organizations and 
private social welfare agencies also cooperate with the department.

The rate of mortality has dropped significantly since the last decades of the 20th 
century, particularly among infants, children under the age of five years, and 
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mothers. There has also been a steady increase in average life expectancy. The 
improvement in health is credited to better prenatal care and the services of more 
trained midwives, doctors, and nurses; improved housing, sanitation, and social 
security benefits; the provision of health services to government employees; the 
increasing number of medical and nursing school graduates; and the requirement 
that a medical graduate render rural service. Nonetheless, the demand for health 
care continues to outstrip available resources; a large number of trained medical 
professionals emigrate, particularly to the United States, and many of the poorest 
people still rely on the services of practitioners of traditional medicine and 
unlicensed midwives.

 

Housing

There is a serious housing shortage everywhere, although it is especially acute in
Manila. In many places, people live in their own dwellings, but the houses are often
substandard and lack elementary facilities for health and sanitation. To help meet
this problem, the government has relocated thousands of “informal settlers” (i.e.,
squatters) in Manila to resettlement areas in nearby provinces. Assorted housing
schemes also have been instituted by various administrations since the Marcos era.
Such projects have generally consisted of model communities that provide residents
with hygienic dwellings, a number of amenities, and facilities for raising livestock
and for pursuing cottage industries and other means of making a living. Other
important programs have included converting vacant government lands into housing
sites for low-income individuals, as well as providing mortgage programs that allow
needy families to acquire tracts of land for housing construction and improvement
through membership in a specific development community.

 

Education

The Department of Education ensures that all school-age children and youths 
receive a basic high-quality education that will allow them to function as 
productive, socially responsible citizens. Elementary education in the Philippines 
starts at age seven, is compulsory, and lasts for six years. Secondary education 
begins at age 13 and lasts for four years; undergraduate college instruction typically
is four years. Vocational schools offer specialized training for one to two years, 
some in collaboration with the Technical Education and Skills Development 
Authority, an organization formed through the merger of several government 
agencies in the mid-1990s. The Bureau of Alternative Learning System offers 
opportunities to attain a basic education outside of the formal school system.

There are dozens of state-run universities and colleges, a large portion of them in 
Metro Manila, as well as a number of private institutions. The University of Santo 
Tomas, the oldest university in the Philippines, was founded in 1611. Other 
prominent tertiary institutions include the University of the Philippines (1908), 
which has numerous campuses and is the only national university in the country, and
the Philippine Women's University (1932), a private institution (coeducational since 
the late 20th century) that has campuses in Manila, Quezon City, and Davao. Many 
technical institutions and community colleges serve the provinces.

Pilipino is the medium of instruction in all elementary school subjects except 
science, mathematics, and the English language, which are taught in English. The 
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medium of instruction at the secondary and tertiary levels typically is English. A 
chronic shortage of supplies and facilities has been partially remedied by a textbook
program begun in the mid-1970s and the large-scale manufacture of prefabricated 
classrooms.

 

Cultural life

Cultural milieu

Philippine society is a unique blend of diversity and homogeneity. Although
geographically part of Southeast Asia, the country is culturally strongly
Euro-American. Forces of assimilation have constantly worked to overcome cultural
differences between the various ethnic groups that are scattered—sometimes in
relative isolation—throughout the archipelago. Nearly four centuries of Western
rule, however, have left an indelible imprint on the Philippines, serving as a conduit
for the introduction of Western culture and as the catalyst for the emergence of a
sense of Philippine political and cultural unity. While the Christian churches built by
the Spanish and the mosques built by the Muslims provided a spiritual anchor, the
educational system established by the United States and expanded by the Filipinos
has become emblematic of cultural unity and socioeconomic progress. Nonetheless,
through the persistence of strong family ties, the revival of the barangay as the 
smallest unit of government, increased attention to Asian history and literature, and
subsequent revival of dormant traditions, the Philippines has strengthened its Asian 
heritage without abandoning its Western cultural acquisitions.

 

Daily life and social customs

Life in the Philippines generally revolves around the extended family, including
parents, grandparents, aunts, uncles, cousins (up to several times removed), and
other relatives. For Catholic families, godparents—those to whom care of children is
entrusted should the parents die or otherwise be incapacitated—also figure
prominently in the kinship network. Members of extended families typically gather
for major life events such as baptisms and confirmations (for Catholic Filipinos),
circumcisions (for Muslim Filipinos), and marriages, as well as for major religious
and other national holidays. Among the religious holidays officially observed in the
Philippines are Christmas and Easter, as well as Eid al-Fitr, which marks the end of 
the Muslim fasting month of Ramadan. Other major holidays include New Year's Day,
Labor Day (May 1), and Independence Day (June 12).

Whether festival fare or everyday food, major meals in most Filipino societies are 
built around boiled or steamed rice or rice noodles. Small amounts of meat, 
including chicken, pork (in non-Muslim communities), goat, or fish complement the 
rice or noodle core, along with an assortment of fruits and cooked vegetables. 
Assorted alcoholic drinks are made from coconut sap, sugarcane, and rice. Balut, a 
parboiled embryonic duck still in the egg, is a popular street food in the Manila 
area.

Although slacks, shirts, skirts, and dresses based on European designs are common 
throughout the Philippines, some garments are unique to particular groups or 
regions. The malong, a colourful woven tube of cloth that can be worn in a variety 
of ways by both men and women, is characteristic of Muslim communities in 
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Mindanao. In the urban areas, many men wear an intricately embroidered shirt, the 
barong, for casual and formal events. On special occasions, urban women may wear 
the terno, a long dress characterized by broad “butterfly” sleeves that rise slightly
at the shoulders and extend about to the elbow. Many of the smaller ethnic groups
have characteristic attire for events of special cultural significance.

 

The arts

Early Spanish chroniclers testified that the Filipinos carved the images of their 
anitos (gods and goddesses) and ancestors in wood. They also played a variety of 
musical instruments, including end-blown flutes, nose flutes, jew's harps, gongs, 
drums, and lutes, among others. Various seasonal celebrations (e.g., harvest) and 
life rituals (e.g., courtship and marriage) called for certain instrumental music, 
songs, and dances. For instance, in some of the Muslim communities of Mindanao 
and the Sulu Archipelago, the kulintang ensemble, consisting of a set of gongs 
suspended horizontally and vertically and a single-headed drum, can still be heard 
at festive events.

Although the community of practitioners of rural performing arts has been 
diminishing, efforts have been under way to revive as well as recontextualize some 
of the indigenous traditions so that they resonate with an increasingly cosmopolitan 
Philippine society. Some of the local dance traditions have been preserved or 
reinterpreted by contemporary performing groups such as Bayanihan (the national 
folk dance company of the Philippines), established in the mid-20th century, as well
as by the Ramon Obusan Folkloric Group and Ballet Philippines. A growing number of
world music artists, such as Joey Ayala, have been creating innovative syntheses of
indigenous Philippine traditions—such as kulintang—and popular music form.

Many Filipino musicians have risen to prominence in the Western classical music 
tradition, including the composer and conductor Antonio J. Molina, the composer 
Felipe P. de Leon (known for his nationalistic themes), and the opera singer Jovita 
Fuentes. The Cultural Center of the Philippines, the Folk Arts Theater, and the 
restored Manila Metropolitan Theatre (all in Manila) provide homes for the 
performing arts, featuring local and foreign opera and ballet. To encourage the 
development of arts, the government gives awards of recognition and maintains a 
National Arts Center (established 1976), which includes the Philippine High School 
for the Arts in Los Baños, south of Manila.

Filipino painters have included Juan Luna, whose agitated works helped inspire a 
sense of Filipino nationalism in the late 19th century; Fernando Amorsolo, who is 
known for his traditional rural scenes; the muralists Carlos V. Francisco and Vicente 
Manansala; and the modernists Victorio Edades and Arturo Rogerio Luz. Among 
sculptors, Guillermo Tolentino and Napoleon Abueva are prominent. Rural artists 
from mountainous regions in northern Luzon and craftsmen living northwest of 
Manila and in Paete on the eastern shore of Laguna de Bay are known for wood 
carvings. Romblon and other nearby islands are noted for their marble sculptures. 
Notable Filipino architects include Juan F. Nakpil, Otilio Arellano, Fernando 
Ocampo, Leandro Locsin, Juan Arellano, Carlos Arguelles, and Tomas Mapua.

 
The outspoken political novels of nationalist leader José Rizal
were Philippine literary landmarks of the late 19th century, and 
the work of Nick Joaquin has been among the most highly 
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José Rizal.

acclaimed Philippine literature since the mid-20th century. The 
diverse cultural heritage of the country not only animates most 
of Joaquin's fiction writing, but it is also central to his 
nonfiction work. Among the most celebrated of Joaquin's works 
are his play A Portrait of an Artist as a Filipino (1966) and his 
biography of assassinated presidential candidate Benigno 
Aquino, The Aquinos of Tarlac: An Essay on History as Three 

Generations (1983). Spanish was the prinicipal literary medium until the end of the 
19th century, before yielding to English after U.S. occupation. Since independence 
an increasing number of writers have been composing their works in Filipino or 
Tagalog.

Filipinos have a tradition rich in local and regional lore. Myths and legends deal with
such subjects as the origin of the world, the first man and woman on earth, why the 
sky is high, why the sea is salty, and why there are different races. Other tales are 
associated with the Spanish conquest. On the island of Mindanao an epic known as 
the Darangen (“To Narrate in Song”) depicts the historical and mythological world of
the Maranao community, while in northern Luzon the Ilocano epic Biag ni Lam-ang
(“Life of Lam-ang”) recounts the exploits of a traditional folk hero.

The Philippines has produced a handful of internationally acclaimed films, including 
Himala (1982), which recounts the adventures of a young miracle worker; Oro, 
Plata, Mata (1982), the story of two noble families on the island of Negros during 
World War II; and Small Voices (2002), the tale of a teacher in an impoverished rural
community who, through music, inspires her students to shed their cynicism. Despite
its successes, the film industry in the Philippines has remained small, its growth 
hindered by escalating production costs, high taxes, uncontrolled piracy of 
videotapes and CDs, and the popularity of foreign films over local productions.

 

Cultural institutions

The National Museum in Manila, which houses a substantial ethnographic collection,
is the principal government vehicle for preservation and conservation of the
country's tangible and intangible cultural property. Many of the provinces have
established their own museums dedicated to local history and tradition. A few
institutions of higher education—such as the University of Santo Tomas, Silliman
University in eastern Negros, Mindanao State University in Lanao del Sur, and the
University of the Philippines at Diliman—likewise have added museums to their
campuses. The National Library serves as a repository for Philippine literary
materials and supervises public libraries throughout the country.

A number of locations in the Philippines have been designated as UNESCO World 
Heritage sites. These include four 16th-century churches built by the Spanish in 
Manila, Santa Maria, Paoay, and Miag-ao (collectively designated in 1993), the 
16th-century trading town of Vigan (1999) in northwestern Luzon, and the ancient 
rice terraces of the northern Luzon cordilleras (1995). Local nongovernmental 
organizations such as the Heritage Conservation Society and some historical groups 
have also sought to preserve the local heritage.

 

Sports and recreation
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A number of sports introduced by the Americans in the early 20th century enjoy 
great popularity in the Philippines. Basketball is particularly prominent, with 
amateur games occurring regularly in neighbourhoods throughout the country. The 
Philippines has also fielded formidable national teams for the World Basketball 
Championships. Tennis, golf, and various aquatic sports such as diving and 
windsurfing are widely practiced.

Filipinos have excelled in various internationally competitive martial arts, including 
boxing, wushu, and tae kwon do, while local Filipino martial arts traditions have 
experienced a resurgence since the end of the 20th century. The country has 
produced champion boxers in competitions hosted by the World Boxing Association, 
and the Philippines has taken several medals in martial arts in the Asian and 
Southeast Asian Games.

The Philippines has participated in the Summer Olympic Games since 1924 and in 
the Winter Games since 1972. Filipino athletes generally have been most successful 
in swimming, boxing, and track and field events.

Cockfighting (sabong), an age-old pastime in the Philippines, has retained a 
passionate following. It is a popular form of gambling, with many spectators betting 
on the outcome of the fights. Although practiced throughout the country, 
cockfighting is most strongly associated with Cebu.

 

Media and publishing

A highly independent press developed in the Philippines under U.S. administration,
but many newspapers ceased publication during the period of martial law under the
Marcos regime. Limited press freedom was granted in the early 1980s, and full
freedoms returned after the change of government in 1986. Newspapers are
published in English, Pilipino, and many of the country's vernacular languages. The
major English-language dailies—all published in Manila—include the Manila Bulletin,
Philippine Daily Inquirer, and Manila Times. Some newspapers have English and 
Pilipino editions, as well as online circulation. The operators of radio and television 
stations belong to a national organization called the Association of Broadcasters in 
the Philippines that regulates the broadcasting industry.

 
Gregorio C. Borlaza
Carolina G. Hernandez
Ed.

History

The Philippines is the only country in Southeast Asia that was 
subjected to Western colonization before it had the opportunity 
to develop either a centralized government ruling over a large 
territory or a dominant culture. In ancient times the inhabitants 
of the Philippines were a diverse agglomeration of peoples who 
arrived in various waves of immigration from the Asian mainland 
and who maintained little contact with each other. Contact with 
Chinese traders was recorded in 982, and some cultural influences
from South Asia, such as a Sanskrit-based writing system, were 
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carried to the islands by the Indonesian empires of Srivijaya (7th–13th century) and
Majapahit (13th–16th century); but in comparison with other parts of the region, the
influence of both China and India on the Philippines was of little importance. The
peoples of the Philippine archipelago, unlike most of the other peoples of Southeast
Asia, never adopted Hinduism or Buddhism.
 

Pre-Spanish history

According to what can be inferred from somewhat later accounts, the Filipinos of 
the 15th century must have engaged primarily in shifting cultivation, hunting, and 
fishing. Sedentary cultivation was the exception. Only in the mountains of northern 
Luzon, where elaborate rice terraces were built some 2,000 years ago, were 
livelihood and social organization linked to a fixed territory. The lowland peoples 
lived in extended kinship groups known as barangays, each under the leadership of a
datu, or chieftain. The barangay, which ordinarily numbered no more than a few 
hundred individuals, was usually the largest stable economic and political unit.

Within the barangay the status system, though not rigid, appears to have consisted 
of three broad classes: the datu and his family and the nobility, freeholders, and
“dependents.” This third category consisted of three levels—sharecroppers, debt
peons, and war captives—the last two levels being termed “slaves” by Spanish
observers. The slave status was inherited but, through manumission and interclass
marriage, seldom extended over more than two generations. The fluidity of the
social system was in part the consequence of a bilateral kinship system in which
lineage was reckoned equally through the male and female lines. Marriage was
apparently stable, though divorce was socially acceptable under certain
circumstances.

Early Filipinos followed various local religions, a mixture of monotheism and
polytheism in which the latter dominated. The propitiation of spirits required
numerous rituals, but there was no obvious religious hierarchy. In religion, as in
social structure and economic activity, there was considerable variation
between—and even within—islands.

This pattern began to change in the 15th century, however, when Islam was 
introduced to Mindanao and the Sulu Archipelago through Brunei on the island of 
Borneo. Along with changes in religious beliefs and practices came new political and
social institutions. By the mid-16th century two sultanates had been established, 
bringing under their sway a number of barangays. A powerful datu as far north as 
Manila embraced Islam. It was in the midst of this wave of Islamic proselytism that 
the Spanish arrived. Had the Spanish come a century later or had their motives been
strictly commercial, Filipinos today might be a predominantly Muslim people.

 

The Spanish period

Spanish colonial motives were not, however, strictly commercial. The Spanish at 
first viewed the Philippines as a stepping-stone to the riches of the East Indies
(Spice Islands), but, even after the Portuguese and Dutch had foreclosed that 
possibility, the Spanish still maintained their presence in the archipelago.

The Portuguese navigator and explorer Ferdinand Magellan headed the first Spanish 
foray to the Philippines when he made landfall on Cebu in March 1521; a short time 
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later he met an untimely death on the nearby island of Mactan. After King Philip II
(for whom the islands are named) had dispatched three further expeditions that 
ended in disaster, he sent out Miguel López de Legazpi, who established the first 
permanent Spanish settlement, in Cebu, in 1565. The Spanish city of Manila was 
founded in 1571, and by the end of the 16th century most of the coastal and 
lowland areas from Luzon to northern Mindanao were under Spanish control. Friars 
marched with soldiers and soon accomplished the nominal conversion to Roman 
Catholicism of all the local people under Spanish administration. But the Muslims of 
Mindanao and Sulu, whom the Spanish called Moros, were never completely subdued
by Spain.

Spanish rule for the first 100 years was exercised in most areas through a type of tax
farming imported from the Americas and known as the encomienda. But abusive 
treatment of the local tribute payers and neglect of religious instruction by 
encomenderos (collectors of the tribute), as well as frequent withholding of 
revenues from the crown, caused the Spanish to abandon the system by the end of 
the 17th century. The governor-general, himself appointed by the king, began to 
appoint his own civil and military governors to rule directly.

Central government in Manila retained a medieval cast until the 19th century, and 
the governor-general was so powerful that he was often likened to an independent 
monarch. He dominated the Audiencia, or high court, was captain-general of the 
armed forces, and enjoyed the privilege of engaging in commerce for private profit.

Manila dominated the islands not only as the political capital. The galleon trade 
with Acapulco, Mex., assured Manila's commercial primacy as well. The exchange of 
Chinese silks for Mexican silver not only kept in Manila those Spanish who were 
seeking quick profit, but it also attracted a large Chinese community. The Chinese, 
despite being the victims of periodic massacres at the hands of suspicious Spanish, 
persisted and soon established a dominance of commerce that survived through the 
centuries.

Manila was also the ecclesiastical capital of the Philippines. The governor-general 
was civil head of the church in the islands, but the archbishop vied with him for 
political supremacy. In the late 17th and 18th centuries the archbishop, who also 
had the legal status of lieutenant governor, frequently won. Augmenting their 
political power, religious orders, Roman Catholic hospitals and schools, and bishops 
acquired great wealth, mostly in land. Royal grants and devises formed the core of 
their holdings, but many arbitrary extensions were made beyond the boundaries of 
the original grants.

The power of the church derived not simply from wealth and official status. The 
priests and friars had a command of local languages rare among the lay Spanish, and
in the provinces they outnumbered civil officials. Thus, they were an invaluable 
source of information to the colonial government. The cultural goal of the Spanish 
clergy was nothing less than the full Christianization and Hispanization of the 
Filipino. In the first decades of missionary work, local religions were vigorously 
suppressed; old practices were not tolerated. But as the Christian laity grew in 
number and the zeal of the clergy waned, it became increasingly difficult to prevent
the preservation of ancient beliefs and customs under Roman Catholic garb. Thus, 
even in the area of religion, pre-Spanish Filipino culture was not entirely destroyed.

Economic and political institutions were also altered under Spanish impact but 
perhaps less thoroughly than in the religious realm. The priests tried to move all the
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people into pueblos, or villages, surrounding the great stone churches. But the 
dispersed demographic patterns of the old barangays largely persisted. 
Nevertheless, the datu's once hereditary position became subject to Spanish 
appointment.

Agricultural technology changed very slowly until the late 18th century, as shifting 
cultivation gradually gave way to more intensive sedentary farming, partly under 
the guidance of the friars. The socioeconomic consequences of the Spanish policies 
that accompanied this shift reinforced class differences. The datus and other 
representatives of the old noble class took advantage of the introduction of the 
Western concept of absolute ownership of land to claim as their own fields 
cultivated by their various retainers, even though traditional land rights had been 
limited to usufruct. These heirs of pre-Spanish nobility were known as the 
principalia and played an important role in the friar-dominated local government.

 

The 19th century

By the late 18th century, political and economic changes in Europe were finally 
beginning to affect Spain and, thus, the Philippines. Important as a stimulus to trade
was the gradual elimination of the monopoly enjoyed by the galleon to Acapulco. 
The last galleon arrived in Manila in 1815, and by the mid-1830s Manila was open to 
foreign merchants almost without restriction. The demand for Philippine sugar and 
abaca (hemp) grew apace, and the volume of exports to Europe expanded even 
further after the completion of the Suez Canal in 1869.

The growth of commercial agriculture resulted in the appearance of a new class. 
Alongside the landholdings of the church and the rice estates of the pre-Spanish 
nobility there arose haciendas of coffee, hemp, and sugar, often the property of 
enterprising Chinese-Filipino mestizos. Some of the families that gained prominence 
in the 19th century have continued to play an important role in Philippine 
economics and politics.

Not until 1863 was there public education in the Philippines, and even then the 
church controlled the curriculum. Less than one-fifth of those who went to school 
could read and write Spanish, and far fewer could speak it properly. The limited 
higher education in the colony was entirely under clerical direction, but by the 
1880s many sons of the wealthy were sent to Europe to study. There, nationalism 
and a passion for reform blossomed in the liberal atmosphere. Out of this talented 
group of overseas Filipino students arose what came to be known as the Propaganda 
Movement. Magazines, poetry, and pamphleteering flourished. José Rizal, this
movement's most brilliant figure, produced two political novels—Noli me tangere
(1886; Touch Me Not) and El filibusterismo (1891; The Reign of Greed)—which had a
wide impact in the Philippines. In 1892 Rizal returned home and formed the Liga 
Filipina, a modest reform-minded society, loyal to Spain, that breathed no word of 
independence. But Rizal was quickly arrested by the overly fearful Spanish, exiled to
a remote island in the south, and finally executed in 1896. Meanwhile, within the 
Philippines there had developed a firm commitment to independence among a 
somewhat less privileged class.

Shocked by the arrest of Rizal in 1892, these activists quickly formed the Katipunan
under the leadership of Andres Bonifacio, a self-educated warehouseman. The 
Katipunan was dedicated to the expulsion of the Spanish from the islands, and 
preparations were made for armed revolt. Filipino rebels had been numerous in the 
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Emilio Aguinaldo.
 

Portion of the ruins 
of Manila, Phil., 
after shelling by 
U.S. forces in 
1899.

 

history of Spanish rule, but now for the first time they were inspired by nationalist 
ambitions and possessed the education needed to make success a real possibility.

 

The Philippine Revolution

In August 1896, Spanish friars uncovered evidence of the 
Katipunan's plans, and its leaders were forced into premature 
action. Revolts broke out in several provinces around Manila. 
After months of fighting, severe Spanish retaliation forced the 
revolutionary armies to retreat to the hills. In December 1897 a 
truce was concluded with the Spanish. Emilio Aguinaldo, a 
municipal mayor and commander of the rebel forces, was paid a
large sum and was allowed to go to Hong Kong with other 
leaders; the Spanish promised reforms as well. But reforms were
slow in coming, and small bands of rebels, distrustful of Spanish 

promises, kept their arms; clashes grew more frequent.

Meanwhile, war had broken out between Spain and the United States (the 
Spanish-American War). After the U.S. naval victory in the Battle of Manila Bay in 
May 1898, Aguinaldo and his entourage returned to the Philippines with the help of 
Adm. George Dewey. Confident of U.S. support, Aguinaldo reorganized his forces 
and soon liberated several towns south of Manila. Independence was declared on 
June 12 (now celebrated as Independence Day). In September a constitutional 
congress met in Malolos, north of Manila, which drew up a fundamental law derived
from European and Latin American precedents. A government was formed on the
basis of that constitution in January 1899, with Aguinaldo as president of the new
country, popularly known as the “Malolos Republic.”

Meanwhile, U.S. troops had landed in Manila and, with important Filipino help, 
forced the capitulation in August 1898 of the Spanish commander there. The 
Americans, however, would not let Filipino forces enter the city. It was soon 
apparent to Aguinaldo and his advisers that earlier expressions of sympathy for 
Filipino independence by Dewey and U.S. consular officials in Hong Kong had little 
significance. They felt betrayed.

U.S. commissioners to the peace negotiations in Paris had been instructed to 
demand from Spain the cession of the Philippines to the United States; such cession 
was confirmed with the signing of the Treaty of Paris on Dec. 10, 1898. Ratification
followed in the U.S. Senate in February 1899, but with only one vote more than the
required two-thirds. Arguments of “manifest destiny” could not overwhelm a
determined anti-imperialist minority.

 
By the time the treaty was ratified, hostilities had already 
broken out between U.S. and Filipino forces. Since Filipino 
leaders did not recognize U.S. sovereignty over the islands and 
U.S. commanders gave no weight to Filipino claims of 
independence, the conflict was inevitable. It took two years of 
counterinsurgency warfare and some wise conciliatory moves in 
the political arena to break the back of the nationalist 
resistance. Aguinaldo was captured in March 1901 and shortly 
thereafter appealed to his countrymen to accept U.S. rule.
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The Filipino revolutionary movement had two goals, national and social. The first 
goal, independence, though realized briefly, was frustrated by the American 
decision to continue administering the islands. The goal of fundamental social 
change, manifest in the nationalization of friar lands by the Malolos Republic, was 
ultimately frustrated by the power and resilience of entrenched institutions. Share 
tenants who had rallied to Aguinaldo's cause, partly for economic reasons, merely 
exchanged one landlord for another. In any case, the proclamation of a republic in 
1898 had marked the Filipinos as the first Asian people to try to throw off European 
colonial rule.

 

The period of U.S. influence

The juxtaposition of U.S. democracy and imperial rule over a subject people was
sufficiently jarring to most Americans that, from the beginning, the training of
Filipinos for self-government and ultimate independence—the Malolos Republic was
conveniently ignored—was an essential rationalization for U.S. hegemony in the
islands. Policy differences between the two main political parties in the United
States focused on the speed with which self-government should be extended and the
date on which independence should be granted.

In 1899 Pres. William McKinley sent to the Philippines a five-person fact-finding 
commission headed by Cornell University president Jacob G. Schurman. Schurman 
reported back that Filipinos wanted ultimate independence, but this had no 
immediate impact on policy. McKinley sent out the Second Philippine Commission in 
1900, under William Howard Taft; by July 1901 it had established civil government.

In 1907 the Philippine Commission, which had been acting as both legislature and 
governor-general's cabinet, became the upper house of a bicameral body. The new 
80-member Philippine Assembly was directly elected by a somewhat restricted 
electorate from single-member districts, making it the first elective legislative body 
in Southeast Asia. When Gov.- Gen. Francis B. Harrison appointed a Filipino majority
to the commission in 1913, the American voice in the legislative process was further 
reduced.

Harrison was the only governor-general appointed by a Democratic president in the 
first 35 years of U.S. rule. He had been sent by Woodrow Wilson with specific 
instructions to prepare the Philippines for ultimate independence, a goal that Wilson
enthusiastically supported. During Harrison's term, a Democratic-controlled Congress
in Washington, D.C., hastened to fulfill long-standing campaign promises to the 
same end. The Jones Act, passed in 1916, would have fixed a definite date for the
granting of independence if the Senate had had its way, but the House prevented
such a move. In its final form the act merely stated that it was the “purpose of the
people of the United States” to recognize Philippine independence “as soon as a
stable government can be established therein.” Its greater importance was as a
milestone in the development of Philippine autonomy. Under Jones Act provisions,
the commission was abolished and was replaced by a 24-member Senate, almost
wholly elected. The electorate was expanded to include all literate males.

Some substantial restrictions on Philippine autonomy remained, however. Defense
and foreign affairs remained exclusive U.S. prerogatives. American direction of
Philippine domestic affairs was exercised primarily through the governor-general
and the executive branch of insular government. There was little more than one
decade of thoroughly U.S. administration in the islands, however—too short a time
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in which to establish lasting patterns. Whereas Americans formed 51 percent of the
civil service in 1903, they were only 29 percent in 1913 and 6 percent in 1923. By
1916 Filipino dominance in both the legislative and judicial branches of government
also served to restrict the U.S. executive and administrative roles.

By 1925 the only American left in the governor-general's cabinet was the secretary 
of public instruction, who was also the lieutenant governor-general. This is one 
indication of the high priority given to education in U.S. policy. In the initial years of 
U.S. rule, hundreds of schoolteachers came from the United States. But Filipino 
teachers were trained so rapidly that by 1927 they constituted nearly all of the 
26,200 teachers in public schools. The school population expanded fivefold in a 
generation; education consumed half of governmental expenditures at all levels, 
and educational opportunity in the Philippines was greater than in any other colony 
in Asia.

As a consequence of this pedagogical explosion, literacy doubled to nearly half in 
the 1930s, and educated Filipinos acquired a common language and a linguistic key 
to Western civilization. By 1939 some one-fourth of the population could speak 
English, a larger proportion than for any of the native dialects. Perhaps more 
important was the new avenue of upward social mobility that education offered. 
Educational policy was the only successful U.S. effort to establish a sociocultural 
basis for political democracy.

American attempts to create equality of economic opportunity were more modest 
and less successful. In a predominantly agricultural country the pattern of 
landownership is crucial. The trend toward greater concentration of ownership, 
which began in the 19th century, continued during the American period, despite 
some legal barriers. Vast American-owned plantations were forestalled, but legal 
restrictions had little effect on those politically well-connected Filipinos who were 
intent on amassing fortunes. The percentage of farmers under share tenancy 
doubled between 1900 and 1935, and the frustration of the tenants erupted in three
small rebellions in central Luzon during the 1920s and '30s.

Nor was U.S. trade policy conducive to the diffusion of economic power. From 1909 
the Payne-Aldrich Tariff Act allowed free entry of Philippine products into the U.S. 
market, at the same time U.S. products, mostly manufactured, were exempted from
tariff in the Philippines. The free flow of U.S. imports was a powerful deterrent to 
Philippine industrial growth. Export agriculture, especially sugar, prospered in the 
protected U.S. market. Owners of mills and large plantations profited most, thus 
reinforcing the political dominance of the landed elite.

American preparation of the Philippines for democratic self-government suffered 
from an inherent contradiction, perhaps not recognized at the time. Transferring 
governmental responsibility to those capable of undertaking it was not consistent 
with building a social and economic base for political democracy. Self-government 
meant, of necessity, assumption of power by those Filipinos who were already in 
positions of leadership in society. But those men came for the most part from the 
landed elite; preservation of their political and economic position was incompatible 
with equalizing opportunity. Even the expansion of an educated middle class did not
necessarily result in a transformation of the pattern of power. Most middle-class 
aspirants for political leadership adjusted to the values and the practices of the 
existing power elite.

Filipino leaders quickly and skillfully utilized the opportunities for self-government
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that the Americans opened to them. The Filipino political genius was best reflected
in an extralegal institution—the political party. The first party, the Federal Party,
was U.S.-backed and stressed cooperation with the overlords, even to the point of
statehood for the Philippines. But when openly nationalist appeals were allowed in
the 1907 election, the Nacionalista Party, advocating independence, won 
overwhelmingly. The Federalists survived with a new name, Progressives, and a new 
platform, ultimate independence after social reform. But neither the Progressives 
nor their successors in the 1920s, the Democrats, ever gained more than one-third 
of the seats in the legislature. The Nacionalista Party under the leadership of 
Manuel Quezon and Sergio Osmeña dominated Philippine politics from 1907 until 
independence.

More significant than the competition between the Nacionalistas and their 
opposition was the continuing rivalry between Quezon and Osmeña. In fact,
understanding this personality conflict provides more insight into the realities of 
prewar Philippine politics than any examination of policy or ideology.

In 1933 the U.S. Congress passed the Hare-Hawes-Cutting Act, which set a date for
Philippine independence. The act was a fulfillment of the vague pledge in the Jones
Act; it was also responsive to the demands of a series of “independence missions”
sent to Washington by the Philippine legislature. But this unprecedented transfer of
sovereignty was decided upon in the dark days of the Great Depression of the
1930s—and with the help of some incongruous allies. The Depression had caused
American farm interests to look desperately for relief, and those who suffered real
or imaginary hurt from the competition of Philippine products sought to exclude
those products. They had already failed in a direct attempt to amend the tariff on
Philippine imports but found that the respectable cloak of the advocacy of
independence increased the effectiveness of their efforts. Tied to independence
was the end of free entry into American markets of Philippine sugar, coconut oil,
rope, and other less important items. That those economic interests were able to
accomplish what they did is partly explainable by the fact that their political clout
was great compared with that of the small group of American traders and investors
in the Philippines.

The Philippine legislature rejected the Hare-Hawes-Cutting Act, apparently as a 
result of the Osmeña-Quezon feud, much to the displeasure of American
officialdom. But, when Quezon came to Washington the following year to work for a 
new bill, the same alliance of forces in the U.S. Congress obliged by producing the 
almost identical Tydings-McDuffie Act. Endorsed by Quezon and accepted with 
alacrity by the Manila legislature, it provided for a 10-year commonwealth during 
which the U.S. would retain jurisdiction over defense and foreign affairs. Filipinos 
were to draft their own constitution, subject to the approval of the U.S. president.
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A constitutional convention was quickly elected and a 
constitution (which bore a strong resemblance to its U.S. model)
framed and approved by plebiscite and by Pres. Franklin D. 
Roosevelt. The last governor-general, Frank Murphy, became the
first high commissioner, with more of a diplomatic than a 
governing role. The commonwealth was inaugurated on Nov. 15,
1935. The Nacionalista Party patched up its internal quarrels 
and nominated Quezon for president and Osmeña for vice
president. They were elected overwhelmingly.

The commonwealth period was intended to be devoted to 
preparation for economic and political independence and 

perfection of democratic institutions. But even before the tragic events of World 
War II, the transition did not run smoothly.

 

World War II

Japanese aggression in China prompted much attention to military preparedness. 
Nearly one-fourth of the national budget was devoted to defense. Gen. Douglas 
MacArthur, retiring as army chief of staff in Washington, was called by President 
Quezon to direct plans and preparations. Meanwhile, agrarian unrest festered, and 
leftist political activity grew. Quezon pushed significant reform legislation through 
the National Assembly, but implementation was feeble, despite the rapid 
accumulation of power in his hands.

The Japanese attack of the Philippines on Dec. 8, 1941, came at a time when the
U.S. military buildup had hardly begun. Their advance was rapid; before Christmas,
Manila was declared an “open city,” while Quezon and Osmeña were evacuated to
MacArthur's headquarters on Corregidor Island. Despite a desire, at one point, to 
return to Manila in order to surrender, Quezon was persuaded to leave the 
Philippines in March 1942 on a U.S. submarine; he was never to return. Osmeña also
went. Filipino and American forces, under Gen. Jonathan M. Wainwright, 
surrendered in May. An Executive Commission made up of more than 30 members of 
the old Filipino political elite had been cooperating with Japanese military 
authorities in Manila since January.

The Executive Commission lasted until September 1943, when it was superseded by
an “independent Philippine Republic.” The president, chosen by the Japanese, was
José Laurel, former associate justice of the commonwealth Supreme Court and the 
only Filipino to hold an honorary degree from Tokyo Imperial University. More than 
half of the commonwealth Senate and more than one-third of the House served at 
one time in the Japanese-sponsored regime. Yet collaboration with Japan was 
neither as willing nor as widespread as elsewhere in Southeast Asia.

Even before the fall of Bataan Peninsula to the Japanese in April 1942, guerrilla 
units were forming throughout the Philippines. Most were led by middle-class 
officers and were enthusiastically pro-United States; in central Luzon, however, a 
major force was the Hukbalahap, which, under communist leadership, capitalized on
earlier agrarian unrest. Though in a number of instances collaborators secretly 
assisted guerrillas, many guerrillas in the hills were bitter against those who 
appeared to benefit from the occupation. The differences between the two groups 
became an important factor in early postwar politics.
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Manila, Phil., in 
the aftermath of 
its recapture by 
Allied forces in 
early 1945.

 

Soon after the U.S. landings on Leyte in October 1944, commanded by MacArthur, 
civil government was returned to the commonwealth, at least in name. Sergio
Osmeña, who had become president in exile on the death of Quezon in August, had
few resources to deal with the problems at hand, however. Osmeña's role was
complicated by the fact that MacArthur chose to lionize Manuel A. Roxas, a leading
collaborator who had also been in contact with U.S. military intelligence. As
president of the Senate, Roxas became, in effect, MacArthur's candidate for
president. Roxas was nominated in January 1946 in a separate convention of the
“liberal wing” of the Nacionalista Party, as it was first called. Thus was born the
Philippines' second major political party, the Liberals.

Osmeña, though he had the advantages of incumbency, was old and tired and did
not fully use the political tools he possessed. In April Roxas was elected by a narrow 
margin. The following month he was inaugurated as the last chief executive of the 
commonwealth, and on July 4, 1946, when the Republic of the Philippines was 
proclaimed, he became its first president.

 

The early republic

Roxas, as expected, extended amnesty to all major collaborators with Japan. In the
campaign for the election of 1949 there was an attempt to raise the collaboration
issue against José Laurel, the Nacionalista presidential candidate, but it was not
effective. In the fluidity of Philippine politics, “guerrillas” and “collaborators” were
by that time to be found on both sides of all political fences.

 
The Philippines had gained independence in the “ashes of
victory.” Intense fighting, especially around Manila in the last
days of the Japanese retreat (February–March 1945), had nearly
destroyed the capital. The economy generally was in disarray.
Rehabilitation aid was obviously needed, and President Roxas
was willing to accept some onerous conditions placed implicitly
and explicitly by the U.S. Congress. The Bell Act in the United
States extended free trade with the Philippines for 8 years, to
be followed by 20 years of gradually increasing tariffs. The
United States demanded and received a 99-year lease on a

number of Philippine military and naval bases in which U.S. authorities had virtual
territorial rights. And finally, as a specific requirement for release of U.S.
war-damage payments, the Philippines had to amend its constitution to give U.S.
citizens equal rights with Filipinos in the exploitation of natural resources—the
so-called Parity Amendment.

The changing character of Philippine–U.S. relations was a major theme in Philippine
history for the first several decades after the war. The trend was toward weakening
of the link, achieved partly by diversifying Philippine external ties and partly by
more articulate anti-American feeling. Economic nationalism, though first directed
against the local Chinese community's dominance of retail trade, by the 1950s was
focused on the special status of American business firms.

At independence the military ties with the United States were as strong as the 
economic ones. Filipino troops fought against communist forces in Korea, and 
noncombatant engineers augmented U.S. forces in the Vietnam War. Crucial to U.S. 
military action in Vietnam were bases in the Philippines. The Military Bases 
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Agreement was the greatest single cause of friction in relations between the United 
States and the Philippines. Beginning in 1965, however, a series of agreements 
between the two countries reduced the size and number of the U.S. bases and 
shortened base leases. In 1979 formal jurisdiction over the base areas passed to the 
Philippine government; and the constitution of 1987 formalized the process by which
the bases agreement could be extended beyond the expiration in 1991 of base 
leases. Extension of the agreement was ultimately rejected by the Philippine 
Senate, however, and U.S. forces were pulled from the Philippine bases in 1992.

The nature and effectiveness of Filipino political institutions since independence has
been a special concern of the former colonial power that helped establish them. For
Filipinos, those institutions have determined the ability or inability to maintain 
domestic social order. Clumsy repression of dissent and the fraudulent election of 
the country's second president, Elpidio Quirino, in 1949 set the stage for an 
intensification of the communist-led Hukbalahap (Huk) Rebellion, which had begun 
in 1946. The rebellion also reflected a growing sense of social injustice among 
tenant farmers, especially in central Luzon. Suppression of the rebellion five years 
later, however, was attributable to American military aid as well as to the opening 
of the political process to greater mass participation, particularly during the 
campaign of Ramon Magsaysay, a uniquely charismatic figure in Filipino politics who 
was elected president in 1953. Magsaysay's attempts at social and economic reform 
failed largely because of the conservative outlook of the legislature and the 
bureaucracy. When Magsaysay died in a plane crash in 1957, leadership of the 
country fell to his vice president, Carlos P. Garcia. During Garcia's presidential term 
and that of his reform-minded successor, Diosdado Macapagal (1961–65), unrest was
usually channeled through the electoral process and peaceful protest.

 

The Marcos and early post-Marcos era

In November 1965, Ferdinand E. Marcos was elected to the presidency. His 
administration faced grave economic problems that were exacerbated by 
corruption, tax evasion, and smuggling.

In 1969 Marcos became the first elected president of the Philippines to win 
reelection. His campaign platform included the renegotiation of major treaties with 
the United States and trade with communist countries. These promises reflected a 
change in the self-concept of the country during the 1960s. The idea of the 
Philippines as an Asian outpost of Christianity was increasingly supplanted by a 
desire to develop an Asian cultural identity. Artists, musicians, and writers began to 
look to pre-Spanish themes for inspiration. More important was the trend toward 
seeking cultural identity through the national language, Pilipino. English, however, 
remained the language of business, of most government documents, and of the 
greater part of higher education. Demands that the government meet the social and 
economic needs of its citizenry continued.

A short-lived sign that the Filipino political system was again attempting to respond 
constructively to those needs was the choosing in 1970 of a widely representative 
Constitutional Convention in one of the most honest and peaceful elections in 
Philippine history. Large student demonstrations urged the convention to undertake 
a fundamental restructuring of political power.

Marcos, who was approaching the end of his constitutionally delimited eight years in
office, had narrower goals: he pressed for the adoption of a parliamentary style of 
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government, which would allow him to remain in power. He feared that the new 
constitution would not come into force before he lost the advantages of 
incumbency. At the same time, foreign investors, predominantly American, felt 
increased pressure from economic nationalists in the legislature.

 

Martial law

In September 1972 Marcos declared martial law, claiming that it was the last 
defense against the rising disorder caused by increasingly violent student 
demonstrations, the alleged threats of communist insurgency by the new 
Communist Party of the Philippines (CPP), and the Muslim separatist movement 
of the Moro National Liberation Front (MNLF). One of his first actions was to 
arrest opposition politicians in Congress and the Constitutional Convention. Initial
public reaction to martial law was mostly favourable except in Muslim areas of 
the south, where a separatist rebellion, led by the MNLF, broke out in 1973. 
Despite halfhearted attempts to negotiate a cease-fire, the rebellion continued 
to claim thousands of military and civilian casualties. Communist insurgency 
expanded with the creation of the National Democratic Front (NDF), an 
organization embracing the CPP and other communist groups.

Under martial law the regime was able to reduce violent urban crime, collect 
unregistered firearms, and suppress communist insurgency in some areas. At the 
same time, a series of important new concessions were given to foreign 
investors, including a prohibition on strikes by organized labour, and a 
land-reform program was launched. In January 1973 Marcos proclaimed the 
ratification of a new constitution based on the parliamentary system, with 
himself as both president and prime minister. He did not, however, convene the 
interim legislature that was called for in that document.

General disillusionment with martial law and with the consolidation of political
and economic control by Marcos, his family, and close associates grew during the
1970s. Despite growth in the country's gross national product, workers' real
income dropped, few farmers benefited from land reform, and the sugar industry
was in confusion. The precipitous drop in sugar prices in the early 1980s coupled
with lower prices and less demand for coconuts and coconut
products—traditionally the most important export commodity—added to the
country's economic woes; the government was forced to borrow large sums from
the international banking community. Also troubling to the regime, reports of
widespread corruption began to surface with increasing frequency.

Elections for an interim National Assembly were finally held in 1978. The
opposition—of which the primary group was led by the jailed former senator
Benigno S. Aquino, Jr.—produced such a bold and popular campaign that the
official results, which gave Marcos's opposition virtually no seats, were widely
believed to have been illegally altered. In 1980 Aquino was allowed to go into
exile in the United States, and the following year, after announcing the
suspension of martial law, Marcos won a virtually uncontested election for a new
six-year term.

 

The downfall of Marcos and return of democratic government
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The assassination of Benigno Aquino as he returned to Manila in August 1983 was 
generally thought to have been the work of the military; it became the focal 
point of a renewed and more heavily supported opposition to Marcos's rule. By 
late 1985 Marcos, under mounting pressure both inside and outside the 
Philippines, called a snap presidential election for February 1986. Corazon C. 
Aquino, Benigno's widow, became the candidate of a coalition of opposition 
parties. Marcos was declared the official winner, but strong public outcry over 
the election results precipitated a revolt that by the end of the month had driven
Marcos from power. Aquino then assumed the presidency.

Aquino's great personal popularity and widespread international support were 
instrumental in establishing the new government. Shortly after taking office, she 
abolished the constitution of 1973 and began ruling by decree. A new 
constitution was drafted and was ratified in February 1987 in a general 
referendum; legislative elections in May 1987 and the convening of a new 
bicameral congress in July marked the return of the form of government that had
been present before the imposition of martial law in 1972.

Euphoria over the ouster of Marcos proved to be short-lived, however. The new
government had inherited an enormous external debt, a severely depleted
economy, and a growing threat from Moro and communist insurgents. The Aquino
administration also had to weather considerable internal dissension, repeated
coup attempts, and such natural disasters as a major earthquake and the 1991
eruption of Mount Pinatubo. The resumption of active partisan politics,
moreover, was the beginning of the end of the coalition that had brought Aquino
to power. Pro-Aquino candidates had won a sweeping victory in the 1987
legislative elections, but there was less support for her among those elected to
provincial and local offices in early 1988. By the early 1990s the criticisms
against her administration—i.e., charges of weak leadership, corruption, and
human rights abuses—had begun to stick.

 
Gregorio C. Borlaza

The Philippines since c. 1990

The presidential election of May 1992, in which Aquino was not a candidate, was a 
seven-way race in which the winner, Fidel Ramos, received less than 24 percent of 
the overall vote. Ramos was a former army chief of staff and defense minister under
Aquino; he was unpopular in some quarters because he had headed the agency 
charged with enforcing martial law under Marcos before turning against Marcos to 
give crucial support to Aquino in 1986. Some observers had wryly noted during the 
election that the winner might come to envy the losers, and indeed Ramos inherited
the onus of having to deal with insurgencies from the right and the left, a severe 
energy crisis that produced daily electricity outages, an infrastructure in decay, a 
large foreign debt, and the troubles of a population half of whom lived in deep 
poverty.

The Ramos administration remedied the energy crisis and proceeded to create a 
hospitable environment for economic recovery. Peace was successfully negotiated 
with the military rebels and the MNLF; it proved to be more elusive with the NDF. A 
more open economy was created through a series of macroeconomic reforms. 
Consequently, by the time of the Asian financial crisis that swept the region in 1997,
the Philippine economy was stable enough to escape serious damage. A proactive 
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foreign and security policy prevented the deterioration of relations with China, one 
of several countries with which the Philippines disputed a claim to certain islands 
and islets in the South China Sea. Ramos's foreign policy also earned positive 
diplomatic gains for the country abroad.

The election of Joseph Ejercito Estrada—former movie star, mayor of a small town
in Metro Manila, senator, and vice president under Ramos—to the presidency in May
1998 brought a reversal of many of the economic, political, and diplomatic
accomplishments of the Ramos administration. Although Estrada generally
maintained economic growth and political stability in the first year of his
administration, he subsequently came under fire largely because of his failure to
fulfill promises to reduce poverty and to open the economy further to private
enterprise. Estrada was impeached in November 2000, charged with bribery, graft
and corruption, betrayal of the public trust, and culpable violation of the
constitution. The refusal of Estrada's senatorial allies to open an envelope that
allegedly held evidence against him during the impeachment trial triggered a
popular revolt; the uprisings ultimately led to Estrada's ouster, subsequent arrest,
detention, and trial before the Sandiganbayan, the country's corruption court.

In January 2001 Gloria Macapagal-Arroyo, Estrada's former vice president, was sworn
in as the country's 14th president. A daughter of former president Diosdado
Macapagal with a doctorate in economics, Arroyo was faced with the challenges of
leading a democracy that had remained dominated by the elite, stimulating the
economy to grow faster than the country's population, providing jobs for an
abundance of the country's large group of college graduates each year, and relieving
poverty. Despite some reduction of poverty, as well as the curbing of corruption in
certain arenas, Arroyo struggled with political instability and widespread crime,
including the increasingly common kidnappings for ransom. She herself became
implicated in corruption, which stirred disillusioned soldiers to attempt a coup in
2003. The coup failed, and Arroyo was reelected to the presidency in 2004. Later
allegations of election fixing and an increasingly repressive approach to government,
however, sparked a call for impeachment and another coup plot in 2006; once again
the coup failed. Arroyo subsequently declared a “state of emergency” and banned
all public demonstrations. Although the declaration was quickly lifted, the gesture
was broadly perceived as emblematic of authoritarian rule. In September 2007
Estrada, who had been under house arrest outside of Manila since 2001, was
convicted on additional graft charges and given a life sentence; however, Arroyo
soon pardoned him of all charges.

Throughout the turmoil in the executive branch, political and economic issues have 
continued to animate the Philippines in other realms. In the Muslim south, 
increasingly militant and widespread unrest has been a growing concern. In the 
north, a concerted movement has been under way to reformulate the country's 
constitution. In the international arena, remittances from overseas Filipinos (which 
have become an important component of the economy) increasingly have been 
jeopardized as neighbouring countries have rewritten their laws regarding foreign 
employment and have threatened to deport undocumented workers.

Carolina G. Hernandez
Gregorio C. Borlaza

In 2009, underscoring the delicacy of the situation in the south, members of a 
powerful ruling clan in Mindanao were implicated in a November incident in which a
political opponent of the clan and his entourage were massacred. Until then the
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Arroyo government had been allied with the clan as a means of counteracting Moro
separatists. However, in early December Arroyo broke with the clan and declared
martial law in a portion of Mindanao—the first time it had been imposed since the
Marcos era—precipitating considerable domestic debate. The decree was lifted
several days later, after the government declared it had thwarted a potential
rebellion in Mindanao.

The 2010 presidential and parliamentary elections featured a number of candidates 
with familiar names. Benigno S. (“Noynoy”) Aquino III, son of Benigno and Corazon, 
defeated a field of presidential hopefuls led by Joseph Estrada. In addition, Arroyo, 
Imelda Marcos, and boxing star Manny Pacquiao each won seats in the House of 
Representatives.

In early November 2013, large portions of the central Philippines were devastated by
Super Typhoon Haiyan, a massive tropical cyclone that cut a broad swath some 500 
miles (800 km) long across several islands before exiting into the South China Sea. 
Thousands of people were killed, and hundreds of thousands were made homeless. It
was the most severe of several natural calamities to hit the country that year, 
including typhoons in August and October and a magnitude-7.1 earthquake, also in 
October.

 
Ed.

Additional Reading

Geography

Useful general works on geography and natural resources include FREDERICK L. WERNSTEDT

and J.E. SPENCER, The Philippine Island World: A Physical, Cultural, and Regional 
Geography (1967); DOMINGO C. SALITA, Geography and Natural Resources of the 
Philippines (1974); DOMINGO C. SALITA and DOMINADOR Z. ROSELL, Economic Geography of the
Philippines (1980); and FUND FOR ASSISTANCE TO PRIVATE EDUCATION, The Philippine Atlas, 2 
vol. (1975).

Social, cultural, and religious elements of Philippine society are explored in MARY

RACELIS HOLLNSTEINER (ed.), Society, Culture, and the Filipino: A Textbook of Readings in
Anthropology and Sociology (1979); IRENE L. ORTIGAS and FELIX B. REGALADO, Society and 
Culture in the Rural Philippines, rev. ed., edited by CHESTER L. HUNT (1978); FRANK

LYNCH, Philippine Society and the Individual: Selected Essays of Frank Lynch,
1949–1976, ed. by ARAM A. YENGOYAN and PERLA Q. MAKIL, rev. ed. (2004); BELEN T.G. MEDINA, 
The Filipino Family, 2nd ed. (2001); ANDREW B. GONZALEZ, Language and Nationalism: 
The Philippine Experience Thus Far (1980); and KATHARINE L. WIEGELE, Investing in 
Miracles: El Shaddai and the Transformation of Popular Catholicism in the 
Philippines (2005).

Works addressing aspects of Muslim societies include PATRICIO N. ABINALES, Making 
Mindanao: Cotabato and Davao in the Formation of the Philippine Nation-State
(2000), and Images of State Power: Essays on Philippine Politics from the Margins
(1998); and THOMAS M. MCKENNA, Muslim Rulers and Rebels: Everyday Politics and Armed
Separatism in the Southern Philippines (1998). The Chinese Filipino community is 
the focus of CLINTON PALANCA, Chinese Filipinos (2003); and TERESITA ANG SEE, Tsinoy: The 
Story of the Chinese in Philippine Life (2005).
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Significant aspects of overseas migration are discussed in CATHERINE CENIZA CHOY, Empire
of Care: Nursing and Migration in Filipino American History (2003); and RHACEL SALAZAR

PARREÑAS, Servants of Globalization: Women, Migration, and Domestic Work (2001), 
and Children of Global Migration: Transnational Families and Gendered Woes
(2005).

Various facets of economic development are treated broadly in JAMES PUTZEL, A 
Captive Land: The Politics of Agrarian Reform in the Philippines (1992); MARITES

DAÑGUILAN VITUG, Power from the Forest: The Politics of Logging (1993); ARSENIO M.

BALISACAN, Poverty, Urbanization, and Development Policy: A Philippine Perspective
(1994); LYNN M. KWIATKOWSKI, Struggling with Development: The Politics of Hunger and 
Gender in the Philippines (1998); and STEVEN C. MCKAY, Satanic Mills or Silicon Islands? 
The Politics of High-Tech Production in the Philippines (2006). Studies focusing 
specifically on urban development, particularly in Manila, include DANIEL F. DOEPPERS, 
Manila, 1900–1941: Social Change in a Late Colonial Metropolis (1984); LILLIAN TRAGER, 
The City Connection: Migration and Family Interdependence in the Philippines
(1988); and ERHARD BERNER, Defending a Place in the City: Localities and the Struggle 
for Urban Land in Metro Manila (1997).

Critical perspectives on late 20th- and early 21st-century Philippine political 
developments include ALAN BERLOW, Dead Season: A Story of Murder and Revenge on 
the Philippine Island of Negros (1996); DAVID G. TIMBERMAN (ed.), The Philippines: New 
Directions in Domestic Policy and Foreign Relations (1998); SHEILA S. CORONEL (ed.), 
Pork and Other Perks: Corruption & Governance in the Philippines (1998), and 
Betrayals of the Public Trust: Investigative Reports on Corruption (2000); SHEILA S.

CORONEL et al., The Rulemakers: How the Wealthy and Well-Born Dominate Congress
(2004); and BENEDICT J. TRIA KERKVLIET, Everyday Politics in the Philippines: Class and 
Status Relations in a Central Luzon Village (1990). KATHLEEN WEEKLEY, The Communist
Party of the Philippines, 1968–1993: A Story of Its Theory and Practice (2001); and 
NATHAN GILBERT QUIMPO, Contested Democracy and the Left in the Philippines After 
Marcos (2008), outline the major role of the long communist rebellion.

Studies of arts and music include GABRIEL CASAL et al., The People and Art of the 
Philippines (1981), an exhibition catalog; AUGUSTO F. VILLALÓN, Lugar: Essays on 
Philippine Heritage and Architecture, ed. by JONATHAN BEST (2001); ROY W. HAMILTON

(ed.), From the Rainbow's Varied Hue: Textiles of the Southern Philippines (1998), 
an exhibition catalog; and ANTONIO C. HILA, Music in History, History in Music (2004).

History

Influential general histories include TEODORO A. AGONCILLO, History of the Filipino 
People, 8th ed. (1990); RENATO CONSTANTINO and LETIZIA R. CONSTANTINO, The Philippines: A 
Past Revisted (1975, reissued 1981), and The Philippines: The Continuing Past
(1978); DAVID JOEL STEINBERG, The Philippines, a Singular and a Plural Place, 4th ed. 
(2000); O.D. CORPUZ, The Roots of the Filipino Nation, 2 vol. (1989, reissued 2005–06);
Kasaysayan: The Story of the Filipino People, 10 vol. (1998), with contributions from
many leading historians; and PATRICIO N. ABINALES and DONNA J. AMOROSO, State and Society 
in the Philippines (2005), with useful analysis of postwar political developments.

Studies of important themes and historical periods are JOHN LEDDY PHELAN, The
Hispanization of the Philippines: Spanish Aims and Filipino Responses, 1565–1700
(1959, reissued 1967), on the early Spanish era; VICENTE L. RAFAEL, Contracting 
Colonialism: Translation and Christian Conversion in Tagalog Society Under Early 
Spanish Rule (1988, reissued 1993); ALFRED W. MCCOY and ED. C. DE JESUS (eds.), 
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the Makers of Revolution, rev. ed. (1997); REYNALDO CLEMEÑA ILETO, Pasyon and
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Introduction

city-state located at the southern tip of the Malay Peninsula, 
about 85 miles (137 kilometres) north of the Equator. It consists 
of the diamond-shaped Singapore Island and some 60 small islets; 
the main island occupies all but about 18 square miles of this 
combined area. The main island is separated from Peninsular 
Malaysia to the north by Johor Strait, a narrow channel crossed by
a road and rail causeway that is more than half a mile long. The 
southern limits of the state run through Singapore Strait, where
outliers of the Riau-Lingga Archipelago—which forms a part of
Indonesia—extend to within 10 miles of the main island.

Singapore is the largest port in Southeast Asia and one of the 
busiest in the world. It owes its growth and prosperity to its focal 

position at the southern extremity of the Malay Peninsula, where it dominates the 
Strait of Malacca, which connects the Indian Ocean to the South China Sea. Once a 
British colony and now a member of the Commonwealth, Singapore first joined the 
Federation of Malaysia on its formation in 1963 but seceded to become an 
independent state on Aug. 9, 1965.

 

The land

Relief

Nearly two-thirds of the main island is less than 50 feet (15 
metres) above sea level. Timah Hill, the highest summit, has an 
elevation of only 531 feet (162 metres); with other peaks, such 
as Panjang and Mandai hills, it forms a block of rugged terrain in
the centre of the island. To the west and south are lower scarps
with marked northwest-southeast trends, such as Mount Faber. 
The eastern part of the island is a low plateau cut by erosion 

into an intricate pattern of hills and valleys. These physical units reflect their 
geologic foundations: the central hills are formed from granite rocks, the scarp 
lands from highly folded and faulted sedimentary rocks, and the eastern plateau 
from uncompacted sands and gravels.

 

Drainage and soils

A dense network of short streams drains the island, but floods are locally severe 
because the streams have low gradients and because of excessive water runoff from 
cleared land. Many streams, especially those draining northward, have broad 
mangrove-fringed estuaries that extend far inland. None of the soils is even 
reasonably fertile, but those derived from the granites tend to be better than most. 
Soils developed from the sedimentary rocks are variable, but many contain hardpans
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(compacted layers) that restrict plant roots and impede soil drainage. The soils of 
eastern Singapore are extremely infertile. All have suffered extensive degradation 
through erosion as a result of generations of careless human exploitation.

 

Climate

Singapore is in the equatorial monsoon region of Southeast Asia, and its climate is 
characterized by uniformly high temperatures and nearly constant precipitation 
throughout the year. The average monthly temperature varies from about 81° F (27°
C) in June to 77° F (25° C) in January. The daily range is somewhat greater,
averaging about 13° F (7° C). Singapore's maritime location and constant humidity,
however, keep maximum temperatures relatively moderate: the highest 
temperature ever recorded was only 97° F (36° C).

The seasons are defined by the relative incidence of rainfall, which, in turn, is
determined by the movements of the monsoon air masses. The wettest and windiest
period is during the northeast monsoon (November–March), with rainfall reaching an
average monthly high of more than 10 inches (250 millimetres) in December.
Conversely, the period of the least amount of rainfall and the lightest winds is
during the southwest monsoon (May–September), with rainfall dropping to a monthly
low of less than 7 inches in July. April and October are intermonsoonal periods
characterized by sluggish air movements and intense afternoon showers and
thunderstorms. Altogether, Singapore's precipitation averages about 95 inches
annually, and rain falls somewhere on the island every day of the year.

 

Plant and animal life

Little remains of the original vegetation or animal life, except for a few thousand 
acres of evergreen rain forest preserved around catchment areas. Some mangrove 
vegetation survives in the Kranji area on the northwest side of the island, but 
elsewhere tracts of scrub or cogon grass (called lalang locally) are common. Many 
exotic plants have been introduced for ornamental use. The largest native animals 
are the long-tailed macaque (an Asian species of monkey), the slow loris (a 
large-eyed tailless nocturnal lemur), and the scaly anteater. Birds are numerous, 
especially those like the Indian mynah bird, the brahminy kite (a kite with reddish 
brown plumage and a white head and breast), and the house swallow that have 
adapted to a symbiotic relationship with humans. Reptiles, such as cobras and 
lizards, also are common. Fringing coral reefs with their associated fish and wildlife 
occur around many parts of the coast.

 

Settlement patterns

The city of Singapore is situated in the southern portion of the main island. Over 
time, urbanization has blurred the differences between city and country. Built-up 
areas now cover a large part of the city-state. The older parts of the city have been 
substantially refurbished, especially along the Singapore River but elsewhere as 
well. The once-common Chinese shop-house, consisting of living quarters above a 
commercial establishment, gradually has been disappearing from the city. Instead, 
the government's Housing and Development Board (HDB) has relocated commerce
into separate districts and has created integrated residential communities inhabited
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by people with a mixture of incomes. About four-fifths of Singapore's population now
resides in high-rise HDB flats located in housing estates and new towns. The new
towns—such as Woodlands, Tampines, and Yishun—are scattered across the island
and are characterized by easy access to places of employment and shopping
districts. The traditional Malay kampong settlements—consisting of stilt houses built
along the shoreline—are declining in number and are now found only in select rural
areas.

 

The people

Ethnolinguistic composition

The population of Singapore is diverse, the result of considerable past immigration. 
Chinese predominate, making up some three-fourths of the total. Malays are the 
next largest ethnic group, and Indians the third. None of those three major 
communities is homogeneous. Among the Chinese, more than two-fifths originate 
from Fujian province and speak the Amoy (Xiamen) dialect, about one-fourth are 
Teochew from the city of Shantou in Guangdong province, and a smaller number are
from other parts of Guangdong. The Chinese community as a whole, therefore, 
speaks mutually incomprehensible dialects. Linguistic differences are less 
pronounced among the Malays, but the group includes Indonesians speaking 
Javanese, Boyanese, and other dialects. The Indian group is most diverse, consisting
of Tamils (more than half), Malayalis, and Sikhs; it also includes Pakistani and 
Sinhalese communities.

Because of this ethnic diversity, no fewer than four official languages are
recognized—English, Mandarin Chinese, Malay, and Tamil. English remains the main 
medium for administration, commerce, and industry, and it is the primary language 
of instruction in schools. Mandarin, the official language of China, transcends 
dialect barriers, and its use is strongly promoted; one-third of the school population 
is taught in that language. Malay, like English, is widely used for communication 
among ethnic groups and plays a particularly useful role in view of the close ties 
between Singapore and Malaysia.

 

Religions

Religious affiliations reflect ethnic patterns. About two-thirds of all Chinese profess 
some degree of attachment to Confucianism, Buddhism, or Daoism or to some 
combination thereof. Virtually all Malays, and some Indians, adhere to Islam, which 
is the formal religion of about one-seventh of the population. The Christian
community has grown rapidly to become comparable in size to the Muslim 
population; nearly all Christians are Chinese. Almost all of the remaining population 
practicing a religion is Hindu, but there are also many Singaporeans who have no 
religious affiliation.

 

Demographic trends

Heavily urbanized, Singapore has a high population density, but it also has been a 
regional leader in population control. Its birth and population growth rates are the 
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lowest in Southeast Asia. Singapore's high average life expectancy and its low 
infant-mortality rate reflect high standards of hygiene and access to a superb health
care system. The low birth rate and greater longevity of the population have raised 
the median age, a trend also occurring in other developed nations.

 

The economy

Singapore, one of the great trading entrepôts of the British empire, has experienced
remarkable economic growth and diversification since 1960. In addition to enhancing 
its position as a world trade centre, it has developed powerful financial and industrial
sectors. Singapore has the most advanced economy in Southeast Asia and is often 
mentioned along with other rapidly industrializing countries in Asia, notably South 
Korea and Taiwan. Singapore's economy always has differed from those of the other 
Southeast Asian countries in that it never has been primarily dependent on the 
production and export of commodities.

Economic development has been closely supervised by the Singaporean government, 
and it has been highly dependent on investment capital from foreign multinational 
corporations. The government holds about three-fourths of all land and is the chief 
supplier of surplus capital, which is derived largely from contributions to the Central 
Provident Fund (CPF) social-security savings program. In addition, the government has
attempted to enhance the value and productivity of labour in order to attract 
investment and boost export competitiveness. This has been accompanied by a strong 
commitment to education and health. Labour shortages and rising wages have 
heightened the push for restructuring the economy even more toward higher 
value-added production.

The rationale for extensive government intervention in economic development has 
weakened. Official policy relies on market forces, privatization of government 
enterprise, and more support for domestic private businesses. Union membership has 
declined as centralized union structures have been replaced by smaller industry- and 
enterprise-based unions. Greater reliance has been placed on local 
labour-management negotiations.

 

Resources, agriculture, and fisheries

Singapore has few natural resources. There are no natural forests remaining on the 
island. Only a tiny fraction of the land area is classified as agricultural, and 
production contributes a negligible amount to the overall economy. Cultivation is 
intensive, with vegetables and fruits grown and poultry raised for local 
consumption. The local fishing industry supplies only a portion of the total fresh fish
requirement; most of the catch comes from offshore fishing vessels. There also is a 
small aquaculture industry that raises groupers, sea bass, and prawns. Singapore is a
major exporter of both orchids and aquarium fish.

 

Industry

Since the late 1960s Singapore has pursued a general policy of export-oriented 
industrialization. In order to attract foreign investment, the economy was 
liberalized, and a series of incentives were provided to multinational corporations; 
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chief among these was the establishment of free trade zones. Gradually, production 
has been diversifying from such labour-intensive industries as textiles to 
high-technology activities like the manufacture of electronics and precision 
equipment and oil refining, which yield a much higher added value to production.

 

Services and tourism

Singapore has been able to emphasize its comparative advantage in
knowledge-intensive activities—especially communications and information and
financial services—which are less dependent on foreign investment. Higher
productivity and research and development are encouraged through schemes that
provide investment credits and allowances. An effective economic strategy has been
to invest local funds abroad and simultaneously to export management skills.
Singapore has sought to recruit skilled people, particularly Chinese from the United
States and China (notably Hong Kong).

Tourism has become increasingly important to Singapore's economy. Singapore's 
central location in Southeast Asia and its excellent air-transport facilities have been 
augmented by massive investments in hotels and shopping centres. Duty-free 
shopping and a variety of recreational attractions, along with a refurbished 
beachfront, are among the primary attractions.

 

Finance

Singapore's financial services are highly sophisticated and are available through a 
wide variety of institutions. There is a growing venture-capital market that offers 
seed funding to firms that develop or introduce new technology. The government's 
Monetary Authority of Singapore performs all the functions of a central bank except 
issuing currency. A focal point of Singapore's growth as an international financial 
centre has been the Asian Dollar Market, which is essentially an international money
and capital market where currencies other than the Singapore dollar are traded. The
Development Bank of Singapore is the largest local bank in terms of assets. The 
Stock Exchange of Singapore is an important component of the financial activity in 
the region.

 

Trade

Singapore continues to perform its traditional function as a financial intermediary, 
shipping raw materials such as rubber, timber, and spices from the Southeast Asian 
region in exchange for finished goods from both within and, especially, outside the 
region. Major imports are machinery and transport equipment and crude petroleum, 
while machinery and refined petroleum products are the major exports. The United 
States, Malaysia, and Japan are Singapore's principal trading partners. Entrepôt
activities, where goods are transhipped and sometimes processed or manufactured 
in the immediate area, account for about one-third of Singapore's export trade. 
Notable in this capacity has been the oil-refining industry. In an attempt to foster 
additional trade, Singapore has become a joint-venture partner in numerous 
projects with Malaysia and Indonesia. Investments in the nearby Indonesian island of
Batam have been important in this respect.
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Transportation

Singapore has one of the world's busiest ports in terms of shipping tonnage. The Port
of Singapore Authority oversees all shipping activity and operates a number of 
terminals on the island. Containerized cargo accounts for more than half of the 
general-cargo tonnage. The island has a well-developed network of roads and 
highways, but traffic congestion frequently is a serious problem. In the late 1980s 
and early 1990s the government opened a light-rail mass-transit system that links 
the major population centres in the housing estates with employment centres and 
the central business district. Singapore is linked by rail to Peninsular Malaysia via 
the connecting causeway at Johor. Singapore's international airport, Changi, at the 
eastern end of the main island, is a major regional and overseas air hub.

 

Administration and social conditions

Government

Singapore is a unitary parliamentary democracy based on the Westminster model. 
The president is head of state; until 1991 the largely ceremonial post of president 
was filled by parliamentary election, but in that year the constitution was amended 
to allow for the direct popular election of the president and for presidential powers 
to be expanded. The unicameral Parliament consists of 94 members, of whom 84 are
elected and 10 are appointed to terms of up to five years. The parliamentary 
majority selects the prime minister, who is head of government, and the cabinet 
from its own ranks, and they in turn form the government. In each constituency 
there is a Citizens' Consultative Committee, designed to link local communities to 
the ruling party.

Close liaison is maintained between the political and administrative arms of 
government. The administrative structure consists of the various ministries and 
statutory boards. These are staffed by civil servants who are monitored by an 
independent Public Service Commission.

 

The political process

Singapore's electorate includes every adult citizen who is a registered voter, and 
voting is compulsory. A number of parties contest elections, but since 1959 
Singaporean politics have been dominated by the People's Action Party (PAP). The
PAP's ability to maintain its control largely has been attributable to Singapore's rapid
economic growth and improved social welfare. In addition, the PAP often has
suppressed and co-opted domestic opposition—notably through internal-security
laws that allow political dissidents to be held indefinitely without trial—and it has
promoted a national paternalistic ideology through a variety of laws and corporate
institutions. The emphasis of this ideology has been a rigid public morality focused
on personal appearance and cleanliness, political loyalty, and family planning.

 

Justice

Justice is administered by the Supreme Court and by courts of lesser jurisdiction,
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such as district and magistrates' courts. Appeals can be made from the lower to the
higher courts, with final appeal to the judicial committee of the Privy Council in
London. A Sharīʿah court has jurisdiction in matters of Islāmic law.

 

Armed forces and security

The armed forces of Singapore are divided into army, air force, and navy branches. 
The army is by far the largest of the services and consists primarily of infantry 
battalions with supporting artillery, armour, engineer, and logistics units. The main 
duties of the air force are air defense, support of ground forces, and long-range 
surveillance and tracking. The navy patrols the country's coastal waters and protects
shipping lanes. Compulsory military conscription for 18-year-old males was 
introduced in 1967. There are two paramilitary forces: the Peoples' Defence Force, 
composed mainly of reservists, and the National Cadet Corps, consisting of 
high-school and college students.

The police force is responsible for internal security, traffic management, and crime 
prevention. It is assisted by a Civil Defence Force consisting of reservists and 
volunteers.

 

Education

Education is highly valued in Singapore, and its education system is elaborately 
structured. Primary education is free and lasts from six to eight years; the language 
of instruction is English, and students are required to learn any one of the other 
three official languages as a second language. Students at the secondary level are 
placed into academic or vocational and commercial tracks. Those on academic 
tracks are further channeled into four- or five-year courses of instruction. 
Opportunities for higher education are determined by academic performance and 
usually involve two or three years of preuniversity instruction followed by 
enrollment at a university or technical college. The National University of Singapore, 
founded in 1980 by a merger of the University of Singapore and Nanyang University, 
is the largest and best-known institute of higher education.

 

Health and welfare

Health conditions in Singapore compare favourably with those in other economically 
developed nations. The range and quality of medical services is notably high, with a 
large number of doctors and dentists. There are both government and private 
hospitals, while nonhospital care is dispensed from numerous outpatient clinics and 
mobile centres. The government and voluntary associations, the latter coordinated 
by the Council of Social Service, provide welfare services for the aged, sick, and 
unemployed.

 

Cultural life

Cultural activities in Singapore are largely derivative, springing from one or another 
of the major civilizations of China, India, Indonesia, or the West. Traditional Chinese 
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and Indian music, painting, and drama are practiced by numerous cultural societies 
and professional groups. Popular culture, based on modern mass media, is far more 
widespread. Malay music, which has adopted the rhythms of Western orchestras, has 
general appeal. Musical films that popularize Hindi and Tamil songs have a 
considerable following, as do films from Hong Kong, Taiwan, and the United States.

Several Chinese, English, Indian, and Malay newspapers serve a largely literate 
population. Magazines published in the West, Hong Kong, and Japan also have wide 
appeal. The government monitors the press to a certain extent and on occasion places
circulation restrictions on periodicals and newspapers that are critical of its policies. 
The government-owned Singapore Broadcasting Corporation controls all local radio 
and television broadcasting.

 

History

Singapore Island originally was inhabited by fishermen and pirates, and it served as an
outpost for the Sumatran empire of Śrīvijaya. In Javanese inscriptions and Chinese 
records dating to the end of the 14th century, the more common name of the island is
Tumasik, or Temasek, from the Javanese word tasek (“sea”). Rājendra, ruler of the
southern Indian Coḷa kingdom, attacked the island in 1025, and there was another
Coḷa raid in 1068. In 1275 the Javanese king Kertanagara probably attacked Temasek
when he raided Pahang on the east coast of the peninsula. According to a Chinese
traveler, Wang Ta-yuan, just before 1349 about 70 Tai war boats besieged Temasek
for a month but had to withdraw. The Javanese epic poem Nāgarakeṛtāgama (written 
1365) includes Temasek among the conquests of the Javanese empire of Majapahit. At
the end of the 14th century, Temasek fell into decay and was supplanted by Malacca 
(now Melaka). Yet in 1552 it was still a port of call from which St. Francis Xavier 
dispatched letters to Goa, and João de Barros described its busy shipping activity in 
his history Décadas da Ásia (1552–1615).

Rājendra may have named the city Singapura (“Lion City”), later corrupted to
Singapore, or the name may have been bestowed in the 14th century by Buddhist
monks, to whom the lion was a symbolic character. According to the Sejarah Melayu,
a Malay chronicle, the city was founded by the Śrīvijayan prince Sri Tri Buana; he is
said to have glimpsed a tiger, mistaken it for a lion, and thus called the settlement
Singapura.

 
Robert Ho
Thomas R. Leinbach

East India Company

In January 1819 Sir Thomas Stamford Raffles of the English East India Company, 
searching for a trading site, forestalled by the Dutch at Riau, and finding the 
Carimon (Karimun) Islands unsuitable, landed at Singapore. He found only a few 
Chinese planters, some aborigines, and a few Malays and was told by the hereditary 
chief, the temenggong (direct ancestor of the sultans of modern Johor), that the 
company could purchase land. The temenggong, however, was a subordinate of his 
cousin Abdul Rahman, sultan of Riau-Johor, who was under Dutch surveillance. 
Furthermore, Abdul Rahman was a younger son and not a sultan de jure. Raffles, 
disobeying instructions not to offend the Dutch, withdrew his own recognition of 
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Abdul Rahman's suzerainty over Singapore and installed Abdul Rahman's elder 
brother, Hussein (Husain), to validate the purchase of land there on behalf of the 
company. The Dutch protested. In London the court of directors, though it decided 
Raffles had contravened instructions, took no action.

In 1824 an Anglo-Dutch treaty left Malaya and Singapore in the British sphere, and in
August the whole of Singapore Island was ceded to the British for a monetary 
payment. Two years later Singapore, Penang, and Malacca (Melaka) were combined 
as the Straits Settlements to form an outlying residency of India. In 1830 they were 
reduced to a residency under Bengal, and two years later Singapore became their 
capital. When the East India Company lost its monopoly of the China trade (1833), it
also lost its interest in Malaya. The settlements were transferred to the direct 
control of the governor-general of India in 1851. In 1867 they were made a crown 
colony under the Colonial Office in London.

 

Development of the port

Meanwhile, Singapore's trade had suffered after 1842 from British development of a 
rival port, Hong Kong, as later it was to suffer from the French occupation of the 
Indochinese Peninsula and their development of Saigon and Haiphong in Vietnam and
from the establishment of Dutch ports and shipping lines in the Dutch East Indies. 
With the opening of the Suez Canal in 1869 and the advent of steamships, however, 
an era of prosperity began that led eventually to the construction of three miles of 
wharves at Tanjong Pagar and finally, in 1921, a naval base. The economic growth 
of the Malay states after they became British protectorates enlarged transit trade.

Sir Richard Olof Winstedt

The demand of the industrial West for tin and rubber was what made Singapore one 
of the greatest ports in the world. After World War I, steps were taken to modernize
Malayan defenses and, with the lapsing of the Anglo-Japanese alliance, to build a 
large naval base in Singapore.

 

World War II and the end of colonialism

In early December 1941 the Japanese landed in northern Malaya and southern 
Thailand on the Malay Peninsula. They quickly gained air and naval superiority in the
region, and by the end of January 1942 they had overrun the peninsula and were 
opposite Singapore Island. The Japanese crossed the Johor Strait on Feb. 8, 1942, 
and the British command surrendered the island and city one week later. Singapore 
remained in Japanese hands until September 1945.

Postwar British political plans for Malaya excluded Singapore from a proposed 
Malayan Union and later from the Federation of Malaya, mainly because it was 
thought that Singapore's predominantly Chinese population would be an ethnic 
obstacle to common citizenship. As a separate crown colony (from 1946), Singapore 
made constitutional progress despite the communist insurrection in Malaya. Elected 
ministers and a Legislative Assembly with an elected majority assumed government 
responsibility in 1955, except for matters of defense and foreign policy. In 1959 the 
official and nominated elements were eliminated, and Singapore became 
self-governing, although Britain still retained control of defense and foreign policy.
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Singapore since 1963

Singapore joined the Federation of Malaysia on its formation in September 1963. The
ruling People's Action Party (PAP), led by Lee Kuan Yew, had refused in 1959 to form
a government until extreme left-wing leaders of the party who had been detained 
by the colonial authorities were released. These leaders opposed the concept of 
Malaysia and broke away from the PAP to form the Socialist Front (Barisan Sosialis), 
which was accused of being a communist front organization. The PAP faced fresh 
dangers of subversion when Indonesian opposition to Malaysia took the form of 
military and economic confrontation (1964).

Confrontation ended in 1966, but Singapore had seceded from Malaysia in 1965 (at 
the invitation of the Malaysian government) because of political friction between 
the state and central governments. This conflict had ethnic overtones and continued
to affect relations between Singapore and Malaysia until the mid-1970s, when 
relations became more cordial.

In January 1968 the British government had announced that all British defense 
forces would be withdrawn from East and Southeast Asia (except Hong Kong) by the 
end of 1971. In April Singapore's unprepared major opposition parties boycotted an 
election called seven months before it was due. The ruling PAP termed its sweep of 
all parliamentary seats a mandate for its plans for reducing the economic effects of 
the British military withdrawal.

At the end of October 1971, British military presence in Singapore came to an end.
The Anglo-Malayan treaty concluded in 1957, which had committed Britain to the
defense of the region, was terminated, and in its place a five-power defense
arrangement—involving Britain, Australia, New Zealand, Malaysia, and Singapore as
equal partners—came into force.

Since the 1970s Singapore has pursued an aggressive policy of economic growth 
based primarily on export manufacturing and trade. Gradually, it also has taken a 
more active role in regional diplomacy. Singapore was a founding member of the 
Association of Southeast Asian Nations (ASEAN) in 1967, and by 1980 it had emerged 
as one of ASEAN's leaders. The PAP has continued to dominate Singaporean politics, 
although Lee stepped down as prime minister in 1990, and between 1981 and 1991 
opposition parties gradually increased their number of seats in Parliament from one 
to four. Yet, despite the country's phenomenal economic success, resultant high 
standards of living, and subsequent goal of internationalization, the government's 
policies of developmental paternalism have bred some discontent among those who 
have come to expect greater openness to new ideas and a freer flow of information.

 
Annajane Kennard
Thomas R. Leinbach
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Introduction

country located in the centre of mainland Southeast Asia. Located 
wholly within the tropics, Thailand encompasses diverse 
ecosystems, including the hilly forested areas of the northern 
frontier, the fertile rice fields of the central plains, the broad 
plateau of the northeast, and the rugged coasts along the narrow 
southern peninsula.

Until the second half of the 20th century, Thailand was primarily 
an agricultural country, but since the 1960s increasing numbers of
people have moved to Bangkok, the capital, and to other cities. 
Although the greater Bangkok metropolitan area remains the 
preeminent urban centre in the country, there are other sizable 
cities, such as Chiang Mai in the north, Nakhon Ratchasima
(Khorat), Khon Kaen, and Udon Thani in the northeast, Pattaya in 
the southeast, and Hat Yai in the far south.

Siam, as Thailand was officially called until 1939, was never
brought under European colonial domination. Independent Siam
was ruled by an absolute monarchy until a revolution there in
1932. Since that time, Thailand has been a constitutional
monarchy, and all subsequent constitutions have provided for an

elected parliament. Political authority, however, has often been held by the military,
which has taken power through coups. During the last two decades of the 20th
century and the first decade of the 21st, parliamentary democracy steadily gained
wider popular support. Although a crisis emerged in 2006, when the military, aligned
with the monarchy, overthrew an elected government, new parliamentary elections
were held—as promised by the interim government—in 2007.

 

Land

Thailand, which has about the same land area as Spain or France, consists of two 
broad geographic areas: a larger main section in the north and a smaller peninsular 
extension in the south. The main body of the country is surrounded by Myanmar
(Burma) to the west, Laos to the north and east, Cambodia to the southeast, and the 
Gulf of Thailand to the south. Peninsular Thailand stretches southward from the 
southwestern corner of the country along the eastern edge of the Malay Peninsula; 
Myanmar extends along the western portion of the peninsula as far as the Isthmus of 
Kra, after which Thailand occupies the entire peninsula until reaching its southern 
border with Malaysia at roughly latitude 6° N.

 

Relief

Thailand's landscapes vary from low mountains to fertile alluvial
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plains dotted with rice paddies to sandy beaches set amid the 
equatorial latitudes of the Asian monsoons. The country is 
divided into five distinct physiographic regions: the folded 
mountains in the north and west, the Khorat Plateau in the 
northeast, the Chao Phraya River basin in the centre, the 
maritime corner of the central region in the southeast, and the 
long, slender peninsular portion in the southwest.

The northern mountains, the southeastern continuation of the uplift process that 
formed the Himalayas, extend southward along the Thai-Myanmar border and reach 
as far south as northern Malaysia. Long granitic ridges were formed when great 
masses of molten rock forced their way upward through the older sedimentary 
strata. Peaks average about 5,200 feet (l,600 metres) above sea level. Mount 
Inthanon, at 8,481 feet (2,585 metres) the highest in the country, is in northwestern
Thailand, near the historical city of Chiang Mai. The city is overshadowed by Mount 
Suthep, site of a famous Buddhist shrine and the royal summer palace. Some of the 
rugged limestone hills contain caves from which remains of prehistoric humans have 
been excavated.

The northeast is coterminous with the Khorat Plateau, a vast tableland bounded by 
the Mekong River on the north and east. It was formed by uplifting along two
perpendicularly arranged crustal faults—one trending north-south in the west and
the other east-west in the south. As a result, the underlying sedimentary rocks were
tilted rather than uniformly uplifted. This tilting created ranges of low hills and
mountains along the western and southern edges of the plateau: the Phetchabun
and Dangrek (Thai: Dong Rak) mountains, respectively. The escarpments of these 
uplands overlook the plain of the Chao Phraya basin to the west and the Cambodian 
plain to the south. Surface elevations on the Khorat Plateau range from about 650 
feet (200 metres) in the northwest to some 300 feet (90 metres) in the southeast. 
The terrain is rolling, and the hilltops generally slope to the southeast in conformity 
with the tilt of the land.

Situated between the northern and western mountain ranges and the Khorat Plateau
is the extensive Chao Phraya River basin, which is the cultural and economic 
heartland of Thailand. The region, sometimes called the Central Plain, consists of 
two portions: heavily dissected rolling plains in the north and the flat, low-lying 
floodplain and delta of the Chao Phraya in the south. It was formed by the outwash 
of immense quantities of sediment brought down from the mountains by the Chao 
Phraya's tributaries, which produced vast fan-shaped alluvial deposits.

The generally rolling countryside of the southeast has high hills in the centre and 
along the eastern boundary with Cambodia. Notable peaks are Mount Khieo, which 
rises to 2,614 feet (797 metres), and Mount Soi Dao, which attains a height of 5,471 
feet (1,668 metres). The hills, reaching nearly to the sea, create a markedly 
indented coastline fringed with many islands. With their long stretches of sandy 
beach, such coastal towns as Chon Buri and Rayong and some of the islands have 
become popular year-round tourist resorts.

The southwestern portion of the country consists of a peninsula with a mountainous 
spine and a gently sloping sandy coastline. Higher mountains reaching about 4,900 
feet (1,500 metres) line the peninsula on the west and contain narrow passes linking
Thailand and Myanmar. These ranges separate the Andaman and South China seas as
the peninsula narrows near the Malaysian border. Off the rugged and much-indented
west coast lie numerous large islands, including tin-rich Phuket Island, which, with 
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Mangrove trees at 
low tide on the 
coast of Thailand.

 

other islands such as Samui and Phiphi, have become tourist destinations, surpassing
in popularity Hua Hin, the old coastal resort located in the northern part of the 
peninsula.

 

Drainage

Thailand is drained largely by two river systems: the Chao 
Phraya in the west and the Mekong in the east. Three major
rivers in the northern mountains—from west to east, the Ping
(and its tributary the Wang), the Yom, and the Nan—flow
generally south through narrow valleys to the plains and then
merge to form the Chao Phraya, Thailand's principal river. The
delta floodplain of the Chao Phraya is braided into numerous
small channels and is joined by other rivers—notably the Pa
Sak—as the river flows toward its mouth in the Gulf of Thailand. 

The flooding of the flat delta in the wet season is an asset to rice cultivation, 
although higher ground on the extreme eastern and western edges of the plain 
requires irrigation. The entire delta was once part of the Gulf of Thailand, but over 
time the sediment carried down from the north has filled it in. Such silting is a 
continuing obstruction to river navigation, but it also extends the river's mouth into 
the gulf by several feet each year.

The rivers of the Khorat Plateau flow generally southeastward and empty into the 
Mekong. Floodwaters from these rivers have been important sources of water for 
rice production in the area. However, the floods have long been unpredictable, in 
terms of both quantity and frequency, and flooding problems have worsened as 
more land has been deforested and put under cultivation. The region also has a high
water table that contains mostly brackish, unpotable water. Much of the Mekong 
itself, which lies on the boundary between Thailand and Laos, is either studded with
islands or broken up by impassable rapids.

The southeast and the peninsula are drained by short streams and rivers. In the 
southeast the rivers in the north flow into the Chao Phraya delta, while those in the 
west and south run directly into the sea, where they have built up small alluvial 
basins and deltas along the coast. The mouths of the rivers along the southern coast 
consist of tidal flats and mangrove swamps. Nearly all the rivers on the peninsula 
drain into the Gulf of Thailand.

Between the 1950s and '80s, a number of dams were built, mainly in the north and 
northeast of the country, that have improved flood control and made it possible to 
increase the production of hydroelectric power and to expand agricultural areas that
can be irrigated.

 

Soils

The great alluvial deposits in the river valleys contain the most fertile soils in 
Thailand and are replenished annually with sediment washed down by rivers swollen 
with the annual monsoon rains. Chief among these areas is the delta floodplain of 
the Chao Phraya, but the relatively flat basins in the northern mountains, scattered 
lands along the Mun and Chi rivers on the Khorat Plateau, and much of the coast 
also have rich alluvial soils. Soils elsewhere tend to be relatively infertile, highly 
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leached laterites. Near the Mekong, a high salt content in some soils limits crop 
production, although salt deposits there are mined commercially.

 

Climate

The major influences on Thailand's climate are its location in the tropical monsoon
zone of mainland Southeast Asia and certain topographic features that affect the 
distribution of precipitation. Beginning in May, the warm, humid air masses of the 
southwest monsoon flow northeastward over the region from the Indian Ocean, 
depositing great quantities of precipitation; rainfall reaches a maximum in 
September. Between November and February the winds reverse direction, and the 
northeast monsoon brings cool, relatively dry air in a southwesterly flow to create 
cooler temperatures for much of the country. Stagnant air in March and April 
produces a distinct hot-and-dry intermonsoonal period.

Uplands cause local variations in the general weather patterns, especially on the 
peninsula: Ranong on the west coast receives approximately 160 inches (4,000 mm) 
of precipitation annually, while Hua Hin on the east coast receives less than 40 
inches (1,000 mm). Similar but less-pronounced rain-shadow effects occur along the 
western margins of the Central Plain and on the Khorat Plateau. Songkhla, at the 
southern end of peninsular Thailand, has its rainy period during the cool season, the 
result of moisture picked up by the northeast monsoon winds while passing over the 
Gulf of Thailand.

Nationwide, temperatures are relatively steady throughout the year, averaging 
between 77 and 84 °F (25 and 29 °C). The greatest fluctuations are in the north,
where frost occasionally occurs in December at higher elevations; conversely, 
maritime influences moderate the climate in the south. The cooler, drier air of the 
northeast monsoon produces frequent morning fogs that generally dissipate by 
midday in the north and northeast regions. Humidity is extremely high during the 
rainy season.

 

Plant and animal life

Thailand is a country of forests, shrub-studded grasslands, and swampy wetlands 
dotted with lotuses and water lilies. Since the mid-20th century, the total land area 
covered by forests has declined from more than half to less than one-third. Forest 
clearing for agriculture (including for tree plantations), excessive logging, and poor 
management are the main causes of this decline. Forests consist largely of such 
hardwoods as teak and timber- and resin-producing trees of the Dipterocarpaceae
family. As elsewhere in Southeast Asia, bamboo, palms, rattan, and many kinds of 
ferns are common. Where forests have been logged and not replanted, a secondary 
growth of grasses and shrubs has sprung up that often limits land use for farming. 
Lotuses and water lilies dot most ponds and swamps throughout the country.

The Thai people traditionally used water buffalo, oxen, horses, and elephants for 
plowing and harrowing fields, transporting goods and people, and moving heavy 
loads. By the 1980s, however, draft animals had been replaced by machines, and, 
except in remote areas of the country, animals used for transportation had been 
replaced by motorcycles, trucks, cars, and buses. The demand for work elephants 
almost completely disappeared after the logging ban in 1989, and domesticated 
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elephants were absorbed into the tourist industry.

Rapid deforestation coupled with a marked rise in demand for exotic animals has 
been detrimental to wildlife. Rhinoceroses and tapirs, once found in many parts of 
the country, have all but disappeared, as have herds of wild elephants. A similar 
fate has befallen gibbons and some species of monkeys and birds. Although serious 
efforts have been made to prevent the illegal sale of endangered species, they have 
met with only limited success. Like other conservation legislation, which has a long 
history in Thailand, the laws have been difficult to implement and enforce.

Thailand's once abundant freshwater and marine fish have been rapidly depleted by 
overfishing and disruption of their natural habitats, as have shrimp, prawns, and sea
crabs. Many of the shrimp and prawns now sold in both domestic and export markets
come from shrimp farms. Snakes, including the king cobra and several species of 
poisonous water snakes, while still common in the wild, are today more likely to be 
seen at snake farms. The same is true for crocodiles, although they still exist in the 
wild in the south.

Mosquitoes, ants, beetles, and other insects—as well as the lizards that eat
them—are always in evidence, even in urban environments. The silkworm has 
contributed much to the silk industry, for which Thailand has become famous.

 

People

When the modern political boundaries of Thailand were fixed at the end of the 19th 
century and in the first part of the 20th, the country included peoples of diverse 
cultural, linguistic, and religious backgrounds. This diversity is characteristic of most 
Southeast Asian countries, where shifting political boundaries have done little to 
impede the centuries-long migrations of people. Thailand's central position on the 
mainland has made it a crossroads for these population movements.

 

Ethnic groups

Although the vast majority of the inhabitants of Thailand are descendants of 
speakers of Tai languages who have been dominant in the area since the late 13th 
century, the population also includes numerous non-Tai peoples. Members of the 
largest indigenous minority speak a dialect of Malay. Other significant indigenous 
minorities include speakers of Mon, Khmer, and other Mon-Khmer languages of the 
Austroasiatic family. In the uplands of western and northern Thailand are found 
peoples who speak languages belonging to several other language families. Thailand 
is also home to large numbers of immigrants and their descendants, most from China
but some from South Asia. Most members of indigenous and immigrant communities 
in Thailand identify strongly with Thai national culture and are speakers of Thai.

 

Thai

The ancestors of the Thai first entered the central part of the Southeast Asian 
mainland about 1000 CE and began establishing independent principalities in the 
13th century. It was once thought that the ancestors of the Thai came from 
southwestern China, but strong linguistic evidence has emerged that places the 
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original home of Tai-speaking peoples in what is today northwestern Vietnam. 
The Tai who settled in the area now belonging to Thailand brought with them 
cultural characteristics shaped by contact with the Chinese. In their new home, 
they were influenced by Khmer and Mon peoples, whose traditions largely 
originated in India. The Tai who became dominant in the 13th century ultimately 
combined the linguistic, cultural, and sociopolitical heritage of their Tai 
ancestors with the Buddhism of the Mon and the statecraft of the Indianized 
Khmer to form what would become a distinctive Thai culture. In contemporary 
Thailand, those who accept a national identity as Thai include not only the 
Tai-speaking people of central Thailand but also several other Tai-speaking 
groups, the largest of which are the Lao-speaking peoples of northeastern 
Thailand and the Kammüang-speaking peoples of the northern part of the
country.

 

Mon-Khmer

The remnants of the autochthonous communities of present-day Thailand live in 
the northeastern part of the country and are closely related to the Khmer of 
Cambodia. They constitute the largest percentage of Mon-Khmer speakers in 
Thailand. The Kuy (whom are called Suai by most Thai) of the northeastern 
region were once known as elephant hunters; today they are recognized as 
skilled trainers of elephants for work. There are also small numbers of 
upland-dwelling peoples such as the Lawa or Lua in the north, and a somewhat 
larger population of Mon in the west. Most of the Mon are descendants of 
migrants from Burma in the 17th to the 19th century, but some are more recent 
refugees from Myanmar. Mon-Khmer-speaking peoples have long been bilingual, 
also speaking Thai or other locally prominent languages. Because most follow the
same Buddhist traditions as others in Thailand, they are well integrated into the 
country's social fabric.

 

Chinese

Thailand has attracted large numbers of immigrants from neighbouring countries 
since the mid-19th century, owing to the expansion of the Thai economy and 
political upheavals elsewhere in Asia. The largest number of immigrants by far 
have come from China, and they constitute a significant minority in Thailand. In 
the commercial centres of Bangkok and other cities, people of Chinese descent 
operate both large and small commercial enterprises and work as middlemen and
storekeepers.

In the early 1900s about one-seventh of the population of the country was 
identifiable as Chinese, but by the early 21st century roughly one-tenth of the 
population still recognized its Chinese ancestry. The overwhelming majority of 
people of Chinese descent (Thai: luk cin) in contemporary Thailand have 
assimilated to Thai culture, largely by adopting Standard Thai as their primary, 
or even exclusive, language and by becoming Theravada Buddhists. These
assimilated Chinese are known in English as Sino-Thai. There remains, however, a
smaller number of people who are still recognizably “Chinese” by virtue of the
languages they speak and occupations they follow. Although there was
discrimination against Chinese in the first half of the 20th century, the Sino-Thai
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have come to play a preeminent role not only in the economy but also in politics.
Since the 1990s several prime ministers and a majority of members of parliament
have had Chinese ancestors.

 

Malays, upland peoples, and new immigrants

Not all peoples living within the borders of Thailand have been fully integrated 
into the national community. Malay-speaking peoples form the vast majority of 
the population in the four southernmost provinces of the country. Because this 
region constituted a separate Malay sultanate until the late 19th century, and 
because its inhabitants have a distinct linguistic identity and religious heritage 
(as practitioners of Islam), some of the residents of the area have supported 
movements seeking greater autonomy or even independence from the 
predominantly Buddhist and Tai-speaking rest of the country.

Upland-dwelling peoples (also known as “hill tribes”) such as the Karen, Hmong, 
Yao, Lahu, Lisu, and Akha also follow distinctive traditions that set them apart 
from the country's Tai-speaking majority. In the past such peoples were 
considered by the Thai to be peoples of the forest, and this association has 
continued to shape the popular image of upland communities in the 21st century.
Most upland peoples at one time followed local religious traditions. While some 
have become Buddhists, more have converted to Christianity, a feature that 
further distinguishes them from the majority of the population.

A number of stigmas have plagued the upland peoples, including a history of
growing opium poppies and engaging in swidden (slash-and-burn)
agriculture—both banned in the 1950s—as well as a widespread inability or failure
to obtain national identification cards. A more positive role for Thailand's upland
peoples has been fostered by King Bhumibol and other members of the royal 
family, who have not only made many visits to these areas but also have 
established projects that replaced opium cultivation with other products that 
have improved the livelihoods of upland peoples. Cultural tourism has also 
contributed to improving the image of the upland communities. In addition, 
several nongovernmental organizations have worked to gain citizenship for 
upland peoples and to protect their rights to land without being displaced.

Until the mid-20th century most permanent immigrants to Thailand were
allowed—even encouraged—to become citizens. However, the situation changed
for later immigrants, many of whom entered Thailand as political refugees from 
neighbouring countries. The first significant group of refugees arrived from 
Vietnam just after World War II, and most were eventually granted Thai 
citizenship. Thailand was inundated with a much larger wave of refugees in the 
1970s following the establishment of communist governments in Vietnam, Laos, 
and Cambodia. Although the majority of these refugees were ultimately resettled
in other countries, some Hmong from Laos remained in refugee centres in 
Thailand. In the late 1980s an even greater number of refugees began to enter 
the country from Myanmar in search of employment and political asylum. This 
influx has continued into the 21st century, and although some of the immigrants 
have been accorded guest-worker status, tens of thousands of refugees from 
Myanmar, as well as Cambodia, Laos, and China, have continued to live and work
illegally throughout the country.
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Languages

Most of the languages spoken in Thailand belong to one of four major language 
families: Tai (a subfamily of Tai-Kadai languages), Mon-Khmer (a subfamily of 
Austroasiatic languages), Austronesian, and Sino-Tibetan. In addition, English is 
widely used in Thailand for commercial and many official purposes. It is a required 
school subject from the primary grades on up, although only children who go beyond
those grades, and especially those who attend elite schools, gain significant 
competence in the language.

 

Tai

The national language of Thailand, known as Standard Thai, is based on the
language spoken in central Thailand. Nearly every person in the country is able
to speak and write Standard Thai, having learned the language from government
schools and through its use in print and broadcast media. While Standard Thai
has strongly influenced all the languages of Thailand, a number of distinct Tai
languages continue to be spoken. Most people living in Bangkok and surrounding
urban areas as well as in up-country towns and cities use Standard Thai as both
their domestic and public language, while people in rural areas speak languages
in a domestic setting that are sharply different from Standard Thai. Dialects
related to the Lao language of Laos are spoken by nearly one-fourth of the
population, primarily by those living on the Khorat Plateau, in northeastern
Thailand near the border with Laos. Speakers of other Tai languages—notably
Kammüang (also known as Northern Thai, or Yuan in its written form) in northern
Thailand and Pak Tai (Southern Thai) in the south—account for about another
one-sixth of the population. Tai-speaking peoples are found not only in Thailand
but also in Laos, where a Tai language is also the national language, as well as in
Myanmar, Vietnam, northern Malaysia, and southern China.

 

Mon-Khmer

Prior to the 13th century the major languages spoken in what is today Thailand 
belonged primarily to the Mon-Khmer language group of the Austroasiatic 
language family rather than to the Tai language family. The peoples speaking 
these languages were displaced by the arriving Tai speakers and driven into the 
hills. Later, wars pitting Thailand against the Burmese and Khmer kingdoms 
brought more speakers of Mon and Khmer languages into Thailand as refugees 
and prisoners of war. The Mon settled in the north, centre, and west, although 
they are now concentrated in an area just west of the country, while the Khmer 
settled in the east along the Cambodian border.

Most speakers of Mon-Khmer languages were subsequently assimilated into the 
Tai peoples who became politically dominant after the 13th century; there 
remain, however, a few communities in western Thailand that continue to speak 
Mon (although their numbers have rapidly declined since the beginning of the 
20th century). Significant numbers of Khmer speakers remain in northeastern and
eastern Thailand. Small numbers of upland-dwelling speakers of Mon-Khmer 
languages are also found in northern and northeastern Thailand. The Lua, for 
instance, speak Lawa, an Austroasiatic language, possibly of the Mon-Khmer 
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subfamily. According to some historians, these people inhabited the delta plain 
until they were driven into the hills by the invading Tai speakers.

 

Austronesian

A dialect of Malay, which belongs to the Austronesian language family, is widely 
spoken in the far southern provinces of the country. In contrast to the speakers 
of Mon-Khmer languages, speakers of Malay have been very resistant to 
assimilation to Thai national culture. Their resistance, however, has been as 
much a consequence of their adherence to Islam as it has been of their speaking 
a different language.

 

Sino-Tibetan and other languages

Descendants of migrants from southern China constitute the largest portion of 
the population of Thailand who speak Sino-Tibetan languages. Some of these 
migrants still speak such diverse Chinese languages as Teochew, Hokkien, 
Hainanese, and Cantonese. These languages, which were once spoken by a 
considerable portion of the population in Thailand, have steadily been 
abandoned by the descendants of Chinese migrants in favour of Standard Thai. 
Those who decide today to learn Chinese choose Mandarin because of its utility 
in international trade.

In addition to those who continue to speak dialects of Chinese, a small number of
people, mostly living in the highlands of northern and western Thailand, speak 
languages belonging to other subfamilies of the Sino-Tibetan language family. 
These peoples include the Karen (Karennic subfamily) and the Lahu and Lisu 
(Tibeto-Burman subfamily). Thailand is also home to speakers of languages from 
the Hmong-Mien family, including the Hmong (Hmongic subfamily) and Iu-Mien or
Yao (Miennic subfamily). Of all these minority groups, the Karen, originally from 
Myanmar, have been in the region for centuries, while others, such as the Hmong
and Lahu, have migrated from Myanmar, Laos, and southern China only since the 
beginning of the 20th century.

 

Religion

The vast majority of people in Thailand are adherents of Buddhism. The Theravada 
tradition of Buddhism came to Thailand from Sri Lanka and is shared by peoples in 
Myanmar, Laos, Cambodia, and parts of southern China and southern Vietnam. The 
community of monks (sangha) is central to this tradition. In Thailand almost every 
settlement has at least one temple-monastery (wat), where monks in their 
distinctive yellow robes reside and where communal rituals take place.

When Thailand was still primarily an agrarian society, rituals held according to the 
Buddhist calendar at the wat were central to communal life. At most of these rites, 
laypeople offered various combinations of food, clothing, medicine, and shelter to 
monks. Laypeople acquired Buddhist merit (bun) from these gifts, which would 
improve their chances for a good rebirth. Monks also conveyed the teachings of the 
Buddha through sermons and actions that exemplified the lessons. The Buddhist 
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ritual cycle continues to be followed in villages, but in urban settings it has become 
less pronounced.

There has long been a tradition among the Thai for young men to ordain as monks 
for at least one period of phansa (the Buddhist Lent), which lasts for three months 
during the rainy season. With the expansion of secular schooling and increased 
opportunities for nonagricultural work, however, fewer men have adhered to the 
tradition. In the 21st century, many young men have chosen not to enter the 
monkhood, or they have spent a much shorter period of time as members of the 
sangha.

Thai religion has incorporated beliefs and practices from local religion as well as 
from Hinduism. Although there are only a small number of Hindus in Thailand, 
largely the descendants of immigrants from India, Hindu religious elements are 
common. Since the 16th century the Thai court has engaged court Brahmans to 
oversee some of the most elaborate rites associated with the monarchy. Shrines to 
Hindu deities are found throughout the country, and the shrine to Brahma at the 
Erawan Hotel in Bangkok attracts hundreds of people each day who seek the help of 
this deity in confronting the vicissitudes of urban life.

A number of distinct and competing movements have developed among Thai
Buddhists since the late 20th century. These include fundamentalist and evangelical
Buddhists, some of whom are considered heterodox by establishment Buddhists.
Others take their inspiration from Buddhadasa Bhikkhu (1906–93), considered to
have been the most outstanding Thai monk of the 20th century in promoting a
socially engaged Buddhism. Both lay and clerical leaders in this movement advocate
the alleviation of social injustice, protection of the environment, and dialogues with
those of other faiths. There has also been a significant revival of spirit mediumship
among nominal Buddhists, particularly in urban areas.

While Buddhism is the dominant religion, other religions are also found in the 
country. A small but significant minority of Muslims lives primarily in southern 
Thailand, but also in and around Bangkok. Although Christian missionaries first came
to the country in the 16th century, only a tiny fraction of Thai have converted to 
Roman Catholicism or Protestantism, and most Christians are members of ethnic 
minorities, mainly Sino-Thai. The influence of Christianity is not, however, limited 
to those who have converted to the religion, since many of the non-Christian elite 
attended Christian schools. Although several of the hill tribes have converted to 
Buddhism or Christianity, most follow local religions.

 

Settlement patterns

Regions

Thailand can be divided into four major regions—the north, northeast (also
known as Isan), centre, and south (southern peninsula). Two additional
subregions are the eastern seaboard, which straddles the central and northeast
regions, and the west, which is part of the southern peninsula. These regions
(phak) were formally recognized as distinct cultural, linguistic, and 
administrative entities during the process of building a unified country in the late
19th century, and the northern and northeastern ones, as well as part of the far 
southern peninsula, correspond to what had been semiautonomous domains 
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within the Siamese empire prior to the reign of King Chulalongkorn (reigned
1868–1910). The two subregions have distinct characteristics.

 

North

The mountainous provinces located in the upper part of the northern region 
are often referred to collectively as Lan Na Thai, from the name for the 
loosely structured federation of principalities, with its capital at Chiang Mai, 
that existed in the area until the end of the 19th century. The people of Lan 
Na Thai speak the Kammüang (Northern Thai) dialect and follow Buddhist
traditions akin to those practiced in Myanmar. The mountains of the north are
also home to many upland minority groups.

The provinces of the lower north include the heartland of the first Thai 
kingdom, Sukhothai, which was named for its capital city. Peoples in this 
subregion speak dialects related to Standard Thai, rather than Kammüang,
and follow cultural traditions similar to those of the Thai living in the central 
region.

 

Northeast (Isan)

The majority of peoples living in the northeast region, which corresponds to
the Khorat Plateau, share linguistic, cultural, and religious traditions with the
Lao living across the Mekong River. Until the late 19th century this region was
made up of relatively independent realms. In the early 20th century the
region was officially designated as Isan, a term derived from Sanskrit meaning
“northeast.” The Lao-speaking people of this region, who constitute the large
majority of the population, differentiate themselves not only from the Lao of
Laos but also from the central Thai by referring to themselves as Khon Isan.

The Khmer and Kuy (Suai) living in the southernmost part of the northeast 
region speak languages and follow traditions more closely related to those of 
Cambodia than to those of either the Thai or the Lao. The large province of 
Nakhon Ratchasima, also known as Khorat, in the southwestern part of the 
northeast, was long an outpost of the Siamese empire and includes peoples 
known as Thai Khorat, who speak dialects closely related to central Thai. 
Although the northeast remains home to much of the country's rural 
population, it also includes a burgeoning urban society. Among the fastest 
growing cities are Khorat, Khon Kaen, Ubon Ratchathani, and Udon Thani.

 

Centre

The Central Plain, occupying most of the Chao Phraya basin, is the political, 
economic, and cultural core of old Siam and present-day Thailand, and it is 
home to those who speak dialects closely related to Standard Thai. 
Historically, the people of central Thailand have followed a Buddhist tradition
closely linked to that of the Khmer of Cambodia. Commercial and industrial 
activity is heavily concentrated in the region, especially in Bangkok, and 
economic growth has been faster there than elsewhere. This rapidly growing 
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economic heartland continues to be a strong magnet, attracting people from 
other parts of the country, particularly from the northeast, who seek greater 
economic and social opportunities. Thus, while Standard Thai is the dominant 
language of Bangkok, Chinese and Isan (Lao) dialects are also spoken by a 
substantial number of people in the city.

 

Southern peninsula

The upper part of the southern-peninsula region, also called Pak Tai, has a 
distinctive identity linked to the historical role of towns such as Nakhon Si 
Thammarat, once known as Ligor. Because of the region's historical ties to the 
later Siamese kingdoms, the language and customs of the southern Thai are 
similar to those of the Thai of central Thailand. The lower part of the 
southern region is inhabited by Malay-speaking Thai, most of whom are 
Muslims. The southern region has also attracted a large number of Chinese 
migrants, especially to work in the tin industry. Today the largest city in the 
south, Hat Yai, which serves as the centre of trade with Malaysia, is populated
primarily by Sino-Thai.

 

West

The western and southwestern region, consisting mostly of hilly to 
mountainous terrain along the Myanmar border, is still sparsely populated. 
The upland Karen, who have long lived in the dense forests of the region, 
continue to engage in shifting cultivation. The western region became 
politically significant in the last decades of the 20th century as environmental
groups pressured the government to ensure that old-growth forests in the area
be preserved rather than cut by logging companies or inundated by the 
reservoirs created by hydroelectric dams. The region has also long been the 
locus of overland connections to Myanmar. During World War II the Japanese 
forced Allied prisoners of war to build a rail line in the region to connect 
Thailand and Burma (Myanmar), as dramatized in the 1957 British movie The 
Bridge on the River Kwai. In the 1990s the construction of a pipeline through 
the region to carry natural gas from Myanmar to Thailand was strongly 
protested by both environmentalists and those opposed to the military regime
in Myanmar.

 

Eastern seaboard

The eastern seaboard subregion, stretching along the eastern side of the Gulf 
of Thailand, is undulating and hilly and extends eastward from Bangkok to the
Cambodian border. The region contains significant numbers of people living 
along the border with Cambodia who speak Khmer or Khmer-related languages
and follow cultural traditions related to the Khmer. Starting in the late 19th 
century, the region began to attract large numbers of Sino-Thai. This new 
migration was associated with the development of sugarcane and fruit 
plantations, sugarcane and lumber mills, and fish-sauce factories. A number 
of deepwater ports were developed in the 1970s. One of these, established by
the U.S. Navy at Sattahip, has continued to be a major naval base, while 
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A Lisu hill 
settlement near 
Pai, northwestern 
Thailand.

 

another, at Laem Chabang, has become one of the largest commercial ports in
the country. As the region developed into the most important port and 
industrial area of Thailand behind Bangkok, it, like the Greater Bangkok 
Metropolitan Area, attracted significant numbers of migrants from 
northeastern Thailand. The resort town of Pattaya has become the major 
urban area in this region.

 

Rural settlement

The dominant settlement pattern in Thailand remains the 
rural village, where the primary occupation is wet-rice 
cultivation. Migration to urban areas has increased 
significantly since the mid-20th century, but the majority of 
the country's people still consider their principal place of 
residence to be the village, even when they live and work for
extended periods in urban environments.

There are a number of settlement types that vary depending 
on location. Villagers in the northeast live in houses 

clustered together on higher ground, surrounded by rice fields. In the north, by 
contrast, where most villages are found in the alluvial basins of major rivers, 
population growth and improvements in transportation have tended to disperse 
the villages away from the rivers and toward the main railroads and highways, 
reducing the amount of land available for growing rice. The north also contains 
the majority of the country's hill settlements, which are similar to, though 
smaller than, the nucleated villages of northeastern Thailand.

The Chao Phraya delta is densely settled along areas of high ground that are free 
from flooding. A vast network of irrigation canals has modified the pattern of 
settlement and transportation. The mobility offered by small motorboats utilizing
the canals has made it possible to establish villages to the east and west, away 
from the rivers. New highways have also modified settlement patterns, especially
at river crossings and canals where new towns have appeared.

In the south and southeast, plantations, especially those producing fruit, rubber, 
and palm oil, are scattered along the fertile slopes, alternating with the low and 
narrow rice fields; the villages are interspersed among these plantations and 
fields. Most are linked by good roads and highways. Alluvial deposits containing 
tin, no matter how remote, can be reached by road and waterway. Settlement is 
almost continuous along both sides of the peninsula. Many people living in 
coastal settlements have long been fishermen, taking their boats out into the 
Andaman Sea or Gulf of Thailand.

 

Urban settlement

Urbanization in Thailand, as in many other developing countries, has proceeded 
rapidly since World War II, but growth has been highly uneven. The Greater 
Bangkok Metropolitan Area, which generally includes Bangkok proper and its twin
city, Thonburi, and the contiguous cities of Samut Prakan to the southeast and 
Nonthaburi to the north, remains the dominant and only major urban centre in 
the country. The total population of this area is some 30 times larger than that 
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of Udon Thani, the next largest city, and several times larger than that of the 
next 10 largest cities combined. Nonetheless, cities such as Khon Kaen, Ubon 
Ratchasima, Udon Thani, and Nakhon Ratchasima in the northeast; Chiang Mai in 
the north; Hat Yai, Surat Thani, and Nakhon Si Thammarat in the south; and 
Pattaya on the eastern seaboard grew quite significantly since the last decades 
of the 20th century and have assumed some of the urban characteristics of 
Bangkok.

 

Demographic trends

Thailand's population rose rapidly in the 20th century, especially during the period 
between 1950 and 1970, when the government supported such growth. Since then, 
however, official policies and private family-planning programs have slowed this 
growth dramatically, making the country a model for other countries seeking to 
reduce their high population growth rates. The population profile that resulted from
the earlier increase has nonetheless placed demands on the country's education, 
housing, health, and employment systems.

From the mid-19th century to World War II, immigration, primarily from China, 
contributed markedly to the growth of the population. In the postwar period 
immigration has been restricted, and most of the refugees from Cambodia, Laos, 
and Vietnam who obtained asylum in Thailand after the wars ended in those 
countries were not allowed to become permanent residents of Thailand. Some of the
refugees were resettled in other countries, and a small number were repatriated to 
their own countries. Since the late 1980s hundreds of thousands of people from 
Myanmar have entered Thailand as refugees, as illegal immigrants, or, in a small 
number of cases, as legal guest workers. Although only a few of these people have 
been granted the right to remain permanently in Thailand, many have lived in the 
country for years or even decades.

Internal migration, notably the movement of people from the countryside to 
Bangkok, has produced major changes in the society. Bangkok has received a major 
share of all interregional migrants, most from the central and northeast regions. 
Although roughly one-third of Thailand's total population is classified as urban, the 
figure does not take into account the large number of people who work primarily in 
urban areas while still retaining official residence in their villages. As in most other 
regions of the world, these migrants are mainly young adults less than 30 years of 
age.

 

Economy

Prior to the 1960s, the Thai economy was based primarily on the production of rice 
and other foods and goods for domestic consumption and of rice, rubber, teak, and 
tin for export. The government then began to promote a shift from agriculture to the 
manufacture of textiles, consumer goods, and, eventually, electronic components for 
export. By the 1980s, Thailand had embarked on a solid path of industrialization; even
the economic crisis of the late 20th century only slowed, but did not halt, this 
economic transformation.

From 1963 until 1997 the Thai economy was one of the fastest growing in the world. 
The adoption of the first national development plan in 1963 spurred the shift from 
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agriculture to industry. During the 1980s and '90s numerous export-oriented industries
emerged, primarily in the areas surrounding Bangkok. The large-scale migration of 
young women and men from rural communities to the greater Bangkok area drained 
labour from the countryside. Those continuing to pursue agriculture turned 
increasingly to machines to make up for the shortage of workers, bringing about a 
shift in the rural economy from subsistence to market-oriented agriculture. Most of 
the investment in new technology in the agricultural sector came from the savings of 
family members who had gone to work in the cities.

Hydroelectric complexes needed to sustain the growth of the industrial economy have
displaced thousands of villagers from their homes and fields, inundated large areas of 
forest, transformed flood patterns, and reduced the supply of fish, on which many 
depend for their livelihood. By the 1980s villagers were organizing mass 
demonstrations to protest the inadequate compensation given to those displaced; 
they were joined by environmentalists and social activists mobilized by the negative 
impact of these projects. Other large protests have been mounted against 
government policies promoting the commercial exploitation of forests. These 
protests, together with rising concerns among the middle class about the 
environment, spurred governments of the late 20th and early 21st centuries to 
undertake projects with greater sensitivity to environmental issues than had been 
shown by previous governments.

Export-oriented industries and financial institutions, especially those created in the 
1980s and '90s, have relied heavily on foreign capital, making the Thai economy more 
vulnerable to changes in global economic conditions. In 1997 a sudden and rapid 
decline in the value of the Thai currency, the baht, triggered a financial crisis that
quickly spread to other Asian countries. The crisis not only exposed the
overdependence of Thailand on foreign capital but also focused attention on the
consequences of unequal development and on weaknesses in several sectors of the
economy. By the beginning of the 21st century, the economy had begun to recover,
but the economic crisis and the emergence of a more democratic political order
caused economic policies to become the object of intense public debate. A coup in
September 2006 rekindled uncertainties about the future of the Thai economy. While
announcing, rescinding, and subsequently reimposing various restrictions on foreign
investment, the interim government promoted the king's philosophy of “sufficiency
economy,” an ideal emphasizing self-reliance and moderation in consumption,
without rejecting capitalist investment.

 

Agriculture, forestry, and fishing

Rice is not only the main staple crop of the country but also the primary agricultural
export. Thailand has for decades been one of the world's largest rice exporters. 
Although high-yield varieties of rice were adopted in the 1960s, rice yields are much
lower than in East Asia, owing primarily to less-efficient labour inputs. The main 
commercial rice-producing areas of Thailand are the Chao Phraya basin and the 
Khorat Plateau. Agricultural production has diversified significantly to meet 
domestic and world market demand. Among the crops produced for the market are 
cassava, corn (maize), kenaf (a jutelike fibre), longans, mangoes, pineapples, 
durians, cashews, vegetables, and flowers. Cash crops such as rubber, coffee, 
sugarcane, and many fruits are produced mostly on large holdings owned by the 
agribusinesses that began to emerge in the last decades of the 20th century. 
Tobacco was once an important cash crop, but it declined considerably as demand 
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dropped.

The northeast of Thailand has long been known for its water buffalo and cattle. As 
agriculture became increasingly mechanized, the demand for water buffalo, once 
used for plowing and harrowing, decreased markedly. However, cattle production in 
the northeast increased because of a significant rise in demand for beef in urban 
areas. The northeast is also a major producer of pigs, to meet a growing demand for
pork. Chicken production expanded dramatically since the mid-20th century, but 
increasingly it has been undertaken in central Thailand by companies rather than by 
smallholders. The outbreak of bird flu (avian influenza) in Southeast Asia in the 
early 21st century prompted the government on several occasions to order the 
destruction of large numbers of chickens, leading to an overall decline in poultry 
production and heavy revenue losses for producers. Chickens and smaller numbers of
ducks continue to be raised for the domestic market.

Thailand was once one of the major exporters of hardwoods, especially teak and 
Dipterocarpus alatus, known in Thai as yang. In 1989 the government imposed a ban 
on logging following a catastrophic landslide in the southern part of the country that
was largely blamed on the deforestation caused by excessive logging in the region. 
Some cutting for local uses has continued, and, although other types of timber from 
Thai forests have been exported illegally, the ban has generally been successful. 
Concerted efforts have also been mounted to conserve existing forests and to 
expand forest reserves, but those actions led to conflicts with peoples who have 
long lived in the areas affected.

Fish and other aquatic life have been the major source of protein in the Thai diet 
since ancient times. As deforestation and pollution of streams and rivers led to a 
decline in freshwater wild fish, there has been a marked increase in the raising of 
fish in ponds, especially in northeastern Thailand. Since the 1970s, Thailand has 
been one of the world's major exporters of shrimp, fish, and fish products. However,
the creation of shrimp farms and the overfishing of the Gulf of Thailand sparked 
disputes between commercial interests and villagers who depend on fish and shrimp 
as basic foodstuffs. Many traditional marine fishing areas have become polluted, and
shrimp farms have been especially damaging to coastal mangrove forests. Some 
recovery efforts are under way.

 

Resources and power

Tin, mined mostly in the peninsula, has long been among Thailand's most valuable 
mineral resources, and the country has become one of the world's largest producers.
Fluctuations in the world tin market, however, have caused output to be reduced. 
Other important mining and quarrying operations produce coal (lignite), zinc, 
gypsum, fluorite, tungsten, limestone, and marble. Rubies and sapphires are mined 
along the east coast of the peninsula.

Industrial expansion has increased demand for electricity and fossil fuels. Electricity
in Thailand comes primarily from hydroelectric plants in the central plains, the 
north, the northeast, and Laos, with supplementary power coming from thermal 
plants using natural gas and lignite. Thailand has significant offshore natural gas 
reserves and less-abundant onshore oil resources. In the 1990s a controversial 
pipeline was constructed to transport natural gas from Myanmar to Thailand, but 
domestic production also expanded rapidly. By the early 21st century, Thailand's 
dependency on imported petroleum and natural gas for energy had decreased 
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markedly.

 

Manufacturing

The growth in manufacturing since 1970 has been especially dramatic, reflecting the
large investments made by private firms. Although growth was initially spearheaded 
by the garment industry, electronic products assumed the vanguard in the 
mid-1980s, propelled by investment and transfer of production from Japan, South 
Korea, Taiwan, and Singapore. Since the late 1990s, Thailand has been a notable 
exporter of motor vehicles and, more recently, telecommunications equipment. 
While industrial development has been concentrated in and around Bangkok, 
production has also expanded along the eastern seaboard and, more recently, into 
northern, especially northeastern, Thailand, where much of the labour for all 
industries originates.

 

Finance

The Bank of Thailand, established in 1942, issues the baht, acts as central banker to 
the government and to the commercial banks, and serves as the country's financial 
agent in dealing with international financial markets, international monetary 
organizations, and other central banks. Together with the Ministry of Finance, it is 
at the pinnacle of the government's economic technocracy and plays the key role in 
managing the economy. Three other government financial agencies are also 
important: the Board of Investment, which offers financial incentives to domestic 
and foreign entrepreneurs; the National Economic and Social Development Board, 
which formulates the government's five-year plans; and the Budget Bureau, which 
compiles the annual national budget. These government bodies focus primarily on 
creating the proper financial conditions for business to grow and prosper, leaving 
business decisions themselves to the private sector.

Commercial banks grew out of business syndicates established in the 1940s by 
business families with Chinese roots. In the post-World War II era, these banks have 
not only controlled the financing of trade; they have also played a key role in 
industry by channeling loans to business sectors and enterprises with high growth 
potential and by cultivating close working relationships with foreign investors. A 
restructuring of Thai commercial banking took place as a result of the economic 
crisis of the late 1990s; foreign holdings significantly increased, while the number of
family-controlled banks dropped sharply. Some of the original family interests and 
leadership, however, persisted despite foreign ownership. Close ties between 
commercial banks and political leaders and government officials have been 
important for coordinating economic policy, but they have also been a breeding 
ground for corruption. In addition to banks, other important private-sector financial 
institutions include finance companies, which have become major sources of loans 
for the real estate market, and the securities firms active in the Securities Exchange
of Thailand, the country's stock exchange.

In the mid-20th century foreign investment emerged as one of the most important 
factors in the rapid growth of the national economy. As part of the liberalization of 
the country's financial markets in the early 1990s, the government established the 
Bangkok International Banking Facility (BIBF), an offshore banking entity that 
became a major conduit for international capital. Originally envisioned as a means 
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to establish Bangkok as a major financial centre rivaling Hong Kong and Singapore 
and serving all of Southeast Asia, the BIBF in fact became a channel by which 
foreign funds (primarily in the form of short-term loans) could enter Thailand's 
domestic economy.

 

Trade

Thailand's trade patterns have changed dramatically from the early 1980s, when 
more than two-thirds of export earnings came from agriculture and less than 
one-third from manufacturing. By the early 21st century, agriculture contributed 
roughly one-eighth of export earnings and about one-tenth of gross domestic 
product, while manufacturing accounted for virtually all the rest; the share of 
import expenditures for machinery, components, and raw materials, moreover, had 
increased from less than half to more than three-fourths.

The country's main trading partners are Japan, the United States, China, Singapore, 
and Malaysia. The most important import categories by value are machinery; 
chemicals and related products; petroleum; iron, steel, and other metals; and raw 
materials of various types. Machinery is also an important manufactured export, 
along with chemicals and chemical products, telecommunications equipment, road 
vehicles, and clothing and accessories. The United States is among Thailand's largest
export markets, and Japan is among the country's biggest sources of imports. In the 
1990s Thailand's trade deficit grew markedly until the last part of the decade, when 
a trade surplus was achieved largely as a result of a contraction in imports. Foreign 
debt declined until the last part of the decade, when it jumped substantially, 
peaking in 2000, before beginning a descent in the early 21st century.

 

Services

Bangkok remains the centre of all retailing in the country, but many regional cities, 
such as Khorat and Khon Kaen in the northeast, Chiang Mai in the north, and Hat Yai 
in the south, have become significant subcentres. In those cities, as in many other 
towns throughout the country, large stores and shopping malls charging fixed prices 
have been established alongside the smaller shops and traditional markets where 
bargaining still takes place.

Thailand has been one of the most popular tourist destinations in Southeast Asia 
since the 1960s. The government actively began to promote tourism in the early 
1980s, and tourism subsequently became the country's single largest source of 
foreign exchange and an important counterbalance to the country's frequent annual 
trade deficits. The number of tourists visiting the country each year almost tripled 
between the early 1960s and the early 21st century, helping to make the service 
sector more significant than manufacturing as a source of employment. Part of this 
activity was the result of a highly visible (though illegal) sex trade during those 
decades. However, by the end of the 20th century the increasing number of AIDS 
cases in Thailand and other factors had caused the trade to decline.

Thailand places great emphasis on providing quality service at its leading hotels and 
restaurants, which has helped to attract many foreign visitors. The most popular 
tourist destinations outside of Bangkok are the beach resorts of Pattaya, Phuket, 
and Koh Samui and the historical cities of Sukhotai, Ayutthaya, and Chiang Mai. 
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Resort areas such as Phuket and Kho Lak were heavily damaged by the December 
2004 Indian Ocean tsunami, but they recovered quickly.

 

Labour and taxation

The growth of an industrial export economy has been predicated on the existence of
a large labour force that can be paid relatively low wages. For this reason, 
governments during the period of accelerated growth have imposed severe 
restrictions on unionization. These restrictions, however, have not prevented 
thousands of workers, beginning in the late 1980s, from staging periodic strikes and 
demonstrations in protest over low wages and occupational hazards.

The Labour Relations Act of 1975 provided a legal foundation for the establishment 
of unions. By the late 1990s there were more than 1,000 unions gathered together 
into labour federations. The main labour federations include the Labour Congress of 
Thailand, the National Congress of Thai Labour, and the Thai Trade Union Congress. 
Union participation, however, has remained low.

Women comprise nearly half of the total workforce. Although the Thai constitution 
guarantees equal rights for men and women, women still receive unequal treatment 
in the workplace in terms of pay, promotion, and benefits. International and local 
nongovernmental organizations (NGOs) have issued reports about the exploitation of
women in sweatshop labour and in the sex industry.

Taxes generate the great bulk of the national revenue. The tax system relies on a 
combination of personal and corporate income taxes and a value added tax (VAT; a 
type of sales tax). The VAT was introduced in 1992 as part of a major restructuring 
of the tax system that also reduced personal and corporate income tax rates. The 
VAT was supposed to be applied only to the price retailers paid for certain goods 
and services, but in many cases retailers have also applied it to the price they 
charge consumers. In addition, excise taxes are levied on tobacco, petroleum 
products, alcoholic beverages and soft drinks, and other products. A national lottery
is also a major source of revenue for the government. Additional tax revenue comes 
from tariffs on imported products and certain exports.

 

Transportation and telecommunications

Bangkok is the centre of Thailand's water, land, and air transport systems. The 
rivers of the Chao Phraya delta have been used since antiquity, and modern 
irrigation canals have added to the waterway transportation network. The rail 
system, constructed from early in the 20th century and essentially completed in the 
1950s, still remains important. It has, however, been overshadowed by a system of 
highways and all-weather roads built with the support of the United States beginning
in the 1950s. By the end of the 20th century, roads had been extended into even the
remote upland areas of the north.

Premodern Siam was long involved in international trade, and the choice of Bangkok
as the capital in the late 18th century was based partially on its attraction as a port. 
The port of Bangkok, at Khlong Toei, is the largest and busiest in the country, 
handling nearly all imports and exports. Newer port facilities on the eastern 
seaboard have become increasingly important, especially for the movement of goods
to and from the northeastern region of the country.
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Don Muang International Airport, north of Bangkok, was the hub of Thailand's air 
network until late 2006, when much of its commercial air traffic was then 
redirected to Suvarnabhumi, a large new international airport about 20 miles (30 
km) east of the city. However, cracks in its runways and crowded conditions at the 
new facility led to the temporary reopening of Don Muang for both international and
domestic flights. Several smaller provincial airports, mostly located at such popular 
tourist centres as Chiang Mai, Phuket, and Koh Samui, also handle international 
flights. Numerous other airports and airfields accommodating domestic flights are 
scattered throughout the country.

Telecommunications have developed rapidly in Thailand, although regionally the 
country has lagged behind Singapore and Malaysia. Government policies aimed at 
privatizing and opening the sector to greater domestic and international 
competition accelerated growth in the 1990s. Wireless phone service has expanded 
rapidly, owing to the inadequacy of the landline telephone infrastructure and to the
greater flexibility of wireless phones. By the early 21st century almost every family, 
including those in rural areas, owned a wireless phone. Internet use has also grown 
rapidly since the 1990s, although it has been hindered to some extent by the high 
cost of line rental.

 

Government and society

Constitutional framework

Thailand is a constitutional monarchy with the monarch as the head of state. While 
almost every government since 1932 has accepted constitutional authority, the 
country has had 17 constitutions, the most recent drafted in 2007. All of these 
documents have provided for a National Assembly with a prime minister as head of 
government. Power is exercised by the bicameral National Assembly, the Council of 
Ministers, and the courts in accordance with the provisions of the constitution and 
laws passed by the National Assembly. The constitution of 2007 (largely based on 
that of 1997) provides for the direct election of members of the lower house of the 
Assembly, the House of Representatives, to four-year terms, five-sixths from 
single-member districts and the remainder based on proportional representation 
from the political parties. It also requires the prime minister to be a member of the 
House of Representatives. Members of the upper house, the Senate, are directly 
elected to six-year terms. Legislation originates in the House of Representatives, but
it can be modified or rejected by the Senate.

The execution of laws is carried out by the civil service, whose members are known 
as kharatchakan, “servants of the king.” The bureaucracy, particularly the Ministry
of Interior, has always enjoyed a significant degree of autonomy in administering
the country. The number of elective offices and senior civil-service positions
occupied by women is small, though increasing slowly.

 

Local government

For most people in Thailand, government is experienced primarily through centrally 
appointed officials who hold posts in local administration, the main units of which 
are provinces (changwat) and districts (amphur). In the 1990s three new provinces 
were carved out of the existing ones, resulting in a total of 76.
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A marked devolution of power has taken place since the 1980s. By far the most 
significant of the local governing bodies are those in the major cities, including 
Bangkok, Chiang Mai, and Pattaya. Locally elected provincial assemblies have little 
power, but they serve as incubators for local politicians who may later be elected to
the National Assembly. In 1997, communes (tambon), units consisting of several 
villages, were given increased powers and the authorization to elect members of 
tambon administrative organizations. With new administrative and financial 
authority, these bodies have become the most important local democratic units in 
Thailand. Headmen of villages (muban) are also elected, but their authority is 
circumscribed by centrally appointed district officers and the tambon administrative
organizations.

 

Justice

Thailand had a sophisticated legal system before Western influences led it to adopt
a system of jurisprudence based on European models. The first law codes—dating
from as early as the 15th century—were based on the Indian code of Manu, which 
arrived by way of the Mon and the Khmer. As part of the modernizing reforms of the
late 19th century, a new legal system was developed, based primarily on the French 
(Napoleonic) model. The modernizing government of King Chulalongkorn also 
received legal advice from British advisers. A significant aspect of the legal reforms 
of the late 19th century was the creation of an independent judiciary. This ideal 
proved difficult to realize, however, because of interference by politicians and the 
continuing presence of corruption within the system. As part of a series of judicial 
reforms initiated at the end of the 20th century, the Supreme Court, with justices 
appointed by the monarch, was declared the final court of appeal for both civil and 
criminal cases; a system of intermediary appeals courts was established to handle 
cases from courts of first instance scattered throughout the country.

 

Political process

Prior to the 1980s the political process in Thailand was usually controlled by elites 
whose power was derived from the military. However, the idea of parliamentary 
government, first enshrined in the constitutions of the 1930s, never totally 
disappeared. Thailand has had universal suffrage since 1932, and the minimum 
voting age is 18. Although no laws have prevented women from involvement in 
politics, few women have stood for election to the legislature.

Elected parliaments began to gain influence over the political process in the 1980s,
and since 1992 governmental power has been exercised through an elected National
Assembly, except for a 15-month period in 2006–07, when the military took control.

The role the military has played in the Thai political process reflects an often 
enunciated principle by leaders of the armed forces that only a well-disciplined 
military can preserve public order and protect the monarchy. This principle has 
been challenged both inside and outside of the legislature by those who see laws 
developed and passed by an elected National Assembly as the basis for a diverse yet 
orderly society. Like military politicians, however, elected officials often have used 
their power to advance their own private interests rather than those of the society 
as a whole.
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Major political parties since the 1990s have included the New Aspiration Party, 
Democrat Party, National Development Party, Thai Rak Thai (“Thais Love Thais”),
Thai Nation, Social Action Party, and Thai Citizens' Party. Following a parliamentary
election, the parties with the most legislative seats typically form a coalition
government. In 2007 Thai Rak Thai, the party of the ousted prime minister, was
dissolved, and a new party, People Power Party, was formed; it was widely viewed
as the reincarnation of Thai Rak Thai.

 

Security

The creation of a technically trained professional military was a notable 
achievement of the modernizing reforms adopted at the end of the 19th century. By 
the 1920s the military, which had emerged as the most powerful institution of the 
government, included many officers who had risen by virtue of their training and 
ability, not because of kinship ties to the monarch or high-ranking members of the 
aristocracy. These officers played a critical role in overthrowing the absolute 
monarchy in 1932 and establishing a constitutional monarchy. The military includes 
army, navy, and air force branches, although the army has always been the 
dominant one.

All male citizens in Thailand are required to register for a draft at the age of 18. 
Only a small number are actually chosen for two years of required military service, 
beginning at age 21. Most of those inducted into the army are from rural 
communities.

Since the beginning of the 21st century, the Royal Thai Army, Thailand's largest 
military unit, has been combating a violent insurgency in the far southern provinces,
where the people are mainly Malay-speaking Muslims. The army also has continued 
to confront incursions on the western and northern frontiers by insurgents fighting 
the government in Myanmar and by the military forces from Myanmar that 
sometimes pursue those insurgents across the border.

The army has played a dominant role in Thailand's politics, especially since the end 
of absolute rule by the monarch in 1932; it has often taken power through a coup. 
Strong public protests against a coup in 1991, the resignation following royal 
intervention of a government headed by a general in 1992, and the subsequent 
moves to ensure democratic government that culminated in the constitution of 1997
initially seemed to have ended army dominance of the Thai political system. 
However, the military coup of September 2006 proved that the pattern was indeed 
persistent.

 

Health and welfare

The rapid growth of the Thai economy since the mid-20th century has enabled the 
government to improve health and welfare services significantly, but this economic 
growth also has produced marked inequalities in standards of living. A combination 
of public and private investment has made it possible for the upper and middle 
classes in Thailand to have access to some of the best medical care in the world. 
Public investments in health care for people living in rural areas culminated in the 
early 21st century in a national plan allowing most people access to health care at 
nominal costs. Such health-care initiatives have led to major reductions in infant 
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mortality, advances in the control of infectious diseases, and more reproductive 
health care. Nonetheless, the disparity between rural and urban communities in the 
quality and availability of health care has widened since the 1960s.

The dramatic drop in birth rates beginning in the late 1960s, coupled with the rapid 
expansion of the economy, has made it possible for most people to improve their 
quality of life. At the same time, severe poverty continues to exist, particularly in 
rural areas where land quality is poor or where people do not own the land they 
work. Governments since the 1970s have instituted programs to alleviate poverty, 
but their policies relating to dam construction, logging, and fishing, combined with 
inadequate support for their poverty-reduction programs, have left a large segment 
of the rural population impoverished. The quality of life for many citizens actually 
declined in the 1990s owing to problems created by unregulated development and 
the AIDS epidemic. The situation was further exacerbated by the economic crisis 
that began in 1997.

A new welfare problem has been emerging in Thailand since the start of the 21st 
century, as the growing number of people employed in the country's many factories 
face serious risks because of poor regulation of occupational hazards. Deaths and 
injuries from industrial accidents have risen rapidly, prompting increased pressure 
for better enforcement of industrial safety laws. Moreover, the drop in birth rate 
and greater longevity have amounted to a shrinking workforce that must support a 
growing population of senior citizens.

While instances of traditional infectious diseases such as cholera, smallpox, malaria,
and even leprosy have been greatly reduced, the number of cases of sexually 
transmitted diseases has increased exponentially. Because of cultural tolerance, the
rise in disposable income, and a lack of political will to control the sex industry 
(which has attracted many tourists), Thailand has one of the highest per capita rates
of prostitution in the world. The country was, therefore, particularly vulnerable 
when HIV infections began to spread across the globe. For some years Thailand had 
the highest rate of HIV and AIDS infection of any country in Asia. Aggressive 
programs launched by the government to promote safe sex practices, however, have
reduced the rate of increase in new HIV infections significantly. Nonetheless, AIDS 
has continued to claim the lives of several tens of thousands of people each year, 
mostly working-age adults.

While the magnitude of the crisis has placed great strains on medical and 
community resources, many new types of community-based organizations have 
emerged, and the government has dedicated a higher percentage of its health 
budget to medical care for those afflicted with AIDS or HIV than have most other 
Asian countries. The government has also overcome resistance from foreign 
pharmaceutical companies in its efforts to make inexpensive drugs available to a 
broader segment of the afflicted population.

By the late 20th century, Thailand had established a noteworthy medical-service 
sector, which continued to develop in the 21st century. The high standards of 
medical care at the best private hospitals in Bangkok and other major cities began 
to attract attention not only from well-to-do Thai but also from increasing numbers 
of foreign patients, especially from the Middle East and Europe. Other health-care 
fields for which Thailand has been gaining recognition include cosmetic surgery and 
spa treatments.
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Housing

Most Thai living outside of the Greater Bangkok Metropolitan Area occupy houses 
that their families own. The rapid growth of the Thai economy since the mid-1980s, 
the emergence of a prosperous middle class seeking better housing, and the 
lowering of mortgage interest rates spurred private-sector developers to construct 
new housing in urban areas. Beginning with low-cost row houses and town houses, 
developers gradually shifted to moderately priced condominiums aimed at 
middle-class urban families and luxury condominiums for the wealthy. Increasingly, 
middle-class urban Thai have chosen to live in condominiums while they save money
to purchase single-family homes in the suburbs. Many villagers, using earnings from 
working in Thailand's cities or abroad, in turn have built new houses based on urban 
and suburban models. The older style of Thai house, constructed from a 
combination of hardwood and bamboo materials and set on piles, is rapidly 
disappearing.

 

Education

Compulsory education was instituted in the 1920s for the purpose of ensuring that
all citizens—female as well as male—would share the national language and identify
with the national heritage. Prior to that time, education had consisted primarily of
males being taught by monks at Buddhist temples. By the late 1930s almost all
children of school age in the country attended schools established by the
government, although few went beyond the four years of basic primary education.
Those who did attend secular secondary and tertiary institutions, monastic schools,
or military and police academies typically entered government service after
completing their schooling.

The linking of government-sponsored education to economic development goals in 
the 1960s precipitated a radical transformation in Thailand's educational system in 
the last decades of the 20th century. By the early 21st century, education had been 
made compulsory for nine years or until a person reached the age of 16, and three 
years of high school were provided by the government. Since 2004 two years of 
preschool have also been provided free of charge. Perhaps the most-dramatic 
changes have taken place in higher education. Universities have proliferated from 
the first one founded in Bangkok in 1917 (Chulalongkorn University) to dozens of 
state and private institutions spread across the country. There are also numerous 
teachers' colleges, as well as open universities, military and police academies, and 
universities for monks that offer bachelor's degrees. Some postsecondary students 
who do not attend university obtain further education in business and technical 
schools. Compared to other countries in the region, Thailand has one of the highest 
literacy rates: nearly universal for both men and women.

 

Cultural life

Prior to the modernizing reforms begun in the late 19th century under King 
Chulalongkorn, Thai cultural life revolved around the Siamese royal court and the 
wat, the Buddhist temple-monastery. Many ancient practices associated with the 
court and the wat have been transformed into elements of contemporary Thailand's 
national heritage. The monarchy, through its participation in royal functions, state 
ceremonies, and popular festivals, plays an important role in nurturing and preserving
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this heritage. Many state functions, today often shown on television, begin with the 
king or other members of the royal family performing Buddhist rites. Certain Buddhist 
holy days have been recognized as national holidays. Among these are Visakha Puja, 
the festival celebrating the birth, enlightenment, and death of the Buddha, and the
beginning and end of “Buddhist Lent” (phansa)—a three-month period corresponding
to the monsoon season, during which both monks and laypeople give added attention
to religious practices such as meditation.

The transformation of Thai cultural life is particularly evident in clothing. In the late
19th century, members of the Thai court began to adopt Western-style clothing and
for a few years in the late 1930s and early '40s such clothing was mandatory. In the
post-World War II period there was a significant revival of traditional styles of
clothing, especially for women. The queen adopted the tie-dye silk tubular skirt
traditionally worn by Lao women in the northeast, and she was widely emulated by
middle- and upper-class women when they attended events at which national culture
was expected to be on display. For everyday attire in both the cities and the villages,
however, most people wear clothing of a style that is considered “cosmopolitan”
(sakon), but which, in fact, derives from Western styles. For all its Western 
influences, however, contemporary Thai culture is a creative blend that remains 
clearly rooted in Thai tradition.

 

Daily life and social customs

Changing rural and urban lifestyles

Since the 1960s, more than four-fifths of both male and female villagers have 
left their home communities to work for a period of months or years in urban 
areas. While many of these migrants work in unskilled construction or service 
jobs, an increasing number have found work requiring high skills. As a 
consequence of the rapid growth of the Thai economy, there has been a marked 
expansion in the cities of both middle and working classes. While many in the 
working class continue to retain strong ties to the rural communities from which 
they came, many others now see themselves as primarily urban rather than rural 
people.

Urban life has also reshaped rural society. Government programs in the 1970s 
and '80s brought electricity to most villages in Thailand. This, along with 
economic growth and rising incomes, has made it possible for most households to
purchase televisions and, increasingly, other electronic equipment. The arrival of
television—and the urban-based culture that it offers—has drawn rural audiences
away from older local forms of entertainment such as regional opera, even as
rural opera of northeastern Thailand has in turn been repackaged for urban
audiences.

Rural as well as urban Thai would generally agree that their quality of life has 
improved significantly, especially since the late 20th century. Most people live in
better housing, while an increasing number of homes have running water, even in
rural areas. Villagers benefit from much better health care than in the past, and 
in the urban areas the middle class has access to top-notch facilities and 
professionals. The large increases in per capita income since the 1960s have 
generated much more money for both urban and rural people to spend on luxury 
goods and entertainment. This growth, however, has been accompanied by a 
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notable decline in participation in community life. In the cities, families often 
see each other only briefly in the morning and evening, before and after long 
commutes to and from work and school. In the rural areas, family members are 
often absent for months or years, working not only in urban Thailand but also 
abroad in such places as the Middle East and Taiwan.

New social demands and professional options have led to an increase in divorce
and in the number of women who choose to remain single. The expansion of the
economy, coupled with equal education opportunities for both women and men,
have made it possible for many women to become financially independent. Some
women have shied away from marriage because of the fear that they might
contract a sexually transmitted disease from men who have had many sexual
partners. In the 1960s and '70s many Thai saw the marriage of the king and queen
as a model, but since the 1980s the royal family—with the divorces of three of
the children and the successful professional career of Princess Sirindhorn, who
has never married—has become more like other Thai families.

In spite of these sweeping changes in social customs, the Thai continue to engage
in many practices that are grounded in traditional culture. Even the most
contemporary new business enterprises are opened only after the owners have
consulted an astrologer for an auspicious date, and middle-class city dwellers are
more likely to consult spirit mediums than are rural people. It is Buddhism,
however, that remains central to Thai culture. The Buddhist concept of “merit”
(bun) figures prominently in everyday discourse in such terms as cai bun
(“generous”) or mi bun (“having merit,” i.e., being a good person), and most
homes have shrines to the Buddha, if not a display of photographs of famous
monks as well.

 

Cuisine

There is a popular saying that the Thai live by their stomachs. There have long 
been small vendors of Thai food on the streets of urban Thailand, but until late 
in the 20th century the best Thai food was usually produced in private homes. 
Most restaurants only offered Chinese food. Since the 1970s, Thai cuisine has 
become a public cuisine not only in Thailand but throughout the world. Bangkok 
today has hundreds of superb Thai restaurants and cooking schools, and some of 
the most popular restaurants in North America, Europe, and the Middle East offer
Thai cuisine.

A good Thai meal typically includes a blend of spicy, mild, sweet, and sour
dishes. Among the most popular Thai dishes are curries made with coconut milk,
shrimp paste, garlic, chili peppers, and seasonings such as coriander, lemongrass,
galangal, and Kaffir lime leaves. The Thai use fish sauce—today a commercially
prepared extract—as a basic ingredient for many dishes in the same way that the
Chinese use soy sauce. Although rice is fundamental to Thai cuisine, the Thai
have adopted many foods, such as noodles, that form a basic element of Chinese
and Sino-Chinese cuisine.

The peoples of Lan Na Thai in the north and Isan in the northeast prefer glutinous
rice as their staple rather than the usual Thai fragrant long-grain rice. Since the 
1980s Lao cuisine has become popular throughout the country. Typical Lao food 
includes grilled, marinated fish and chicken, as well as chopped beef, pork, 
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chicken, or fish that has been mixed with lime juice, lemongrass, garlic, shallots,
and peppers and then lightly fried. Another Lao favourite commonly found at 
Thai restaurants is som tam, a salad made from green (unripe) papayas.

In Bangkok and other cities, fewer and fewer women cook at home or have 
servants to prepare meals; rather, prepared food is typically purchased at shops 
located between home and workplace, where freshly made dishes are offered 
daily.

 

The arts

Literature

Traditional Thai literature was deeply connected to the literature of both
Buddhist and Hindu India. The best-known story of the premodern period—as
recounted in sermons by monks and depicted in temple paintings—was that of
Prince Wetsandorn (Vessantara). This story is the last and most important of the 
Jataka tales (i.e., stories about people or animals who were the Buddha in a 
previous life). Wetsandorn was a prince who was compelled to give away his wife
and children to realize the last qualification necessary to be reborn as the 
Buddha. The gods restored his family to him when he succeeded in proving he 
had no attachments. Almost as important as this story was that of the Hindu 
deity Rama as told in the Ramakian, a Thai adaptation of the Hindu epic 
Ramayana. Rulers since the 15th century have identified themselves with Rama, 
and the Grand Palace in Bangkok contains extraordinary murals that depict his 
story.

Alongside the literature derived from Buddhism and India, indigenous literary 
traditions have always existed in Thailand. Kings were patrons of royal poets, and
villages had rich traditions of folklore and legends recited by troubadour-like 
performers or enacted by local opera troupes. One story with both royal and 
popular versions is that of Khun Chang and Khun Phaen, two men in competition 
for the affections of the same woman.

Following the large-scale migration of Chinese to Thailand beginning in the 
mid-19th century, numerous Chinese assimilated to Thai culture, and a number 
of well-known works of Chinese traditional literature were translated into Thai. 
One of the first of these was the Chinese literary work Sanguozhi yanyi
(“Romance of the Three Kingdoms”). The story has since been adapted in Thai
plays, poems, and stories.

Modern Thai poetry has its origins in the work of Sunthon Phu (1787–1855), whose
30,000-line epic, Phra Aphaimani, named for the central figure, is the country's 
best-known work of literature. Echoes of that epic can be found in the writings 
of contemporary poets such as Naowarat Phongphaiboon, Angkarn Kalayanapong, 
and Chiranan Pitpreecha, who merge traditional verse forms with 
Western-influenced styles and themes.

The novel, based on Western models, began to develop in Thailand in the 20th 
century. The first novels were written in the 1930s by such authors as Dokmai Sot
(pen name of Buppha Kunchon) and Siburapha (Kulap Saipradit), both of whom 
have remained popular in the 21st century. The early audience for fiction was 
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drawn from what was then a tiny middle class. As the economy expanded after 
World War II, so too did the reading public. The novel Si phaen din (Four Reigns), 
first published in serial form in the newspaper Siam Rath in 1953, is probably the 
best-selling Thai novel of all time. The author, Kukrit Pramoj (1911–95), whose
title (Mom Rajawong) indicates he was a descendant of a king, later became
well-known as a politician (serving as prime minister in the mid-1970s) and as the
publisher and editor of Siam Rath. Four Reigns is a portrayal of the experiences
of a family under four consecutive kings—from the end of the reign of King
Chulalongkorn in 1910 to just after the death of King Ananda in 1946. The story is
told from the point of view of a woman, Mae Ploi, who early in life was attached
to the royal household and whose family's history is deeply connected with that
of the court. The novel has been considered influential in shaping a positive
image of the monarchy.

While much contemporary literature has centred on issues of love and family, 
topics that are particularly popular among the middle class, Thai authors have 
also produced works that explore issues of social inequality, sexual exploitation, 
and political corruption. Much of the writing of Lao Khamhom (Khamsing 
Srinawk), for instance, focuses on rural people, often carrying a subversive 
political implication. A wave of writing categorized under the rubric "Literature 
for Life" appeared in the 1960s and '70s. Works in this vein were in essence a 
manifestation of Socialist Realism; although instrumental in catalyzing the 
toppling of the government in 1973, they were not widely popular.

Since the 1980s, other prose writers, such as Seni Saowaphong and Chart 
Korbjitti, have also focused on social issues, accumulating large followings within
their country and earning literary honours abroad. Chart's work contrasts notably 
with that of the Literature for Life authors in that it forces readers to draw their 
own conclusions from the details rather than blatantly blaming a particular 
sector of society. Many writers have adapted their work for film.

 

Drama and film

Dramatic performance has deep roots in Thailand, with traditional genres 
continuing to be performed even as more-cosmopolitan forms have entered the 
scene. Khon classical masked dance-drama draws its material exclusively from 
the Ramakian. A separate genre of classical dance-drama, known as lakhon, also 
uses the Ramakian, as well as Buddhist Jataka tales, the Inao epic, and other 
Thai stories, as source material. Performances of traditional regional opera, such
as likay in central Thailand and nang (shadow puppet theatre) in southern 
Thailand, still attract large audiences, despite their having lost some viewers to 
television and film. Theatre forms based on Western models, which emerged in 
the 1930s, are also performed, although they have largely been overshadowed by
the rise of motion pictures.

Although the Thai film industry has had to compete with movies imported from 
the West and, more recently, from Japan, South Korea, and China, it has 
consistently produced films that are popular with the Thai public. The tale of 
Khun Chang and Khun Phaen has been enacted in plays and in film, and with its 
many episodes of warfare, encounters with the supernatural, and ribald humour, 
it can be seen as the forerunner of many of today's most popular television soap 
operas. The novel Four Reigns has also been serialized several times on 
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television. Television became accessible to most villagers in the late 20th 
century, and since that time, audiences have expanded dramatically.

The themes of most Thai movies and television soap operas deal with love 
triangles or ghosts, or they are action films derived from Western models. 
Especially prominent among Thailand's directors is Mom Chao (Prince) 
Chatrichalerm Yukol, more commonly known by his nickname, Than Mui. In the 
1970s and '80s he produced a number of popular action films that explored the 
same themes of corruption, environmental degradation, and social inequality as 
did many fiction writers of the period. Than Mui is best known, however, for his 
epic films Suriyothai (2001), the story of a 16th-century warrior queen named 
Suriyothai, and Naresuan (2006), which recounts the life of King Naresuan of late
16th- and early 17th-century Ayutthaya.

Since the turn of the 21st century, Thai films have received increasingly critical 
and popular attention in the international arena. Wisit Sasanatieng directed the 
highly regarded Fah talai jone (2000; Tears of the Black Tiger), the story of an 
outlaw, which parodies other Thai as well as Western action films. Two films 
directed by Apichatpong Weerasethakul, Sud pralad (2004; Tropical Malady) and 
Sud sanaeha (2002; Blissfully Yours), were among the first Thai productions to 
win recognition at the Cannes Film Festival in France. Sud pralad traces the life 
of a young soldier; while posted up-country he enters into a homosexual 
romance, then turns to wandering in the jungle, where he is bedeviled by the 
spirit of a shaman. Sud sanaeha centres on the love between Roong, a Thai girl 
working in a factory, and Min, a Burmese illegal immigrant. Other Thai films that 
have found large international audiences include Satri lek (2001; The Iron 
Ladies), directed by Youngyooth Thongkongthun, which is about a transvestite 
volleyball team, and Beautiful Boxer (2003), directed by Ekachai Uekrongtham, a
semidocumentary account of a famous kickboxer's decision to undergo a 
sex-change operation.

 

Music and dance

Thai classical music (dontri Thai doem) was originally played at court and was 
based on Khmer models. There are three types of orchestral groups for Thai 
classical music: a percussion-dominated ensemble, pi phat, which performs at 
court ceremonies and in the theatre; a string-dominated ensemble, kruang sai, 
typically heard in indoor instrumental settings; and mahori, a mixed ensemble 
that often accompanies vocalists, sometimes in the context of theatre. Thai 
classical music is also often used as an accompaniment to classical dance such as 
khon. The music played by the classical orchestras essentially uses a scale of 
seven equidistant tone-steps, although vocalists and instruments without fixed 
pitch may sometimes use additional tones.

Thai classical music and dance are highly valued symbols of national heritage. 
Although the traditions nearly disappeared between the 1930s and '60s, the '70s 
brought a revival. Thai music became a field of study at the university level, and 
several specialized high schools were established to train classical musicians and 
dancers. Now sustained primarily through the public educational system, Thai 
classical music can be heard frequently and at numerous venues throughout the 
country as well as on television.
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Buddha statue at 
Wat Phra Si 
Sanphet, 
Ayutthaya, 
Thailand.

 

Much more popular than Thai classical music, however, is phlaeng luk thung
(literally, “songs of the children of the fields”), a type of Thai “country music”
that originated in rural central Thailand. Also popular are modified versions of
Western pop, rock, and rap music. Because most of the working class of Bangkok
and other urban centres came originally from rural northeastern Thailand, a
synthesis of traditional northeastern Thai music known as mawlam and Western 
pop music enjoys a wide audience in the cities. This music is distinguished by the
use of a khaen, a traditional wood-and-bamboo mouth organ that has become a 
symbol of northeastern Thai (and Lao) culture.

The lamwong (“circle dance”) is the most popular form of dance at rural temple
festivals and other celebrations. It is typically performed to mawlam or luk thung
music. In the cities, however, Western forms of dance predominate, especially in
the nightclubs.

 

Visual arts

Buddhism has had a major influence on Thai art, architecture, sculpture, and 
painting. Some of the most beautiful older wat structures are to be found in 
Ayutthaya, the capital from the 14th to the 18th century, and in Chiang Mai. The 
framework of a wat is usually made of wood, while its walls consist of brick and 
plaster. The ornamental parts of the structure are often adorned with glass 
mosaic, gold leaf, porcelain, stucco, lacquer, and inlaid mother-of-pearl. 
Remnants of the original palaces and temples can still be seen in many of the old
provincial centres. In Chiang Mai, numerous Buddhist temples are scattered 
inside and outside the ancient city walls, which are still standing. Even newer 
ritual and ceremonial halls typically incorporate traditional designs, including 
curved finials, high-pitched roofs, intricately carved doors and windows, and 
stairways flanked by naga, or giant snakes.

 
Every wat contains dozens, if not hundreds, of images of the
Buddha made of bronze, wood, lacquerware, and stucco.
Images continue to be produced in large numbers, primarily
for religious purposes, although some are sold—often
accompanied by claims that they are genuine antiques—to
tourists. Whether antiques or facsimiles, images of the
Buddha are considered sacred; technically, they are not to
be removed from the country without a license from the
Department of Fine Arts. Many images are gilded with gold
leaf; the gilding of Buddhist images and temples is believed

to bring religious merit.

Traditional Thai painting is probably derived from Indian and Sri Lankan models 
and is mostly religious. The paintings, executed by anonymous monks or 
dedicated laypeople, are usually drawn on temple walls. Many wat contain mural
paintings depicting the life of the Buddha or other Buddhist stories.

Contemporary Thai art has been strongly shaped not only by traditional Buddhist 
art but also by Western genres. Italian influences were particularly significant for
the development of modern art and architecture in the late 19th and early 20th 
centuries. The public culture of Bangkok was transformed by Italian architects 
and sculptors who were hired early in the 20th century to build new official 
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buildings and national monuments. The equestrian statue of King Chulalongkorn 
in front of the National Assembly is unequivocally Western in character and has 
no antecedents in traditional Thai culture. In the statue the king wears a style of 
Western military dress that became the model for upper-class male dress in the 
early 20th century. Its Western character notwithstanding, the statue has since 
the 1980s been the focus of a cult movement. The most respected of Thai 
modern art and architecture reflects a creative synthesis between Western styles
and traditional Thai designs.

 

Crafts

Thai craft traditions are flourishing not only because of royal patronage and an 
increasing interest among the expanding middle class but also because of a 
growing market created by tourism. Thailand is renowned worldwide for its silk, 
and its range of colours and designs, including those employing tie-dye 
techniques, are highly prized both within and outside of the country. Handwoven 
cotton and embroidered textiles, many of which are produced by upland 
minorities, have also proved to be commercially viable.

Pieces of early Thai porcelain and pottery, often originally designed for 
utilitarian purposes, have come to be regarded as works of art. In the 15th and 
16th centuries ceramics were exported from Siam throughout Southeast Asia. 
These earlier pieces have inspired contemporary styles, notably the jade-green 
form known as Thai celadon ware. Thailand is also famous for its lacquerware 
and wood carving, although the latter has declined somewhat since the 1989 ban 
on the cutting of teak. Silver work is another craft for which Thailand is 
well-known, and Bangkok is a major centre for jewelry using rubies and sapphires
mined not only within the country but also in neighbouring Myanmar and 
Cambodia.

 

Cultural institutions

A number of institutions, some of them established during the reign of King 
Chulalongkorn, have officially been accorded the authority to perpetuate the 
national heritage. These include the Department of Fine Arts, the academies of the 
Royal Institute, the Office of the National Cultural Commission of the Ministry of 
Education, the Siam Society, the National Museum (with hundreds of branches 
throughout the country), Silpakorn University, and the National Theatre. Silpakorn 
University, located in Bangkok, provides training in all of the Thai fine arts, 
including drama and music. Its faculty members also design buildings for the 
government and for religious institutions in styles that preserve traditional Thai 
architectural forms. The royal family, especially Princess Sirindhorn, has assumed 
the role of patron of the national heritage.

 

Sports and recreation

The traditional martial art of Thai boxing (muay Thai) is Thailand's national sport. It
is a spectacular form of unarmed combat that is accompanied by a traditional music
ensemble—as well as frenzied ringside betting. Any part of the body is a fair target,
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and only the head may not be used to strike a blow. Before a muay Thai bout the 
boxers perform the ram muay, a five-minute dance that pays tribute to their 
teacher and to the guardian spirit of Thai boxing. After falling from favour, the 
sport was revived in the 1930s under modern regulations based on the Marquess of 
Queensberry rules; it has also spread to the West, where it is often called 
kickboxing. Several standard boxers have won world boxing championships, including
Khaosai Galaxy, who was inducted into the International Boxing Hall of Fame in 
1999.

The traditional game of takraw, in which participants attempt to keep a woven 
rattan ball from touching the ground without using their hands, is very popular 
among young men; it is an internationally competitive sport within the Southeast 
Asian region. In the 20th century Thailand also adopted several Western sports. 
Football (soccer) is a highly popular spectator sport, and tennis, swimming, and 
badminton are pursued throughout the country. Thai athletes have enjoyed success 
in many of these sports at the Southeast Asian Games.

Thailand first competed in the Summer Olympic Games in 1952 and in the Winter 
Games in 2002. Thailand has had its best success in boxing events, and in 1996 
featherweight boxer Somluck Kamsing earned the country's first Olympic gold 
medal. The country has hosted the Asian Games several times.

Temple festivals remain the most important recreational activities for Thai living in 
rural communities. Members of the growing urban middle class, who generally have 
much more disposable income, often travel up-country to temple festivals, but they 
seek recreation in many other ways as well. Some attend gyms or spas; others play 
tennis or golf. Indeed, so many golf courses were built in Thailand in the 1980s and 
'90s that environmentalists began to raise concerns that the allocation of irrigation 
water for golf courses was having a negative impact on agriculture in neighbouring 
areas. Thai urban centres also offer many other forms of recreation, ranging from 
nightclubs with cabaret performances to formal concerts with famous musicians 
from other parts of the world. Sanuk, the enjoyment of life, is fundamental to social
life in Thailand, whether in villages or in the cities.

 

Media and publishing

Mass media in Thailand originated in the 19th century, when print type and the 
electronic transmission of messages by telegraph were introduced. By the beginning 
of the 20th century, newspapers in Thai, Chinese, and English were being published 
in the country. Radio transmissions began in the 1920s, and television was 
introduced in the 1950s.

Since the 1950s, newspapers and other periodicals (which are all privately owned) 
have become increasingly independent, although often subject to censorship laws. 
By the 1980s Thailand had the highest degree of press freedom in Southeast Asia, a 
freedom later guaranteed by the country's 1997 and 2007 constitutions.
Lèse-majesté (crimes against the sovereign) laws, however, continue to ensure that
only positive stories about the royal family appear in the press. Foreign journalists 
have on occasion been ordered to leave the country, and some Thai journalists have 
been prosecuted for writing reports on the monarchy that are considered 
inappropriate. Such interventions, however, are rare, since most of the press 
practices self-censorship on the topic.
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With the dramatic increase in television ownership and viewing since the 1980s, 
television has become the most influential of the mass media. Radio and television, 
in contrast to print media, have remained almost entirely under government or 
military control. In 1995 the first license was granted to establish a private 
television company. The government has also given concessions to companies to 
provide cable television service. Although cable television can be obtained only by 
paid subscription, the number of subscribers has grown, even outside of Bangkok. 
Cable service, however, is also subject to strong government regulation. 
Consequently, most viewers watch television for entertainment rather than for 
news.

Radio stations multiplied rapidly in the last decades of the 20th century, but like 
television stations, most of them have been controlled or strongly regulated by 
government agencies, and shut down if deemed too critical. Since the 1990s an 
increasing number of Thai, especially those who are young and urban, have turned 
to the Internet for news as well as for entertainment. Although the government has 
sought to block some Web sites, those sites critical of the government have found 
ways to circumvent such censorship.

 
James A. Hafner
Charles F. Keyes
E. Jane Keyes

History

The Thai are descended from a much larger group of Tai-speaking peoples. The latter 
are found from extreme northeastern India in the west to northern Vietnam in the 
east and from southern China in the north to as far south as the central Malay 
Peninsula. In the past, scholars held that a parent group called the Proto-Tai 
originated in southern China and pushed south and west from the China landmass into 
northern mainland Southeast Asia. Most scholars now believe that the Tai came from 
northern Vietnam around the Dien Bien Phu area and that about 1,000 years ago they 
spread from there northward into southern China, westward into southwestern China, 
northern Myanmar (Burma), and northeastern India, and southward into what are now
Laos and Thailand. For a discussion of Thai history in its regional context, see
Southeast Asia, history of.

 

Early Tai culture

Tai-speaking peoples historically settled along river valleys, where they formed 
small settlements and engaged in subsistence rice agriculture, fishing, and gathering
of forest products. Early in their history the Tai domesticated animals; they used 
water buffalo for plowing and ritual purposes, and they raised pigs and fowl for 
food. Women were accorded relatively high social status and could inherit property. 
The Tai followed local religions that involved propitiation of both malevolent and 
benevolent spirits through offerings and special ceremonies.

The basic unit of Tai political organization was the müang, or group of villages, 
ruled by a chao, or hereditary chief or lord. During the 1st millennium CE the 
political strengths of the müang system enabled the Tai to move out of their original
homeland until, by the 8th century, they had expanded across much of southeastern
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Buddhist 
 

China and northern mainland Southeast Asia. By the 11th century they had begun to 
filter down into the area of what is now Thailand, and by the middle of the 
following century they had formed petty principalities there.

 

Mon-Khmer civilizations

As the Tai moved into mainland Southeast Asia, they came in contact with peoples 
speaking Mon-Khmer languages who had long inhabited the region. Indian traders 
traveling to China during the early centuries of the 1st millennium CE had carried 
Hindu and Buddhist beliefs and practices to some of these peoples, including the 
Mon, who lived in what is now Myanmar. The Mon were the first people in mainland 
Southeast Asia to adopt Buddhism. Between the 6th and 9th centuries the Mon 
established several small Buddhist kingdoms within the area encompassed by 
present-day southern Myanmar and central Thailand. From what are now the towns 
of Nakhon Pathom and Lop Buri in central Thailand, they extended their power 
eastward across the Khorat Plateau, northward as far as Chiang Mai, and 
northeastward into what is now Laos. These Mon kingdoms are collectively called 
Dvaravati. The Dvaravati period is noted for its artwork, particularly its Buddhist 
sculptures and votive images made of terra-cotta or stucco.

As the Tai moved south into mainland Southeast Asia, they also encountered the 
Khmer of Cambodia. Between the 9th and the 13th century, Khmer rulers expanded 
their domains from their capital at Angkor, establishing an empire that, at its height 
under Jayavarman VII (reigned 1181–c. 1220), extended over approximately half of
modern Thailand. While Mon kingdoms were predominantly Buddhist in character,
Khmer civilization—which found its supreme expression in the great temple complex
at Angkor—was heavily influenced by Hindu ideas and practices. The Tai borrowed
from the Khmer many elements of Indianized culture, including royal ceremonies,
customs followed at the court, and especially the Indian epic Ramayana, which 
influenced not only literature but also classical dance. Even in modern Thai culture 
the legacy of the Indianized culture of Angkor is still evident.

By the beginning of the 13th century, the Tai were starting to place pressure on 
both the Mon and Khmer empires. The Tai had settled throughout the Chao Phraya
basin, and a Tai ruler was established as far south as the principality of Nakhon Si 
Thammarat, on the Malay Peninsula. Through Nakhon Si Thammarat a dynamic new 
form of Buddhism, Theravada, had entered mainland Southeast Asia from Sri Lanka. 
Theravada Buddhism was carried by monks not only to areas under Mon or Khmer 
rule but also to the new Tai principalities that were beginning to emerge. Sukhothai 
and Lan Na (Lanna), the first major Tai kingdoms in Thai history, were Theravada 
Buddhist.

 

Sukhothai and Lan Na

The kingdom of Sukhothai, situated in the upper Chao Phraya 
basin, was founded in the mid-13th century when a local Tai 
ruler led a revolt against Khmer rule at an outpost of the Khmer 
empire. Under its first two rulers, Sukhothai remained only a 
small local power. Its third ruler, Ramkhamhaeng (reigned c.
1279–98), however, extended Sukhothai power to the south as
far as Nakhon Si Thammarat, to the west into present-day
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Myanmar, and to the northeast as far as Luang Prabang in
modern Laos. Not all these territories were conquered by force;
many became vassal or tributary states to Sukhothai based on
kinship ties or personal loyalty, and they were linked to it in a

loose confederation.

Ramkhamhaeng is renowned not only for extending the territory under Sukhothai 
control but also for leaving a remarkable stone inscription, considered by most 
scholars to contain the earliest example of writing in any Tai language. Written in 
1292 and utilizing Khmer script adapted to the sounds and tones of Tai speech, it 
pictures the Sukhothai kingdom as prosperous, active in trade, and benevolently 
governed by a paternal monarch. According to the inscription, the state taxed its 
citizens modestly, treated all subjects (including non-Tai) equally, and provided 
justice for all.

The Sukhothai period, from the mid-13th to the mid-15th century, is noted for its 
sculpture and pottery. Graceful bronze sculptures of the Buddha, especially those 
showing him in the walking position, are typical of the period. The celadon ware 
made at Sukhothai and nearby Sawankhalok was exported throughout Southeast 
Asia.

Sukhothai was not the only Tai state in Southeast Asia during this period. In the 
mid-13th century in what is today northern Thailand, a Tai ruler, Mangrai (reigned c.
1259–1317; from 1292 to 1317 in Chiang Mai), conquered the ancient Mon kingdom of
Haripunjaya and built a new capital at Chiang Mai. Under Mangrai and his 
successors, Lan Na—with Chiang Mai as its capital—became not only powerful but
also a centre for the spread of Theravada Buddhism to Tai peoples in what are now
northeastern Myanmar, southern China, and northern Laos. Under Tilokaracha
(reigned 1441–87), Lan Na became famous for its Buddhist scholarship and
literature. During the 16th century Lan Na was conquered by the Burmese and
incorporated into the Burman empire, where it would remain until the late 18th
century.

 

The Ayutthayan period, 1351–1767

Whereas Sukhothai was an independent kingdom for only about 
200 years, its successor, Ayutthaya—situated in the rich rice
plains of the Chao Phraya River basin, about 55 miles (90 km)
north of present-day Bangkok—lasted more than 400 years.
During the Ayutthayan period the Tai consolidated their position
as the leading power in what is now central and north-central
Thailand, as well as throughout much of its southern peninsular
region. Since many of Ayutthaya's neighbours called the country
“Siam” or a name similar to it, the Tai of Ayutthaya came to be
known as the Siamese.

Ayutthaya at first was only a small city-kingdom on the 
northwestern edge of the powerful Khmer empire. Within less 
than a century, however, Tai kings succeeded in pushing back 
the Khmer, and in 1431 they sacked their great capital of 

Angkor. Wars against neighbouring powers continued throughout the Ayutthayan 
period. In 1438 a greatly weakened Sukhothai was made a province of Ayutthaya. 
Lan Na, however, remained free of Ayutthayan control, although it was later 
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brought under Burman influence.

When the Siamese conquered Angkor, they brought many Khmer captives back to 
Ayutthaya with them, some of whom had been officials or craftsmen at the Khmer 
royal court. From them Ayutthaya's rulers adopted many of the Hindu ideas and 
practices that had been followed by the Khmer, including the concept of the ruler 
as god-king (devaraja). The king acquired power to determine the life and death of
all his people. None but members of the royal family might gaze upon his face. He
could be addressed only in a special language used exclusively for royalty, while
those speaking to the king referred to themselves as “the dust beneath your
majesty's feet.”

The power of the ruler was enhanced not only through symbolic and ideological 
concepts drawn from Khmer-Hindu beliefs about the god-king but also through the 
centralization of political power. Trailok (reigned 1448–88) created a state in which
the ruler stood at the centre of a series of concentric circles. As in the müang
system, the outer circles were governed by hereditary lords, or chao. The inner 
circles, however, were administered by officeholders appointed by the king; to a 
limited degree these operated on bureaucratic rather than hereditary lines.

The kings of Ayutthaya also issued formal codes of civil and criminal law based on 
the ancient Indian body of jurisprudence called the dharmashastra. At the same 
time, a formal and highly complex hierarchical system assigned to each social status
a specified number of units (called sakdi na) that determined the rank within society
of the person occupying the status. At the bottom of the scale, a slave was worth 5 
units, freemen were ranked at 25 and above, while the heir apparent to the throne 
was assigned no fewer than 100,000 units.

In Ayutthayan times the mass of the people, whether freemen or slaves, worked in 
the fields. Slaves included war captives and those held in bondage to pay off debts. 
Freemen were obliged to work for six months each year for the local representatives
of the king, to pay taxes, and to provide military service as required. An intricate 
patronage system extended throughout society whereby clients provided their 
patrons with services in return for their protection. Ayutthaya was an 
underpopulated society, and the constant need for manpower and its scarcity 
helped protect clients from excessive demands by patrons; if the demands of a 
patron became too burdensome, a freeman could, as a last resort, move and take up
new land.

Theravada Buddhism took deep root throughout Siam during Ayutthayan times, 
alongside the Brahmanism that already characterized court ritual and the earlier 
religious practices that pervaded all levels of society. The Buddhist monastic 
establishment (sangha) played an important role in society, forming a focal point for
village life, providing young males with an education, and offering those who 
elected to remain in the sangha a channel for upward social mobility.

Ayutthaya in the 17th century, according to European visitors, was one of the 
wealthiest and most cosmopolitan cities in the world. Although it lay inland, it was 
easily accessible to oceangoing vessels traveling up the Chao Phraya River, and it 
became a thriving international trade emporium. It was during this period that 
European traders and travelers started coming to Siam. The Portuguese reached 
Siam as early as 1511, following their conquest of the sultanate of Malacca (Melaka) 
on the Malay Peninsula; they were followed in the 17th century by Dutch, English, 
Spanish, and French traders and missionaries. Ayutthayan kings permitted Chinese, 
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Indian, Persian, and European traders to establish settlements, employed Japanese 
warriors, and allowed Western missionaries to preach within Ayutthayan domains. In
addition to engaging in extensive trade with China, Southeast Asia, and India, the 
rulers of Ayutthaya also sent triennial tribute missions to the Chinese imperial court,
established Buddhist missions in Sri Lanka, and sent emissaries abroad as far afield 
as Europe. King Narai (reigned 1656–88) initiated a series of diplomatic exchanges
between Ayutthaya and the French court at Versailles and even appointed a Greek 
adventurer, Constantine Phaulkon, as his chief minister. Eventually, however, the 
Europeans became overly zealous in their efforts to convert Buddhist Siamese to 
Christianity. In 1688 the Siamese expelled the French from Ayutthaya and all but 
closed their doors to the West for the next 150 years.

The primary threat to Ayutthayan sovereignty came not from Europe, however, but 
from Burmese kingdoms. In 1569 a force from the Burman state of Toungoo overran 
Ayutthaya and devastated the countryside for miles around. Ayutthaya under 
Naresuan (reigned 1590–1605) recovered its independence. Conflict with the
Burmese kingdom persisted, however, and in the mid-18th century Burman armies
once again captured Ayutthaya. This time the city did not recover. Following the
sacking of the city in 1767, the king and members of the royal family, along with
thousands of captives, were deported to the Burmese kingdom. All Ayutthayan
records were burned and its works of art destroyed.

 

The Thon Buri and Early Bangkok periods

Thon Buri

A new era in Thai history began with the rise to power of Taksin, a military 
commander of great skill and charismatic personality who succeeded within a 
decade after the fall of Ayutthaya in expelling the Burmans and making himself 
king of Siam. In 1767 Taksin established his new capital at Thon Buri, on the
opposite side of the Chao Phraya River from present-day Bangkok. The new
location was less accessible to the armies of Myanmar than Ayutthaya had been
and was ideally situated for the conduct of seaborne trade and commerce.
Capitalizing on the trade relations that Siam had already developed with China,
Taksin encouraged Chinese merchants and craftsmen to take advantage of the
economic opportunities offered by the site of his new capital. Large numbers of
Chinese settled permanently in Siam, where their involvement in business and
trade—coupled with the tax revenues that these activities provided—helped
restore the kingdom's devastated economy.

Taksin not only recovered the territories that had formerly been part of the 
Ayutthayan empire but also set out to extend Siamese control over new areas. 
His armies annexed part of what is now northeastern Cambodia and advanced up 
the Mekong River as far as present-day Vientiane in Laos. In the south they 
subdued the northern part of the Malay Peninsula, while to the north they pushed
the Burmans out of the old northern Tai kingdom of Lan Na.

Within a few years of seizing power, however, Taksin showed signs of serious 
mental instability, and in 1782 he was overthrown and put to death. He was 
succeeded by his former military commander, known by his official name of Chao
Phraya (“Great Lord”) Chakri. The new king founded the Chakri (or Chakkri) 
dynasty, which has continued to the present day.
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The early Chakri kings and a resurgent Siam

One of the first acts of the new king—who would come to be known as Rama I
(reigned 1782–1809)—was to move his capital across the Chao Phraya River to
Bangkok, which at the time was still a small village. By the mid-19th century, 
Bangkok had become a city of some 400,000 people, swelled by the huge 
numbers of Chinese who had poured into Siam during those years. In addition to 
settling in Bangkok, the Chinese established trading settlements inland, some of 
which grew into small towns. As time went on, the Chinese thus gained even 
greater control over both the internal and foreign trade of the country.

The Burmese kingdom continued to harass Siam throughout the early Chakri 
reigns. In 1785 it launched a massive invasion of the country, which was repelled 
only with great difficulty. Other lesser attacks followed. Not until the 1820s, 
when British encroachment on Burmese territory forced Burman attention 
inward, was Siam able to relax its vigilance along its western borders. In the east
Rama I and later Rama III (reigned 1824–51) reduced Khmer territories to vassal
status, while in the south Rama III strengthened Siamese control over tributary
states of the Malay Peninsula. Rama III also put down a major uprising in the
north led by Chao Anou, the young Lao ruler of the kingdom of Vien Chan
(Vientiane). In 1827 Siamese armies razed and plundered Vientiane; thousands of
Lao were taken prisoner and deported to central Siam.

The early Chakri kings sought to restore the cultural heritage of Ayutthaya. New 
temples and palaces were built in Bangkok following the same styles and even 
using some of the same bricks that had embellished Ayutthaya. Rama I 
reestablished court rituals, issued comprehensive law codes and authoritative 
Buddhist texts, and helped revive the sangha by placing learned and pious monks 
in leading positions within the Buddhist hierarchy. The early Bangkok period also 
produced a great literary flowering. The Ramakian, the Thai version of the Indian 
epic Ramayana, was set to verse during the reign of Rama I. Rama II (reigned
1809–24), an accomplished poet, was a patron of the arts, and Sunthon Phu,
Thailand's greatest poet, wrote some of his best-known works during Rama II's
reign.

Western influence also grew in mainland Southeast Asia during the early years of 
the 19th century, and with it came increasing Western pressures on Siam. When 
Britain declared war on the Burmese kingdom in 1824, Rama III feared that the 
British might also attack Siam. He subsequently agreed to sign the Burney Treaty 
(1826), which set conditions for the conduct of trade between the two countries.

 

Mongkut and the opening of Siam to the West

Demands for free trade and diplomatic representation in Siam accelerated with 
the British advances into Myanmar and Malaya and the opening of several Chinese
ports following the first Opium War with China (1839–42). In 1855 Queen Victoria
sent Sir John Bowring as her personal emissary to Siam to demand an end to all 
trade restrictions. He was also instructed to secure the right to establish a British 
consulate in Bangkok and, in addition, the right to set up separate law courts to 
try cases involving British subjects (an element of extraterritoriality). The 
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resulting Bowring Treaty (1855), in which Siam acceded to these demands, was 
followed shortly by similar treaties with other major European powers and the 
United States. Although these treaties left Siam intact politically, they severely 
reduced the country's sovereignty and independence.

The opening of Siam to world trade and the development of a cash economy 
brought major changes to the country. The Bowring Treaty deprived the Siamese 
government of large sums in customs duties, one of its major traditional sources 
of revenue, forcing it to increase taxes in their stead. Large areas of the Chao 
Phraya basin were planted with rice and other cash crops for the world market, 
while the need to transport goods from the interior to the port of Bangkok led to 
the growth of canal systems and marketing networks.

The years following the Bowring Treaty were also marked by an increase in 
foreign influence in Siam. King Mongkut (Rama IV; ruled 1851–68) appointed
several Western advisers and assistants to his court, including the Englishwoman
Anna Harriette Leonowens, who tutored his children. She later published a 
romanticized and inaccurate depiction of Mongkut's court that became the basis 
for the musical The King and I (1951), which was even more inaccurate though 
still highly popular with Western audiences. Foreign nationals began to take up 
long-term residence in Bangkok. Missionaries, although largely unsuccessful in 
converting Siamese to Christianity, set up the first Western medical facilities, 
secular schools, and printing presses in the country. Mongkut took great interest 
in the new Western ideas that were beginning to come into the country. He 
studied Latin, mathematics, and astronomy with the scholarly French Roman 
Catholic missionary Jean-Baptiste Pallegoix and English with American Protestant
missionaries, one of whom, Dan Beach Bradley, later founded the country's first 
newspaper.

Mongkut was already 46 years old when he came to the throne. He had spent 26 
years as a monk, during which time he had become a keen scholar of Pali (the 
language of the Theravada texts) and an expert in Buddhist doctrine. Mongkut 
also had become concerned that many superstitious practices had grown up 
around the core Theravada teachings, and he established a new sect, which was 
dedicated to purifying Buddhist practice. This new sect became the Thammayut
order that later would dominate the Thai monkhood. Although Mongkut was an 
absolute monarch, he began to break down the age-old tradition of treating the 
king as a god. He traveled widely throughout his kingdom, inquiring about the 
conditions of his subjects. He also was the first Siamese monarch to allow his 
subjects to gaze directly upon his face. Mongkut's willingness to adapt traditional
Siamese patterns to more-modern ideas helped pave the way for the more 
profound social and political changes that were to take place in Siam under his 
successor.

 

Chulalongkorn and the foundations of modern Thailand

Mongkut was succeeded by his 15-year-old son Chulalongkorn
(Rama V; reigned 1868–1910). Because of Chulalongkorn's
youth, the country was ruled by a regent until the prince
came of age in 1873. Chulalongkorn was faced with
continuing Western pressure, and he maintained his father's
policy of making territorial concessions to the West in the
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Chulalongkorn.

hope that Siam could retain its overall independence. In
1893, after French gunboats forced their way up the Chao 
Phraya River to Bangkok, he was forced to cede to France all 
Lao territories east of the Mekong River, and in 1907 the 
French took over three territories in northwestern Cambodia 

and Lao territory west of the Mekong that had been under Siamese suzerainty. 
Two years later the Siamese government lost rights over four Malay states to the 
British. The creation of a modern military was in fact a direct response to the 
threat of domination Siam faced, particularly from France, in the late 19th 
century.

At the same time that he sought to fend off the Western powers from without,
Chulalongkorn undertook major reforms within the country. These were often
difficult to achieve, since they undercut the power bases of influential men at
court. The young king proceeded gradually, assisted by several of his brothers
and half brothers; many of these—in particular the brilliant and energetic Prince
Damrong Rajanubhab—were men of outstanding ability. The internal reforms
carried through during Chulalongkorn's reign included reorganizing the 
government into ministries with functional responsibilities and creating a 
centralized bureaucracy, instituting a uniform and centralized system of 
administration over the outlying provinces, systematizing government revenue 
collection, abolishing slavery and labour-service requirements, establishing law 
courts and reforming the judiciary, introducing a modern school system, and 
constructing railways and telegraph systems. In addition, he backed a major 
reorganization of the Buddhist monkhood, bringing all monks throughout the 
country into the sangha as a nationwide religious hierarchy that was linked at its 
apex to the king. By any standards, the sheer scale of Chulalongkorn's reforms 
are remarkable, and his reign is commonly regarded as one of the greatest in 
Thai history. The modern state of Thailand is his legacy.

 

The last absolute monarchs of Siam

Chulalongkorn's policies were continued by his sons Vajiravudh (Rama VI; reigned
1910–25) and Prajadhipok (Rama VII; 1925–35). In 1917 Vajiravudh, the first Thai
monarch to be educated abroad, opened Thailand's first university, which he named
for his father. In 1921 he made universal primary education compulsory throughout
the country. To assimilate the growing number of Chinese entering the country, he
also passed an act that required all students be taught to read, write, and speak
Standard Thai (Siamese) and be instructed in their duties as good Siamese citizens.
Vajiravudh is noted principally, however, for promoting Thai nationalism. In his 
voluminous writings he stressed the need for his subjects to be loyal to nation, 
religion, and king. He not only strengthened the army and navy but also created a 
paramilitary organization, the Wild Tiger Corps, that was independent of the regular
army. In 1917 he took Siam into World War I on the side of the Allies, and after the 
war he succeeded in persuading the Western powers to give up their extraterritorial 
rights in Siam. Vajiravudh also passed a law in 1913 that required all Siamese to 
adopt surnames, and he encouraged his people to adopt clothing styles based on 
European models, which were considered to be more modern, and to abandon such 
habits as chewing betel.

Vajiravudh was notorious for extravagance, and his successor, Prajadhipok, 
inherited serious fiscal problems from his brother. The new king ordered layoffs 
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throughout most government departments, both at the start of his reign and again 
during the Great Depression of the 1930s. The cuts caused severe economic 
hardships for many government officials and their families and added to popular 
discontent with the monarchy during his reign. A rising middle class was also 
growing increasingly unhappy with the domination of the government by members of
the royal family and with the absence of wider participation in political decision 
making. An emerging popular press was able to give voice to these discontents.

 

The 1932 coup and the creation of a constitutional order

One focus of civilian discontent centred on a group of students who had been 
educated overseas and were deeply dissatisfied with the tight political control that 
Siam's ruling families held over the country. Some of these students became 
politically radicalized during the course of their education in Europe in the 1920s 
and early '30s. They were led by Pridi Phanomyong, a brilliant young lawyer studying 
in Paris, who became the leader of an organization of overseas Siamese students. He
was closely associated with a career artillery officer, Luang Phibun Songkhram (Pibul 
Songgram), who was then studying military science in France. In 1927 Pridi and 
Phibun formed the People's Party, which became the nucleus of a revolutionary 
group plotting to overthrow Siam's absolute monarchy. On their return to Siam the 
two men and their associates, who became known as the Promoters, built up a 
revolutionary following among students, nonroyal government officials, and military 
officers.

On June 24, 1932, while Prajadhipok was away from Bangkok, the Promoters staged 
a bloodless coup, seizing control of the army, imprisoning the royal officials who had
constituted the ruling group, and persuading the king to agree to rule under a 
constitution. A State Council and National Assembly were established under the new
government. Many members of the new government had not played a direct part in 
the coup, and some were quite conservative in their political thinking. In early 1933,
when Pridi drew up an economic plan for the country that was far more radical than
many members of the new government could accept, feelings ran so high that the 
king was forced to suspend the National Assembly. The military leaders, fearing that
the royalists would regain control of the government, forced the reconstitution of 
the National Assembly, which was followed by an attempted royalist countercoup in 
October 1933 under Prince Boworadet (Bavoradej), a cousin of the king. Although 
there was no evidence of royal collusion, Prajadhipok found his position untenable. 
In early 1934 he left for England, and in March 1935 he abdicated. A regency council
was appointed to act for his successor, Prince Ananda Mahidol, then a schoolboy 
studying in Switzerland, until he came of age.

Although it never actually confronted an external threat until 1941, the new 
military, led by well-trained, disciplined officers and equipped with modern 
weaponry, contributed to a fundamental restructuring of power within the country. 
The 1932 revolution succeeded only because it was supported by military units led 
by nonroyal officers. Between 1933 and the end of 1938 the military grew ever 
stronger. The years just before World War II were marked by a tripling of the 
military budget, the establishment (1934) and subsequent spread of a paramilitary 
youth movement with fascist overtones, and a growing alliance with Japan.

 

The Phibun dictatorship and World War II
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In December 1938 Phibun Songkhram took over as military dictator, and the
following year he changed the name of the country from Siam to Thailand. He
embarked on a strongly nationalistic policy that was chauvinistic and anti-Chinese at
home and irredentist and pro-Japanese abroad, and he set out to elevate the
position of the military—especially the army, in which he held the rank of field
marshal—and to portray it as the defender of the country. Luang Wichit Watthakan,
Phibun's influential ideologist, drew on a Japanese prototype for his ideal of
wiratham, the “code of the warrior,” as the foundation for Thai nationalism. In
November 1940, taking advantage of the defeat of France by Germany the previous
June, Phibun ordered the invasion of French territories in western Laos and
northwestern Cambodia that formerly had been under Thai control. Japan supported
Thai claims to the disputed lands.

Thailand's leaders nonetheless sought help from Britain and France against an
increasingly aggressive Japan, but the British were too deeply involved in Europe to
provide them with meaningful support. On Dec. 8, 1941—following the Japanese
attack on Pearl Harbor, Hawaii—Japanese troops entered Thailand and requested
the right of passage through the country to facilitate their planned surprise rear
attack on British-held Singapore. After a brief fight against the advancing Japanese,
all Thai troops were ordered by Phibun to lay down their arms, and Thailand
subsequently signed a full Treaty of Alliance with Japan; in January 1942 the Thai
government declared war on Britain and the United States.

Thailand gained minor territorial concessions in Burma (Myanmar) and Malaya, as 
well as in Laos and Cambodia, from its wartime alliance with Japan, but the Thai 
economy suffered greatly, ultimately undermining public confidence in Phibun. 
From 1942 onward, overseas resistance groups based in the United States and Britain
made contact with similar groups within Thailand led by Pridi Phanomyong, then 
serving as regent in the absence of the young king Ananda. The Free Thai, as these 
groups were collectively known, conducted raids against the Japanese and 
succeeded in infiltrating the government. In July 1944 Phibun was forced to resign, 
and in August 1945 Japan surrendered.

 

The postwar crisis and the return of Phibun

Following the end of the war, Thailand's primary aim was to restore its international
reputation, given Phibun's wartime alliance with Japan. Thailand was generally
supported in its aim, because most members of the international community—with
the exception of Britain, which took a punitive stance toward the country—had
never accepted Thailand's declaration of war, maintaining that it had been signed
under duress. As soon as Thailand returned the territories seized from France in
1940–41, it was admitted to the United Nations (1946), and its standing in the 
international community was restored.

The immediate postwar years, however, were not easy ones for Thailand. Phibun 
narrowly escaped trial as a war criminal and temporarily retired from public life. 
Then, in June 1946, the recently enthroned Ananda Mahidol was found dead of a 
gunshot wound, an event that shocked the nation. The government, led by Pridi 
Phanomyong, the former head of the Free Thai movement, was unable to make a 
convincing investigation into the death, hampered by powerful elements in the 
police and military who had been associated with the Phibun regime. Pridi resigned, 
and his protégé, who succeeded him, was unable to quell the discontent fueled by
rumours regarding the king's death. In November 1947 the military staged a coup, 
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and Pridi fled into exile. After Phibun returned as prime minister in 1948, Pridi was 
accused of regicide and found guilty in absentia. The cause of Ananda's death has 
never been conclusively determined, but evidence later emerged indicating that if 
King Ananda had been murdered, Phibun's allies were more likely than Pridi to have 
been responsible. However, Pridi did not live long enough for a regime to come to 
power that would allow him to return to Thailand; he died in exile in France in 
1983. Only in the late 1990s would Pridi finally be recognized for the profound role 
he played in shaping contemporary Thailand.

With the coming of the Cold War, the West began to look to Thailand as a potential 
bastion against the rise of communism in Southeast Asia. Thailand sent troops to 
join the United Nations forces during the Korean War, and in 1954 it became a 
charter member of the Southeast Asia Treaty Organization (SEATO), a regional 
anticommunist defense organization to which the United States pledged its support. 
The establishment of a communist regime in China in 1949 caused Phibun to fear the
spread of communism within Thailand, and he carried out a series of measures 
directed against members of the Chinese community. He also imprisoned leaders 
from other groups whom he feared might try to secede from Thailand, in particular 
the Lao in the northeast and the Malays in the south.

Between 1951 and 1957 the United States poured huge amounts of economic and
military aid into Thailand to fortify the country's infrastructure and boost its military
and police forces. This massive financial support laid the foundation for an
economic boom in Thailand that continued almost steadily until the late 1990s.
Access to these funds also rendered the military largely independent of the political
process; an alliance of convenience developed between the military rulers—headed
by Phibun and the newly emerging army chief, Sarit Thanarat—and the police, in
which the latter suppressed the government's political opponents in return for a
share of the political spoils.

Sarit was entrusted by Phibun with building up and modernizing the Thai army, and 
by 1954 he had risen to the rank of field marshal. Sarit became heavily involved in 
business activities and served on numerous corporate boards, as did a number of 
other upper-echelon military officials during that period. Under the Phibun 
government, most of the country's small number of manufacturing firms were 
government-owned, while imports and exports were tightly controlled. Sarit and 
many members of the middle class, particularly businessmen of Chinese descent, 
quickly became disappointed by the poor economic results of Phibun's policy of 
economic nationalism. Public confidence in the Phibun regime waned during the 
next three years, and in September 1957 Sarit staged a coup and took over the 
government.

 

Military dictatorship, economic growth, and the reemergence 
of the monarchy

Sarit remained in power from 1958 until his death in 1963. Throughout those years 
he concentrated on instituting new economic policies that favoured both domestic 
and foreign private investment. His commitment to economic development, coupled
with a massive rise in foreign economic and military aid to Thailand (especially from
the United States), led to a strong growth in Thailand's gross national product. Not 
only were large amounts of money funneled into the military, but there was also a 
major increase in the number of infrastructure investments, and many new 
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highways, irrigation projects, electrification schemes, and schools were built. Sarit, 
seeking the legitimacy of the throne, also encouraged Bhumibol Adulyadej, who had 
succeeded his brother as king in 1946, to make the public more aware of the 
monarchy. The king and queen made frequent trips around the country and 
sponsored numerous public service activities throughout the period of Sarit's rule, 
and by 1960 they had become widely known and popular throughout the land. The 
monarchy, which had been in eclipse since 1932, once again became a significant 
institution in Thailand.

Sarit was admired by many as a strong and decisive ruler, but his popularity 
diminished significantly after his death, when the extent of his personal corruption 
became widely known. The aura of corruption haunted his successors, Thanom 
Kittikachorn and Praphas Charusathian, who jointly held power throughout the 
decade following Sarit's death. Their rule was, nonetheless, also characterized by 
the continuing growth of the Thai economy. During the 1960s Thailand became 
increasingly involved with the United States in the Vietnam War. By 1969 Thailand 
had more than 11,000 troops serving in Vietnam, and throughout the conflict it was 
a staging base for the U.S. Air Force. Huge sums of American money continued to 
pour into Thailand throughout the Thanom-Praphas years, stimulating economic 
development but also contributing substantially to the growth of corruption and a 
rising gap in the standard of living between rich and poor. Popular disaffection 
grew, particularly in the impoverished northeast and among alienated groups such 
as the Muslim Malays in the south and the Hmong in the far north, gradually 
crystallizing into outright insurgency.

 

The 1973 revolution and its aftermath

Faced with growing internal dissent, Thanom made halfhearted attempts to 
introduce minor democratic reforms before reimposing direct military rule in 1971. 
For many Thai, especially the growing number of middle-class citizens educated 
abroad and exposed to Western democratic ideas, this undermined their vision of 
the country's future. Students in particular felt betrayed and held huge public 
demonstrations calling for the promulgation of a constitution. Violence between 
police and students escalated, culminating on Oct. 14, 1973, when government 
forces killed more than a hundred protestors. The army's commander, Gen. Kris 
Sivara, subsequently refused to use additional force, and Thanom and Praphas 
acceded to the urging of the king to go into exile. Most Thai today consider Oct. 14, 
1973, to be an even more important date than June 24, 1932, the date of the coup 
that ended the absolute authority of Thailand's monarchy.

For the first time since 1932, the monarchy assumed a direct role in Thai politics. 
The king chose Judge Sanya Dharmasakti, a former rector of Thammasat University, 
to be interim prime minister and to oversee the drafting of a new constitution. The 
constitution, promulgated in 1974, ushered in a brief period of parliamentary 
democracy in Thailand. Ranking members of the military, however, interpreted the 
open policy debates in parliament as an indication of political instability, and the 
triumph of communist governments in Vietnam, Cambodia (Kampuchea), and Laos in
1975 was perceived as a threat requiring a stronger Thai government. In October 
1976 the military, this time with the backing of the king, again took control of the 
government and abolished both parliament and the constitution.

The new coup polarized the country politically. Many students who had led or 
supported the movement of the early 1970s went into the jungle to join what had 
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previously been a small, rural-based communist insurgency. By mid-1977 the 
Communist Party of Thailand was beginning to mount an increasingly effective
challenge to the military-backed government. Fearing increasing unrest, the military
leaders—in yet another October coup—ousted the extreme right-wing government
they had installed a year earlier and handed power over to Gen. Kriangsak
Chomanand, who was open to a more democratic style of government.

 

Partial democracy and the search for a new political order

By 1980, when Kriangsak was replaced by Gen. Prem Tinsulanonda, Thailand had 
established a new system of government in which the military shared power with 
parliament through the mediation of the monarchy. Prem, who served as prime 
minister from 1980 to 1988, succeeded in eliminating the challenge of the 
Communist Party of Thailand and quelled dissent within the country by declaring a 
general amnesty for all previous insurgents. However, Thailand faced a new external
threat along its eastern border following the Vietnamese occupation of Cambodia in 
1979; as one consequence of that occupation, Thailand found itself forced to shelter
a growing number of Southeast Asian refugees, arriving primarily from Cambodia. In 
1988 Prem was replaced as prime minister by Chatichai Choonhavan, leader of the 
Chat Thai political group, which had won the greatest number of seats in 
parliamentary elections held in July. Thus, for the first time since 1976, Thailand 
had a government headed by an elected, rather than a military, leader. The 
supremacy of parliament over the military, however, had not been firmly 
established.

In February 1991 Chatichai's government, already criticized for rampant corruption, 
went too far in challenging the military and was toppled by a junta calling itself the 
National Peacekeeping Council. Although nominally led by Gen. Sunthorn 
Kongsompong, another powerful leader of the junta was army chief Suchinda 
Kraprayoon. The junta promised elections and, as an indication of this commitment,
appointed the politically liberal Anand Punyarachun, a former diplomat and business
leader, as prime minister. Anand sought to remain independent of the military. 
After elections were held in March 1992, General Suchinda, who had not himself 
stood for election, reneged on his promise not to seek the premiership. A coalition 
of groups, drawn predominantly from the urban middle class, began to stage 
large-scale protests after he became prime minister in April. Chamlong
Srimuang—who also was a former army general, as well as a former mayor of
Bangkok and the leading lay supporter of a Buddhist fundamentalist
movement—assumed the leadership of these protests. In May the army met the
escalating antigovernment demonstrations with bloody repression. The king
intervened and called Suchinda and Chamlong to an audience, after which Suchinda
resigned. Anand was recalled by the king to head a caretaker government until new
elections could be held in September 1992.

These elections ushered in what became the most democratic period in Thai history.
Between September 1992 and April 2006 all governments were formed by parties 
commanding a majority in parliament. Although no single party gained an absolute 
majority in the elections held in 1992, 1995, and 1996, the Democrat Party, the 
oldest political party in Thailand, has been the most successful of any in putting 
together coalitions to form governments. Chuan Leekpai, the leader of the 
Democrats, headed governments between 1992 and 1995 and again between 1997 
and 2001. However, his governments were not fully stable, and in the period 
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between 1995 and 1997 there were two elections and two other prime ministers. 
One of them, Gen. Chavalit Yongchaiyudh, faced one of the most serious economic 
crises in Thailand's postwar history, set off by the devaluation of the baht in July 
1997.

The economic crisis provided a strong impetus for the completion of a new 
constitution, the drafting of which had been initiated in the aftermath of the crisis 
of 1992. In October 1997 King Bhumibol signed the new constitution, which 
recognized broader rights for the citizenry than any of the country's 15 previous 
constitutions. Conservative elements in the military and bureaucracy and their allies
in parliament had sought to ensure that the new constitution protected some of 
their privileges, but the severe economic crisis that took place that year 
undermined their efforts.

The 1997 constitution showed the degree to which a new “civil society” was
emerging in Thailand. It also reflected the influence of the nongovernmental 
organizations (NGOs) that had proliferated in Thailand since the 1980s. Promoting
the interests of such groups as farmers, environmentalists, urban labourers, ethnic
and religious minorities, and people afflicted with AIDS, these NGOs drew their
membership primarily from the same educated middle-class people who joined the
student movements of the 1970s and succeeded in challenging military rule in May
1992. NGOs also attracted significant backing from many newspapers and magazines
and from academics. Although the organizations were initially viewed with suspicion
by Thai governments—and especially by ranking members of the civil service and the
military—the country's parliamentary-based governments since 1992 have been
forced to recognize the influence of NGOs on Thai politics.

 

Attempts to institute populist democracy

Thaksin Shinawatra

In parliamentary elections held in January 2001 the Thai Rak Thai (“Thais Love
Thais”) party, created in 1995, became dominant, and its founding leader,
Thaksin Shinawatra, moved to the centre of Thai politics. Thaksin exemplified 
the new politician of the post-1992 period. A Sino-Thai from Chiang Mai in the 
north, he cultivated a constituency among up-country people in northern and 
northeastern Thailand that became the foundation of his party. As a highly 
successful entrepreneur and founder of the country's largest telecommunications 
company, Thaksin and his political network also drew much support from 
Thailand's wealthy business community.

Thaksin, with his immense financial resources, was able to fund political 
campaigns that employed sophisticated advertising methods. Because the Thai 
Rak Thai party often used funds from its own bank accounts to ensure strong 
voter turnouts, it came to be accused of buying votes. Thaksin's popularity in 
rural areas, however, was based less on monetary incentives than on the Thai 
Rak Thai commitment to providing reasonably priced health care for the poor, 
devolving more centralized authority to local governing organizations, providing 
substantial loan funds for villagers, and making larger investments in education.

In elections held in early 2005 the Thai Rak Thai party won an absolute majority 
of seats in parliament, the first time this had ever happened in Thailand in an 
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open election. Although Thaksin seemed positioned to shape Thai politics for the 
foreseeable future, he made some decisions that ultimately undermined his 
authority and led the country toward a political crisis. Notable among these was 
his order to use military force to suppress the insurgency in the Malay-Muslim 
populated areas of southern Thailand without also attempting to pursue political 
solutions to the problem. The move exacerbated the conflict, and as the violence
intensified, key military figures, as well as the king and queen, became openly 
dissatisfied with the strategy.

Thaksin himself was publicly respectful of the monarchy, but he clearly began to 
position himself to play a decisive role for when King Bhumibol passed from the 
scene. As the king's 60th year on the throne approached in 2006, the public was 
acutely reminded that he would not be monarch for too much longer. The 
looming royal transition appeared to give Thaksin the opportunity to increase the
power of an elected government with strong popular support at the expense of 
the old military and royalist elite.

However, it was Thaksin's willingness to use his power to manipulate both the
parliament and the regulatory bodies created by the 1997 constitution to protect
his and his family's wealth that led to his ouster. Many members of the urban
middle class were deeply angered at the end of 2005 when it became public
knowledge that the telecommunications corporation owned by members of
Thaksin's family—but viewed as a national asset—had been sold to a Singaporean
holding company without the family incurring any tax liability. Protest rallies
were staged in Bangkok, led by the urban-based opposition People's Alliance for 
Democracy (PAD)—who came to be known as the “yellow shirts” for the colour
they wore during demonstrations—and grew steadily in size. Because Thaksin had
lost the loyalty of many ranking military officers, he was unable to order that
force be used to suppress the demonstrations. Instead, he called a snap election
to show that he had wide popular support throughout the countryside. The vote
of April 2006, however, proved meaningless, as all opposition parties boycotted
the election; the results were subsequently invalidated by the Supreme Court.

Thaksin remained in charge of a caretaker government for the next several
months, while the public prepared for the celebration of the king's six decades as
chief of state. However, in September 2006 military forces led by Gen. Sonthi
Boonyaratkalin staged a coup while Thaksin was abroad. The junta, with the
king's backing, appointed retired general Surayud Chulanont to head an interim
government. The 1997 constitution was abrogated, and a carefully selected
group was appointed to draft a new constitution; this document was ratified by a
popular referendum in August 2007, and parliamentary elections were held in
December. Although Thaksin's Thai Rak Thai party had been outlawed earlier that
year, a new party backing the ousted prime minister—the People Power Party
(PPP)—clearly won the most seats in parliament, which effectively amounted to a
popular rejection of the coup. The head of the PPP, Samak Sundaravej, became 
prime minister.

 
Charles F. Keyes
E. Jane Keyes

Yellow shirts and red shirts
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Political tensions remained high, however, and, beginning in mid-2008, the 
yellow shirts began staging mass protests against the Samak government, 
charging that he was merely a stand-in for the ousted Thaksin. In September the 
prime minister and his entire cabinet were removed from office by order of a 
special Constitutional Court, and the parliament elected Somchai Wongsawat, 
brother-in-law of Thaksin, as prime minister. In October Thaksin, who by then 
was living in exile, was convicted in absentia on charges of corruption.

Meanwhile, the PAD mobilized thousands of yellow-shirt demonstrators against 
the selection of Somchai in large-scale protests that became increasingly violent.
The country's two major airports in Bangkok were swamped, forcing temporary 
closure of both facilities. In response to the unrest, the army called for new 
elections and the dissolution of the parliament. The prime minister rejected the 
request, and on December 2 he, like his predecessor, was removed from office by
the Constitutional Court, and his party was dissolved. Within two weeks, Abhisit
Vejjajiva, leader of the opposition Democrat Party, was chosen by a special
parliamentary vote to become the new prime minister—the fifth in a period of
just over two years.

In early 2009 the supporters of Thaksin—popularly called the “red shirts” for the
colour of their uniforms and mainly rural-based and from northern and
northeastern Thailand but also including urban-dwelling democracy
activists—formed a populist movement called the United Front for Democracy 
Against Dictatorship (UDD). The UDD organized protests against this latest change
of government, which in April forced the cancellation of an ASEAN summit 
meeting outside Bangkok. Security forces were able to disperse the protesters, 
but antigovernment mass demonstrations by the red shirts erupted again later in 
the year and in early 2010.

The 2010 action, which began in mid-March, drew tens of thousands of 
red-shirted protesters to Bangkok. There the demonstrators barricaded 
themselves in the heart of the city's commercial district, demanding that the 
Abhisit government resign and new parliamentary elections be held. The 
situation remained calm until mid-April, when government forces unsuccessfully 
attempted to oust the red shirts from their encampment. More than 20 died and 
hundreds were injured during the encounter. An attempt at a negotiated 
settlement with the red shirts failed in early May, and the Thai military soon 
began an operation to force out the protesters. This action culminated on May 
19, when troops took the protesters' camp by force and arrested the red-shirt 
leaders. In all, several dozen people were killed and hundreds more were 
wounded during that action.

About a year later, however, the red shirts scored a major victory. In July 2011 
the Phak Puea Thai (PPT; “For Thais Party”), a pro-Thaksin party headed by
Thaksin's younger sister, Yingluck Shinawatra, won the majority of parliamentary 
seats in the country's general elections. Until then, Yingluck, a newcomer to 
politics, had been involved in the family's business ventures. The PPT quickly 
formed a coalition with several smaller parties to create an even larger majority 
in parliament, and in early August Yingluck became the country's first female 
prime minister.

 
Ed.
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Economic and foreign-policy developments

Thailand had one of the world's fastest growing economies from the 1960s to the 
late '90s. By the 1990s Thailand was considered to be part of a second wave of 
newly industrializing countries, or NICs, that included such countries in the region as
Malaysia and Indonesia and that were following fast on the heels of such first-wave 
NICs as South Korea and Singapore. Unlike Japan and some of the first-wave NICs, 
where governments aggressively channeled capital into industrial sectors with high 
growth potential, Thailand relied on an independent central bank and other 
government financial agencies to create the proper conditions for economic growth 
and left it to the private sector to make specific business decisions. This growth 
substantially improved the standard of living in Thailand, especially among urban 
dwellers. In July 1997, however, a crisis in Thailand's financial markets forced the 
government to institute a drastic devaluation of the Thai currency, the baht, which 
triggered a wider crisis that soon swept across most of East and Southeast Asia. The 
crisis was especially severe in Thailand, where many financial institutions collapsed 
or were taken over; without new sources of capital, construction and new economic 
ventures slowed to a near halt. These events compelled the Thai government, with 
the backing of the International Monetary Fund, to institute a series of economic 
reforms, especially in the financial sector, after which the economy slowly began to 
recover.

Several factors led to Thailand's financial collapse. Among these were the wholesale 
financial liberalization of the early 1990s; the declining competitiveness of Thailand 
relative to China, Vietnam, and other Asian countries; the aggressiveness of Thai 
businesses in obtaining short-term loans from foreign sources to fund long-term 
obligations; the eagerness of international lenders to make these loans; the growing 
influence from the mid-1990s of political leaders over the previously independent 
Bank of Thailand and other governmental economic agencies; the lax regulation of 
financial markets and the Securities Exchange of Thailand by the Bank of Thailand 
and other government bodies; and the slowness of the authorities to act once the 
problems were recognized. Foremost among those responsible for the crisis were the
many finance companies that made short-term loans to fund long-term property 
investments. These finance companies were the first financial institutions to 
collapse. In the aftermath of the crisis, major banks and financial institutions have 
gone bankrupt, have been combined with other firms, or have been purchased by 
foreign buyers.

Even before the onset of the economic crisis, there was already ample evidence that
the country's rapid economic growth—while having brought a definite rise in the
standard of living of most Thai—was also creating many social problems. Notable
among the undesirable consequences were increased environmental pollution and
degradation, a widening gap between rich and poor, the growth of slums and
overcrowding in the cities, and urban traffic congestion. Added to these problems
was the emergence of an HIV/AIDS epidemic in Thailand, which became the most
serious in Asia. Increasingly, many of the NGOs and business leaders, even the king
himself, have questioned the single-minded pursuit of new investments in industry
and services, proposing instead that the country seek sustainable development that
respects traditional ideas of community.

In contrast to the ideal of sustainable development, the government of Thaksin
Shinawatra strongly emphasized free-market economics, and its policies succeeded
in stimulating significant new growth in the economy. The Thaksin government used
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increasing revenues to undertake a number of large-scale infrastructure projects,
the most visible of which was the Suvarnabhumi international airport. However,
these projects also brought accusations of corruption and shoddy
workmanship—notably the discovery of structural flaws at the new airport shortly
after it opened—and questions were raised about how beneficial such projects were
to the country's economy.

From the 1950s through the '70s, Thailand's foreign policy was based on
anticommunism and a special relationship with the United States. The withdrawal of
American forces from Vietnam and the establishment of communist regimes in
Vietnam, Cambodia, and Laos spurred Thailand to reassess its foreign policy, and
since the 1980s the emphasis has been more on promoting economic relations than
on security. The relationship with the United States has been downgraded, and
closer ties have been forged with Japan and China. Following the end of the Cold
War and the disintegration of the Soviet Union, Thailand began to encourage
regional trade relationships, even with its former enemies—Vietnam, Laos, and
Cambodia.

Thailand was a charter member of the Association of Southeast Asian Nations 
(ASEAN), and with its support Vietnam, Laos, Cambodia, and Myanmar were all 
admitted to the organization between 1995 and 1998. Although ASEAN had not 
evolved into a free-trade bloc, by the early 21st century Thailand was increasingly 
oriented toward other Asian countries with which its economic relations had been 
strengthening, most notably China.

While economic concerns have been the underlying basis for Thailand's foreign 
policy since the 1980s, security concerns have not disappeared. The country has 
continued to grapple with refugees on its western border with Myanmar. At the 
same time, conflicts in southern Thailand have contributed to the government's 
willingness to work with the United States and others in efforts to control terrorists 
who have been identified as Islamic radicals.

 
Charles F. Keyes
E. Jane Keyes

Additional Reading

Geography

General surveys of the country include CHARLES F. KEYES, Thailand: Buddhist Kingdom 
as Modern Nation-State (1987, reissued 1994), which provides a general introduction
to the country. WOLF DONNER, The Five Faces of Thailand: An Economic Geography
(1978), contains a good description of the geography of the country and surveys 
economic geography in detail through the 1970s. JONATHAN RIGG (ed.), Counting the 
Costs: Economic Growth and Environmental Change in Thailand (1995); MICHAEL J.G.

PARNWELL (ed.), Uneven Development in Thailand (1996); PHILIP HIRSCH (ed.), Seeing 
Forests for Trees: Environment and Environmentalism in Thailand (1997); CHRIS DIXON, 
The Thai Economy: Uneven Development and Internationalisation (1999); and PASUK

PHONGPAICHIT and CHRIS BAKER, Thailand's Boom and Bust (1998), provide in-depth 
analyses of the political economy and ecology of the country in the last decades of 
the 20th century. LUCIEN M. HANKS, Rice and Man: Agricultural Ecology in Southeast 
Asia (1972, reissued 1992), although dated, is one of the best introductions to daily 
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Introduction

country occupying the eastern portion of mainland Southeast 
Asia.

Tribal Viets inhabiting the Red River delta entered written history
when China's southward expansion reached them in the 3rd 
century BC. From that time onward, a dominant theme of 
Vietnam's history has been interaction with China, the source of 
most of Vietnam's high culture. As a tribute-paying state after 
throwing off Chinese rule in AD 938, Vietnam sent lacquerware, 
animal skins, ivory, and tropical products to the Chinese emperor 
and received scrolls on philosophy, administration, and literature 
in return. Sinic culture seeped deeply into society, but it shaped 
the aristocracy and mandarinal families more than it did the 
peasantry, which preserved distinctive customs, beliefs, 
vocabulary, lifeways, and gender relations. Modeling themselves 
on Chinese emperors, Vietnam's kings exacted tribute from ethnic
minorities on the periphery of the Vietnamese state and called 
themselves emperors when not addressing the Chinese court. 
Although cultural and spatial gaps between the Vietnamese court 

and the farthest reaches of society were not as great as they were in China (Vietnam 
is about the size of a Chinese province, with a comparable population), the 
Vietnamese state's capacity to rule diminished with distance from the capital. The 
refractory character of bamboo-hedged peasant communes was captured in the
cliché, "The emperor's writ stops at the village gate."

Vietnam has a long history of affiliating with a dominant civilization and adapting that
civilization's ideas, institutions, and technology to Vietnamese purposes. This pattern 
of affiliating and adapting was already evident in Vietnam's historical relations with 
China, and it reappeared as descendants of mandarins responded to the challenge of 
the West by rejecting tradition and becoming communists to combat colonialism. The 
pattern was evident again as it animated 20th-century artistic movements that 
employed Western forms to promote social renovation; and since the 1980s it has 
been the driving force behind the Vietnam Communist Party's embrace of economic 
liberalization and integration into the world economy. Such strategic absorption and 
adaptation have helped propel Vietnam to become one of the world's most populous 
countries, with one of the most rapidly expanding market economies.

The capital, Hanoi, is located in the north, while the country's largest city, Ho Chi 
Minh City (formerly Saigon), is in the south. Vietnam experienced a period of
prolonged warfare in the mid-20th century, and a partitioning (1954–75), first
militarily and later politically, into the Democratic Republic of Vietnam, better known
as North Vietnam, and the Republic of Vietnam, usually called South Vietnam.
Following reunification in April 1975, the Socialist Republic of Vietnam was
established in July 1976.

 

Encyclopædia Britannica Article

Vietnam
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Land

With an area and configuration similar to those of Norway, Vietnam extends about 
1,025 miles (1,650 km) from north to south and is about 30 miles (50 km) wide east to
west at its narrowest part. It is bordered by China to the north, the South China Sea
to the east and south, the Gulf of Thailand (Gulf of Siam) to the southwest, and 
Cambodia and Laos to the west.

 

Relief

Vietnam's principal physiographic features are the Annamese 
Cordillera (French: Chaîne Annamitique; Vietnamese: Nui
Truong Son), extending generally from northwest to southeast in
central Vietnam and dominating the interior, and two extensive 
alluvial deltas formed by the Red (Hong) River in the north and 
the Mekong (Cuu Long) River in the south. Between these two 
deltas is a long, relatively narrow coastal plain.

From north to south the uplands of northern Vietnam can be divided into two
distinct regions—the area north of the Red River and the massif that extends south
of the Red River into neighbouring Laos. The Red River forms a deep, relatively wide
valley that runs in a straight northwest-southeast direction for much of its course
from the Chinese border to the edge of its delta. North of the Red River the relief is
moderate, with the highest elevations occurring between the Red and Lo (Clear)
rivers; there is a marked depression from Cao Bang to the sea. In the Red River delta
and in the valleys of the region's other major rivers are found wide limestone
terraces, extensive alluvial plains, and low hills. The northeast coast is dotted with
hundreds of islands composed mostly of limestone.

Compared with the area north of the Red River, the vast massif extending southwest
across Laos to the Mekong River is of considerably higher elevation. Among its 
outstanding topographic features is Fan Si Peak, which at 10,312 feet (3,143 metres)
is the highest point in Vietnam. South of the Black (Da) River are the Ta P'ing, Son 
La, and Moc Chau plateaus, which are separated by deep valleys.

In central Vietnam the Annamese Cordillera runs parallel to the coast, with several 
peaks rising to elevations above 6,000 feet (1,800 metres). Several spurs jut into the
South China Sea, forming sections of the coast isolated from one another. 
Communication across the central ranges is difficult. The southern portion of the 
Annamese Cordillera has two identifiable regions. One consists of plateaus of 
approximately 1,700 feet (520 metres) in elevation that have experienced little 
erosion, as in the Dac Lac Plateau near Buon Me Thuot. The second region is 
characterized by heavily eroded plateaus: in the vicinity of Pleiku, the Kontum 
Plateau is about 2,500 feet (760 metres) above sea level; and in the Da Lat area, the 
Di Linh Plateau is about 4,900 feet (1,500 metres).

 

Drainage

Roughly triangular in shape, with its northeast and southwest 
sides bounded by the northern uplands, the Red River delta
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Mekong River 
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Vietnam.

extends inland some 150 miles (240 km) and runs some 75 miles 
(120 km) along the Gulf of Tonkin. The delta can be divided into
four subregions. The northwestern section has the highest and 
most broken terrain, and its extensive natural levees invite 
settlement despite frequent flooding. The low-lying eastern 
portion is less than seven feet (two metres) above sea level in 
the vicinity of Bac Ninh. Rivers there form small valleys only 
slightly lower than the general surface level, and they are 
subject to flooding by the area's unusually high tides. The third 

and fourth subregions consist, respectively, of the poorly drained lowlands in the 
west and the coastal area, which is marked by the remains of former beach ridges 
left as the delta expanded.

The Annamese Cordillera forms a drainage divide, with rivers to the east flowing to 
the South China Sea and those to the west to the Mekong River. South of the 
mountain range there is an identifiable terrace region that gives way to the Mekong 
delta. The terrace region includes the alluvial plains along the Saigon and Dong Nai
rivers. The lowlands of southern Vietnam are dominated by alluvial plains, the most 
extensive of which is the Mekong delta, covering an area of 15,400 square miles 
(39,900 square km) in Vietnam. Smaller deltaic plains also occur along the 
south-central coast facing the South China Sea.

 

Soils

In northern Vietnam the heavy monsoonal rains wash away rich humus from the 
highlands, leaving slow-dissolving alumina and iron oxides that give the soil its 
characteristic reddish colour. The soils of the Red River delta vary: some are fertile 
and suitable for intense cultivation, while others lack soluble bases. Nonetheless, 
the delta soils are easily worked. The diking of the Red River to prevent flooding has
deprived the delta's rice fields of enriching silts they once received, and it has been 
necessary to apply chemical fertilizers.

There are some two dozen soil associations, but certain soil types predominate. 
Among these are red and yellow podzolic soils (i.e., soils that are heavily leached in 
their upper layers, with a resulting accumulation of materials in the lower layers), 
which occupy nearly half of the land area, and lateritic soils (reddish brown, 
leached tropical soils), which constitute another one-tenth more. These soil types 
dominate the central highlands.

Alluvial soils account for about one-fourth of the land in the south and are 
concentrated in the Mekong delta, as are peat and muck soils. Gray podzolic soils 
are found in parts of the central highlands and in old terraces along the Mekong, 
while regurs (rich black loams) and lateritic soils occur in both the central highlands 
and the terrace zone. Along the coast of central Vietnam are regosols (soft, 
undeveloped soils) and noncalcic brown soils.

 

Climate

The northern part of Vietnam is on the edge of the tropical climatic zone. During 
January, the coldest month of the year, Hanoi has a mean temperature of 63 °F (17
°C), while the annual average temperature is 74 °F (23 °C). Farther south, the
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average annual temperature in Hue is 77 °F (25 °C) and in Ho Chi Minh City is 81 °F
(27 °C); in the highland city of Da Lat, it drops to 70 °F (21 °C). The winter season
in northern Vietnam lasts from November to April; from early February to the end of
March there is a persistent drizzle, and March and April are sometimes considered to
be a transitional period. The summer in northern Vietnam lasts from April or May to 
October and is characterized by heat, heavy rainfall, and occasional typhoons. In 
central and southern Vietnam the southwest monsoon winds between June and 
November bring rains and typhoons to the eastern slopes of the mountains and the 
lowland plains. The period between December and April is drier and is characterized
by the winds of the northeast monsoon and, in the south, by high temperatures.

 

Plant and animal life

Vietnam's vegetation is rich and diversified, reflecting the country's great range of 
climate, topography, and soils and the varying effects of human habitation. The 
forests of Vietnam can be divided into two broad categories: evergreen forests, 
which include conifers, and deciduous forests. There are more than 1,500 species of 
woody plants in the country, ranging from commercially important hardwoods, such 
as ebony and teak, to palms, mangroves, and bamboos. There also are numerous 
species of woody vines (lianas) and herbaceous plants. In the aggregate, the dense 
and open forests, savannas, brushland, and bamboo cover approximately half of the 
country's total area.

In most areas the forests are mixed, containing a great variety of species within a
given area. Rainforests are relatively limited, and pure stands are few. The nearest
to pure forest types are the pines—the three-needled Pinus khasya and the 
two-needled P. merkusii found in the uplands—and the mangrove forests of the
coastal areas. In the mountainous regions are subtropical species from such genera
as Quercus (oak), Castanopsis, Pinus (pine), and Podocarpus. Brushwood, bamboo, 
weeds, and tall grasses invade logged areas and grow around settlements and along 
arterial highways and railroads. Between the logged areas and the upland forests are
other mixtures of forest types.

A large part of the forest in the central highlands is dense and rich in broad-leaved 
evergreens and semievergreens, some of which yield valuable timbers. Some of this 
region is still composed of undisturbed (primary) forests. Other types of forests 
there include secondary forests; open forests, which typically have trees of the 
family Dipterocarpaceae and species from the genus Lagerstroemia (crape myrtle); 
mangrove forests; and barren lands of sand dunes with eucalyptus and small, thorny 
deciduous trees and species from the Casuarina genus of flowering plants. Cogon 
grass (Imperata cylindrica) is commonly found in the open forests, and savanna 
vegetation occupies large areas formerly covered by forests. Grass and sedge 
swamps are characteristic of the Thap Muoi Plain (Plain of Reeds), a depression in 
the Mekong delta.

During the Vietnam War, herbicides were used by the U.S. Army to defoliate large 
areas of forest in southern Vietnam. Most of these forests have been regenerating, 
but resettlement programs and illegal logging appear to have created longer lasting 
damage.

The most common domesticated animals in Vietnam are water buffalo, cattle, dogs,
cats, pigs, goats, ducks, and chickens. Wild game in the central highlands includes 
elephants and tapirs; Sumatran rhinoceroses, believed to have become extinct by 
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the 1960s, were sighted in the 1990s. Also found in the forests are large cats, 
including tigers, leopards, and ounces (snow leopards); several kinds of wild oxen, 
including gaurs and koupreys; and various types of bears, among them black bears 
and sun bears (honey bears). Deer are plentiful and include the small musk deer and
muntjac (barking deer). Other common wild animals are wild pigs, porcupines, 
jackals, otters, mongooses, hares, skunks, and squirrels, including flying squirrels.

There are also small wild cats, binturongs, and palm civets. Primates such as
langurs, macaques, gibbons, and rhesus monkeys live in the forests. Three species of
hoofed mammals—the saola, giant muntjac, and Truong Son muntjac—were
discovered in the 1990s. Crocodiles are found on the edges of some lakes and along
riverbanks; other reptiles include several kinds of lizards, pythons, and cobras. Of
the wide variety of land and water birds, some 600 species have been identified in
southern Vietnam alone.

 

People

Diverse cultural traditions, geographies, and historical events have created distinct 
regions within the country. The lowlands generally have been occupied by ethnic 
Vietnamese, while the highlands have been home to numerous smaller ethnic groups 
that differ culturally and linguistically from the Vietnamese. The highland peoples can
be divided into the northern ethnic groups, who have affinities with peoples in 
southern China who speak Tai languages; and the southern highland populations, who 
have ties with peoples in Cambodia, who speak Mon-Khmer languages (Austroasiatic
family), and peoples in Indonesia and elsewhere in Southeast Asia, who speak 
Austronesian languages. A north-south variation has also emerged among the ethnic 
Vietnamese as they have expanded southward from the Red River delta along the 
coastal plain and into the Mekong delta. The Vietnamese have long made a distinction
between the northern region, with Hanoi as its cultural centre; the central region, 
where the Nguyen dynasty established a capital at Hue; and the southern region, with
Saigon (Ho Chi Minh City) as its urban centre. After the mid-19th century, Vietnam 
was similarly divided by the French into Tonkin in the north, Annam in the centre, 
and Cochinchina in the south.

 

Ethnic groups

Vietnam has one of the most complex ethnolinguistic patterns in Asia. The 
Vietnamese majority was significantly Sinicized during a millennium of Chinese rule,
which ended in AD 939. Indian influence is most evident among the Cham and Khmer
minorities. The Cham formed the majority population in the Indianized kingdom of 
Champa in what is now central Vietnam from the 2nd to the late 15th century AD. 
Small numbers of Cham remain in the south-central coastal plain and in the Mekong 
delta near the Cambodian border. The Khmer (Cambodians) are scattered 
throughout the Mekong delta.

Many other ethnic groups inhabit the highlands. While cultures vary considerably in 
the central region, shared characteristics include a way of life still largely oriented 
toward kin groups and small communities. Known collectively by the French as 
Montagnards (“highlanders” or, literally, “mountain people”), these central
highlanders have affinities with other Southeast Asians and have exhibited an
intense desire to preserve their own cultural identities. In the northern uplands, the
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various groups have ethnolinguistic affiliations with peoples in Thailand, Laos, and 
southern China.

Highland groups in general have experienced little Chinese or Indian influence, 
although they absorbed some Western (French and then American) cultural traits, 
primarily between the late 19th century and the early 1970s. By the early 21st 
century, however, the active promotion of tourism, as well as increased availability 
of products from foreign markets, brought new international influences into the 
highland communities.

 

Languages

Vietnamese is the official language of Vietnam. Although one of 
the Mon-Khmer languages of the Austroasiatic family, 
Vietnamese exhibits strong influences from Chinese. The 
language of the Khmer minority also belongs to the Mon-Khmer 
group, whereas Cham belongs to the Austronesian family.

 
Many Montagnard peoples—such as the Rade (Rhade), Jarai, 
Chru, and Roglai—speak Austronesian languages, linking them to
the Cham, Malay, and Indonesian peoples; others—including the
Bru, Pacoh, Katu, Cua, Hre, Rengao, Sedang, Bahnar, Mnong, 
Mang (Maa), Muong, and Stieng—speak Mon-Khmer languages,
connecting them with the Khmer. French missionaries and
administrators provided Roman script for some of the
Montagnard languages, and additional orthographies have since
been devised.

The largest of the northern highland groups speak languages belonging to the Tai 
language family and generally live in upland valleys. Thai, the national language of 
Thailand, also belongs to this language family. Hmong (Miao) and Mien groups, who 
speak Sino-Tibetan languages, are scattered at higher elevations.

 

Religion

Confucianism, Daoism, and Mahayana Buddhism entered Vietnam over many 
centuries. Gradually they became intertwined, simplified, and Vietnamized to 
constitute, along with vestiges of earlier local beliefs, an indigenous religion that 
came to be shared to some considerable extent by all Vietnamese, regardless of 
region or social class. It is largely this religious amalgam that is practiced by the 
roughly half of the population that identifies itself as being Buddhist. The religion of 
Cao Dai, a synthesis of Confucianism, Daoism, Buddhism, and Roman Catholicism, 
appeared during the 1920s, and in the 1930s the Hoa Hao neo-Buddhist sect spread 
through parts of the Mekong delta. Cao Dai has about twice as many adherents as 
Hoa Hao, but both congregations are growing. Together, the two new-religionist 
movements have embraced a significant minority of the population. Local religions 
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involving numerous spirits predominate in many upland communities, and most 
Cham are adherents of Islam.

Roman Catholicism was introduced into Vietnam in the 16th century by Portuguese 
explorers and Dominican missionaries and spread rapidly following the French 
conquest in the mid-19th century. The heaviest concentrations of Roman Catholics 
in Vietnam were in the north until 1954, when, after the partition of the country, 
many of them to fled to the south. Protestantism came to Vietnam in 1911 and 
spread mainly among small segments of the urban population in the central and 
southern regions.

In 1954 all foreign Roman Catholic and Protestant clergy were expelled from North 
Vietnam, leaving only the native clergy. The North Vietnamese government tried to 
supplant the existing structures of organized religion with its own patriotic Buddhist,
Cao Dai, Catholic, and Protestant religious organizations. Catholic clergy and 
believers were forced to renounce their allegiance to Rome. With the conquest of 
South Vietnam by North Vietnam in 1975, northern institutions of control over 
churches and clergies were extended to the south as well. The country's 
constitution, promulgated in 1992, guarantees freedom of religion, but in practice 
government controls have been relaxed only gradually. Performance of religious 
services by foreign missionaries without government approval continues to be 
illegal. Similarly, faith-based non-governmental organizations must register with the
government, and may not proselytize.

 

Settlement patterns

There are several distinct rural settlement patterns in Vietnam. 
Especially in northern and central Vietnam, geomantic principles
influence the orientation of houses and community buildings. In 
central Vietnam, many of these structures face the sea. In the 
densely populated Red River delta in the north, village buildings
are often grouped closely together and are enclosed by a 
bamboo hedge or an earthen wall. Those along rivers, canals, or
roads often abut each other, forming a single elongated 
settlement. Lowland Vietnamese villages on the central coastal 
plain are characteristically close-knit, small clusters of 
farmsteads near watercourses, and fishing villages are often 
situated in sheltered inlets. In the Mekong delta in the south 
many settlements are strung out along waterways and roads; 
most are loose-knit clusters of farmsteads, with some of them 
scattered among the rice fields. The settlements of the Cham 
and Khmer minorities closely resemble those of the Vietnamese.

Most highland peoples build their houses on pilings.
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Historically, Vietnam's major cities have been Hanoi, Hue, and 
Saigon (Ho Chi Minh City). Throughout Vietnamese history the 
Hanoi area has been important and was the site of several early 
capitals. Hanoi also served as the capital of French Indochina
from 1902 until 1954, and the city has retained the architecture 
of that era. The city's port of Haiphong was developed by the 
French in the late 19th century as a trade and banking centre. 
Hue was the seat of the Nguyen family, which controlled central
and southern Vietnam from the late 17th to the late 19th 
century. Located on the Huong (Perfume) River, it was laid out 

in the early 19th century as a political and religious centre, and its economic 
functions were ancillary. Saigon was built largely by the French in the second half of
the 19th century as the administrative capital and principal port of Cochinchina. 
The city's architecture recalls towns and cities in southern France. The adjoining 
city of Cholon has long been a major centre for ethnic Chinese.
 

Demographic trends

Vietnam's population experienced rapid growth in the decade following reunification
in 1975. Throughout the 1980s, roughly two-fifths of the population was under age 
15. Toward the end of the decade, however, birth rates began to decline, dropping 
from well above to notably below the world average over the next 20 years. Life 
expectancy simultaneously increased by nearly 15 years over that period. 
Consequently, the median age of Vietnam's population has been rising steadily.

Migrations have historically been predominantly from north to south; more recently 
there have also been migrations from the lowlands to higher elevations and from 
rural to urban areas. Following the partition of Vietnam in 1954, nearly one million 
people moved from the north to the south. In the late 1950s, the governments in 
both the north and the south sought to resettle ethnic Vietnamese from the 
lowlands to the uplands. While these efforts were abandoned in the south in 1963, 
they continued in the north. In the five years immediately following reunification, 
the government reinstituted resettlement programs in the south and intensified its 
activities in implementing them throughout the country, with a significant number 
of people moving from the southern lowlands to the central highlands. Since then, 
however, there has been an ongoing flow of migrants into Ho Chi Minh City and its 
environs and into the central highlands. The greatest migration outflow has been 
from parts of the northeast and the central coastal plain.

Emigration was substantial following reunification. Between 1975 and 1990 hundreds
of thousands of Vietnamese left the country, both legally and illegally; these
refugees became known as “boat people,” and an unknown number of them died at
sea. Many remained in refugee camps in Thailand and other countries, but a large
number emigrated, especially to the United States. By the late 1980s, several
countries had begun to refuse Vietnamese refugees' automatic resettlement.
Throughout the subsequent decade, large-scale repatriation programs were
implemented by the broader international community. The last refugee camp for
Vietnamese boat people, in Hong Kong, closed in 2000.

 

Economy

Vietnam's greatest economic resource is its literate and energetic population. Its long 
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coastline provides excellent harbours, access to marine resources, and many 
attractive beaches and areas of scenic beauty that are well suited to the development
of tourism. Since the late 1990s, the country's economy has been on a vigorous 
upswing. Tourism has expanded, manufacturing and export earnings have increased, 
and the per capita gross domestic product (GDP) has grown rapidly. Early in the 21st 
century, state markets were opened to foreign competition, and Vietnam became a 
member of the World Trade Organization (WTO). This surge followed two decades of 
post-reunification economic instability, during which a slowly developing 
infrastructure, excessive population growth, environmental degradation, and a rising 
domestic demand (that was increasingly difficult to meet) impeded economic 
development.

During the period 1954–75, when the country was divided, there were three layers to
the economies in both the north and the south: a bottom layer based on the
cultivation of rice, a middle layer dominated by mining in the north and rubber
plantations in the south, and a third wartime layer that relied on Soviet and Chinese
aid in the north and American aid in the south. In the north, land reform in 1955–56
was followed by rapid collectivization of agriculture and handicrafts. Government
investment favoured heavy industry at the expense of agriculture, handicrafts, and
light industry, the traditional mainstays of the economy. Heavy industry grew, but
efficiency was low, quality was poor, and further progress was hampered by
deficiencies in agriculture and light industry. Economic aid from socialist countries
masked many economic weaknesses. In the south, although a substantial proportion of
manufacturing was conducted by state-owned enterprises, other sectors of the
economy, such as agriculture, trade, and transport, were characterized by private
ownership and private enterprise. Agriculture flourished in the Mekong delta, and the
standard of living was significantly higher in the south than it was in the north.

After reunification, the northern model of development was imposed on the entire 
country. Efforts to socialize the commercial sector and to collectivize agriculture met
with resistance, especially in urban centres and in the rich Mekong delta, where the 
majority of farmers in the 1970s were self-sufficient, middle-income peasants. The 
south also underwent a severe drain of human resources. Many well-educated people 
fled Vietnam after 1975. Hundreds of thousands more, mainly those who had been 
associated with the former government or the Americans and had not been able to 
leave the country, were placed in jails or reeducation centres, while other skilled but 
politically suspect people were forced to resettle in remote areas. The government's 
efforts to abolish private enterprise and private property in the south and its 
deteriorating political relations with China affected Vietnam's ethnic Chinese more
than any other group and precipitated their flight from the country. The Chinese
exodus was most intense in 1978–79, but it continued at a slower pace with
sponsorship from the United Nations High Commissioner for Refugees into the early 
1990s. Large police and military expenditures further strained the budget and 
diverted resources from productive enterprises.

These factors, combined with poor management of state-run economic programs, led 
to a severe economic crisis. Food production and per capita income dropped, and 
consumer goods were shoddy, expensive, and in short supply. The government 
responded with minor changes in 1979, and initiated a program of more basic reforms 
known as doi moi (“renovation”) beginning in 1986. While maintaining state
ownership in many sectors and overall government control of the economy, Vietnam
moved away from a centrally planned, subsidized economy toward one that utilizes
market forces and incentives and tolerates private enterprise in some areas. The
quality and variety of food, consumer goods, and exports subsequently improved.
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Tea plantation 
near Da Lat, 
southern Vietnam.

 

The pace of reform slowed during the 1990s, and the economy continued to be more 
cumbersome and bureaucratic than the dynamic market economies of Vietnam's more 
successful Southeast Asian neighbours. Although manufacturing and especially 
services grew in importance after the reforms were introduced, agriculture remained 
a major component of the economy. After 1998, however, the economy began to 
rebound. Exports diversified, and per capita income started to climb, nearly doubling 
in less than a decade.

 

Agriculture, forestry, and fishing

Agriculture is fading as the most important economic sector in Vietnam. Although 
agriculture still employs more than half of the population and manufacturing 
accounts for a mere 8 percent of all employment, the output value of both 
manufacturing and services surpassed that of agriculture in the early 1990s. Yet, 
agriculture is the main source of raw materials for the processing industries and a 
major contributor to exports; by the late 1980s Vietnam was again exporting rice 
after years of shortages. Permanent cultivation covers large areas of the country's 
lowlands and smaller portions of the highlands. The primary agricultural areas are 
the Red River delta, the Mekong River delta, and the southern terrace region. The 
central coastal land, which is subject to destructive typhoons, is a region of low 
productivity. The central highlands area, traditionally one of low productivity, has 
been intensively cultivated since 1975, but with mixed results.

 
Rice is the most important crop. It is grown principally in the 
Red and Mekong river deltas. Other major food crops are 
sugarcane, cassava (manioc), corn (maize), sweet potatoes, and 
nuts. Agriculture is highly labour-intensive in Vietnam, and 
much plowing is still done by water buffalo. There are many 
plantations of banana, coconut, and citrus trees, most of them 
found in the Mekong delta and the southern terrace regions. 
Coffee and tea are grown in the central highlands. The 
production of rubber was disrupted by the war but has been 
restored in the central highlands and southern terrace regions. 
Fields, groves, and kitchen gardens throughout Vietnam include 

a wide variety of fruit trees (banana, orange, mango, jackfruit, and coconut) and 
vegetables. Kapok trees are found in many villages, and the Vietnamese cultivate 
areca palms and betel peppers for their nuts and leaves and mulberry bushes to feed
silkworms.

The export of such seafood as shrimp, squid, crab, and lobster has become a major 
source of foreign exchange. There also has been an increase in the number of 
commercial shrimp farms. The most important freshwater fisheries are located on 
the plains of the Mekong and Champasak (Bassac) rivers.

Forestry is of major importance, primarily serving the domestic market. Charcoal 
production is widespread, and a number of factories produce furniture, pulp, and 
paper. Plywood, lumber, and rattan products also contribute to the economy. 
Deforestation and soil degradation, however, threaten the viability of the industry, 
especially as domestic demand for forest products rises.
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Resources and power

Mineral deposits, mainly in the north, include large reserves of anthracite coal, 
lime, phosphates, iron ore, barite, chromium ore, tin, zinc, lead, and gold. Coal 
production is the most important sector of the mining industry. International loans 
for equipment upgrades enabled Vietnam's coal production to expand rapidly in the 
early years of the 21st century.

A number of offshore oil deposits have been discovered in the South China Sea, 
mainly off Vietnam's southern coast. Although these reserves have yet to be 
exploited fully, they have propelled a rapid increase in crude petroleum production.
Construction of a natural-gas pipeline in 1995 also allowed considerable growth in 
gas production. In 2004 Vietnam National Petroleum Company aggressively launched 
several projects aimed to take full advantage of the country's petroleum resources, 
including construction of a large oil refinery, a gas-electricity-fertilizer plant, a 
petrochemical and oil refining plant, and a major oil pipeline.

By the mid-1990s domestic demand for electricity had surpassed Vietnam's energy 
output. Production was subsequently boosted from existing gas-fired thermal 
generators and hydroelectric stations, new hydroelectric plants were constructed, 
and a power line was completed to connect the country's northern and southern 
regions. Over the next decade, electricity production nearly quadrupled. Vietnam's 
rural electrification programs have also been highly successful, supplying the great 
bulk of households with electricity by the early 21st century.

 

Manufacturing

Following reunification and the establishment of the Socialist Republic of Vietnam in
1976, the government made a concerted effort rapidly to transform the privately
owned, capitalist industry in the south into a state-owned, state-run sector. Many
industrial operations there were nationalized or forced to become joint
state-private enterprises. For industry as a whole, the productivity of both capital
and labour declined, and gross output slumped. Heavy industry—plagued by waste
and inefficiency, lack of spare parts and raw materials, energy shortages, and poor
quality control—led the decline.

Reform measures in the 1980s, which included reducing subsidies to inefficient 
state-run operations, introducing incentives, and gradually accepting limited market
mechanisms, initiated Vietnam's conversion from a collective to market economy. 
Light industry registered significant gains, while heavy industry responded more 
sluggishly but showed some improvement. With encouragement from the 
government, private enterprise grew, albeit somewhat at the expense of the state 
sector. Throughout the 1990s the government further implemented an array of 
successful policies to control inflation, lower interest rates, decrease the budget 
deficit, and ultimately stimulate production.

Food and beverage processing is the largest industrial activity in Vietnam. Seafood is
processed for export, while coffee and tea are processed both for export and for 
domestic consumption. Other beverages and a variety of condiments also are 
produced in significant quantities. Vietnam has long been a major producer of 
cement. The chemical industry has been growing, with fertilizer being its most 
important product. Steel is a major part of Vietnam's heavy industry. Because of 
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their high prices, cement, fertilizer, and steel are among the greatest contributors 
to the country's economic sector. Garments and textiles are of increasing 
importance; silk production revived in the 1990s after a period of decline. 
Production of electronic equipment and motorcycles has similarly expanded, and in 
the early years of the 21st century automobile manufacturing has been Vietnam's 
fastest growing industry. Other important manufactures include footwear, tobacco 
products, paints, soaps, and pharmaceuticals.

 

Finance

The State Bank of Vietnam, the central bank, issues the national currency, the dong,
and oversees the country's banking system. Known until 1975 as the National Bank of
Vietnam in the north, the State Bank of Vietnam formerly functioned as a
government monopoly in the banking sector. With the economic reforms of the late
1980s, however, the government recognized that this structure was inadequate to
attract badly needed foreign trade and investment. Consequently, in a series of
systemic changes from 1988–91, four state-owned commercial banks were created
from preexisting institutions, and several joint venture banks were established. As
international investment gradually increased in the 1990s, foreign commercial banks
were allowed to establish branch offices in Vietnam. In 2004 branches of foreign and
joint-venture banks were allowed to join the Viet Nam Bank Association, and two
years later, foreign banks were permitted to offer a full array of banking services.

 

Trade

Both parts of Vietnam experienced trade deficits during the war, and deficits 
continued after reunification. A trade embargo imposed by the United States 
exacerbated problems of low efficiency and poor quality control that hampered 
exports. In the first decade after reunification, the value of exports was only 
one-third that of imports. The Soviet Union and the communist countries of eastern 
Europe came to be Vietnam's most important trading partners.

Vietnam's move to broaden trade relations as part of its larger program of economic 
reforms took on added urgency in the late 1980s and early 1990s with the breakup of
the Soviet Union and the demise of the communist governments in eastern Europe. 
Because trade with these areas was drastically reduced, Vietnam shifted its 
orientation more heavily toward Asia, and was admitted to the Association of 
Southeast Asian Nations (ASEAN) in 1995. Shortly thereafter, Singapore, along with 
Japan and China, emerged as Vietnam's major bidirectional trading partners. South 
Korea and Taiwan also became significant suppliers of imports. Non-Asian countries 
figured more prominently as recipients of Vietnamese exports. The United States 
quickly rose as Vietnam's primary export destination, following a trade agreement 
between the two countries in 2001. Other important non-Asian recipients of 
Vietnamese goods have included Australia, Germany, and France.

Vietnam's aggressive reform measures increased exports and narrowed the trade 
deficit considerably. However, rapid industrialization fueled by foreign direct 
investment caused the deficit to begin growing again. In 2001 the country opened its
state markets to foreign competitors, and in January 2007 it joined the World Trade 
Organization (WTO). Although the government maintains some restrictions on 
foreign exchange and upholds various bans, quotas, and surcharges, its efforts to 
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liberalize its markets have had an overwhelmingly positive effect on the country's 
economy.

Machinery, petroleum products, iron, steel, garments, and leather account for the 
bulk of Vietnam's imports. Most of these products fuel the country's expanding 
industrial sector. The majority of Vietnam's export revenues are generated by crude 
petroleum, garments, footwear, and seafood, and electronic products are of 
growing importance. Coffee, once among Vietnam's primary generators of export 
revenue, has begun to rebound after a damaging decline in prices at the end of the 
20th century.

 

Services

Formerly a neglected sector under central planning, services began to boom at the 
end of the 20th century. Since the early 1990s, the contribution of services to GDP 
has surpassed that of agriculture and matched or exceeded that of industry. By the 
early 21st century, services accounted for roughly one-fourth of total employment. 
The focus of the sector was processing and assembly; scientific research and design,
marketing and market research, finance, and telecommunications were still in their 
infancy but growing. Although hundreds of thousands of service jobs were added to 
Vietnam's employment market in 2006, sectoral growth continued to lag behind 
demand, posing a threat to broader economic development. Pressure from the 
U.S.-Vietnam bilateral trade agreement and the WTO resulted in a liberalization of 
the rules governing foreign participation in banking, telecommunications, and 
insurance that was expected to accelerate the service sector's growth. Tourism has 
become increasingly important.

 

Labour and taxation

At the beginning of the 21st century, women accounted for about half of the active 
workforce, and highland ethnic minorities were more likely than the lowland 
Vietnamese to be unemployed or working in agriculture and forestry. Ethnic 
Chinese, despite the persecution and exodus of the late 1970s, have capitalized on 
liberalizing reforms and contacts with the Chinese diaspora to recover an important 
role in business, commerce, and trade.

The government is motivated by its socialist identity to be more rigorous than most 
developing countries in enforcing workers' rights. In one celebrated case, the 
government in 1997 sentenced the foreign floor manager of a foreign contractor of a
multinational corporation to six months in jail for compelling workers to run laps if 
they did not wear regulation shoes. In numerous similar incidents, particularly 
involving foreign-owned firms, labour unions have displayed a subdued but real 
determination to defend the interests of workers.

Workers' rights do not extend to organizing independent labour unions, however. 
The Vietnam General Confederation of Labour (VGCL) is the sole legal national trade
union, and all unions must affiliate with it. The confederation is a constituent of the
Vietnam Fatherland Front, a communist party coalition, and is under the party's firm
control. The president of the VGCL is usually a member of the party central 
committee. Unions may press the government to enforce laws and regulations as 
well as to organize strikes, albeit within strict legal limits. Direct action by workers 
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and the formation of alternative unions, however, are forbidden. A wave of worker 
unrest in 2006 was largely a protest against the failure of basic wages to keep up 
with the skyrocketing cost of living, especially in Ho Chi Minh City.

Vietnamese citizens and resident foreigners are subject to progressive taxation,
while nonresident foreigners are taxed at a fixed rate on income earned in Vietnam.
A law on corporate income tax adopted in 2003 lowered the standard tax rate for all
legal entities, including foreign-invested firms. Another law makes it possible to
grant lower, time-limited preferential rates as incentives for investment in certain
projects, particularly those involving high technology. In addition, there are special
sales taxes—some quite high—on various goods and activities, such as tobacco,
alcohol, playing cards, automobiles, gasoline, certain air conditioners, massage
services, and casinos. A value-added tax (VAT) was introduced in 1999. Import and
export tariffs began to fall in 2006 to comply with the requirements of the ASEAN
Free Trade Area agreement and WTO membership.

 

Transportation and telecommunications

The topography of Vietnam renders land transportation between the north and the 
south difficult, with traffic limited to the narrow coastal corridor. Hanoi and Ho Chi 
Minh City are connected by rail and highway through this passage. Two railways 
connect northern Vietnam to southern China; one track leads to Yunnan province, 
the other terminates in the Guangxi autonomous region. Construction of a new line 
between Yen Vien, near Hanoi, and the northern Vietnamese port of Cai Lan began 
in 2004.

Vietnam's road network is extensive and growing. Heavy government investment in
highway construction and upgrades, especially since the late 1990s, has allowed the
country's total road length to increase rapidly—by nearly half between 1999 and
2004. This expansion, however, has come somewhat at the expense of road
maintenance, which has posed a perennial challenge to the Vietnamese government.
Some half of the country's roads remain unpaved, and many paved ones need repair.

In the two large delta regions, where most of the population is concentrated, a vast 
network of navigable rivers and canals is integral to local transportation. These 
waterways are generally inaccessible to larger vessels and their cargoes, as are the 
numerous seaports that dot Vietnam's coasts. Larger ships operate through the 
country's major ports, which include Haiphong in the north, Ho Chi Minh City in the 
south, and Da Nang in central Vietnam. There are several other good ports, 
including Cam Ranh, a superb natural harbour developed extensively by the 
Americans during the war. At the turn of the 21st century, the government 
inaugurated a plan to improve the seaport system by upgrading the shipping fleet, 
improving existing ports and constructing new ones (especially deep-sea facilities), 
and further developing the shipbuilding industry. Several ports in the Mekong delta 
are scheduled for expansion to accommodate ocean-going vessels. Progress on all 
these projects, however, has been slow.

Ho Chi Minh City and Hanoi have international airports. In addition, a number of 
smaller cities are connected by domestic air routes. The state-owned airline, Viet 
Nam Airlines, has been growing steadily and substantially since the early 1990s, 
serving both domestic and international travelers. In addition, the company has 
acquired several long-range aircraft to handle more direct flights to Europe and 
North America.
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Market reforms of the 1980s and '90s brought exponential growth in Vietnam's 
telecommunications sector. By the early 21st century the number of main line 
telephones per capita was among the highest in Southeast Asia. Internet and cellular
phone services were officially absorbed into Vietnam's infrastructure in 2002, a few 
years after their arrival in the country, and subscriptions for both have nearly 
doubled each year since then.

 

Government and society

Constitutional framework

The first constitution of the Socialist Republic of Vietnam, 
adopted in 1980, established a Council of State as a collective 
presidency and a Council of Ministers. In 1992 this document 
was superseded by a second constitution, which, in addition to 
replacing the Council of State with an elected president and 
otherwise reforming Vietnam's government and political 
structure, also outlined major shifts in foreign policy and 

economic doctrine. In particular, it stressed the development of all economic 
sectors, permitted private enterprise, and granted foreign investors the right to 
legal ownership of their capital and assets while guaranteeing that their property 
would not be nationalized by the state.

A unicameral, popularly elected National Assembly is the supreme organ of the 
government. It elects the president, who is head of state, and the vice president, 
who is nominated by the president. The cabinet consists of the prime minister, who 
is nominated by the president and approved by the National Assembly, and deputy 
prime ministers and the heads of government ministries and various state 
organizations, who are named by the prime minister and confirmed by the Assembly.
The cabinet (which superseded the earlier Council of Ministers) coordinates and 
directs the ministries and various state organizations of the central government and 
supervises the administrative committees at the local government level.

Initially, administrative responsibilities were divided along narrow functional lines 
among many ministries; there were, for example, numerous economic ministries 
concerned with agriculture and the food industry, marine products, forestry, and 
water conservancy. In the mid-1980s, such smaller ministries were consolidated to 
streamline the system. Larger ministries now tend to be relatively self-sufficient, 
with their own colleges, training institutions, and health, social, and cultural 
facilities. There are also several commissions under the cabinet, such as the State 
Inspectorate. The prime minister's office oversees a number of general departments 
beneath the ministerial level and committees that are formed to supervise major 
projects which involve more than one ministry.

 

Local government

The country is divided administratively into more than 64 provinces (tinh), of which 
Hanoi, Haiphong, Da Nang, Ho Chi Minh City, and Can Tho are municipalities (thanh 
pho). These are further subdivided into several dozen urban districts (quan) and 
hundreds of rural districts (huyen). Nearly 10,000 communes (xa) comprise Vietnam's
lowest level of local administration. At the provincial, district, and commune levels,
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the highest government authority is an elected People's Council, the actual work of 
which is carried out by a People's Committee elected by the council.

 

Justice

The judicial system consists of courts and tribunals at various levels and the 
Supreme People's Procuracy. The National Assembly supervises the work of the 
Supreme People's Court, which is the highest court of appeal and the court of first 
instance for special cases (such as treason). This court, in turn, supervises the 
judicial work of both the local People's Courts, which are responsible to their 
corresponding People's Councils, and the Military Tribunals. The People's Courts 
function at all levels of government except the commune, where the commune 
administrative committee functions as a primary court.

The Supreme People's Procuracy, with its local and military subdivisions, acts as a 
watchdog for the state. It monitors the performance of government agencies, 
maintains vast powers of surveillance, and acts as a prosecutor before the People's 
Courts. The Supreme People's Procuracy is responsible to the National Assembly, or 
to its Standing Committee, when the Assembly is not in session.

 

Political process

Both the 1980 and 1992 constitutions institutionalized the Vietnamese Communist 
Party as the sole source of leadership for the state and society. The 1992 document,
however, delegated much more authority to the president and to the cabinet; they 
were given the task of running the government, while the party became responsible 
for overall policy decisions. These changes reduced the role of the party. Notably 
affected were the Politburo and the larger Central Committee, which previously had
been the major decision-making bodies of both the party and the state. Also 
impacted were the Secretariat and its presiding general secretary, which, through 
their control over party administration and their implementation of the resolutions 
of the Central Committee and the Politburo, had effectively governed the country.

Nonetheless, the Vietnamese Communist Party remains the dominant political 
institution within Vietnam. It leads the Vietnam Fatherland Front, a coalition of 
numerous popular political and social associations that disseminates party policies, 
serves as a training ground for potential party members, and submits lists of 
candidates for seats in the National Assembly. The Vietnam Fatherland Front 
embraces such important and active organizations as the Vietnam Women's Union, 
the Ho Chi Minh Communist Youth Union, which is largely responsible for the 
Vietnam Youth Union, and local party units and agricultural cooperatives that 
assume leadership over the Farmers' Union. The Vietnam General Confederation of 
Labour, also a member of the Vietnam Fatherland Front, has the responsibility of 
safeguarding workers' welfare. It does not function as a Western-style bargaining 
unit, operating instead as a party organization responsible for labour matters.

Members of the National Assembly are chosen through direct election in their 
individual electoral units. All Vietnamese citizens age 18 and older and not deemed 
mentally incompetent are eligible to vote. Although voting is not compulsory, voter 
turnout is nearly universal. The majority of the seats are filled by male members of 
the Vietnamese Communist Party. There has, however, long been a notable and 
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growing female presence in the National Assembly, as well as a small minority of 
nonparty representatives.

 

Security

The People's Armed Forces include the People's Army of Vietnam, various 
paramilitary regional and provincial forces, the militia, and the reserves. The 
People's Army encompasses not only the army, but also the People's Navy Command 
(infantry and coast guard), the Air and Defense Force, and the Border Defense 
Command. The army is by far the most substantial segment of Vietnam's military, 
followed by the air force and the navy. With separate commands in Hanoi, 
Haiphong, and Ho Chi Minh City, Vietnam's military is certainly among the largest 
and most powerful in Southeast Asia. Two years of active duty are compulsory for 
men; women's service is voluntary. Both men and women must be at least 18 years 
old to serve. Paramilitary units include People's Public Security Forces and 
Self-Defense Forces.

The Vietnamese military carries considerable prestige and political influence within 
the country. It is second in power only to the Communist Party and to the 
government. Many senior military officers have held positions of authority within the
Politburo and Central Committee, important policy-making arms of the Communist 
Party.

 

Health and welfare

Before reunification, health services were underdeveloped in the rural areas of the 
south but were well-developed in the north. After 1975 the northern system was 
extended to the south, and there was a general increase in health facilities and 
personnel. Although the health care system is one of the socialist state's greatest 
achievements, like all other programs in Vietnam it has been severely hampered by 
a lack of funds since the late 1970s. The numbers of hospital beds and facilities have
not kept pace with population growth, and upgrades to water supplies and sewerage
systems have proceeded more slowly than anticipated. Much responsibility for 
health care was transferred to provincial governments in the late 1980s, and 
patients started to be charged for many medical services.

Despite financial challenges, government spending as a percentage of GDP more 
than doubled between the mid-1990s and the early years of the 21st century. As a 
result, clean water was made accessible to some three-fourths of the population, 
malaria was largely brought under control, and the country's general bill of health 
improved considerably. There was simultaneously a sharp increase in the number of 
physicians, and a substantial drop in infant mortality.

The prevalence of tuberculosis has been a continuing concern. With international 
assistance, the government has taken aggressive steps to combat the disease, and it 
has achieved some of its goals ahead of schedule. Another concern has been avian 
influenza (bird flu), Vietnam being the epicentre of a major outbreak in the early 
21st century. HIV infection and cases of AIDS have risen in the country, but they 
have not reached epidemic levels. The government has striven to contain the 
disease near the world average with help from international sources. Because 
carriers of HIV and victims of AIDS have been subject to severe discrimination in 
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Vietnam, it is suspected that many cases have not been reported.

The country's welfare system has largely focused on the victims of the Vietnam War
(1954–75) and their families. Government insurance programs provide for old age,
invalidity, work injury, sickness, maternity, and death.

 

Education

The Vietnamese, with their Confucian traditions, have always placed great 
importance on education. Rural education in the south was badly disrupted during 
the war years, and all religious and private schools were nationalized after 1975. 
The government subsequently pursued a policy of educational reform. Nine years of 
schooling are mandatory and are divided into five years of primary and four years of 
lower-secondary school. Continuing students are enrolled either in an academic or a 
vocational upper-secondary program, which lasts three years. A major restructuring 
of higher education occurred in the mid-1990s. During that time, the University of 
Hanoi (founded by the French in 1906 and refounded in 1956) was combined with 
other institutions and faculties to become Vietnam National University, the largest 
multidisciplinary institution of higher learning in the country, with campuses in 
Hanoi and Ho Chi Minh City. Other new universities were established in the 1990s, 
and the number of faculty members grew substantially. Although such changes have 
significantly increased opportunities for advanced education in Vietnam, expansion 
of the network has not been in proportion to the increase in the number of students.

Literacy rates are high. Emphasis is placed on training in science and technology 
and, with the advent of market reforms, on economics and business. Several 
thousand students are sent abroad each year. While most students once went to the 
Soviet Union and the countries of eastern Europe, increasing numbers are now 
studying in Western countries (including the United States) or in Japan, especially 
since admission of Vietnam into the WTO in 2007.

 

Cultural life

Chinese influence permeated all aspects of traditional Vietnamese culture, while 
Western influences became strong in the 20th century. Since the loosening of 
economic and political controls in the late 1980s, Vietnam has experienced both 
increased exposure to the lifestyles of the capitalist world and a resurfacing of old 
cultural practices. Folk traditions such as shamanism and soothsaying have 
experienced a revival despite official disapproval.

 

Daily life and social customs

Vietnam's Confucian heritage is evident in the importance the Vietnamese give to 
the family. Families are essentially patrilineal, but Vietnamese women work 
alongside men in many jobs and play a major role in raising children and managing 
family finances. When possible, the Vietnamese prefer to work from early morning 
until early evening, with an extended rest period during the midday heat. In rural 
areas, both men and women wear trousers and shirts or blouses. On formal 
occasions and in urban areas, Western-style clothing is common, including skirts and
blouses for women. Women still sometimes wear a form of the traditional ao dai, a 
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long, slit tunic worn over pants.

Rice is the staple food. Vietnamese cuisine incorporates elements of both Chinese 
cooking and the cuisines of other Southeast Asian countries. Noodle soup with 
chicken or beef broth (pho), a distinctive kind of spring roll (cha gio), and the use of 
fermented fish sauce (nuoc mam) for dipping and seasoning are among the many 
noteworthy dishes. In the cities elaborate meals are available in expensive 
air-conditioned restaurants, but Vietnamese take delight in snacking at street stalls 
and entertaining friends in open-air establishments. The most important holiday, the
lunar new year celebration known as Tet, is a time of feasting, visiting, and 
exchanging gifts.

 

The arts

Literature

Vietnamese poetry was written exclusively in Chinese until the end of the 13th 
century. By the 15th century, however, a demotic script called Chu Nom, or “the
southern script,” had evolved into a vehicle for writing in vernacular Vietnamese.
The Chinese heritage of the elite merged with local oral tradition, producing a
truly Vietnamese literature. A distinctively Vietnamese long narrative poem in 
verse developed, culminating in the masterpiece of national literature, Kim Van 
Kieu (The Tale of Kieu), by Nguyen Du (1765–1820). In the 20th century,
Vietnamese literature came to be written in a Roman alphabetical script
(Quoc-ngu). In the 1930s a modern Vietnamese literature developed under 
French influence, featuring poetry, novels, and short stories. Between 1954 and 
1975 a cosmopolitan literature stressing creativity and individual freedom 
flourished in the south, while a state-sponsored literature of Socialist Realism
was promoted in the north. After 1975 Socialist Realism became a national 
orthodoxy, although in the 1980s literature became more lively and diverse in 
content. During the 1990s writers tested the limits of their literary freedom, and 
since the start of the 21st century authors have continued to be bound by both 
explicit and tacit limitations and generally have practiced self-censorship. 
Politics has remained a taboo topic.

 

Theatre

Initially, under communist rule the theatre was strictly controlled, and all 
professional performers and other technical staff became employees of the 
state. A government policy inaugurated in the 1990s, however, was designed to 
dissolve the state monopoly on the arts and other areas of cultural production. 
By the early 21st century, many small, for-profit theatre groups were operating 
across the country, especially in urban areas. Women have figured prominently in
all aspects of these new artistic ventures since their inception. Although scripts 
continue to be monitored, censorship is much less harsh than it was in earlier 
years of the communist regime. In addition to many new plays, which have 
aesthetic roots in western European dramatic tradition, the indigenous cai luong, 
a satirical musical comedy genre that emerged in the south in the early 20th 
century, is still enormously popular. There also are theatrical troupes 
specializing in a genre of Chinese opera adaptations (called hat tuong in the 
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north and hat boi in the south), popular operettas (hat cheo) of indigenous 
origin, circus performances, and mua roi nuoc, a distinct form of Vietnamese 
puppetry, in which performances take place on a pool or pond. The water 
animates the puppets and covers the manipulating apparatuses, which are 
operated by puppeteers, who stand in the water, hidden behind a screen. A 
separate group of musicians and singers follows the movement of the puppets 
closely, providing voices for them in the style of the hat cheo theatre. Water 
puppetry began to experience a resurgence toward the end of the 20th century, 
with growth in the number of national competitions and internationally touring 
troupes.

 

Music

During the Second Indochina War, the Communist Party attempted to shape the 
development of modern popular music, promoting "revolutionary" tunes and 
themes as alternatives to the Western romantic and rock-inspired forms that had 
developed in the south. Following reunification in 1975, the government 
confiscated sheet music and cassette tapes of music it deemed depressing, 
defeatist, or licentious, yet this music continued to be played in private and 
spread to the north as well. Tapes and compact discs of Western-style rock bands
and popular singers who fled the south in the 1970s, as well as recordings made 
by Western artists, have been smuggled into the country from abroad, 
reproduced by the thousands, and sold in the streets. Music the authorities 
generally judge to be "alien," "decadent," or "noxious," but seem powerless to 
suppress, may be heard in coffee shops and karaoke bars.

As has been the case with other areas in the arts, however, restrictions loosened 
somewhat toward the end of the 20th century. Increasing numbers of artists 
began cultivating new sounds that blended elements of jazz, gospel, Motown, 
and other Western genres with Vietnamese language and musical sensibilities. 
Western popular music, once the primary fare of Vietnam's youth, has begun to 
yield to local popular styles.

Despite the prevalence of popular forms, traditional music has maintained an 
important place, politically and culturally, in Vietnamese society. The 
government has long advocated a "traditional but modern" approach to 
Vietnamese music. This has ultimately entailed the recasting of traditional 
repertoire into a Western harmonic and stylistic framework, and the structural 
adjustment of Vietnamese instruments to accommodate the changes. Although 
the resultant music, called cai bien, is of relatively recent origin, it is often 
presented officially as the Vietnamese music of antiquity.

Cai bien has been created primarily by Vietnamese composers trained solidly, if 
not solely, in the Western classical music tradition. Western classical music is 
well-established in Vietnamese music education. The country has several 
conservatories, largely staffed by musicians who have studied music in 
prestigious schools of Russia and eastern Europe. Although it is possible in 
Vietnam to specialize in either Vietnamese or Western traditions, Western music 
fundamentals serve as the point of departure for all formal music study.

 

Visual arts
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Painting has developed slowly and unevenly, bound first by traditional Chinese 
forms, then by a style imitative of French Impressionism, and more recently by 
Socialist Realism. High-quality lacquerware, however, continues to be produced. 
Unique local arts persist among the peoples of the central highlands. Women 
weave blankets and clothing, while men weave baskets and mats. Crossbows and 
figures are carved from hardwoods. The Hmong are especially recognized for 
their needlework, and although the Cham and Khmer minorities retain some 
idiosyncratic arts, their traditions seem to be losing practitioners.

Artists have enjoyed increased freedom to express themselves under doi moi, 
and the contemporary art scene has often been described as "vibrant." The 
preeminent institution of art education is Hanoi University of Fine Arts. Several 
graduates of this state institution known as the "Gang of Five" (Viet Dung, Ha Tri 
Hieu, Tran Luong, Pham Quang Vinh, and Dang Xuan Ha) were influenced by 
mainstream Modernism, ignored social commentary in their work, and achieved 
considerable success in art galleries around the Pacific Rim during the mid-1990s.
Most artists of Modernist bent have sold their work through private galleries, and 
government censors have occasionally forced galleries to remove works they 
consider too bold. An example was the removal in 1997 of paintings on themes of
homosexuality by Truong Tan. One of the few female artists, Dinh Y Nhi, is noted
for paintings of women in traditional dress and poses but done in untraditional 
shades of gray and black. A modern take on traditional themes is common, an 
abstract one rare. Dinh Quan, Trinh Tuan, and Cong Kim Hoa, however, have 
focused on the traditional medium of lacquer to experiment with Abstract 
Expressionism. Nguyen Bao Ha has also worked in the Abstract Expressionist 
genre.

The small domestic film industry that emerged in Saigon during the 1950s 
produced a steady fare of romances, costume dramas, and adaptations of cai 
luong operettas until 1975. Hanoi produced its first motion picture in 1959 and 
used the medium primarily for propaganda. From reunification until 1989, the 
state held a monopoly over the production and distribution of motion pictures, 
subsidizing a handful of state-owned film studios and companies. A few movies 
made in this period experimented with themes and perspectives that tested the 
boundaries of official tolerance, but economic reform has done more to change 
the industry. Faced with budget cutbacks, cinematographers in the 1990s 
abandoned celluloid for video to make money on the open market. Numerous 
private companies sprang up to churn out cheap videos featuring kung fu fights, 
car chases, and romance. Pirated videotapes and later, video compact discs 
(VCDs), from China, Hong Kong, Taiwan, Thailand, and the United States also 
enjoyed popularity. In an effort to encourage production and competition in the 
film industry, and to draw people back into the cinemas, the Ministry of Culture 
and Information in 2002 ended mandatory review (and censorship) of scripts prior
to filming, allowed the establishment of private film studios, and opened the 
industry as a whole to private and international investment. Since that time, 
filmmakers have been treating topics that were untouchable under earlier 
government regulations, motivated by the possibility of presenting a realistic 
image of contemporary Vietnamese society. Ha Dong Silk Dress and Bride of 
Silence, both released in 2005, are products of the liberalized industry and 
champions of the new aesthetic, and are among the growing number of 
Vietnamese films to have won international acclaim.
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Cultural institutions

Vietnam abounds with a variety of historical sites. Hanoi contains the 11th-century 
Temple of Literature, the One Pillar Pagoda, and many other ancient structures. 
The country's political and military past is on display in the capital at the Vietnam 
Revolution Museum, the Army Museum, and a large complex that includes Ho Chi 
Minh's mausoleum, the house he lived in as president, and the Ho Chi Minh Museum. 
Hanoi is also home to the Vietnam History Museum, the National Art Gallery, and the
National Library. More recent Hanoi institutions include the Vietnam Museum of 
Ethnology, devoted to the research, documentation, preservation, and display of the
country's ethnic diversity, and the Hanoi Women's Museum, dedicated to illuminating
the public and private lives of the Vietnamese women. In Vietnam's central region, 
Hue and its environs contain the royal citadel of the last dynasty and numerous royal
mausoleums and tombs, as well as many Buddhist pagodas. A number of these 
structures collectively were designated a World Heritage site in 1993. Hoi An, a port
city just south of Da Nang that flourished between the 15th and 19th centuries, was
added to the World Heritage list in 1999, along with the nearby 4th–13th-century
Hindu ruins at My Son Sanctuary. Ho Chi Minh City in the south has a noteworthy zoo
and botanical garden on the edge of the downtown area.

 

Sports and recreation

Football (soccer) is exceedingly popular in Vietnam, and volleyball, badminton, 
wrestling, bicycling, chess, and dominoes are also widely enjoyed. Since 1952, the 
country has participated in the Olympic Games, with competitors in swimming and 
water sports, martial arts, rowing and canoeing, weightlifting, table tennis, and 
track. Tran Hieu Ngan won Vietnam's first Olympic medal at the 2000 Summer 
Games (in women's tae kwon do). The Vietnamese game of sepak takraw is a 
volleyball-like sport played with a rattan ball, a net, and the feet; Vietnam's 
women's team has been a formidable competitor at the Asian Games and the 
Southeast Asian Games, as have the country's entrants in men's and women's martial 
arts, including, wushu, karate, and tae kwon do. Billiards are also broadly popular in
Vietnam, and the country's top players compete internationally. In noncompetitive 
contexts, urban Vietnamese stroll in great numbers on evenings and weekends, 
especially in the parks and along the banks of lakes and rivers in Hanoi and Ho Chi 
Minh City.

 

Media and publishing

Radio and television services are owned and operated by the state and managed by 
the Ministry of Culture and Information. Radio reaches more of the population than 
television, as many rural families are located beyond the range of television 
transmitters or cannot afford sets. Most daily newspapers are in Vietnamese, but 
there are also several editions in English, and one in French. An array of periodicals 
is also available in these languages, as well as in Chinese. Newspapers and 
magazines operate under the supervision of particular state, party, and mass 
organizations. Although publishing is regulated by the government, the strict 
controls of earlier years were somewhat relaxed during the 1980s. Glossy magazines 
catering to the business community and tabloids of a sensationalist nature began to 
appear in the 1990s. Despite the loosening of government regulations, criticism of 
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the political system, its leadership, and Marxist-Leninist ideology remains forbidden.
Vietnam acquired a connection to the Internet in the late 1990s. At first, the 
government discouraged widespread access by charging high user fees. Early in the 
21st century, fees were allowed to drop, and since then Internet use has been 
growing exponentially. Much foreign information, however, continues to be 
screened out by the government.

 
Gerald C. Hickey
Neil L. Jamieson
William S. Turley

History

Origins of the Vietnamese people

Relatively little is known about the origins of the Vietnamese. They first appeared in
history as the so-called “Lac” peoples, who lived in the Red River delta region, in 
what is now northern Vietnam. Some scholars have suggested that the Lac were 
closely related to other peoples, known as the Viet (called the Yue by the Chinese), 
who inhabited the coastal region of East Asia from the Yangtze River to the Red 
River delta during the 1st millennium BC. Others have questioned this view, noting 
that modern-day Vietnamese share many cultural and linguistic traits with other 
non-Chinese peoples living in neighbouring areas of Southeast Asia.

Linguistic research, which offers a relatively reliable way of distinguishing the 
various ethnic groups of Southeast Asia, supports the mixed ethnic and cultural 
provenance of the Vietnamese people. Modern linguistics places the origin of 
Vietnamese in the Austronesian language group on the basis of similarities in 
morphology and consonant clusters. It is largely this linguistic link that has led 
scholars to speculate that Austronesians formed at least a part of the Lac 
population. However, like Tai, Vietnamese evolved away from the Austronesian 
language group as it acquired tones as part of its phonemic structure. This may have
been the consequence of interaction with Chinese languages, to which Vietnamese 
(again, like Tai) bears some similarity of tones, but it is also possible that elements 
of tonality and grammar might have been adopted directly from Tai. From the 
monotonic Mon-Khmer language family, Vietnamese derived its fundamental
structure and many of its basic words. Early script—as well as much political,
literary, philosophical, and technical vocabulary—again trace to the Chinese, who at
that time were more culturally advanced than the peoples of the Red River delta.

Ethnographic study also reveals the degree to which ancient Vietnamese culture 
combined elements found among many other peoples within the region. Totemism, 
animism, tattooing, the chewing of betel nuts, teeth blackening, and many marriage
rituals and seasonal festivals indicate the relationship between the Vietnamese and 
the neighbouring peoples in Southeast Asia. Although Chinese civilization later 
became the main force in shaping Vietnamese culture, the failure of the Chinese to 
assimilate the Vietnamese people underscores the fact that strong elements of an 
authentic local culture must have emerged in the Red River valley long before China
established its millennium of rule over Vietnam.

 

Legends and early history of Vietnam
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Legendary kingdoms

According to legend, the first ruler of the Vietnamese people was King De Minh, a 
descendant of a mythical Chinese ruler who was the father of Chinese 
agriculture. De Minh and an immortal fairy of the mountains produced Kinh 
Duong, ruler of the Land of Red Demons, who married the daughter of the Dragon
Lord of the Sea. Their son, Lac Long Quan (“Dragon Lord of Lac”), was, according
to legend, the first truly Vietnamese king. To make peace with the Chinese, Lac
Long Quan married Au Co, a Chinese immortal, who bore him 100 eggs, from 
which sprang 100 sons. Later, the king and queen separated; Au Co moved with 
50 of her sons into the mountains, and Lac Long Quan kept the other 50 sons and 
continued to rule over the lowlands. Lac Long Quan's eldest son succeeded him as
the first of the Hung (or Hong Bang) kings (vuong) of Vietnam's first dynasty; as 
such, he is regarded as the founder of the Vietnamese nation.

This legend and other related legends, most of which received their literary form
only after AD 1200, describe in mythical terms the fusion, conflicts, and
separation of peoples from the north and south and of peoples from the
mountains and the coastal lowlands. The legends show the immortals as
mountain dwellers, while the people along the coast are descendants of the
dragon lords—a division found in many legends throughout Southeast Asia. The
retreat of Au Co and 50 of her sons into the mountains may well be a mythical
record of the separation into distinct groups of the proto-Vietnamese in the Red 
River delta. Those who left the lowlands could be the ancestors of the Muong, 
who still live in the hills surrounding the delta and are the only ethnic minority of 
Vietnam closely related in language and customs to the Vietnamese.

According to legend, the Hung dynasty had 18 kings, each of whom ruled for 
about 150 years. Their country, called Van Lang (“Land of the Tattooed Men”), is
said to have included not only the Red River delta but also much of southern
China. The last of the Hung kings was overthrown in 258 or 257 BC by a 
neighbouring warlord, Thuc Phan, who invaded and conquered Van Lang, united 
it with his kingdom, and called the new state Au Lac, which he then ruled under 
the name An Duong. Au Lac existed only until 207 BC, when it was incorporated 
by a former Chinese general, Trieu Da (Chao T'o in Chinese), into the kingdom of 
Nam Viet (Nan Yue in Chinese).

 

Nam Viet

This kingdom covered much of southern China and was ruled by Trieu Da from his
capital near the present site of Guangzhou (Canton). Its population consisted 
chiefly of the Viet who had earlier been driven by the Chinese from their 
kingdoms south of the Yangtze River. Trieu Da, after ending Chinese domination 
and killing all officials loyal to the Chinese emperor, adopted the customs of the 
Viet and made himself the ruler of a vast non-Chinese empire. After it had 
incorporated Au Lac, Nam Viet included not only the Red River delta but also the 
coastal lands as far south as modern-day Da Nang. The end of Au Lac in 207 BC

marks the end of Vietnamese legend and the beginning of Vietnamese history, as 
recorded in Chinese historical annals.

After almost 100 years of diplomatic and military duels between the Han dynasty
of China and Trieu Da and his successors, Nam Viet was conquered (111 BC) by 
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the Chinese under the Han emperor Wudi. Thus, the territories occupied by the 
ancestors of the Vietnamese fell under Chinese rule. Nam Viet was divided into 
nine military districts with Chinese names, the three southernmost of which, 
later called Giao Chau, covered the northern half of what is now Vietnam.

 

Early society

When China extended its rule over Vietnam, the people of the Red River delta 
were in transition from the Bronze to the Iron Age, although some stone 
implements were also still in use. These ancestors of the Vietnamese were 
already experienced at cultivating rice. They had learned how to irrigate their 
rice fields by using the waters from rivers that were backed up by the tides. 
Plows and water buffalo were still unknown (the land was prepared for 
cultivation with polished stone hoes), but the proto-Vietnamese are thought to 
have been able to produce two rice crops annually. They supplemented their diet
by fishing and hunting. Their weapons were mainly bows and arrows; the bronze 
heads of their arrows often were dipped in poison to facilitate killing such larger 
animals as elephants, whose tusks were traded for iron from China.

The social organization of the early Vietnamese, before Chinese rule, was 
hierarchical, forming a kind of feudal society that until the mid-20th century 
existed among the Tai and Muong minority populations of northern Vietnam. 
Power was held by tribal chiefs at the head of one or several communities. These
chiefs were civil, religious, and military leaders, and their power was hereditary;
they were large landowners who kept the mass of the people in virtual serfdom. 
At the head of this aristocracy stood the king, probably the most powerful of the 
tribal chiefs.

Archaeological work and, to a lesser extent, ancient Chinese records have 
revealed that religion was characterized by propitiation of numerous 
supernatural beings and spirits. Some spirits were those of dangerous animals; 
while others were those of deceased rulers or other important persons. A great 
religious festival, almost a carnival, was held at the beginning of spring and was 
marked by abandon and promiscuity.

In all these respects, the inhabitants of the Red River delta, prior to their 
subjugation by the Chinese, showed numerous affinities with most of the people 
of mainland and insular Southeast Asia. It was not until several centuries after 
the imposition of Chinese rule that the Vietnamese developed more distinct 
ethnic characteristics.

 

Vietnam under Chinese rule

The history of the Vietnamese people during more than a millennium under Chinese 
rule reveals an evolution toward national identity, which apparently came about as 
the result of two related developments. The first of these was the introduction into 
the Red River delta of the more advanced civilization of China, including technical 
and administrative innovations and the more sophisticated level of Chinese learning,
which made the Vietnamese the most advanced people of mainland Southeast Asia. 
This process was abetted by the efforts of Chinese governors to achieve complete 
Sinicization through the imposition of Chinese language, culture, customs, and 
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political institutions. The second development during this period was the 
Vietnamese people's resistance to total assimilation and their use, at the same time,
of the benefits of Chinese civilization in their struggle against Chinese political rule.

Soon after extending their domination over what is now northern Vietnam, the 
Chinese constructed roads, waterways, and harbours to improve access to the region
and to ensure that they maintained administrative and military control over it. They
improved local agriculture by introducing better methods of irrigation as well as 
metal plows and draft animals. They brought with them new tools and weapons, 
advanced forms of pottery, and new mining techniques. For more than a century 
after annexing Nam Viet, however, the Chinese refrained from interfering with local
administration. In the province of Giao Chau, one of the administrative units into 
which the Han Chinese rulers had divided the Vietnamese kingdom, local hereditary 
lords exercised control over the peasant population, just as they had while part of 
Nam Viet. Thus, although Vietnamese territory was divided into military districts 
headed by Chinese governors, it remained, in fact, a leniently governed Chinese 
protectorate.

This form of government changed in the 1st century AD, when an energetic governor 
realized that the continuing rule of the local Viet lords over the population was an 
obstacle to Sinicization. The desire to exploit the fertile Red River delta and its 
mountainous backcountry was certainly one reason why the expansionist Han 
dynasty wanted to hold on to Vietnam: there were vast forests and precious metals 
in the mountains, pearls in the sea, elephants with tusks of ivory, and a peasantry 
that could be taxed and recruited for forced labour. China's main interest in 
controlling the Red River delta, however, was to use it as a stopover for ships 
engaged in the Han dynasty's nascent maritime trade with the East Indies (i.e., 
present-day Indonesia), India, and even the Middle East. Vessels from many 
countries with which China developed commercial relations docked at the harbours 
along the Vietnamese coast, not only bringing new goods but also establishing 
contacts with a wider world and thus promoting the development of the country. In 
this process, which began early in the 1st century AD, economic, political, and
cultural functions emerged that the hereditary local lords were unable to
discharge—another reason why direct rule by Chinese officials became increasingly
important.

As in all regions conquered by the Chinese during the Han dynasty (206 BC–AD 221, 
with a brief interruption in AD 8–23), the establishment of direct Chinese rule was
accompanied by efforts to transform the people of the Red River delta into Chinese.
Local customs were suppressed, and Chinese customs, rites, and institutions were
imposed by force. Daoist and Confucian teachings were pressed upon the local
people, together with instruction in the Chinese language; even Chinese clothing
and hairstyles became obligatory. Many of these elements of Chinese civilization
were readily integrated into the indigenous local culture and ultimately benefited
the Vietnamese people, but Sinicization never succeeded in reconciling them,
especially their leaders, with Chinese political domination. Even the educated
Vietnamese who knew Chinese and wrote only in Chinese continued to use the local
spoken language.

The first major rebellion against Chinese rule broke out in AD 40, led by the Trung 
sisters. Trung Trac was a noblewoman whose husband, a tribal lord, had been 
executed by the Chinese. She and her sister, Trung Nhi, gathered together the tribal
chiefs and their armed followers, attacked and overwhelmed the Chinese 
strongholds, and had themselves proclaimed queens of an independent Vietnamese 
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kingdom. Three years later a powerful army sent by the Han emperor reestablished 
Chinese rule; the local aristocracy was deprived of all power, Vietnam was given a 
centralized Chinese administration, and Sinicization was resumed with increased 
intensity. The Trung sisters were apparently put to death by their conquerors.

Chinese rule, although challenged several more times, remained secure so long as 
China itself was effectively controlled by its own emperors. When the T'ang dynasty
(618–907) went into decline in the early 10th century, a series of uprisings broke out
in Vietnam, which led in 939 to the restoration of Vietnamese independence.

 

The first period of independence

The Ly dynasty

Ngo Quyen, a Vietnamese commander who defeated the Chinese in 939, became 
the first head of the new independent Vietnamese province. For more than a half
century, however, independence brought neither peace nor political stability. In 
the early 11th century, the Vietnamese province was finally unified under a 
centralized administration by Ly Thai To, the founder of the Ly dynasty 
(sometimes called the Later Ly dynasty; 1009–1225). The Ly rulers established
their capital at Thang Long (Hanoi), in the heart of the Red River delta, 
modernized the agricultural system, and in 1076 replaced the divisive local lords 
with a system of administrative officials trained in a civil service institute based 
on the Chinese model.

Although the new kingdom, now called Dai Viet (replacing the Chinese name, 
Annam), made considerable political, economic, and cultural progress, it soon 
encountered problems with its neighbours to the south. In the 12th and 13th 
centuries, Dai Viet fought several wars against the Islamic, Indianized kingdom of
Champa on the central coast. It also clashed with the Khmer (Cambodian) 
empire, with its capital at Angkor, then the greatest power in mainland 
Southeast Asia.

 

The Tran dynasty

By the time of its conflicts with Champa and the Khmer, the Ly dynasty was 
already in decline. It was succeeded, after a period of civil strife, by a new 
dynasty called the Tran, which reigned from 1225 to 1400. For most of their rule,
the Tran kings pursued the same policies that had made the country strong under
the Ly. The Tran rulers continued to clash with Champa, but they were also able 
to maintain several periods of peaceful coexistence. The primary challenge to 
the independence of Da Viet, however, came from the north. The Yuan (Mongol) 
dynasty, which had come to power in China in 1279, sent armies estimated at 
more than 300,000 soldiers to restore the Red River delta to Chinese rule. The 
Tran resisted stubbornly and were eventually able to drive out the invaders. The 
general who commanded the Vietnamese forces, Tran Hung Dao, is still 
venerated as one of the great heroes of Vietnamese history.

The drain of these wars on Dai Viet's resources, together with the declining 
vigour of its rulers, precipitated a deep economic and social crisis and led to the 
overthrow of the Tran dynasty in 1400. The deposed Tran ruler appealed to China
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to help him regain the throne. China, by then ruled by emperors of the Ming 
dynasty (1368–1644), seized this opportunity to invade Dai Viet again in 1407.
The Ming rulers reestablished direct Chinese administrationand resumed the
assimilation policies begun by their predecessors. Dai Viet became Annam once
more.

 

Expansion, division, and reunification

By the beginning of the 15th century, any attempt to force the Vietnamese people 
to become Chinese served only to strengthen their nationalist sentiments and their 
determination to throw off the Chinese yoke. Le Loi, a wealthy landowner in the 
province of Thanh Hoa, located south of the Red River delta, launched a movement 
of national resistance in 1418; after a 10-year struggle, the Chinese were forced to 
withdraw. Le Loi, who shortly thereafter declared himself emperor under the name 
of Le Thai To, became the founder of the third great Vietnamese dynasty, the Later 
Le (sometimes simply referred to as the Le). Although the rulers of the Later Le 
were no longer in power after 1600, they nominally headed the kingdom until 1788.

 

The Later Le dynasty

Like the better rulers of the Ly and Tran dynasties, Le Thai To and some of his 
successors introduced many reforms. They gave Dai Viet a highly sophisticated 
legal code; promoted art, literature, and education; advanced agriculture; 
protected communal lands against the greed of large landowners; and even 
enforced a general redistribution of land among the entire population at the 
expense of the large landowners. The problem of landlessness remained acute, 
however, because of population increases and the limited amount of land 
available in the north. The lack of land was one of the reasons rulers during the 
Le dynasty pursued a policy of territorial expansion, which was aimed initially at 
driving the Chams (of Champa) from the small but fertile deltas to the south. 
Most of Champa was conquered in 1471 under the leadership of Le Thanh Tong
(ruled 1460–97). Soldiers in the advancing Vietnamese army settled in newly
established villages from Da Nang to the neighbourhood of Nha Trang, in what 
became the first great Vietnamese push to the south. The elimination of Champa 
was followed by incursions into the Cambodian territory of the Mekong River
delta, which the declining Khmer empire was no longer able to defend. Saigon 
(Ho Chi Minh City) became Vietnamese shortly before 1700, and the rest of the 
south followed during the next 60 years. With the exception of the southern 
province of Soc Trang, which was not annexed until 1840, Vietnam had reached 
its present size by 1757.

The extension of Dai Viet to the south, ultimately reaching a length of some 
1,000 miles (1,600 km), altered the historical evolution of the Vietnam. Before 
the conquest of Champa at the end of the 15th century, Dai Viet's chief 
characteristic had been the existence of a strong central power at the head of a 
unified administration. The Vietnamese kingdom was subsequently divided twice 
during the next 150 years, and its partitioned governments were in each case at 
war with each other for decades.
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Two divisions of Dai Viet

The first and shorter division of the country occurred soon after the elimination 
of Champa. The Mac family, led by Mac Dang Dung, the governor of Thang Long 
(Hanoi), made themselves masters of Dai Viet in 1527. The deposed Le rulers and
the generals loyal to them regained control of the lands south of the Red River 
delta in 1545, but only after nearly 50 years of civil war were they able to 
reconquer Thang Long and the north.

Of much longer duration and greater historical significance was the second 
division of Dai Viet, which occurred about 1620, when the noble Nguyen family, 
who had governed the country's growing southern provinces from Hue since 1558,
rejected Thang Long's suzerainty. After the country was reunited following its 
first division, the Le monarchs in Thang Long were rulers in name only; all real 
power was in the hands of the Trinh family, who had made themselves hereditary
princes in charge of the government. For 50 years the Trinh rulers tried in vain to
regain control of the southern half of the kingdom by military means. The failure 
of their last campaign in 1673 was followed by a 100-year truce, during which 
both the Nguyen and the Trinh paid lip service to Vietnamese unity under the Le 
dynasty but maintained separate governments in the two halves of the country.

Unity was reestablished only after a 30-year period of revolution, political chaos,
and civil war (1772–1802). Although the revolution started in the south, it was
directed against the ruling houses of both south and north. It was led by three
brothers, whose name in history—Tay Son—was that of their native village. The
Tay Sons overthrew the southern regime in 1777 and killed the ruling family.
While the Tay Sons waged war against the north, one member of the southern
royal family—Nguyen Anh, who had escaped the massacre—regained control of
Saigon and the deep south in 1778, but he was driven out again by the Tay Sons
in 1783. When the Tay Sons also defeated the Trinh in 1786 and occupied Thang
Long, Dai Viet was briefly reunited under Tay Son rule. In 1788 the Chinese tried
to exploit the Vietnamese crisis, but the Tay Son rulers—who had abolished the
Later Le dynasty—were able to defeat the Chinese invaders. During that same
year, however, Nguyen Anh succeeded, with French military assistance, in
occupying Saigon and the Mekong delta. In a series of campaigns that lasted 14
years, Nguyen Anh defeated the Tay Sons and gained control of the entire
kingdom. When Hue and Thang Long fell to his armies in 1802, he proclaimed 
himself emperor, under the name Gia Long, of a reunited Da Viet, which he 
renamed Vietnam.

 

State and society in precolonial Vietnam

The rule of Gia Long and his successors until the conquest of Vietnam by France in 
the late 19th century brought no innovations in the organization of the state, the 
basic character of which had already been firmly established by the Ly emperors
during the 11th century. The Ly rulers had successfully fought the revival of local
feudalism, which was rooted in the powers exercised by tribal chiefs before the
coming of the Chinese. From the 11th century, Dai Viet remained a centralized
kingdom headed by a monarch whose absolute powers were said to derive from a
mandate from heaven—one aspect of the thoroughly Confucian character of the
Vietnamese state. The Ly rulers, following the Chinese model, established a fixed
hierarchy with a ranking system of nine grades for all public officials. Mandarins
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assigned to civil and military positions were appointed by the emperor and were
responsible only to him. All mandarins—those at the very top at the imperial court
as well as those in the lowest ranks of the provincial and local administration—were
recruited and assigned to one of the nine grades in the official hierarchy in only one
way: through civil service examinations taken after years of study. As a rule, only
the wealthy could spend the time required for these studies. Nevertheless, except in
periods of dynastic decline when offices were sometimes for sale, the road to
positions of power was through scholarship, not wealth.

The concept of a division of powers was alien to the precolonial rulers. The 
emperor, with the help of high court mandarins, was not only the supreme 
lawmaker and head of all civil and military institutions but also the dispenser of 
justice in both criminal and civil cases, and he delegated his powers to the hierarchy
of mandarins in the provinces and villages. Even public functions of a religious 
character were the sole prerogative of the emperor and his representatives at the 
lower levels of the administration. No military caste ever exercised control over the 
state, no religious hierarchy existed outside the mandarins, and no aristocracy with 
political influence was allowed to arise. Titles of nobility, bestowed as honours, 
were not hereditary.

The economic policies of the great Vietnamese dynasties also favoured the 
maintenance of imperial and mandarin power. Through the 900 years of 
independence, from the end of Chinese domination until the beginning of French 
colonial rule, the Vietnamese economy remained almost exclusively agricultural. 
Artisan and fishing villages existed, and there was some mining; but the mass of 
people were engaged in the cultivation of rice, and neither domestic nor 
international trade was systematically promoted. No property-owning middle class 
of merchants ever threatened the authority of the scholar mandarins, and the rising 
power of great landowners was periodically diminished through the redistribution of 
land. Gia Long and his successor, Minh Mang, actually abolished all huge 
landholdings during the first half of the 19th century. Theoretically, the emperor 
owned all the land, and it was by imperial decree that the settlers on newly 
conquered territories received their plots in the villages that sprang up from the Red
River delta south to the Mekong delta.

Vietnam's rigid absolutism was limited to a certain extent by the importance given 
to the family in accordance with the Confucian concept that the family is the basic 
unit of civilized society; submission to the authority of the family head thus was the 
foremost moral obligation of every citizen, even more important than obedience to 
the ruler. The autocratic character of society was also eased slightly by the limited 
authority granted to the village administration; local affairs were handled by a 
council of notables elected, as a rule, from the more prosperous or otherwise 
prominent citizens. Among the duties of these notables were the enforcement of 
law, the conscription of army and forced-labour recruits, and the assessment of 
taxes. Next to devotion to family, loyalty to the village was the duty of every 
Vietnamese.

 

Western penetration of Vietnam

In 1516 Portuguese adventurers arriving by sea inaugurated the era of Western 
penetration of Vietnam. They were followed in 1527 by Dominican missionaries, and 
eight years later a Portuguese port and trading centre were established at Faifo 
(modern Hoi An), south of present-day Da Nang. More Portuguese missionaries 
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arrived later in the 16th century, and they were followed by other Europeans. The 
best-known of these was the French Jesuit missionary Alexandre de Rhodes, who 
completed a transcription of the Vietnamese language into Roman script that later 
was adopted by modern Vietnamese as their official writing system, Quoc-ngu
(“national language”).

By the end of the 17th century, however, the two rival Vietnamese domains (under 
the Nguyen family in the south, and the Trinh family in the north) had lost interest 
in maintaining relations with European countries; the only window left open to the 
West was at Faifo, where the Portuguese retained a trading mission. For decades 
the French had tried without success to retain some influence in the area. Only at 
the end of the 18th century was a missionary named Pigneau de Béhaine able to 
restore a French presence by assisting Nguyen Anh in wresting control of Dai Viet 
from the Tay Sons.

Upon becoming emperor, however, Nguyen Anh (now Gia Long) did not favour
Christianity. Under his strongly anti-Western successor, Minh Mang (ruled 1820–41),
all French advisers were dismissed, while seven French missionaries and an unknown
number of Vietnamese Christians were executed. After 1840 French Roman Catholic
interests openly demanded military intervention to prevent the persecution of
missionaries. In 1847 the French took reprisals against Vietnam for expelling
additional missionaries, but 10 years passed before Paris prepared a military
expedition against Vietnam.

 

The conquest of Vietnam by France

The decision to invade Vietnam was made by Napoleon III in July 1857. It was the 
result not only of missionary propaganda but also, after 1850, of the upsurge of 
French capitalism, which generated the need for overseas markets and the desire 
for a larger French share of the Asian territories conquered by the West. The naval 
commander in East Asia, Rigault de Genouilly, long an advocate of French military 
action against Vietnam, was ordered to attack the harbour and city of Tourane (Da 
Nang) and to turn it into a French military base. Genouilly arrived at Tourane in 
August 1858 with 14 vessels and 2,500 men; the French stormed the harbour 
defenses on September 1 and occupied the town a day later. Genouilly soon 
recognized, however, that he could make no further progress around Tourane and 
decided to attack Saigon. Leaving a small garrison behind to hold Tourane, he sailed
southward in February 1859 and seized Saigon two weeks later.

Vietnamese resistance prevented the French from advancing beyond Saigon, and it 
took French troops, under new command, until 1861 to occupy the three adjacent 
provinces. The Vietnamese, unable to mount effective resistance to the invaders 
and their advanced weapons, concluded a peace treaty in June 1862, which ceded 
the conquered territories to France. Five years later additional territories in the 
south were placed under French rule. The entire colony was named Cochinchina.

It had taken the French slightly more than eight years to make themselves masters 
of Cochinchina (a protectorate already had been imposed on Cambodia in 1863). It 
took them 16 more years to extend their control over the rest of the country. They 
made a first attempt to enter the Red River delta in 1873, after a French naval 
officer and explorer named Francis Garnier had shown, in a hazardous expedition, 
that the Mekong River could not serve as a trade route into southwestern China. 
Garnier had some support from the French governor of Cochinchina, but when he 
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was killed in a battle with Chinese pirates near Hanoi, the attempt to conquer the 
north collapsed.

Within a decade, France had returned to the challenge. In April 1882, with the 
blessing of Paris, the administration at Saigon sent a force of 250 men to Hanoi 
under Capt. Henri Rivière. When Rivière was killed in a skirmish, Paris moved to
impose its rule by force over the entire Red River delta. In August 1883 the 
Vietnamese court signed a treaty that turned northern Vietnam (named Tonkin by 
the French) and central Vietnam (named Annam, based on an early Chinese name 
for the region) into French protectorates. Ten years later the French annexed Laos 
and added it to the so-called Indochinese Union, which the French created in 1887. 
The union consisted of the colony of Cochinchina and the four protectorates of 
Annam, Tonkin, Cambodia, and Laos.

 

Colonial Vietnam

French administration

The French now moved to impose a Western-style administration on their 
colonial territories and to open them to economic exploitation. Under Gov.-Gen. 
Paul Doumer, who arrived in 1897, French rule was imposed directly at all levels 
of administration, leaving the Vietnamese bureaucracy without any real power. 
Even Vietnamese emperors were deposed at will and replaced by others willing 
to serve the French. All important positions within the bureaucracy were staffed 
with officials imported from France; even in the 1930s, after several periods of 
reforms and concessions to local nationalist sentiment, Vietnamese officials were
employed only in minor positions and at very low salaries, and the country was 
still administered along the lines laid down by Doumer.

Doumer's economic and social policies also determined, for the entire period of 
French rule, the development of French Indochina, as the colony became known
in the 20th century. The railroads, highways, harbours, bridges, canals, and
other public works built by the French were almost all started under Doumer,
whose aim was a rapid and systematic exploitation of Indochina's potential
wealth for the benefit of France; Vietnam was to become a source of raw
materials and a market for tariff-protected goods produced by French industries.
The exploitation of natural resources for direct export was the chief purpose of
all French investments, with rice, coal, rare minerals, and later also rubber as
the main products. Doumer and his successors up to the eve of World War II were
not interested in promoting industry there, the development of which was
limited to the production of goods for immediate local consumption. Among
these enterprises—located chiefly in Saigon, Hanoi, and Haiphong (the outport
for Hanoi)—were breweries, distilleries, small sugar refineries, rice and paper
mills, and glass and cement factories. The greatest industrial establishment was
a textile factory at Nam Dinh, which employed more than 5,000 workers. The 
total number of workers employed by all industries and mines in Vietnam was 
some 100,000 in 1930. Because the aim of all investments was not the systematic
economic development of the colony but the attainment of immediate high 
returns for investors, only a small fraction of the profits was reinvested.

 

Effects of French colonial rule
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Whatever economic progress Vietnam made under the French after 1900
benefited only the French and the small class of wealthy Vietnamese created by
the colonial regime. The masses of the Vietnamese people were deprived of such
benefits by the social policies inaugurated by Doumer and maintained even by his
more liberal successors, such as Paul Beau (1902–07), Albert Sarraut (1911–14 and
1917–19), and Alexandre Varenne (1925–28). Through the construction of
irrigation works, chiefly in the Mekong delta, the area of land devoted to rice
cultivation quadrupled between 1880 and 1930. During the same period,
however, the individual peasant's rice consumption decreased without the 
substitution of other foods. The new lands were not distributed among the 
landless and the peasants but were sold to the highest bidder or given away at 
nominal prices to Vietnamese collaborators and French speculators. These 
policies created a new class of Vietnamese landlords and a class of landless 
tenants who worked the fields of the landlords for rents of up to 60 percent of 
the crop, which was sold by the landlords at the Saigon export market. The 
mounting export figures for rice resulted not only from the increase in cultivable 
land but also from the growing exploitation of the peasantry.

The peasants who owned their land were rarely better off than the landless 
tenants. The peasants' share of the price of rice sold at the Saigon export market
was less than 25 percent. Peasants continually lost their land to the large owners
because they were unable to repay loans given them by the landlords and other 
moneylenders at exorbitant interest rates. As a result, the large landowners of 
Cochinchina (less than 3 percent of the total number of landowners) owned 45 
percent of the land, while the small peasants (who accounted for about 70 
percent of the owners) owned only about 15 percent of the land. The number of 
landless families in Vietnam before World War II was estimated at half of the 
population.

The peasants' share of the crop—after the landlords, the moneylenders, and the
middlemen (mostly Chinese) between producer and exporter had taken their
share—was still more drastically reduced by the direct and indirect taxes the
French had imposed to finance their ambitious program of public works. Other
ways of making the Vietnamese pay for the projects undertaken for the benefit
of the French were the recruitment of forced labour for public works and the
absence of any protection against exploitation in the mines and rubber
plantations, although the scandalous working conditions, the low salaries, and
the lack of medical care were frequently attacked in the French Chamber of
Deputies in Paris. The mild social legislation decreed in the late 1920s was never
adequately enforced.

Apologists for the colonial regime claimed that French rule led to vast 
improvements in medical care, education, transport, and communications. The 
statistics kept by the French, however, appear to cast doubt on such assertions. 
In 1939, for example, no more than 15 percent of all school-age children 
received any kind of schooling, and about 80 percent of the population was 
illiterate, in contrast to precolonial times when the majority of the people 
possessed some degree of literacy. With its more than 20 million inhabitants in 
1939, Vietnam had but one university, with fewer than 700 students. Only a small
number of Vietnamese children were admitted to the lycées (secondary schools)
for the children of the French. Medical care was well organized for the French in 
the cities, but in 1939 there were only 2 physicians for every 100,000 
Vietnamese, compared with 76 per 100,000 in Japan and 25 per 100,000 in the 
Philippines.
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Two other aspects of French colonial policy are significant when considering the
attitude of the Vietnamese people, especially their educated minority, toward
the colonial regime: one was the absence of any kind of civil liberties for the
native population, and the other was the exclusion of the Vietnamese from the
modern sector of the economy, especially industry and trade. Not only were
rubber plantations, mines, and industrial enterprises in foreign hands—French,
where the business was substantial, and Chinese at the lower levels—but all
other business was as well, from local trade to the great export-import houses.
The social consequence of this policy was that, apart from the landlords, no
property-owning indigenous middle class developed in colonial Vietnam. Thus,
capitalism appeared to the Vietnamese to be a part of foreign rule; this view,
together with the lack of any Vietnamese participation in government,
profoundly influenced the nature and orientation of the national resistance
movements.

 

Movements of national liberation

The anticolonial movement in Vietnam can be said to have started with the 
establishment of French rule. Many local officials of Cochinchina refused to 
collaborate with the French. Some led guerrilla groups, composed of the remnants 
of the defeated armies, in attacks on French outposts. A much broader resistance 
movement developed in Annam in 1885, led by the great scholar Phan Dinh Phung, 
whose rebellion collapsed only after his death in 1895.

The main characteristic of the national movement during this first phase of 
resistance, however, was its political orientation toward the past. Filled with ideas 
of precolonial Vietnam, its leaders wanted to be rid of the French in order to 
reestablish the old imperial order. Because this aspiration had little meaning for the
generation that came to maturity after 1900, this first stage of anticolonial 
resistance did not survive the death of its leader.

 

Modern nationalism

A new national movement arose in the early 20th century. Its most prominent 
spokesman was Phan Boi Chau, with whose rise the old traditionalist opposition 
gave way to a modern nationalist leadership that rejected French rule but not 
Western ideas, science, and technology. In 1905 Chau went to Japan. His plan, 
mildly encouraged by some Japanese statesmen, was to free Vietnam with 
Japanese help. Chau smuggled hundreds of young Vietnamese into Japan, where 
they studied the sciences and underwent training for clandestine organization, 
political propaganda, and terrorist action. Inspired by Chau's writings, nationalist
intellectuals in Hanoi opened the Free School of Tonkin in 1907, which soon
became a centre of anti-French agitation and consequently was suppressed after
a few months. Also, under the inspiration and guidance of Chau's followers, mass
demonstrations demanding a reduction of high taxes took place in many cities in
1908. Hundreds of demonstrators and suspected organizers were arrested—some
were condemned to death, while others were sent to Con Son (Poulo Condore) 
Island in the South China Sea, which the French turned into a penal camp for 
Vietnamese nationalists.

Phan Boi Chau went to China in 1910, where a revolution had broken out against 
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the Qing (Manchu) dynasty. There he set up a republican government-in-exile to
attract the support of nationalist groups. After the French arranged his arrest
and imprisonment in China (1914–17), however, his movement began to decline.
In 1925 Chau was seized by French agents in Shanghai and brought back to 
Vietnam for trial; he died under house arrest in 1940.

After World War I the movement for national liberation intensified. A number of 
prominent intellectuals sought to achieve reforms by obtaining political 
concessions from the colonial regime through collaboration with the French. The 
failure of such reformist efforts led to a revival of clandestine and revolutionary 
groups, especially in Annam and Tonkin; among these was the Vietnamese 
Nationalist Party (Viet Nam Quoc Dan Dang, founded in 1927 and usually referred
to as the VNQDD). The VNQDD preached terrorist action and penetrated the
garrisons of indigenous troops with a plan to oust the French in a military
uprising. On the night of Feb. 9–10, 1930, the troops of one garrison in Tonkin
killed their French officers, but they were overwhelmed a day later and
summarily executed. A wave of repression followed that took hundreds of lives
and sent thousands to prison camps. The VNQDD was virtually destroyed, and for
the next 15 years it existed mainly as a group of exiles in China supported by the
Chinese Nationalist Party (Kuomintang).

 

Vietnamese communism

The year 1930 was important in the history of Vietnam for yet another reason. 
Five years earlier, a new figure, destined to become the most prominent leader 
in the national movement, had appeared on the scene as an expatriate 
revolutionary in South China. He was Nguyen Ai Quoc, better known by his later 
pseudonym of Ho Chi Minh. In June 1925 Ho Chi Minh had founded the 
Revolutionary Youth League of Vietnam, the predecessor of the Indochinese 
Communist Party.

Ho Chi Minh had left Vietnam as a young seaman in 1911 and traveled widely
before settling in Paris in 1917. He joined the Communist Party of France in 1920
and later spent several years in Moscow and China in the service of the
international communist movement. After making his Revolutionary Youth
League the most influential of all clandestine resistance groups, he succeeded in
early 1930 in forming the Vietnamese Communist Party—from late 1930 called
the Indochinese Communist Party—from a number of competing communist
organizations. In May of that year the communists exploited conditions of near
starvation over large areas of central Vietnam by staging a broad peasant
uprising, during which numerous Vietnamese officials and many landlords were
killed, and “Soviet” administrations were set up in several provinces of Annam. It 
took the French until the spring of 1931 to suppress this movement and, in an 
unparalleled wave of terror, to reestablish control.

Unlike the dispersed and disoriented leadership of the VNQDD and some smaller 
nationalist groups, the Indochinese Communist Party recovered quickly from the 
setback of 1931, relying on cadres trained in the Soviet Union and China. After 
1936, when the French extended some political freedoms to the colonies, the 
party skillfully exploited all opportunities for the creation of legal front 
organizations, through which it extended its influence among intellectuals, 
workers, and peasants. When political freedoms were again curtailed at the 
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outbreak of World War II, the Communist Party, now a well-disciplined 
organization, was forced back into hiding.

 

World War II and independence

For five years during World War II, Indochina was a French-administered possession 
of Japan. On Sept. 22, 1940, Jean Decoux, the French governor-general appointed 
by the Vichy government after the fall of France to the Nazis, concluded an 
agreement with the Japanese that permitted the stationing of 30,000 Japanese 
troops in Indochina and the use of all major Vietnamese airports by the Japanese 
military. The agreement made Indochina the most important staging area for all 
Japanese military operations in Southeast Asia. The French administration 
cooperated with the Japanese occupation forces and was ousted only toward the 
end of the war (in March 1945), when the Japanese began to fear that the French 
forces might turn against them as defeat approached. After the French had been 
disarmed, Bao Dai, the last French-appointed emperor of Vietnam, was allowed to 
proclaim the independence of his country and to appoint a Vietnamese national 
government at Hue; however, all real power remained in the hands of the Japanese 
military commanders.

Meanwhile, in May 1941, at Ho Chi Minh's urging, the Communist Party formed a 
broad nationalist alliance under its leadership called the League for the 
Independence of Vietnam, which subsequently became known as the Viet Minh. Ho, 
returning to China to seek assistance, was arrested and imprisoned there by the 
Nationalist government. After his release he returned to Vietnam and began to 
cooperate with Allied forces by providing information on Japanese troop movements
in Indochina. At the same time, he sought recognition of the Viet Minh as the 
legitimate representative of Vietnamese nationalist aspirations. When the Japanese 
surrendered in August 1945, the communist-led Viet Minh ordered a general 
uprising, and, with no one organized to oppose them, they were able to seize power 
in Hanoi. Bao Dai, the Vietnamese emperor, abdicated a few days later and declared
his fealty to the newly proclaimed Democratic Republic of Vietnam.

The Communist Party had clearly gained the upper hand in its struggle to 
outmaneuver its disorganized rivals, such as the noncommunist VNQDD. The French, 
however, were determined to restore their colonial presence in Indochina and, with 
the aid of British occupation forces, seized control of Cochinchina. Thus, at the 
beginning of 1946, there were two Vietnams: a communist north and a 
noncommunist south.

 
Joseph Buttinger
William J. Duiker
William S. Turley

The First Indochina War

Negotiations between the French and Ho Chi Minh led to an 
agreement in March 1946 that appeared to promise a peaceful 
solution. Under the agreement France would recognize the Viet 
Minh government and give Vietnam the status of a free state 
within the French Union. French troops were to remain in 
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First Indochina War 
erupts in Vietnam, 
Dec. 19, 1946.

French defeat by 
Viet Minh at Dien 
Bien Phu, northern 
Vietnam, 1954.

 

Vietnam, but they would be withdrawn progressively over five 
years. For a period in early 1946 the French cooperated with Ho 
Chi Minh as he consolidated the Viet Minh's dominance over 
other nationalist groups, in particular those politicians who 

were backed by the Chinese Nationalist Party.

Despite tactical cooperation between the French and the Viet Minh, their policies 
were irreconcilable: the French aimed to reestablish colonial rule, while Hanoi 
wanted total independence. French intentions were revealed in the decision of 
Georges-Thierry d'Argenlieu, the high commissioner for Indochina, to proclaim 
Cochinchina an autonomous republic in June 1946. Further negotiations did not 
resolve the basic differences between the French and the Viet Minh. In late 
November 1946 French naval vessels bombarded Haiphong, causing several thousand
civilian casualties; the subsequent Viet Minh attempt to overwhelm French troops in 
Hanoi in December is generally considered to be the beginning of the First Indochina
War.

Initially confident of victory, the French long ignored the real political cause of the
war—the desire of the Vietnamese people, including their anticommunist leaders, to
achieve unity and independence for their country. French efforts to deal with those
issues were devious and ineffective. The French reunited Cochinchina with the rest 
of Vietnam in 1949, proclaiming the Associated State of Vietnam, and appointed the 
former emperor Bao Dai as chief of state. Most nationalists, however, denounced 
these maneuvers, and leadership in the struggle for independence from the French 
remained with the Viet Minh.

 
Meanwhile, the Viet Minh waged an increasingly successful 
guerrilla war, aided after 1949 by the new communist 
government of China. The United States, fearful of the spread 
of communism in Asia, sent large amounts of aid to the French. 
The French, however, were shaken by the fall of their garrison 
at Dien Bien Phu in May 1954 and agreed to negotiate an end to 
the war at an international conference in Geneva.

 

The two Vietnams (1954–65)

The agreements concluded in Geneva between April and July 1954 (collectively 
called the Geneva Accords) were signed by French and Viet Minh representatives and
provided for a cease-fire and temporary division of the country into two military 
zones at latitude 17 °N (popularly called the 17th parallel). All Viet Minh forces
were to withdraw north of that line, and all French and Associated State of Vietnam 
troops were to remain south of it; permission was granted for refugees to move from
one zone to the other during a limited time period. An international commission was
established, composed of Canadian, Polish, and Indian members under an Indian 
chairman, to supervise the execution of the agreement.

This agreement left the Democratic Republic of Vietnam (henceforth called North
Vietnam) in control of only the northern half of the country. The last of the Geneva
Accords—called the Final Declaration—provided for elections, supervised by the
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commission, to be held throughout Vietnam in July 1956 in order to unify the
country. Viet Minh leaders appeared certain to win these elections, and the United
States and the leaders in the south would not approve or sign the Final Declaration;
elections were never held.

In the midst of a mass migration of nearly one million people from the north to the 
south, the two Vietnams began to reconstruct their war-ravaged land. With 
assistance from the Soviet Union and China, the Hanoi government in the north 
embarked on an ambitious program of socialist industrialization; they also began to 
collectivize agriculture in earnest in 1958. In the south a new government appointed
by Bao Dai began to build a new country. Ngo Dinh Diem, a Roman Catholic, was 
named prime minister and succeeded with American support in stabilizing the 
anticommunist regime in Saigon. He eliminated pro-French elements in the military 
and abolished the local autonomy of several religious-political groups. Then, in a 
government-controlled referendum in October 1955, Diem removed Bao Dai as chief 
of state and made himself president of the Republic of Vietnam (South Vietnam).

Diem's early success in consolidating power did not result in concrete political and 
economic achievements. Plans for land reform were sabotaged by entrenched 
interests. With the financial backing of the United States, the regime's chief 
energies were directed toward building up the military and a variety of intelligence 
and security forces to counter the still-influential Viet Minh. Totalitarian methods 
were directed against all who were regarded as opponents, and the favouritism 
shown to Roman Catholics alienated the majority Buddhist population. Loyalty to 
the president and his family was made a paramount duty, and Diem's brother, Ngo
Dinh Nhu, founded an elitist underground organization to spy on officials, army
officers, and prominent local citizens. Diem also refused to participate in the
all-Vietnamese elections described in the Final Declaration. With support from the
north, communist-led forces—popularly called the Viet Cong—launched an
insurgency movement to seize power and reunify the country. The insurrection
appeared close to succeeding, when Diem's army overthrew him in November 1963.
Diem and his brother Nhu were killed in the coup.

 

The Second Indochina War

The government that seized power after Diem's ouster, however, was no more 
effective than its predecessor. A period of political instability followed, until the 
military firmly seized control in June 1965 under Nguyen Cao Ky. Militant Buddhists
who had helped overthrow Diem strongly opposed Ky's government, but he was able
to break their resistance. Civil liberties were restricted, political
opponents—denounced as neutralists or pro-communists—were imprisoned, and
political parties were allowed to operate only if they did not openly criticize
government policy. The character of the regime remained largely unchanged after
the presidential elections in September 1967, which led to the election of Gen.
Nguyen Van Thieu as president.

No less evident than the oppressive nature of the Saigon regime was its inability to 
cope with the Viet Cong. The insurgent movement, aided by a steady infiltration of 
weapons and advisers from the north, steadily built its fighting strength from about 
30,000 men in 1963 to about 150,000 in 1965 when, in the opinion of many American
intelligence analysts, the survival of the Saigon regime was seriously threatened. In 
addition, the political opposition in the south to Saigon became much more 
organized. The National Front for the Liberation of the South, popularly called the 
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Scenes of the Tet
Offensive, South
Vietnam,
January–February
1968.

 

 

National Liberation Front (NLF), had been organized in late 1960 and within four 
years had a huge following.

 

Growing U.S. involvement in the war

Until 1960 the United States had supported the Saigon regime
and its army only with military equipment, financial aid, 
and, as permitted by the Geneva Accords, 700 advisers for 
training the army. The number of advisers had increased to 
17,000 by the end of 1963, and they were joined by an 
increasing number of American helicopter pilots. All of this 
assistance, however, proved insufficient to halt the advance 
of the Viet Cong, and in February 1965 U.S. Pres. Lyndon B. 
Johnson ordered the bombing of North Vietnam, hoping to 
prevent further infiltration of arms and troops into the 
south. Four weeks after the bombing began, the United 
States started sending troops into the south. By July the 

number of U.S. troops had reached 75,000; it continued to climb until it stood at 
more than 500,000 early in 1968. Fighting beside the Americans were some 
600,000 regular South Vietnamese troops and regional and self-defense forces, as
well as smaller contingents from South Korea, Thailand, Australia, and New 
Zealand.
 

Three years of intensive bombing of the north and fighting in 
the south, however, did not weaken the will and strength of 
the Viet Cong and their allies from the north. Infiltration of 
personnel and supplies down the famous Ho Chi Minh Trail
continued at a high level, and regular troops from the
north—now estimated at more than 100,000—played a
growing role in the war. The continuing strength of the
insurgent forces became evident in the so-called Tet 
Offensive that began in late January 1968, during which the 
Viet Cong and North Vietnamese attacked more than 100 
cities and military bases, holding on to some for several 
weeks. After that, a growing conviction in the U.S. 
government that continuing the war at current levels was no 

longer politically acceptable led President Johnson to order a reduction of the 
bombing in the north. This decision opened the way for U.S. negotiations with 
Hanoi, which began in Paris in May 1968. After the bombing was halted over the 
entire north in November 1968, the Paris talks were enlarged to include 
representatives of the NLF and the Saigon regime.

The war continued under a new U.S. president, Richard M. Nixon, who began 
gradually to withdraw U.S. troops. Public opposition to the war, however, 
escalated after Nixon ordered attacks on the Ho Chi Minh Trail in Laos and on 
Viet Cong sanctuaries inside Cambodia. In the meantime, the peace talks went 
on in Paris.
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Scenes of the last 
American 
helicopter leaving 
Saigon, S. Viet., 
April 30, 1975.

 

Withdrawal of U.S. troops

Finally, in January 1973 a peace treaty was signed by the 
United States and all three Vietnamese parties (North 
Vietnam, South Vietnam, and the Viet Cong). It provided for 
the complete withdrawal of U.S. troops within 60 days and 
created a political process for the peaceful resolution of the 
conflict in the south. Nothing was said, however, about the 
presence of more than 100,000 North Vietnamese troops in 
South Vietnam. The signing of the Paris Agreement did not 
bring an end to the fighting in Vietnam. The Saigon regime 
made a determined effort to eliminate the communist forces 
remaining in the south, while northern leaders continued to 
strengthen their military forces in preparation for a possible 

future confrontation. By late 1974 Hanoi had decided that victory could be 
achieved only through armed struggle, and early the next year North Vietnamese 
troops launched a major offensive against the south. Saigon's forces retreated in 
panic and disorder, and President Thieu ordered the abandonment of several 
northern provinces. Thieu's effort to stabilize the situation was too late, 
however, and on April 30, 1975, the communists entered Saigon in triumph. The 
Second Indochina War was finally at an end.
 

The Socialist Republic of Vietnam

Reunification and early challenges

Following the communist victory, Vietnam remained theoretically divided 
(although reunified in concept) until July 2, 1976, when the Socialist Republic of 
Vietnam was officially proclaimed, with its capital at Hanoi. Vietnam at peace 
faced formidable problems. In the south alone, millions of people had been made
homeless by the war, and more than one-seventh of the population had been 
killed or wounded; the costs in the north were probably as high or higher. Plans 
to reconstruct the country called for the expansion of industry in the north and 
of agriculture in the south. Within two years of the communist victory, however, 
it became clear that Vietnam would face major difficulties in realizing its goals.

Hanoi had been at war for more than a generation—indeed, Ho Chi Minh had died
in 1969—and the bureaucracy was poorly trained to deal with the problems of
peacetime economic recovery. The government encountered considerable
resistance to its policies, particularly in the huge metropolis of Saigon (renamed
Ho Chi Minh City in 1976), where members of the commercial sector—many of
whom were ethnic Chinese—sought to avoid cooperating in the new socialist
economic measures and resisted assignment to “new economic zones” in the
countryside. During the late 1970s the country also suffered major floods and
drought that severely reduced food production. When the regime suddenly
announced a program calling for the socialization of industry and agriculture in
the south in early 1978, hundreds of thousands of people (mainly ethnic Chinese)
fled the country on foot or by boat.

These internal difficulties were compounded by problems in foreign affairs. 
Perhaps unrealistically, the regime decided to pursue plans to form a close 
alliance with new revolutionary governments in neighbouring Laos and Cambodia 
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(Kampuchea). Such plans risked incurring not only the hostility of the United 
States but also that of China, which had its own interests in those countries. As 
Sino-Vietnamese relations soured, Hanoi turned to Moscow and signed a treaty of
friendship and cooperation with the Soviet Union. In the meantime, relations 
with the revolutionary Democratic Kampuchea (Khmer Rouge) government in 
Cambodia rapidly deteriorated when it refused Hanoi's offer of a close 
relationship among the three countries that once formed French Indochina. 
Savage border fighting culminated in a Vietnamese invasion of Cambodia in 
December 1978. The Khmer Rouge were dislodged from power, and a 
pro-Vietnamese government was installed in Phnom Penh.

Khmer Rouge forces now took refuge in isolated areas of the country and began a
guerrilla war of resistance against the new government, the latter backed by 
some 200,000 Vietnamese troops. In the meantime, China launched a brief but 
fierce punitive invasion along the Sino-Vietnamese border in early 1979 in 
response to Vietnamese actions in Cambodia. During the month-long war the 
Chinese destroyed major Vietnamese towns and inflicted heavy damage in the 
frontier zone, but they also suffered heavy casualties from the Vietnamese 
defenders.

Vietnam was now nearly isolated in the world. Apart from the protégé regime in
Phnom Penh and the government of Laos, which also depended heavily on 
Vietnamese aid for its survival, the country was at odds with the rest of its 
regional neighbours. The member states of the Association of Southeast Asian 
Nations (ASEAN) opposed the Vietnamese occupation of Cambodia and joined 
with China in supporting guerrilla resistance forces represented by the Khmer 
Rouge and various noncommunist Cambodian groups. An economic trade embargo
was imposed on Vietnam by the United States and most other Western countries. 
Only the Soviet Union and its allies in eastern Europe stood by Vietnam.

Under such severe external pressure, Vietnam suffered continuing economic 
difficulties. The cost of stationing troops in Cambodia and of maintaining a 
strong defensive position along the Chinese border was especially heavy. To 
make matters worse, the regime encountered continuing problems in integrating 
the southern provinces into a socialist economy. In the early 1980s the 
government announced a number of reforms to spur the economy. Then, 
following the death of veteran party chief Le Duan in 1986 (Le Duan had 
succeeded Ho Chi Minh as party chief in 1960) and his succession by the 
pro-reform Nguyen Van Linh, the party launched a program of sweeping 
economic and institutional renovation (doi moi). Actual implementation, 
however, did not begin until 1988, when a deepening economic crisis and 
declining support from the Soviet Union compelled the government to slash 
spending, court foreign investment, and liberalize trade. Other policies 
essentially legalized free market activities that the government had previously 
tried to limit or suppress.
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Vietnam since c. 1990

These measures stabilized the economy, but the sudden collapse of communist 
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rule in eastern Europe and disintegration of the Soviet Union left Vietnam 
completely isolated. Having begun removing its armed forces from Cambodia in 
1985, Vietnam completed withdrawal in September 1989 and intensified efforts 
to improve relations with its neighbours. A peace conference in Paris formally 
ended the Cambodian conflict in 1991 and provided United Nations supervision 
until elections could be held in 1993. The Cambodian settlement removed a key 
obstacle to normalizing relations with China, Japan, and Europe. The Vietnamese
agreement to help the United States determine the fate of Americans missing in 
action encouraged the United States to lift the embargo in 1994 and establish 
diplomatic relations with Hanoi in 1995. Admission to membership in ASEAN in 
July 1995 symbolized Vietnam's full acceptance into the family of nations.

The return of peace and stability to the region allowed Vietnam to concentrate 
on the economic reforms begun in the late 1980s. The government took a 
pragmatic approach, responding flexibly to domestic realities while seeking ideas
from diverse international sources. Major components of reform included 
instituting a relatively liberal foreign investment law, decollectivizing 
agriculture, ending fixed prices and subsidies, and significantly reducing the 
number of state-owned enterprises. Results were on the whole favourable. The 
output of food staples per capita, after a half century of decline, increased 
sufficiently for Vietnam to become a sizeable exporter of rice in 1989. Job 
creation in the private sector made up for job losses in the public sector. Foreign
investment spurred growth in crude oil production, light manufacturing, and 
tourism. Vietnam also redirected its trade in a remarkably short period of time 
from ex-communist countries to such new partners as Hong Kong, Singapore, 
South Korea, Taiwan, and Japan. Growth in the gross domestic product (GDP) 
averaged nearly 8 percent annually through the 1990s.

With success, however, came a weakening of commitment to further change and 
renewed concern about preserving Vietnam's "socialist orientation." One 
consequence was the continued prominence in the economy of state-owned 
enterprises, fewer than half of which were profitable but which accounted for 
nearly one-third of GDP. Leaders also worried that the corruption, inequality, 
and materialism associated with the new market economy could undermine 
support for the party. In 1991, Nguyen Van Linh yielded the party's chairmanship 
to Do Muoi, a cautious, consensus-seeking politician. Although a new constitution
enacted in 1992 was seen as a step toward loosening party control of the 
government, the party remained unwilling to share power with noncommunist 
elements. Muoi's replacement, Le Kha Phieu, chosen in 1997 after months of 
bitter factional infighting, lacked both the power and the determination to 
accelerate the pace of reform. Internal opposition to further liberalization 
caused Vietnam in 1999 to decide, after years of negotiation, not to sign a trade 
agreement with the United States that would have also secured membership in 
the World Trade Organization (WTO). In the face of relentless globalization, 
Vietnam was threatened by paralysis on account of its reluctance to reform its 
political institutions.

Impatience with government corruption and slowing economic growth 
(exacerbated by the Asian economic crisis of the late 1990s) catalyzed 
large-scale demonstrations early in the 21st century. The demonstrations, in 
turn, ultimately contributed to the senior party leaders' decision to replace Le 
Kha Phieu with Nong Duc Manh in April 2001. The new party leader immediately 
took steps to curb corruption, and to integrate Vietnam more fully into the global
economy. Once again the country's GDP experienced a surge of growth. Trade 
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negotiations with the United States were rekindled, and an accord was signed 
later that year. At the end of 2006, Vietnam ratified the accession agreement to 
become the WTO's 150th member in January 2007. Nguyen Phu Trong was chosen 
as the party's new leader in January 2011, replacing a retiring Nong Duc Manh.

 
William S. Turley

Additional Reading

Geography

DAVID W.P. ELLIOT et al.,Vietnam: Essays on History, Culture, and Society (1985), is a 
solid and readable introduction. A comprehensive analysis of Vietnamese society and
culture is NEIL L. JAMIESON, Understanding Vietnam (1993, reprinted 1995). Other 
studies of peoples and society include PIERRE GOUROU, The Peasants of the Tonkin 
Delta: A Study of Human Geography, trans. by RICHARD R. MILLER, 2 vol. (1955; 
originally published in French, 1936), a monumental work; three books by GERALD

CANNON HICKEY, Village in Vietnam (1964), a classic ethnography of the upper Mekong 
delta in the 1950s, Sons of the Mountains (1982), a masterful overview of the 
evolving cultures of the Montagnards up to 1954, and Free in the Forest (1982), a 
scholarly description of the fate of the peoples of the central highlands from 1954 to
1976; and two studies by A. TERRY RAMBO, A Comparison of Peasant Social Systems of 
Northern and Southern Viet-Nam: A Study of Ecological Adaptation, Social 
Succession, and Cultural Evolution (1973), and “Vietnam: Searching for Integration,”
in CARLO CALDAROLA (ed.), Religions and Societies: Asia and the Middle East (1982), pp.
407–444. KAREN FJELSTAD and NGUYEN THI HIEN (eds.), Possessed by the Spirits: Mediumship
in Contemporary Vietnamese Communities (2006), contains academic analyses of 
various shamanic activities. WILLIAM J. DUIKER, Vietnam: Revolution in Transition, 2nd 
ed. (1995), surveys a wide range of social, political, and cultural developments 
through the end of the war. NIGEL THRIFT and DEAN FORBES, The Price of War:
Urbanization in Vietnam, 1954–85 (1986); KEITH GRIFFIN (ed.), Economic Reform in 
Vietnam (1998); and BRIAN VAN ARKADIE and RAYMOND MALLON, Viet Nam: A Transition Tiger?
(2003), are useful studies on these topics.

History

KEITH WELLER TAYLOR, The Birth of Vietnam (1983), is the definitive treatment of early 
history to the 10th century. JOSEPH BUTTINGER, The Smaller Dragon: A Political History 
of Vietnam (1958, reprinted 1966), is the standard history from the rise of the 
Vietnamese state to the colonial era. ALEXANDER BARTON WOODSIDE, Vietnam and the 
Chinese Model (1971, reprinted 1988), compares the governments of these two 
countries in the first half of the 19th century. MILTON E. OSBORNE, The French Presence
in Cochinchina and Cambodia: Rule and Response (1859–1905) (1969), analyzes 
French policies during the first stages of colonial rule. HUE-TAM HO TAI, Radicalism and 
the Origins of the Vietnamese Revolution (1992, reissued 1996), plumbs the sources 
of anticolonial thought. DAVID G. MARR, Vietnamese Anticolonialism, 1885–1925 (1971),
is a sensitive account, Vietnamese Tradition on Trial, 1920–1945 (1981, reissued 
1984), explores the social and intellectual changes taking place under colonial rule, 
and Vietnam 1945: The Quest for Power (1995, reprinted 1997), explains the August 
Revolution. ELLEN J. HAMMER, The Struggle for Indochina (1954, reissued 1969), 
dramatically treats the final stages of French rule. HUYNH KIM KHÁNH, Vietnamese
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Communism, 1925–1945 (1982, reissued 1986), is the definitive account of the rise 
of the Vietnamese communist movement. ALEXANDER B. WOODSIDE, Community and 
Revolution in Modern Vietnam (1976), argues that the search for community is a key
factor in the Vietnamese revolution. THOMAS HODGKIN, Vietnam (1981), recounts in 
detail the background of the Vietnamese revolutionary struggle. BERNARD B. FALL, The 
Two Viet-Nams, 2nd rev. ed. (1967, reprinted 1984), dated but still useful, examines
the period after the division of the country. WILLIAM J. DUIKER, Sacred War: Nationalism
and Revolution in a Divided Vietnam (1995), focuses on Vietnamese communist 
perspectives and strategy, and his Ho Chi Minh (2000) is the most comprehensive 
account of the communist leader's life. DAVID W.P. ELLIOTT, The Vietnamese War: 
Revolution and Social Change in the Mekong Delta (2003), is a detailed analysis of 
communist techniques and popular responses; while TRUONG NHU TANG, DAVID CHANOFF, 
and DOAN VAN TOAI, A Vietcong Memoir (1985; also published as Journal of a Vietcong, 
1986), is a firsthand account of the organization. KEN POST, Revolution, Socialism, and
Nationalism in Vietnam, 5 vol. (1989–94), is a Marxist interpretation of the
Vietnamese revolution. JEFFREY RACE, War Comes to Long An (1972), is the classic 
study of factors behind the communist success in one province of South Vietnam. 
WILLIAM S. TURLEY and MARK SELDEN (eds.), Reinventing Vietnamese Socialism: Doi Moi in 
Comparative Perspective (1993); and BÖRJE LJUNGGREN (ed.), The Challenge of Reform 
in Indochina (1993), assess social, political, and economic developments since the 
war's end. ADAM FFORDE and STEFAN DE VYLDER, From Plan to Market (1996), analyzes the 
causes and dynamics of the transition to a market economy. SOPHIE QUINN-JUDGE and ODD

ARNE WESTAD (eds.), The Third Indochina War: Conflict Between China, Vietnam, and
Cambodia, 1972–1979 (2006), is a collection of essays based on more recently 
available archives that shed new light on Vietnam's wars with China and Cambodia.
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